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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current
home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has
exploded.
Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the
calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate
and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the
internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.
At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for
quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to
share and disseminate scientific and technical information.
We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we
deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a
place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.
We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the
world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal,
as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review
process.
We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank
you for sharing wisdom.
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Abstract—Application of existing mobile telemedicine system
is restricted by the imperfection of network coverage, network
capacity, and mobility. In this paper, a novel telemedicine based
handover decision making (THODM) algorithm is proposed for
mobile telemedicine system using heterogeneous wireless
networks. The proposed algorithm select the best network based
on the services requirement to ensure the connected or targeted
network candidate has sufficient capacity for supporting the
telemedicine services. The simulation results show that the
proposed algorithm minimizes the number of unnecessary
handover to WLAN in high speed environment. The throughput
achieved by the proposed algorithm is up to 75% and 205%
higher than Cellular and RSS based schemes, respectively.
Moreover, the average data transmission cost of THODM
algorithm is 24% and 69.2% lower than the Cellular and RSS
schemes. The proposed algorithm minimizes the average
transmission cost while maintaining the telemedicine service
quality at the highest level in high speed environment.
Keywords—Mobile telemedicine system; vertical handover;
heterogeneous networks; unnecessary handover; throughput; cost

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of wireless communication technologies
has led to the development of telemedicine. Telemedicine
provides remote monitoring and diagnosis services via
information and communication technologies. Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN), Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) and cellular networks are the
three wireless technologies widely applied in telemedicine.
WLAN is the most preferable by users due to the high
transmission capacity and low network access cost, however,
the small coverage area limits the user’s mobility support.
WLAN based telemedicine systems are typically for indoor
application (home, hospital, clinic, etc.) [1-4]. To tackle the
issue in WLAN, researches on cellular network based
telemedicine were raised. Authors in [5-8] present a cellular
network based telemedicine system. The advantages of
cellular based telemedicine system are that it supports high
mobility and offers large service coverage. However, the
capacity of cellular network is insufficient for high quality
images and continuous video transmission as the channel
bandwidth is limited. The high bandwidth Fourth Generation
Long Term Evolution (4G-LTE) system is still under

deployment. The coverage is imperfect in rural and suburban
areas. Consequently, the use of 4G-LTE in telemedicine is
limited.
The performance of telemedicine service is dependent on
the network quality. Poor network quality will disrupt the
health data in transmission. Authors in [9, 10] proposed
WiMAX based telemedicine application to provide higher
bandwidth than cellular network with extended network
coverage than WLAN. Authors in [11] integrate both WLAN
and WiMAX networks where WLAN is for indoor application
and WiMAX is for outdoor environment. However, handover
scheme between WLAN and WiMAX is not discussed by
authors. WiMAX technology overcomes the issues of small
coverage and insufficient bandwidth encountered by WLAN
and cellular network, respectively. Unfortunately, most of the
network service providers are ceasing development of
WiMAX [12]. As a result, the mobile telemedicine system that
relies on WiMAX technology cannot guarantee the users
connect continuously to the telemedicine services provider at
anywhere due to the imperfection of network coverage.
Each wireless technology has its own advantages and
disadvantages. None of them can fully support the
telemedicine services in terms of data transmission rate and
mobility. Therefore, application of existing mobile
telemedicine system is sometimes restricted by mobility,
coverage and constraints of data transmission rate issues. The
continuous service connection and guarantee of data
transmission rate are the two main factors to maintain the
quality of telemedicine services. For this purpose, a mobile
telemedicine system that has capability of accessing multiple
wireless networks is needed so that the system has wider
service coverage and guarantee the service quality by
connecting to the best network based on the services
requirement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
reviews the existing handover algorithms in heterogeneous
networks. In Section III, the framework of mobile
telemedicine is introduced. Section IV descries the proposed
THODM handover algorithm for mobile telemedicine system.
The performance of the proposed algorithm is discussed in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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II.

VERTICAL HANDOVER IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS

Vertical handover in heterogeneous network is a process of
the mobile terminal (MT) migrating network connection from
one network technology to another. The vertical handover
process can be divided into three phases which are handover
initiation, decision and execution [13]. The handover initiation
phase discovers and obtains available network information via
Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) [14]. The
handover decision is a process of selecting the most suitable
network based on the calculated network information and
triggering handover at the right time. Executive phase is
establishing the connection with targeted network and
releasing the old network.
Numerous handover decision making algorithms have
been previously proposed. A received signal strength (RSS)
based handover algorithm introduced by [15, 16] reduces
handover failure rate from WLAN to cellular network based
on the MT’s speed and handover latency. Authors in [17, 18]
proposed a prediction based handover decision scheme to
estimate MT dwelling time in WLAN coverage. Mobile
terminal triggers handover to WLAN cell if and only if the
estimated dwelling time is greater than the time threshold.
However, high handover delay is observed because these
methods need to take two RSS sample points (P1 and P2 in
Fig. 1) within WLAN coverage for dwelling time estimation
process. This processing time will reduce the dwelling time
within WLAN as soon as the handover process is done at P2.

Authors in [21-23] proposed a multiple attribute decision
making (MADM) based handover algorithms. In these
schemes, a weighting system is given to the handover criteria
based on user preference. The network candidate that scores
the highest weight sum is selected as a handover target.
Recently, intelligent based MADM handover algorithm is
presented to improve the performance of handover. A NeuroFuzzy based MADM handover algorithm is proposed by [24].
Authors in [25] presented Fuzzy based MADM handover
algorithm. Furthermore, Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
based handover decision making in heterogeneous networks is
presented in [26]. The disadvantage of using intelligent based
handover algorithm is high handover latency caused by ANN
learning/training, and Fuzzy Logic fuzzification or
defuzzification processes. Moreover, handover latency further
increases while more handover criteria are taken into account.
In high speed environment, most of the handover
algorithms optimize their performance by predefining a speed
threshold for WLAN. MT triggers handover to WLAN if and
only if MT’s speed is below the predefined speed threshold to
avoid the handover failure and unnecessary handover to
WLAN. The application of WLAN is restricted to static or
pedestrian navigation environment [27]. For example, authors
in [21, 28-30] predefined the speed threshold for WLAN at
10m/s and below (depending on the radius of WLAN). In
addition, Fuzzy MADM based handover algorithm presented
by [25] and [31] set the fuzzy if-else rule, “if MT velocity is
low then the probability of rejecting WLAN is low; else the
probability of rejecting WLAN is high”. In this paper,
Telemedicine based vertical handover decision making
(THODM) algorithm is proposed for mobile telemedicine
system aims to maintain the quality of telemedicine service at
the highest level with minimum cost in high speed
environment.
III.

Fig. 1. Scenario of prediction process in [17, 18]

Cost function based handover algorithm for wireless wide
area network (WWAN) and WLAN integrated networks has
been proposed by [19]. The results showed that WLAN is
more preferred than WWAN due to the low network access
cost. Also, authors in [20] proposed a cost per signal-to-noiseplus-interference-ratio (SINR) function to improve the
throughput and reduce the cost for accessing the integrated
wireless networks (WLAN and WWAN). In this approach,
authors assumed total cost equal to packet transmission cost
plus handover processing cost. However, MT’s velocity is not
considered by these schemes. The small coverage of WLAN
cell will lead to high number of unnecessary handovers in high
mobility.

FRAMEWORK OF MOBILE TELEMEDICINE SYSTEM IN
HETEROGNEOUS NETWORKS

Fig. 2 shows the proposed mobile telemedicine system
framework. The telemedicine device is integrated with various
type of electronic health sensors such as pulse oximetry, body
temperature and Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors. The
signals or data collected by these sensors will be analyzed by
an embedded self-interpretation algorithm [7]. In case an
abnormal health signal is detected, the system will set patient
health condition (PHC) to “LOW” or “0” and give priority to
“Critical” buffer to transmit the abnormal health signal to
hospital to let the patient get treatment promptly. The PHC is
set to “HIGH” or “1” when the patient is in normal health
condition. The health data is stored in the “Non-critical”
buffer queue for transmission via WLAN or cellular network.
Telemedicine based handover decision making (THODM)
algorithm assists the device to select the best wireless network
to transmit the patient’s health data to hospital based on the
inputs from accelerometer, MIHF, user setting (e.g. video,
audio, signal, image, etc.) and predefined database. The
function of these modules is illustrated in TABLE I.
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Fig. 2. Mobile Telemedicine Framework

TABLE I.
Modules
Accelerometer
MIHF
User setting

Database

INPUT MODULES OF THODM ALGORITHM
Function
Measure the MT traveling speed.
Discover neighbouring networks and measure the
network quality.
Monitor type of telemedicine services applied by user.
Contains predefined values such as RSS threshold,
network tariff rate, and minimum data rate required by
each type of telemedicine service. These values will
be the reference values for THODM algorithm during
handover decision making.

TABLE II.

DATA RATE REQUIRED BY DIFFERENT TYPE OF TELEMEDICINE
SERVICES [32, 33]

Data type
Biosignal
data
Audio
File transfer
Video

IV.

THODM ALGORITHM

THODM algorithm consists three structured phases of
self-inspection, pre-handover filtering and network selection.
The handover parameters required by this algorithm are RSS,
Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR), data rate requirement (DRREQ),
cost (C), and velocity (v). The RSS and SNR parameters can
be obtained via MIHF. The MT’s velocity can be measured
using an accelerometer. The network access cost and DRREQ
are predefined and stored in the database or memory of the
telemedicine device.
RSS measurement is used to discover the neighboring
wireless networks. The SNR parameter is for algorithm to
evaluate the capacity of the available networks. In order to
guarantee the quality of telemedicine services, the connected
or targeted network candidate must has sufficient capacity to
support the data rate required by telemedicine services. The
priority level and DRREQ of telemedicine services is shown in
Table II.
THODM algorithm also takes network tariff rate into
consideration with the purpose of reducing the data
transmission cost of telemedicine services. The parameter
velocity is used to estimate the dwelling time within WLAN
coverage. The energy saving issue is not considered in this
work because THODM algorithm is mainly designed for high
speed environment such as ambulance or vehicle based
telemedicine system. The system could be powered by the
power source from ambulance or vehicle.

Telemedicine service

Data rate (DRREQ)

ECG (12 channels)
Heart rate
Blood pressure
Voice
Uncompressed image
Region-of-interest
(ROI) JPEG image
Diagnostic video

24 kbps
2-5kbps
2-5kbps
4-25kbps
30-40Mbytes

Priority
Level
1
2
3

15-19Mbytes
768kbps-10Mbps

4

A. Self-inspection Phase
In self-inspection phase, THODM algorithm monitors the
RSS of current connected network (RSSCCN), SNR of current
connected network (SNRCCN), and DRREQ periodically to
ensure the capacity of current connected network fulfills the
services requirements. The current connected network (CCN)
can be WLAN or cellular network. Assumed the cellular
technology that integrated in the telemedicine device (Fig. 2)
is Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)
network. The proposed algorithm is continuously searching
for WLAN if the current connected network is not a WLAN.
THODM algorithm gives priority to WLAN because WLAN
provides high capacity with lower cost. The transmission cost
can be reduced by optimizing the connection to WLAN. The
quality of current connected network (QCCN) is determined by:
(

) (

)

(1)

where F(
) is a unit step function as shown in (2)
where the output is equal to 1 if RSSCCN is greater than RSSCCN
threshold (
), otherwise 0.
(

)

(

){

(2)

SNRREQ_CCN is a dynamic SNR threshold defined based on
the sum of the data rate of the telemedicine services that
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applied by user, DRREQ. It can be calculated by using
Shannon-Hartley theorem and given as
(

)

(3)
where WCCN is bandwidth of current connected network.
Since SNR of the WLAN and cellular network cannot be
compared directly, we standardize the SNR threshold
(SNRREQ) for both WLAN and UMTS networks by selecting
SNRREQ of WLAN (SNRREQ_WLAN) as a reference value.
According to Shannon-Hartley theorem, the DRREQ of WLAN
and UMTS channel can be calculated by

prediction process once the measured RSS (RSSWLAN) is
greater than RSSboundary.
Fig. 3 shows the scenario of MT traveling within the
WLAN coverage. MT enters the WLAN coverage at point
Pentry and exits at point Pexit. R is the radius of WLAN cell, r is
distance between PIn_RSSth and WLAN access point (AP), l is
distance between PIn_RSSth and POut_RSSth, and d denotes MT
traveling distance from Pentry to PIn_RSSth. The value of d is
varying according to the MT’s direction of motion from Pentry.

(
)
(4)
(
)
(5)
Where SNRREQ_UMTS is SNRREQ of UMTS and WWLAN and
WUMTS represent channel bandwidth (Hz) of WLAN and
UMTS networks, respectively. Assuming DRREQ for both (4)
and (5) are identical, we substitute (4) into (5). The
relationship between SNRREQ_WLAN and SNRREQ_UMTS is given
as:
(

)

(

)

(
)
(6)
By replacing SNRREQ_UMTS in (6) with measured UMTS
SNR value (SNRUMTS), we can obtain an equivalent SNR value
in WLAN (E_SNRUMTS).
(
)
(7)
Therefore, set of SNR values for both WLAN and UMTS
networks is given by:
(8)
Rewrite (1),
(

) (
)
(9)
In the case of
or CCN ≠ WLAN, THODM
algorithm scans for neighboring wireless network to find a
better network candidate to support the telemedicine services.
The detected available network candidates will proceed to the
pre-handover filtering phase. Conversely, if no available
network is detected, the proposed algorithm will deactivate the
lowest priority service systematically in order to adapt to the
current connect network [34]. The higher priority services that
supportable by current connect network are remaining active
with guarantee of service quality.
B. Pre-Handover Filtering Phase
Pre-handover filtering phase consists of dwelling time
prediction and network quality evaluation processes. The
dwelling time prediction process applies to WLAN cell only
whereas the network quality evaluation process is applied to
all the available networks. The aim of dwelling time
prediction process is to avoid unnecessary handover to WLAN
in high speed environment. The proposed dwelling time
prediction process predefined two RSS thresholds: RSS
boundary (RSSboundary) and RSS threshold (RSSth). RSSboundary
represents the edge of the WLAN coverage and RSSth denotes
minimum RSS for reliable packet delivery. MT initiates

Fig. 3. MT trajectory in WLAN coverage

The distance d is determined by
(10)
where td is MT’s traveling time from Pentry to PIn_RSSth, and
v is MT’s velocity. The ∆ and dm are given as
(11)
(12)
√
The R and r values can be calculated by using the Logdistance path loss model [35], expressed as
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅

(

)

(13)
where PTX is AP transmit power, d0 is the distance from
AP to reference point (P0) usually 1 m, PL0 is the power loss
at P0, ̅̅̅̅̅
is mean of RSSboundary, n is path loss
exponent, and ε is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
caused by shadow fading. Similarly, the r value can be
measured by replacing ̅̅̅̅̅
in (13) with ̅̅̅̅̅ . The
̅̅̅̅̅
can be calculated by
̅̅̅̅̅

∑

(

)

where N is number of samples. N is adjusted dynamically
to the MT’s velocity. It given as
⌈

⌉

(15)
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where Ts is RSS sampling time (5 ms [36]) and L is a fixed
distance of 1 m [37]. In this work, MT monitors RSSWLAN
periodically in every meter. The higher the MT’s velocity is,
the smaller the sample size. The maximum N is limited to 20
to prevent over sampling when MT is at low mobility. The
impact of Doppler shift can be mitigated by using the Doppler
frequency offset estimation and compensation algorithms that
presented in [38, 39].
The distance l can be determined by using a trigonometric
function as follows:

where
(13). Rewrite (16),

,
(16)
(Fig. 3) and r can be calculated by using

network candidate that is greater than zero (Qk > 0) will be
added to a qualify network list (QNL) for network selection
phase.
C. Network Selection Phase
The network selection phase usually falls into three
possible conditions. The first condition is that the number of
network candidates in QNL (UQNL) is equal to zero. In such
case, MT will adjust the services requirement DRREQ by
removing the lowest priority service and back to the selfinspection phase. Next condition is only one network
candidate in QNL (UQNL=1). MT triggers handover to the sole
network directly. The last condition is that UQNL> 1. Typically,
the network candidate which has the highest score will be
selected as a handover target or the best network. The best
network (B) is given as
B =

(17)
By using Law of cosine, angle β can be calculated by

V.

(
)
(18)
Substitute (18) into (17), estimated traveling distance l is
given as
(19)
The estimated beneficial time to MT within the WLAN
coverage (TWLAN) can be determined by

(20)
The duration of TWLAN is depending on the R, r, d and v.
The WLAN cell which estimated TWLAN is greater than the
threshold time (TWLAN_th) proceeds to network quality
evaluation process, otherwise rejected. The TWLAN_th for
unnecessary handover is 2 seconds [17, 18]. The dwelling
time in proposed method will be predicted as soon as MT
detected RSSth. This improves the previous method in [17, 18],
where the dwelling time prediction is initiated after MT
detected RSSth. By using two predefined thresholds, the
proposed method reduces the prediction processing time
within the dwelling time.
The network quality evaluation process evaluates the
quality of all available network candidates except the WLAN
cell which estimated TWLAN is less than TWLAN_th. The quality of
each network candidate (Q) is evaluated based on the
measured RSS, SNR and C values. Q is given as
(

)(

)

(21)

where each network candidate is represented by k of n
candidates and Ck is predefined cost per Mb of network
candidate k.
In this process, the network candidate which scores less
than or equal to zero (Qk ≤ 0) will be rejected. Only the qualify

(

)

(22)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, performance of the THODM algorithm is
evaluated by its number of unnecessary handovers,
throughput, and cost of transmission. The evaluation is done
by simulating the proposed algorithm at high speed
environment (50km/h to 120km/h). Fig. 4 shows the
simulation scenario where six WLAN cells are covered by a
UMTS cellular network. The scenario involves an ambulance
or an MT traveling from point A to point B crossing
WLAN_1, WLAN_2, WLAN_3 and WLAN_4. The actual
traveling distance l within WLAN_1, WLAN_2, WLAN_3
and WLAN_4 is 71.4m, 43.6m, 34.1m and 19.9m,
respectively.
The performance of THODM algorithm is compared with
the RSS threshold based handover (RSS) algorithm, Cellular
based scheme and ideal solution. The RSS threshold based
handover algorithm triggers handover to WLAN whenever
RSSWLAN is greater than RSSth. Cellular based scheme always
connect to the UMTS network. It represents the existing
handover algorithms which set the speed threshold for WLAN
and only select the WWAN at high mobility. Ideal solution is
a theoretical result of MT connection to WLAN and UMTS
network while traveling from point A to point B without any
unnecessary handover.
It is assumed network providers reserve certain network
channels at each UMTS base station and WLAN access point
for telemedicine purpose [11]. These reserved channels have
average throughput of 1 Mbps [24] and 6 Mbps [19] for
UMTS and WLAN, respectively. Therefore, telemedicine user
does not have to worry about the network channel availability.
The average transmission cost of WLAN and UMTS is 1 and
5 units cost per Mb, respectively [19].
The experiment is simulated for 100 loops. The starting
point A is set randomly within the range of Ʊ (as shown in
Fig. 4) so that the ambulance or MT has different starting
point A in every loop. The experiment parameter settings are
shown in Table III.
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will be considered as unnecessary at the speed of 35km/h and
above because TWLAN in WLAN_4 (TWLAN_4) is less than
TWLAN_th. Similar to WLAN_3, WLAN_2 and WLAN_1, an
unnecessary handover occurs when the velocity of MT is
higher than 61, 78 and 128 km/h, respectively. Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 show the total number of handover and unnecessary
handover occurred in THODM, RSS and ideal solution
schemes.
The result in Fig. 6 shows that THODM algorithm has less
number of unnecessary compared to RSS scheme. This is
contribution of dwelling time prediction process which rejects
all the WLAN cells that estimated TWLAN is less than TWLAN_th
even though these WLAN cells have better network quality
than UMTS.

Fig. 4. Simulation scenario in heterogeneous wireless networks (MT travels
from point A to point B)
TABLE III.

SIMULATION METRICS

Parameter

Value

DRREQ (kbps)

Video + ECG + Voice + Heart
rate ≈ 800kbps

PTX

100 mW [20]

n

3.5 [36]

ε

4.3 dB [36]

RSS at boundary, RSSboundary

-76.61 dBm

RSS threshold, RSSth

-75.16 dBm

WLAN data rate (Mbps)

6[40]

UMTS data rate (Mbps)

1 [24]

WLAN cost per Mb (unit)

1 [19]

Cellular cost per Mb (unit)

5 [19]

R (m)

55

r (m)

50 [18]

v

50 to 120 km/h

Monitoring time interval (s)

1m / v

TWLAN_th (s)

2 [18]

Ʊ (m)

Random [0~5]

φ

0.2

Fig. 5. Total number of handovers

A. Unnecessary Handover
Unnecessary handover is defined as a handover that does
not benefit the user. It occurs when user failed to establish
connection with targeted network due to an abnormal call
release or inappropriate handover and the reestablishment of a
connection with previous network is required. The number of
unnecessary handover (NUHO) can be determined by
(23)
where
is total number of handover achieved by
ideal solution. In ideal solution, any handovers to WLAN_4

Fig. 6. Number of unnecessary handovers

B. Throughput
The total throughput achieved by MT is dependent on the
connection time with UMTS and WLAN, respectively.
However, it is affected by the number of unnecessary
handovers. The total throughput (TThroughput) achieved by MT
can be determined by [24]
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(

)–

(

)

(24)
where TUHO is time consumed by each unnecessary
handover (2 seconds) [18], Rcellular and Rwlan represent average
data rate of UMTS and WLAN, tcellular and twlan denotes total
time connected to UMTS and WLAN, respectively.
Fig. 7 shows the average throughput achieved by MT
based on different approaches (Cellular, RSS, THODM, and
ideal solution) in single loop (from point A to point B) at
speed of 50km/h to 120km/h. The average throughput
decreases when the MT’s velocity increases. This is because
MT takes less time to travel from point A to B. It can be seen
that the total throughput obtained by the proposed THODM
algorithm is higher than RSS and Cellular schemes.
Furthermore, the throughput achieved by the THODM
algorithm is proximate to ideal solution.
The percentage of throughput gain (G) can be determined
by
G=

–

,

(25

where
is total throughput achieved by THODM
and
represents total throughput of RSS or Cellular based
scheme. As depicted in Fig. 8, the throughput of THODM is
up to 75% and 205% higher than Cellular and RSS schemes,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Average throughput achieved by MT in single loop at the speed of
50km/h to 120km/h.

Fig. 8. Percentage of throughput gain

C. Transmission Cost
Assumed the transmission cost of UMTS is five times
higher than WLAN [19]. The transmission cost per Mb (C)
can be calculated by
(26)
where NHO is number of handover, CHO represents
handover cost (predefined CHO = 3 units), Cwlan and Ccellular
denote average cost per Mb offered by WLAN and cellular
network. As can be seen in Fig. 9, THODM algorithm has the
lowest average cost per Mb compared to RSS and Cellular
schemes. At speed of 120 km/h, the average cost of THODM
is 24% and 69.2% lower than Cellular and RSS schemes,
respectively.

Fig. 9. Average cost per Mb
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VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented a THODM algorithm to support
telemedicine service in high speed heterogeneous
environment. The proposed algorithm resolves the problems
such as limited coverage and mobility issue faced by the
existing mobile telemedicine system by selecting the best
network according to the services requirement. The dwelling
time prediction process in THODM algorithm has successfully
reduced the number of unnecessary handovers while
optimizing the usage of WLAN in high speed environment.
The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has
higher throughput and more cost effective than RSS and
Cellular schemes. The proposed THODM algorithm is suitable
for ambulance based mobile telemedicine system.
The limitation of this work is that we assume the MT
moves at constant speed when crossing the WLAN coverage.
For future work, we will enhance the dwelling time prediction
method in THODM algorithm so that it can accurately
estimate the MT’s dwelling time in WLAN coverage even
though MT moves in dynamic speed.
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Abstract—Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANET) are a
proper subset of mobile wireless networks, where nodes are
revulsive, the vehicles are armed with special electronic devices
on the motherboard OBU (On Board Unit) which enables them
to trasmit and receive messages from other vehicles in the
VANET. Furthermore the communication between the vehicles,
the VANET interface is donated by the contact points with road
infrastructure. VANET is a subgroup of MANETs. Unlike the
MANETs nodes, VANET nodes are moving very fast. Impound a
permanent route for the dissemination of emergency messages
and alerts from a danger zone is a very challenging task.
Therefore, routing plays a significant duty in VANETs.
decreasing network overhead, avoiding network congestion,
increasing traffic congestion and packet delivery ratio are the
most important issues associated with routing in VANETs. In
addition, VANET network is subject to various security attacks.
In base VANET systems, an algorithm is used to dicover attacks
at the time of confirmation in which overhead delay occurs. This
paper proposes (P-Secure) approach which is used for the
detection of DoS attacks before the confirmation time. This
reduces the overhead delays for processing and increasing the
security in VANETs. Simulation results show that the P-Secure
approach, is more efficient than OBUmodelVaNET approach in
terms of PDR, e2e_delay, throughput and drop packet rate.

cars can help to prevent accidents. In this approach, cars can
help with these questions every week. This can prevent great
wastes of time, money and of oil reserves, in addition,
governments spend lots of money and destroy the landscape
when creating more roads because existing roads do not
support the generated traffic. The resultant, a restructuring of
traffic can prevent some of the aforementioned dilemmas.
There are many points to consider in any wireless networks in
overall. The Figure following gives an illustration of VANETs.

Fig. 1. An example of VANETs senario

Keywords—component; VANET; P-Secure Protocol; DoS
Attack; detection; OBUmodelVaNET; security

I.

INTRODUCTION

VANETs is particular, MANETs by which where vehicles
and fixed location at the roadside can keep in touch speak with
each. It can self-structure, spread comfortably and cost low
with open structures. VANET can pleasure an increasingly
significant role in multiple regions: when an event an episode
occurs, it sends the procedure message speed to other cars
besides the procedure regions that actually help to prevent
crashes again; cars catch vehicle velocity, density status of
several roads, and they can they are able to take actions ahead
of time which facilitates traffic congestion; also, cars can surf
the internet via the fixed stations at the roadside. As a result of
more and more apps, VANET has turned into an into the focus
of research institutes and scientists worldwide [1-5]. Each year
there are more and more traffic jams on the roads. This is large
due to every year there are more and more cars on the streets so
that in 2013 there will be1410 a million vehicle in the world. It
is feasible to find conditions where communications between

In VANET's safety is a significant issue that needs to be
taken into account when any wireless network is designed.
VANETs have weaknesses to various kinds of DoS attacks [6],
Blackhole, gray hole and wormhole portion of the region of the
safety problems existent in this kind of networks. Nevertheless,
an another approach is presented in this paper. The main
purpose of this work is to define a proposed approach, a
scalable free system for VANETs where users can cooperate
via their mobile technology and obtain updated information of
interest about the traffic and attacks area in order to choose the
best-refreshed path to their goals. in this paper, we proposed PSecure approach detection algorithm is that attacks, for
detecting DOS attacks used to commit time. This decreases the
overhead for processing and securing the VANET is delayed.
This approach has better special depending criteria removal
rate, throughput, PDR and latency to develop e2e_delay,
Therefore, this work proposes a self-managed VANET without
any infrastructure, which will serve as an introduction to a
more complex VANET, all this with better levels of security.
In this paper, we implement the proposed P- Secure approach
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as the solution in NS-2 simulator to test its performance it. In
the second section of paper, related works are presented.
Afterward, section 3, Dos Attack in Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANETS), section 4, The proposed method, Section 5
Experimental Data and Analysis, Finally, in section 6
conclusion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Security in the network is of specific problems due to man
lives are permanently at the condition as in traditional networks
the major security concerns include confidentiality, integrity,
and availability none of which involves primely with life
security. Essential information can't be either changed nor
deleted by a malicious node. Yet, security in the network also
contains the ability to specify the driver responsibility while
maintaining driver privacy. Information about the car and their
drivers within must be swapped securely and more importantly,
timely in that the delay of message exchange may cause
catastrophic consequences such as the collision of vehicles.
The spread of a general security model for the network is very
challenging in practice.
With its dynamic characteristics and high mobility, the
usage of wireless technology also makes VANET vulnerable to
DoS attacks that exploit the open and broadcast characteristics
of wireless networks. [7] Cryptographic attacks in VANET are
classified in the next section. Further common networks
security problem, unique security challenges arise because of
the unique characteristics of VANET such as high mobility,
dynamic topology, short connection duration and frequent
disconnections. These novel characteristics bring safety
concerns such as trust group formation, location detection, and
security as well as certificate management. Corresponding
preview work will be given in following sections based on the
characteristics of the protection issue in similar work. The
clustering system has been well thought in wireless technology
in recent years [8]. Nevertheless, considering the natures of
VANETs, such as sufficient energy, high speed, the clustering
methods proposed for conventional wireless networks are not
proper for VANETs. Hence, the clustering approach for
VANETs should be designed exactly. The lowest ID clustering
algorithm [9] is one of the easiest methods to cluster mobile
nodes for VANETs. Using this method, all of the nodes
broadcast becomes stages in which the node IDs are
encapsulated. Further, these nodes IDs are assigned uniquely.
In [10], authors proposed a clustering approach using affinity
propagation for VANETs. Affinity propagation is first
proposed to solve data clustering problem and it is show that
this algorithm can generate clusters more efficiently compared
with traditional solutions. The node which has the lowest ID in
its neighborhood is selected as the cluster head node, and other
nodes are selected as the cluster member nodes. The lowest ID
algorithm proposed a basic idea to cluster mobile nodes. First,
we need to define a metric to model the property of wireless
nodes; and then we can use the metric to group nodes based on
some rules. The follow- ing clustering schemes are all based on
this basic idea. The difference of various clustering scheme is
the metrics used for modeling. Density Based Clustering
(DBC) algorithm is proposed in [12]. Using DBC, connectivity
level, link quality and traffic conditions are taken into account
completely to cluster vehicle nodes. The mobile network is

divided into the dense part and sparse part. A node which has
links more than a predefined value is considered as in the dense
part; otherwise, it is in the sparse part. During the clustering
process, link quality is estimated to make a re-clustering
decision. According to the experiment results, the cluster head
change ratio is less than the lowest ID algorithm [13]. So, there
are some works devoted to design and develop specific
simulators of VANET. Groove Net [14] is a hybrid simulator
which enables communication between simulated vehicles, real
vehicles and between real and simulated vehicles, and it
models inter-vehicular communication within a real street mapbased topology which is based TIGER map data. MOVE and
Translated [15] can rapidly generate realistic movement model
which can be directly used in network simulators such as NS2,
SUMO. VG Sim [16] combines movement model of vehicles
and network simulation and transforms vehicular moves and
applications to events for further processing of network
simulators. NCTUns [17][18] Different kinds of attacks have
been analyzed in MANET and their effect on the network.
Attack such as grayhole, where the attacker node behaves
maliciously for the time until the packets are dropped and then
switch to their normal behavior [19]. MANET's routing
protocols are also being exploited by the attackers in the form
of flooding attack, which is done by the attacker either by using
RREQ2 or data flooding [20]. Design and presentation of
different security obstacles and attacks in mobile ad hoc
networks as well as finding appropriate solutions to them is a
challenging research area for researchers. Black hole attack is
one of the famous related attacks. In [11], the idea of affinity
propagation is used to cluster vehicle nodes in a distributed
manner. The vehicle nodes exchange messages with their
neighbor nodes to transmit availability and responsibility and
make the decision based on the availability and responsibility
values for constructing clusters. The simulation results
demonstrate that the performance of the clustering scheme
using affinity propagation is better than MOBIC in terms of
stability.
III.

DOS ATTACK IN VEHICULAR AD-HOC NETWORKS

In a VANETs, usually the attacker attacks the
communication medium to cause the channel jam or to create
count obstacles for the nodes from approachability the
network. The essential purpose is to forbid the authentic nodes
from approachability the network services and from using the
network sources. The attack would result in failure of the nodes
and VANET sources. Finally, the VANETs are no longer
available to legitimate nodes. In VANETs, DoS should’nt be
permissible to happen, where seamless life critical information
must reach its intended destination securely and timely. In
short, there are 3 routes the attackers could get DoS attacks,
scilicet communication channel, network overloading, and
dropping the packets [8]. In calculating, a DoS attack is an
attempt to make a system or VANET source unavailable to its
intended users, like to temporarily cut off or suspend tasks of a
host connected to the network. A DDoS is where the attack
source is more than one, often hundreds of, unique IP. It is
similar to a set of people crowding the entry door and not
letting legitimate parties enter into the store, disrupting
ordinary tasks. sinful perpetrators of DoS attacks mostly target
services hosted on high-profile web servers such as banks,
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credit card payment gateways; but motives of revenge,
blackmail or activism can be behind other attacks. in Dos
Attackers diffuse false information to affect the behavior of
other drivers In Figure 2 is shown an example of DOS attacks.

Fig. 2. An example of the problems in the Dos attacks in VANET

In Figure 2, A2 sends a false message with traffic info, and
V changes its route and frees the road, in conclusion, Attackers
tracks vehicles to obtain those drivers’ private information ,and
routing disrupts DOS efforts of to influence the sentences are
as follows:
A.

Types of outbursts network include TCP, UDP, and ICMP that
disrupt legitimate traffic site

B.

Trying to disconnect the machine and thus not being able to use
their service

vehicles and roadside equipment as well as antennas etc. We
introduce our proposed method with the name P -Secure
Protocol that has been named as P-SP in the Figure.
B. The proposed system model
Figure (3) indicates a road that has radio transmissions and
vehicles that have onboard radio. RSRU (roadside radio unit)
decides to depend on its transmission range and set up in the
area where the vehicles can form a network. In fact, we
consider it as a threshold. The vehicles can send messages to
RSRU through the proposed P-Secure Protocol mechanism. In
this way, detection of the exact position of the vehicle that has
sent the message is conducted. After discovering the situation,
the vehicle’s data are saved in some RSRU. Any vehicle with
OBU and anti-tampering sensors is (Tamper PROOF). These
devices have the responsibility of storing the accurate
information about the vehicle like speed, location and more.
The position of the vehicles is obtained through the frequency
and speed of vehicles and the use of OBU. Vehicles can use the
P-Secure Protocol mechanism to request from RSRU. In fact,
RSRU conducts the approval of vehicles and maintains the
database. Location, time, and etc. along with the data package
are provided to RSRU. Traffic devices use the requests using
another database and provide the service responses only to the
radio transmitter which has been approved, therefore causes the
reduction of DOS attacks which could be created due to
Flooding.

C. Trying to prevent a particular individual from accessing a service.
D. Trying to sabotage the service to a specific system or person
E.

Trying to disrupt the hair routing network

IV.

THE PROPOSED METHOD (DETAILS)

The essential aim of the VANETs is to supply security and
welfare for the travelers. To achieve this object, a specific
electronic device is embedded in any vehicle that makes it
possible to establish communication between the passengers.
Such a network must be implemented without client-server
network limits of communication structures. Each vehicle
armed with a VANET machinery is a node in a mobile wireless
network and is able to receive and send others’ messages via
the wireless network. Traffic alerts, road signs and traffic
observation for a moment that can be transmitted through such
a network, provide the necessary tools to make decisions about
the best path for the driver. In this paper we proposed a
approach in a vehicle network improves road safety, transport
efficiency, but also reduces the impact of transport on the
environment; all three of these applications are not perfectly
perpendicular to each other. For example, reducing the number
of accidents, in turn, can reduce the traffic congestion and this
can lead to a reduction of the environmental impact.
A. The proposed approach
At first, we must have a system model to express, the
proposed method based on which we know the position of the

Communication between
vehicles
Vehicle and the roadside
Equipment
The roadside
communications
equipment

Fig. 3. The proposed system model (RSRU range of vehicles and a process
in which the request is sent)

C. The phase 1 of the P-Secure approach
Proposed P-Secure, discovers the vehicle location and
information packets that the vehicles have sent and if the
packet was not related to the attack, the vehicle is not detected.
To conduct the algorithm, it is required to consider a number of
variables:
Definition 1: We consider a maximum packet capacity and
display it with M where we consider the value 20 for our work.
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Definition 2: p parameter is the number of packets sent to
RSRU per second.

TABLE I.

REQUAREED PARAMETERS

Definition 3: α is the coefficient which is determined by
the characteristics of the road.

p

The number of packets per second

M

The maximum capacity packet

Definition 4: V_m is the maximum speed of the vehicle.

α

Coefficient

Definition 5: V is the speed of the vehicle.

Maximum speed

In addition to the maximum speed, a minimum speed is
also required that it demonstrated by low. To obtain the
number of packets that are sent by the RSRU vehicles per
second (P) the Equation (1) is used:
|

V

Speed

low

Minimum speed

(1)

|

Since the number of packets and the maximum speed is
higher than the nod speed, the position of the vehicle is
changing rapidly. We consider this as an attack and if the speed
is too low, the vehicle's position will not change much and we
consider this as an attack. For the attack detection algorithm,
we act as the following steps:

1. The confirmed vehicles are buffered at previous stages in the
RSRU
2. Any vehicle wishing to enter the VANET network must submit
its application RSRU
3. RSRU updates its’ counter for that vehicle.
4. Allocating time slot to the devices is approved by RSRU

3. The confirmation requests are sent to RSRUs by the vehicles.

5. RSRU counts the number of steps of the vehicles; if the number
of steps is equal to the number of counting times, the counter
then updates the vehicle’s next step and declares the vehicle as
valid.

4. A time stamp is expressed for each device.

6. The new requests are assessed.

5. If (the time stamp of the transmitter – time stamp of the receiver)
is greater than the threshold value, the packet is discarded,
otherwise the package is acceptable.

7. If the vehicle has a new request in the same time slot and/or the
request number of this vehicle is more than the other vehicles,
it is identified as malicious.

6. Have the value of M equal to 20 and find the p value for all
packets less than or equal to 20.

8. Indicates the number of the damaging vehicle as the malicious.

1. First we get the required information from the vehicles
2. We set the threshold for RSRU

7. If the p value is greater than or equal to 20 and the v value is
greater than or equal to the maximum speed (v_m), the packet is
then discarded and the packet is detected as an attack.

8. The next mode of attack is that: if the p-value is less than or equal
to 20 and the v value is less than or equal to the minimum speed
(low), then the packet is discarded and the packet is detected as
an attack.

D. phase 2 of the P-Secure approach
In phase 2 of the P-Secure approach, we detected attacks
the packet capacity and/or their speed has been more or less
than the minimum whereas the probability of DOS attack also
exists in the delivery of any vehicle. To detect these attacks, we
improve the proposed algorithm and add the following steps to
it:
P-Secure approach discovers DoS attack before the
confirmation stage. Location, time stamp, speed and etc. of the
vehicle are considered to find out whether it is within the radar
range or not. The proposed algorithm is also used in detecting
the false alerts. If the count of packets and the MAX speed are
above the node’s speed, it is considered as an attack on the
position of the vehicle is changing quickly. Likely, if speed is
too low, the vehicle's position will not change much and this is
also considered as an attack. After completing the process of
valid vehicles, they are stored in the RSRU database.
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the P-Secure approach
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The phase 2 of the approach is to confirm the new request
that wants to join the network. This algorithm compares the
previous valid database with new requests and reduces false
requests through allowing valid nodes.

B. Packet Drop Rate
It is the measure of the number packets dropped due to
malicious node (DoS attack). Thus, we can define
as
( )
shown in

The proposed P -Secure Protocol algorithm reduces attacks
by limiting the counter and also not allowing the fake vehicles
by the attackers. The flowchart of the proposed method is fully
displayed in Figure (4).

(3)

V.

SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This part contains evaluation of P-Secure approach
compared with OBU model VANET approach. With the help
of the NS-2 we were able to prove, ns is simulator project, start
1989 as a different of real. We run two senario, one P-Secure
approach, and OBUmodelVaNET approach, we have repeated
the experiments by changing the several times. To, 200, 400,
800, 1000, and 1200. The simulation parameter are shown in
table 2 the parametess used to implementation the performance
are given follows.
TABLE II.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulator

NS2.34

Area

1000m X1000m

Density

150-20

Transmission Range

250m

Antenna

Omni Antenna

Simulation duration

200,400,600,800,1000,1200

MAC Layer

802_11

Traffic Type

CBR (UDP)

Buffer Size

150 Packet

Node placement

Random

Simulation methods

OBUmodelVaNET AND

C. End to End Delay
End-to-end delay refers to the time taken for a packet to be
transmitted Around the Network from source to destination.
D. Throughput
Throughput is the number of data packets transmited from
source node to destination node [21]. Thus, we can define
( )
as shown in
(4)
Where Thro variable is the throughput, requests is the
number of requests that are accomplished by the system, and
time shows the total time of system observation.

P-Secure approach
Fig. 5. E2E_delay vs time

As we saw in the previous section, DOS attack causes
weakness in making the network unsecure and weakening the
ordinary approach of the network, in this article we deal with
providing a solution for security improvement in car networks
against denial-of-service attacks which improves the standard
end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, the number of drop
packets and throughput.
A. PDR
PDR is define as shown in

( )
(2)

Where PDR is the package delivery rate, SendPacketNo is
the number of sent packages, and RecievePacketNo denotes the
number of received packages.
Fig. 6. End-to-end delay vs density
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Fig (5) and (6), shows e2e_delay against the time and
dencity. P-Secure approach is significantly lower compared to
OBUmodelVaNET aproach. The reason is that using the
proposed algorithms in the P-Secure approach, the suspicious
nodes are not allowed to be sent and the attack was also
diagnosed quickly and the security messages are delivered with
a very little delay to the vehicles that are at risk.

Fig. 9. Dropped Packet Rate vs time

Fig. 7. PDR vs time

Fig. 10. Dropped Packet Ratio vs density

Fig. 8. Packet Delivery Ratio vs density

Fig (7) and (8), shows PDR against the time and dencity.
From following graph, we can say that value of PDR is
decreasing for OBUmodelVaNET under attack. When we vary
pause time from 200 to 1000 as well PDR values for proposed
approach is high. Thus, we can say that PDR of proposed
method is improved than OBUmodelVaNET under attack
which degraded due to DoS attack.
Fig (9) and (10), shows drop ratio against the time and
dencity. It shows that, between the pause times 200 to 1000,
the OBUmodelVaNET under attack had a high packet drop,
while the packet drops of proposed approach in these times,
has decreased.

Fig. 11. Throughput vs time
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[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
Fig. 12. Throughput vs density

Fig (11) and (12), shows throughput against the time and
dencity. So we can claim that the P-Secure approach has better
performance in the field of throughput rather than
OBUmodelVaNET approach in MANET. This is due to the
proposed mechanism that shown in fig 4.
VI.

CONCLUSION

[2]

[3]

[11]

[12]

VANETs are a kind of wireless networks which have been
created to communication between the adjacent vehicles as
well as adjacent vehicles with constant equipment which are
usually roadside equipment. One of the main concerns in
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is the attacks and
influence to the system and of course having safety from the
key concerns for many road users. In this paper, we introduce
the (P-SECURE PROTOCOL) attack detection algorithm that
is applied for detecting DOS attacks before the confirmation
time. In the proposed RSRU method depending on its
transmission range and using the proposed algorithm decides
on what is the secure message, and sets the area where the
vehicles can form a network. Traffic devices use the requests
using another database and provide the service responses only
to the radio transmitters which are approved therefore lead to
the reduction in DOS attacks. The P-Secure approach leads to
the reduction in processing delays and improving safety in
VANET. To demonstrate the performance of P-Secure
approach using the NS-2 simulator, the proposed system is
compared to OBUmodelVaNET approach. The simulation
results shows that P-Secure approach outperform than
OBUmodelVaNET approach in terms of e2e_delay, PDR,
packet drop rate and throughput.
[1]

[10]
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Abstract—Recently, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
standardized a powerful and flexible routing protocol for Low
Power and Lossy Networks (RPL). RPL is a routing protocol for
low power and lossy networks in the Internet of Things. It is an
extensible distance vector protocol, which has been proposed for
low power and lossy networks in the global realm of IPv6
networks, so it selects the routes from a source to a destination
node based on certain metrics injected into the objective function
(OF). There has been an investigation of the performance of RPL
in the lighter density network. This study investigates the
performance of RPL in medium density using of two objective
function in various topologies (e.g. grid, random). The
performance of RPL is studied using various metrics. For
example, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Power Consumption and
Packet Reception Ratio (RX) using a fixed Packet Reception
Ratio (RX) values.
Keywords—density network; objective function; zero grid;
packet delivery; power consumption; Internet of Things

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology in which everyday
objects form an Internet network through where they can
communicate with each other. The Internet of Things is a huge
network of things or objects that can be embedded with a
unique ID which then allows it to be connected to the internet,
this huge network allows the devices to exchange data
simultaneously for its specific purpose. The IoT allows the
object to sense and collects data in the existing network
infrastructure, which then will create opportunities for the realtime integration between the Machines and the physical world,
this will result in economic benefit, improved accuracy and
efficiency. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
STANDARDIZED a powerful and flexible Routing Protocol for
Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL). It selects the ideal
routes from a source to a destination node based on certain
metrics injected into the Objective Function (OF). Previous
studies. Many previous studies have investigated the
performance of the OF0 and MRHOF objective functions in
the light density network. This study will investigate the
performance of the two OFs using various metrics like Packet
Delivery Ratio, Energy Consumption in the medium density
network. In this study, the performance of RPL will be
investigated in terms of two Objective Functions under two
topologies (grid, random) which make this work distinctive. To
study the RPL performance, various metrics are considered
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Power Consumption and RX.

The evaluation will be conducted based on these parameters
(RX, topology) and compared for both OFs within a medium
density network. In [1], Objective function Zero is the default
Objective function in the Routing Protocol for Low-Power and
Lossy Networks, OF0 is simple, it selects its parent depending
on the minimum ranks of the neighbors. The node rank is
usually an integer, it represents the nodes location. The most
common objective function in RPL is Of0, This objective
function permits the upward traffic to be routed through the
selected parent (preferred parent) without performing any load
balancing. In [2], Minimum Rank with hysteresis Objective
Function (MRHOF) was proposed, it is commonly used for
metrics as it is based on metric-containers, the container is used
to determine the features and the nature of routing objects, this
objective function the path cost is equal to the cost of the
selected metric, from a child node to the sink node through its
neighbors. The route cost is calculated by the node by adding
the two components, the cost of the nominated measurement
and the selected measurement for the connection to a nominee
neighbor.
II.

RELATED WORK

The growing attention of the research and industrial
communities towards RPL is sworn from the amount of the
recently published research, where RPL performance has been
studied under the umbrella of different contexts and platforms.
The authors of [3-5] show the effectiveness of RPL pertaining
to exiguous delay, quick configuration, and self-healing. RPL
is a Distance Vector IPv6 routing protocol designed for Low
Sensor Networks, it is specifically designed represents the
building of Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph
(DODAG) using OF0 or MRHOF with a set of
constraints/metrics, the purpose is to calculate the best path, the
node can operate with multiple OFS concurrently because the
distribution varies greatly in different network topologies and
different objectives may need to transmit traffic with different
necessities of route superiority. The objective function does not
require the metric and restrictions however does impose some
rules to form the DODAG. One of the responsibilities of the
network layer is delivering packets to the destination nodes via
multiple hops separating the source node from the destination
node. The routing table allows the packet to gain knowledge of
the next hop neighbor node, the routing tables is populated by
routing protocols. RPL builds a logical routing topology graph
which is constructed ended a physical network to come across
a assured measures and the network supervisor decides to have
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multiple direction-finding topologies operating at the same
time used to transmit the stream of traffic with multiple set of
requests. Any node in the network can join one or more graphs,
in this case they are called RPL occurrences and label the
traffic tolerating to the graph characteristics.
The authors [9] provide the comparison for both OFs
performances in a light density network under two different
topologies (grid, random). RPL supports peer-to-peer
communication which means any node in the graph in
communicate with any other node in the same graph. When a
node communicates with another node in the LLN network, the
packet moves 'upwards' to a parent and 'downwards' to the
destination.
III.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The main point of this study is to investigate the
performance of the RPL in terms of OFs under two different
topologies. A comparative study of broadcast mechanisms of
RPL in IoT in conducted. Broadcast mechanisms using the
rooted DAG-like logical structure maintained by the unicast
routing protocol in RPL will be introduced and their
performance will be studied in order to create a new broadcast
mechanism with self-pruning to make the RPL OFs
performance more efficient.
A. Results and Deduction
The experiments are conducted under the medium density
network which consists of (50, 65, 75 and 85) nodes using
random and grid topologies and with a Fixed RX=60.The RPL
behavior in terms of power consumption and packet delivery
ratio and is investigated. The OF0 was installed and results
were obtained.
Figure 2 shows the behavior of the PDR based on a fixed
value of RX=60 and a various number of nodes for the grid and
the random topology using the objective function OF0. In the
Grid topology, the PDR increased between the 50-65 nodes but
it decreased between the 75-85 nodes, this shows that the PDR
is more efficient when using the OF0 in the grid topology when
the density is between 50-65 nodes. In the Random topology,
the PDR increased between the 50-65 nodes, the PDR also
increased at 75 nodes and above, this shows that the PDR is
more efficient when using the OF0 in the random topology
when the density is between 50-65 nodes and above 75 nodes.

Fig. 2. Values of PDR in random Topology using 0FO
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Fig. 3. Power Consumption Using OF0 in Grid
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Figure 6 shows that the PDR of Objective Function Zero is
roughly 0.956%, and that the PDR of MRHOF is around
0.97%.
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Fig. 5. Values of PDR with OF0 and MRHOF in random topology

Figure 5 shows the presentation of the power depletion
based on a fixed value of RX=60 and a various number of
nodes for the grid and the random topology using the objective
function MRHOF. In the Grid topology, the Power
Consumption increased gradually as the number of nodes
increased, this shows that the Power Consumption is not
efficient when using the MRHOF in the grid topology when
the density is between 50-85 nodes. In the Random topology,
the Power Consumption increased gradually as the number of
nodes increased, the power consumption was almost stable
between 65-85 nodes. This shows that the Power Consumption
is more efficient to use MRHOF in the random topology when
the density is above 50 nodes.

Fig. 7. Values of PDR with Of0 and MRHOF in Grid Topology

In Figure 7, the values of the PDR of MRHOF is
approximately 0.97%. The average Packet Delivery Ratio of
OF0 decreases as the number of nodes increases.
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Fig. 8. Values of Power Consumption with OF0 and MRHOF in the
Random Topology
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Fig. 6. Values of PDR with OF0 and MRHOF in grid topology

In Figure 8, shows the appearance of power depletion
with OF0 and MRHOF in the Random Topology, power
depletion of MRHOF which is around 1.29% and the power
depletion of OF0 is approximately 1.50% using Random
Topology. Figure 9 shows the behavior of the Power
Consumption has almost stable figures for both MRHOF and
OF0 when the Packet Reception Ratio=60% and in a Medium
Density Network.
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Fig. 9. Values of Power Consumption with OF0 and MRHOF in GRID
topology

IV.

CONCLUSION

[3]

[10]
[11]

This research proved that the Routing Protocol for Low
power and Lossy networks is extremely demanding upon using
the Objective function Zero and Minimum Rank hysteresis
Objective Functions in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio and
Power Consumption in the Medium Density Network. It has
been revealed that the Packet Reception Ratio is best when it is
equal to 60% for both Objective functions in the relation to
Packet delivery ratio and Power Consumption. The best
performance of The Routing Protocol for Low power and
Lossy networks performances is at its best when the network
density is between 50-65 motes for the RX=60% in the Grid
and Random Topologies.
[1]
[2]

[9]
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Abstract—Term sense disambiguation is very essential for
different approaches of NLP, including Internet search engines,
information retrieval, Data mining, classification etc. However,
the old methods using case frames and semantic primitives are not
qualify for solving term ambiguities which needs a lot of
information with sentences. This new approach introduces a
building structure system of natural language knowledge. In this
paper all surface case patterns is classified in advance with the
consideration of the meaning of noun. Moreover, this paper
introduces an efficient data structure using a trie which define the
linkage among leaves and multi-attribute relations. By using this
linkage multi-attribute relations, we can get a high frequent access
among verbs and noun with an automatic generation of
hierarchical relationships. In our experiment a large tagged
corpus (Pan Treebank) is used to extract data. In our approach
around 11,000 verbs and nouns is used for verifying the new
method and made a hierarchy group of its noun. Moreover, the
achievement of term disambiguating using our trie structure
method and linking trie among leaves is 6% higher than old
method.
Keywords—Information
Retrieval;
NLP
Disambiguation; Word Semantics; trie structure

I.

Knowledge;

INTRODUCTION

Natural language processing (NLP) systems use many
dictionaries. In this paper, we discus two types of information.
The first is morphological information about morphemes, or
words, and their fundamental attributes such as a part of
speech [11], and the second is semantic primitive
[16][17][28], and so on.
The understanding of implicit in events is of great interest
in recent years. Nouns in NL is assumed as real-world entities
due to the implicit with nouns in most of work. The lexical
nouns name classes of entities, some of which are kinds and
some of which are not. This is compatible with the view of
compositional semantic in which nouns are viewed as oneplace predicate. They are argument-taking functions which
take individuals into truth values. On the other hand, verbs are
viewed as n-place predicates, functions which take n-tuples
into truth values. The (extensional) meaning of any sentence is
composed by recursively combining functional terms with
quantifiers, operators, and logical connectives.
So first, generic knowledge of events consist of

implication is very essential for understanding. For example a
person buys something because he wants it. Such knowledge
incorporates the implications that buying is enabled by having
enough money, and that asking implies that subject of the
asking wants something. The second type of knowledge
classifies verbs with subject, object, and place into groups
which are considered relation. It is important to design an
Implicit Inference of nouns and linking group that can
efficiently integrate multi-attribute relation.
Implicit inference iinformation is defined by knowing the
verbs deepest meaning, determining a deep knowledge about
nouns. Also, multi-attribute relation information is defined by
a pair of basic words and its record includes the attribute of
relation . Consequently, the problems, are a very large space
cost for storing all pairs and a high frequent access of pairs
and their attribute in the record. A trie, or a digital search
structure, must be introduced to the basic scheme since a
word is basically a string. Relational information such
compound words is formed significantly, and occupies a large
spaces in the morphological dictionary. Artificial intelligence
(AI) basic knowledge IS-A also depend on term relationships.
A case frame [25][27] is an important technique to solve
ambiguity in syntax and semantic analysis [20][21]. Japanese
to English, machine translation systems in both direction [25]
requires using case frame to build translation dictionaries.
Aoe et al.[1][2][3][4] and Morita et al.[5] introduced a
two-trie structure for storing compound words into the
compact structure. Morita et al. [6] presented a link trie.
This paper present an implicit inference of nouns, and
collect all knowledge about the sentence and make it groups of
linking and high frequent access between verbs with subject,
object and place. Moreover, by introducing a trie that can
define the linkage among leaves, this paper present an
efficient data structure. Therefore, the proposed structure
defines, multi-attribute relationships between words which
can be merged into the same record.
Section II of this paper describes relational information as
multi-relations among terms with a case frame of the basic
knowledge. The link trie and an integrating morphological is
presented in Section III. The proposed method is verified by
simulation results in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss
conclusions and potential future work.
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II.

MULTI – RELATIONSHIPS AMONG WORDS

A. Information Of Multi-Attribute Relation
MOR(x) is the morphological information for word x. here
we will discuss relational information, call a multi-attribute
relation, for a finite of relational attributes briefly.
Multi-attribute relation's information can be defined as a
triplet (x, y, Alpha), where x and y are interrelated, and the
attribute is Alpha. In natural language processing one can get
a variety of attributes, and clearest meaning by using
relationships among words as follows.

Here, Verbs and nouns case pattern is one of the important
information. We have renowned over 30 instances, see Table
1. Each case slot in a pattern of verb use include semantic
information about the noun, which could be seen in the slot.
The noun has the matching semantic code in an entry. We
have renowned over 50 semantic primitives (codes) in Table
2.
TABLE I.

CASE RELATIONS USED IN THE ENGLISH DEPENDENCY
STRUCTURE [M.NAGAO,ET.AL[13]]

B. Case frame
To cope with this complexity we have to use the services
of some syntactic and semantic information at the same time
for the analysis of a sentential structure. The best grammatical
framework for this purpose is the case grammar (C. Fillmore
in 1968). the semantic primitive shown in Table 2 is utilized to
determine which kind of noun can be in which case slot. For
instance, the verb eat load a noun connected with one of the
semantic primitive animal as the cause of the verb, and noun
of semantic code eatable stuff as an object. This case slot
determination is specified for each handling of all verbs in a
dictionary.
The information to be inserted in the dictionary record
differs depending on each part of speech, but in general
include this kind of information: head word, number of
character of words end, alternate, root word, correlated words,
morphological piece of spoken language, conjugation, prefix
information, area code, grammatical part of speech, subcategorization of piece of speech, patterns case, feature,
model, option, semantic primitives, co-occurrence information
(adverb, predicative modifier), idiomatic expressions, degrees,
degrees of nominality and so on.
TABLE II.
NATION & ORGNAZATION
ANIMATE

INANIMATE

ABSTRACT
PRODUCT

SYSTEM OF SEMANTIC PRIMITIVES FOR NOUNS (NAGAO ET AL., 1986)

1-HUMAN.PROFFSION
2-ANIMAL
3-PLANT
4-OTHERS
1-NATURAL SUBSTANCE
2-PARTS MATERIALS
3-ARTIFICAL PRODUCT
4- SYSTEM
5-OTHERS
1-INTERLLECTUAL PRODUCT
2-INTERLLECTUAL TOOL

PHENOMENON

1-TURAL PHENOMENON
2-PHYSCAL PHENOMENON
3-POWER&ENERGY
4-PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON
5-SOCIAL PHENOMENON
6-SOCIAL SYSTEM
7-OTHERS

FEELING

1-FEELING MENTAL
2-THINKING
3-OTHERS

ACTION

1-DOING
2-MOVING

3-INTERLLECTUAL MATERIALS
4-INTERLLECTUAL GOODS
5-OTHERS
PART

3-OTHERS
MESURMENT

1-PARTS ELEMNET
2-ORGANS OF HUMAN OR ANIMAL

1-NUMERIC
2-MEASURABLE PROPERTY
3-STANDARD
4-UNIT
5-OTHERS

3-OTHERS
PLACE LOCATION
ATTRIBUTE

1-NAME OF ATTRIBUTE
2-RELATION
3-SHAPE
4-STATE
5-PROPERTY
6-OTHERS

TIME

1-TIME POINT
2-TIME DURATION
3-TIME PROPERTY
4-OTHERS

OTHERS
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In view of the Machine Translation (MT) example by
[M. Nagao, et. al. [26],[27] as in Table 1, the semantic
primitive is employed to determine which kind of noun can
be in which case slot. For instance, the verb eat requires a
noun linked with one of the semantic primitive animal as the
cause of the verb, and noun of semantic code eatable
substance as an object. That case slot determination is
specified for each use of all verbs in dictionary.
The VERB and NOUN (OBJECT, PLACE) relation
relations are defined as follows:
Ahmed reside in EGYPT
<VERB –PLACE>
Ahmed speak Arabic
<SUB. – VERB>
Cat eat food
<VERB – OBJ.>
Fish live in water
<VERB – OBJ.>
Ibrahim treat sickness
<SUB. – VERB>
In the following sub section, more detailed study can be
carried out with examples to have an implicit meaning of
term disambiguation.
Example [1].
\ MOUNTAIN]

SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”)

[PLACE

Sentence: Jhon will climb the Chocolate in the next
winter holiday.
(ACTOR: Jhon, HUMAN)
(OBJECT: Chocolate)
As in Table 2 of semantic primitives, we will find that
“Chocolate” is an OBJECT, and by the information of verb
“climb”, then the noun “Chocolate” is a PLACE where
HUMAN
will
climb
on
it.
Therefore,
SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”) in the previous sentence is
[PLACE \ MOUNTAI][9-15].

sentences. However, in the case of context ambiguities,
although the sentence includes semantic primitives, context
ambiguities are still hard to be solved, Appendix A.
C. Implicit Inference of a Noun
It is very essential to have systematic study on the verbs
and nouns, to have a deep knowledge. Due to implicitly in
the events, a generic knowledge is necessary. By creating a
verb semantic representation in the case frame, we can get
more information about noun. A detailed study has been
carried out with many examples to get nouns implicit
inference as follows:
Example [1]: Mr. Atlam eat fried fish in a restaurant.
For a case frame of this sentence;
(ACTOR: Mr. Atlam)
(OBJECT: fried fish)
(LOCATION: Restaurant)
We notice that, a noun has just semantic primitive. For
example in this example, we find that fried fish is one kind
of food. This means that by using Table 2 (semantic
primitive) that food one PLANTS and plants have no
knowledge about ‘eatable material.’ Also, a restaurant by
Table 2 just a LOCATION, and has no knowledge about
‘eating place.’
By using implicit inference (deep information of a verb),
we find a SEMANTIC_REFER of slot, which indicates that
the frame may possibly refer to the semantic depiction of
that slot. The knowledge of the verb eat in this example
refers to knowledge of fried fish and a restaurant, then an
object fried fish is referred to ‘eatable material’ and a
restaurant is referred to ‘eating place.’

Example [2]. SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”) [FOOD \ EAT]

Example 2:

Sentence: Hala eats Chocolate.

For another case frame of the sentence;

(ACTOR: Hala, HUMAN)
(OBJECT: Chocolate)
As in Table 2 of semantic primitives, we will find that
“Chocolate” is an OBJECT, and by the information of verb
“eats”, then the noun “Chocolate” is an EATABLE
MATERIAL that HUMAN will eat. Therefore,
SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”) in this previous sentence is
[FOOD \ EAT].
Example [3]. SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”) [PRODUCT
MOBILE PHONE]
Sentence: Data is organized in Chocolate.
(ACTOR: Data, INTELGENT PRODUCTs)
(OBJECT: Chocolate)
As in Table 2 of semantic primitives, we will find that
“Chocolate” is an OBJECT, and by the information of verb
“organized”, then the noun “Chocolate” is an INTELGENT
PRODUCTs that can be organized data on it. Therefore,
SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”) in this sentence is [PRODUCT
\ MOBILE PHONE].

Mr. Samouda swims in a river.

(ACTOR: Mr. Samouda)
(LOCATION: River)
By using the semantic primitive of noun Table 2, we
find in this example that a river refers to only LOCATION,
and has no knowledge about ‘swimming place,’ and Mr.
Samouda refers to the HUMAN.
But by employing the deep information of the verb we
see a slot of SEMANTIC_REFER indicating that the frame
may refer to the semantic description of that slot. The
knowledge of the verb swim in this example is refers to the
knowledge of a river, then the place a river is referred to
‘swimmable place’ where the HUMAN swim, and if there is
relation that LOCATION has OBJECT, then the dynamics
knowledge that a river has water.
Example 3]. Mr. Atlam wants to buy a computer from
a store.
For this case frame of this sentence;

Examples show in sentence ambiguities, WSD can be
carried out based on the clear semantic primitives in

(ACTOR: Mr. Atlam)
(OBJECT: Computer)
(LOCATION: Store)
(TOOL: $10,000)
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By using the semantic primitive for nouns Table 2, this
refers to a computer which is an ARTIFICIAL PRODUCT,
a store refers to the place location, and $10,000 just TOOL
(has no information about the price of computer).

language applications become more complicated combining
the above relationships. For this reason, it become necessary
to design a fast and compact structure to be efficiently
integrated with any of multi-attribute relation.

But by employing implicit inference, we find the slot of
SEMANTIC_REFER indicating that the frame may possibly
refer to the semantic depiction of that slot. The knowledge
of the verb buy in this example is refers to knowledge of a
computer, a store, and $10,000, then the knowledge refers
that Mr. Atlam is enabled, so by having money and the cost
is $10,000, that Mr. Atlam intends to use what he buys, also
store is referred to ‘buyable place’, if there is a relation that
LOCATION has OBJECT, then a store has a computer.

Since information about multi-attribute relation is
defined by a pair of basic words and its record as well as the
attribute of relation, the problems become a very large space
cost for storing all pairs and a high frequent access of pairs
and their attributes in the record. Since a word is basically a
string, a trie, must be added to the basic scheme
representation

By using verb information in the case structure, implicit
knowledge of nouns can be derived. By extending this
knowledge, we can build some linkage groups between a
subject with a verb, a verb with an object, and a verb with a
place. We can write the same typical sentence, as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

My wife eat some meat in a restaurant.
My father eat some rice in a restaurant.
Mr. Mohammad swims in the sea.
My son swims in a pool.
My daughter buys a toy from the store.
Mr. Mathew buys a television from the store.
My Mother buys some fruits from the market.
The students drink a glass of juice in his house.
Math teacher drinks some coffee in the school, and so

on.
By collecting a large number of this examples, we could
build the following groups: the linking between nouns and
verbs is shown in the figure 1, and this group is arranged
from down to up depending on the strong and has the weak
relation. This means that the relation between nouns and
high-leaky verbs, such as talk, think, speak, and so on. They
are verbs of a higher animal action, and strong verbs. But
another is general verbs, such as eat, drink, and so on, or a
weak verb, as follows:

Fig. 1. Group of Link between a Subject and Verbs

D. Compound Word
The triple <x, y, α> is called Compound Word relations
which indicates that x composite with y to give new
information. By using case frame relation <tool> + <Verb>
 of computer processing, and <Subject> + <Verb>  of
language processing are called compound word relation. By
using this case frame relation the clearest meaning and
information about word can be extract rather than the single
one, another example as follow:
Information Retrieval
Natural language.
III.

LINK TRIE (LT) FUNCTION

A. Tries and Efficient Representation of Verb and Noun
Linkage
Trie is an n-array tree [2], [10], [11], [15] having n-place
vectors as nodes with components corresponding to digits or
characters. For confusion avoidance between keys like the
and then, let us insert a special end marker; # to the end of
all keys, so no prefix of a key can be a key itself [1]. Let K
be a keys set. Each path in the trie starting from the initial
node (root) to a leaf corresponds to a key in K. Therefore,
the nodes of the trie correspond the prefixes of keys in K. A
trie definition is as follows [3], [4], [5].
1) S is a limited set of nodes, represented as a positive
integer.
2) I is a limited set of input characters, or symbols.
3) g is a goto function from S I to S {fail}.
This means that, a node r is in F if and only if there is a
path from 1 to r reads some string x in K. A move titled
with a (in I) from r to t means g(r, a) = t. The nonexistence
of a move means stoppage (failure). Figure 2 shows a trie
example for eleven words with '#', where enclosed in a
square nodes will be later discussed. The key ‘Atlam#’
retrieving can be done by applying the transitions g(1, ‘a’) =
3, g(3, ‘t’) = 22, g(22, ‘l’) = 14 , g(14, ‘a’) = 32,
g(32,’m’)=15, and g(15,’#’)=2, sequentially.

Although each knowledge dictionary in primitive
systems is built separately, almost all modern natural
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Fig. 2. Example of Trie Structure

For LT and for key X, the function GET_LEAF(LT, X)
gives the leaf for X# and gives fail if LT has no X#. The
function GET_LEAF (LT, "store") gives leaf 6 in Figure 2.

B. Link Trie(LT) Function [K. Morita, 6]
Term Relationships Definition
Assume (X, Y, R) is the relation R between termss X and
Y. With tries, there is one-to-one correspondence between
leaves and keys, so we can define its link trie by linking leaf s
for X and leaf t for Y. In such case, the definition of function
LINK is t  LINK(s) and the relation by the record R 
CONTENTS(s, t). Link trie is the trie including the function
LINK and CONTENTS. Link information for figure 2 is
shown in Table 3.
We can see the relationship between Atlam as a subject
and buy as a verb by the trie and there exist one-to-one
correspondence, the leaf 2 correspondence key Atlam and leaf
52 correspondence key buy, and link function is defined by 52
 LINK(2) and the record (<subject>, <verb>) 
CONTENTS(2, 52). We can see the relationship between
words (<verb>, <object>) and (<verb>, <place>), as follows:
Retrieval Algorithm
For the relationship (X, Y, R), the proposed retrieval
algorithm (i): retrieve Y and R from X, (ii): retrieve R from X
and Y.

For the relationship (X, Y, R), the following
ALGORITHM returns leaves s for X# and t for Y# if they are
recorded in the trie. s and t could be processed to recover
CONTENTS(s, t) including relationship R. If any of s or t is
not recorded in the trie, then ALGORITHM outputs s = t = 0.
[ALGORITHM]
start
s GET_LEAF (LT, X);
t GET_LEAF (LT, Y);
if (s = fail or t = fail) then output s = t = 0;
if ((t  LINK(s) and R  CONTENTS(s, t)) then output s
and t;
end;
(Algorithm End)
C. System Frame work
Figure 3, shows the frame work of our approach by
Searching for Some English Textbook &Papers, concerning
with
Cross
Language
Information,
Classification
Summarization, and Noun Extraction from the Penn
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Treebank• Extract compound noun after stemming and use
stop word dictionary , from large Corpus. Moreover, Extract
the linkage between verb with noun, verb with place , and
verb with place , by using part of speech dictionary, and make
linkage group and high leaky relation between them. By using
this frequent and high leaky relation we can make
disambiguate for word, where the surrounding words
frequently associated with a sense are used to disambiguate a
word.
TABLE III.

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION LINK

X

S

LINKS

CONTENTS(s, t)

Atlam

2

{41,52}

CONTENTS(2,41)={<subject>,<verb>}

Smouda

31

{2,43}

eat

41 {37,47,9}

buy

52

{57,6}

CONTENTS(2,52)={<subject>,<verb>}
CONTENTS(31,2)={<subject>,<subject>}
CONTENTS(31,43)={<subject>,<verb>}
CONTENTS(41,37)={<verb>,<object>}
CONTENTS(41,47)={<verb>,<object>}
CONTENTS(41,9)={<verb>,<object>}
CONTENTS(52,6)={<verb>,<place>}
CONTENTS(52,57)={<verb>,<object>}

TABLE IV.

D. Semantic Field Information
As Section 2.1 discussed that some words have many
semantic meaning. Therefore, various semantic(x) usually
appears in various branches. Table 4 shows that [PLACE
\ MOUNTAIN] is in fields <TRIP \ AMERICA>, and
<SPORTS \ MOUNTAIN CLIMBING>. [FOOD \ EAT] is in
<FOOD \ SUPERMARKET>. [PRODUCT \ MOBILE
PHONE] is in <COMPANY \ TELPHONE SHOPE>.
Therefore, words with various fields in the context could be
utilized to discriminate the semantic(x).

EXAMPLES OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEMANTICS AND FIELDS

SEMANTIC(“Chocolate”)

semantics Ambiguities

[PLACE \ MOUNTAIN]

After dinner, our manager eat
some snacks. Both Hala and Jhon
usually eat Chocolate, because
they use Chocolate.

[FOOD \ EAT]
[PRODUCT \ MOBILE PHONE]

IV.

Fig. 3. System Framework

Field
<TRIP \ AMERICA>,
<SPORTS \ MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING>,
<FOOD \ SUPERMARKET>
< COMPANY \ TELPHONE SHOPE
>

AUTOMATIC KNOWLEDGE GENERATION FOR AN
UNKNOWN WORD

This section describe how to get more information &
new knowledge from case-frame storing by using trie
structure and linking between leaves, perhaps by keeping
links between them to reflect some relationships. e.g. Jhon
* is unknown word
Context (case frame)
Level1: Jhon * eats apple, Jhon IS – A animal?, Jhon is
similar to dog, or human
Level2: Jhon * buys computer, Jhon IS – A human.
Fig. 4. Trie structure
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By using this information as common knowledge, we
will show later by using trie structure and link trie, how we
can know new automatic & variety relation from this
common knowledge. This new knowledge are very useful in
NLP, because it make a text more readable and
understandable for human, this new knowledge can be
combined to provide additional useful <IS –A> hierarchical
information, as follow:
In this examples with <SUB. – VERB> relation using
the information:
1- Ahmed treat the illness
2- Ahmed cure the sick
2- Ahmed eat food
4- Ahmed speak with the
nurse
3- Ahmed drink milk
6- Jhon eat orange
4- Jhon drink tea
8- Jhon speak with his
teacher
5- Cat eat food
10- Cat drink water
and create the structure of trie as Figure 4. and links
between leafs in this trie, we can build the linking as in table
5 from the given information as follows:

From this link trie, we can get the < IS -- A> hierarchy
relationship that Doctor is a human, and human is an
animal.
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Experimental data and information
99,714 statements from tagged corpus (Pan TreeBank),
having diverse of features, is implicated in this experiment.
Data Set 1:
About 11,970 subject-verb case relationship and about
2,514 of verb-object relationship, and 679 verb-places are
used. Due to high frequent access of pairs, we could not
take them up. See Table 6.
TABLE VI.

HIGH FREQUENT ACCESS OF PAIRS & LINKING

TRIE LINK FOR <SUB. –VERB> RELATIONSHIP

TABLE V.
X
Jhon

s
33

RELATION(s)
{2,18,8,29}

ATTRIBUTE(s, t)
ATTRIBUTE(33,2)= <SUB. -- VERB >
ATTRIBUTE(33,18)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(33,8)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(33,29)= <SUB. -- VERB>

Ahmed

13

{2,8,29,18,38}

ATTRIBUTE(13,2)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(13,8)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(13,18)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(13,38)= <SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(13,29) = <SUB. -- VERB>

Cat

16

{2,29}

ATTRIBUTE(16,2) =<SUB. -- VERB>
ATTRIBUTE(16,29) = <SUB. -- VERB>

Data Set 2:

Next using this automated linking information, one can
understand from this linkage that things which can eat and
drink only and cannot speak and buy (i.e. eatable &
drinkable only) is Animals, also things which can eat ,buy,
drink, and speak and cannot treat sickness (i.e. buyable,
speakable , eatable, drinkable only) is a provoke (normal )
human, and the man who can eat food , drink drinks , buy
goods , speak languages and have the ability to care for
sickness (treatable) is a doctor. And we can create also this
group as in Figure 5.

Utilizing case frame with trie structure to present a lot of
relationships between words as shown in section II.
Data Set 3:
Employing trie structure with linking trie among leaves
for additional information as shown in Figure 4, and Table
3.
Data Set4:
Restrict 10 group of typical verbs and objects from Data
1, as in Table 5.
Result [1].
By employing Data 1,2,3. We can establish an
automated generation of hierarchy of relations among words
as shown in Figure 5 and Algorithm 2.
Result [2].
By gathering this data and establishing relationships
among verbs and other kinds of keys with link trie, we can
see the hierarchy group. Figure 6 for example shows the
subject and verb linkage.

Fig. 5. Hierarchy and clear knowledge extract from link trie
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By this more information we find all sentence speak about
hold up physically this implies more disambiguate for word
bank and now the clear semantic is edge of river.

Fig. 6. Subject and verb Linkage group

Utilizing high-leaky this indicates that sandbags are
maintainable and supportable but not exchangeable or
buyable, company exchangeable , buyable supportable,
maintainable , but not eatable ,talkable, but Jhon can ,
maintain, support, , buy, exchange, eat, talk.
Result [3]. Disambiguation
Figure 7 shows how the algorithm fare with sentences
containing ambiguous element, be able to handle many such
cases, as will be illustrated here. Consider the pair of
sentences below:
1) Investment company support the bank.
2) The sandbags support the bank.
By this three sentence we show the semantic meaning of
the word bank have two meaning financial house & edge of
rive and by use more information about the word bank by
another verbs, we can change the case to disambiguation
case. As follow: The first approach: semantic meaning of
bank is financial house in the first sentence, this by using
another verbs to declare this meaning as in these sentence
say : Jhon exchange from bank. and for more information
about bank we can say that : Bank buy money . By this more
information we find all sentence speak about money this
implies more disambiguate for word bank and now the clear
semantic is financial institution .the second approach:
semantic meaning of bank is edge of river in the second
sentence, this by using another verb to declare this meaning
as in these sentence: Sandbags maintain bank, and for more
information about bank we can say: Bank maintain river i.e.
TABLE VII.

Fig. 7. Example of disambiguation

Result [4].
defined as:

The accuracy of experimental results is

Accuracy = α/β
Where α is the number of words disambiguated correctly
and β is total number of ambiguous words.
Table 7 summarizes the experimental observation of
using the old method (TM) and new method using the trie
structure and linking trie between leaves. All English terms
of our experimental are in Appendix A.
In Table 7, both performed with accuracies 73% for TM
and 79% by new method using the link trie between leaves
which is significant than the value that can be obtained by
TM one. This means that, our new approach is viable in
solving term ambiguities.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE WHOLE WORDS
TM*

NM*
EN*

Number of terms used in the Experiments

Sentence Ambiguities

EN
38 372

No. of Ambiguous Words

520

520

No. of Unambiguous Words

380

410

Accuracy
* EN = English

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new approach for building
structure system of natural language knowledge. In this
paper all surface case patterns are classified in advance with
the consideration of the meaning of noun. Moreover, this

73%
79%
TM*= Traditional method NM*= New method (Using Linkage)

paper introduces an efficient data structure using a trie
which define the linkage among leaves and multi-attribute
relations. By using this linkage multi-attribute relations, we
can get a high frequent access among verbs and noun with
an automated generation of hierarchical relationships. In
our experiment a large tagged corpus (Pan Treebank) is used
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to extract data. In our approach around 11,000 verbs and
nouns is used for verifying the new method and made a
hierarchy group of its noun. Moreover, the achievement of
term disambiguating using our trie structure method and
linking trie among leaves is 6% higher than old method. The
preliminary result of our method shows a good promise,
because the extracted information structures of a special
database, can be extended by a more large input of data and
more general relations from a large information corpus. The
results of disambiguating the word ambiguities are much
better than that of case frames. Experimental results also
show that enough distinctive terms can help determine the
semantic sense of a word in a specific context. The
preliminary syntactic analysis can be achieved by many
natural language processing system, we will be able to
obtain more precise semantic information from the syntactic
resource. Moreover, the accuracy of disambiguating words
by our method using trie structure and linking trie between
leaves is 6% higher than traditional method. Future work
could focus in using context analysis to improve
disambiguates of words. Extract Arabic keyword By using
stop word Dictionary and stemming rule, from large Arabic
Corpus with Classification for Arabic text by using
Classification engine.
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APPENDIX A:
Number
1

English words
Kilimanjaro

2
3
4
5

puma
beetle
polo
hawk

6
7
8
9

queen
jaguar
apple
panda

10
11
12
13
14

fish
blackberry
Barcelona
office
thunderbird

15
16

tree
tiger

17

dove

18

Mont Blanc

19

chocolate

20
21
22

window
match
branch

ENGLISH WORDS IN EXPERIMENTS
Semantics
[Place \ Mountain] [Food \ Drink]
[Product \ Software]
[Cougar] [Car] [Sportswear]
[Animal \ Insect] [Car]
[Sports] [Clothing]
[Animal] [Aircraft in military] [Sports
club]
[Person] [Animal] [Games]
[Animal] [Car]
[Fruit] [IT company]
[Animal] [Chinese car] [Fast-Food ]
[Software]
[Animal] [Food]
[Fruit] [Mobile phone ]
[Place \ City] [Sports club]
[Working place] [Software]
[Animal] [Software] [Food \ Drink]
[Aircraft in military]
[Plant] [Structure in computer science]
[Animal] [A name of golf player] [Car]
[Beer]
[Animal] [Aircraft] [Food \ Chocolate]
[Toiletry]
[Place \ Mountain] [Writing instruments
and accessories ]
[Food] [Place \ Mountain] [Mobile
phone]
[Object] [Software]
[Tool \ Fire] [Game] [Japanese car]
[Plant] [Structure in computer science]

Number
23
24

English words
Liverpool
phoenix

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Oracle
cobra
rocket
maverick
mustang
QQ
lotus
Amazon
crocodile
penguin
virus
bridge
line

38
39

bass
cone

40

interest

41
42
43
44

taste
sentence
train
book

45
46

bank
serve

47

dish

Semantics
[Place \ City] [Sports club]
[Film] [Sports club] [Television ,
Broadcasters]
[Ancient text] [Software company]
[Snakes] [Aircraft] [IT products]
[Vehicle, missile, aircraft] [Sports club]
[Animal] [Sports club] [Car]
[Animal] [Aircraft in military] [Car]
[Messaging program] [Chinese car]
[Plant] [Car]
[Geography, river] [IT company]
[Animal] [Aircraft in military]
[Animal] [Clothing] [Sports club]
[Program] [Infectious agent]
[Architecture] [Sports game] [Hardware]
[Object \ Product] [Formation] [Calling]
[Cord]
[Musical sense] [Animal \ Fish]
[Part of tree] [Sharp of object] [Part of
eye]
[Curiosity, attraction] [Advantage]
[Financial] [Share]
[Preference] [Flavor]
[Punishment] [Set of words]
[Object \ Series] [Movement \ Prepare]
[Object \ Published document]
[Movement]
[Institution] [Architecture \ Ground]
[Movement \ Ball game] [Movement \
Food]
[Food \ Meal] [Receptacle]
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Abstract—With the advancement of computer technology,
computer simulation in the field of education are more realistic
and more effective. The definition of simulation is to create a
virtual environment that accurately and real experiences to
improve the individual. So Simulation Based Training is the
ability to improve, replace, create or manage a real experience
and training in a virtual mode. Simulation Based Training also
provides large amounts of information to learn, so use data
mining techniques to process information in the case of education
can be very useful. So here we used data mining to examine the
impact of simulation-based training. The database created in
cooperation with relevant institutions, including 17 features. To
study the effect of selected features, LDA method and Pearson's
correlation coefficient was used along with genetic algorithm.
Then we use fuzzy clustering to produce fuzzy system and
improved it using Neural Networks. The results showed that the
proposed method with reduced dimensions have 3% better than
other methods.
Keywords—Educational Data Mining;
Training; Dimensions Reduction; ANFIS

I.

Simulation-Based

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is a kind of computer-based information
system (CBIS), which can be used for big data warehouse, peer
review, production information, and knowledge discovery. The
traditional term of mining is affected the foundations of data
mining. But instead of searching for minerals, here discover the
knowledge. The purpose of data mining is to identify data
patterns, hidden links with organized information,
communication rules are structured, the unknowns are
estimated to be classified topics, create homogeneous clusters
of issues and a wide variety of findings that do not come easily
obtained by classical CBIS be uncovered. By the way, the
results of data mining are invaluable the basis for decisionmaking.
Education, a new basin for the use of data mining to
discover
knowledge,
decision-making
and
provide
recommendations. The use of data mining in education is early

stages and created the field of "educational data mining". The
first decade of this century marks the beginning of educational
data mining.
Educational data mining can be an example for the design,
assignments, methods and algorithms for data discovery
learning environments. The purpose of data mining is to find
patterns and make predictions of the behavior and development
of trained people, content knowledge application environment,
assessments, training and application functions to define. With
the emergence development of computer technology,
simulation systems closer to reality and is one of the most
important and has become efficient tool in education. As
mentioned, a virtual environment that simulates real conditions
creates absolutely arises [1-2].
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Tian et al in an article work on the evaluation of
simulation-based training for pilots. In this article, they have
used cubic learn and krikpatrick model. In fact, to review and
evaluate of results is used of simplified krikpatrick model. The
results show that simulation-based training to 26% better than
the education based on booklet [3].
Pamela et al to evaluate simulation-based training for
teaching assistants midwife at the birth of babies. Simulationbased training was conducted on 111 persons and 14 persons
were trained as usual. This research was conducted at medical
centers in Ghana. The analysis was performed using 4 surfaces
krikpatrick model. The results showed that better results are
Simulation-based training [4].
Natassia et al in an article work on driver training base on
simulation. In this paper, they do the impact of simulation
training for drivers of vehicles [5].
Sophia et al in an article work on eye surgery Simulationbased training. This article is used a review of five different
database. In this paper, expressed validity of the model and
learned the ability to transfer to the operating room has been
measured [6].
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Shu-Hsien et al [7] Recent advances in data mining
involves the collection of the works of the last decade have
offered.

selected using the roulette wheel. Combine the two point
method is carried out. Then mutations in chromosomes or
individuals carried a distinct possibility.

Collection approaches began Narli, Ozgan and Alcan [8],
the theory of multiple intelligences unaccounted for identifying
the relationship between people and their learning styles used.
By using multiple intelligences the data collected to teach the
learning style scales and tests for prospective teachers.

A. Fitness function based on linear discriminant analysis
We use a fitness function with two statements, a J index
called the separability index. The second term represents the
number of members of set and if it is desirable to be less.
Separability index J is derived from linear discriminant
analysis.

Gonzalez et al [9], the hidden conditional random field
applied to complete the reading assignment predict. They are
classified as self-paced dialogue as a matter of classification to
classify sequences considered dialogue to assess.
Barbell et al [10], they seek to solve some issues: How can
learning processes using process models and control rule
based, the optimization? How can process models created
based on the concept of learning styles? Therefore, they are a
method for modeling a student using a combination of learning
styles and approaches proposed mining process, and it gave
way to model pupil.
Terry, Pardos, Sarkozy and Heffernan [11], a clustering
strategy with common building envelope created to predict the
results of students' self-learning function.
Yu et al [12] features expanded with redundancy and
discrete optimization techniques. Series of features were
learned by logistic regression L1. Then, features were dense to
help statistical techniques and random trees. Finally, the results
were combined together with adjusted linear regression.
Approaches complete set with Levy and Wilensky [13]
began in the behavior of query students studied in complex
models, while their goal is to create an equation linking the
physical parameters of the system. They looked at how
students adapt their systems with different behaviors.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

In the framework presented in Figure 1 feature selection is
shown. In this paper we proposed a method based on genetic
algorithms with two different fitness function based on linear
discriminant analysis and Pearson coefficient. A genetic
algorithm is an effective method for solving optimization
problems.
Here problem space is multi-dimensional, discrete and
complex. Genetic algorithm represents each chromosome is a
binary vector and each number represents a feature. If I show
the collection features so that it is composed of N member, in
this case a subset X of Y ( X  Y ) represents the i-th
chromosome I with N gene so that it is equal to one if the i-th
feature was selected and the otherwise is zero (Figure 1).
In addition to, simply coding solutions genetic algorithm
for solving such problems is very appropriate because the
search space of exponentially in a very difficult, complex and
non-linear services. algorithm starts with a P random
populations. The fitness of each chromosome created using
appropriate fitness function is calculated as described.
After calculating the fitness, 80% chromosomes are

In this paper, it is assumed that each feature can be
modeled as a random variable. Separability index can calculate
uses the covariance matrix of the features.
Since the variance of the random variable dispersion
around the mean to express a certain value the covariance
matrix of n variables, probability distribution around the mean
vector in n-dimensional space. If we have n random variables

{x1 , x 2 ,...., x n } , so that each variable is m samples
(dimensions m × n stored in the matrix D), the covariance
matrix Σ, an n × n is the matrix of the elements in row i and
column j indicates the covariance between the variables xi and
yj is the (equation 1):
[i, j ]  Cov( xi , y j )
1 m
 ( D(l , i)  i )( D(l , j )   j )
m l 1
Here μi and μj are mean’s variables in matrix D.

Cov( xi , y j ) 

(1)

Two classes of observations by a specified means and
variances to consider. Fisher separation between the two
distributions for the variance between two classes to the
variance within the class definition:
T

T

( w . y 1  w . y 0 ) 2 ( w.(  y 1   y 0 )) 2
2
S  between
 T

2
 within w  y 1 w  wT  y 0 w wT ( y 0   y 1 )w

S W  wT SW w

(2)
(3)
(4)

S B  w SB w
According to the above definitions can define separability
index using eq 5:
T

WT  B W
)
WT W W
Here, W is the transition matrix is defined as follows:
J (I)  tr (

(5)

Available features four-dimensional space, so we assume N
= 4. If the chromosome I = (0,1,0,1) is, in this case on
chromosome 2 and 4 are traits I so:
0 0 
1 0 

W 
(6)
0 0 


0 1 
tr (.) is a trace matrix. High levels of separability index J(I)
show that the subsidiary created by chromosomes I have been
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at the center of the well separation On the basis of the proposed
fitness function and genetic algorithms can be defined
relationship 7:

N  NI
J (I )
K
(7)
N
N
Here, N number of available features, NI number of
features on chromosomes I and K constant to determine the
effect of the second sentence in eq 7.
F (I ) 

B. Pearson correlation-based fitness function
A feature largely is correlated with response variable and
with other features in sub-features is at a lower correlation.
Correlation is a measure of the strength of the relationship
between the two variables in bi-directional.

FitnessS 

Nrcf
N  N ( N  1)r ff

S subset of N feature,

rcf

(8)

F. Datasets Used
Preparing the database in an educational institution in
Mahshahr shooting took place. A total of 200 patients were
used for this database. At first tab contains personal
information was prepared and then people were trained based
simulation. The following characteristics were obtained from
each individual 17 are introduced.
The first feature points was shot from a distance of 175
meters. This feature was extracted from the training and
expertise in the institute's rate.
The second feature shooting accuracy in the training.
Shooting accuracy of the diversity of positions x and y on
Targets for each beam i is obtained. Since each person was 6
shooting at this stage of the relationship 9 was used to calculate
accuracy:
6



is that the average correlation

r ff

feature-class and
is average correlation features - features.
Eq 8 is Pearson correlation relationship in which all variables
have been homogeneous.
C. Neural Networks
Back propagation method is the iterative process that runs
on a set of training samples and each of the outputs obtained by
comparing the output target and this process continues until a
specified condition stems. Target values can be labels for
training (for classification issues) and continuous values
(numerical calculations). For all samples by repeating the
correction process is weights modified to minimize the mean
square error between the outputs of the network and target
values.
This modification is done in the weights in the reverse
direction, so that the beginning of the last layer (output layer)
started in the hidden layer continues to be the first hidden layer,
hence it is called back propagation. There is also no guarantee
the convergence of weight. The algorithm are shown in Table
1.
D. Fuzzy Inference System
At first, a fuzzy inference system based on the existing
database defined using Takagi-Sugeno-Kang. Using FCM,
fuzzy set of rules for modeling the behavior of the database is
extracted. The number of fuzzy inputs used here is the number
of features of the database and the number of outputs equal to
the number of classes (clusters). Since the four clusters
(scores), so we considered 4 levels of output. To define the
initial fuzzy system of fuzzy membership functions are used.
Figure 2 shows an example of fuzzy rules that used for
clustering with 8 features in 4 clusters.
E. Neuro-Fuzzy Systems
Figure 3 shows the structure of neuro-fuzzy system for 8
features. As shown any features connected to four membership
functions and the fuzzy rules have been used here. Combined
method is used for training.

  i 1, j i 1

(x i  x j )2  (yi  y j )2

(9)

6
Smaller numbers indicate greater accuracy in high regard.
The third feature indicates the shooting accuracy in the
training. Shooting accuracy of the calculated difference
between each beam to the center of target position is calculated
from equation 10.
6




i 1

(x t  x j ) 2  (yt  y j ) 2

(10)

6
xt and Yt the center of target location is here considered to
be the origin. xi and yi the location of each shot is on target.
The fourth feature is in testing phase accuracy that can be
obtained from the above equation.
The fifth feature of the profile of the individual units had
been achieved.
The sixth feature of confidence in the firing position is that
professionals in the Institute's rate.
The seventh Feature is grade in school was that of profiles
of individuals.
The eighth Feature is Confidence in eight shooting rule.
The ninth feature of confidence in the usefulness of the use of
guns.
The tenth features is the accuracy of the test step.
The eleventh feature is the body mass index was calculated
from height and weight. Relationship between body mass and
BMI of 11 is as follows.

BMI 

massKg

(11)

heightm2
The twelfth degree of confidence about the performance
characteristics shooting.

The thirteenth features is the left eye and 14th feature is the
right eye sight.
The 15th Feature is the location of weapons.
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The 16th feature is the months of military service status.
The seventeenth feature is belief in focus.
IV.

this mode with less computing power to achieve better
accuracy.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

For this study we used a computer with certain properties,
Including:
Processor: Intel Pentium(R) CPU G620, 2.60 GHz
2.60GHz
Installed memory (RAM):

4.00 GB

For modeling and simulation software program MATLAB
version R2014a (8.3.0) 64-bit was used.
A. Neural Networks Standard
For non-reducing features the network includes 17 input
that used the same database features. The number of neurons in
the hidden layer to all states is constant and equal to 20. Since
each class is shown with binary code so the output layer of the
Neural Networks includes four neuron.
As described in previous, two different methods have been
used to reduce the dimensions by using a genetic algorithm
Table 2 shows characteristics of each method with the code
number. The purpose of coding here, references in the text to
the new method is better.
Table 3 shows recognition rates for the standard Neural
Networks for database without reducing the size of the feature.
As shown in table recognition rate for data in LDA1 and LDA2
is 94.5%.
B. Fuzzy Inference System
Table 3 shows recognition rates for fuzzy inference system
for database no decrease in size. Here confusion matrix for all
the data is shown. Here is a detection rate of 94.5% for the
entire data. Here's detection rate is slightly less than the Neural
Networks. Recognition rate for fuzzy inference system for
databases with size reduction for LDA2 is better than other.
Here confusion matrix for all the data is shown. Here 95%
detection rate for all data.
C. neuro-fuzzy system
Figure 4 confusion matrix for neuro-fuzzy systems for
database shows no decrease in size. Here confusion matrix for
all the data is shown. Here is a detection rate of 94.5% for the
entire data. Detection rate here is like Neural Networks.
Figure 5 confusion matrix for neuro-fuzzy system for
databases with size reduction method shows LDA3. Here
confusion only for all data matrix is shown. Here 95%
detection rate for all data. Such as Neural Networks and fuzzy
detection rate here is better than PC.
In the case of the Neural Networks with 13 features we
have the highest detection rate is 94.5 and the amount is lower
than the other two methods. While this happened to fuzzy
inference systems also feature 13 to achieve the highest
detection rate. But the combination of neuro-fuzzy system
achieved the highest rate of diagnosis for nine features with

V.

CONCLUSION

Here a genetic algorithm with binary encoded with two
fitness function includes linear discriminant analysis and
Pearson coefficient was used. Here the results of three
simulations in various environments, including neural
networks, fuzzy systems based on fuzzy clustering and neurofuzzy were compared. The highest detection rates in the neural
networks, fuzzy systems and neuro-fuzzy inference system was
shown. As has been stated that the Neural Networks is used in
a state where the number is 13 features we have the highest
detection rate is 94.5 and the amount is lower than the other
two methods. While this happened to fuzzy inference systems
also feature 13 is required to achieve the highest detection
rates. But the combination of neuro-fuzzy system achieved the
highest rate of diagnosis for 9 Features can achieve better
accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Is an example of coding set by a series of two-bit Features
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BACK PROPAGATION ERROR METHOD BASED [14]

Fig. 2. Proposed four Fuzzy rules
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Fig. 3. Neuro-fuzzy inference system for 8 Features
TABLE II.

NUMBER OF PROPERTIES WITH EACH PROCEDURE CODE

Dimension reduction method

Pierson coefficient

Number of feature
Method code

5
PC

LDA
K=0.8
15
LDA1

LDA
K=4
13
LDA2

LDA
K=8
9
LDA3

LDA
K=10
8
LDA4

Fig. 4. Shows the confusion matrix for neuro-fuzzy system with no loss of features
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrix for neuro-fuzzy system with reduced features using LDA3
TABLE III.
Method

RECOGNITION RATE IN ALL CLASSIFIERS
Dimension reduction

Recognition rate

17 Features

93.50

PC

78.50

LDA1

94.50

LDA2

94.50

LDA3

93.00

LDA4

92.00

17 Features

94.50

PC

74.00

LDA1

95.00

LDA2

95.00

LDA3

94.50

LDA4

94.50

17 Features

94.50

PC

83.00

LDA1

94.50

LDA2

94.00

LDA3

95.00

LDA4

94.50

Neural networks

Fuzzy Inference System

Neuro fuzzy
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Abstract—The assessment of patient clinical outcome focuses
on measuring various aspects of the patient’s health status after
medical treatments and interventions. Patient clinical outcome
assessment is a major concern in the clinical field as the current
measures are not well developed and, as a result, they may be
used without sufficient understanding of their characteristics.
This issue retards the development in the clinical field. This
paper proposes a general pure quantitative conceptual model for
the assessment of patient clinical outcome. The proposed model
contains five WHO’s International Classification of Functioning,
Disability, and Health (ICF) measurable components: body
functions impairment, clinical elegancy distortion, pain, death,
and shortening of life expectancy. Total patient clinical outcome
is measured by summing the five WHO components. Five validity
types are used to validate the proposed model: content, construct,
criterion, descriptive, and predictive validities.
Keywords—quantitative; conceptual model; assessment; patient
clinical outcome

I.

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of patient clinical outcome is an endpoint
health care patient assessment. It is a measuring criteria that
focuses on measuring various aspects of the patient’s health
status after medical treatments and interventions. Outcome
assessments monitor and evaluate the quality of patient care by
recording clinical outcomes resultant from treatment programs
and interventions to observe their effectiveness [1, 2].
Recently, the assessment of clinical outcome in health care
has been emphasized, in which the effectiveness of care is used
to be determined based on purely clinician-centered outcomes
to be based on more patient-centered outcomes. Patientcentered outcomes assess the patient’s experiences and
perceptions of his/her health status. Patient-oriented evidence
may be obtained via patient self-report scales that collect a
broad range of data that are significant to the patient to
measure functional limitations and disability. The use of selfreport scales facilitates the assessment of the net effects of both
the health care services on the patient’s health-related quality
of life (HRQOL) and the condition on the patient. According to
the means in which the data are gathered, clinical outcomes
measures are classified as patient-based outcomes or clinicianbased outcomes [1, 3, 4].
Patient-based outcomes provided by the patient via selfreport questionnaires or surveys to identify his/her perspective
regarding impairments, function, health, and HRQOL. In
general, patients have concerns about the effect on their

lifestyle due to their condition, including the capability to
accomplish common activities such as dressing, attending
events, joining in social occasions, and playing sports. The
assessment tools of patient self-report outcomes, that capture
patient’s experiences and perceptions, are the best to evaluate
variables such as disability, societal limitations, and quality of
life. Patient self-report measures can be used during any point
of the patient care to evaluate the status of a patient and to
examine changes in the patient status which resulted from
treatment of a medical condition. Patient-based outcomes cover
up a broad range of health status factors, including symptoms,
global judgments of health, physical function, cognitive
functioning, psychological, personal constructs, role activities,
and sensitivity to care [1, 3, 5].
Clinician-based outcomes are measures that clinicians do,
on the patient’s response to a treatment intervention, to stress
the assessment of illness and impairment. Even though the
clinician-based outcomes assessment is needed to assess the
illness and the impairment, it can be misinterpreted and
improperly used to deduce functional status. Some clinicianbased measures assess functional limitations as patient goals
should be directed toward enhancing function and disability
rather than overcoming impairments. Such measures of
functional limitations can then be used to direct treatment to
improve activities that are difficult to be performed by the
patient and are most important to the patient. Besides, thirdparty payers are acquiring an enhancement evidence of the
patient’s functional outcomes after a treatment program. In
addition, self-report outcome tools are the best method to find
out the disease effect on the patient’s capability to carry out
activities on a daily basis and to complete wanted or required
roles and responsibilities.[1, 3, 6].
The research of clinical outcomes is the basis for evidencebased practice, that has set the standard for modern health care
practice, in which it provides the finest research evidence that
facilitates clinical decisions. Particularly, the most significant
measures in assessing outcome are the patient-based outcome
measures due to the importance of the patient’s perception of
health status and change in health status. High-quality evidence
to verify the effectiveness of interventions can be derived from
studies of clinical outcomes. Besides, patient-centered data can
be obtained from studies of clinical outcomes that integrate
patient-based outcomes. For example, there are two major
reasons to justify the importance of clinical outcomes
assessment and research studies of clinical outcomes within the
athletic training profession. First, a clinical outcomes
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assessment practice and research can present necessary
knowledge to athletic trainers for providing best possible
patient care. Second, the integration of clinical outcomes
measures will allow the assessment of what is important to the
patient and to provide patient-centered health care that
concentrates on improving patients’ HRQOL. Thus, the clinical
outcomes assessment tools can be used to help in enhancing
patient care by offering patient-oriented evidence for clinicians
concerning the effectiveness of their interventions [1].
A number of clinical outcome assessment methods in some
clinical fields have been employed without sufficient
understanding of their characteristics [7]. This deficient in
understanding the characteristics of outcome assessment
methods together with the lack of high-quality tools for
outcome measurement of illness manifestations restrain the
development of therapy. Novel and enhanced methods of
assessing the patient clinical outcome can accelerate the
process of therapy development [2]. Accordingly, this paper is
proposing a quantitative conceptual model for the assessment
of patient clinical outcome. The proposed model contains five
WHO’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability,
and Health (ICF) components measurable components: body
functions impairment, clinical elegancy distortion, pain, death,
and shortening of life expectancy. Total patient clinical
outcome is measured by summing the five WHO components.
Five validity types are used to validate the proposed model:
content, construct, criterion, descriptive, and predictive
validities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the components of the proposed model.
Section 3 discusses the validation of the proposed model. In
Section 4, we conclude this work and outline potential research
directions
II.

EASE OF USE THE PROPOSED PATIENT CLINICAL
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT MODEL

A. General Definitions of Terms in the Proposed Model
 Harm: it includes any damage in the body function or
structure including disease, injury, suffering and death
[8, 9].

[12]. The following formula us used to calculate the body
impairments score:
BFI S 

N

 IMPR

BF 1

BF

 D BF  IR BF  OP BF  CR BF  SR BF



Where:
BFIS: (Uncertain) total body function impairments score.
IMPRBF: Severity ratio of body function impairment.
DBF: Duration of body function impairment.
IRBF: Intolerability ratio of body function impairment.
OPBF: Occurrence probability of body function impairment.
CRBF: Causality ratio of body function impairment.
SRBF: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of body function
impairment.
BF: Body function impairment.
N: No. of body function impairment.
2) The Clinical Elegancy Distortions Mathematical
Equation
Clinical elegancy represents the elegant components of the
human body, which could be affected by disease or adverse
event, and handled in the clinical setting. Clinical elegancy has
mainly the following components: Physical appearance change,
Undesired odor, Undesired taste, and Undesired audible. The
following formula us used to calculate the multiple body size
distortions score:
BSD S 

 BSNS P - BSDS P 
 BS  D BS IR BS OP BS CR BS SR BS 
BS1 
S - BSDS S 
M

  BSNS

Where:
BSDS: (Uncertain) total body size distortions score.
BSNSP: Body size at normal state for patient.
BSDSP: Body size at distorted state for patient.



Tolerable risk: it is the accepted risk that can be
managed. [8].

BSNSS: Body size at normal state for the most severe
clinical body size distortion case.



Causality assessment: it is concerned with the
probability of adverse effect arise from using medicine.
[10].

BSDSS: Body size at distorted state for the most severe
clinical body size distortion case.



Strength of clinical evidence: it is concerned with
evidence quality [11].



Patient characteristics: it the related attributes under
focus [8].

B. The Mathematical Equations of Components of the
Proposed Model
1) The Body Function Impairments Mathematical
Equation
According to the WHO classification, there are eleven body
functions that are used to calculate the multiple body function
impairments score for (uncertain) diseases and adverse events

DBS: Duration of body size distortion.
IRBS: Intolerability ratio of body size distortion.
OPBS: Occurrence probability of body size distortion.
CRBS: Causality ratio of body size distortion.
SRBS: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of body size
distortion.
BS: Body size distortion.
M: No. of body size distortions.
The following formula is used to calculate the multiple skin
disclorations score:
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SDDS 

 DI P  BA P 
 SD  D SD IR SD OP SD CR SD SR SD
SD1 
S  BA S 
Q

  DI



UOD S 

T

 UOS P 
 UO  D UO  IR UO  OP UO  CR UO  SR UO
S 


  UOS

UO1



Where:

Where:

SDDS: (Uncertain) total skin discoloration distortions score.

UODS: (Uncertain) total undesired odor distortions score.

DIP: Skin discoloration intensity for patient.

UOSP: Severity of undesired odor for patient.

BAP: Body area affected with discoloration for patient.
DIS: Skin discoloration intensity for the most severe clinical
skin discoloration case.
BAS: Body area affected with discoloration for the most
severe clinical skin discoloration case.

UOSS: Severity of undesired odor for most severe clinical
undesired odor case.
DUO: Duration of undesired odor.
IRUO: Intolerability ratio of undesired odor.
OPUO: Occurrence probability of undesired odor.

DSD: Duration of skin discoloration distortion.

CRUO: Causality ratio of undesired odor.

IRSD: Intolerability ratio of skin discoloration distortion.

SRUO: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired odor.

OPSD: Occurrence probability of skin discoloration
distortion.
CRSD: Causality ratio of skin discoloration distortion.
SRSD: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of skin
discoloration distortion.

UO: Undesired odor distortion.
T: No. of undesired odor distortions.
The following formula is used to calculate the multiple
undesired taste distortions score:
UTDS 

SD: Skin discoloration distortion.
Q: No. of skin discoloration distortions.
The following formula is used to calculate the multiple skin
hardness distortions score:
SHDS 

 HD P  BA P 
 SH  D SH IR SH OP SH  CR SH SR SH 
SH 1 
S  BA S 
R

  HD

Where:
SHDS: (Uncertain) total skin hardness distortions score.

U

 UTS P 
 UT D UT IR UT  OP UT CR UT SR UT
S 


  UTS

UT1



Where:
UTDS: (Uncertain) total undesired taste distortions score.
UTSP: Severity of undesired taste for patient.
UTSS: Severity of undesired taste for most severe clinical
undesired taste case.
DUT: Duration of undesired taste.
IRUT: Intolerability ratio of undesired taste.

HDP: Degree of skin hardness for patient.

OPUT: Occurrence probability of undesired taste.

BAP: Body area affected with hardness for patient.
HDS: Degree of skin hardness for the most severe clinical
skin hardness case.
BAS: Body area affected with hardness for the most severe
clinical skin hardness case.
DSH: Duration of skin hardness distortion.
IRSH: Intolerability ratio of skin hardness distortion.
OPSH: Occurrence probability of skin hardness distortion.
CRSH: Causality ratio of skin hardness distortion.
SRSH: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of skin hardness
distortion.
SH: Skin hardness distortion.
R: No. of skin hardness distortions.

CRUT: Causality ratio of undesired taste.
SRUT: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired taste.
UT: Undesired taste distortion.
U: No. of undesired taste distortions.
The following formula is used to calculate the multiple
undesired audible distortions score:
UAD S 

V

 UAS P 
 UA D UA IR UA  OP UA CR UA SR UA
S 


  UAS

UA1



Where:
UADS: (Uncertain) total undesired audible distortions
score.
UASP: Severity of undesired audible for patient.

The following formula is used to calculate the multiple
undesired odor distortions score:

UASS: Severity of undesired audible for most severe
clinical undesired audible case.
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DUA: Duration of undesired audible.

Pain severity can be quanitifed and scale standardized to
enable comparability between differnet cases [15].

IRUA: Intolerability ratio of undesired audible.
OPUA: Occurrence probability of undesired audible.
CRUA: Causality ratio of undesired audible.
SRUA: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired
audible.
UA: Undesired audible distortion.
V: No. of undesired audible distortions.
Finally, the following formula is used to calculate the
Clinical elegancy distortions score:


CED S  BSD S SDD S SHD S UOD S UTD S UAD S

Where:

BSDS: (Uncertain) total body size distortions score.
SDDS: (Uncertain) total skin discoloration distortions score.
SHDS: (Uncertain) total skin hardness distortions score.
UODS: (Uncertain) total undesired odor distortions score.
UTDS: (Uncertain) total undesired taste distortions score.
UADS: (Uncertain) total undesired audible distortions
score.
3) Physical and Non Physical Pains Mathematical
Equation
Pain is defined as an extremely unlikable physical feeling
due to illness or injury. Pain is associated by tissue damage and
emotional experience. [13]. Depression, anger, frustration, fear,
and anxiety feelings are examples of emotional pain [14]. The
following formula is used to calculate the multiple pain types
score:
 PTI P 
 PT D PT IR PT  OP PT CR PT SR PT
PT 1 
S 
W

  PTI

HBFIS: Highest clinical value recorded for body function
impairments.
HCEDS: Highest clinical value recorded for clinical
elegancy distortions.
HPTS: Highest clinical value recorded for different pain
types.
MCV: Smallest clinical value recorded for body function
impairments, clinical elegancy distortions, or different pain
types.
OPD: Occurrence probability of death.
CRD: Causality ratio of death.
SRD: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of death.
C. Total Value of Patient Clinical Outcome Mathematical
Equation
By summing all model components, the following formula
is used to calculate the patient clinical outcome:


PCO  BFI S CED S  PT S  DCS

Where:
PCO: Patient clinical outcome.

PTS: (Uncertain) total pain types score.

BFIS: (Uncertain) total body function impairments score.

PTIP: Pain type intensity or severity for patient.
PTIS: Pain type intensity or severity for the most severe
clinical case of the same pain type.

CEDS: (Uncertain) total clinical elegancy distortions score.
PTS: (Uncertain) total pain types score.
DCS: (Uncertain) death clinical score.

DPT: Duration of pain type.
IRPT: Intolerability ratio of pain type.

III.

OPPT: Occurrence probability of pain type.
CRPT: Causality ratio of pain type.
SRPT: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of pain type.
W: No. of pain types.



Where:



Where:

PT: Pain type.

DCS  (HBFI S HCED S HPT S MCV)  OP D CR D SR D

DCS: (Uncertain) death clinical score.

CEDS: (Uncertain) total clinical elegancy distortions score.

PTS 

4) Death Mathematical Equation
Death is a body functionalities and all clinical elegancy
component distortion. Death is associated with the presence of
all extreme pain types, therefore, the sum of the highest clinical
values for body function impairments, clinical elegancy
distortions, and different pain types is used to calculate the
death clinical score. Constant value is added to the first three
components model to differentiate severity of different clinical
death cases. The following formula is used calculate death
clinical score:

THE VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Validity measures the reliability of the results obtained
from experiment [16-18]. It also verifies the freedom of results
from errors [19]. The proposed model is measured against
three types of validity: content, construct, and predictive
validities.
 Content validity: it concerns with experiment domain
construction. It also signifies the domain clarity,
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completeness and confirmation [17, 20-26]. In our
model, the domain criteria that are included for
validation are all ICF health items.




Construct validity: it tests and assesses the logical
relationships between related concepts [17, 20, 22]. In
our proposed model, the logical relationships between
all health dimensions are represented and precisely
defined.
Descriptive validity: it is the expression of proposed
decisions in any situations [27]. In our proposed model,
the output from the model is verified by explaining and
describing the obtained decisions in any clinical
environment.

To sum up, there is no standard validity test for the results.
Using the described validity test described previously does not
certain the obtained results [27-29]. Therefore, before
validating the results, a threshold should be established.
IV.
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CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a general pure quantitative conceptual
model for the assessment of patient clinical outcome. The
model contains five major measurable components which are
mainly based on the WHO’s International Classification of
Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) components. Those
components are body functions impairment, clinical elegancy
distortion, pain, death, and shortening of life expectancy.
Patient clinical outcome is calculated as the summation of
model component values for the patient with specific
characteristics and status. The proposed model is verified
against five types of validity checks: content, construct,
criterion, descriptive, and predictive validities. Future study
will focus on identifying facilitators and barriers to the
successful implementation of the proposed model in clinical
practice.
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Abstract—Identity Management systems are used for securing
digital identity of users in reliable, automated and compatible
way. Service providers employ identity management systems
which are cost effective and scalable but cause poor usability for
users. Identity management systems are user-centric applications
which should be designed by considering users’ perspective. User
centricity is a remarkable concept in identity management
systems as it provides more powerful user control and privacy.
This approach has been evolved from amending past paradigms.
Thus, evaluation of digital identity management systems based
on users’ point of view, is really important. The main objective of
this paper is to identify the appropriateness of the criteria used in
evaluation of user-centric digital identity management systems.
These criteria are gathered from the literature and then
categorized into four groups for the first time in this work to
examine the importance of each parameter. In this approach,
several interviews were performed as a qualitative research
method and two questionnaires have been filled out by forty six
users who were involved with identity management systems.
Since the answers are perception based data the most important
criteria in each category are assessed by using fuzzy method.
This research found that the most important criteria are related
to security category. The results of this research can provide
valuable information for managers and decision makers of
hosting companies as well as system designers to adapt and
develop appropriate user-centric digital identity management
systems.
Keywords—management of information technology; digital
identity management systems; evaluation criteria; fuzzy analytical
hierarchy process (FAHP); user-centricity

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s Information Systems, users have various
compounds of login-name and password for every online
service or even distinct credentials for different roles inside
the services which are available for them. This can result in
privacy risk for end-users and jeopardize service providers by
security threats. Applying identity management systems is

therefore the solution. These systems issue a digital identity
for each user and users can control the full life cycle of their
identities, from creation to termination [30]. In federated
identity management model, identities from various service
provider, particularly identity domains, are identified across
all domains [3]. The major goals of these systems are to
increase user convenience and privacy, and to decentralize
user management tasks inside or across the trust circle [1]. It is
complicated for user to choose his/her identity provider along
with username and password in federated identity
management systems which can be considered as a drawback.
In addition, the user should remember which federations
he/she belongs to or can utilize [33]. In Single Sign-On (SSO)
solution, the user authenticates him or herself only once and it
is very similar to the federated identity scenario as the same
identifier of the user is automatically used by each service
provider when the user logged into. Capturing the information
of authentication and identification by system and giving the
user access to services is the functionality of single sign-on
systems [29].
In order to overcome the complicated, unintuitive
difficulties which affect the actual users’ needs, the latest
approach in identity management systems that is user-centric
identity management systems has been emerged [32]. These
systems support user control and privacy and designed from
the users’ perspective [7]. A beneficial control of the use and
management of Personal Identification Information (PII) is
considered in these systems [35]. There are two different usercentric identity management concepts: relationship-focused in
which a relationship between the user and identity provider
must be established, and credential-focused identity
management that is offering user a long-term credentials from
the identity provider and keeping them locally [6].An instance
of a user-centric identity management system is PRIME which
is a European government-funded project [8]. Enhancing user
control which is accepted by user-centric identity management
paradigms is one the objectives of PRIME project along with
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considering identity credential misuse and physical stealing of
devices [26]. Former studies have presented features and
frameworks, and considered numerous metrics for usercentricity paradigm, but most of them have not examined the
prioritizing of a comprehensive classification concerning the
most important criteria. Since, user-centric digital identity
management approach has been emerged in order to conquer
the drawbacks of previous identity management models, and
concentrates particularly on users’ perspective rather than
other entities, prioritizing the evaluation criteria which can be
aggregated in a universal system is very worthwhile and will
assist the design and implementation of these systems
beneficially. This paper identifies and prioritizes evaluation
criteria for user-centric digital identity management systems.
These evaluation criteria have been surveyed in the literature
and then evaluated through several interviews with experts in
Iran and Canada. In this research, Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) has been applied for prioritizing identified
criteria, by providing a web-based questionnaire based on the
most important criterion in each group.
The rest of this paper is structured as follow. Section two
provides literature review. The paper’s approach is evaluated
in section three. In particular, fuzzy AHP and pairwise
comparisons which have been performed in each category are
discussed in section four. Finally, we conclude and give an
outlook for future work in section five.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to identify appropriate criteria for evaluating
identity management systems, we have conducted a vast
search in related literature. In this section, user-centric digital
identity management systems are examined based on their
characteristics and requirements. Vossaert et al. [40] proposed
a user-centric federated identity management approach based
on trusted secure modules which meets several requirements,
including: 1) Verification to prove that the only information
from identity providers for which they gave their consent, is
inquired. 2) Performing access restriction to the information
by users. 3) Managing the disclosure of personal information.
4) Trustworthiness of service providers in order to request
their information. 5) A flexible revocation procedure can be
predicted. 6) Scalability property in order to add new identity
and service providers. 7) User consent on release of data.
According to Ahn et al. [1] privacy is a major issue as a
result of the immense exchange of sensitive information.
Pseudonymity is the key principle for protecting user identities
and personal information. Furthermore, user-centric models
used in the organizations are required to pursue four key
principles: 1) Notice: gaining notice about information
practice. 2) Choice: Users have the capability of the usage of
information type and its purpose. 3) Access: Users should
have access to their personal information and be able to
modify it whenever is essential. 4) Security: Organizational
system must confirm securing users’ personal information.
As stated by Ahn et al. [2] an identity metasystem is
designed to provide minimal disclosure for a limited usage
and consistent experience across contexts in order to improve
security and privacy enhanced interoperable architecture,
based on the laws of identity.

Poursalidis et al. [31] introduced a multi-pseudonym
Identity Management Infrastructure in which users can
manage and make an excessive amount of pseudonyms. Their
scheme has several advantages. First, users can maintain their
anonymity. Next, preventing the existence of a single point
that keeps numerous digital identities to preserve the privacy
of the user.
According to Ben Ayed et al. [5] the notion of usercentricity has emerged by offering convenience and control to
the users over their personal data and fulfilling to their
requirements. The attribute management systems are
developed to guarantee that any system section can’t collect
an individual’s confidential attributes. From privacypreserving perspective, keeping track of which digital identity
attributes have been revealed and operate by whom, are also
considerable issues. In order to prohibit other parties’
unpleasant context-spanning linkage and profiling,
pseudonyms can be applied.
Claycomb et al. [12] discussed that, the user control over
the kind of information being kept, the actual content of the
information and the authorizing individuals to view the
information are the major motivations in the concept of usercentric identity management systems. Another motivation is
privacy and confidentiality, accomplished by offering users
the option about what is shared, and with whom it is shared.
Furthermore, various service providers such as financial
institutions or online merchants must use a centralized
repository of user information. Scalability and data
authenticity should be taken into account as well.
Jøsang et al. [21] proposed a user-centric identity
management approach in a single tamper resistant device in
order to improve usability, simplify the user experience,
provide mobility by supporting the user in using any hardware
platform while obtaining online services and enhance user
control. These systems introduce process automation and
system support of the identity management at the user side.
According to El Maliki et al. [17] there are some basic
rules which have been considered in the new user-centric
identity paradigm, specifically: 1) Enhancing the user privacy
by providing them full control over their identity information
2) Usability and user experience quality as a result of
consistent identity interface and using the same identity for
each identity transaction 3) Decreasing identity attacks,
including phishing 4) Reducing reachability/disturbances
caused by spams 5) Policy specification on both sides, identity
providers and service providers 6) Profiting from huge
scalability 7) Providing secure conditions at the time of data
exchange 8) Separating the digital data from applications.
As stated by Suriadi et al. [35] communication security,
minimal data sharing and disclosure, negotiation, user
registration, anonymous authentication, data storage,
accountability and user control are the requirements for usercentric identity management systems. It also requires that
users have an effective control of the use and management of
their personal identifiable information, leading to a better
privacy.
Some properties have been laid out in Bhargav-
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Spantzeletal et al. upon which user-centric federated identity
management is based on. The key properties of a user-centric
federated identity management system are user control and
consent, and numerous system properties help to achieve user
control. The properties that are not based on the realization of
other properties are basic properties whereas composite
properties are composed of basic properties. There are four
basic system properties: 1) User chosen identity provider 2)
Policy specification and enforcement 3) Auditing 4)
Assurance support. Another basic property is transaction
property. Transaction properties concern all the transactions
which deal with identity-related information that is: 1) Context
bound transactions 2) Unlinkability 3) User consent. The final
properties in this category are identity information properties
which are: 1) Confidentiality 2) Integrity 3) Availability 4)
Stealing protection 5) Revocation 6) Portability 7) Sharing
prevention 8) Selective release and 9) Conditional release.
Several composite properties are defined which build on one
or more of the basic properties: 1) Attribute security 2)
Service protection 3) Non-repudiation 4) Data minimization 5)
Attribute privacy 6) Accountability 7) Privacy policy,
obligations, and restrictions 8) Notification 9) Anonymity 10)
User in the middle. It is also stated that multi-device
management and usability are the unique properties which are
essentials for these systems. Usability addresses the
relationship between the user-centric tools and their users.
Some key aspects are 1) To have consistent user experience,
2) An intuitive and easy UI which may also help required
functionality from the user like policy specification, and
finally 3) Process automation that is, automating user-side
processes of identity management as far as possible through
policy and preferences-driven methods [6]. On the other hand,
some research projects look at Digital Identity Management as
the core of the Internet economy and from public policy
concept [14]. Or another research project studies identity
through one’s whole life. [19].
To sum up, previous research projects have surveyed key
principles and properties required in user-centric digital
identity management systems. Our work demonstrates
taxonomy of criteria in terms of security, user control, system
capabilities and cost-effectiveness. These groups of criteria
and criteria within each group are first evaluated and then
prioritized based on fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process.
III.

EVALUATION APPROACH

As the first step to evaluate identity management criteria, a
thorough list of identified criteria was provided to the
specialists in this domain in order to obtain their verification.
Then a common decision making tool has been used to
prioritize these criteria.
A. Decision Making Models
In recent decades, researchers have paid attention to multi
criteria decision making model (MCDM) for complex
decision making. In such models, instead of using one optimal
evaluation criterion, several evaluation criteria may be used.
[22]
These decision making models are categorized into two
groups: Multi objective decision making models (MODM)

and Multi attribute decision making models (MADM). Multi
objective models are used to design the alternatives whereas
multi attribute models include the choice of the best option
[30]. One of the methods for MADM is Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) which is based on pairwise comparison [37].
B. Analytical Hierarchy Process
Analytical Hierarchy Process was developed by Thomas L.
Saaty in 1970 which is a tool of decision making that can deal
with structured and semi-structured decisions [23]. In AHP,
both qualitative and quantitative features of human thoughts
are included in decision making process. The analytical
hierarchy process deals with the inconsistency because people
are more likely to be inconsistent when they are making
judgments. Therefore, the pairwise comparison matrix is used
which is perfectly consistent [34].
The first step in AHP is creating a multi-level hierarchical
structure of objectives, criteria, sub criteria, and alternatives
[36]. Then, the priorities for each level of criteria are required
which come from pairwise comparison [34]. These
comparisons obtain the relative importance of each factor that
is defined by their weights [37]. The decision maker has to
present his idea about the value of one single pairwise
comparison at a time [36]. After obtaining the relative
weights, the best alternative can be determined from the
aggregation value of them [37]. Relative weights can be
evaluated from least square, geometric means, and eigenvalue
methods [36]. In order to quantify pairwise comparison which
is the most crucial step in decision making process, a scale is
used. Since people cannot distinguish between two very close
values of importance (e.g., 3.00 and 3.02), Saaty used 9 as the
upper limit and 1 as the lower limit in his scale [11] and for
the comparison of factors, the available values are the
members of this set: {1.9, 1.8, …, 1.2, 1, 2, …, 8, 9} [38].
C. Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process
Although the aim of applying Analytical Hierarchy
Process is to obtain the opinions of experts, the typical AHP
method does not reflect the human thoughts because the exact
numbers are used in pairwise comparisons method. After
supplying the graph of hierarchy in FAHP, the decision
makers are asked to compare the elements of each level to
each other and to express the relative importance of elements
by using fuzzy numbers [9].
Van Laahoven et al. [38] have introduced the triangular
fuzzy numbers based on vector operation to represent the
decision maker’s opinion for alternatives compared to each
criterion.
Chang [9] introduced triangular fuzzy numbers as a new
approach in fuzzy AHP. This approach uses triangular fuzzy
numbers for pairwise comparisons in FAHP. Noorul Haq et al.
[28] proposed a model to evaluate and select the supplier
based on fuzzy AHP approach. The main advantage of their
proposed method was considering qualitative and quantitative
criteria in hierarchy structure and problem solving of supplier
selection using fuzzy AHP. Lee et al. in [25] applied fuzzy
AHP method for assessing the importance of effective factors
in choosing the supplier. These factors include: cost,
performance and number of suppliers. Then based on fuzzy
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AHP results, goal planning was used to formulate the
constraints. Lee [24] utilized the fuzzy AHP approach in order
to analyze and evaluate the relation between the supplier and
purchaser.
IV.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Interview
Interviews are among the most familiar strategies for
collecting qualitative data. The interview is a method in
which, the researcher establishes direct contact with subjects
and through this method he/she assesses the perceptions and
attitudes. Table I shows the first full list of criteria which have
been confirmed and modified by experts. For instance,
according to them, confidentiality and user’s privacy must be
presented as one item, with respect to their definitions. In
addition, it was stated that sharing prevention should be a
second-order criterion related to security issues in that we only
share credentials when we try to obtain services and then we
need to invent security mechanisms to avoid identity theft and
misuse. As a result of experts’ verification and change, second
list of criteria, as depicted in Fig 1, was prepared which indeed
became an outline for the main questionnaire.
First interview resulted to removing some of the criteria.
Security and stealing protection covers features and
characteristics of some other criteria. Therefore, these criteria
should be removed. In addition, unlinkability criterion should
be eliminated since it can’t be applied in face-to-face
healthcare transactions. Policy specification and enforcement
is also not obvious because it should be identified that the
policies are related to entities or they are related to privacy
policy. Sharing prevention should be considered as a secondlevel and related to security criteria since sharing the
credentials; connection of apps is tempted to share feeds of
TABLE I.

“data” efficiently so, there is no need to share data by value.
Data minimization is an important one but it’s very hard to
achieve given business model imperatives in most ecosystems.
Scalability is one of the most main criterion because without
that, no system is likely to succeed any more.
Another interview leads to merging security and stealing
protection criteria as they both have the same meaning. In
addition, anonymity criterion prevents from revealing
identification information of a person and when the
conditional release of information exist, this one is fulfilled
too. Furthermore, Pseudonymity with anonymity were
combined because a person has an identity in the system but
he/she has a pseudonym and its anonym.
The outcome of third interview was that Notification
should be considered as a second-level criterion related to
systems capabilities’ criteria. The definition of auditing
criterion is that it must support enforcement of responsibility
for actions among several loosely coupled identity actors in
case of unexpected results. In addition, User Chosen Identity
Provider criterion is a hard criterion to achieve but must be
considered an important goal to strive for. Many governments
are managing to achieve it through contracting with private
sector partners.
In the last interview, it is concluded that Confidentiality
and Privacy criteria can be considered as one criterion since
they have two aspects: Data protection is usually about the
service provider’s intended security mechanisms, vs. its
policies, where it may intend to release sensitive data because
it suits the organization’s own ends (such as making money).
Additionally, Conditional Release seems very second-order
criterion related to system and users’ security criteria though
it’s an important one. Verifiability criterion must have
remediation abilities in the face of incorrect data.

FIRST LIST OF EVALUATION CRITERIA

Study
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Hoffman [20], Mashima et
al. [26], El Maliki et al.
[17]
Ben Ayed et al. [4],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Marx et al. [27]

Criteria

Study

Criteria

Context Bound Transaction
Context—Detection

Ahn et al. [1], Suriadi et al. [35],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al. [9],
Quasthoff et al. [32], Mashima et
al. [26]

Data Minimization
Minimal disclosure
Minimal data sharing

Unlinkability

Suriadi et al. [35], BhargavSpantzeletal et al. [9], Quasthoff
et al. [32], Marx et al. [27]

Accountability

Vossaert et al. [40],
Claycomb et al. [12],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Quasthoff et al. [32]

Confidentiality
Controlling the disclosure of personal
information

Claycomb et al. [12],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Cottrell [13]

Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Mashima et al. [26], Marx
et al. [27]

Integrity
data authenticity
Accuracy

Verifiability

Ahn et al. [2], BhargavSpantzeletal et al, [9], Suriadi et
al. [35], Quasthoff et al [32],
Mashima et al. [26]

Notification
Notice
user awareness by SMS

Ben Ayed et al. [4], Claycomb et
al. [12], Jøsang et al. [21], Suriadi
et al. [35], Bhargav-Spantzeletal
et al. [9], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Mashima et al. [26]

User in the middle
giving sovereignty to the users
over their personal data
user control

Ahn et al. [1], Jøsang et al. [21],
El Maliki et al. [17]

User experience quality
consistent experience
simplify the user experience
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El Maliki et al. [17],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Suriadi et al. [35],
Quasthoff et al. [32],
Poursalidis et al. [31],
Mashima et al. [26]
Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Poursalidis et al. [31],
Marx et al. [27]
Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Quasthoff et al. [32]
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Suriadi et al. [35],
Quasthoff et al. [32],
Mashima et al. [26]
Jøsang et al. [21],
Quasthoff et al. [32],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Marx et al. [27]
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Rieger [33], Quasthoff
et al. [32], Poursalidis et al.
[31], Mashima et al. [26],
Choi et al. [10]
Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], El Maliki et al. [17],
Quasthoff et al. [32],
Mashima et al. [26]
Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Mashima et al. [26]
Vossaert et al. [40], Ben
Ayed et al. [4], BhargavSpantzeletal et al. [9],
Quasthoff et al. [32]
Vossaert et al. [40],
Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[6], Poursalidis et al. [31],
Marx et al. [27]

Stealing Protection
Vossaert et al. [40], Claycomb et
al. [12], El Maliki et al. [17],
Marx et al. [27]

Scalability

Revocation

Vossaert et al. [40], Ahn et al. [2],
Ahn et al. [1], El Maliki et al.
[17], Poursalidis et al. [31]

Security

Conditional release
Access Restriction

Jøsang et al. [21], El Maliki et al.
[17], Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al.
[9], Mashima et al. [26]

Usability

Vossaert et al. [40], BhargavSpantzeletal et al. [6], Suriadi et
al. [35], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Mashima et al. [26]

User Consent
(Negotiation: users should be
allowed to negotiate on the PII
that they want to reveal and at
what level they are willing to
disclose it)

Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al. [6],
Mashima et al. [26], Vecchio et
al. [39[40]

Delegation

Sharing Prevention

Portability
Mobility

User chosen Identity Provider

Jøsang et al. [21], BhargavSpantzeletal et al. [6], Ben Ayed
[5], Marx et al. [27]

Fault Tolerant
(tamper resistant)

Availability
Policy Specification and enforcement
Privacy policy, obligation and restriction

Ahn et al. [2], Mashima et al.
[26], Claycomb at al. [12]

Auditing
the log of the transactions activities

Bhargav-Spantzeletal et al, [6],
Vossaert et al. [40], Quasthoff et
al. [32], Poursalidis et al. [31]

(Accessibility)
(User access)

Attribute Security

Dependable
Trustworthiness
Legitimacy of the end-entities
Authorized entity
Justifiable parties

Vossaert et al. [40], Ahn et al. [2],
Ahn et al. [1], Poursalidis et al.
[31], Ben Ayed et al. [4],
Claycomb et al. [12], El Maliki et
al. [17], Suriadi et al. [35],
Poursalidis et al. [31]
Vossaert et al. [40], Ahn et al. [2],
Poursalidis et al. [31], Suriadi et
al. [35], Bhargav-Spantzeletal et
al. [6], Quasthoff et al. [32],
Poursalidis et al. [31]

Service Protection

Privacy

Pseudonymity and anonymity
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Step1. Hierarchical decision tree of this project is created
as it is shown in Fig. 1. Step2. In order to perform pairwise
comparison, the verbal expressions are used, namely: Equally
Important to Extremely Preferred, as depicted in Table II.
Results of fuzzy AHP approach for prioritizing the
evaluation criteria are presented in this section. In other words,
criteria in each category and their arithmetic means are
illustrated in details. Forty six experts (20 in Canada and 26 in
Iran) have filled the web-based questionnaires, as depicted in
Fig. 2.
The experts were both male and female students and
university professors with the range of age, 15 to over 45. The
questionnaire begins with some inquiries including services in
which the users have registered accounts as well as managing
and dealing with identity management systems.
Figures 3 to 7 show the arithmetic mean of experts’
opinions in which the numbers are separated by comma in Iran
and in Canada within each table. Additionally, the bar charts
illustrate the preference degrees of both countries.

Fig. 1. Second list of criteria-Hierarchical decision tree

B. The Results of Solving Hierarchy Model Using Change
Approach
TABLE II.

FUZZY SPECTRUM AND THE CORRESPONDING VERBAL
EXPRESSIONS

Row

Verbal Expressions

Fuzzy Numbers

1

Equally Important

(1, 1, 1)

2

Weakly Important

(0.75, 1, 1.25)

3

Strongly Important

(1, 1.25, 1.5)

4

Very Strongly Important

(1.25, 1.5, 1.75)

5

Extremely Preferred

(1.5, 1.75, 2)

Final weights of sub-criteria are displayed in Table III.
As mentioned before, identified criteria in level 2 as a result
of interviews are categorized into four groups:
1) Criteria related to security
2) Criteria related to system capabilities
3) Criteria related to user control
4) Criteria related to cost effectiveness
As it can be seen in Fig.3, the highest rank is dedicated to
criteria related to security, in both countries. Second and third
criteria are different in Iran and Canada, but forth criteria in
both countries are cost effectiveness.

http://www.user-centric-idm.ir/
Fig. 2. Web based questionnaire
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0.798, 0.562

1, 0.725

-, -

1, 1

4

0.624, 0.546

0.904, 0.706

0.818, 0.978

-, -

Identifying
and
Prioritizing
The
Evaluation
Criteria

1

1- Security 2- User control 3- System capabilities 4- Cost-effectiveness
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to
security

Fig. 3. Arithmetic means and preference degrees of sub-criteria level 2
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5

6

1

-, -

1, 1

0.531, 0.463

0.671,0.822

0.541, 0.558

0.803, 0.778

2

0.939, 0.971

-, -

0.476, 0.43

0.614, 0.791

0.487, 0.526

0.745, 0.747

3

1, 1

1, 1

-, -

1, 1

1, 1

1, 1

4

1, 1

1, 1

0.854, 0.639

-, -

0.858, 0.732

1, 0.957

5

1, 1

1, 1

0.999, 0.912

1, 1

-, -

1, 1

6

1, 1

1, 1

0.733, 0.683

0.873, 1

0.739, 0.775

-, -

1- Revocation 2- Conditional Release 3- Confidentiality & user’s privacy 4- Sharing Prevention 5-Security & Stealing Protection 6- Integrity

Criteria
related to
user control

Fig. 4. Arithmetic means and preference degrees of sub criteria level 3 related to security

1

2

3

4

5

1
-, -

1, 1

0.78, 0.968

1, 1

0.883, 0.868

2

0.91, 0.934

-, -

0.685, 0.901

1,0.987

0.789,0.812

3

1, 1

1, 1

-, -

1, 1

1, 0.896

4

0.898,
0.947

0.985,1

0.679,0.914

-, -

0.78, 0.805

5

1, 1

1, 1

0.892, 1

1, 1

-, -

1- User chosen identity provider 2- User in the middle 3- User consent 4- Delegation 5- Verifiability
Fig. 5. Arithmetic means and preference degrees of sub criteria level 3 related to user control
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5
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1, 1
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Canada
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1 2 3 4 5 6
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Criteria
related to
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Fig. 6. Arithmetic means and preference degrees of sub criteria level 3 related to system capabilities
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1
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1, 0.805

0.87, 0.763

0.853, 0.591

2

0.961, 1

-, -

0.97, 0.895

0.828, 0.853

0.812, 0.677

3

0.992, 1

1, 1

-, -

0.864, 0.961

0.848, 0.788

4

1, 1

1, 1

1, 1

-, -

0.984, 0.824

5

1, 1

1, 1

1, 1

1, 1

-, -

1-Data Minimization 2- Availability 3- Fault tolerant 4- Usability 5- Service protection
Fig. 7. Arithmetic means and preference degrees of sub criteria level 3 related to cost-effectiveness
TABLE III.
Iran

Criterion

FINAL WEIGHT OF SUB CRITERIA

Canada
Final
absolute
weight of
criterion

Criterion

Final
absolute
weight of
criterion

Revocation

0.037

Revocation

0.038

Conditional
Release

0.033

Conditional
Release

0.035

Confidentiality &
User’s Privacy

0.069

Confidentiality &
User’s Privacy

0.082

Sharing
Prevention

0.059

Sharing
Prevention

0.056

Security &
Stealing
Protection

0.069

Security &
Stealing
Protection

0.075

Integrity

0.051

Integrity

0.058

User Chosen
Identity Provider

0.043

User Chosen
Identity Provider

0.053

User in the
Middle

0.039

User in the
Middle

0.053

User Consent

0.057

User Consent

0.056

Delegation

0.039

Delegation

0.052

Verifiability

0.051

Verifiability

0.065

Scalability

0.036

Scalability

0.026

Portability

0.037

Portability

0.029

Notification

0.036

Notification

0.034

Dependable

0.057

Dependable

0.038

Accountability

0.051

Accountability

0.034

Auditing

0.037

Auditing

0.033
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Data
Minimization

0.038

Data
Minimization

0.028

Availability

0.035

Availability

0.032

Fault Tolerant

0.038

Fault Tolerant

0.035

Usability

0.044

Usability

0.039

Service
Protection

0.044

Service
Protection

0.048

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

According to literature review, transformation of Identity
Management Systems can be in the range of development of
silo models to federated user-centric identity management
models. User-Centric Identity Management Systems should
consider scalability and cost-effectiveness issues from users’
perspective. Scalability is important because users register
with a growing number of services and deal with complexity
of managing more personal credentials which has become an
impediment [21]. This paper presented an approach for
identifying and prioritizing appropriate criteria in order to
evaluate user-centric digital identity management systems. It is
believed that no single perfect set of criteria is perceived
which can be implemented in all user-centric identity
management systems. four categoriesare proposed to place the
evaluation criteria for accomplishing the notion of usercentricity. It can be observed that based on pairwise
comparison matrix and preference degrees of sub-criteria, the
highest rank is dedicated to criteria related to security.This
could be due to the fact that security issues enhance the trust to
these systems which is very important for the user. In addition,
most of the survey participants have had users’ account in
financial institutions and banks.
The second-best criteria in developing country (e.g. Iran),
are system capabilities whereas user control in the developed
countries (e.g. Canada) have had this spot as the second best
criteria. Perhaps for the reason that, digital identity
management systems have been more used in developed
countries like Canada than developing countries is because
system capabilities are more advanced in the developed
countries so users are more concern with user control. Lastly,
cost-effectiveness criteria have had the least priority both in
developed and developing countries.
Furthermore,
considering sub-criteria of confidentiality and user’s privacy,
dependability, user consent and service protection in Iran,
whereas Confidentiality and user’s privacy, dependability,
verifiability and service protection in Canada were the ones
with highest preference degrees resulted from prioritizing
criteria using fuzzy AHP. Based on literature review, it can be
concluded that the future outlook of this research will be
further taxonomies of appropriate criteria in which the most
predominant one could be specified regarding to assessment of
user-centric systems. Interoperability with traditional identity
management systems would be an asset for this user-centricity
concept as it should incorporate the advantages presented by
the previous approaches and focus on adaptability [2]. Another
important direction for future work is unifying the
corresponding criteria implementable in user-centric devices,

applications and solutions that facilitates user control and
privacy when accessing increasing amount of online services
[35]. Currently, web identity management is a technology
centered concept, designed to be profitable for service
providers but not for users. The browser must be a usercentered identity layer between the service provider and the
user, leading to better control for user over his/her identity
attributes [13]. Progress in digital identity management
systems will become feasible to deploy user-centric paradigm
which operate on a massive scale and control the full life cycle
of digital identities from creation to termination, maintaining
its major advantage that is, involvement in each transaction
and improving its main drawback which is not being able to
handle delegation [6] along with focusing on users, controlling
what information is shared about them, the content of the
information and who is allowed to access it [12].
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Abstract—The present work examines a direct torque control
strategy using a high order sliding mode controllers of a doublyfed induction generator (DFIG) incorporated in a wind energy
conversion system and working in saturated state. This research
is carried out to reach two main objectives. Firstly, in order to
introduce some accuracy for the calculation of DFIG
performances, an accurate model considering magnetic
saturation effect is developed. The second objective is to achieve
a robust control of DFIG based wind turbine. For this purpose, a
Direct Torque Control (DTC) combined with a High Order
Sliding Mode Control (HOSMC) is applied to the DFIG rotor
side converter. Conventionally, the direct torque control having
hysteresis comparators possesses major flux and torque ripples
at steady-state and moreover the switching frequency varies on a
large range. The new DTC method gives a perfect decoupling
between the flux and the torque. It also reduces ripples in these
grandeurs. Finally, simulated results show, accurate dynamic
performances, faster transient responses and more robust control
are achieved.
Keywords—Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG);
Magnetic saturation; Direct Torque Control (DTC); High Order
Sliding Mode Controller (HOSMC)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, worldwide awareness for renewable energy
resources has been increasing. In particular, wind energy has
been largely considered because of its economy and reliability.
Wind turbines contribute a certain amount of the word
electricity consumption [1]. They usually use a Doubly-Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG) for the electrical energy
conversion process. As deduced from literature, many workers
investigate the DFIG from diverse aspects. However, in these
works, many simplifying hypotheses are considered in the
modelling of the DFIG, with the neglect of magnetic saturation
being the most important as in [1-10]. However, the
phenomenon of saturation is present in all electrical machines.
In addition, the exact calculation of the machine dynamic
performances depends considerably on the saturation of the

mutual and leakage fluxes [11-17]. Because of this reason and
in order to realize an accurate representation of the DFIG,
saturation must be taken into account in their mathematic
modelling. Consequently, an accurate DFIG model taking into
account the saturation effect both in mutual flux and in leakage
fluxes is used in this paper.
After major advances in power electronics and material
technologies, many works have presented the DFIG with
different control algorithms. One of the conventional control
schemes used actually for the DFIG-based wind turbine is the
Direct Torque Control based on switching table and hysteresis
comparators [18]. This strategy, however, has a few
disadvantages which limit its use, such as variable switching
frequency and torque ripple [19, 20]. In many research works
on DTC, these disadvantages are reduced by using SVM
scheme, but with the price of scarifying the robustness of the
control [21].
To incorporate a robust DTC without torque and flux
ripples, we propose, in the present work, a direct torque control
based on high order sliding mode controllers (DTC-HOSMC)
for a DFIG in saturated state. Proposed by Levant in [22] the
HOSMC strategy has many attractive features such as its
robustness towards parametric uncertainties of the DFIG, and
moreover, it reduces the chattering effect.
The present work provides the important features of the
DTC-HOSMC and presents simulation results for a DFIG
system. We compare the proposed strategy with a conventional
DTC. The present paper is organized as follows: we present the
modelling of the wind turbine and the DFIG using the saturated
model in section II. In section III, the proposed DTC-HOSMC,
is applied to control the saturated DFIG. The implementation
and the results obtained from the proposed controller are
shown in section IV. Finlay, it will be shown that using the
developed DFIG model and the proposed controller, the
dynamic responses of the system can be determined accurately
and more precise robust control is achieved.
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II.

MODELING OF WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM

The wind energy conversion system adopted in this work is
based on wind turbine driven a DFIG. In such configuration,
the stator is directly connected to the network, whereas, the
rotor is fed by the grid via two converters (AC/DC) and
(DC/AC). In addition, the rotor side converter (DC/AC) is used
to control independently the DFIG active and reactive powers.

Where the rotor frequency ωr is given by:
 ωr  ωs  ωm 
The flux linkages in (5) are obtained from the following
equation system:
 sd

 sq

 rd
 qr


A. Modeling of the wind turbine
The mechanical power captured from the wind turbine,
used in this investigation, is expressed as below:
Pt  0.5CP λ,β R 2 ρ v3 

With:

 Ls isq  Lmirq

(7)

 Lr ird  Lmisd
 Lr iqr  Lmiqs

The equation system in (7) is used to calculate the d and q
components of stator and rotor currents:

isd


isq


i
 rd

i
 rq


R: radius of turbine (m), ρ: density of air (kg/m3), v: speed
of wind (m/s) and CP: the power coefficient.
According to [3], the power coefficient Cp is function of the
tip speed ratio λ and the blade pitch angle β (deg), as follows:
C p  0.5109 (

 Ls isd  Lmird

116
21
 0.4 β  5) exp ( )  0.0068 λ 
λi
λi
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λi λ  0.08 β β 3  1

2
2
im  imd
 imq

Ωt R 
v

In (4) Ωt represent the rotational speed of the wind turbine.
B. Modeling of the DFIG
Below, we develop the conventional model of the DFIG
without saturation. According to this model, both mutual flux
and leakage fluxes saturation are considered. In these models,
the DFIG is considered as a generalized wound rotor induction
machine taking the stator resistance into consideration. The
latter is neglected in many works e.g. in [1-19].



(9)

(10)

Where:
imd  isd  ird , imq  isq  irq

(11)

In steady state and by aligning the q-axis of synchronous
rotating reference frame on stator flux vector, the following
equations can be written [2, 8]:

1) Linear DFIG model
The d and q equivalents circuits for the DFIG are shown in
Fig. 1 [15]. Based in these schemas, the voltages equations of
the DFIG in the d-q synchronous referential are given by:

v sd

v

 sq

v
 rd

vrq



L2m
, Ls  Ls  Lm , Lr  Lr  Lm
Ls Lr

The magnetizing current im is given as follows [14, 15]:

The tip speed ratio λ is given by:
λ

  1

d
 Rs isd  ψ sd  ωs ψ sq
dt
d
 Rs isq  ψ sq  ωs ψ sd
dt

d
 Rr ird  ψ rq  ωr ψ rq
dt
d
 Rr irq  ψ rq  ωr ψ rd
dt

ψ ds  ψ s 

Vs
, ψ qs  0
s

 r  Lr ird 

(12)

LmVs
Ls s

(13)

dird

vrd  Rr ird  Lr dt  gωs Lrirq


di
v  R i  L  rq  gω L i  gω LmVs
rq
r rq
r
s r rd
s

dt
Ls s
Tem   p

LmVs
iqr
Ls  s

(14)

(15)
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2) DFIG model with saturation
Using the linear model explained in the previous section,
we develop a DFIG model taking the mutual flux saturation
into consideration. The corresponding saturated value Lms
replaces the unsaturated mutual inductance Lm in this approach,
(7)-(9). This saturated mutual inductance is calculated by
multiplying the corresponding unsaturated value, Lm, with a
saturation coefficient Ksm, corresponding to the saturation state.
The saturated mutual inductance Lms, which is a function of
the magnetizing current im, can be written as follows:

im<I msat
 Lm
Lms  
(16)
 K sm(i m ).Lm i m  I msat
The saturation coefficient Ksm can be represented by the
function [11]:
i m<I msat
1

K sm (i m )   2 
I msat
I msat 
 π arcsin( i )  0,5 sin(2 arcsin( i ) i m  I msat (17)
m
m 



Here Imsat represents the magnetizing current at which the
saturation starts. It is around 0.5 pu, i.e 0.7×In [14,25].
In addition, in the modelling of DFIG, the representation of
saturation includes the variation in the stator and rotor leakage
inductances caused by the saturation in the leakage flux paths.
The saturation in the leakage flux paths is taken into account in
the model developed in previous section by replacing the
unsaturated stator and rotor leakage inductances (Lsϭ, Lrϭ) in (9)
by their corresponding saturated values (Lsϭs, Lrϭs). The latter
inductances are obtained by multiplying their respective
unsaturated values by a saturation coefficient Ksϭ. This
coefficient depends to the stator current or the rotor current.
The stator and rotor leakage inductances are given as
function of their corresponding currents as follows:

isd

Ls
Lss(is )  
K s (is ).Ls

is<I sat

Lr
Lrs(ir )  
K s (ir ).Lr

ir<I sat

Rs

Lsϭs

Lrϭs

is  I sat

Rr

ir  I sat
ird

imd
Lms

vsd

vdr

(18)

(19)

The saturation coefficient Ksϭ can be represented by the
function [11]:
i<Isat
1

(20)
K s (i)   2 
I sat
I sat 
 π arcsin( i )  0,5 sin(2 arcsin( i ) i  I sat

 

Saturation is taken into account at values of the current Isat
in the range 1,3-3 pu, that is 1,8×In–4,2×In [14,26,27].
III.

DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL USING HIGH ORDER SLIDING
MODE CONTROLLERS OF DFIG

The goal of DTC-HOSMC is to regulate both the torque
and the rotor flux magnitude of the DFIG. The flux is regulated
using the direct axis voltage Vdr, while the torque is controlled
using the quadrature axis voltage Vqr. The phenomenon of
chattering that represents the important problem of the
conventional sliding mode control can be very harmful for the
DFIG due the fact that the discontinuous control can cause
overheating of the coils and the excitation of unmodelled high
frequency dynamics. In [28] some solutions were proposed in
order to avoid this disadvantage. The main idea was to adjust
the dynamics in a small region of the discontinuity surface so
to escape the real discontinuity meanwhile conserving the
major characteristics of the entire system. The lately proposed
HOSMC generalizes the main sliding mode idea which acts on
the high order time derivatives of the system deviation from
the constraint in place of influencing the first deviation
derivative as in standard sliding modes [6]. In addition to
keeping the major advantages of the original technique, they
discuss the chattering effect and even represent higher accuracy
in a real implementation. In HOSMC algorithm
implementations, the main difficulty consists of the increase in
the needed information. In fact, the knowledge of
th
S , S, ... , S (n 1) is required to achieve an n order controller. As
an exception to all the algorithms proposed for the HOSMC,
the super-twisting algorithm needs only the information on the
sliding surface [6]. As a consequence, this algorithm has been
utilized for the proposed control method. As mentioned in [28],
the stability can be obtained for all high order sliding mode
controllers with this algorithm. Figure 2 shows the proposed
DTC-HOSMC, which is used to control both the rotor flux and
the electromagnetic torque of the DFIG.
In this study, the errors between reference and measured of
the electromagnetic torque and the rotor flux have been chosen
as sliding mode surfaces, so the following expression can be
written:
S r   r _ ref   r

STem  Tem _ ref  Tem

(a)

isq

Rs

Lsϭs

Lrϭs

Rr

irq

imq
vsq

Lms

vrq

(21)

By substituting the rotor flux and the electromagnetic
torque in (21) by their expressions given, respectively, by (13)
and (15), one obtains:
Lm

S r   r  réf  Lr ird  L s

s

L
V
ST  Tem  réf  p m s iqr
 em
Ls s s

(a)
Fig. 1. Equivalent circuits of a DFIG: (a) on d-axis, (b) on q-axis

(22)
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The first derivative of (22), gives:
S   r  réf  Lr ird
 r

LmVs 

irq
STem  Tem  réf  p
Lss


(23)

Ksm used in the determination of the saturated value of the
mutual inductance Lms is sketched in figure 3. Likewise, the
consideration of the leakage flux saturation, Isat in (18)-(20)
was assumed to be equal to 1.8×In =15.8 A, where the leakage
flux saturation coefficient Ksϭ is shown in figure 4.

If we replace the d and q rotor currents derivatives in (23)
by their expressions given from (14), one obtains:



Stator Side
Converter

DC bus

We define the functions G1 and G2 as follows:



Rotor Side
Converter

DFIG
Grid

Sa Sb Sc

PWM

After substituting (25) in (24), the derivative of (24) gives:
S  vrd  G1
 r
 
Vs Lm
vrq  G 2
STem  p

Ls Lr


vrd
ψr_ref

(26)

Sψr

+-

Tem_ref

vrq

DTCHOSMC

STem
+-

Tem
ψr

Basing on the super-twisting algorithm established by Levant
in [22,23], the high order sliding mode controller contains two
parts:

Vr,abc



G1  Rr irq  g sLr irq  r  réf

(25)


Vs Lm 
Lm
 s   Tem  réf
 Rr irq  g sLr ird  g s
G2  p
Ls Lr 
Ls



Ir,abc



S   r  réf  vrd  Rr ird  g sLr irq
 r

Vs Lm 
Lm  (24)
STem  Tem  réf  p
vrq  Rr irq  g sLr ird  gVs

Ls Lr 
Ls 


Flux and Torque
Estimation




(27)

In order to guarantee the convergence of the sliding
manifolds to zero in set time, the constants α1, β1, α2 and β2 can
be chosen as follows [2,6,28]:
  
1
 1
(1  1 )
 2
1  4  i
(1  1 )

  G
2
 1

IV.

1.2

1

0,8

0,6
Imsat

0,4
0

6

10
15
20
25
Magnetizing current i (A)

30

m

Fig. 3. Mutual flux saturation coefficient Ksm
(b)

2

 ( 2   2 )

 (   )
2
2


(29)

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulations are realized with a 7.5 KW
DFIG coupled to a (311V, 50 Hz) network, utilizing the
Matlab/Simulink environment. The parameters of the machine
are shown in Table 2.
The consideration of saturation into account for the mutual
flux of the investigated DFIG is realized by taking Imsat in (16)(17) to be equal to 0.7× In = 6 A. In this equality, In is the rated
current given in Table 2. The mutual flux saturation coefficient

Leakage flux saturation coefficient Ks

pVs Lm

 2   2 L L
s r


 pVs Lm
 2
 2  4  2 
 Ls Lr

  G
2
 2



(28)

Mutual flux saturation coefficient Ksm

Fig. 2. Bloc diagram of HOSMC-DTC applied to the DFIG
0.5
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2
Tem
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Fig. 4. Leakage flux saturation Coefficient Ksϭ
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of both the magnetizing flux and of the leakage fluxes have
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SymbolDTC
Significance
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DTC
Direct Torque Control
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High Order Sliding Mode Control
vds, vqs, vdr, vqr
d and q axis stator and rotor voltages,
ψds, ψqs, ψdr, ψqr
d and q axis stator and rotor fluxes,
ψr_ref
Reference rotor flux
ids, iqs, idr, iqr
d and q axis stator and rotor currents,
Rs, Rr
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Time(s)
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Electromagnetic, Reference electromagnetic torque.

TABLE II.

MACHINE PARAMETERS

Parameters
Nominal power Pn
Stator voltage Vn
Stator voltage amplitude Vs
Stator current In
Stator frequency f
Number of pairs poles p
Nominal speed 𝝎m
Stator resistance Rs
Rotor resistance Rr
Mutual inductance Lm
Leakage stator inductance Lϭs
Leakage rotor inductance Lϭr

Rated Value
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Abstract—With the modernization of the telecommunication
standards, there has been considerable evolution of various
technologies to assist cost effective communication. In this
regard, the fourth generation communication services or
commonly known as 4G mobile networks have penetrated almost
every part of the world to offer faster and seamless data
connectivity. However, such services come at the cost of energy
drained from the smart phone supporting 4G services. This
paper presents an algorithm that is capable of evaluating the
actual amount of energy being dissipated while using next
generation mobile networks. The study also performs a
comparative analysis of energy dissipation of 4G networks with
other wireless local area networks to understand the networks
that cause more energy dissipation.
Keywords—G Wireless Networks; Energy Consumption; Smart
phone; Wi-Fi

I.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a remarkable improvement in the cellular
technologies right from handheld devices to services in last 5
years. This phenomenon has lead to a new era of mobile
computing that has potential supportability of ubiquitous and
pervasive computing. At present, the mobile applications are
mushrooming in faster pace in the commercial markets and its
adoptability seems to be exponentially higher. The users make
use of these mobile applications for multiple purposes: i)
entertainment, ii) social networking, iii) business utilities, iv)
remote monitoring system, v) educational purpose, vi) public
service utilities and many more. Although the usage of such
mobile apps makes the work easier and saves lots of productive
time, it is done at the cost of battery. Normally, mobile apps
with extensive threads use the hardware resources (brightness,
contrast, sound, touch etc.) leading to high energy dissipation
[1]. With advancement in hardware circuitry and mobile
operating system, various features have been evolved that are
in compliance with Moore's Law [2] [3] as witnessed in the
existing evolution of different processors and circuit design in
the existing smart phones. But with the size of the hardware
circuits scaling down, the energy dissipation is quite difficult to
control and obtaining maximal performance is another
challenging factor. There are two prospects in this: (i) novel
hardware design to support execution of new mobile
applications and (ii) unique networking protocols that is
anticipated to support seamless application. The existing
wireless standards e.g. IEEE 802.11, 802.16, 802.15, etc. are
used for Wireless Local Area networks, 3G, 4G networks

respectively. This IEEE standard is now extensively used in
creating a network of mobile communications. It should be
known that all these IEEE standards do have distinct protocol
stacks and unique networking characteristics. Interestingly, the
usage of IEEE standard is not uniform in smart phone devices.
The prime reason behind this is that smart phone has multiple
forms of antenna e.g. main antenna, WLAN antenna, GPS
antenna, FM antenna, and diversity antenna. All these antennas
use different IEEE standards and specifications that cause
excessive energy dissipation. Hence, if the network has more
supportability of multicarrier signals e.g. 3G and 4G networks
than it is quite evident that energy dissipation from battery
would be increased. However, the users also switch option
between the usage of 3G/4G network as well as IEEE 802.11
networks for obtaining faster access to Internet-based
resources. Usage of IEEE 802.11 standard for wireless access
by the cell phone causes faster access even for heavier
applications which cannot be seen much in 3G/4G network. A
simple example is Skype calls whose quality is quite poor in
3G and 4G networks while it is superior in Wi-Fi networks.
However, there is an unsolved question i.e. which is energy
efficient network 3G/4G or IEEE 802.11 standard. The
researcher in [4] has shown that usage of any wireless network
works by task sharing and cooperation process in order to
balance the load and energy. Therefore, multiple network
participation permits decreasing the energy utilization of cell
phones and allow the use of a few services, like file streaming
or downloading, in addition to web scanning. Additionally, the
author in [5] depicts another efficient , method for saving
energy in portable VoIP. The presented technique has used
GSM system in order to solve the energy consumption problem
in WLAN network assisting in making voice calls. This paper
discusses about a simple technique based on radio resource
control to evaluate energy dissipation in wireless networks. It
also provides a few results to demonstrate the effect of 4G and
WLAN networks on the energy utilization of smart phones
concentrating on voice services and data association. Further,
this paper exhibits a cost efficient approach for dependable
measurements of energy on smart phones and provides a
modeling technique for scaling the battery consumption over
IEEE 802.11 networks or in 4G networks. Section II briefly
explains the background and motivation of the proposed work.
It includes cellular power management, Wi-Fi power
management, and the measuring methodologies for 4G and
Wi-Fi, motivation limitations of mobile devices and finally
quality of experience perception factors. Section III reviews the
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work being carried out by other researchers. Section IV
explains design and implementation of energy consumption
model along with an algorithm for the proposed model.
Section V presents results and discusses the proposed scheme.
Section VI gives concluding remarks and direction for future
work is given in Section VII.
II.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Different vendors differentiate among the mobile devices
by the services they offer and utilize completely accessible
computational energy to offer new services. As shown in
Figure 1, as more and more applications and services a smart
phones offer, more the energy utilization will be. A phone,
when runs out of battery, cannot provide access to mobile
services for its users, thus reducing the revenue generated by
the service to the service provider. This leads the
manufacturers to focus on developing ways to extend battery
life and hence the device operational time.

associated mechanism when implemented on existing GSM
networks as well as on any WCDMA networks with 4G
compliance [5]. The mechanism turns the radio in idle phase
when there is no significant activity in a network. This state of
idleness also consumes some amount of power. The radio
immediately switches to state of high power if an active
network is sensed. This principle either uses Forward Access
Channel (FACH) or Dedicated Channel (DCH). The prime
responsibility of DCH is to retain the dedicated channel in
order to obtain maximized throughput as well as minimized
latency. However, all these are achieved at the cost of energy.
On the other hand FACH state is responsible for channel
sharing with all available devices. It is preferred option of
energy management when there is less availability of traffic for
performing transmission. Power consumption capability of
FACH is better in comparison to DCH.
Not
Connected

Connected

FACH
DCH
IDLE

Power

Fig. 2. Radio Resource Control Mechanism

Fig. 1. Energy Consumption by Mobile Applications

A. Background
In order to retain superior service quality, the existing
manufacturers have started emphasizing on energy
optimization in smart phones along with associated constraints
of size and heat dissipation [6][7]. Basically, every smart
phone has three units: processing unit, power unit, and radio
(or communication) unit. All these units have varying energy
requirements. The energy drainage in the smart phone is
controlled by two significant parameters: i) radio resource
control and ii) transmission energy. The radio resource control
is responsible for managing the control plane and also causes
establishment of connection, broadcasting, notification of
paging etc. Similarly, the transmission energy is responsible for
allocation of energy required for forwarding definite bits of
data in a defined communication channel. Both the parameters
are dominantly used as the first preference to perform energy
management in low power communication devices. Figure 2
shows a description of the radio resource control and its

The routers or the access points in the Wi-Fi networks are
responsible for controlling the energy dissipation. However, it
all depends on i) what type of Wi-Fi network it is? ii) How big
it is?, and iii) what protocol is used in routing? An older
version of Wi-Fi uses IEEE 802.11 a/b/g family quite
frequently. However, now we have IEEE 802.11n family too
and much higher versions are also available. Majority of them
use power up to 6 watts in 24 Hours. The WLAN router does
not have many options to save its energy consumption other
than turning it off. However, Wi-Fi features available on smart
phones use power saving mode to minimize unnecessary
energy depletion. According to the concept of power save
mode, the size of the data to be transferred and the transmitted
power value are directly proportional to amount of energy
being considered for data transmission in Wi-Fi networks. The
next part of the background discussion is on cellular networks
that support 4G services. The usage of 4G services make use of
LTE (Long Term Evolution) which already provides multiple
tools to conserve energy during radio access mechanism in 4G
networks. There is also availability of various routing
mechanisms that have significant energy conservation
properties in 4G.
B. Motivation
4G telephones offer good services compared with 3G
telephones, particularly with regards to bit rate while
downloading or transferring information. Besides, they can
support information and voice activity in the meantime
permitting video calls, for instance. However, utilization of
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data services is just gradually turning out to be more
widespread. Numerous customers still utilize their telephone
primarily for voice and Short Message Service (SMS) and very
little for data broadband services. Also, numerous areas still
have constrained 4G scope and the telephone persistently
makes hand-offs from 3G to 4G systems and the other way
around as the cell telephones move into and out of 4G scope.
Due to this switch over from 4G to 3G and vice versa
particularly when no information transmission is required, has
a high cost as far as energy utilization is concerned.
The need for Wi-Fi based phones is increasing rapidly due
to the ubiquitous presence of WLANs. Power consumption is
the vital issue in the selection of a mobile phone [9]. Since all
these devices make use of rechargeable batteries, the attractive
services and features unfortunately drain lot of energy stored in
a capacity limited battery of a smart phone. Achieving low
power consumption for wireless devices has become a key
design issue [10] which motivated us to carry out this research.
For any mobile device, the major constraints are battery life,
size and weight [11]. Such handheld devices will require
enough power to perform processing. However, they attempt to
minimize energy consumption during idle networking
conditions. Discussion on energy saving schemes on such
devices can be seen in [12] [13]. In [14], recommendations for
amplifying the battery life of an Android device are given. It is
a typical issue among smart phone manufactures in figuring out
ways to expand battery life of their device and permit clients to
utilize portable administrations for a more drawn out time [12].
This is also another motivation behind carrying out this
research. Though mobile devices are making it easier for users
to communicate, many users get frustrated while accessing
certain applications and services using their mobile devices.
The technological advancements of mobile device are new and
yet they are improving [15]. Certain limitations of the mobile
devices are:
a) Limited memory
b) Limited processing power
c) Battery consumption
d) Simplicity
e) Accessibility
Apart from technical specifications, it is also essential that
various factors should be used to scale the experience of user.
This perception is termed as QoE which determines the
usability of the service or application in subscriber's
perspective. The following are some of the critical perception
factors of QoE [16]
a) Speed
b) Accessibility
c) Session quality
d) Integrity
e) Flexibility
The way clients perceive the execution of a system or a
mobile service is an ultimate method for measuring that
specific administration or system. This perception is named as
QoE and is a definitive method for measuring that specific
administration or system. The next section discusses about the

existing techniques that have emphasized on the various
techniques for conserving energy with respect to various
network-based services.
III.

RELATED WORK

A few studies have proposed models for assessing the
energy utilization of mobile services. In any case, as far as we
are concerned, proposed model is the first outline stage energy
utilization estimation model considering the different energy
utilization properties like signalling and media exchanges. The
related work depicted below clearly explains the advance
energy consumption schemes used in the past.
Gross et al. [17] present a study that can compute the
cumulative energy being drained in a smart phone which was
done on the basis of component-based modeling. The study has
shown the capability of the device to do so by approximately
4.7% of error. Another study by Haverinen et al. [18] showcase
an impact of certain forms of messages and notifications on the
lifetime of WCDMA networks. Usually such forms of
networks are capable of faster data delivery with high
throughput. The experiment performed by the author shows
radio resource control is highly influenced by the energy being
consumed. Vegara et al. [19] present a tool called Energy Box
which can measure the energy consumption in the devices
connected in 3G networks or in Wi-Fi Networks. According to
the author, the traffic pattern is responsible for the energy
being consumed over such mobile networks. The study shows
an accuracy of 99% in energy computation for both the
networks.
Balasubramanian et al. [20] present a mechanism to
evaluate the energy being consumed in utilizing regular GSM
networks as well as Wi-Fi networks. The computation of the
energy was carried out with respect to the overhead in tail
energy. The significant contribution of the study is to
formulate a protocol called Tail Ender for minimizing the
energy dissipation in mobile applications. Kelenyi et al. [21]
make use of distributed hash tables to analyze the energy being
spent by the mobile phones. Lane et al. [22] compute energy
in smart phone equipped by sensors. The technique allows
aggregation of the sensory data from the cellular phone to
minimize the energy overhead for the user. The mechanism
allows collection of the active usage data to develop a decisive
model for energy conservation. The studies carried out by
Damasevicius et al [23] have used the concept of measuring
the energy consumed due to running of multiple applications
on mobile device. The study also uses 3DMark06 (a
benchmarking tool) to measure the effectiveness of the
technique. Perala et al. [24] present a tool that can compute the
extent of energy utilization on WCDMA networks governed by
radio resource control.
Han et al. [25] present a scheme for energy being
consumed in smart phones. Study on energy consumption over
IEEE 802.11g network by Xiao et al. [26] and nearly similar
direction of study was also carried out by Zhang et al. [27].
Study towards energy efficiency in 4G networks as well as a
WLAN network was done by Harjula et al. [28]. The author
presents a sophisticated model for testifying the impact of
protocols residing in application layer on the energy dissipation
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of a cellular phone. Miranda et al. [29] investigate the role of
transport layer security on the energy consumption factor of the
cellular phones. Similar work was also carried out by Abbas et
al. [30]. However, the authors have incorporated a machine
learning-based algorithm. The technique also uses crossvalidation mechanism for evaluating the effectiveness of the
mechanism. The study carried by Le et al. [31] presents an
investigation of multiple radio-technologies used in advanced
mobile networks and studied the energy usage over uplink and
downlink transmission. Ravi et al. [32] have shown the
possible use of cloudlets to minimize massive energy
consumption in 3G and 5G mobile networks. The technique
has investigated the handoff mechanism considering multiple
parameters e.g. bit rate, signal strength, and number of
interaction. Fuzzy logic was applied to further strengthen the
decision. Wang et al. [33] and Sun et al. [34] have performed
research in similar lines to minimize the energy consumption
due to 4G and Wi-Fi networks.
Thus, it can be seen that there are many researchers
working on the existing systems to address the energy
dissipation problems while accessing the data from the mobile
devices using wireless networks like WLAN, 3G, and 4G.
However, a closer look into the existing systems will also show
that majority of the techniques have used radio resource control
but did not develop a mathematical model to quantize the
measurements. Hence, to bridge this gap, we propose a simple
mathematical model which is illustrated in the next section.
IV.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ENERGY
CONSUMPTION MODEL

This section discusses about a simple computational model
that can perform evaluation of energy on mobile devices due to
the usage of mobile networks. This discussion of the proposed
system was carried out with respect to two distinct algorithms.
A. Energy Consumption Model
The core objective of this model is to investigate signalling
properties of mobile networks and their possible connections
with energy dissipation. We take the case study of standard
IEEE 802.11 network and 4G network protocols as the
communication media whose signalling properties will be
assessed. The proposed system does not use any form of
offline or pre-stored communication data in order to perform
computation of energy being dissipated from devices. We
develop a computational model with a backbone design of
analytical model considering the signalling properties of both
the types of the mobile networks. We also consider radio
resource control and its associated features with respect to the
mobile networks of Standard IEEE 802.11 and 4G networks.
The presented technique also considers the inherent
characteristics of data transfer of both the mobile networks. .
The simulation of the proposed logic was carried out using
Matlab where we developed user interface for both client and
server. The design principle of the study considers monitoring
the energy usage based on the multiple applications running on
the mobile devices. The study considers a cut-off based scheme
deployed over an interval of the transmission of the data
packets. We anticipate that our mechanism will bring better
probability of the minimization of an energy being consumed
with better linearity on the energy curves. We check for

multiple prioritized applications and their respective threads
running on the mobile devices. The study was conducted
based on end-to-end monitoring of the energy factor on the
mobile devices that is connected by wireless communication
media of Standard IEEE 802.11 or 4G networks.
The discussion of the technique in the form of algorithm is
showcased here that is developed for evaluating the energy on
the mobile device.
Algorithm-1
Input: Fs, Ds, R_Ip, R_Port, Rec_port;
Output: D_matrix, Id_list;
1. Start
2. Initialize all the input parameters;
3. get Pkt_Size;
4. compute Sth value;
5. if (Pkt_Size = Th)
6.
Pkt++;
7.
read Id_list and D_matrix;
8. End;
9. if (Pkt_Size < 0)
10.
Packet bad size;
11. End;
12. If (Pkt_Size < Th)
13. Ptra(k)=X*Ssig- Y*k +Z;
14. End;
15. If (Ssig< Sth)
[ ( )
]
( )
16.
,;
17. End;
18. If (Pkt_Size >= Th)
[ ( )
]
( )
19.
;
20. End;
21. End;
Algorithm-1 presents a technique based on signalling
properties of wireless channels. The overall algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm-1 and Algorithm-2. Algorithm-1
gives the algorithm for the upload WLAN system. It uses Fs,
Ds, R_Ip, R_Port, Rec_port as inputs and the output is a data
matrix and an ID list. Here, the first step is to initialize the
input parameters at the server side GUI and select simulation
option, WLAN or 4G, and enter the values for remote IP
address, remote port number, received port number, average
signal frequency, average data size and data transfer rate. If the
packet size is equal to the threshold value, then increase the
packet size and read the ID list and data matrix. If the packet
size is less than zero value, the input is bad packet size. Then
discard the packet. If the packet size is less than threshold
value, then compute the equation (1) given below:
Ptra(k)=X*Ssig- Y*k +Z, where k≤k1
(1)
then similarly, if the packet size is less than the signal
threshold value, then compute the equation (2) given below:
[ ( )
]
( )
, where k1≤k≤k3 (2)
Finally check if packet size is greater than or equal to
threshold value; then compute equation (3) given below:
( )

[

(

)

]

, where k⩾k3

(3)
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where, k, k1, k2 and k3 are the threshold values. In the above
equation Ptra(k) represents transmission power of the signal, the
variable Pfach(k) represents FACH power consumption of the
system, while the variable Pidl(k) represents ideal power
dissipation of the signal. Then, X, Y and Z are the scaling
factors.
Algorithm2 shows the server part of the proposed system.
Here the data is uploaded through the wireless LAN.
Algorithm-2
Input: Fs, Ds, R_Ip, R_Port, Rec_Port;
Output: D_matrix, Id_list;
1. Start
2. Initialize all the input parameter;
3. Get Pkt_Siz;
4. Select network;
5. Initialize R_Ip, R_Port_No, Recv_Port_No, Avg_Fs,
Avg_Pkt_Size, D_Tr;
6. Get msg;
7. If (WLAN=1)
8. Calculate Msg_In;
9. Download_WLAN;
10. End;
11. If (4G=1)
12. Calculate Msg_In;
13. Download_4G;
14. End;
15. Data downloaded/received successfully;
16. End;
Algorithms-2 gives the steps for server side and client side
respectively. In this procedure the input is taken as Fs, Ds,
R_Ip, R_Port, Rec_Port, msg, D_flg, Msg_In; at the output
side is data matrix and ID list. First initialize all parameters and
then start at step 2 and 3 of Algorithm-2. Then select the input
packet size along with message input, select WLAN option and
calculate the message input value. Then upload the WLAN
side. If 4G is selected directly upload the 4G message input.
Finally, download or receive successfully the uploaded input
message.
Table-1 shows the variables used in this algorithm for
different input and output side.
TABLE I.
Sl. No.

NOTATIONS USED

Variables

Description

1.

Fs

Signal frequency

2.

Ds

Data Size

3.

R_Ip

Remote IP

4.

R_port

Remote Port

5.

Rec_port

Received port

6.

D_matrix

Data matrix

7.

Id_list

Id list

8.

Pkt_Size

Packet size

9.

Sth

Sthreshold

10.

Th

Threshold

11.

Ssig

Ssig

12..

Avg_Fs

Average Signal Frequency

13.

D_Tr

Data Transfer Rate

14.

Msg_In

Input Message

15.

D_flg

Data flag

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results we obtained are discussed in this section.
A. Server Side
The inputs given to server side are:
a) Choose: Simulation Option
b) Choose Device Specific: WLAN Network Option
c) Enter Remote IP: local host (you can also enter
System IP)
d) Enter the Remote Port No: 300
e) Enter the Received Port No: 301
f) Average Sign Frequency: 200
g) Average Pkt Size (bytes): 250
h) Data Transfer (kbs): 15,000
B. Client Side
The inputs given to client side are:
a) Choose: Simulation Option
b) Choose Device Specific: WLAN Network Option
c) Enter Remote IP: local host (you can also enter
System IP)
d) Enter the Remote Port No: 301
e) Enter the Received Port No: 300
f) Average Sign Frequency: 200
g) Average Pkt Size (bytes): 250
h) Data Transfer (kbs): 15,000
The results analysis is carried out on the basis of an energy
being dissipated from the client module. Figure 3 highlights
the energy consumption trend for the proposed system with
increasing time scale. The assessment of the proposed model is
accomplished by transmitting a test data in the distinct wireless
channel of standard IEEE 802.11 and 4G networks. The trend
of Figure 3 shows that in idle state power consumption is quite
low while in an upload condition the power consumption is
found increasing linearly and then it maintains a better linear
behavior for 20-80 seconds of time limit. The trend is then
found to decrease in its overhead at the same time. The trend
eventually shows that power consumption lowers down in the
state of network.
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required that can study the signaling properties of the usage of
mobile networks and then perform investigation on the energy
drainage. We argue that a precise detection of energy
dissipation will always assist the energy saving schemes. In
this research manuscript, we present one such computational
model that is capable of measuring accurate energy drainage
rate.
VII.

The study towards the future direction will be to develop a
model for compensating the energy that was found to be
dissipating. As the presented model is capable of assessing
cumulative energy drainage owing to wireless local area
network and 4G, the study could now trace the priority by
identifying the applications or services consuming more energy
and choose to suppress those applications for balancing the
necessary power. As 4G services also offer increasing data
transfer, we will investigate a better possibility of antenna
management techniques for compensating the energy loss.

Fig. 3. Power (mW) Vs. Time (s)

We have also performed a comparative analysis of the
proposed model in the context of Wi-Fi networks and 4G
networks with respect to lookup time in terms of hours as
shown in Figure 4. The study shows that energy dissipation is
more for 4G networks in contrast to Wi-Fi networks. The same
test file is forwarded twice in both networks in order to check
the rate of energy dissipation effectively. Both uplink as well
as downlink transmission were tested for this purpose and it
was found that there are frequent switch overs of FACH to
DCH by the 4G network which has resulted in exponential
increase of energy consumption in comparison to Wi-Fi
networks.
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Fig. 4. Comparative Analysis on Different Networks

VI.

FUTURE WORK
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CONCLUSION

Energy consumption is one of the critical problems in smart
phones and successful execution of multiple mobile
applications calls for extensive battery lifetime as well as
energy conservation schemes. The biggest problem with the
smart phone devices is to understand the importance of various
threads running inside the applications. The existing energy
conservation schemes call for suppressing some threads
leading to temporary minimization of energy which has
potential impact on application performance on the mobile
device. Therefore, a simple and yet robust framework is
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Abstract—The prediction plays the important role in
detecting efficient protection and therapy/treatment of cancer.
The prediction of mutations in gene needs a diagnostic and
classification, which is based on the whole database (big dataset
enough), to reach sufficient accuracy/correct results. Since the
tumor suppressor P53 is approximately about fifty percentage of
all human tumors because mutations that occur in the TP53 gene
into the cells. So, this paper is applied on tumor p53, where the
problem is there are several primitive databases (e.g. excel
genome and protein database) contain datasets of TP53 gene with
its tumor protein p53, these databases are rich datasets that
cover all mutations and cause diseases (cancers). But these Data
Bases cannot reach to predict and diagnosis cancers, i.e. the big
datasets have not efficient Data Mining method, which can
predict, diagnosis the mutation, and classify the cancer of patient.
The goal of this paper to reach a Data Mining technique, that
employs neural network, which bases on the big datasets. Also,
offers friendly predictions, flexible, and effective classified
cancers, in order to overcome the previous techniques
drawbacks. This proposed technique is done by using two
approaches, first, bioinformatics techniques by using BLAST,
CLUSTALW, etc, in order to know if there are malignant
mutations or not. The second, data mining by using neural
network; it is selected (12) out of (53) TP53 gene database fields.
To clarify, one of these 12 fields (gene location field) did not
exists inTP53 gene database; therefore, it is added to the
database of TP53 gene in training and testing back propagation
algorithm, in order to classify specifically the types of cancers.
Feed Forward Back Propagation supports this Data Mining
method with data training rate (1) and Mean Square Error
(MSE) (0.00000000000001). This effective technique allows in a
quick, accurate and easy way to classify the type of cancer.
Keywords—Detection; Classification; Data Mining; TP53
Gene; Tumor Protein P53; Back Propagation Network (BPN)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a main cause of death worldwide; it has
calculated for 7.4 million deaths in 2004 with an estimated 12
million deaths in 2030 [1]. Tumor protein P53, which is
produced by Tumor Protein (TP53) gene, is a sequencespecific transcription factor that acts as a large tumor
suppressor in mammals. The disorder in the function of the
tumor suppressor p53 is one of the most common genetic
changes in human cancer, which is close to 50% of all human
tumors carry p53 gene mutations within their cells [2]. Fig. 1
shows the cancers and TP53 mutations on the worldwide.

Fig. 1. Shows P53 (TP53 gene) mutations

Nowadays, biologists use a computer system like any other
trained professionals but in general function. In addition, they
use computers to solve problems that are very specific to them
in the specialist tasks. They are taken together, to support the
field of bioinformatics. More specifically, bioinformatics' focus
is to analyze biological data and to do anticipations about
biological systems, in order to provide more knowledge about
how living organisms function [3]. Bioinformatics is an
emerging discipline that bases upon the strengths of computer
sciences, mathematics, and information technology to
determine and analyze genetic information [4].
For instance, to predict whether two proteins react or not, it
could be used computational biology. If the prediction is
correct, then biological data that got from a wet lab experiment,
including the proteins, should be analyzed by using
computational biology to know how these proteins contribute
to the physiology of an organism. Computational biology can
be further broken down into molecular modeling and
bioinformatics [3].
Data Mining (DM) is defined as the essence of the
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) process. It includes
the algorithm conclusions that explore the data, develop the
model, and discover previously unknown models. The model is
applied to understand phenomena from the data analysis and
prognosis. The accessibility and abundance of data today
makes knowledge discovery and Data Mining an issue of great
necessity and importance [5].
At last, Data Base (DB) related to tumor protein P53 (TP53
gene) contains large amounts of data, these data in the database
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are represented as excel sheet file, and regular techniques may
not be helpful and impractical in such large volumes of data.
So, artificial intelligence techniques such as Data Mining are
used to simplify and improve the process of research and
education. Data Mining is the method of analyzing the data by
linking them with artificial intelligence techniques to examine
and search for specific information, in addition, to take the
useful data from a large amount of data. Moreover, Data
Mining can be done through the process of linking this data
analysis and artificial intelligence methods to become the most.
This proposed method predicts, diagnose, and Classifies cancer
mutations; So, the comparison between a person and standard
gene protein sequence is done firstly by using BioEdit package.
If differences might be found between the two proteins, then
there is a malignant mutation. This stage has been used by
bioinformatics techniques. Secondly, Data Mining technique
(back propagation algorithm) is trained by using UMD Cellline-2010 p53 mutation database that must be carefully
selected to function correctly.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can discover how to
solve problems by itself. Later, this trained Back Propagation
Neural Network (BPNN) offers an effective and flexible
predictions, diagnosis and genetic diagnosis technique of
cancers.
II.

RELATED WORK

E. Adetiba, J. C. Ekeh, V. O. Matthews, and et al. [2011],
this proposed study is aimed at assessing the best backpropagation learning algorithm for a genomic-based on ANN
system for NSCLC diagnosis. It used the nucleotide sequences
of EGFR‟s exon 19 of a noncancerous cell to learn ANN.
MATLAB R2008a was used to test many BPNN training
algorithms to get an optimal algorithm for learning the
network. It were examined in the nine different algorithms and
achieved the better performance (i.e. the least Mean Square
Error MSE) with the minimum epoch (training iterations) and
learning time using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(trainlm) [6].
Syed Umar Amin1, Kavita Agarwal, and et al. [2013],
introduced a new method to predict heart disease based on the
neural network and genetic algorithm. The whole existent
systems predicted heart diseases that depended on the clinical
dataset, which is collected from complex tests that conducted
in pathology labs. There was no method, which predicts heart
diseases that depended on risk factors like diabetes, age, family
history, high cholesterol, alcohol intake, tobacco smoking,
obesity or physical inactivity etc. However, this system gave a
patient a warning about a probable existence of heart disease
even before he/she makes medical checkups. Two Data Mining
tools, genetic algorithms and neural networks were used in this
system. In this method, the system may not fall into the local
minimum, because the genetic algorithm was applied for
optimization of neural networks weights. This system used a
multilayered feed-forward network with structure 12 nodes in
the input layer, 10 nodes in the hidden layer and 2 nodes in the
output layer, where the number of input nodes depends on the
final set of risk factors for each patient. In the initial stage, the
„configure‟ function that available in MATLAB was used to
initialize the neural network weights. After that, "these

configured weights were passed to the genetic algorithm for
optimization according to the fitness function". Once the
weights were optimized, the „trainlm‟ back propagation
algorithm was used for training and learning. The accuracy of
the system that predicts heart disease risk is 89%, because the
learning process of the derived system was quick, more steady,
and accurate as compared to back propagation neural network
[7].
Ayad. Ghany Ismaeel, and Raghad. Zuhair Yousif [2015],
proposed technique to classify, diagnose mutations' patient, and
predict the mutation's position for the patient. TP53 gene
(tumor protein P53) datasets were used and (6) fields were
selected from UMD_Cell_line_2010 database, in order to train
and test Quick back Propagation Network (QPN).The mining
method was based on training (QPN), which is an
improvement of the back propagation network, since (283-1411) the number of nodes were used in input, hidden and output
layers, by Alyuda NeuroIntelligence package. The training for
all datasets (train, test, and validation dataset) led to the
following results: the Correlation (0.9993), R-squared
(0.9987), and mean of Absolute Relative Error (0.0057) [8].
III.

PROPOSED OF EFFECTIVE DATA MINING METHOD FOR
CLASSIFICATION CANCERS

The major functions of suggested Effective Data Mining
technique for classifying specific cancer are shown in Fig. 2.
The technique of classification specific cancer is done by
using two approaches. The first approach predicts whethere
the person has mutations that cause cancer or not. The second
approach tha classifies the mutations are obtained from the
first approach to know which kind of cancer it caused(cancers
types) . Those two approaches are:
A. Bioinformatics Techniques:
There are many bioinformatics techniques for analysis and
search genome, some of these helpful techniques are explained
below:
1) BLAST: "Is defined as A powerful tool for searching
sequence databases with an implementing sequence. BLAST is
Basic Linear Alignment Sequence Tool. An earlier program,
BLAST, worked by identifying local regions of similarity
without gaps and then combining them together. BLAST
includes an iterative process, as the emergent pattern becomes
better defined in sequential stages of the search"[9].
2) CLUSTALW: It is the first technique for examining
whether the person has a malicious mutation or not, which is
based on the idea of “Two proteins can have very different
amino acid sequences, it still be biologically similar
(Homology)” [10]. The gene mutation is detected by using
CLUSTALW. The gene mutation increases the probability of
cancer. In CLUSTALW, users must know there are two types
of sequence: one of them is the normal sequence of each gene
(without mutation), the second is the person's gene sequence.
The matching between them is examined [11].
The previous studies [11, 12] supported the following
algorithm, which clarifies the major functions of the
bioinformatics tools (sequences alignment).
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Input: Standard Gene and persons TP53 Gene Sequence
Output: Diagnose are there malicious mutations or not in

Person's P53 sequence.
BEGIN

Step1: Make FASTA format of Standard Gene and
persons Gene Sequence
Step2: Use ClustalW for Sequences Similarity Check
Step3: If there is matching
Its normal gene
Step4: Else
Convert Gene Sequence from DNA to
Protein
Step5: Apply ClustalW for Protein Similarity Check
Step6: If there is matching
Its normal gene
Step7: Else
There is Malignant Mutations.
END

enough to classify a specific type of cancer. So, this proposed
method needs the second approach, which focuses on training
back-propagation neural network, because mutations which are
related to cancer and mutations are gotten from the first
approach need to be classified by neural networks. Learning or
training stage is done by applied The Levenberg-Marquardt
back propagation algorithm „trainlm‟ is a network learning
function that updates weight and bias values according to
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. The proposed structure of
training BPN has 3 layers (input layer within layers of BPNN).
"The BPNN is a multilayered neural network applies a
supervised learning method and feed-forward architecture. It is
by far the most extensively used network". Classifying and
predicting are done by using BPNN, because it is one of the
most frequently used neural network techniques. "The principle
of BPNN runs by approximating the non-linear relationship
between the input and the output by adjusting the weight
values internally". The neural network model is constructed by
using the supervised learning algorithm of back propagation.
[13].
The feed forward BPNN is a very common model in neural
networks. The errors are back propagated during training,
because it does not have feedback connections [14]. The Backpropagation learning process
includes two stages in all
different layers of the network: forward pass and backward
pass [15]:
Forward pass: Input vector is entered to the sensory nodes
of the network and its effect spreads out through the network,
layer by layer. Lastly, a set of outputs is generated as the actual
reaction of the network. During the forward pass, the synaptic
weights of the network are all steady.
Backward pass: "The synaptic weights are all modified in
accordance with an error correction base". An error signal can
be computed by subtracted the actual response of the network
from the desired response. "Then the error signal is back
propagated through the network, against the direction of
synaptic connections".
The steps of training BPN are shown below [16]: The
terminologies needed in the algorithm are explained below:
xi – Input value
vij – input weight of hidden node
v0j– Weight of bias node from input to hidden
z _ inj – Weight from input to hidden node
Zj– output weight of hidden node
Wjk – bias node weight from hidden to output
Wok– bias node weight from hidden to output
y _ inj – input to hidden node

Fig. 2. Flowchart for main tasks of proposed Data Mining method

y j– Final output value
B. Data Mining technique (Feed Forward Back Propagation
Neural Network):
After the first approach predicts there is a malignant
mutation or not in the person's genes, then these results which
obtained from bioinformatics technique(first approach) are not

During the forward pass, information passes from the input
node to the hidden node, until reaching to the output node.
"All input nodes in the input layer are loaded with the values
that are given for training. And for each input pattern, a target
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output is also supplied. Each hidden node sums up all incoming
values and its bias and then is passed to an activation function
f(x)".
inj

voj ∑ni 1 xi vij

(1)

zj f(z in )
(2)
j
The output value is passed from the hidden node to each output
node. The value from each hidden node is summed up by the
output node, and then the output value passes to activation
function.
y

p
wok ∑i 1 zj wjk

ink

(3)

yk f(y in )
k

(4)

Determining the error is the start of the backward pass
phase. The difference between the target and actual value
represents the error. This error is back propagated to each
hidden node. "In order to find that it is passed through the
derivative of activation function".
(tk -yk )f (y

k

Once is found as
computed

ink

)

(5)

, the change in weight can be easily
wjk

k

zj

wok

k

(6)
(7)

Learning rate determines how fast the model learns. If the
Learning rate sets to a small value, then the network will need
a long time to learn, but if it sets to a high value, then it will
make the network inefficient "when there are variations in the
input pattern. Updating the weights between the input and
hidden layers require more calculations".
inj

j

∑m
k 1

k

wjk

inj f (z
vij
voj

inj

1) First, the normal TP53 gene sequence is obtained from
The Catalogue of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC)
site. It provides normal genes, genes information, and datasets.
The search for the normal gene can be done by sending gene‟s
name to the server, then selecting the sequence option which
provides access to the normal gene (Deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) or protein sequence).
2) It uses BioEdit package to get TP53 gene for person by
selecting World Wide Web, then selecting BLAST at the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), after
that selecting nucleotide blast. Then the gene sequence is
pasted or uploaded from the file of the normal TP53 gene
sequence, which is formatted in FASTA file.
3) The Effective Data Mining method uses BioEdit
package to complete the first approach for prediction and
diagnosis mutations. It applies clustalW to display alignment
result between the normal gene and person‟s gene sequences.
A comparison between normal‟s gene sequences (e.g. Tp53)
with the person's gene is executed to find whether there are
mutations in person‟s gene or not, as shown in Fig.3.
4) Step (3) is not enough, because its result cannot
determine whether mutation affects in protein function or not.
So, normal and person TP53 gene are transformed to tumor
protein P53. Then, the same tool ClustalW in BioEdit package
is used in order to diagnose whether there is malignant
mutation as it is done in step (3) or not (No risk). Fig. 4 shows
there is malignant mutation (ACC CCC), i.e. the alignment
finds the codon 155 converted from T (at Normal P53) to P (at
Person's P53 gene).

(8)
)

(9)

xi

j

Technique for classifying cancers via mutations in the gene
(Tp53) is explained below:

(10)
(11)

j

To obtain the updated weights, the old weights are added
with the change.
wjk (new) wjk (old)

wjk

(12)

wok (new) wok (old)

wok

(13)

Fig. 3. Shows there is a malignant mutation in TP53 gene

The process is repeated until the selected error criterion is
satisfied.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Implementation of the Effective Data Mining

Fig. 4. Shows there is a malignant mutation in P53 protien
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5) The previous step is used only to detect and predict
malignant mutations. Also it does not give the cancer
classification results, because the malicious mutations, which
are discovered, are general. These malicious mutations related
to
Tp53 gene database. The
common database
(UMD_Cell_line_2010) is used to train BPN , which consists
of (53) fields and 1448 records. The database
(UMD_Cell_line_2010) from TP53 website which is modern
and
comprehensive
database
under
URL:http://p53.free.fr/Database/p53_MUT_MA T. html[2].
But in Effective Data Mining method, (12) fields are selected
for training and testing BPNN; (11) fields are selected from

UMD_Cell_line_2010 database. The remaining field is a new
field called (gene location field), which is added to the (11)
fields selected, in order to get accurate and efficient results in
cancer classification. The sample of this database is shown in
Fig. 5.
6) Matlab R2015a is used on PC type core i5 for neural
network toolbox, because it contains
several tasks. The
classification of malicious mutations for cancer is created
successfully by using the structure of feed-forward BPNN and
(trainlm) algorithm to obtain an optimal classifier for
classification cancer with MSE (0.1E10-13) as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Shows sample of dataset (database) which used in training BPN

Fig. 6. Shows training result of BP algorithm

Fig. 7 shows plots and the elements of this learning process
(Fig. 7; A reveals performance, Fig. 7; B shows regression and
Fig 7; C reveals training state).
7) The trainer BPNN with malignant mutations of TP53 is

completed. Then designed GUI for the doctors , biologists and
other users of proposed method is tested. The Effective Data
Mining method allows to classify cancers via mutations of a
certain person (by entering each field of data manually in
GUI).
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8) The malignant mutation at codon 155 (ACC CCC) is
obtained from using ClustalW in BioEdit package. Then
trainer BPNN can be used to classify cancer type that may

A

occur due to this mutation, for example, the result of
classifying the malignant mutation at codon 155 (ACC CCC)
is Head and Neck SCC Cancer, as shown in Fig.8.

B

C
Fig. 7. Shows plots and the three training BPNN elements

Fig. 8. Classfy cancers via mutations of Person's P53

V.

DISCUSSION THE RESULTS

The learning process is achieved, and it is highly
successful. To meet the performance goal, it only takes 22
minutes to complete the learning process. Then the problem is
presented to the trained model to classify the cancers. The DM
method is an effective way in the classification cancers via
mutation, since BPN is used in training and testing a minimum

number of fields, which is (12) out of (53) fields in each record
of TP53 database. The data of p53 database was saved in
columns and records in Excel sheet file, as shown in Fig. 5.
Whereas, (7) out of (53) fields for each record of TP53
database were used in the Novel Mining method, and 14 fields
were used in the heart diseases method. These fields depend on
the final set of risk factors for each patient. In addition, the
proposed DM method adds a new field called Gene Location
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field to the UMD TP53 database in order to make the neural
network be able to classify specific type of cancer, and give
accurate results; While the other related methods base only on
the original database. Moreover, the proposed DM method of
classifying cancer is compared with other related techniques or
methods. The comparison is done in terms of goals, the used
database, neural network structure, techniques, and
performance; While all the other related methods use neural
network but with different structure, training algorithm,
performance, and results. More details are shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Feature

SHOWS COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVE DATA MINING
METHOD WITH TWO OTHER METHODS
The proposed
method
Prediction,
diagnosis
,classification
specific cancer

Amin, et. al., [7]

Yes with two
approaches, and
adding new data
field to DB
yes

no

Ayad, et. al.,
[8]
Prediction,
diagnosis
,classification
mutation
position
yes

no

yes

DNA and
Protein check

yes

no

yes

Sequence
similarity
check

yes

no

Yes

Data base used

UMD TP53
mutation DB
Bioinformatics
and DM
tools(BPN
algorithm)
trainlm

American Heart
Association survey
DM techneques
(neural
networks and
genetic algorithms)
trainlm

UMD TP53
mutation DB
Bioinformati
cs tools,
quick BPN
algorithm
QBP

ANN topology

(11-100-1)

(12-10-2)

(283-141-1)

Performance

0.1E10-13

0.034683

0.000006

Program

MATLAB
R2015a

MATLAB R2012a

Support for

Researchers,
bioinformatics
doctors, and
biomedical Eng.

Alyuda
NeuroIntellig
e-nce
Researchers

The goal

Universal
method

Including
Tp53 gene

Technique
used

Weight update
function

prediction ,diagnosis
heart diseases

BP neural network and genetic algorithms were used with
performance (0.034683).
2) The proposed approach shows the classification of
cancer via predicting mutated P53 gene, in order to reduce the
risk of cancer infection. This is done to keep people away
from radiation, exposure to toxins, control themselves at older
ages, and arrange their food system. In addition, the earlier
diagnosis can predict the therapy for the mutated tumor protein
P53.
3) Since cancer is an inherited disease and many different
cases have been appeared in many families history around the
world, this study is important for a further work to set up a
database for a local area (e.g. for Middle East). This database
would include the background or history of each family
datasets, by taking into consideration the genetic diseases data
of the family history. Then a complete system would
constructed that is able to predict genetic disease early. Also,
this local database would support therapy process by using
therapy techniques like replacement, drug discovery, etc.
4) The results are obtained from this method can be
forwarded to include the gene therapy by using therapy
techniques as it is mentioned in the previous point, where
therapy is a field in Biotechnology science.
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CONCLUSIONS

The proposed Data Mining method of cancer classification
explains the following conclusions:
1) The proposed Data Mining method provides flexible
diagnosis and prediction. Also, it classifies cancers via
mutations in tumor protein P53 sequence. BBNN algorithm is
used with the best performance (MSE), which reaches to
(5.6339E-17), and the training rate(R) equals (1), as shown in
Fig.7A&C. While in the Novel Mining method, Quick BPN
algorithm was used with performance (0.000006), the training
rate(R) equals (0.9987). Whereas in the heart diseases method,

(Mr. HAIDER HASAN HUSSIEN) Thanks for helping me
when adding a new field that called gene location field in UMD
database and yours advice at the medical side.
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Abstract—Flood disaster is among the most devastating
natural disasters in the world, claiming more lives and causing
property damage. The pattern of floods across all continents has
been changing, becoming more frequent, intense and
unpredictable for local communities. Due to unforeseen
scenarios, some evacuation centers that host the flood victims
may also be drowned. Hence, prime decision making is required
to relocate the victims and resources to a safer center. This study
proposes a Firefly Algorithm (FA) to be employed in an
emergency evacuation center management. Experimental
analysis of a minimization problem was performed to compare
the solutions produced by FA and the ones generated using Tabu
Search. Results show that the proposed FA produced solutions
with smaller utility value, hence indicating that it is better than
the benchmark method.
Keywords—Firefly Algorithm; Swarm Intelligence; Flood
Management; Evacuation Center Management

I.

INTRODUCTION

Disaster management is extremely important in today’s
world and it focuses on the organization and management of
resources and responsibilities for dealing with all
humanitarian aid. Despite all activities accomplished by
governments in the disaster preparation stage, flood occurs
and affected people’s daily routines and the economic flow
since offices, businesses and schools are closed. In the past
decade, Malaysia has experienced a number of major
floods. Floods are caused by a combination of natural and
human factors. Malaysians are historically riverside people as
early settlements grew on the banks of the major rivers in the
peninsula. Coupled with natural factors such as heavy
monsoon rainfall, intense convection rain storms, poor
drainage and other local factors, floods have become a
common feature in the lives of a significant number of
Malaysians. The vast increasing numbers of the lost due to
flood enforces the government to take proactive steps such as
setting up supervisory bodies, implementing flood mitigation
programmes, implementing non-structural steps with the
setting up of flood forecasting and warning systems for the
flood prone area. The evacuation and relocation of flood
victims involves a lot of capital. As informed by the Minister
in the Prime Minister Department in March 2011, almost USD
21.12 million was spend in for 89,000 flood victims in five
states effected by the disaster and it was estimated that 53
percent of that amount was spent on relocation of the victims,

which also includes food and other daily necessities. At the
moment, there are 5,143 evacuation centres (EC) which could
accommodate 1.4 million flood victims around the country.
Flood evacuation centres in Malaysia are managed by the
Department of Social Welfare (Jabatan Kebajikan
Masyarakat) and works closely with a number of
governmental and non-governmental agencies to provide
necessary steps to ensure safety and comfort in every
evacuation centre. These individuals are the backbone of the
flood evacuation centre and often face difficulty in decision
making such as for resource allocation. Various work can be
seen in resource allocation pertaining to disaster management
such as in flood. In the work by Zhu, Huang, Liu and Han [1] ,
the researchers propose a resource allocation model that is
aimed at determining the location of reserve depots and the
amount and type of resources to be stored. It is modelled
based on discrete scenarios that is divided into two; local
government and national. Their optimization focuses on the
commodities inventory holding and transportation cost. On the
other hand, a more recent work [2] was discussed in that
identifies the optimal number, location and inventory level of
warehouses around the world in the occurrence of a disaster.
The model considers uncertainties on product quality,
availability and production capacity in affected areas.
This study proposes the employment of a swarm
intelligence algorithm (i.e Firefly Algorithm) in the Adaptive
Emergency Evacuation Center Management (AEECM) that
monitors and manage evacuation centers. Similar to existing
work on disaster management, the AEECM focuses on
resource allocation. However, the study reported in this article
is limited to the management of victims located in ECs. The
proposed AEECM adapts a recent computing approach known
as Swarm Intelligence. Swarm Intelligence is defined as an
emergent collective intelligence of groups of simple agents
[3]. It is used to find optimal solutions in hard problems, such
as Travelling Salesman (TSP) [4], scheduling [5] and nurse
rostering [6]. Examples of algorithms that are considered as
Swarm Intelligence are the
Ant Colony Optimization,
Artificial Bee Colony, Fish School, Bat Algorithm and Firefly
Algorithm (FA). In this study, a variant of Firefly Algorithm
that provides optimal solution to the management of victims in
an evacuation center is presented. In particular, the proposed
FA determines to where (i.e which available centers) victims
in an evacuation center should be re-located and how many of
them should be moved to each identified center.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Meta-heuristic algorithms are defined as optimization
algorithms that determines the best solution (optimal or near
optimal solution) from a set of available solutions [7]. The
identification of best solution is achieved by evaluating a
predefined objective function that can be addressed as either
minimum or maximum function. The design of an objective
function is based on the problem in-hand, that is if the goal of
the problem is to obtain minimum cost then a minimum
objective function is designed [8] and vice versa.
Existing meta-heuristic algorithms can be categorised into
two types as shown in Figure 1; single meta-heuristic and
population meta-heuristic [9]. For the first category, (i.e single
meta-heuristic), the algorithm generates a single solution and
iteratively enhance it. An example of such algorithm is the
Tabu Search (TS) which was introduced by Glover in 1986
[10]. On the other hand, the population meta-heuristic
algorithms generate a set of solutions and select one of it as
the best solution. The swarm algorithms such as Firefly
Algorithm is an example of meta heuristic algorithm [3, 11].

Meta-heuristic
algorithms

Single Solution (e.g
Tabu Search)

Population Solution (e.g
Firefly Algorithm)

Fig. 1. Categories of Meta-heuristics Algorithm

A. Tabu Search
Tabu Search (TS) generates a single solution by extending
the search space beyond local optimality to identify better
solution [12, 13]. TS classify a subset of the moves in a
neighbourhood as tabu. A neighbourhood constructs to reach
adjacent solution from a current solution. The main idea in TS
is to avoid recently visited solution space areas and move
towards promising area [14]. TS has been adapted into various
optimization problems (Glover & Laguna, 2013) such as
colour texture histogram [13], scheduling [5], test data
software generation [12], cell formation [14], nurse rostering
[6], graph colour [15, 16], assignment [16] and max-cut
problem [17].
In TS, there are two important factors; tabu moves and
tabu condition. The first factor is determined by a function
that utilizes information from the search process, while, the
second factor is a linear inequality or logical relationships that
is used to choose the tabu moves [18]. Figure 2 details the
pseudo code of the Tabu Search algorithm [18]. In Step 1, a
random solution is selected and assigned as the best solution.
A new subset of solutions will be generated based on the

identified best solution. Comparison between solutions is
performed in order to identify the best one.
Step1: Select 𝑋 ∈ 𝑆 and set 𝑋 ∗ = 𝑋.
Set 𝐾 = 0. Set 𝑇 = ∅
Step2: Set 𝐾 = 𝐾 + 1
Generate a subset of solutions in the
neighborhood N-T of X.
Step3: Choose the best solution s from this neighborhood
and set 𝑋 = 𝑆.
Step4: if 𝑓 𝑋 = 𝑓 𝑋 ∗
Then 𝑋 ∗ = 𝑋.
Step5: if termination criteria
Then stop
Else
Update T.
Go to step 2.
end

Fig. 2. Pseudo Code of Tabu Search [18]

B. Firefly Algorithm
Firefly algorithm (FA) is an example of algorithm that is
based on nature inspired computing. It has the ability to
identify global optimal solution [19]. The main concept of
Firefly algorithm is realized in two factors; light intensity and
attractiveness between fireflies. The light intensity of a firefly
is more related with the objective function, f(x), and can be a
maximization or minimization function. On the other hand, the
attractiveness, β, between fireflies is associated with the
distance between two fireflies, where β is based on the change
of distance. Figure 3 shows the steps in Firefly Algorithm [11,
20].
Step1: Generate Initial population of firefly randomly xi (i=1,
2,.., n),Light Intensity, I, at xi is determined by
Objective function f(xi).
Step2: Define light absorption coefficient, γ.
Step3: While (t < Max Generation)
Step4: For i=1 to N (N all fireflies)
Step5: For j=1 to N
2
Step6: If (Ii<Ij) { 𝑋 𝑖 = 𝑋 𝑖 + 𝛽0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝑌𝑟𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑋𝑗 − 𝑋 𝑖 + 𝛼𝜀𝑖 }
−𝑌𝑟𝑖𝑗 2
Step7: 𝛽 = 𝛽0 𝑒𝑥𝑝
Step8: Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity.
Step9: End For i
Step10: End For j
Step11: Rank the fireflies and find the current global best g*.
Step12: End While

Fig. 3. Pseudo Code of Firefly Algorithm [11, 20]

Firefly Algorithm has been implemented in many
optimization problems such as image segmentation [21],
traffic forecasting[22], discrete optimization [23], data
classification [24], data clustering [25], text clustering [26]
and economic dispatch problems [27]. In all of these domains,
Firefly Algorithm has proven to be successful in solving the
problems and identifying the optimal solution.
III.

METHODS

The proposed work is realized by performing 3 phases;
data collection, design of algorithms and evaluation.
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A. Data Collection
The obtained data on evacuation centers is represented as
four independent variables as depicted in Table 1. It covers
information on the 106 ECs in one of the district in Malaysia.
TABLE I.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Data

Parameter

Size of EC

V1

Distance of EC to the closed EC

V2

Water level of nearby river

V3

Distance of EC to nearby river

V4

B. Design of Algorithms
In this section, elaboration on the adaptation of Tabu
Search and Firefly Algorithm in determining number of
victims to be evacuated is presented. In the Adaptive
Emergency Evacuation Center Management, the two
algorithms are triggered when a decision on closing a
particular EC is made. Assuming that the chosen EC has n
number of victims, the proposed Tabu Search and Firefly
Algorithm provides suggestion on the location (i.e EC) to
where the victims should be relocated. Furthermore, the
suggestion also includes information on the number of
relevant victims. In the AEECM, the proposed Tabu Search is
termed as TSFlood while the variant of FA is known as FAFlood.
Both of these algorithms employ an objective function as
depicted in Eq. 1
Utility function F= Summation of (75% of V1) of available
EC + Summation of V2 of available EC +
Summation of V3 of available EC –
Summation of V4 of available EC
(Eq. 1)
The proposed objective function is of minimum problem
as most of the included parameters V1, V2, and V3 prefer
small values. For example, an EC with a smaller distance to
the closed EC is preferred compared to the EC that has farther
distance. On the other hand, the fourth parameter which is V4
is of maximum value as the system needs to avoid EC that is
near to a river. In addition, the first variable includes the
constraint of 75% usage as we need to ensure that there isn’t
any EC that is 100% occupied for safety and convenience
purposes.
Tabu Search for Optimal Evacuees Management
In Figure 4, pseudo code of the proposed Tabu Search is
presented. The TSFlood starts by randomly generating an initial
solution, X, and denote the solution as the best solution where
X*=X. The solution, X, is represented in binary form, where
the length of the representation is based on the number of
evacuation centers. Each bit in this solution represents one
EC; if the value is 0 it means that the EC is not chosen and if it
is 1 it shows that EC is selected. The best solution will then
undergo an evaluation using the objective function.
In Step 6 of the TSFlood, if the termination criteria (a
termination criterion is based on number of iteration) is
reached then the process is stopped, else continues by

generating a subset of solutions based on the best solution (as
shown in step 7). The solutions are produced by adding or
deleting item from the best solution. The number of addition is
determined by a random number, while the number of for
deletion equals the difference between the number of sub
solutions and the addition.
The generated sub solutions are later evaluated using
objective function (utility function in equation 1) and the best
solution is identified. The aim of the proposed TSFlood is to
identify a solution that the smallest utility function value.
Input:
Step 1: Input the dataset that includes four variables [v1, v2, v3,
v4].
Step 2: Determine the max capacity for EC.
Process:
Step3: Generate random start solution X, and set the best solution
X*=X,
Step4: Evaluate the best solution using objective function
(Equation 1)
Step5: Check the generated solution, it must fulfill the constraint
of summation of (75% of v1) of all record in one
solution exceed the capacity value. If fail, the
generated solution will undergo refinement process
(one item will be added randomly to the solution).
Step6: If termination criteria is fulfil, then stop (termination
criterion is based on number of iteration.
Step7: Generate a subset of solutions based on best solution by
adding or deleting item from best solutions. The
number of adding process is determined by random
number, while the number of deleting process equals
the difference between the number of sub solutions and
the number of adding process.
Step8: Evaluate the sub solutions using objective function as
shown in equation 1 and check the generated solution
as in Step3.
Step9: Choose the best solution from this sub solutions
if f(x) < f(X*) then X*= X
Step 10: End
Fig. 4. Pseudo code of proposed Tabu Search algorithm (TSFlood)

Firefly Algorithm for Optimal Evacuees Management
The pseudo code of proposed Firefly algorithm (FAFlood) in
decision making for AEECM is illustrated in Figure 5.
Further, in the input of the proposed FAFlood needs to define
some important parameters for operating the algorithm such as
the light absorption coefficient γ, where it set to 1 in the
algorithm, the value of initial attractiveness β0, where it sets to
1, the number of max generation, the value of capacity which
equal to value of the number of vectims that need to be in safe
places, the number of fireflies which equal to 10% from the
number of records in dataset, and finally is the number of
initial solution which is equal to the number of fireflies.
The proposed FAFlood starts to operate by generating initial
solutions which are represented in binary form [5], where the
dimension of one solution equals the number of records in
dataset (i.e evacuation centers). Generation of the solutions are
performed using two ways: If variable v1 of a record is higher
than the capacity, it will take it as one solution by assigning 1
in the solution, else, it randomly generate a solution that has 2
or more records. These solutions then undergo a verification
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process that checks if the summation of v1 for all records in
one solution exceed the capacity value. After that, the
generated initial solution ned to be evaluated based on
objective function (Utility function) as shown in equation 1.
Assign the inverse of utility value (fitness) of each solutions to
each firefly as initial light (I). Then, the initial position of each
firefly are determined, which is represented the solution.
Fireflies compete between them to determine the best
solution that has the highest fitness value. Firefly with brighter
light attracts the less bright ones and this is based on the
distance between two solutions using Hamman distance as
shown in equation 2. Then, the attractiveness between two
solutions using equation 3 is calculated. The less bright firefly
will move to the brighter one using equation (4).

=
(2)
−

=
=

+

0

−

(3)
2

∗

−

+

−0

(4)

After moving, a new solution is generated, If the
summation of v1 in new solution greater or equal to capacity,
then, the utility function and fitness for new solution are
calculated and compared with old solution, if a new solution is
better than old solution then replace it. In the situation where
the summation of v1 in a new solution is smaller than the
capacity, a mutation process is conducted on the new solution
by adding one bit randomly until pass the capacity value. Then
the utility function of the new solution is calculated and
compared against the old solution in order to identify the best
solution. Once the predefined number of iteration is reached,
the fireflies are sorted based on their brightness that indicates
the utility value.
C. Evaluation
The effectiveness of TSFlood and FAFlood is evaluated based
on two criteria; utility value and computational time. The
AEECM prefers the method that produces solution with the
lowest utility value and computational time. In addition, two
scenarios were employed; the first scenario investigates
solutions for a to-be closed EC with number of victims that is
larger than the capacity of any available EC. Meaning that the
solution is expected to consist a combination of ECs. On the
other hand, the second scenario represents situations where
the to-be closed EC has the same or less number of victims as
the EC.

Input:
Step 1: Input the dataset that includes four variables [v1, v2, v3, v4].
Step 2: Define light absorption coefficient γ, where γ=1.0
Step 3: Define initial attractiveness 𝛽0 = 1
Step 4: Determine the Max Generation.
Step 5: Determined the Capacity.
Step 6: Determined the number of fireflies which equal 10% from the
number of records in dataset.
Step 7: Determine the number of initial solution which is equal the
number of fireflies.
Process:
Step 8: The solutions are represented in binary form (0,1), where the
dimension of one solution equal the number of records in
dataset.
Step 9: Generated the solutions are undertaken in two ways:
Step 9.1: If the variable v1 in one record pass the capacity,
it will take it as one solution by assigning 1 in
solution.
Step 9.2: If the v1 in one record less than the capacity,
then, the solution will generated randomly that
take more than one record in one solution.
Step 9.3: Check the generated solution must pass the
constrain which is the summation of v1 of all
record in one solution pass the capacity value.
Step 10: Calculated the initial utility function for each solution as in
Eq 1
Step 11: Assign the utility value to each firefly as initial light
(I)….meaning that fitness = 1/utility
Step 12: Determine position of each firefly, which is the initial
solution.
Step 13: While (t < Max Generation): Max_Generation = No of Firefly
= 0.1 * number of EC
Step 14: For i=1 to N (N all fireflies)
Step 15: For j=1 to N
Step 16: If fitness_i < fitness_j (Ii<Ij) {
Step 17: Calculated the distance between two solutions using
Hamman distance the following equation:
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑟𝑖𝑗 =
(2)
𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡

Step 18: Calculated the attractiveness between two solutions using
the following equation:
2
−
β = β0
3
Step 19: Move less brighter firefly to high
brighter firefly
2
−
= + β0
∗
−
+
−0
(4)
Step 20: If summation of v1 in new solution >= Capacity
Step 20.1: Calculated the utility function and fitness for
new solution.
Step 20.2: Compare with old solution.
Step 20.3: Replace old solution with new solution.
Step 21: Else if summation of v1 in new solution < Capacity
Does mutation for one bit random in new solution until pass
Capacity.
Step 21.1: Calculated the utility function for new solution.
Step 21.2: Compare with old solution.
Step 21.3: Replace old solution with new solution.
Step 22. End For i
Step 23. End For j
Step 24. End While
Step 25. Rank the fireflies and find the current global best utility
function, and best solution.
Output
Step 26. Sort the best solution based on v1.

Fig. 5. Pseudo code of proposed Firefly Algorithm (FAFlood)
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IV.

RESULTS

In Table 2, result for the first scenario is presented while
Table 3 depicts results for the second scenario. The proposed
algorithms were executed for three times. For the first
scenario, assuming the closed EC is ECID_76 and the number
of victims in this EC is (298) greater than the capacity of any
EC. As shown in Table 2, the utility values of FAFlood are
(5635.15, 5235.45, and 4068.59) which are smaller than
TSFlood which are (5754.95, 5545.95, and 4521.59). However,
the execution time for TSFlood (305, 368, and 295) is better
than FAFlood which took 676, 641, and 641ms. The graphical
illustration is provided in Figure 7.
In Table 3, the closed EC is ECID_35 and the number of
people in this EC is (221) smaller or equal input EC. As can
observe in Table2, the utility values of proposed FAFlood are
(260.1, 265 and 276) for three executions better than
(minimum is better) TSFlood which are (260.1, 288, and 276),
(260.1, 283.1, and 279.05) and (260.1, 265, and 279.05) as
shown in Figure 7.c, however, the time execuation of
proposed TSFlood algorithm is (277, 282 and 266) better
(smaller is better) than proposed FAFlood algorithm which are
(594) in three executions. The graphical representation is as
shown in Figure 7.d.
V.

CONCLUSION

Over the past decades, the pattern of floods across all
continents has been changing, becoming more frequent,
intense and unpredictable for local communities. Even though
TABLE II.
Center to-be
closed

Victims

ECID_76

ECID_76

298

298

298
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RESULTS OF SCENARIO 1

FAFlood
Solution

ECID_76

various strategies have been implemented in managing flood
evacuation centers, unforeseen scenarios may lead to the
closure of the center. Hence, in this study, a variant of Firefly
Algorithm (FA) that provides optimal solution to the
management of victims in an evacuation center is presented.
In particular, the proposed FA determines the number of
victims to be relocated to a particular center. Evaluation of the
proposed FA is undertaken by comparing its result (i.e utility
function and computational time) against the one produced by
Tabu Search which is also an example of a meta heuristics
algorithm. Two types of experiments were performed; number
of victims in a to-be closed EC is larger and, smaller or equals
the capacity of any available EC. Results of the first
experiment show that the average value of utility function
produced by FA solutions (i.e 4980) is smaller than the one
obtained by Tabu Search (i.e 5274). Similar pattern can also
be seen in the utility function values of the second experiment.
In this study, as the problem is formulated as a minimization
function, FA that produces a smaller utility function is
preferred. Nevertheless, in both experiments, it is noted that
FA consumes larger computational time compared to Tabu
Search. FA requires at least 594ms to produce a solution while
Tabu Search only took 266ms.

ECID_38 = 255

Utility value

5635.15

TSFlood
Time
(ms)
676

Solution

ECID_38 = 255
ECID_80 = 43

ECID_34 = 245

ECID_80 = 253

ECID_64 = 53

ECID_70 = 45

ECID_64 = 242

ECID_70 = 249

ECID_60 = 56

ECID_90 = 49
5235.45

641

ECID_70 = 249

ECID_34 = 49

ECID_90 = 49

ECID_34 = 245

ECID_90 = 203

ECID_64 = 53

ECID_125 = 95

ECID_64 = 242

ECID_125 = 197

ECID_121 = 56

ECID_103 = 101

ECID_88 = 255

4068.59

641

Time
(ms)

ECID_34 = 43

ECID_70 = 249

Utility value

ECID_37 = 189

ECID_70 = 43

ECID_46 = 109

ECID_70 = 249

ECID_46 = 188

ECID_34 = 49

ECID_57 = 110

ECID_34 = 245

ECID_57 = 179

ECID_64 = 53

ECID_105 = 119

5754.95

305

5545.95

368

4521.59

295
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TABLE III.
Center to-be
closed

Victims

FAFlood
Solution

ECID_35

ECID_35

ECID_35

221

221

221

RESULTS OF SCENARIO 2

Utility
value

ECID_34 = 221

260.1

ECID_38 = 221

TSFlood
Time (ms)
594

Ssolution

Utility value

ECID_88 = 221

260.1

265.0

ECID_70 = 221

288.0

ECID_64 = 221

276.0

ECID_34 = 221

276.0

ECID_34 = 221

260.1

ECID_88 = 221

260.1

ECID_38 = 221

265.0

ECID_70 = 221

283.1

ECID_64 = 221

276.0

ECID_80 = 221

279.05

ECID_34 = 221

260.1

ECID_88 = 221

260.1

ECID_38 = 221

265.0

ECID_121 = 221

265.0

ECID_64 = 221

276.0

ECID_80 = 221

279.05

594

594

Time
277

282

266
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. A graphical representations of utility function and execution time results: FAFlood vs. TSFlood. (a) Utility for ECID-76 (b) Execution time for ECID-76 (c)
Utility for ECID-35 (d) Execution time for ECID-35
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A Conversion of Empirical MOS Transistor Model
Extracted from 180 nm Technology to EKV3.0 Model
using MATLAB
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Abstract—In this paper, the EKV3.0 model used for RF
analog designs was validated in all-inversion regions under bias
conditions and geometrical effects. A conversion of empirical
data of 180nm CMOS process to EKV model was proposed. A
MATLAB developed algorithm for parameter extraction was set
up to evaluate the basic EKV model parameters. Respecting the
substrate, and as long as the source and drain voltages remain
constant, the DC currents and gm/ID real transistors ratio can be
reconstructed by means of the EKV model with acceptable
accuracy even with short channel devices. The results verify that
the model takes into account the second order effects such as
DIBL and CLM. The sizing of the elementary amplifier was
considered in the studied example. The sizing procedure based on
gm/ID methodology was described considering a semi-empirical
model and an EKV model. The two gave close results.
Keywords—EKV model; gm/ID methodology; analog design;
MATLAB

I.

INTRODUCTION

Developing high performance low-voltage analog circuits
is required for implantable biomedical devices and portative
systems. Several attempts have been made proposing some
MOS models and analog circuit design methodologies. The
MOS transistors modelling for analog integrated circuit and
RF design has to extremely precise to predict correctly the
behaviour of a real transistor and cover all the transistor
operation regions.
The PSP model [1] is surface-potential-based considered
as the most recent advanced MOSFET model. It was even
selected by Compact Model Council as the new industry
standard MOSFET model aimed to replace the BSIM3/4 for
the advanced CMOS designs. It includes all the essential
effects in the state of the art MOS transistors from the effects
of the reverse short-channel to the long channel degradation.
Although the PSP is very instrumental for the understanding
of the MOS transistors operation modes, it is not suited for a
circuit design: The PSP model relies on an explicit
formulation of the potential of surface according to the
terminal voltage of the MOS device. The analog circuit setting
equations according to a PSP model is difficult. This paper
opted, therefore; for a PSP model rather than a dimensioning
tool. Enz, Krumenacher and Vittoz [2] [3] as well as others [4]
respectively suggested the EKV model and ACM models
which were specially developed for this purpose. They were
derived from the gradual channel approximation. As for [2]

[5], they proposed more advanced versions considering short
channel effects and mobility degradation.
The basic notions of the E.K.V3 model were reviewed in
this paper. In fact the charge-based compact EKV3 MOSFET
model is an analog/RF IC design tool. The first versions of
this compact model used an empirical current-voltage
relationship [6] to address the moderate inversion
successfully. It was pioneer in adopting a substrate instead of
source, and exploiting the symmetrical forward-reverse
operation of MOS transistors [7]. A design methodology
based on the level of inversion (or inversion coefficient, IC)
was developed by [8]. The developed EKV3 model [9]
included several other specificities for non-quasi static (NQS)
operation [10], RF operation [11], NQS thermal noise [12] and
handling of short-thermal noise [13]. Further details on EKV3
may be found in [14] [15].
The EKV model led to the development of a ratio-based
design technique known the gm/ ID based methodology
intended for low-power analog circuits. In such circuits the
moderate-inversion region is often applied as it allows a good
compromise between speed and power consumption
[5][16][17]. The gm/ID sizing methodology was first
introduced in [18]. Since then, the concept has been
referenced by many publications [19] [20].
The ACM model has also led to the development of the
gm/ID based Methodology [5] [21]. According to the above
mentioned models, the gm/ID based methodology using the
characteristic of gm/ID as a function of the normalized current
diagram is very useful from the point of view power and speed
for the analog circuit design.
II.

MOTIVATION AND ORGANISATION OF THE WORK

The success of RF design depends heavily on transistor
modeling. This requires efficient and compact models for the
active and passive circuit elements. Since the MOS transistor
is the essential circuit element, great effort has been made to
model its DC and AC behavior accurately. Furthermore
designing a circuit for electronic systems with reduced power
consumption is the ultimate purpose of any circuit designer.
For this low power design, it is vital to use low voltage and
low current circuits. This means that MOSFETs can operate in
the weak or moderate inversion region in the low power
circuit.
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The motive behind this work was to develop an EKV 3.0
model for 180nm TSMC technology with few numbers of
parameters which allow precise designs in all-inversion
regions of MOS transistor. This modeling would provide
flexibility and optimal sizing for analog RF designers using
180nm TSMC technology.
The aim of this compact model was to obtain simple, fast,
and accurate representations of the device behavior. This
paper tried to validate the EKV model according to PSP model
and real transistor. Table lookup models called empirical
models was implemented on MATLAB in the form of matrix
containing device data for different bias points, were needed
to evaluate real transistor. In this paper, a dimensioning of
intrinsic gain stage based on gm/Id methodology using semiempirical an EKV model was introduced.
The remainder of the paper was organized as follows.
Section III presented the EKV formulation, comparative study
with the PSP model was achieved. In Section IV, the validity
of EKV model according to real transistor was reviewed.
Section V presented the application of gm/ ID methodology on
intrinsic gain stage dimensioning. Conclusions were drawn in
section VI.
III.

THE EKV3.0 MODEL

A. Presentation and formulations
The compact EKV 3.0 model was designed to simplify the
MOS transistors dimensioning in advanced analog IC designs.
It provides analytical, continuous, and physically correct
description of weak, moderate and strong inversion including
linear and saturation operation. The EKV3.0 MOS transistor
has a hierarchical design, built through successive steps
considering the major physical effects that may influence the
transistor operation.
The EKV model Formulations rely on three basic
parameters: The slope factor n, the speciﬁc current I S and the
threshold voltage VT0. The latter is defined as the channel
voltage for which the inversion charge becomes zero in the
assumption of a strong inversion. The main equations
constituting the model are given below.
The expression of the specific current is given by:
W
I S  2n(U T )²µC'ox
 2n(U T )²β
(1)
L

Opposite to most MOSFET models, the EKV model made
use the inherent symmetry of the MOSFET by referring all the
terminal voltages to the substrate. Thanks to the device
symmetry, the normalized drain current boils below to the
difference between a forward component iF and a reverse
component iR representing the drain current of saturated MOS
transistors which source voltages are respectively V S and VD:

i=iF-iR

(5)

The graphical interpretation of EKV model presented by
“Fig. 1” illustrates the drain current delivered by a saturated
grounded source transistor whose parameters n, VT0and IS are
considered respectively equal to 1.2, 0.4 V and 0.7A with
three distinct values of gate voltage.
The corresponding pinch-off voltages predicted by “(4)”
are marked by circles.
The VT(V) curves are plotted in a logarithmic scale
proceeding by evaluating the non-equilibrium voltage V for
every Vp by means “(3)”.
The hatched areas identify 2nUT²i term that represent the
drain currents divided by beta owing to the deﬁnition of I S
given by “(1)”.
The gate voltage can be noticed to be large 0.6 V, the
pinch-off voltage is positive, which is typical of a strong
inversion. For VG<VT0 the pinch-off voltage VP shifts left to
become negative and the drain current decreases
exponentially.
E.K.V. model : ID / beta considering 3 gate volt.

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

where the normalized drain current i=ID/IS.
The relation between the normalized drain current and the
normalized mobile charge density and vice-versa is given by:
q  0.5 1  4i  1 (2.2)
i=q²+q
(2.1)
(2)



Finally, the pinch-off voltage in EKV is computed as:
V  VT0
(4)
VP  G
n
where VG and VT0 represent respectively the gate voltage and
the threshold voltage.



The following expression relates the channel voltage V on
the one hand and the normalized mobile charge density and
the
pinch-off
voltage
VP
on
the
other:
VP  V
 2q  1)  loqq 
(3)
UT

0.2

0.1

0
-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1
0.2
non-equil. voltage V

0.3

0.4

0.5

(V)

Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of drain current
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B. Checking the EKV model against the PSP
In this part, the currents evaluated using the compact
model were compared to the currents predicted by the PSP.
First, the acquisition algorithm advocated in [3][5] has to be
set up by MATLAB to extract n, I S and VT0 from the PSP
currents. Second, the currents by means of the E.K.V model
have to be reconstructed and have to be compared to the new
findings so as to check the validity of the new model.
Taking as a reference the original data, a unary N-type
transistor having technological parameters issue from 0.18 µm
CMOS process of TSMC technology was considered: An
oxide thickness equal to 4.08nm, a substrate impurity
concentration of 1.6 1017 cm-3 , and a VFB =1 V. The
temperature is 300°K.
Two distinct source voltages were selected; one for a weak
inversion and the other for a strong one. The gate-to-substrate
voltages from 0.6 to 1.8 V in steps 0.2 V was considered to be
wide. After running the acquisition algorithm the value of
unary speciﬁc current is ISu=6.0476 10-007A. The slope factor
and the threshold voltage are 1.1227 and 0.0337, respectively.
“Fig.2” compares the reconstructed drain currents by
means of the E.K.V model to the original PSP currents. The
continuous lines represent the C.S.M. drain current and the
circles stand for the strong and weak inversion. From the
results illustrated in “Fig.2”, the E.K.V compact model is
remarked to be a good approximation of the PSP model.
In the following part, gm/ID ratios predicted by the compact
model and the PSP were compared considering various backbias voltages. An analytical expression of the gm/ID ratio in
terms of the EKV compact model is given by [3]:
gm
1 q
1
1


(5)
I D nU T i nU T q  1

For the PSP, these were evaluated numerically by taking
gm/ID the derivative of the log of the drain current. In “Fig. 3”,
the continuous lines represent the gm/ID ratios of the Charge
Sheet Model. The crosses show the reconstruction based on
the EKV model.
“Fig. 3” illustrates that the correspondence is satisfactory
except for deep in weak inversion and low back-bias voltages.
This might be due to the fact that the compact model does not
consider the slight decrease of the subthreshold slope in a
weak inversion.
The basic EKV model considered in the previous part was
not suitable for real transistors, mobility degradation and short
channel effects were ignored.
IV.

In this part, we showed the impact of the gate length on the
EKV model basic parameters in order to predict the drain
currents and gm/ID ratios of real transistors. The only drawback
was the introduction of look-up tables that contain a huge
quantity of values extracted from the empirical model.
A. The inflence of the gate length on the model parameters
The gate length brings up the issue of some well-known
effects, such as threshold voltage roll-off, reverse short
channel effect, DIBL and CML.
Fig. 4” illustrates the impact of the gate length on the slope
factors of N- and P-channel transistors, the threshold voltage
and the specific current IS.
Below 1µm, the threshold voltage starts to increase
progressively at short gate lengths. The global increase, called
the reverse short channel effect. In addition, “Fig. 4”
illustrates that the speciﬁc currents increase slightly when the
drain voltage increases. The effect is commonly designated by
the acronym CLM for Channel Length Modulation.
compare gm/ID of Charge Sheet and E.K.V. models
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the reconstructed drain currents by Means of
the E.K.V model and the original PSP currents

1.5

(V)

Fig. 3. Comparison between the reconstructed the gm/ID ratio by means of
the EKV model to the original PSP considering various back-bias voltages
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Fig. 4. Plot of the slope factors of N- and P-channel transistors, threshold voltage and the specific current IS versus the gate length considering four equally
spaced drain voltage comprised between 0.6 and 1.8V

Finally, the drain currents predicted by the model were
compared to real IDS (VGS) characteristics. To this end, the
identiﬁcation algorithm presented by [5] is needed in order to
extract the basic EKV parameters from empirical data
achieved on real physical transistors.
“Fig 6” shows the reconstructed drain currents obtained by
means of the EKV model.
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L= 1 µm
VS= 0 V
-6

10

L= 0.18 µm
VS= 0 V
(A)

In this part, the EKV model was used to reconstruct I D
versus VDS characteristic benefiting from the parameters that
depend on the source and drain voltages including hort
channel devices impact discussed previously.

The drain currents (dots) are compared to those of “Fig 5”
(plain lines). As for the dashed lines, they relate to the model
when the mobility is supposed to be invariant.

IDu

B. Checking the validity of EKV model when its parameters
vary with the source and drain voltages
“Fig.5” displays a sample that shows the drain currents
of a 10 µm wide N-channel MOS transistor whose drainto-source voltage varies from 0.6 to 1.8 V, considering two
gate lengths (0.18 µm and 1µm). The device belongs to a 180
nm technology developed by TSMC and consists of look-up
tables listing the empirical data and implemented with
MATLAB on an organized cell.
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Fig. 5. Drain currents of an N-channel unary transistor. The device belongs
to a 180 nm technology developed by TSMC
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IDu red: data

In this section the sizing method of the elementary
amplifier based on EKV model was reviewed by means of the
gm/ID methodology. Our aim was to calculate gate width and
drain current optimum values to control the circuit
performance and achieve a desired gain-bandwidth product.

blue: reconstr.
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The DC gain is given by:

gm gm ID gm
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where VA represent the early voltage
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The relation between transconductance gm and transition
frequency fT is given by:
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Fig. 6. Comparison between reconstructed drain currents (dots) by means of
EKV model to the currents of “Fig. 5” (plain lines)

The assumption that the reconstructed currents agree fairly
well with the physical currents is accepted implicitly. The
model reproduces reasonably well real IDS versus VGS
characteristics.
The extension of the E.K.V model to short channel devices
considered in previous part lays down the foundation for the
sizing of elementary amplifier.
V.

SIZING THE ELEMENTARY AMPLIFIER

A. The elementary amplifier
The circuit of elementary amplifier called currently the
„Intrinsic Gain Stage‟ (IGS), shown in “Fig. 7”, consists of a
saturated common source transistor loaded by a capacitor.
We therefore consider the small signal equivalent circuit
shown in “Fig. 8”.

VDD

(7)
g m  2π  f T  C
The gm/ID methodology benefits from the variation of the
transconductances and drain currents with the gate width
where the key term gm/ID ratio is independent of the gate width
and offers the possibility to achieve the transconductance
derived from the expression below and deduce the gain
bandwidth product.
The gm/ID ratio can be set up using two strategies. The first
makes use of experimental ID(VGS) characteristics carried
from measurements on real transistors. This is called the semiempirical gm/ID sizing method. The other method refers to the
analytical expressions for gm/ID founded in EKV model
formulations.
Before applying the semi-empirical gm/ID method to size
the elementary amplifier, let us look at the dependence of
gm/ID on the gate-to-source and drain-to-source illustrated in
“fig. 9”.
For a desired transition frequency fixed at 100MHz, a
MATALB computation is developed illustrating a contour plot
of intrinsinc gain shown in “fig.10”.
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Fig. 7. Elementary amplifier
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Fig. 9. gm/ID contours versus drain an gate voltages for 0.18 µm gate length
of NOMS transistor
Fig. 8. Small signal equivalent circuit of elementary amplifier
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B. The sizing procedure
In this subsection, sizing was undertaken considering the
compact model
instead of „semi- empirical‟ data. It is
divided into two parts: first, W and ID were evaluated and then
the Intrinsic Gain A was estimated.

intrinsic gain
1.8
1.6

20
60

1.4
1.2

V

GS

(V)

100

Implemented on MATLAB, the sizing algorithm begins
with the extraction of the model parameters from the empirical
model. A qF logspace vector that encompasses the moderate
inversion region was then defined. This leads to the estimation
and evaluation of the pinch-off voltage and the normalized
reverse mobile charge density vector qR. In a last step, the
normalized drain current i was extracted.
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Fig. 10. Intrinsic gain contours versus drain and gate voltages

A series of gate widths, gate voltages V GS and gains
achieving the desired gain-bandwidth product is displayed in
“Fig. 11” considering four drain voltages V from 0.25 to 1 V.

In “Fig. 13” the width, gate-to-source voltage and intrinsic
gain predicted by the model (continuous lines) are compared
to their semi-empirical counterparts (crosses). The gainbandwidth product is equal to 1 GHz and the output capacitor
to 1 pF.
compare model-driven to semi-empirical sizing

20

“Fig. 12” shows the impact of the gate length on the gate
width, gate-to-source voltage and gain when L takes the
following values 0.18, 0.5 and 0.22 µm.
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Fig. 13. Comaraison between W, A and VGS predicted by EKV model
(continuous lines) and its semi-empirical counterparts (crosses)
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Fig. 11. Plot of the gate widths W, VG(V) and gain A versus drain current for
transistor frequency equal to 100 MHz
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Considering the compact and the semi-empirical models,
the sizing results are similar in most of the operation regions.
Therefore, one of the important benefits of EKV model
procedure is that the sizing can be achieved in well defined
regions.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the influence of the gate length

CONCLUSION

This paper proved the consistency of the EKV3 model
when describing the real transistor of 180 nm MOSFET
technology. Extraction of EKV parameters algorithm was
done using MATLAB. The results bring about a number of
interesting observations highlighting the impact of the short
channel effects on the parameters of the compact model. For a
long and short channel transistor, the observed modeling result
in weak, moderate and strong inversion cover qualitatively
well all the aspects of the MOS transistor.The simplicity of the
model has allowed us to reach a performing sizing of real
Intrinsic Gain Stage. This underlines the suitability of the
EKV3.0 model to be usefully used in analog circuit design for
several applications such as OTA circuit and Ring VCO. Such
a study is the topic of our future potential perspective.
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Abstract—A adaptive Switching median filter for salt and
pepper noise removal based on genetic algorithm is presented.
Proposed filter consist of two stages, a noise detector stage and a
noise filtering stage. Particle swarm optimization seems to be
effective for single objective problem. Noise Dictation stage
works on it. In contrast to the standard median filter, the
proposed algorithm generates the noise map of corrupted Image.
Noise map gives information about the corrupted and noncorrupted pixels of Image. In filtering, filter calculates the
median of uncorrupted neighbouring pixels and replaces the
corrupted pixels. Extensive simulations are performed to validate
the proposed filter. Simulated results show refinement both in
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and Image Quality Index value
(IQI). Experimental results shown that proposed method is more
effective than existing methods.
Keywords—Switching median filter; Particle Swarm algorithm;
Noise removal; salt and pepper noise

I. INTRODUCTION
Image is a source of information but due to false capturing
process, recorded images are degraded form of original image.
Image noise is undesirable random fluctuations in color
information or brightness of image. In digital cameras Noise
depends on exposure time and amount of light. Long exposure
time (slow shutter speed) mainly cause salt and pepper noise
due to photodiode leakage currents. Image noise is of course
inaudible. Different area of applications like medical imaging,
remote sensing, robotics, computer vision and astronomical
imaging needs good quality of images.
Digital images are prone to a variety of types of noise.
Noisy pixels can take only maximum and minimum value in
dynamic range in case of salt and pepper noise. In case of
impulse noise, negative impulse appears as black (pepper)
points and positive impulse appear as white (salt) noises. As a
result, ‘‘noisy’’ input image gives degraded version of original
image and carry inaccurate information. This is because input
‘‘noise’’ may be treated as valid information and transferred
to output image, significantly degraded system performance
[1]. Image filtering can be classified into two main categories:
linear and nonlinear filtering. In a group of nonlinear filter,
median filter gives good performance on impulse noise. A
new adaptive switching median filter (SWM) is better than
switching median filter in terms of PSNR [2]. But adaptive
SWM filter handle noise up to 60%. Above 60% performance
will decrease. Switching median filter with detector using
max-min window is proposed [3]. Better than ASWM but it
can handle noise only up to 70%. A new algorithm works on

both impulse as well as Gaussian noise is known as universal
noise removal algorithm. As compare to SD-ROM filter it
gives better result in terms of PSNR [4]. If noise is more than
25% algorithm does not work. A noise adaptive softSwitching median (NASM) filter preserves signal details
across a wide range of noise densities and it is ranging from
10% to 50% [5]. If Noise density greater than 50%
performance significantly degraded. Recently proposed
switching median filter gives better result on salt and pepper
noise. It handles noise up to 70%, known as new switching
based median filter (NSWM) [6]. But it always considers
pixel value 0 and 255 as a corrupted pixel. However
practically it may not always true. Fuzzy impulse noise
detector works on image corrupted with Gaussian as well as
impulse noise if an image is corrupted with random impulse
noise, filtering is applied on different part separately [7]. A
novel switching median filter with impulse noise detection
method, called boundary discriminative noise detection
(BDND) works on monochrome as well as color images, but
handles noise up-to 70% [8]. Two step filter (FIDRM) has
been developed for reducing all kinds of impulse noise [9].
Fuzzy filter based on interval-valued fuzzy sets (IVFS) [10]
and Predictive based adaptive switching median filter
(PASMF) [11] are neural network based two stage switching
median filters. Performance of these filters are better in terms
of Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and Image Quality index
(IQI) with low noise level.
A new adaptive median filter based on PSO detection
technique has been proposed in this paper. PSO algorithm and
its features are discussed in 3rd section. 4th section contains
block diagram of proposed filter and it’s working. 5th section
contains Images and graphs simulated on MATLAB. The
conclusion is given in the last section.
II. SALT AND PEPPER NOISE
It appears as randomly scattering white and black pixels
over the image. Noisy pixels take either minimum or
maximum value in the dynamic range. In non-linear filters,
median filter is most popular to remove salt & pepper noise.
However when noise level is above 50%, edge details and
other information of image are smeared. The Probability
density function of bipolar impulse noise is given by
P(x) =

Pa
Pb
0

for x=a
for x=b
otherwise

(1)
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If a > b, intensity “b” will appear as white dot in the image
and “a” as a dark dot. If Pa or Pb is zero then impulse noise
becomes uni-polar. Four different impulse noise models are
discussed here [11,12].

generations. Each particle is initialized with a random position
and a random initial velocity in the search space. The velocity
and position of each particle is updated based on its own
intelligence and on the experience of its neighbour [14].

A. Noise model 1
Impulse noise is modeled as salt and pepper noise, where
pixels are corrupted by two fixed Intensity values, 0 and 255
randomly (for gray-level image), generated with the same
probability. Every image pixel have intensity value Si, j ,where
(i,j) is the location of pixel. In noisy image X i, j is the
corresponding pixel having probability density function given
by,

A. The Particle Swarm Algorithm
In Particle swarm optimization each particle is refining its
knowledge by interacting with one another. Each particle has
arbitrarily small mass and volume & and also feels velocities
and accelerations [15]. Each Particle updated its coordinates
which are associated with the best solution, it has achieved so
far. It is local best or pbest. Another ‘best’ is tracked by the
particle taking all the population as its topological neighbors,
it is global best or gbest.

P/2
P/2
1-P

P(x) =

for x=0
for x=225
for x = Si,j

(2)

B. Noise Model 2
In this model Intensities of two noises are fixed similar to
noise model 1, but Image pixels are corrupted by salt and
pepper noise with unequal probabilities. That is,
P(x) =

P1/2
P2/2
1-P

for x= 0
for x= 225
for x= Si,j

Its position is xi and velocity vi, each particle stores the
best position in the search space it has found thus far in a
vector pi. The velocity of the particle is adjusted stochastically
toward its previous best position, and the best position found
by any member of its neighborhood:
Start
Initialize algo constant k, C1, C2, ω, ν,

(3)

Where p = p1 + p2 and p1 ≠ p2.
C. Noise model 3

Initialize particles with random velocities
and random positions

Instead of two fixed values, impulse noise modeled more
realistically by two fixed ranges. It ranges from [0, m] or
[255-m, 255], with a length of “m” appears at both extreme
ends with equal probability. The probability density function
of Xi, j will be,
P(x) =

P/2m
P/2m
1-P

for 0 ≤ x < m
for x= (225-m) < x ≤ 255
for x = Si, j

Evaluate the fitness value for each particle

Get the particle best

(4)

D. Noise Model 4
Model 4 also have two ranges of noise intensities similar
to Noise Model 3, except that the intensities of low-density
impulse noise and high density impulse noise are unequal.
That is,
P(x) =

P1/2m
P2/2m
1-P

for 0 ≤ x < m
for x= (225-m) < x ≤ 255
for x = Si, j

Obtain the Global best ( gbest )

Update particle velocity and position

No
Is
condition
met ?

(5)

where p = p1 + p2 and p1 ≠ p2.
III.

( pbest )

Yes

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle swarm optimization is introduced by Dr. Kennedy and
Dr. Eberhart in 1995, is a population based stochastic optimization. It
is inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling.

Evolutionary techniques such as Genetic Algorithms shares
many similarities with PSO[13]. For solving complex
problems, the system is initialized with a population of
random solutions and searches for optima by updating

Stop
Fig. 1. Block diagram of Particle Swarm optimization

IV.
PROPOSED MEDIAN FILTER
A proposed median filter works in two steps. PSO
optimizer works as Decision maker. It generates the noise map
of Image. Noise map gives information about the corrupted
and non
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X i-1, j-1
X i-1, j
X i-1, j+1

X i , j-1
X i,j
X i, j+1

X i+1, j-1
X i+1, j
X i+1 , j+1

Fig. 3. Elements of 3X 3 sliding window W

V. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Four different noise models are introduced to check the
performance of filtering process. All the possible combination
of noise densities are covered under experiments. Performance
are measured in terms of PSNR and IQI.
PSNR = 10 log10 (2552/MSE)

Where MSE = ∑m ∑n [O(m,n)-R(m,n)] 2∕ (MN)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of Proposed Filter

corrupted pixels. If contaminated, a median fitter is applied.
Median value is calculated only through the non-corrupted
pixels of window.
A. PSO optimizer
The algorithm for PSO based decision maker is as follows:
Step 1: For FVT, taking 3x3 window from image and
calculate the mean, median, max, min, std. deviation values of
this window.
Step 2: Now taking the difference of centre pixel by these
five values.
Step 3: For generating Feature vector Table taking 5000
pixels in which half is corrupted and half uncorrupted.
Step 4: Initialize population p=10. Taking small value of
initial position and initial velocity.
Step 5: Multiply the FVT with Particles value.
Step 6: Compared the fitness value with threshold value
and get fitness value.

Where MSE is mean squared error, O is a original image,
R is a restored image and MN is the dimensions of the image.
Image quality Index is a Integration of three different factors:
loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion
[16].
(8)
IQI of an image is an average value. The Image quality
index IQIw is computed locally within a particular sliding
window W. Here Ow represents the original and Rw represents
the sliding window of restored images. IQI can vary from -1
to 1. 1 is the best value represents the best restored image.
Image quality map of restored image is appears as a black dots
on white background. Black dots in Image quality map shows
dissimilarity in original and restored image while white dots
shows similarity. Light colour map shows excellent result.
IQIw = Corr(Ow, Rw) × Lum(Ow, Rw) × Cont(Ow, Rw)

The proposed filter was compared with standard median
filter (MED), adaptive median filter (AMED) [2], MNASM
filter with BDND detector (MNASM) [8,13], Kaliraj et al.[17]
and predictive based adaptive switching median filter
(PASMAF) [11]. It is justified by the simulated result that
proposed filter gives better results with different noise levels
in terms of PSNR and IQI values. In Fig.4 to 11 results are
shown is the form of graph, generated by using noise models
1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.

Step 7: Updating the values for getting better fitness value.
These values are local best values of particles, called “pbest”.

Lena image corrupted by 90% noise model-1
35

Step 8: After 1000 Iterations “pbest” values becomes
“gbest” value.

30

25

PSNR (dB)

Step 9: Now training is completed. Detector uses these
best value particles for generating the noise map of Image.
0

if output of FVT <1

Noise Map (i, j) =
1

if output of FVT ≥1

(6)

B. Filtering Stage
Filter uses a 3 x 3 sliding window W, corrupted pixel (Xi ,
j) is located in its centre. Adaptive median filter locally
calculates the median value of uncorrupted neighboring pixels
of 3 x 3 sliding window. It replaces the value of corrupted
pixels by the calculating median value, uncorrupted pixel
retains as is it.

(7)
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Fig. 4. Comparison in terms of PSNR value Based on noise model 1
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Lena image corrupted by 90% noise model-1

Lena image corrupted by 90% noise model-3
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Fig. 5. Comparison in terms of IQI value Based on noise model 1
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Fig. 8. Comparison in terms of PSNR value based on noise model 3

Lena image corrupted by 20%+60% noise model-2

Lena image corrupted by 90% noise model-3
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Fig. 6. Comparison in terms of PSNR value Based on noise model 2
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Fig. 9. Comparison in terms of IQI value Based on noise model 3

Lena image corrupted by 20%+60% noise model-2
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Lena image corrupted by 20%+60% noise model-4
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Fig. 7. Comparison in terms of IQI value based on noise model 2
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Fig. 10. Comparison in terms of PSNR value Based on noise model 4
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To validate and compare the results of proposed algorithm
a gray scale Lena, circuit , Goldhill images having 512 x 512
are being taken. Figure 12, 13, 14, 15 all having result images
based on noise model 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. Each figure
consist of original image and corrupted image with edge map
of original image and corrupted image produced by applying
canny operator. To make it more clear, here one dimensional
signal of original image and corrupted image are also shown.
It is a histogram of a row intensity of image. The last image
shows the image quality map of restored image. It’s look like
a black dots on white background. Black dots represent the
mismatching between original image and restores image.
Light quality map shows better restoration. All the simulations
are done on MATLAB R2014a software. Noise intensities for
different models are different. Every possible combination of
noise have covered in experiments. The results have shows
enhanced performance in terms of PSNR and IQI.

Lena image corrupted by 20%+60% noise model-4
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

IQI
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5

Fig. 11. Comparison in terms of IQI value based on noise model 4

Fig. 12. Lena image corrupted by 90% noise based on noise model 1
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Fig. 13. Lena image corrupted by 20% salt and 60% Pepper noise based on noise model 2

Fig. 14. Circuit image corrupted by 90% noise based on noise model 3
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Fig. 15. Goldhill image corrupted by 20% Salt and 60% Pepper noise based on noise model 4

VI. CONCLUSION
Proposed filter works efficiently on highly corrupted
images. It handles noise up to 90%. Experimental results show
that this method produces good output as compare to fuzzy
based filter. In model 1, 46% improvement in PSNR and 53%
improvement in IQI has been found as compared with PASMF
filter. PSNR value is improved upto 14% and IQI value is
increased 28% when noise density is 20%S + 60%P. PSNR
increased by 24% and IQI improved 44% when 90% noise is
introduced according to model 3. PSNR value is improved by
33% and IQI value is improved 48% , as compared with
PASMF when noise level is 20%S+ 60%P according to noise
model 4. It is the ultimate filter for removing salt and pepper
noise. Even at a very high noise levels Image Quality Index is
very light which shows good quality restored image.
Some points can be discussed for further research.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

1) It can also compare with more parameters as Image
Enhancement Factor (IEF), Structure Similarity Index measure
(SSIM).
2) Proposed filter can also test on colour images.
3) This technique may also be implemented on medical
Images.
[1]

[5]
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Abstract—the analysis and control of delayed systems are
becoming more and more research topics in progress. This is
mainly due to the fact that the delay is frequently encountered in
technological systems. Most control command laws are based on
current digital computers and delays are intrinsic to the process
or in the control loop caused by the transmission time control
sequences, or computing time. In other hand, the controls of
humanoid walking robot present a common problem in robotics
because it involves physical interaction between an articulated
system and its environment. This close relationship is actually a
common set of fundamental problems such as the
implementation of robust stable dynamic control. This paper
presents acomplete approach, based on switched system theory,
for the stabilization of a compass gait robot subject to time delays
transmission. The multiple feedback gains designed are based on
multiple linear systems governed by a switching control law. The
establishment of control law in real time is affected by the
unknown pounded random delay. The results obtained from this
method show that the control law stabilize the compass robot
walk despite a varying delay reaching six times sampling period.
Keywords—Biped robot; delayed system; Switched system;
Stability; Lagrange formulation; Lyapunov method; Relaxation;
Linear matrix inequalities (LMI); bilinear matrix inequalities
(BMI)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Research on mobile robots during the last three decades has
a huge progress. The biped robots are a relevant class of
mobile robots due to their adaptability to various floors
grounds and movement in rough environments. The nonlinearity of biped walking makes the conventional control
methods obsolete.
The stable walking of a biped robot can be defined as a
stable oscillation around dynamic equilibrium points [1]. Other
researchers are based mainly on the decomposition of a gait
cycle indifferent main phases; flight, single and double support,
with instant impact phase [2]. In this case the objective is to
find a stabilizing control law which run between multiple
operating modes, where each mode is governed by its own
dynamics. The overall feedback control must stabilize each
mode separately and the transitions between them. Therefore,
we can formulate a switched model that includes the
description of different mode and switching between them [3].

The study of the stability of biped robots under the effect of
communication delays is currently the subject of intense
research in the branch of the automatic delayed systems. By
the way, research in the field of systems controlled via
computer networks is growing. The analysis and control
synthesis of delay systems are becoming more and more
research topics in progress [4] [5].This is mainly due to the fact
that the delay is frequently encountered in technological
systems and can affect their behaviors significantly. Most are
base don current digital computers and delays may occur
intrinsically to the process or in the control loop caused by the
transmission time control sequences, or computing time. The
delay may affect one or more states of the considered system.
It may also affect the establishment of the output. Several
studies have modeled the linear systems with delays by
differential equations covering both the present and the past
states of the system, assuming that the derivative of the vector
of states can be explained at every time t. Other studies
consider delay systems as nonlinear and no stationary [6], [7]
with parameters varying depending on time or the state of the
system. The representation of such variation may be
continuous or piecewise continuous [8].Modeling a delayed
discrete time system as switched system is a new approach
emerging from researches on lines supports and
telecommunications systems. The idea is to build a set of
several systems where each set constraints a value of delay[9].
Applied to the case of biped walking the overall model must be
represented by a switched system submitted to two switching
law. The first one is depending on gait cycle phases and known
in real time, which allow us to choose between the appropriate
feedback gains. The second one is unknown and depending on
the delay value, which is bounded and integer (multiple of the
sampling time).The feedback control synthesis approach is
considered as a problem of robust control and leads us to aset
of non-linear matrix inequalities conditions. To overcome this
difficulty, we propose original relaxations stabilizing the robot
running despite the delays and the non-linearity’s.
In the first part of this article, we present a feedback control
synthesis method for the command of delayed discrete time
systems, based on the second method of Lyapunov.
The second part is dedicated to the modeling of compass
gait biped robot. In the last part we show the results of the
method applied to the obtained model.
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II.

With: Pi  Si1

STABILIZABILITY OF A DELAYED SYSTEM

A. Stability and stabilization of switched system
The stability of switched system analysis is assumed using
a sufficient (but relatively nonrestrictive compared to the
quadratic approach) stability condition using the poly-quadratic
approach [10][11]. This approach is drawn primarily from a
parameter dependent Lyapunov function [12].
Let’s consider the following switched system defined as
hybrid systems represented by a set whose elements are
dynamic discrete time models with commutation law which
define, in time, the switch between the elements:

x  k  1 

N

N





i  k  Ai  k  x  k   i  k  Bi  k  u  k 

i 1

(1)

i 1

Where the parameters i  k  replace the commutative law
N

such as



 1 the feedback control is written in the

i

i 1

N

  k  K  k  x  k 
i

(2)

i

i 1

The closed loop system is described by the following
equation:

x  k  1 

N

  k  ( A  B K ) x  k 
i

i

i

(3)

i

i 1

The poly-quadratic stability analysis of the switched
systems was proposed by [10]. It is possible to write the system
(3) under the same following expression

1: If the model is described by the matrix Ai
0 : otherwise

i  

A(k ) 

Ai by ( Ai  Bi K i ) and linearizing the matrix

 Gi  Gi t  Si Gi t Ai t  Ri t Bit 

0
 Ai Gi  Bi Ri

Sj
(8)


i, j  1...N 
The closed loop system is asymptotically stabilizable by
0 ,
state feedback if there are symmetric matrices Sij
Matrices Ri , Gi of appropriate dimensions such as the gain of
return of state is given by:

Ki  Ri Gi 1

(9)

B. Stability analysis of delayed switched system
When the delay affects commands, u (k )  Ki x(k   (k ))

where  (k )   min , max   iminTe , imaxTe  is a variable delay.

following form:

u k  

Replacing

disparity by the change of variable Ri  Gi K i . We reach the
following condition expressed in LMI terms:

N



k i Ai ; k i  0;

i 1

N



i
k

1

(4)

i 1

We can thus write the system according to the following
form:
N

x(k  1) 



i
k

Ai

(5)

i 1

 (k )   x(k )T ...x(k  min )T ...x(k  max )T 

Gi  GiT  S i GiT AiT 

  0, i, j  1...N  (6)
Ai Gi
S j 

The parameter dependent Lyapunov function used is
written as:
N

P (
i

i
k

) x(k )

(7)

T

(10)

Condition (6) can be used for the stability analysis of
discrete delay system. The equivalence between the LyapunovKrasovskii functional approach for discrete delay systems and
the stability conditions (6) was proved in [13].
The dynamic of the system can be represented by set of a
state matrix:

 Ai
I

Ai   0


 0

0
0
I

0

Bi Ki

0
0 
0


0 

0

0
0

I

(11)
The position of Bi Ki is depending in the value of i, it is
found on the

The system (5) is poly-quadratically stable only if there are
N symmetric matrices defined positively S1... SN
and N
matrices G1... GN of appropriate dimensions confirming:

V(x(k) (k ))  xt (k )

Then we consider the augmented state vector:

(i  1)th column of the first line of Ai .

The augmented switched discrete delay system can be seen
as an uncertainty switched system. Where any element of the
set is a polytope whose apex are depending on the value of
delay as shown in figure 1. Where SSn represent the subsystems
of the delayed switched system.Anithe different apex Ai of the
subsystem n.
Then the condition of stability analysis of the switched
discrete delay system is the same than the one used for a
polytopic uncertainty switched system [14].

i 1
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The feedback gains are given by: Ki  Ri gi11,i 1
In case we are looking for a common feedback gain:

K  Ri gi11,i 1 i  min / Te , max / Te 

(16)

Then it is necessary to satisfy the equality (16), to
overcome this non-linearity one can consider:

Ri  R j , gi ,i  g j , j i, j   min / Te , max / Te 
The matrix G becomes:

Fig. 1. Uncertainty switched system

Considering in condition (6) a commune matrix G of
appropriate dimensions:

 g1,1

..
G  
.

 gimax 1,1

g 2,1

.

..

.
..
.

.
.
..

.
..
.



.


.

gimax 1,imax 1 
(12)
g1,imax 1

The condition (6) becomes:

G  G  Si i 

0

S


i
j
(13)


i, j  
 min / Te , max / Te 

.
g1,2
.
..
.

g1,imin 


gimin ,imin 
0
0

0
g
0

0
0



0




0
g 
(17)

In particular case where  min

 0 : G  g  I imax imax

with I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.

t

With:
 Ai g1,1  Bi Ki gi 1,1

g1,1


i 
.


.

g
imax ,1


  g1,1


 g
G    imin ,1






T

. . Ai gimax 1  Bi Ki gi 1,imax 1 

. .
g1,imax 1


.. .
.


. .
.

. .
gimax ,imax 1


(14)
The condition (13) is a BMI, which is impossible to solve
by the current solvers. That is why it is essential to introduce
relaxations in order to obtain linear conditions:

III.

SWITCHED SYSTEM MODEL FORWALKING COMPASS
GAIT ROBOT

In this part, we are interested, in the modeling of the
walking compass gait biped robot. The control sequence is
transferred via a network data transmission. This transfer
prevents the establishment of command sequence in the real
time. We study more particularly the linear system stability
when the pair applied by actuators, switches between the hip,
the ankle, or the pair ankle - hip at the same time.
First, we have considered as a walker simplified model a
bi-pendulum formed of point masses, containing only a single
articulation in the hip, which is capable of reproducing the
running. It is called compass gait robot. The figure1 presents
this geometrical conception of the compass robot (fig.2). [15]

First we start with the change of variables Ri  Ki gi 1,i 1 ,
then

we

consider

gi , j  0i  j

for

all

i, j  min / Te , max / Te  .
Then we replace in the conditions (13) i (14) by :
 Ai g1,1 0 Ai gi 1,i 1  Bi Ri
 g
.
 1,1 0
.
..
i   .

..
.
 .
 0
.
.


.
.
.
.
gimax ,imax

0
0
.

.
0

Fig. 2. Compass robot

 s : Absolute angle of the leg in touch with the ground
(indication ‘s’ is for support leg)
(15)
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 ns : Absolute angle of the leg during flight (indication ‘ns’
is for no swing leg)

 : The half inter leg angle
: The slope angle
hns , hs : Height separating both legs with regard to the point
of biped contacting the ground
h h : Height between hip and the point contacting the sole
of compass
m,m h : Masse of the pendulums which represents the leg
and the hip

The equations of the compass during the phase of simple
support are obtained by using the following Equations of
Euler-Lagrange:

d L( , )
L( , )
(
)(
)F
dt



(18)

With: L( , ) : the Lagrangian of the system :

L( , )  Ec ( , )  E p ( , )

The torc is applied to the hip and the ankle.
The Lagrange equation (1) can, thus, be written in the
following form:

mb 2
mbl cos( s   ns )   ns 

  
 mbl cos(   ) m l 2  m(a 2  l 2 )    
s
ns
h

 s 
(29)
2
 mbl sin( s   ns ) ns   mgb sin( ns )

 Th 


 J 
 mbl sin(   ) 2   (mh l  mg (a  l ) sin( ns )) 
 Tc 
s
ns s



  ns 


s 
The state vector q  
the linear representation of the
 ns 


 
 s 
compass model by the jacobian method is thus written as:
  ns 
0 0 1 0


 s 
q  0 0 0 1 

 A jacob
   ns 



s 

(30)

(19)
With:

F: External forces applied to the system.
The correspondent relations between the actuator pairs and
the robot degrees of freedom are represented as follows:
Pu
 Torci

The Power Pu is given by the following relation:

(20)

Pu  Tc s  Th ( s  ns )

(21)

Pu
 Tc  Th
 s
Pu
 Tc  Th
ns
The equations of Euler-Lagrange are written by:

(22)
(23)

M ( )  N ( , )  G( )  J * Torci

(24)

 
(31)
(M ( )1 N ( , )  M ( )1 G( )) 
 q qe 0
q 
The linear representation of the compass model is written
as follows:
Ajacob 

  ns  
0
0
  
0
0
s  
q 
2
2
2
  ns   (mh l  m(a  l ))mg mbl (mhl  m(a  l ) g )
  
m2b2l g
mbl (mhl  m(a  l ) g )
s  

1 0  ns 
 
0 1   s 
0 0   ns 
 
0 0    s 

0 0

  Th 
0 0 
 ..J ..   Tc 



(32)
The pair applied by actuators, switches between the hip,
ankle, or the pair ankle - hip at the same time. This switching is
described by the selection matrix J.
 Hip is commanded: In this case, where only the hip is
commanded, the selection matrix J is then written:

With:


mb2
mbl cos( s  ns ) 

M ( )  
 mbl cos(   ) m l 2  m(a 2  l 2 ) 
s
ns
h



(25)

 mbl sin( s  ns )ns 2 

N ( )  
 mbl sin(   ) 2 
s
ns s



(26)

 mgb sin(ns )

 1 0 
G( )  
 ; J  

 1 1
 (mhl  mg (a  l )sin(ns )) 

(27)

 Th 
Torci   
 Tc 

(28)

 1 0 
J 

 1 0
(33)
The model of compass is:
  ns 
  ns 
0
 
 


T
0
s 


 s 
h
q     A    Bh   with Bh  
 1

 Tc 
  ns 
 ns 

 


1
 s 
s 

0

0
0

0

(34)
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The ankle is commanded: the selection matrix is:

0 0
J 

0 1
The model command matrix B becomes:

(35)

0 0


0 0
Bc  
0 0


0 1
 The ankle and the hip are commanded.

(36)

The selection matrix in this case becomes:

 0 0


 1 0 
 0 0
J 
(37)
 and Bch  
1 0 
 1 1


 1 1
In the case of the compass gait robot model, the application
of the switching system approach has to find the set of
feedback gainKi, such as the closed loop system for a well
determined delay is stable, has to take into account the
command swaying between the hip, the ankle, or both at the
same time.
IV.

1

0
Cd  
0

0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0

0
, Dd  0
0

0

The commutation due to the control choice is known at real
time. In other part the commutation law due to the time delay is
considered as unknown in real time but bounded. So the
difficulty is to determinate three different state feedback gains
stabilizing the walk despite the delay and the switch between
control positions.
The studies of the stability of the delay compass gait biped
robot controlled with feedback state rely on the use of
parameter dependent Lyapunov function. The formulation of
the gain calculation problem has led to nonlinear matrix
inequality. Allaying the relaxation method presented in partII
lead to a LMI’s conditions. The use of Matlab (c) for the
resolution of LMI allows calculating three feedback gains K d
(Table 1) ensuring the stability of the walking with an arbitrary
delay affecting the input from one to six times the sampling
period.
TABLE I.

GAINS K d

Hip Command: Bd= Bdh
[

]

Ankle Command: Bd= Bdc

SIMULATION RESULTS

The compass robot described the owing discrete time
system, with:
a  b  0.5m, l  1m, m  5Kg , mh  10 Kg , g  9.8m / s 2 ,

  3
 min  Te , max  6Te

[

]

(Hip and Ankle) Command: Bd= Bdch
[

]

The simulation of the system around the balance point for
various command matrices K d , applied at the level of the
ankle and of the hip, gives the following signals:(fig2, fig3,
fig4)

 x(1)  Ad x(k )  Bd u (k   (k ))

 y(k )  Cd x(k )
Where:

1
1.4e07

08
 2e
1
Ad  
 0.0026 0.0028

 0.0004 0.0014

0.0001
6.667e

013

1
2e 08

4.667e012 

0.0001 

1.4e07 

1


Thematrix of control Bdis depending in which part is
controlled hip, ankle or hip and ankle.

Bdh

Bdch

 5e 009

 5e 009

 0.0001
 0.0001


0
0


0
0
 , Bdc  
0
0
0
0 


1.167e 016 


5e 009
,
012 
4.667e

0.0001 

Fig. 3. Switching of the command according to the delays

 5e 009 1.167e 016 


 5e 009

5e 009

012 
 0.0001 4.667e

 0.0001
0.0001 

Fig. 4.

 s : Angle of the leg when it touch the ground
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[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]
Fig. 5.

 ns : Angle of the leg during flight

[7]

According to the curves of signals,  s ,  ns ,the system
remains stable, the gains by state feedback Ki calculated by
the switching system method stabilizing the closed loop system
for a delay reaching six times the sampling period in the three
cases of command swaying. This calculus method offers thus
an important stability domain because it tolerates the
uncertainties on the system model aspect in real time. The
simulation under Matlab simulink of the compass model
verifies the compass stability conditions before the flight:
 ns   s  2 and  ns   s  2 , and the condition after one
step movement:  ns    s    s    ns   2 . for the various
gains of K d command.
V.

[9]

[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION

We are interested in this product to the application of
switched system approach to the compass robot control,
controlled via a data transmission network seat of delays which
prevent the establishment of control sequences in real time.
Specifically, we studied the stability of the switched system of
this model, when the transmitted control switches between the
hip, ankle, hip or ankle at the same time. The simulation results
justified the stability of the robot model for a delay varying
from one to six times sampling period.
[1]

[8]
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Abstract—Image retrieval system as a reliable tool can help
people in reaching efficient use of digital image accumulation;
also finding efficient methods for the retrieval of images is
important. Color and texture descriptors are two basic features
in image retrieval. In this paper, an approach is employed which
represents a composition of color moments and texture features
to extract low-level feature of an image. By assigning equal
weights for different types of features, we can’t obtain good
results, but by applying different weights to each feature, this
problem is solved. In this work, the weights are improved using a
modified Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method for
increasing average Precision of system. In fact, a novel method
based on an evolutionary approach is presented and the
motivation of this work is to enhance Precision of the retrieval
system with an improved PSO algorithm. The average Precision
of presented method using equally weighted features and optimal
weighted features is 49.85% and 54.16%, respectively. 4.31%
increase in the average Precision achieved by proposed technique
can achieve higher recognition accuracy, and the search result is
better after using PSO.
Keywords—color moments; content based image retrieval;
particle swarm optimization (PSO); texture feature

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of different images obligates the use of
efficient techniques of managing the visual information by its
content [1]. An image retrieval system is used the color,
shape, and texture features to exact retrieve images from
datasets [2]. Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is an open
area research for retrieval of information using its contents [3].
From past decade, studies on CBIR have been an active
research
because
in
many large
image databases,
traditional techniques of image retrieval have proven to be
insufficient. CBIR system extracts visual information of each
image in the dataset and stores in features form and the system
extract the related images that are similar to the query image.
Color, shape and texture features are used in CBIR systems
and practical applications [4].
One of the famous image retrieval systems is QBIC [5].
Shape feature represents the geometrical information [6] and
is divided into boundary based shape and region based shape
Dr. Abdolah Chalechale, Department of Computer Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, University of Razi, Kermanshah, Iran.

descriptors. The shape of the outer boundary is considered by
boundary based shape descriptors. Zernike moments
descriptors is a region based shape descriptors that describe
the entire region of a shape [7]. Texture information can be
used for recognizing an object [8] and structural methods are
used [9] to describe it. The fine feature descriptor is applied to
reach the truly matched images [10].
Color histogram is a color feature [11] that captures the
number of pixels having proper properties [12]. A combined
use of color and texture would provide better performance
than that of color or texture alone [13] and the feature vector
consists of the color and texture features [14]. Most of the
image retrieval methods are not stochastic; consequently,
searching in different solution space is not possible [15].
By using equal weights for the features we can’t have
appropriate average Precision, and Recall but applying
different weights to each feature is a proper solution. For
example, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an
appropriate approach. Applying different weights to each
feature and optimizing PSO algorithm is a method to increase
the average precision in image retrieval system.
Discrete wavelet transform and particle swarm
optimization was proposed by Quraishi et al. for optimizing
image retrieval system [16]. The multilevel thresholds image
segmentation approach and improved particle swarm
optimization was proposed by Hongmei et al. [17]. A
multilevel threshold-based image segmentation method and
new particle swarm optimization was proposed by Jiang et al.
[18]. A color image enhancement method was presented by
Gorai et al. [19] in image retrieval system. Also, a histogram
equalization approach and PSO algorithm was presented by
Masra et al. [20]. Luo et al. introduced a wavelet-histogram
image retrieval technique and PSO in CBIR systems [21]. A
novel method based on PSO algorithm was proposed by Ye et
al. for image retrieval [22]. Also, a new approach based on
PSO and wavelet was proposed by Wei et al. that PSO was
employed to optimize the weights [23].
Most of the CBIR systems may not perform robustly on
image retrieval using the different features. Consequently, the
key motivation in this work has been to develop a more robust
and accurate image retrieval method which can be effective. In
this paper modified PSO is used to effective retrieval in CBIR
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systems. In fact, in this paper, a novel method based on color
and texture image retrieval technique and modified PSO is
presented to retrieval of images in huge databases to do color
textured image retrieval.
It is important to mention that one of the appropriate
methods for extraction of the color features is color moments.
In this work, color moments including mean, standard
deviation, and skewness are used and entropy, standard
deviation, local range and contrast is applied to extraction of
the texture features

That p is the number of particles. c1 and c2 are the relative
attraction toward pbest and gbest, respectively and rand1 and
rand2 are random numbers uniformly distributed between
[0,1]. Also, W is inertia weight parameter. The PSO algorithm
can be expressed as Fig. 1.

In fact, the key contribution of this paper is given in the
following:
 A proposed of an image retrieval system using the
color and texture features.
 A proposed of an optimization algorithm for increasing
average precision of CBIR system.
The reminder of this work is organized as follows. Section
II discusses algorithms conventional PSO and the modified
PSO algorithm. Section III explains a novel method for the
image retrieval systems. Section IV illustrates the
experimental results and finally, Section V provides
conclusion and future work.
II.

THE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

In this section, some information about algorithms
conventional PSO and the modified PSO algorithm used in
this study is provided.
A. The Standard Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
PSO is a heuristic technique and an evolutionary
computation model developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in
1995 [24] that is related to genetic algorithms and
evolutionary programming. PSO is considered robust in
solving problems featuring non-differentiability, non-linearity,
and high dimensionality [25] and is used in neural networks
[26].
If X be the decision vector in a cost function f (X) then it
must be minimize in the optimization problem. In the PSO
algorithm, all particles have random coordinates in ndimensional space. For each particle, pbest and gbest are the
best coordinates each particle and the best coordinates among
overall particles, respectively that the particles move based on
pbest and gbest. X and V are current position vector and
velocity vector for each particle, respectively. At the kth time
step (iteration), the velocity vector is updated as follows:

Vidk 1  W  Vidk  c1  rand1k ( pbest idk  X idk )
k

X idk

X idk 1  X idk  Vidk 1

(2)
k  1,2,..., max iteration

Each dimension of X and V must be limited between lower
bound and upper bound that are determined based on the
parameter of the problem. These parameters must be
optimized in optimization algorithms.
B. The Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
An important problem in PSO method is to determine
limits in search space [27]. In standard PSO algorithm,
execution time increases with larger search space.
Consequently, the domain of each dimension of vector X is
limited and the standard PSO routine is called. Improved PSO
algorithm is given in Fig. 2 that d is applied to limit search
space.

(1)

 c 2  rand 2 ( gbest 
)
th
Also, the position vector of the i particle is changed as
follows:
k

Fig. 1. Standard PSO algorithm

Fig. 2. Improved PSO algorithm

III.

THE PROPOSED IMAGE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

In this section, proposed image retrieval procedure is
provided. In addition, because of color and texture are two of
the most widely used features.

id  1,2,..., p
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A. The Basic Concepts of CBIR Systems
One of the appropriate ways of accessing visual data is
image retrieval that use to color, shape, and texture [28].
Feature extraction is one of important steps in CBIR systems.
Extraction of features of the images is stored in feature vectors
form. The input image is called the query image. The query
image feature vector is compared with all feature vectors in
the dataset. Consequently, the appropriate images retrieve
using distance measurement technique. Fig. 3 illustrates the
architecture of CBIR systems. The user interface is consists of
a query formulation part and a visualization part, is the front
page of most systems dealing with input and output. The
matching process does similarity measuring and the necessary
comparisons. The indexes of those images which are selected
to retrieve are passed into the image pointers process. It
obtains image pointers (image id’s), and the fetching process
physically retrieves the images from the dataset.
B. CBIR Systemsn using the Fusion of Texture Features and
Color Moments
In this section, texture features and color moments are
investigated.

4 

  ( X (i, j )  X )
i 1 j 1

Moment 1: Mean

i 

(Xi  X )

i 1

n

Moment 2: Standard deviation
N

( Pij  i ) 2

j 1

i 

2

(4)

Xi

i 1
n

That, n is number of pixels in the image. Contrast
represents the quality of picture in an image and is calculated
by (5)

Fcon 

(7)

N

Moment 3: Skewness
N

(3)

n

X

(6)

Si 

3

( Pij  i ) 3

j 1

(8)

N

In this work, the combination of texture features and color
moments is used. Entropy, local range, standard deviation and
contrast measures are used to extract the texture features and
13 features are applied.
Features = (Texture Features + Color Features)

n

S

1 N
 Pij
N j 1

That Pij is the value of the i-th color channel at the j-th
image pixel

M

Where, ENT, M, and P are entropy, total number of
samples, and probability of occurrences, respectively.
Maximum value of chosen pixel-minimum value of chosen
pixel is called local range. Standard deviation can be
calculated as follows.

4

In this work, mean, standard deviation, and skewness to
extract color features is used. Mean, standard deviation, and
the skewness are effective in representing color distributions
of images. Color moments are describe as follows.

Texture = (Entropy + Local Range + Standard deviation
+ Contrast)

1
ENT   Pk log
Pk
k 1

n

Where,  4 is the 4th moment of the mean X , S2 is the
variance of the gray values in image.

Entropy, local range, standard deviation and contrast
measures are used to extract the texture features.

Entropy can be used to describe the texture of the input
image that can be calculated as:

m

1
mn

S2
4

4

(5)

C. Stochastic CBIR using Improved Particle Swarm
Optimization
Cost function must be minimized in optimization
algorithm. A minimization tool is the stochastic PSO method.
The solutions space is made of the features f=1,…,F, that are
calculated on every dataset image. In the algorithm, the value
of F is adjusted to 13. These 13 features are entropy, standard
deviation, local range, contrast, mean of red component,
standard deviation of red component, skewness of red
component, mean of green component, standard deviation of
green component, skewness of green component, mean of blue
component, standard deviation of blue component, and
skewness of blue component, respectively.
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User

Query
Features

User interface
including:
1- Query formulation
2- Visualization

Query
Image

Query feature
extraction (online)

Resulting
images

Image
Pointers

Matching process

Fetching process

Indexes

Indexing
Algorithms

Feature extraction
(offline)

Features

Image
Database

Fig. 3. Architecture of CBIR systems

The images of the database xj, j=1,…, NDB represent a
discrete set of points and the particles can move within the
features space. To associate every particle with the nearest
image, a weighed city block distance (WCBD) or the
Manhattan distance is used which is expressed as follows.
F

WCBD ( xq , x j )  | xqf  x jf |  wk , f

(9)

f 1

By using equal weights for each feature we can’t have
good average Precision, and Recall. Different weights to each
feature are a good solution that is optimized using PSO
algorithm. Weighing vector wk calculate again at each
iteration. The proposed algorithm shows in Fig. 4.
In the first iteration (k=1), a query image with a feature
vector xq=[ ,…, ,…, ] is selected. Then, the distances
from all the dataset images xj; j=1,…,NDB are computed as
WCBD(xq,xj). The speed vector each particle is set by
randomly selecting a value over the features space, and then
the stochastic optimization is done. The related and the
irrelevant images are updated in each iteration and the new
features weights are computed.
After classify the swarm based on the fitness of each
particle, the kth iteration is completed. Finally, each particle to
the nearest image in the dataset is associated and the best NFB
is shown to the user. While a predefined numbers of iterations

are reached, the optimization process ends. Then, the relevant
solutions are shown.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of an image retrieval system is computed
using the Recall and Precision values. The Recall is defined as
the ratio of the number of relevant images retrieved and the
number of relevant images in class. The Precision is defined
as the ratio between the number of relevant images retrieved
and the total number of images retrieved [29]. Precision and
Recall is computed as:

Re call 

Number of relevant images retrieved

(10)

Total number of relevant images

Pr ecision 

Number of relevant images retrieved
Total number of images retrieved

(11)

Also, the average Precision is computed by:
Average_ Pr ecision 


kA

q

p(ik )
| Aq |

(12)

That item belongs to the qth category (Aq). The fusion of
color and texture features with optimal weights to a subset of
MPEG-7 dataset is used.
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Query Image
yes
First
Iteration?

WCBD

Swarm Initialization

no
yes
End

Convergence?

no
Features Re-weighting

Fitness Evaluation

Swarm Update

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed method

The images in the dataset are categorized in 23 classes and
each class contains 10 pictures in JPEG format that samples of
MPEG-7 image dataset are shown in Fig. 5.

method.
These results show that the performance of the proposed
method is better than the other methods.
In experiments, Precision versus Recall curves to evaluate
retrieval efficiency is adopted.

(a)

Fig. 5. Samples of MPEG-7 image database

Four texture features include entropy, standard deviation,
local range, and contrast and nine colour features (mean,
standard deviation, and skewness, for R, G, and B components
in RGB space).
Precision and Recall are evaluation parameters in our
experiments and implementations is done using a PC with
Intel Pentium 2.5 GHz and 4 GB RAM. Fig. 6 illustrates the
results generated from proposed system using optimal
weighted features that show the efficiency of proposed

(b)
Fig. 6. Content based image retrieval results. (a) input image for retrieval.
(b) using the improved PSO

Fig. 7 shows average Precision for when texture features
(TF), the color moments (CM), the combination of the texture
features and color moment using equally weighted features
(TCEW) and optimal weighted features (TCOW), respectively
extracted from images.
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The average Precision in these four methods is 41.87,
45.64, 49.85, and 54.16 percent, respectively.

features and using the improve PSO, respectively that the
results of optimal weighted features show better average
Precision and Recall.

TF

CF

TCOW

TCEW

Fig. 7. The Average precision chart for CBIR system using the texture
features, the color moments, equally weighted features and system with using
improved PSO method.

1

Average Precision

Average Precision

The average Precision of proposed approach using
improved PSO are 54.16%. Also, for the proposed method, the
maximum average Precision of 100% at Recall value is 10%,
and the Precision value decreases to 25.92% at 100% of
Recall. Table I shows the quantitative results obtained by the
optimal weighted features to the dataset that a total average of
54.16% retrieved images is achievable using improved PSO
algorithm. Fig. 9 illustrates the comparison of average
precision the proposed method with the other methods in [8],
[9], and [10].

0.9

0.8

Precision

0.7

Fig. 9. The Average precision for the proposed method and the other
methods

0.6

0.5

Fig. 10 shows the Precision versus Recall result of 30
query images that the proposed method is better than the fixed
weighting.
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TABLE I.
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0.7
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PRECISION AND RECALL OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

1

Recall

Recall (%)

Precision (%) for the
equally weighted features

Precision (%) for the
presented method using
improved PSO

10

100

100

20

74.05

78.51

30

61.48

78.50

0.6

40

53.22

56.15

0.5

50

45.76

47.97

60

40.54

43.90

70

38.49

43.89

80

32.78

35.58

90

28.90

31.18

100

23.26

25.92

AR = 55%

AP = 49.85%

AP = 54.16%

(a)
1
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1

Recall

(b)
Fig. 8. The Average precision/recall chart for (a) CBIR system using equally
weighted (b) CBIR system with using improved PSO method

Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the Precision-Recall graph for the
proposed image retrieval system using equally weighted
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In this work, to show the effectivity of proposed PSO
algorithm, only color and texture features are selected,
selecting more features will achieve better retrieval effect,
which is our further work. Furthermore, the approach can be
extended for translation and rotation properties, so that the
retrieval efficiency can be increased.

1
Optimal weighted features
Fix weighed features
0.9
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Precision

0.7
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Fig. 10. Average precision vs. recall

In our experiments, size of swarm is 260 particles and sum
of c1 and c2 variables is smaller 3. Also, the average precision
in different iterations is not same. Fig. 11 shows the Precision
chart in different iterations.
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Fig. 11. Precision chart in different iterations

V.

[14]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an method PSO to improve the accuracy and
ability for image retrieval is presented and the improved PSO
algorithm for image retrieval to get higher accuracy is
employed. In fact, the use of a stochastic optimization
algorithm to achieve a proper CBIR system was investigated.
The experimental results showed that the proposed method
was effective to the similarity search in images dataset after
using PSO. To enhance the retrieval performance, cost
function was minimizing. Proposed method was evaluated
using Precision, Recall, and average Precision that the average
Precision and the average Recall of proposed method are
54.16% and 55.00%, respectively.
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Abstract—University web portals are considered one of the
main access gateways for universities. Typically, they have a
large candidate audience among the current students, employees,
and faculty members aside from previous and future students,
employees, and faculty members. Web accessibility is the concept
of providing web content universal access to different machines
and people with different ages, skills, education levels, and
abilities. Several web accessibility metrics have been proposed in
previous years to measure web accessibility. We integrated and
extracted common web accessibility metrics from the different
accessibility tools used in this study. This study evaluates web
accessibility metrics for 36 Jordanian universities and
educational institute websites. We analyze the level of web
accessibility using a number of available evaluation tools against
the standard guidelines for web accessibility. Receiver operating
characteristic quality measurements is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the integrated accessibility metrics.
Keywords—web accessibility, web ranking, web evaluation, web
testing

I.

INTRODUCTION

University webmasters enhance their methods and
techniques to present their content in the best possible way and
to enable users to access and satisfy their needs easily. Search
engines use many factors that affect web accessibility, thereby
allowing the enhancement and improvement of these factors to
further improve the websites’ level of appearance in the search
engine results page (SERP). Furthermore, university websites
require obtaining the highest possible position in the SERP to
increase their number of users (depending on web search
engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo) who search for
information. Web accessibility and search engine optimization
share many features, such as using keywords in the following
HTML tags: headings (e.g. <h1>, <h2> etc.), page titles
<title>, anchor texts <a>, and alt attributes on images, which
play an important role in improving the ranking of websites.
Ivory et al.’s [1] study indicates that results of web search
engines for blind users should be different from the results
dedicated to normal users because the relevance of blind users
is different from that of normal users relative to a certain query.

Therefore, web search engines must consider web accessibility
as a factor affecting their ranks for disabled web search engine
users. Google Inc. launched in 2006 an experimental search
engine
called
Google Accessible Search
Engine
(http://www.google.com/accessibility/labs/search/), but this
search engine is no longer supported by Google Inc. An
observational study on search behavior is conducted by Sahib
et al. [2] to design and implement more accessible and usable
search interfaces for both visually impaired and sighted web
searchers. They further propose in their study the necessary
design guidelines for interfaces to make them usable and
accessible to screen readers. Using web accessibility within
commercial websites by webmasters may enable more people
to visit these websites and, in most cases, more customers
(more sales). Furthermore, adopting web accessibility by
webmasters means that websites that will be easier to maintain,
update, and redesign and different devices will be improved.
Web accessibility has a positive effect on search engine
optimization (SEO). Moreno and Martinez indicate in their
study that accessible web pages regularly appear within the top
of SERP without applying SEO techniques because of
similarities and overlapping characteristics between many SEO
factors and web accessibility guidelines [3]. Commercially,
decision makers consider struggling for accessibility does not
bring return on investment, that is, the costs of ensuring
accessibility are larger than the revenue provided by new
customers. Independently, adopting web accessibility does not
mean easy maintenance upgrade and design.
Web accessibility means making the web more accessible
to people with different abilities. Furthermore, different
machines, including assistive technologies, can be used to
access the web. Web accessibility enables disabled
people/people with special needs to use the web, thereby
making web accessibility an important issue in web
development. The disabilities affecting web access includes
visual (blindness, Kalnienk vision, and low vision), auditory
(hard of hearing, deafness, and deaf-blindness), speech (low
speech, high speech, stuttering problems, influent, articulation
problems), physical (arthritis, Parkinson's disease, essential

This research was funded by the Deanship of Research at Zarqa
University/ Jordan.
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tremor, multiple sclerosis, broken arm), learning (emotional
disturbance, intellectual disability, dyslexia), cognitive, and
neurological disabilities. Web accessibility is defined as the
ability of users to universally access websites and obtain their
information needs. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), over a billion people (approximately
15% of the world's population) have some form of disability
[4]. Thus, this issue is an important one on web accessibility
for this portion of the world population.
Web accessibility overlaps with but is not the same as
usability, and it is different from device independence. A
number of individuals and organizations have proposed various
standards and guidelines for content accessibility throughout
the web’s history. Only the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) have been reviewed by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) members, software developers, and
other W3C groups and interested parties, and are endorsed by
the W3C director as web standards. The goals of web
accessibility guidelines have to be achieved to assist us in
developing and evaluating web accessibility.
WCAG 1.0 was released on May 5, 1999 and WCAG 2.0
was released on December 11, 2008 to assist web programmers
to build web pages accessible to disabled people and web
content accessible from different environments or platforms.
They later became an ISO standard. WCAG 1.0 and WCAG
2.0 were proposed by W3C (www.w3.org). Each WCAG 1.0
guideline is divided into checkpoints, which indicate good
practices for constructing accessible web content and assist
web developers in avoiding barriers that may prevent users
from accessing the web. Compared with that of WCAG 1.0,
the scope of WCAG 2.0 is broadly applicable to modern and
future web technologies. Furthermore, WCAG 2.0 can be
evaluated more accurately, manually, and automatically. In
other words, it is more testable than WCAG 1.0. International
efforts contribute to the production of WCAG 2.0 to harmonize
a single standard for web content. WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0
are currently the most broadly accepted qualitative measures
for web accessibility [5–6].
Universities, as an essential part of the world of academia,
have to be universal and include all disabled people. Therefore,
their websites have to be universal and accessible to all web
users. Many studies have focused on evaluating the web
accessibility features of many websites. However, we observe
that web accessibility plays an important role in enhancing the
ranking of websites. A study by Schmetzke finds that only a
few American university websites are accessible [7], but later
studies show that most of these websites are adopting
accessibility policies. In this study, we aim to discover the
accessibility of Jordanian university websites by analyzing and
evaluating the metrics of web accessibility as a case study.
Vigo et al. [8] find that evaluations based solely on
automated web accessibility tools are unreliable in terms of
finding all errors or reporting errors that do not exist.
Nevertheless, these tools are used in this study to analyze
extracted web accessibility features using various tools and to
find the common main shared features among the different
tools. In the case study, we use selected features to evaluate
web accessibility levels in a case study of university websites

and higher educational institutes in Jordan. We further evaluate
these features using four machine learning classifiers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the literature review and discusses the issue of web
accessibility metrics for Jordanian universities. Section 3
discusses the methodology, and Section 4 presents the
experiments and results. Section 5 outlines the main findings of
this study and the planned future works.
II.

RELATED WORK

Recently, interest in measures of web accessibility has
grown, and thus the literature has witnessed a substantial
increase in the number of web accessibility metric studies. This
section presents the previous studies on web accessibility
metrics using different methods. The last part of this study
presents some studies conducted on Arabic websites.
The first published study on accessibility measurement is
that by Sullivan and Matson [9]. In their study, they mention
that 95% or more of all websites are inaccessible and that it is a
huge problem facing disabled users of the web. This finding
indicates a clear ignorance to the issues of universal design and
content accessibility. Therefore, they conduct a content
accessibility compliance audit of the top 50 websites’ most
highly trafficked sites according to Alexa.com to determine
whether these websites are accessible or not. They use a Lift
Online tool in their study and determine if a substantive
relationship exists between content accessibility and usability
through the Spearman rank–order correlation coefficient. The
statistical analysis shows that a weak relationship exists
between content accessibility and overall usability [9]. They
use the failure rate metric that considers the concept of
“potential problems,” and this metric for a given web page
simply represents the ratio between the total number of real
errors in a web page and the total number of potential errors.
Furthermore, they use another metric that penalizes web pages
with a large number of elements that cause accessibility errors.
This metric is calculated by multiplying the number of
accessibility opportunities (potential points of failure) by their
failure rate. Penalizing accessibility opportunities is caused by
the probable inclusion of accessibility barriers.
The Web Quality Evaluation Method (WebQEM) was
proposed for the first time by Olsina [10] and then used by
Olsina and Rossi [11] to evaluate and compare quality
requirements for websites and applications. González et al.
[12] adopt another important accessibility metric that considers
the concept of “weight” for barriers. They aim to enhance the
accessibility of web pages for visually impaired web users.
This important metric is based on the WebQEM model, and a
global ratio is calculated for a given web page. This global
ratio is later multiplied by a weight, which is defined according
to the effect of each barrier. The concept of barrier weight
coefficients was first proposed by [12], and thus, later metrics
used this concept.
Parmanto and Zeng propose another quantitative metric
called the Web Accessibility Barrier (WAB) to measure the
content accessibility of different web pages for disabled web
users [13]. WAB considers the concept of potential problems
and weights for barriers. The WAB metric considers the size
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(total number of pages) contained in a given website. A high
WAB score indicates that barriers exist, and a low WAB score
indicates that the website under study complies better with the
WCAG guidelines. A WAB score of zero means that the
website under study has no barriers. The study conducted by
Hackett and Parmanto [14] refers to the WAB score as a proxy
of web accessibility and concludes that WAB is unable to
differentiate between barriers posing minimal limitations and
those posing absolute inaccessibility.
The Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) was
developed in Europe by the Web Accessibility Benchmarking
(WAB) Cluster to be mainly used there. It was developed to
become a standard for evaluating web accessibility. UWEM is
a completely automatic accessibility metric; therefore, it
provides its users with suitable methods and advice to carefully
evaluate a set of websites or a single website. For a single web
page, the UWEM final value depicts an approximation of the
probability of discovering a barrier in a website that could
prevent a user from finishing a specific task [15][16]. In their
study, Buhler, Heck, Perlick, Nietzio, and Ulltveit-Moe [15]
observe that WAB does not support different disability groups.
Furthermore, web pages with a low number of various barriers
are considered by WAB to be more accessible, and this aspect
is undesirable. Accordingly, they propose a new aggregation
metric (A3) to adapt the measurement to different disability
groups, and this metric represents an improvement of UWEM
0.5 [15]. The A3 metric is similar to other metrics on the
verification of checkpoint conformance. It uses some
probability properties and aggregated some issues related to the
complexity of the web page under consideration. The A3
metric considers the number of violations of a given
checkpoint in relation to the total number of violations [15].
The study of Vigo, Arrue, Brajnik, Lomuscio, and Abascal
[17] shows the importance of quantitative accessibility
measurements and proposes the three different applications:
information retrieval, quality assurance within web
engineering, and accessibility monitoring. They propose an
automatic quantitative metric to evaluate accessibility called
Web Accessibility Quality Metric (WAQM) based on the
reports of automatic evaluation tools. Fifteen websites (1363
web pages) and two automatic evaluation tools (EvalAccess
and LIFT) are used to verify the reliability of their proposed
metric. They conclude that their metric results are highly
dependent on evaluation tools, and a high correlation exists
among the results of different tools. Therefore, they deduce
that their metric can be used by information retrieval systems
to rank results, and that this metric is beneficial for
accessibility monitoring scenarios and partially beneficial for
web engineering scenario [17]. A total of 918 web pages
belonging to 10 European, United States, and African
university websites, as well as 445 web pages belonging to five
newspaper websites, are utilized in their tests.
Freire, Fortes, Turine, and Paiva’s study [18] reviews six
web accessibility metrics used in previous years and compares
them. They discuss the strengths and pitfalls of these six web
accessibility metrics. Therefore, they present the first known
web accessibility metric (Failure Rate) [9].

Buenadicha et al. [19] examine accessibility as a
subcategory of web assessment index, which includes the
following four categories: speed, navigability, and content,
apart from accessibility. Through a detailed literature review,
these authors identify the key factors considered as
determinants of website quality and use them in their index to
evaluate all websites of Spanish universities.
Kane et al. [20] present an evaluation of the previous state
of the university website accessibility of the 100 top
universities’ home pages worldwide. They analyze the
compliance of these 100 home pages with image accessibility,
accessibility standards, text-only content, quality of web
accessibility statements, and alternate language. Their study is
limited to and based only on the analysis of only 100 web
pages. The results of their study [20] show that many top
universities have accessibility problems, and a significant
variation in accessibility exists among these universities across
different countries and geographic regions. This study [20]
concludes that the accessibility of websites of universities in
non-English-speaking countries is either low or does not exist.
Many accessibility studies include US higher education
establishments, such as those conducted by Harper et al. [21],
and aim to raise awareness on accessibility issues in higher
education websites. These authors invited webmasters of
higher education institutions to evaluate the overall
accessibility of their websites using freeware. Study [21]
indicates that most of the university homepages under study
were non-compliant with the WCAG, and that only one
establishment satisfied all W3C guidelines and gained a Triple
A. Bradbard et al. [22] examine the accessibility of 58 wellknown US universities. Data from Peterson's Four-year
Colleges (2007) on these top 58 US universities were used in
their study. Results show that only 50 of these universities
adopt accessibility policies and that 78% and 88% of these
universities neglect the timeframe to implement their policies
and violate these standards, respectively. According to [22],
only two US universities (Purdue University and University of
California) have good accessibility policies that could serve as
models for other universities worldwide.
Accessibility in higher education institutions is not
restricted to websites as it also includes Learning Content
Management Systems (LCMSs). Therefore, a number of webbased open-source LCMSs have been explored by researchers.
One of these studies was conducted by Iglesias et al. [23] to
evaluate three web-based open-source LCMSs (ATutor 1.6.2,
Moodle 1.9.4, and Sakai 2.6.0). This type of study requires an
assessment and monitoring of LCMS accessibility to guarantee
the universal accessibility of this type of systems. Similar
studies were conducted by [24], [25], and [26], among others.
III.

METHODOLOGY

A convenience sample of Jordanian higher education
websites was studied for the year 2015. In this study, we used
various web accessibility tools to analyze the web accessibility
metrics for the Jordanian university websites and to evaluate
their level of web accessibility. The following steps describe
the methodology of this study:
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1) Select a number of popular web accessibility tools
according to the W3C (http://www.w3.org/WAI) guidelines,
which provides various recourses belonging to web
accessibility guidelines, tools, and standards.
2) Apply the selected tools on Jordanian universities
websites as a case study.
3) Extract a number of web accessibility features and
metrics, and find common and shared features among all the
tools.
4) Evaluate the selected shared metrics using the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) quality measurements. ROC is
an essential evaluation of prediction metrics used to identify
the possible best selected metrics.
A. This study is based on a dataset that consists of 36
Jordanian universities, including 9 public universities and
27 private universities and institutes. Each university
website under study is represented by the two most visited
web pages, namely, the homepage and the registration web
page (for a typical university website). The total available
web pages are 72. Table I lists the names of the university
websites under study excluding the type of university,
whether it is public or private.
TABLE I.

LIST OF JORDANIAN UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES, AND CENTERS
UNDER STUDY

10

German Jordanian University

Public

11

Jordan Institute of Diplomacy

Public

12

Princess Sumaya University for
Technology

Private

13

University of Petra

Private

14

American University of Madaba

Private

15

Philadelphia University at Jordan

Private

16

Zarqa University

Private

17

Al Isra Private University Amman

Private

18

Irbid National University

Private

19

Amman Arab University

Private

20

Al Ahliyya Amman University

Private

21

Al Zaytoonah University

Private

22

Applied Science University

Private

23

Middle East University Jordan

Private

24

Jerash Private University

Private

25

Ajloun National University

Private

26

Al Quds College

Private

27

American Language Centre

Private

28

Oval Office for Studies and
Research
Jordan Academy of Music Higher
Institute of Music
Jordan Applied University College
of Hospitality and Tourism
Education

I

University Name

University Type

29

1

University of Jordan

Public

30

2

Yarmouk University

Public

3

Jordan University of Science &
Technology

Public

4

Hashemite University

Public

5

Mutah University

Public

6

Al Balqa Applied University

Public

7

Al Al-Bayt University

Public

8

Al Hussein bin Talal University

Public

Tafila Technical University

Public

9

TABLE II.

Private
Private
Private

31

Institute of Banking Studies

Private

32

Queen Noor Civil Aviation
Technical College

Private

33

World Islamic Sciences and
Education University

Private

34

Jadara University

Private

35

Jordan Media Institute

Private

36

Arab Academy for Banking and
Financial Sciences

Private

WCAG 2.0 (LEVEL AA) FOR A-CHECKER TOOL [27]

WCAG 2.0
(Level AA)
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1

Guideline

Description

Text Alternatives
Time-based Media
Adaptable
Distinguishable
Keyboard Accessible
Enough Time
Seizures
Navigable
Readable
Predictable
Input Assistance
Compatible

Provide text alternatives for any non-text content.
Provide alternatives for time-based media.
Create content that can be presented in different ways (for example simpler layout) without losing information or structure.
Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.
Make all functionality available from a keyboard.
Provide users enough time to read and use content.
Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures.
Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are.
Make text content readable and understandable.
Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways.
Help users avoid and correct mistakes.
Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents, including assistive technologies.

B. Accessibility guidelines present the methods to improve
website visibility for users. We select the following seven
free web accessibility tools to be used in this study:

1) A Checker tool: This tool is used to assess web
accessibility problems for the HTML content, where the
complete HTML source code for each web page under study is
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pasted. AChecker tool divides problems into the following
three main parts: Known, Likely, and Potential problems [27].
Table II presents the web accessibility guidelines (WCAG 2.0
[Level AA]) for this tool.
2) Cryptzone Cynthia Says is a joint education and
outreach project of Cryptzone portal and the Internet Society
Disability and Special Needs Chapter. It is used to evaluate and
provide feedback on website accessibility according to the US
Access Board’s Section 508 or the W3C’s WCAG 2.0 A-AAA
Accessibility Guidelines [28].
3) Functional Accessibility Evaluator (FAE) is developed
to assess web pages’ accessibility according to the W3C Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level A and AA
requirements using the accessibility features and techniques
associated with W3C ARIA 1.0 and HTML5 specifications
[29].
4) HERA is designed to evaluate web pages’ accessibility
according to the specification WCAG 1.0. HERA applies a set
5) of tests on the web page and finds any automatically
detectable problems, which require further manual verification
[30].

6) Validator tool from the W3 organization is used to
evaluate the mark-up validity of web documents in HTML,
XHTML, SMIL, MathML, and so on [31].
7) Wave WebAIM tool is used to assess and enhance web
developers to improve the accessibility of their web content. It
is easy to use by simply entering a URL and waiting for the
results [32].
8) TAW is an online free tool used to evaluate website
accessibility according to the W3C WCAG 1.0 [33].
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In our experiment, we applied these seven free online tools
on Jordanian university websites. Thus, for every website, we
tested the two most visited web pages, namely, the homepage
and the registration web page, which are considered highly
visited web pages by users. We combined the features for
every tool and found the common features among all the tools.
Then, we summarized the values for each university. The
dataset was divided manually into three main categories based
on the optimal and worst results (high, medium, and low). We
evaluated the selected metrics using ROC quality
measurements to assess the effectiveness of the common
extracted features. Fig. I shows part of the homepage of Zarqa
University using the AChecker tool.

Fig. 1. First GUI of A-Checker tool

Fig. II shows part of the Yarmouk University homepage
results using the Cryptzone Cynthia Says tool.

Fig. III shows the University of Jordan homepage results
using the FAE tool.
Fig. III presents the FAE tool that defines the number of
rules according to web accessibility guidelines, such as
heading, tables, links, and styling content. The FAE tool
provides detailed results for every rule. Fig. IV illustrates the
HERA results of the German Jordanian University.

Fig. 2. Cryptzone Cynthia Says tool GUI
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Fig. 3. Summary of the results for the Jordanian University using the FAE tool

symbol refers to inapplicable metrics. Fig. V presents part of
the results for Al Al-Bayt University using the Validator tool.

Fig. 5. Results for the Al Al-Bayt University using the Validator tool
Fig. 4. Summary of the results for the Jordanian University using the HERA
tool

The HERA tool provides detailed results for every point in
the results. The green tick symbol means that HERA has a
positive reflection of applying web accessibility, the x-mark
refers to missing web accessibility metrics, and the gray tick

Fig. VI illustrates part of the results for the World Islamic
Sciences and Education University using the Wave WebAIM
tool, which presents a summary of errors, alerts, features, and
the structural element.
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Fig. 6. Summary of the results for the WISE University using the Wave WebAIM tool

Fig. VII. Presents part of the results for Al Quds College
using the TAW tool.

Fig. 7. Summary of the results for Al-Quds College using the TAW tool

The TAW free online tool presents a summary of the
results as shown in Fig. VII. Through this tool, we can obtain
the detailed results for every note. Applying the seven tools on
TABLE III.
Feature
1. Images using alt
element.
2. Distribute the color.
3. Web page title element.
4. Navigate to relevant
websites.
5.Using of Heading
elements.
6. Primary language.
7. Using submit buttons.
8. Labels description.
9. Enough Time.
10. Readable.
11. Using anchor tags.
12. Image links.
13. Web page size.
14. Content Visibility.

the dataset was part of the process to find the common
accessibility features among the different tools. Table III
presents the combined features for web accessibility.

COMBINED FEATURES FOR WEB ACCESSIBILITY [72 – 34]

Description
Verify if the images using alt element or keep it empty.
The harmony between using font and the background.
The title should provide description for the content of the Web page.
Check whether that the Website points to another universities.
There is a balance needed to using headings tags on a Web page, to provide useful structure and outlines to users.
Language tags use a primary code to indicate the language such as: language and XML: language attributes. Furthermore, optional
sub codes to indicate variants of the language.
Provide a technique that allow users to explicitly request changes of context, such as: generate an http to submit data that entered in
a form.
Ensure that the label for any interactive component within Web content makes the components aims transparent.
Provide users enough time to read and use content.
Make text content readable and understandable.
This allow the users to navigate in large Web pages easily.
Ensure that the image link missing or available.
Size in Kilobytes.
The visible page fraction inside the <page> element, against hidden text inside a specific Web page.
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15. Compress.
16. Images.
17. Image size.
18. Structural elements.
19. Style sheets.
20. Broken link.
21. Empty link.
22. Redirected link.

The total size of compressed files inside a specific Web page, and the total size of compression ratio inside a specific Web page.
Total number of Images inside a specific Web page.
Total Image Size.
Ensure structural elements such as: scroll, section, header, footer, article, and aside elements, whether missing or available.
Style sheets code is correct or not.
The total number of broken links in Web page.
Total number of links without anchor text, and anchor text without links within the Web page.
The total number of redirected links in Web page.

We used these features that we consider the main web
accessibility metrics to rank our dataset. We divided the data
TABLE IV.

into three main categories based on the optimal and worst
results (i.e., high, medium, and low). Table IV shows the
ranking of universities based on the combined features.

RANKING OF UNIVERSITIES USING THE COMBINED FEATURES

University Rank

Category Level

1. Yarmouk University
2. Mutah University
3. Queen Noor Civil Aviation Technical College
4. Middle East University Jordan
5. Al Isra Private University Amman
6. Philadelphia University at Jordan
7. German Jordanian University
8. Jordan Academy of Music Higher Institute of Music
9. American Language Centre
10. World Islamic Sciences and Education University
11. Institute of Banking Studies
12. University of Jordan
13. Princess Sumaya University for Technology
14. Jadara University
15. Jordan University of Science & Technology
16. Tafila Technical University
17. Al Hussein bin Talal University
18. Ajloun National University
19. University of Petra
20. Amman Arab University
21. Irbid National University
22. Jerash Private University
23. American University of Madaba
24. Al Al-Bayt University
25. Jordan Applied University College of Hospitality and Tourism Education
26. Al Quds College
27. Zarqa University
28. Al Zaytoonah University
29. Applied Science University
30. Al Balqa Applied University
31. Jordan Institute of Diplomacy
32. Jordan Media Institute
33. Oval Office for Studies and Research
34. Arab Academy for Banking and Financial Sciences
35. Hashemite University
36. Al Ahliyya Amman University

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Then, we used the ROC quality measurements to evaluate
the effectiveness of the following selected features after the 10fold cross-validation process: True Positive (TP), True
Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN),
Precision, Recall, and F-Measure (F-M). The ROC represents a
graphical plot that illustrates the performance of a binary
classifier system [35]. Formula 1 represents the Accuracy
formula [35]:


TP  TN
Accuracyi 

TP  FP  TN  FN

Recalli 



TP

TP  FN



Formula 3 represents the Precision formula [55]:

Precisioni 




TP

TP  FP



Formula 4 represents the F-Measure formula [55]:

Formula 2 represents the Recall formula [55]:
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F  measure 

2TP 

2TP   FP  FN



TABLE V.
Class
High
Medium
Low
Weighted AVG

TP
0.933
0.800
0.909
0.889

FP
0.048
0.077
0.040
0.053

Table V presents the experiment results for the selected
common features using the K nearest neighbor (K-NN) when
the k = 1 classifier yields an accuracy of 88.9%.

DETAILED RESULTS FOR K-NN

Precision
0.933
0.800
0.909
0.889

Recall
0.933
0.800
0.909
0.889

F-Measure
0.933
0.800
0.909
0.889

ROC
0.963
0.865
0.942
0.930

Table VI presents the results for the selected common
features using the support vector machine (SVM).
TABLE VI.
Class
High
Medium
Low
Weighted AVG

TP
0.867
0.300
0.545
0.611

FP
0.429
0.192
0
0.232

DETAILED RESULTS FOR THE SVM
Precision
0.591
0.375
1
0.656

The detailed results for the SVM show high accuracy results
for the high class, medium accuracy results for the medium
class, and very low accuracy results for the low class. Thus, the
overall weighted average results yield an accuracy of 61.11%.
TABLE VII.
Class
High
Medium
Low
Weighted AVG

TP
1
0.9
0.909
0.944

FP
0.048
0.038
0
0.031

Recall
0.867
0.300
0.545
0.611

F-Measure
0.703
0.333
0.706
0.601

ROC
0.798
0.513
0.873
0.742

Table VII presents the results for the selected common
features using Decision Tree (J48). J48 yields an accuracy of
94.4% and an error rate of 5.6%.

DETAILED RESULTS FOR J48

Precision
0.938
0.9
1
0.946

Recall
1
0.9
0.909
0.944

F-Measure
0.968
0.9
0952
0.944

ROC
0.976
0.931
0.955
0.957

F-Measure
0.968
0.947
1
0.972

ROC
0.957
0.908
1
0.957

TABLE VIII. DETAILED RESULTS FOR BAGGING CLASSIFIER
Class
High
Medium
Low
Weighted AVG

TP
1
0.9
1
0.972

FP
0.048
0
0
0.02

Precision
0.938
1
1
0.974

Recall
1
0.9
1
0.972

Table VII shows that J48 yields better results than the
previous classifiers K-NN and SVM.

error rate of 2.8%, with the low class providing the optimal
results for all the measurements. The bagging classifier shows
better results than the three previous classifiers.

Table VIII presents the results using a bagging classifier,
which splits the dataset into many sub-datasets. The bagging
classifier computes the prediction in each sub-dataset, selects
the most frequently predicted results, and finally considers
them as the final dataset prediction [35]. Table VIII indicates
that the bagging classifier yields an accuracy of 97.2% and an

Finally, Table IX presents the effectiveness measurements
of the four previous classifiers, namely, Kappa Statistic (KS),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), Relative Absolute Error (RAE), and Root Relative
Squared Error (RRSE).

TABLE IX.
Classifier
K-NN
SVM
J48
Bagging

KS
0.8306
0.3854
0.9149
0.9574

DETAILED RESULTS FOR THE BAGGING CLASSIFIER

MAE
0.1045
0.3272
0.037
0.0802

RMSE
0.2633
0.4182
0.1925
0.1888

The results in Table IX indicate that the bagging classifier
yields the best KS effectiveness measure results for the
selected features, whereas SVM is the lowest classifier with KS
value.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Websites are important especially for higher educational
institutes. They are considered as the main gateway to the

RAE
23.799%
74.498%
8.4337%
18.2531%

RRSE
56.1349%
89.1731%
41.0356%
40.2507%

world. The academic ranking of a university in general can be
dependent on the quality of its main website and its ability to
provide relevant information and services to users. Web
accessibility is considered one of the major important quality
goals in designing websites in particular and software
applications in general. It ensures that a developed website can
be equally accessed by a large category of users regardless of
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their physical abilities,
backgrounds, and so on.

skills,

locations,

languages,

In this paper, we evaluated most of the websites of
Jordanian universities in terms of accessibility. The results
showed a significant number of weaknesses in most of the
universities. Furthermore, a variation of web accessibility
standards was found when the websites were measured using
different accessibility tools.
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Ontology of Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology(ABET) Process
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Abstract—Many educational institutions are adopting
national and international accreditation programs to improve
teaching, student learning, and curriculum. There is a growing
demand across higher education for automation and helpful
educational resources to continuously improve student
outcomes. The student outcomes are the required knowledge and
skill set that graduates of any accredited program have to gain in
order entry into the workforce or for to continue with their
future education. To evaluate student outcomes, each assessment
activities must map to a course learning outcomes which maps
students’ outcomes. The problem is that all course learning
outcomes and student outcome mapping are placed in documents
or database which requires more work and time to access and
understand. This paper proposes an ontology based solution to
enable visual discover of all course learning outcomes that maps
to a particular student outcome and related assessments to help
faculty or curriculum committees avoid over mapping or under
mapping students’ outcomes.
Keywords—Accreditation;
classification; Education

I.

Ontology;

Semantic

Web;

INTRODUCTION

Ontologies have played a major role in knowledge
representation in many domains and considered one of the
pillars of semantic web (Vocabulary). Semantic web is a
formal conceptualization that represents new technologies used
to help in web search. It provides knowledge about a real world
domain and enhances understanding by using entities,
relationships, and attributes [1, 2]. Furthermore, ontology use
is becoming more effective in information retrieval, robots,
knowledge management, and electronic commerce [3,
4]. Ontologies contributed to these domains and more due to
providing shared and common understanding among people
and applications. However, creating ontologies is complicated
due to ambiguity of concepts and semantics heterogeneity in
communication [5]. Many Academic institutions are investing
in national and international accreditations to ensure the quality
of educational programs. Programs or institutions
accreditations have a Board of Directors (BOD). For example,
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET) sets policy and approves all accreditation criteria that
are used to evaluate programs. To evaluate a program, the
evaluation process has to establish criteria for evaluations. The
criterion applies to students, program, curriculum, facilities,
assessment and evaluation to increase the quality of and inspire
confidence in the program. Each individual program set its
own criteria with continuous improvement and institutional
support [6, 7]. The Accreditation process requires mapping
and defining concepts for each course in the program. The

problem is that all course learning outcomes and student
outcomes mapping are placed in documents or databases which
requires more work and time to access and understand. This
paper proposes an ontology based solution to enable visual
discover of all course learning outcomes that maps to a
particular student outcome and related assessments to help
faculty or curriculum committees avoid over mapping or under
mapping students’ outcomes. The following section will focus
on the back of using ontology in diverse fields; Section III
describes the semantic framework of the accreditation model
and the hierarchy of the ontology.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Ontology
Thomas Gruber [1] has defined ontology as “formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. This is
the most common definition of ontology which means a
description of concepts and relationships in a domain such as
education, medicine, knowledge management, etc. The
description of concept is prepared by explicitly naming the
concepts and the relationship. This description is more precise
structure than just being taxonomy by providing relations and
constraints between concepts.
B. Applications
Ontologies’ applications have common usages in many
different fields:
 Natural language processing: There are models that
support semantics for natural language expressions such
as Generalized Upper Model (GUM) that are semantics
for natural language expressions to arbitrate between
systems and natural language technology. GUM can
provide mapping structure in multilingual generation
systems [8].
To enhance reasoning for deeper
understanding of texts used by machine translation,
SENSUS project was developed. SENSUS [9] is a
framework into which additional knowledge can be
added to a system. It is an extension that uses WordNet
at the top level containing nodes from the Penman
Upper Model. The Penman Upper Model is a class
structure of concepts organized originally in three subclasses: Object, Process, and Quality [10]. WordNet is
a lexical database of English developed by Princeton
University.
 Educational Ontologies: Learning resources is widely
available via the Web and the private network of
educational institutions. Considering the constant
increase of learning resources, Ontology is a key
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enabler of supporting educational systems using
conceptualizations. It is becoming strongly useful in the
domain of Web-based Educational Systems (WBES).
Many WBES concepts were developed by [12]-[14]
such as subject domain, repository of learning
resources, etc. It supports the representation of a
domain ontology which provides formal definition of
concepts for domain knowledge representation.
Ontology designed for course learning has to identify
formal rules for concept representation from a given
course content. Ontology allows the visualization of a
course content and concepts with syntactic and
semantic meaning for learners [15]. Designing
ontologies based on sharing learning environment was
the focus of the Ontologies for the use of digital
learning resources and semantic annotations on an
online (OURAL) project. This project was based on real
case studies to help teachers in describing learning
domain problem solving and critical analysis [16].


Tagging of Resources: Represents a link between
objects for future use and collaboration with other
users. This type of application allows users to add their
cognitive information to resolve ambiguity and have
consensus by using general classification. This type of
classification leads to automatic discovery of new
information, and improve precision in searching. Many
users use tag to attract attention, show their interest, and
make contributions to an object [17, 18]. On the web,
users can tag objects based on their understanding using
unstructured classification. Folksonomy unstructured
classification system that pretence in this type of
tagging is a real challenge of information retrieval by
making many semantic tags and many abstractions
levels [19, 20].
III.

ONTOLOGICAL SEMANTIC ACCREDITATION
FRAMEWORK

This section describes the proposed semantic framework.
The accreditation framework is a knowledge-based approach
that requires a comprehensive analysis of the entire domain
concepts which includes course domain, institution domain,
and accreditation domain. Normally, the course domain is
represented by a course syllabus. This document has many
concepts such as description, course objectives, course learning
outcomes, topic, book, policies, etc. The institution domain
has individuals, programs, facilities, technology, policies, etc.
Many accreditations, such as the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology (ABET), support and encourage
institutions to adopt and use their own terminology. Also, the
accreditation domain has its own concepts. For example,
ABET has defined some concepts such as program educational
objectives, student outcomes, assessments and evaluations
[21]. The domain’s concepts have to be mapped according to
the ontology model to enable machine-tractable representation
and adhere to the rule. The ontology can be accessed from a
knowledge acquisition system. The knowledge acquisition

system contains an ontology editor and a visualization plug-in.
Figure 1 illustrates the Proposed Semantic Accreditation
Model.

Domains Concepts
Course
Domain

Institution
Domain

Ontology
Model

Accreditation
Domain

Mapping

Knowledge Acquisition System
Visualization
Plug-in

Ontology
Editor

Fig. 1. Semantic Accreditation Model

Accreditation taxonomies or concept hierarchies are crucial
for any knowledge-based system to structure information into
categories and enable reasoning based on knowledge. These
concepts hierarchies formulate relationships and rules to enable
reasoning and reuse of knowledge based system.
The Accreditation model is implemented with a plug-in for
Protégé 4.3. This Protégé tool has been widely used in many
research projects in the area of semantic-web and modeling.
Protégé 4.3.tool is extendible and fully supports the second
version of the Ontology Web Language (OWL 2).
The
semantic web of an accreditation process helps student and
faculty to understand the accredidation process. Furthermore,
it promotes knowledge discovery and knowledge reuse about
recruitment and evaluation. The definition of terminologies is
debatable between domain experts. Therefore, the paper
adopted the approach of defining accreditation terminologies
based on defining relationships between terms used mosly by
domaim experts. This approach allows realistic understanding
of terms and avoids definitions conflicts. However, ambiguity
terminologies are used. For example, in writing a course
learning outcome, the statement could include “Students
understand” or “Students Know”. This ambiguity will be
discussed in the future papers. In the mean time, we focused
on the terms used in this ontology by clarifying and visualizing
these terms making them easy to understand. The accreditation
concepts have been adopted in this model are formally used by
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET). Figure 2 illustrates the Accreditation Ontology
Model.
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Fig. 3. Assessment Class Hierarchy
Fig. 2. ABET Ontology Hierarchy

The hierarchy of ABET in the ontology is debatable among
domain specialist. Some specialist suggested that all this
domain classifications should be listed under the super class
Program. Their justification is that accreditation process
applies to program. Others, argue that domain classifications
should be separate because in real world education institutions
are using these classifications for another purposes than ABET
Accreditation. Therefore, this ontology adopted this hierarchy
shown in Figure 1. It consists of seven classes: Evaluation,
Assessments, Knowledge Domain, Person, Program, Report,
and Facility. Figure 2 illustrates the ABET ontology hierarchy.
A. Evaluation: Consists of processes for interpreting a course
data and evidence to determine the attainment level which a
program educational objectives and student outcomes has
improved. The data and evidence collection come from the
assessment practices during the course period. Before
initiating the evaluation process of a program, the program
must have met the eligibility requirements [29] of ABET
and apply for Request for Evaluation (RFE). The
accreditation of a program may be granted to students who
graduated before the on-site visit if their samples work and
transcripts have been evaluated. There are two types of
RFE:
 Requesting Initial Accreditations: The program must
submit the RFE with one official graduate’s transcript.


C. Knowledge Domain: It has teaching material (textbooks)
and topics to be covered, assessed, and evaluated to
determine the attainment level of the program educational
objectives and student outcomes as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Knowledge Domain Class Hierarchy

D. Person: This class hierarchy is evaluator, faculty (lecturer,
teaching assistant), staff, and student. The main focus of
the ABET accreditation process is the students in a
program and their continuous improvement.
Figure 5
illustrates the hierarchy of a person.

Renewing Existing Accreditations: The program must
submit the RFE to renew the existing accreditation.

B. Assessment: A valuable assessment uses relevant method
(direct, indirect, qualitative, and quantitative) to the
objective or outcome being measured. The result of the
evaluation processes is used as a base for the decisions to
improve the program [21]. Figure 3 illustrates the
assessment class hierarchy.

Fig. 5. Person Class Hierarchy

E. Program: ABET defines it as “An integrated, organized
experience that culminates in the awarding of a degree”
[25]. It has courses, objective, Student Outcome (SO) to be
measured and evaluated, and a status. A course has key
performance indicators (KPI) or course learning outcomes
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(CLO), sections, syllabus, and samples. A course can have
at least one section which is related to a knowledge domain.
At most the course has exactly one syllabus which has
many key performance indicators, teaching material, and
covers some topics. A course also has samples to measure
a particular KPI or CLO and it belongs to exactly one
student. Program education objective statements are a
description of what students are expected to attain within a
few years of graduation. This objective should be carefully
written based on the program constituencies [21] and it is
related to an evaluation. The Student Outcomes statements
are descriptions of what students are expected to know and
able to do by the time of graduation such as skills,
knowledge and behaviors and also related to an evaluation.
Each program has status includes the followings:
 Accredited: The program is granted ABET
accreditation since it satisfies accreditation criteria.


Not to Accredit: The program is denied ABET
accreditation since it has deficiencies that are not
compliance with the accreditation criteria.
This
decision is taken only after a Show Cause Report or a
Show Cause Visit to review the status of a new and
unaccredited program. The accreditation is not extended
as a result of this decision which is the only decision
that can be appealed.



Observations: The suggested statements offered by
ABET to assist the institutions in the continuous
improvement of the program. These statements are not
related directly to the accreditation process.



Concern: The program’s current situation satisfies
ABET’s criterion, policy, or procedure, but the
possibility exists for this situation to change negatively.



Weakness: The program lacks strength of not being in
compliance with the accreditation criterion, policy, or
procedure. The institution is required to respond to this
weakness with the corrective of actions to show the
compliance before the next review.





Deficiency: A Statement that indicates that the program
is not in compliance with the ABET criterion, policy, or
procedure.
Satisfactory: A Statement that indicates that the
program is in compliance with the ABET criterion,
policy, or procedure.

Figure 6 illustrates the hierarchy of the Assessment Class.

Fig. 6. Program Class Hierarchy

F. Report: According to the business dictionary a report is
a document containing
information about
events, occurrences, or subjects.[26] In Figure 1 report
class has four subclasses:
 Show Cause (SC): Is an action which indicates that the
currently accredited program has one or more
deficiencies.
 Show Cause Visit (SCV) action indicates that a
currently accredited program has one or more
deficiencies. Therefore, the deficiencies require an onsite visit to make sure a corrective of actions has been
taken by the institution within typical duration of two
years. This action cannot be for the same deficiency.
 Interim report (IR): Is an action which indicates that
the program has one or more weaknesses. The
institution is required to take a corrective of actions to
these weaknesses typically within duration of two years.
 Report Extended: Is a satisfactory action taken bb the
institution with respect to weaknesses identified IR.
This report has typical duration of either two or four
years which extends accreditation to the Next General
Review.
 Self Study: Is the “Primary document that a program
prepares to demonstrate compliance with ABET
criteria” [27].
 Show Cause Report (SCR): Is an action which indicates
that a currently accredited program has one or more
deficiencies but this action cannot follow previous SC
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action for the same deficiency. The institution is
required to take a corrective of actions to these
deficiencies typically within duration of two years [21].

[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
Fig. 7. Report Class Hierarchy

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

[14]

The development and implementation of an ontological
model allows the integration of all available data into a specific
and unique information system. The ontological approach
allows improving the decision making process to improve the
quality of education and information management. The future
work will focus on fuzzy ontology to define terms used by the
accreditation process to eliminate conceptual and
terminological confusion and come to a shared understanding.
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Abstract—Free space optics is considered the topic of the day
and have a large variety of applications which free space
separates source from destination such as External cavity tunable
laser (ECTL). In ECTL, laser source emits Gaussian beam that
propagates in plane with substrate until reach external reflector.
The efficiency of these applications depends on the amount of
light that coupled back to the laser, called coupling efficiency.
Increasing coupling efficiency depends on using assembled lens's
or any optical part in the path between laser front facet and
external reflector, which result in increasing the cost and
integration effort. We innovate here anew configuration of
external cavity tunable laser based on cylindrical (curved)
Mirrors. The usage of cylindrical mirror affects on the amount of
light that coupled back to laser and that decreases the alignment
requirement in the laser assembly as compared to another
configurations based on flat mirror. The fabrication of
cylindrical mirror is simple with respect to spherical mirror so it
can be used in batch fabrication. Tuning achieved by using micro
electro mechanical system MEMS technology. The system
consists of a laser cavity and a two filter cavities for wavelength
selection. The formation of cylindrical microstructures were
made into the substrate volume. So we report also the
micromachining method that used for fabricating the cylindrical
mirror. Anisotropic etching and the deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE) are especially useful for the batch fabrication of large
optical mechanical devices. The characteristics of the laser's
spectral response versus laser facet reflectance variations are
described via simulations. The diffraction of light in ECTL
formed by the laser front facet and the external reflector are
taken into account. Here we report all things about the model
including the fabrication steps and simulation analysis.
Keywords—Dual ECT; wavelength tuning; MEMS; DRIE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Optical communications are the most important branch in
communication engineering field as it introduces high speed
communication, high bandwidth and low interference. Tunable
laser will be discussed as one of the most important topic in
optical communication[1-7]. We report here ECTL as a main
stream technology in a tunable laser due to its advantages of
simple configuration, small device dimensions, high tuning
speed, wide tuning range, spectrum purity and high power.
There are types of external cavities introduces wide tuning
range but suffers from large device dimensions such as Littrow
and Littman configurations which the tuning is achieved by
rotating and translating an external grating simultaneously[89]. The rapid progress of the MEMS technology allows for
miniaturization of a bulky tunable laser, improvement of the

tuning speed and the mechanical reliability at lower fabrication
cost. Designs based on the simple ECTL with a movable
external mirror suffer from the tradeoff between tuning range
and side mode suppression SMS [2,3,11-13]. So we present a
model that compensates between the tuning range and SMS
taking into account the diffraction effects for the light between
laser facet and external mirror, and tuning range calculations.
The paper is organized as follows: in section II materials and
fabrication methods is explained in detail. In section III,
theoretical analysis is explained and show the effective
reflectivity concept and how it is affected by curved mirror. In
Section IV, the results which shows the difference between
single ECTL and dual ECTL the wavelength shift in the optical
output of the laser is calculated based on that calculation.
II.

MATERIALS AND FABRICATION METHODS

ECTL uses Fabry perot (FP) filters which exists between
laser facet and external reflector. The tunability achieved by
using FP filter, which comprises of two reflectors one fixed
and another movable separated by free space or air gap. The
external reflectors (mirrors) made from crystalline silicon(CSI) for many reasons [14], First unique material properties of
crystalline silicon in combination with wet anisotropic etching
or advanced DRIE permit for the fabrication of improved
optical components with mechanical parts. Second
micromechanics needed some features in materials to provide
its operation such as flat alignment, exact surface orientation
and low oxygen content and low crystal defect density all of
this exists in C-SI as well as unusual crystal cuts such as [110]silicon, So we consider silicon material the most important one
in MEMS systems that used in optics and Commercially C-SI
uses as the standard substrate for microelectronics.
C-SI has also mechanical properties useful for all optical
application that depend on moving parts. Stress-strain behavior
of C-SI is unique which the absence of plasticity for
temperature under 700 °C help in stable operation of
mechanical component. Young’s modulus E of C-SI affected
extremely with the crystal orientation .
There are many micromachining techniques used in
MEMS[1, 14-15]. we report here the most important of them.
Surface Micromachining (SM) which used in mirrors
fabrication. we can consider SM as a direct extension of
semiconductor
manufacturing
technology.
SM
can
manufacture devices in order of 50 - 100 micrometer. The key
in this technique is the use of sacrificial layer which this layer
are usually SIO2. This technology is based on depositing and
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etching structure and sacrificial films. After deposition of thin
film, sacrificial layer is etched away, leaving a completely
assembled microstructure as shown in fig (1). By using of this
technology free space components can be realized. The
important applications of this technology are optical crossconnect switches [16-19] and micro-optical free-space benches.
The main advantage for this technique that the components
after fabrication become self-assembled. The functional layer
in SM almost made from poly SI and this consider
disadvantage in mirrors. Also maximum possible thickness of
the microstructure is limited to that of the deposited film. The
main problem in this technique is how the mirror lifted off
from substrate to the desired position. Usually we use
microprobes to do this action and due to this action the process
needed more time and money.

to long etching time. So our geometry depends on simplicity in
fabrication as well as miniaturization [20].

Fig. 2. General schematic diagram for the Dual ECTL source with external
curved mirror

III.

Fig. 1. General schematic diagram for the fabrication steps of micromirror
by using SM

Second techniques Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers
consists of SiO2 sandwiched between two C-SI wafers. The
sacrificial layer here is also SiO2 layer. Removing of sacrificial
layers allows for mechanical movement of structures. Here the
complete configuration can putted on chip that includes
mirrors, actuator and fiber alignment structure as well as laser
source assembled on chip and the fabrication of all components
can made in a single DRIE etch process[20].
We introduce here a new monolithically dual silicon ECTL
configuration based on SOI and DRIE with a standard FP
semiconductor laser coupled with two ends with highly
reflective movable curved mirror in one end and another end
with fixed curved mirror as shown in fig (2)[15, 21-22]. The
length of the gap between the laser and the movable mirror is
varied by means of a actuator fabricated also on the same chip.
The output of the laser is collected after transparent mirror.
However spherical mirrors can be used, This paper concerned
with curved mirrors only. This is because steps of fabrication
of spherical mirrors cannot be used in batch fabrication. Also
spherical mirror fabrication causes the wafer to be fragile due

THEORITICAL ANALYSIS

The most important parameters in the ECTL designs are the
effective reflectivity of the external cavities
and the optical
cavity length
. These parameters affects on the
performance of FP filters which determined by free spectral
range FSR, cavity finesse F and cavity filter bandwidth BW.
FSR can be defined simply as the spacing between adjacent
maxima of a transmitted wavelength.
where
λ is operating wavelength. From this relation we can show that
a shorter cavity provides wider FSR. F is determined also by
the following relation F= √
that shows F depend
only on
. BW of the filter defined as the sharpness of each
transmission peak BW=
.
Now we will focus on another parameter that called mirror
loss term
that depend also on
.For FP laser
can expressed as follow:
| || |
(1)
where L is the length of the semiconductor laser and ,
are the amplitude reflectances of the two facets of the laser. For
external cavity, the effective reflectance is used to describe the
effect of the external reflector [2, 11-12].

| |
(2)
where
refers to the round trip delay through the
external cavity of length (Lext), is the frequency and the
is the reflection of external reflector. Here we neglected
multiple reflections in the external cavity for simplicity. The
introduction of the external reflector can be thought to change
the laser mirror reflectance r either
or by an amount that
is proportional to the ratio of light coupling back to the laser to
the light going out. Both the amplitude and the phase of the
reflected light is changed. This can be described by replacing
and
and
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respectively that is obtained via a coherent superposition of r of
laser and the external reflectance. In other words The effective
reflectivity is the coherent sum of the internal laser facet
reflectance and the external ECTL reflectance,
. The interference between the internal and external
reflections on the laser facets usually the important part of the
wavelength dependency of the effective reflectivity, and
therefore is the basic reason for the wavelength selectivity in
many ECTL lasers.
now can expressed as follow:

For the sake of comparison we use two kinds of mirror flat
mirror and curved mirror as shown in fig(4).

|
||
|
(3)
The external reflectance can be calculated by using the
overlap integral at the facet of the reflected from external

reflector after round trip

 ext

and the field emitted from FP


laser chip G by the following relation:

∬ |

∬

|

(4)
In our study, the emitted field from FP laser was taken to be
a normalized elliptic Gaussian field, with waist dimensions
corresponding to the output beam of the solitary laser.
(5)
where
is the field amplitude at the center of the
beam,
is the spot size in the x direction and
is the spot
size in the y direction. The laser spot size is 3.5 micrometer in
the horizontal direction and 1 micrometer in the vertical
direction , in an elliptical shape , the laser wavelength is 1550
nm. The external reflector is considered to be curved mirror as
shown in fig (3). The curved mirror not only reflect the beam
but also add a phase due to the curvature of a mirror. The
reflection coefficient of a curved mirror
can be expressed
as:
√

(6)

Fig. 3. 3D model of external curved mirror with radius of curvature R and
mirror width 2w

Thus for a mirror of reflection coefficient
, and a radius
of curvature R in the wafer plane where is the mirror sag at
the plane of the wafer given by:
√
with 2w the mirror width assumed to be 32μm in our
calculations. By using the equations (2), (3), (4),(5) and(6) we
can calculate the coupling power of external reflector when the
distance between the laser and the micromirror surface was
varied.

Fig. 4. Normalized power coupling efficiency of the curved micromirror
with radius of curvature of 50 micrometer and flat micromirror versus
External cavity tunable laser

In our model, a plane wave expansion method is used
[8,19]. In this method the effect of transfer function of free
space between laser facet and external reflector, called
diffraction effect, is taken into account. As shown in figure (4),
the curved mirror makes collimation for the light in one
direction so the amount of light that coupled back has been
increased with respect to the flat mirror. In other words, the
amplitude and phase of effective reflectivity will affect on not
only the power coupled to laser, but also the frequency shift.
This is because the phase of round trip of laser cavity will be
changed due to existence of external cavity. The change in the
phase can be calculated from following equation:
(|

||

)

|

|

||

|

(7)

where is the round trip time delay of the optical beam
inside the primary laser cavity,
represents the total phase of
effective reflectivity due to two cavities,
is the new
oscillation frequency,
is the oscillation frequency before
using an external cavities and is the linewidth enhancement
factor in the semiconductor material. From this relation, we can
find a new formula for the frequency shift of the laser emission
that result due to using dual cavities as follows:
(|

||

)

|

|

||

|

(8)
This expression for the frequency shift is valid for both
weak and strong feedback reflections. It can thus be used to
study the effect of the diffraction on the frequency shift and
hence on the resonance frequency of the laser. To calculate this
frequency shift, it is required to evaluate both the amplitude
and phase of the reflected beam after travelling in the external
cavity. The phase difference and the balance between the
amplitudes of the internal and external reflections play an
important roles in many of the sensing application as shown in
figure(5) [23-25].
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Fig. 7. Wavelength shift versus external cavity length is shown in (a) single
ECTL formed by the external cavity comprised by curved micromirror and
the front facet of the semiconductor (Red line) (b) Dual ECTL with two
cavities formed by curved mirror in both sides. Radius of curvature of both
cases a , b= 50 micrometer and reflectivity of mirror= .32 (green line)

Fig. 5. General concept of sensing in ECTL

IV.

RESULTS

For a curved external mirror, the coupled power that come
back to active cavity from external mirrors is affected by phase
that is introduced by external mirror as shown in figure(6). For
flat mirror there is no collimation as curved mirror; which
makes collimation for light in one direction at the point of
radius of curvature. The amount of power that coupled back
from curved mirror is larger than the flat mirror. In a dual
configuration, we assume only one round trip in the calculation
after one round trip; the optical intensity may still be strong
enough to perturb the operation of the laser. In figure 7 we see
the difference in range of wavelength shift between single
ECTL and dual ECTL. In case of a dual ECTL the range of
wavelength shift is greater than the double of single ECTL.
V.

Fig. 6. Wavelength shift versus external cavity length of single ECTL which
its external cavity is comprised by micromirror and the front facet of the
semiconductor laser. When the micromirror flat (black line) and when the
micromirror curved with radius of curvature 50 micrometer (red line)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new simple unique model based
on curved mirror. This model uses two cavities instead of
single cavity. Our study reveals several important features that
we utilized in the design of miniaturized MEMS tunable laser.
These features include the importance of curved mirror which
achieves efficient coupling of light than flat mirror. A
micromachining method, that is used to fabricate curved
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mirror, is very simple comparable with spherical mirror so it
can be used in batch fabrication. A new analytical approach is
developed to determine the performance of dual ECTL taking
into account diffraction effect. Analytical results show that
dual ECTL can achieve larger tuning range than that of single
cavity. All these factors make our model the best miniaturized
tunable laser between all models.
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Abstract—The Function-Behavior-Structure model (FBS) of
design conceptualizes objects in terms of function, behavior, and
structure. It has been widely utilized as a foundation for
modelling the design process that transforms posited functions to
a description of behaviors. Nevertheless, the FBS model is still
regarded as a subjective and experience-based process and it
provides no theory about how a function is transformed into
behavior. Research has shown that the critical concepts of
function and behavior have many different definitions. This paper
suggests a viable alternative and contrasts it with the FBS
framework of design using published study cases. The results
point to several benefits gained by adopting the proposed
method.
Keywords—conceptual design; FBS framework; flow-based
model; function; behaviour; structure

I.

INTRODUCTION

To develop a science of designing, design research aims at
a better understanding of design, the development of tools to
aid designers, and the potential automation of some design
tasks. “Design exists because the world around us does not suit
us, and the goal of designers is to change the world through the
creation of artifacts” [1].
In engineering design, the product development process
starts with the problem definition and requirements. This is
followed by the phase of conceptual design, which focuses on
what a design must do to realize the requirements. Conceptual
design involves the creation of a design description, which is
represented graphically, numerically, or textually [2-3]. “The
conceptual design phase is acknowledged as particularly
critical. It offers the greatest scope for significant
enhancements and decisions made in this phase impact all
subsequent design phases” [4]. This phase can be based on the
framework called the Function-Behavior-Structure model
(FBS).
The FBS-based design conceptualizes objects in terms of
function, behavior, and structure. It has been widely utilized as
a foundation for modelling the design process [1][5-6]. This
process refers to transforming posited functions to a description
of behaviors [1]. Many studies on function, behavior, and
structure concepts have been conducted, resulting in several
variants and extensions of the model.
The model is still regarded as a problematic approach. It is
looked at as “a subjective and experienced-based process” [7]
and it provides no theory about how function is transformed

into behavior [1]. Research has shown that the critical concepts
of function and behavior have many different definitions [8].
“There are debates on the suitability of these notions to the
design model, which have left much confusion” [9].
[Such notions as function, behavior, and structure] have
created some confusion about and debates on which one should
be the most appropriate one. Naturally, a question one may ask
is whether they are actually the same thing but with different
names or whether they have different scopes of applications for
different design problems. [9]
This paper suggests a viable alternative to the FBS model
of design in terms of a diagrammatic language that is akin to
specifications in software engineering. It then applies this
alternative to the concepts of function, behavior, and structure.
The two approaches are contrasted using published study cases.
The results point to several benefits gained by adopting the
proposed diagram representation.
For the sake of a self-contained paper, the next section
briefly reviews the diagrammatic language that forms the
foundation of the theoretical development in this paper. The
model has been adapted to several applications [10--15];
however, the example given here is a new contribution.
II.

FLOWTHING MODEL

The Flowthing Model (FM) is a language for representing
“things that flow,” called flowthings. Flow in FM refers to the
exclusive (i.e., being in one and only one) transformation
among five states (also called stages): transfer, process,
creation, release, and receive, as shown in Fig. 1. A flowthing
may be called, simply, a thing.
Create

Output

Release

Process

Accept

Input

Arrive

Transfer

Receive

Fig. 1. Flow system

The fundamental elements of FM are as follows:
Flowthing: A thing that has the capability of being created,
released, transferred, arrived, accepted, and processed while
flowing within and between flow systems. In the FBS literature,
an object is a thing which is observable by its properties. For
example, “a power plant is an object which is observable by its
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properties, e.g., generating power.” [9]. In FM, power is a
flowthing, as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that we are interested
also in representing the power plant as an existing physical
thing that is being inspected. Fig. 3 shows the resulting
diagram.
Power plant

Power

Create

Release

Transfer

not as a mere relationship between inputs and outputs but
rather, in general: it is stream(s) of flows and triggering from
source(s) to destination(s) through spheres and sub-spheres. A
stream here is analogous to, say, the Nile river as a system that
includes countries, districts, cities, dams, delta, etc., through
which its water flows as spheres and sub-spheres (counting
flow systems). The basin of flows and triggering, including
interrelated sub-spheres, is the structure of the system.

Fig. 2. Power is a flowthing in the plant sphere

Physical plant itself

Create

Process: inspect

Power plant
Power

Create

Release

Θ2

Crank

Coupler

Slider

Θ1

Transfer

Distance
Fig. 4. A crank–slider linkage system (Modified – Re-drawn from [9]

Fig. 3. The plant as an existing thing that is being inspected

A flow system is a system with five stages and connections
between them. In FM, flows can be controlled by the progress
(sequence) of a stream of events (create, release, transfer,
transfer to another sphere, receive, …) or by triggering that
initiates a new flow.
Spheres and subspheres: These are the environments of
the flowthing that reflect structure, e.g., in Fig. 3, the power
plant is a sphere with the two sub-spheres (flow systems)
power and physical plant itself.
Triggering: Triggering in FM is the activation of a flow,
denoted by a dashed arrow. It is a dependency among flows
and parts of flows. A flow is said to be triggered if it is
activated by another flow (e.g., a flow of electricity triggers a
flow of heat) or activated by another point in the flow.
Triggering can also be used to initiate events, such as starting
up a machine (e.g., remote signal to turn on).
Example: According to Zhang Lin and Sinha [9], a system
is a set of entities connected in a meaningful way. The entities
are perceived in the form of their states, which change with
respect to time. Fig. 4 shows a crank–slider linkage system
where a powered motion is given to the crank and this motion
is transferred to the coupler, which, in turn, is transferred to the
slider. The angles are state variables. The movement of the
slider is called behavior.
The behavior of a system is about the response of the
system when it receives stimuli. Since the system (structure) is
represented by its state, the stimuli and the response are further
represented by the state variable. Therefore, the behavior is the
relationship between the independent state variable and the
dependent state variable… The above definition does imply
that the behavior is about the relation between inputs and
outputs. [9](Italic added.)
Fig. 5 shows the corresponding FM representation. The
generation (creation) of a new Θ2 (circle 1) trigger (2) and the
creation of a new Θ1 (3), which triggers (4) the creation of a
new distance (5). Process in the diagram indicates a possible
change in a current value, e.g., rotated angle.
Such a diagram provides new meaning for the concept of
behavior and structure. We can define the behavior of a system

1

Stimuli

Create

Process:
Change

Θ2

2
Coupler Create
3

Crank

Slider

Θ1 Process:

Distance

Change
4

Process:
Change

Create
5

Fig. 5. FM representation of the crank–slider linkage system

III.

APPLYING FM TO THE DESIGN PROCESS

This section applies the FM representation to some
concepts that are utilized in the context of FBS-based design.
A. Functional structuring
According to Keuneke [16], functional structuring is useful
because, to understand the functioning of a complex system,
we often must decompose the system’s function into its
components’ functions and decompose each component’s
functioning into the functions of subcomponents, and so on.
Eventually, this decomposition terminates in behaviors by
which these functions are achieved, which point to the
functional components used. For example, Fig. 6 shows the
functional structuring of a telephone [16].
Transmitter

Condenser microphone
Repeating coil

Telephone
Receiver
Notify

Speaker
Ringer

Fig. 6. Functional structural representation of a telephone (re-drawn from
[16])

Fig. 7 shows a corresponding FM representation. As seen
in the figure, the description is built around flows instead of
functions. Due to the importance of identifying these flows in
the process of design, we will start by describing these flows
shown in the simplified diagram Fig. 8 before explaining Fig.
7.
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Fig. 8 reflects the fact that receiving, sending (transmitting
in Keuneke’s terminology), and notifying (ringing) are
processes (functions) that interweave, and it is difficult to
separate them. Both sides of the communication process
involved in receiving, sending, and ringing form three steams
of flows. Accordingly, the sources and destination of the
communication process involves:
- The outside caller, named sender (outsider), calls the user
of the telephone, named receiver (user),
Receiver (outsider) 17

- The telephone user takes the role of dialer, named sender
(user), who dials the outsider, named receiver (outsider)
In Fig. 7, the communication process starts at circle (1)
when the caller, named sender (outsider), send signals by
dialing his/her telephone. The telephone receives (2) these
signals and triggers the ringer of the telephone to create (3) the
sounds that notify the person being called (4), named receiver
(user).
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8

Transfer

Receiver (outsider)
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7

Transfer
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Receive Transfer
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1
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3
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Lifting up

Create
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5

Sender
(user)

Create

6

Fig. 7. FM representation of the telephone

Accordingly, the receiver (user) (5 – repeated mentioned in
several places for simplification of the diagram) performs the
lifting up (6) of the handset. These two states together, (a) the
ringing (3), and (b) the lifting up (6) of the handset, trigger (7)
the transferring (8) of the voice signals coming from the sender
(outsider) (9), which flow to the handset (10) where they are
converted into a sound (11) that flows to the receiver (user)
(12). Now the telephone used plays the role of sender (user)
(13) that creates the sound (14) that is converted into signals
(15) that flows (16) to the caller in the role of receiver
(outsider) (17).

Receiver (outsider) Sender (outsider)

Receiver (outsider)

Voice signal (code)

Chassis
Receiver
(user) or
Sender
(user)

Receiver (user)
Create

Dialing
signal

Notify
Ringer
Receiver (user)
Voice

Sender (outsider)

Handset

As we can see, the conversation now has two sides:
- The sender (user) to the receiver (outsider) (circles 13,
14, 15, 16, and 17)
- The sender (outsider) to the receiver (user) (circles 8, 9,
10, 11, and 12). It is assumed that the transfer (8) will continue
in the permission state after lifting the handset (7).
The case of ending the call is not included in this scenario
because it is not mentioned in Keuneke’s [16] specification.

Fig. 8. Initial identified flows in the design of the telephone

When the telephone user initiates the call, the process starts
at circle 18 where he/she plays the role of sender (user) by
lifting up the handset (6) that triggers the dialing signals (19)
and a number, which flows to the other telephone of the
receiver (outsider) (20). Additionally, the transfer module (8) is
set ON in anticipation of signals from the other end, i.e., the
sender (outsider) (9). In this case, the same two ways of
communicating (circles 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) and (circles 13,
14, 15, 16, and 17) are open to exchanging the data.
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It is clear that if there is any misunderstanding of the
telephone functioning process because of the author’s lack of
knowledge in telephony, the diagram can easily be corrected.
The point is that the diagramming language can express such
functionality.

component motivated by cost considerations. In the initial
conceptual design, cost is not taken into consideration, thus, it
is possible to implement the design of the telephone as four
transmission pieces, as in the case of cheap hardware or for the
sake of simplicity in production.

Now, we can ask about the functions of Keuneke’s [16]
Fig. 6 that are used as the base for building the design of the
telephone. The FM representation shows that the functions
Transmitter, Receiver, and Notify are interweaved with each
other and that it is almost impossible to remove such
entanglement. For example, Fig. 9 shows four diverse positions
in the FM representation that involve the function of sending.
Accordingly, this sharp division of functions seems to be
needed at a later stage when our objective is to optimize the
four portions of receiving in the FM diagram as one physical

We note that Flows is an alternative phenomenon that
provides a base for a pure conceptual design (e.g., optimization
of physical implementation is not involved). Over the steams
of flows (i.e., flows trigger each other), it is possible to identify
the basic structure of the design as shown in Fig. 10. Still,
further details can be specified, as given in Fig. 11, where the
Transfer module (stage) (circle 8 in Fig. 7) receives signals
from Sender (outsider) (9) according to triggering 7 and 20.
Fig. 11 also shows a possible pseudo-language level of details
for this transfer stage.
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Fig. 9. Portions of the FM representation of the telephone that are related to Receive
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Fig. 10. Further decomposition of structure of the telephone

Fig. 11. Sample of the possible details of Transfer
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of both functions and structures. The abstract embodiment of a
structure contains only the relevant information about the
structure that is of interest to the designer. The abstract
embodiment for the purpose can be expressed in terms of
linguistic variables. [17]

B. Behavior and structure
According to Khanal [17], referring to his sources, a system
can be described using two kinds of abstractions: structural
abstraction and behavioral abstraction.
In physical models, the structure denotes the arrangement
and relationship of components of the physical organization
(the visible topology). Alternatively, the structure refers to a
structural organization based on functional components [16].

Such sharp distension between structure and behaviors
disturbs the Gestaltic depiction where behavior and structure
express a holistic representation of the system. In FM, the
structure is reflected in terms of spheres while the behavior is
represented by the streams of flows. Fig. 13 shows the FM
diagram of this cart transmission system. The cart (circle 1) has
three spheres: Handle Bar (2), Gearbox (3), and Disc brake (4).
However, these sub-systems receive instruction signals from
the controller (e.g., driver - 5) who generates three types of
signals (6, 7, and 8). Each of the sub-systems; Handle Bar (2),
Gearbox (3), and Disc brake (4) embody two flow spheres:
instruction signals and the execution of the instruction. For
example, the controller generates a braking signal (8) that
flows to the disc brake (9) where the signal is received and
processed (10) in its flow system (for simplicity’s sake, this has
not been drawn in a box). The processing of the braking signal
triggers (11) the generation of the brake action (12).

In the structural view, the system consists of sub-systems
that interact with each other to achieve functions that can be
captured from the behavior view. To avoid complexity,
systems are partitioned into minimally interacting sub-systems.
Fig. 12 (taken from Eggert [18]) shows the synthesis of a cart
transmission system and its functions from a behavioral view
(left diagram) and a structural view (right diagram).
Transmit
engine power
(verb)

Steer (verb)

Gearbox
(noun)

Handle Bar
(noun)

Disc brake
(noun)

Brake (verb)

It is clear that flows are important factors in determining
the structure of the system. Fig. 14 is an incomplete
representation of the structure of the cart transmission system,
which can be extracted from the FM representation, as shown
in Fig. 13.

Fig. 12. Description by functions (left) and by structure (right) (Re-drawn
from [18])

The designer is interested only in dealing with abstractions
Controller 5
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7
Create
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1

Transmitting 6
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Steer Process
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Fig. 13. The FM representation of the cart transmission system
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Signal
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Brake
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C. Complex systems and purpose
According to Hmelo, Holton, and Kolodner [19],
understanding complex systems is often difficult because of
their multiple perspectives and the fact that their analysis may
create conflict beyond the range of everyday experience.
Design activities can be an excellent way to help students
achieve a more systemic understanding of systems. Hmelo
Holton, and Kolodner [19] give a simplified StructureBehavior-Function Model of respiratory systems, which is
shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. The structure of the cart transmission system
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Structure
Lungs
Diaphragm

Brain

Behavior
Gas passes from high
concentration to low across
semipermeable membrane.
Lower pressure in chest by
increasing volume.
Send signals to respiratory
system. Receive and
process signals regarding
body status.

intended behavior [20] or purpose [16]. What a function
intends to accomplish is achieved by how the behavior is
implemented. In general, Kitamura and Mizoguchi [21] define
the function of an entity as “a kind of abstraction of changes in
objects associated with the entity.”

Function
Bring in oxygen for
cells, remove waste
from cells.
Move lungs so they can
take in fresh air.
Control or regulate
movement of lungs in
response to changing
metabolic needs

In the FM diagram, the purpose can be specified according
to corresponding sub-diagrams. Fig. 17 shows the purpose of
the lungs in terms of two sub-diagrams:
 Inhalation of air to extract oxygen that is sent to cells

Fig. 15. A simplified Structure-Behavior-Function Model of the respiratory
system (From [19])

 Exhalation to remove carbon dioxide from cells

Fig. 16 shows the corresponding FM diagram. First, the
body sends signals regarding its status to the brain (circle 1),
which are processed (2) to trigger the creation of an instructing
signal (3) to the respiratory system (4). The diaphragm receives
and processes (5) the brain instruction to either contract or
expand (6 and 7, respectively). This causes the physical
movements of the inhalation (8) or exhalation (9) of the lungs.
The inhalation triggers (10) the pulling in of fresh air, which is
processed (11) to generate (12) oxygen that can then flow to
the cells (13). On the other hand, an exhalation causes the
release (14) of carbon dioxide from the body’s cells.

It should be noted that purpose is a flowthing that can be
created, processed, released, transferred, and received. Fig. 18
illustrates purpose as one of the flow systems of the lung.
The point of these examples is to show that the notions of
function, behavior, and structure can be discussed as features
of the FM diagrammatic representation. All are obtained
uniformly as global characteristics of the FM diagram in terms
of spheres and sub-spheres, flow systems, flows, and
triggering. This is in contrast to the FBS model in which
doubts are raised about the meaning and suitability of these
notions to the design process.

Over the years, there has been a great deal of functional
representation research. A function of a system refers to its
Brain

4 Respiratory system
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Fig. 16. FM representation of the simplified respiratory system
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Fig. 17. The function as a sub-diagram
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Create

Purpose

Inhalation of air to extract Oxygen
that is sent to cells, and
Exhalation to remove carbon
dioxide from cells
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Transfer

Inhalation
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Process
Fresh Air

Transfer

Oxygen
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Exhalation

Release

Create

Transfer

Carbon
dioxide
Release

Cell
Fig. 18. Purpose is a flowthing that can be created, processed, released, transferred, and received

IV.

[8]

CONCLUSION

The Function-Behavior-Structure model (FBS) of design
provides no theory about how a function is transformed into
behavior, and research has shown that its critical concepts have
many different definitions. This paper suggests an alternative
approach in which behavior is associated with streams of the
flow of things in the system. Structure emerges as the
“territories” of these flows, and function is associated with subdiagrams of the total diagrammatic description. Behavior,
structure, and function are all developed around the
representation. The proposed conceptualization of design in
terms of FM is still exploratory and needs more precise
analysis; nevertheless, the approach seems to be promising as a
unifying framework for the science of designing.
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Abstract—This paper aims to contribute in modeling and
implementation, over a system on chip SoC, of a powerful
technique for phonemes recognition in continuous speech. A
neural model known by its efficiency in static data recognition,
named SOM for self organization map, is developed into a
recurrent model to incorporate the temporal aspect in these
applications. The obtained model RSOM will subsequently
introduced to ensure the diversification of the genetic algorithm
GA populations to expand even more the search space and
optimize the obtained results. We assigned a chromosomal vision
to this model in an effort to improve the information recognition
rate.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Voice recognition is complicated by the dynamic state
highly variable of the speech signal. A technique often used is
to decompose the signal into smaller atoms under stationary
states representing phonemic entities able to be treated easily.
This strategy motivates the ability to further improve the
recognition score in stationary areas. A lot of paradigms were
identified and competed in this area over this decade to bring
more improvement on the phonemic recognition rate. This
paper aims to contribute to the phonemes recognition of
continuous speech. A neural model known by its power in
static data recognition, named SOM for self organization map,
is developed into a recurrent model to incorporate the
temporal aspect in these applications. This idea overcomes a
large adequacy between the ability robustness of the
recognition tool and the speech signal to be processed. The
obtained model RSOM will subsequently introduced to ensure
the diversification of the genetic algorithm GA populations to
expand even more the search space. This makes it possible to
optimize results and avoid being trapped in a local search
space. In each iteration, of the training or the test stage of the
RSOM model by a certain input data, appears one BMU
which is illustrated by one type of RSOM map. This type of
map represents also one chromosome of the adopted genetic
algorithm GA. It is designated by an individual. These
individuals obtained through many iterations until a stop
criterion involve populations which represent different
phonemes of a continuous speech signal to be processed.
This work revolves around two points:


The first one, about the modeling strategy of the GARSOM approach for phonemes recognition.

 The second point describe how to integrate this model
into a system on chip Soc for a really practice.
II.

THE SOM CHOSEN MODEL FOR PHONEMES
RECOGNITION

1) Adopted Approach
The Experiments of phonemic recognition by SOM are
operated on a multi-speakers speech basis. The process is as
follows:
 Reading and segmenting the speaker’s speech into
10ms samples to benefit from these stationary supports.
 Transform these sound supports into codes vectors
consisting of MFCCs coefficients. Some approaches
use the MFCCs of central windows of phonemes where
energy is considered maximum [1].
In our approach, we considered the MFCCs of all
windows of phonemes where all the energy will be presented.
The choice of MFCC coefficients in determining the acoustic
vectors, depends on comparative studies applied on phoneme
recognition rate, can be generated under different
characteristic parameters of a signal. The following example
shows the scores on a test basis of 100 phonemes of TIMIT
database realized by Bruno Gas in his habilitation at the
University of Paris 6 in 2005.

Fig. 1. Recognition Rates over different types of coding [2].

 Classification of the MFCC coefficients into lists of
macro classes.


Determination of phonemes list from each class.

 Conversion of phonemic data related to each class into
a data structure 'sD' coherent in dimension to the SOM
map structure. This step is very important because it
adapts the input data to be accepted by the SOM map.
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Eventually, we train the SOM map, after study and
choice of parameters such as size, network topology ...
etc..



Finally, we repeat the trainings of the SOM map
through a TIMIT test basis which is specific and
contain fewer samples. In this step, we train the SOM
map on TIMIT training basis and we do the test of
phonemic recognition program on the test data
structure, to obtain the generalization rate. The notion
of the SOM map generalization is based on the idea
that to learn well data does not the fact of learning by
heart, but it must be able to perform well before any
points and in variables situations [3].

2) Dynamic extension of SOM
The temporal data processing is a very important task, for
which there is no unified approaches. In RSOM algorithm,
each prototype vector has a weight representing its position in
the distribution, and also has another context vector
representing the activation of the whole map in the previous
iteration. The selection of the closest prototype in this case is
based on a distance making account, on the one part, the
difference between the data and the prototype weight and in
the other part, the difference between the previous context and
the actual context of the prototype. The prototype update
requires changing the weight and context behind the winner
prototype and its neighbors [3]. This idea was developed by
Thomas Voegtlin in 2000, and it is represented as below in our
phonemic recognition strategy.

desired output and actual output located at a definite level of
iteration [4].

Fig. 3. Principle of Elman network structure SRN with feedback loop
introducing the idea of self reference

Thus, the output of each neuron in the output layer can be
modeled by a leaky integrator based on an active low pass
filter which integrates the temporal aspect by operation of
charging and discharging of the storage capacity.

Fig. 4. Modeling of neuron outputs in the RSOM map by an electrical lowpass filter

The time constant of the RC circuit is expressed in
seconds. This filter circuit added to an operational amplifier is
referred to as integrator, which introduces the time factor, by
effect of charge and discharge time constant T = RC.
The capacitor is initially discharged: Uc (0) = 0 volts. The
discharge equation of initially charged capacitor to the
potential value E is given by:

Uc (t) = E.e-t/RC
Fig. 2. The feedback loop over SOM introducing the temporal context
(RSOM)

Also, this approach was deducted from the Elman SRN
(Single Recurrent Network) structure invented in 1990. The
SRN is a modified perceptron with one hidden layer, using a
delayed copy of the activities of its hidden layer as an
additional input. His task is to learn associations of input /
output sequences. He trained with the error propagation
algorithm (see fig.3):
The representation in the layer context of an SRN is the
same as in its hidden layer. Therefore, we say that the hidden
layer learns to represent his past activities, as it will receive
each time its past activities. In this sense, the representation in
the hidden layer is called self referent. This self reference will
influence learning by acting on the error function between

(1)

3) Experimentation and Results
We are interested in a speech recognition tool with multi
speakers regardless of the context. This requires having at our
disposal a large amount of vocabulary, for learning and
recognition in continuous.
There are currently many databases that words were
recorded especially in English. Our research focuses on the
application of SOM and RSOM for phonemes recognition in
TIMIT databases. The wide dissemination of this base in the
international community allows an objective assessment of
performance. This corpus of speech data called: DARPA
TIMIT was prepared at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) funded by Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency Information Science and Technology Office,
(DARPA-ISTO) to study the acoustic variability of American
English on different dialects and different regions for multiple
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speakers. These dialects are referred by 8 directories DR1,
DR2, ..., DR8, which contain the records of 630 American
speakers (from the U.S.) saying 10 sentences each.
The total vocabulary base is 6300 sentences, shared
between 630 speakers, including 438 men and 192 women, as
follows:


462 speakers were including 326 men and 136 women,
for the learning set.



168 speakers were including 112 men and 56 women
for the test set.

This database contains a phonemic segmentation and
accurate labeling that affect learning models.
The proposed method gave phonemic recognition results,
envisaged at the table below:
TABLE I.

RPECOGNITION RATE OVER SOM FOR TIMIT DATABASE
PHONEMES

Phonemes
Rec. by
SOM

Selfcoherence
Rates in %

Generalization
Rates in %

Vowels

75.07

54.16

20.91

Semivowels

87.10

73.00

14.10

Nasals

95.65

66.14

29.51

Fricatives

83.58

62.32

21.26

Stops

76.05

51.12

24.93

76.34

55.23

21.11

91.17

84.38

6.79

Others
Affricates
Global
Rates

Fig. 5. Phonemes recognition results in static SOM.

83.56

63.76

Margin
Rates in %

19.80

These experiments show that the ability of Kohonen
algorithm depends on many parameters such as the vector
input dimension, the SOM map dimension, the iteration
numbers, the speech’s sample numbers taken in training or in
test stages, and the phoneme classes. It means that each
neural unit in the map specializes in a particular kind of data.
This model gives a result of generalization rate 61.66%
compared to a training rate of 82.96%. This result seems
trapped in a local maximum. It is then necessary to extend our
research space.
We propose then to introduce dynamic recurrent loops
over the map to integrate the time aspect. Eventually, we will
offer a possible hybridization schematic of the SOM map with
the genetic algorithm GA.
The results are given by the both comparative figures:

Fig. 6. Phonemes recognition results in dynamic SOM.

III.

ADOPTED STRATEGY FOR AN EVOLUTIONARY RSOM

The basic strategy of the GA RSOM concept that we
proposed for raising the phonemic recognition rate revolves
around the following main ideas:
 Establish recurrence loops on the neuronal map SOM
designed to collect and recognize static data; each
neural unit of the map is considered as static
combinatory circuit. The recurrence loop can integrate
the memory effect to every cell, so the integration of
the temporal aspect during processing of received data.
This latter provides a dynamic quality for each neuron
that will be compatible with the pattern shape of each
phonemic support variability to be recognized.
 The resulting model RSOM will have a certain time
diversity and a certain winner neural diversity taking
into account certain parameters such as the number of
phonemic data inputs, the number of neurons in the
RSOM map that determines the frequency of the
phonemic input positions, the extent of the
neighborhood function that represents the bandwidth
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enlargement of the selective filter BP for different
feature vectors corresponding to phonemes, and the
number of iterations during the learning phase or
network test.


The iteration will end with a BMU: a winner neuron
that specializes in feature vectors sequentially provided
to the RSOM network input.



Each BMU representing a phoneme characteristic
vector is considered as a chromosome vector. This
vector carries the singularity of individual traits giving
a diverse population of the RSOM maps.



The diversity of BMU samples promotes the field to
apply the genetic algorithm GA over the different
speech phonemes. This allows extending the search
space and avoiding to be trapped in a local optimum
solution by confirming the survival and the recognition
for the best phonemic individual. [5], [6], [7], [8].
This strategy is described following the below diagram:

Phonemic individual vector
=
Phonemic MFCC vector

Each individual is assigned to one obtained BMU over
iteration. It will be represented by a concatenated MFCC
vector corresponding to one phonemic chromosome related
to an RSOM map [9].
IV.

THE GA-RSOM PARADIGM

If you choose effective parents, it is very probably that the
offspring have an efficacy at least as important as their
parents; it is the selection and crossing principle of species to
assure the survival at best. In this way, the application of
genetic algorithm on maps RSOM for phonemic recognition,
performs a global search for solutions by avoiding local
minima and can estimate many parameters varying in ranges
of important values.
In our approach, the data are necessarily temporal and the
recognition tool is recurrent Kohonen map RSOM which the
time factor is introduced by its differential equation.
The genetic evolution of the map optimizes recognition
rate in a search space as large as possible. The research will be
guided by a cost function associated to the developed model
and reflects the individuals’ effectiveness in a given
generation. The chosen function is described by the following
expression [10], [11], [12]:
(2)

fitness 
RSOM processing
(Train / Test)

1
N

T

1   xi t   wi t 

2

i 0 t 0

Xi(t) represents the characteristic coefficients of the input
data vector.
Wi(t) represents the synaptic weight vector of each neuron.

Each obtained BMU
= One phonemic
individual in GA

This objective function provides a means of evaluating
scores of individuals in a generation. It is between 0 and 1,
and is even greater than the map weight is close to the data
input. That is to say the difference between the input
observations and the output solutions will be reduced.

Fig. 7. Technique of GA-RSOM Hybridization

This idea is abstracted on the following algorithm.

1) The selection technique
The individuals’ selection for reproduction is made by
random bringing following the given distributions by the
Fitness function, more the fitness of a chromosome solution is
good, more it is closer to 1, and more the chance of bringing it
at random is higher. The random selection is made according
to the empirical distribution of the relative fitness of
individuals. The selection algorithm is presented as follows:
a) Calculate the fitness of each candidate at the
selection.
b) For each candidate i, we associate the value:
i

Ps i  

 fitness j 
j 1
N



fitness j 

(3)

j 1

Fig. 8. The UML Unified Modeling Language for adopted Strategy
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Where, fitness (j) is the score of candidate j; N is the
candidates number. The quantity Ps(i) is situated between 0
and 1. We select randomly the 0 and 1, then we chose the
candidate i number (n Ps) between such as:

Ps i 1  nPs  Ps i 

(4)

The selection must be served to the cross and mutate
operation. [13], [14].
2) Algorithm of the GA-RSOM proposed Model
The speech is constituted by a phoneme set. Every
phoneme represents a sound atom characterized by certain
stationarity. This specificity limits the ability of the RSOM
tool which incorporates the temporal aspect in phonemes
recognition. To overcome this constraint, we tried to consider,
in our experiments, all the phonemic support windows instead
of taking the central window where concentrates the
maximum energy of the signal. This solution secures all
information of a phoneme even in adverse environmental
conditions. Similarly, the consideration and implementation of
a recurrent dynamic model such as GA-RSOM for phonemes
recognition allows better identifying the variability of speech.
This idea opens another way of research such as the
recognition of an isolated word or some keywords, where
recursive models are very interesting.
Else, our evolutionary model around the RSOM map has
the principle of an adaptative tool; it is scalable in the
objective of optimizing the obtained recognition results. The
tracking algorithm begins by creating an initial population
which consists of initializing the neural weights of a
developed RSOM map. Sequences of serial data will be
provided in the entrances for their identification. Each
phonemic coded vector will transmitted towards each neuron
of the considered map. After a learning or test phase, each
neural unit specializes in one type of input vectors having the
closest form.
Our evolutionary model takes advantage of the diversity of
neuronal units winners BMU obtained during the iterations of
the RSOM maps.

The diversity of the BMU constitutes chromosome
diversity for different individuals of an RSOM population.
This diversity offers more chance to expand the search
space and to have the best descendants may participate in
ensuring the survival to the best along the generations until a
stopping criterion which result in an optimization of an
improve recognition rate.
The pseudo-code of our evolutionary algorithm revolves
around the following points:
a) Linear initialization of the RSOM network to create
an initial population.
b) Admission sequential of phonemic feature vectors to
the RSOM map.
c) Prototyping of BMU representing individuals in the
population.
d) Computing the individual scores seeing a fitness
function.
e) Applying a geometric selection to cross parents.
f) Computing the genes quality of each parent.
g) Applying the crossover between parents to obtain a
child.
h) Mutate every child with certain probability.
i) Looping from selection step until the production of
new population step.
j) Define an individual’s ‘BMU’ through iteration.
k) Computing the winning recognition rate.
l) Check the algorithm stopping criterion.
3) Experiment results
The experimentation of our proposed model is performed
on phonemic class richest in energy of vocal cords vibration;
containing twenty vowels extracted from TIMIT database. A
comparative study was established under different phonemic
recognition tools such as SOM, GA-SOM and GA-RSOM to
target the most appropriate model to optimize the phonemic
recognition rate.
These values are listed in the two following tables then
represented by figure 9 and figure 10.

SOM
GA-SOM
GA-RSOM

Fig. 9. Comparative Rates between Models for Vowels Test
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TABLE II.

VOWELS RECOGNITION RATE FOR TIMIT TRAINING BASIS

TABLE III.

VOWELS RECOGNITION RATE FOR TIMIT TEST BASIS

Phonemes

SOM

GA-SOM

GA-RSOM

Phonemes

SOM

GA-SOM

‘aa’

72.60

96.17

96.83

‘aa’

62.97

74.54

GARSOM
72.77

‘ae’

76.37

95.51

96.02

‘ae’

70.46

89.18

91.09

‘ah’

70.50

62.00

59.17

‘ah’

38.98

57.00

61.34

‘ao’

77.10

80.50

83.11

‘ao’

70.04

84.74

84.12

‘aw’

83.75

71.82

76.99

‘aw’

41.66

87.25

88.45

‘ax’

72.60

44.30

45.16

‘ax’

54.01

61.00

66.13

‘axr’

74.15

82.58

83.00

‘axr’

56.19

89.52

87.44

‘ay’

73.83

52.89

54.10

‘ay’

49.59

72.64

73.69

‘eh’

68.41

84.85

86.88

‘eh’

54.08

65.48

68.28

‘er’

82.71

84.00

81.45

‘er’

50.35

79.20

80.80

‘ey’

78.10

80.34

‘ey’

51.28

83.96

85.67

77.47

‘ih’

63.91

80.50

‘ih’

43.80

79.61

79.44

80.43

79.20

79.00

54.23

87.29

89.66

‘ix’

60.41

‘ix’

97.16

97.21

75.48

93.17

95.23

‘iy’

74.20

‘iy’

80.00

82.73

72.86

80.00

81.19

‘ow’

46.78

‘ow’

‘uh’

30.08

60.00

59.01

‘uh’

85.28

63.16

65.72
‘uw’

47.54

73.07

74.78

‘uw’

90.40

78.36

77.94

‘ux’

49.76

80.19

81.55

‘ux’

83.25

80.64

82.38
Means rate

52.89

76.35

77.64

Means rate

74.95

78.85

79.11
Established time

Established
time

t = 14 h for GA-SOM
t = 14 h 30 min for GA-RSOM

t = 13 h for GA-SOM
t = 13 h 25 min for GA-RSOM

SOM
GA-SOM
GA-RSOM

Fig. 10. Explanatory Diagram of Comparative Rates between Models

These results show that the model SOM is limited to static
data. While hybridization of SOM by the GA gives a slight

improvement in recognition rate because it is always around a
model of SOM core which can handle only static data.
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However, the application of recursive evolutionary GARSOM model promises more in the results as it integrates
dynamic aspect comparably to the variability of phonemic
support.
V.

MODELING SOM ON FPGA

1) Similarity factors between the SOM map and the FPGA
An FPGA is an integrated circuit, which based on
configurable logic bloc (CLB), Programmable connection
matrix and RAM blocks to implement complex digital
computations [15], [16], [17]. CLB is a configurable element,
permit to FPGA to be a configurable tool and to be used for
hardware verification. Each CLB, which characterized by its
logic architecture containing a combinatorial static part and a
dynamic part used for memorizing can be simulated for a
neuron, which featured by its effects memory, erase and re
memorization skills; This specificity allows us to think of
shaping CLBs in a way to mimic the behavior of the SOM
map.

Fig. 12. Representation of an artificial neuron

The cells of the competitive neural layer of SOM are
grouped according to their learning similarities. Therefore, the
cells are sorted so that their neighbor has almost the same
characteristics.
The operating principle of each artificial neuron is
described as follows by this algorithm.

Fig. 11. Comparative block diagrams between the SOM and FPGA

The main feature of Kohonen neural network manifests in
that each neuron of it is connected to all other neurons. In
parallel on FPGA, each Configurable Logic Bloc can be linked
to all other CLBs owing to the programmable connection
matrix.
Even the algorithm of Kohonen is suitable to the FPGA
due to the fact that both of it work on cycled mode. Therefore,
iteration of Kohonen algorithm will be a clock cycle on the
FPGA achievement.
2) Modeling strategy of SOM on FPGA
This work will start by modeling and implementing an
artificial neuron in hardware, which will be a Xilinx FPGA.
Secondly, it will proceed to modeling the whole SOM and
implement it on FPGA.
The SOM will be basically composed of one unit artificial
neuron either called processor. It has some inputs, which will
represent entries that mimic the dendrites of a biological
neuron and an output that mimics the axon and which serves to
spread information to other neurons.

Fig. 13. The UML Diagram of an artificial neuron behavior
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After this algorithm accomplished by each neuron within a
SOM map, all activate neurons were compared sequentially
one by one to the input vector.
Therefore, the neuron which best represents the input
vector is the winner called the BMU for Best Matching Unit in
a considered iteration. It is the neuron having the minimum of
Euclidian distance between the input vector coefficients and
the vector of weight codebook at the beginning of Soma. This
idea will be clarified by the following algorithm.

The behavior of our modeled system of SOM will be
coded on FPGA. Thereby, because the waveform which
happens to stimulate a biological neuron is represented by
spikes, so we will use square pulse as it is shown in Figure 15
and as it is a digital signal which is suitable to be processed by
every CLB within the FPGA.

Fig. 15. Representation of spikes by square pulses to be processed by neurons

When a spike arrives, the soma has two functions; to
generate the potential action according to the input data and to
compare, if the addition of all potential actions in this instance
is over a threshold, in that case, it will have to generate a pulse
through the axon.
In order to facilitate the design task for neuron modeling,
the method "top / down" is applied.
The way to cope with the problem is using a top-down
method that consists to divide a complex design in easier
designs or modules; each module is redefined with more
details or divided in subsystems. For that, a general idea over
the system is made in the first view, and if you go down
through the subsystems, you can see with more detail how
each block works.
In the developed system, each artificial neuron will have
only three dendrites as inputs to facilitate the tasks.

Fig. 16. A basic modeling of neuron

Each neuron unit is compared to a cell memory; which
likes a D (Data) flip-flop. It is therefore considered as a
processor unit that can handle only binary information.
For processing information and analog signals, these intake
dendrites must be preceded by an analog / digital converter
ADC. The received pulses are therefore a square wave as
defined previously.

Fig. 14. The UML Diagram of a SOM map behavior

The received binary signal is weighted by the weight of
each dendrite to be summing and thresholding using an
activation function that is defined in the operation of the
neuron unit algorithm.
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Fig. 17. Modeling different ports I / O of a formal neuron

Each neuron is modeled by a block containing multipliers
floors of sample coefficients related to the input signal by the
appropriate weights to each dendrite; followed by a block as
the sum of the obtained products and a threshold ensuring the
neuron activation decision.
This will be illustrated by the following figure.
Fig. 19. Modeling of the SOM map by the D flip-flops and a comparator

Fig. 18. Representation of the neuron's internal behavior

The output Y from previous diagram is considered as the
input of a D (Data) flip-flop.
In our system, the SOM map is represented by four
neuronal units on four D flip-flop. The four outputs are
compared using a comparator. The first activated D flip-flop
will be considered the Best Matching Unit BMU. She is the
one with the closest information of the input vector.
In a deeper analysis, we will include other important
blocks. We have to introduce more inputs to get the system
can learn quickly. Also, it is necessary to introduce a clock
signal in the system. All the signals will be digitals, for that, it
is recommended a signal that synchronizes the global system.
The implementation of the FPGA device under Xilinx
follows this diagram.

Fig. 20. The design flow diagram of a circuit on FPGA
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The specification step comprises the choice of the logic
device using a syntactic specification in the language VHDL,
or Verilog, or in graphics mode.
The functional validation is based on a functional
simulation of the concept. This is to see problems of
inputs/outputs, loops, etc. This audit does not take into account
the temporal aspects of the Device.
The temporal validation includes the temporal and
functional simulation of the created device on FPGA, such as
the propagation time, the signal overlap, etc.
At the implementation stage, the program will be brought
physically on the created circuit, as a project on FPGA,
according to the specifications specified by the programmer in
the light of pins allocation and internal behavior.
VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Our experiment is based on the development of an FPGA
type cyclone II over the Xilinx software. Then we created the
SOM map adopted model on this FPGA by applying the
VHDL language and following the design protocol developed
in previous Section.

Fig. 22. The simulation result of SOM on FPGA without activated neuron

Fig. 23. The simulation result of SOM on FPGA with an activated neuron
(The BMU)

We find in the first marker at 15 ms from Figure 22 that
although i1 equal to 1 and the clock is at the leading edge, the
output S1 remains at 0 because e1 is not enabled.
Fig. 21. The schematic of FPGA type Cyclone II

The simulation result of a SOM map on FPGA, made of
four neural processor units, is established at the following two
figures.
During this simulation, we took all the weight w1, w2 and
w3 to a value of 1. Thus; a period of 10 ms is allocated for the
clock signal (clk).
Similarly, we chose different periods for i1, i2 and i3
which are the three dendrites of a neuron.
S1, S2, S3 and S4 are the neurons outputs.

In the second marker at 55 ms, we note that the first
dendrite is excited (i1 = 1), the clock is also at the leading
edge and e1 is enabled, this implied a generated result on the
signal S1.
This simulation shows that at 115 ms the sum of 3 signals
S1, S2 and S3 doesn’t pass the neuron threshold (threshold =
0.5), which means the exit "Sout" remains 0,
Against, by the next rising edge at 125 ms, we find that the
sum of the latter outputs exceeds the neuron threshold, which
shows at Figure 23 the activation of a neuron that called the
BMU and "Sout" became equal to 1.
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VII.

[7]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed an evolutionary model
GA-RSOM. His experimentation gives promising results
(table 2 and table 3) by appearing to mean recognition rate for
other models such as the SOM, the GHSOM, and GA-SOM
for static data.

[8]

[9]

By applying a recursive loop on SOM we could introduce
the dynamic temporal aspect of this model RSOM.

[10]

Similarly, we considered the best matching unit BMU,
obtained in each RSOM iteration, as a chromosome bearing
the characteristics of an individual selected from a diverse
population by application of genetic algorithm GA.

[11]

This idea increases the research space and avoids the rapid
convergence of the algorithm related to our hybridized
paradigm.

[12]

[13]

Subsequently, we proposed a technical implementation of
this model on an FPGA to materialize the adopted approach.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
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Abstract—the aim of this paper is to present an intelligent
architecture of Decision Support System (DSS) based onvisual
data mining. This architecture applies the multi-agent technology
to facilitate the design and development of DSS in complex and
dynamic environment.Multi-Agent Systems add a high level of
abstraction. To validate the proposed architecture, it is
implemented to develop a distributed visual data mining based
DSSto predictnosocomial infectionsoccurrence in intensive care
units. The developed prototype was evaluated to verify the
architecture practicability.
Keywords—Multi Agent System; Decision Support System;
Visualization; Knowledge Discovery from Data; Nosocomial
Infection

I.

INTRODUCTION

Decision-making in dynamic and complex environment
faces several problems as a result of the increase in temporal
data size and the diversity of heterogonous data sources.
Integrating Data mining technology in Decision Support
System (DSS) assists decision-makers in problem solving.
Data mining algorithmsprovideuseful patterns to discover data
associations [1] [2].Data mining as two main goals: (1)
extracting relevant information from a set of raw data
according to user’s request to have coherent knowledge about
the system’s variations (2) transforming data from textual
representation into meaningful formsto specify data
associations. The complexity of the previoustasks realization
increases in case of temporal data.
The integrationof
visualization techniques[5]in data mining based DSS provides
an acceptable outcome in clear graphical formto better
understands temporal data and extracted patterns variation[5]
[6] [7]. Thus, we are interested to visual data mining based
DSS. Such systems are characterized by their complexity and
dynamic character. To support this complexity, intelligent
agent technology is a promising solution [3] [4].
In this context, our work aims to propose a multi-agent
architecture for visual data mining based DSS,which
ensureshigher level of adaptability, mobility, and intelligence.
It involves a set of active goal-oriented agents to play one or
more roles in the decision environment.
This paper is organized as follow: in section 2, we present
our researchcontext including decision support system, visual
data mining and intelligent agent technology. Then in section
3, we introduce the suggested architecture based on cognitive
intelligent agents. Next, we present the architecture

applicationin the medical field. In section 5, we will apply a set
of evaluation utility and usability tests to validate the
developed prototype.
II.

RESEARCH CONTEXT

A. Visual Intelligepnt Decision Support System
Decision doesn’t refer to a specific step clearly
identified[8]. It is based on several phases defined in previous
works such as[9],[10] and [11]which relyon Simon’sdecision
process called ICDRbased on four phases: (1) Intelligence to
extractrelevant information, (2) Design to generate a set of
related models presenting different scenarios that may occur,
(3)Choice to opt for one solution among theproposed scenarios,
and (4) Evaluationaimingat reviewing the results found in all
previous phases.
Decision processis integrated in decisional tools called
decision support system (DSS)to assist domain experts tofind
solutions for problems andmake decisions to improve or to
adjust a current situation. The DSS developed tools suggested
in previous works are applied in several domains. Among these
works, we state [12] that proposed a DSS which assist user to
find the best route in case of travel challenge. A decisional tool
having as goalsplan and manage support in energy companies
was proposed in [13]. Furthermore,a DSS relying on objective
and subjective criteria to improve quality of service in digital
library by generating a set of recommendations was suggested
in [14] works.
The data analysis for decision-makingallows defining a set
of parameters restriction to limit the search space. It provides
more efficiency and clarity. Data mining algorithms gives
patterns that will be analyzed by decision-makers. We are
interested thus in data mining based DSS.
Several works were interested in integrating visualization
methods and techniques in data mining for decision-making.In
fact, it is recommended to integrate the Human in the data
exploitation process, which is known as visual data mining. In
this case, we ensure the integration of Human knowledge with
the biggest computer capacity storage. Raw data, data mining
process and generated patterns can be interactively and
graphically presented to the user.
As consequence,numerous visual tools were initiatedin
different context of use; e.g. CAST (Clustering And visualizing
Spatio-Temporal data)[15] is a visualization tools that ensures
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moving entity control in order to study and evaluate them.A
SIMID called tool developed by [16] provides decision-maker
spatio-temporal visualization of infection. Visual temporal tool
for distant monitoring was introducedMittelstädt and his
colleagues [17].Based on this brief literature investigation,
weset a first objective. It consists of seeking to make dataminer and decision-maker able to visualize data mining
patterns, draw conclusions in real-time and interact with data in
the different data miningsteps.

A. viDSS modules
According to [22], theviDSS architecture is based on four
principal modules (cf.Fig.1)

Visual data mining and DSSbecome more and more
complex due to temporal data continuous progress.To face this
complexity, the main problem can be divided into subproblems; each one is assigned to a sub-system to reduce the
complexity.So that, intelligence can be distributed into
different parts of the system and their sub-systems.
B. Intelligent agents technology
The Multi-Agent technology consists in implementing a
distributed intelligence in complex environment. Each task
should undergo a localprocessing. An agentis a computer entity
situated in an environment and capable of acting in an
autonomous wayand can reach designed goals for which it was
conceived [18]. We believe that each part of the whole
complex and visual system can be assigned to a particular
agent. Each agent belongs to one of the following categories:
1) Reactive agentdevoid from memory and environment
representation, it relies on communication with agent’s
environment to solve problems [19]. It reacts according to its
reflex without maintaining any internal state.
2) Cognitive agent: if the agent have a memory and able
to realize an environmentsymbolic representation, and can
take into account its past in order to reach an explicit
purpose.
3) Hybrid agent: combines the twoprevious categories.
The hybrid agent follows its plans. It can sometimes directly
reacts to external events.
The agent technology, as we are mentioned previously, is
based on autonomous andcognitive intelligent agents that
havebeen applied in various domains to perform divers tasks.
Agent technology is used on several DSS works to accomplish
a define objective according the case. For exampleNeLH
project [20] involves intelligent agents looking to find the
available medical center of a given geographic area. A MAS
based DSS was suggested by [21] to predict patient state
according to context.

Fig. 1. viDSS principal modules

 Dataentry and storage module: this module consists
ofdata selecting, pre-processing and transformation
steps for data mining technique.
 Data mining module: in this module a data mining
algorithm (e.g. association rules, Bayesian dynamic
network, etc.) is applied totransformed data in order
toextract useful patterns as output.
 Evaluation module: patterns provided by the previous
module are evaluated. According to the evaluation
result, it consists of moving to the next step or to make
a feedback.
 Knowledge management module: after evaluation, in
casepatterns are relevant and give a pertinent
knowledge. This knowledge will be integrated for
decision-making.
The
viDSSprovides
userwithvisualization
of
providedresults in different modules. For this reason, we added
a new module to process the visualization tasks (c.f. Fig.2)
called visualization module integrated in the four viDSS cited
modules.

Contrary to the previous agent technology relatedworks; we
will focus on proposing a set of cognitiveagents that aims to
improve the effectiveness of the visual data mining based DSS.
We call such system as visual intelligent DSS (viDSS).So, our
context dealswith viDSS based agent concepts that will be
detailed in the next section.
III.

VIDSS PROPOSED APPROACH

In section2, we are studying works related to viDSS
conceptsand agent technology. We are claimedthat, as far as
we know,there is no work thatbrings them together. So we
propose to consider then inproposing a new architecture of
viDSS relying on agent technology.

Fig. 2. Visualization module integration
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B. Intelligent agent integrated on viDSS archirecture
After defining the different modules of viDSS architecture
(cf. section III.A), we have to define the various intelligent
agentsto be integrated,as well as the tasksassigned by each
onein different modules (c.f. Fig.3).

Fig. 5. Coordinator and data preparation agents interaction

The “data preparation agent” receives a request from
“coordinator agent” to resolve the missing or invalid values in
temporal data. The data preparation agent applies a specific
algorithm to get back the missing values. The result of
preparation process can be visualized by calling the
“visualization agent”.Prepared data provided by this agent will
be used in themodule of data mining.

Fig. 3. viDSS integrated agents

The coordination between all the defined agents is
controlled by in intelligent agent called “coordinator agent”
(c.f. Fig.4).

2) Data mining module involved agent
After receiving prepared data from “data preparation
agent”, the “data mining agent” applies a data-mining
algorithm togeneratepatterns that allow the futureprediction(c.f.
Fig 6).

Fig. 4. Coordinator agent task

The coordinator agent is able to identify the user (Dataminer or Decision-maker), as well as the agent’s works
progress and specify for each one the task to do. Following,
we present the agents by module.

Fig. 6. Data mining agent interactions

1) Data entry and storage module involved agent
In this first module, an agent called “data preparation
agent” ensures the cleaning and the pretreatment tasks to
resolve the missing valuesin the raw data (c.f. Fig.5).

The user (i.e. data miner / decision-maker) is able to
visualize results of data treatment in different modules thanks
to the “visualization agent” providing an easier interaction
between user and system.
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3) Evaluation module involved agent
An agent called “evaluation agent” achieves the patterns
evaluation task.It ensures also thefeedback to the previous task
if evaluation results are not valid by collaborating with the
“coordinator agent”(c.f. Fig.7).The evaluation is realized
through a set of criteria learned by the agent.

Fig. 9. Intelligent agent interaction

Each agent can send and receive message for another, it is a
collaborative environment that looks for improving results
quality and make the viDSS architecture center-user.

Fig. 7. Evaluation of data mining patterns

4) Knowledge management module
Knowledge management task is assigned to “knowledge
agent”.It has two roles; first it generates knowledge from
patterns and second integrates it in knowledge base in case of it
was validated by the “evaluation agent”, else knowledge will
be rejected and a new knowledge generation is started until we
got a validate knowledge (c.f. Fig.8).
User is able to visualize the extracted knowledge, so he/she
indicates the needs to visualize the extracted knowledge from
models. As consequence, a communication between
“Visualization agent” and “knowledge agent” occurred in order
to present knowledge in a visual form.

Fig. 8. Knowledge and evaluation agents interactions

C. Agents interaction modeling
The viDSS involved agents are cognitive, they can learn
from their previous acts. Furthermore they have the capacityto
discover environment in which they belong. Theycommunicate
with each other to carry out a specific task(c.f. Fig.9).

The « coordinator agent » is the principal agent of the
system. It ensures the communication and the interaction
between all the system agents. It receives requests and sends
responses from/to agents according to the request nature. It
aims to schedule the agent tasks to reach the objectives. The
“coordinator agent” facilitates the interaction and collaboration
between the user and the viDSS. It makes possible a quick and
an easier visualization of data, patterns and generated
knowledge.
IV.

VIDSS DEVELOPPED TOOL

The NI detection is acomplex process and presents a
challenge because itis based on analysis and interpretation of
temporal medicaldata such as performed actsand antibiotics
doses. This complexity is proved by a study realized
onhospitalized
population
that
contains
280
patientsbetweenApril 17th 2002 (midnight) and April 18th2002
(midnight). This studyshown that 18 % of total number has
beenaffected bythe NI [23].The NI detection is a complex task
due to the big number of temporal data analyses continuously
(e.g. antibiotic doses, clinical tests values, etc…). In order to
supervise the NI, physicians are based on prevalence survey
given by the means of several tools and devices. The divertools
give different data values with different types, so that the
temporal data visualization is not an easier task. Several works
havepublished such as that of [24]and [25] whichlook for real
solutions to decrease the number of affected persons and to
detect infection in early stages. In spite of those efforts there is
a
lack
ofdeveloped
toolsbased
on
MAS
for
thepredictionofNIconcurrence.
In order to validate the intelligent agent based viDSS
architecture introduced in the previous section, we have
developed a prototype called “viDSS_NosDetc” for the
physicians of the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of theteaching
hospitalHbibBourguibaSfax, Tunisia. This tool enables
physicians toidentify infected patients inhospital intensive
careunitthanks to: (1) visual data mining ofthe temporal data,
providing knowledge and (2) the obtained results of temporal
data interpretation.In addition, we intended toguarantee the
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tool capacity toimproveinteraction between user and system by
meansof visualization of handled data and patterns. The
applied data mining technique is the Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DNB) [26], which relates variables to each other
over adjacent time phases on any day, with t is between patient
entry date and leaving date(in days)(c.f. Fig.10). We present
the development of our MAS based viDSS architecture by
module.

Fig. 10. Causal dependencies in a dynamic BN

Result

The NI occurrence probability

A. Data entry and storage module development
We have first developed a “database agent” to ensure the
collection and the storage of temporal ICU data in the database.
The collected data can contain missing values, which need a
specific treatment. Based on “data preparation agent”
intelligence, the missing values are recovered.

Hospital stay

The period between the patient admission
and exit from the ICU

Antibiotic (ATB)

The daily antibiotic catch during the patient
stay in the ICU.

Infectious examination
(ExamInf)

The daily performed infectious examination

Acts

The daily carried out acts in the ICU

Biological parameters
(BioP)

The daily measured biological parameters

B. Data mining module development
The “data mining agent” applies the DBN algorithm in
order to generate model that represent the pertinent
information. As mentioned above, we have developed the DBN
algorithm. The causal graph of the developed algorithm is
shown in the following figure (c.f. Fig 10).

The variables used as input of DBN is presented in the
following table (cf. Table I).
TABLE I.
Measure

TEMPORAL VARIABLES
Description

C. Evaluation module development
The generated patterns resulting from the data-mining agent
are evaluated by the evaluation agent. We have developed an
automatic data preparation algorithm that allowsto analyze the
data and identifying corrections, eliminates problematic or
unnecessary fields, deriving new attributes when necessary and
improves performance with intelligent scanning techniques.
D. Knowledge managment module development
The developed knowledge agentalgorithm integrates the
evaluated pattern as new element (NI occurrence probability)
in the knowledge basefor further decision-making. Based on
this probability, viDSS suggests solutions. The system output
helps physicians to make the best decision in real-time.
The following figure (c.f. Fig.11),is the main interface
ofour viDSS prototype.

Fig. 11. viDSS tool
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The user (decision-maker) specifies at the beginning the set
of parameters related to the supervised patient (c.f. Fig.11(1)),
then he/she chooses the task to do by clicking on the specific
button (C.f. Fig.11(2)). Each task is performed by an assigned
cognitive agent. The visualization task provides both temporal
data (c.f. Fig.11(3)) and mining results visualization (c.f.
Fig.11(4)).The user gets moredetailed abstract of temporal data
variation at different time granularities by choosing one among
interaction options(c.f. Fig.11(6)). After having achieved the
mining tasks, interestingpatterns areextracted (c.f. Fig.11(5))
and integrated for possible decision solutions suggestion. If the
physician acceptedthe suggested decision and the evaluation
resultshave been acceptable, knowledge will be integrated in
knowledge base to be used for future decision-making.
V.

EVALUATION

After developing the “viDSS_NosDetc” tool, we move to
its validation that deals with utility and usability evaluation[27]
[28] [29] [30] tomake sure that the user is satisfiedwith the
provided services.We begin with the first evaluation
dimensionaiming at measuring the system performance through
confusion matrix.
A. Utility evaluation
The utility evaluation intended to verify if results provided
by different agents, such as data preparation, data mining and
data knowledge agents are significant by considering the
observed NI probability. This comparison is realized by means
ofconfusion matrix application.
TABLE II.

CONFUSION MATRIX
MAS-VIDSS

Observed results
Yes
Predicted results

Yes

10

No
4
The accuracy rate: 79%

No
4
46

The negative capacity of prediction: 87%
The positive capacity of prediction: 74%
Previous version of the system [31]

Yes

Yes

No

9

8

No
7
The accuracy rate: 77%

Fig. 12. Evaluation rate

This usability evaluation shows that 72% of the
interviewees judged that the system was ‘‘Good’’ for decisionmaker or data-miners (cf. Fig 12). We can conclude that a great
number of users are satisfied with tool interfaces and the
ergonomics of system.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In the following paper, we have focused on the design and
development of visual Intelligent Decision Support based on
Multi-Agent architecture. The used agents are intelligent and
cognitive.For each agent we have affecteda specific KDD task.
The viDSS developed agents communicate using the
coordinator agent. The proposed architecture make user able to
easily interact with the viDSSoutputs (e.g. temporal data,
patterns and knowledge) using the visualization agent.
The suggested approach is implemented for the
development of amedical tool called “viDSS_NosDetc”. It is
used to detect the NI for the patients residing in the Intensive
CareUnit of the teaching hospital HbibBourguibaSfax Tunisia.
The viDSSutility and usability evaluation proves that the
developed tool satisfies its users.
In our future works, we intend toextend the current
architecture to support the storage and the treatment of the big
data concepts. As a second contribution, we intend to develop
the viDSS architecture to be applied on other distributed
environments.
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Abstract—Zone segmentation and classification is an
important step in document layout analysis. It decomposes a
given scanned document into zones. Zones need to be classified
into text and non-text, so that only text zones are provided to a
recognition engine. This eliminates garbage output resulting
from sending non-text zones to the engine. This paper proposes a
framework for zone segmentation and classification. Zones are
segmented using morphological operation and connected
component analysis. Features are then extracted from each zone
for the purpose of classification into text and non-text. Features
are hybrid between texture-based and connected component
based features. Effective features are selected using genetic
algorithm. Selected features are fed into a linear SVM classifier
for zone classification. System evaluation shows that the
proposed zone classification works well on multi-font and multisize documents with a variety of layouts even on historical
documents.
Keywords—segmentation; layout analysis; texture features;
connected component analysis; Arabic script; genetic algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

Layout analysis is the process of extracting text lines from
a document image and identifying their reading order. It is a
major step in converting documents into electronic text [1].
The first major step in document layout analysis is
segmentation. In this step a documents are divided into distinct
geometrical regions where each is classified as text or non-text
region. Text regions contain text only while non-text regions
may contain images, graphs, drawings, etc. as shown in Fig. 1.
Text regions are sent to character recognition engine [2] which
converts text images into digital text while there is no need to
send images to recognition engine as it will give garbage
output.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Examples for regions in Arabic documents (a) text region (b) nontext (image) region (c) non-text (drawing) region

Our focus is on Arabic script documents. Arabic script
languages –such as Arabic, Kurdish, Urdu, Persian etc.- is the
second most used script after Latin script. Arabic script
segmentation is a challenging problem as it is written in many
different styles. In addition, Arabic script is cursive where
letters are connected together forming ligatures.
In literature, many algorithms were presented for document
images segmentation. Kumar et al. [3] evaluated the
performance of six page segmentation algorithms on different
scripts. The evaluated algorithms are X-Y cut, whitespace
analysis, constrained text-line finding, Docstrum, Voronoi
diagram and smearing algorithms. X-Y cut algorithm [4] is a
recursive top-down algorithm. It is a tree based algorithm
where the whole document image represents the root of the
tree. A document is then decomposed recursively into
rectangular blocks, until the document can't further be split,
which forms tree nodes. Whitespace analysis algorithm [5]
analyzes the structure of background in a document image. It
extracts the maximal whitespace rectangles, to be merged
subsequently. Merged rectangles cover the background and
thus isolate text blocks. Constrained text-line detection
algorithm [6] is also a top down algorithm. It performs a twostep text lines extraction algorithm. First, it extracts maximal
empty rectangles covering the whitespace background as in
whitespace analysis algorithm. Then, the extracted rectangles
are considered obstacles that are used in text line detection
step. Document spectrum, or docstrum, algorithm [7] is a
bottom up algorithm. It works on connecting document
components using the nearest neighbor clustering algorithm
forming the regions. Voronoi-diagram based algorithm [8] is
also a bottom-up algorithm. It extracts sample points from the
boundaries of connected components. Voronoi cells are
extracted surrounding the sample points. A decision is taken on
the edges whether to be removed or not based on two features,
distance and ratio of cell areas. The predefined algorithms are
evaluated on different scripts including Arabic scripts
particularly on Urdu documents. They give poor segmentation
results on complex script documents such as Arabic scripts. As
based on the algorithms evaluation on Urdu documents,
maximum accuracy achieved was 71.5%. Another evaluation
was done by Shafait et al. [9] on the same six algorithms but
only on Latin English scripts. Their algorithms evaluation
shows that constrained text-line finding, Docstrum and
Voronoi give better results than X-Y cut, whitespace analysis
and smearing algorithm.
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Moreover, other approaches are used like multiresolution
morphological operations as in Bloomberg algorithm [10].
Bloomberg algorithm performs well on text and halftone
document segmentation. But except for halftones, it gives poor
results on any other non-text like drawings, graphs, etc.
Bukharia et al. [11] proposed an improvement on Bloomberg
algorithm to be generalized. A hybrid between Voronoi and
Docstrum is also proposed in [12].
On the other hand there are other text segmentation
approaches based on classification of segmented text zones.
Pixel based approaches [13] which work on classifying each
pixel in a document into text or non-text. Connected
component analysis based approaches [14] where each
extracted component is classified into a text or non-text class.
Edge based [15] approaches where edged images are portioned
into blocks and each block is classified to a class. Texture
analysis based [16] approaches which make use of the regular
periodic texture property in text regions and irregular textures
in non-text zones. In this work we propose a new approach for
zone classification in Arabic documents. The proposed
algorithm applies text and non-text segmentation using dilation
morphological operation and connected component analysis.
Features extracted from each segmented zone are then used in
classifying text and non-text regions. Those features combine
texture and connected component based features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Page
segmentation of Arabic script document images is described in
Section II. Starting by preprocessing then followed by zone
segmentation. Extracted zones classification is discussed in
Section III. Performance evaluation and experimental results
are discussed in Section IV. Results analysis and final
conclusions are included in Section V.
II.

PAGE SEGMENTATION

A. Preprocessing
Collected document images are required to be in the same
format for any further processing. Since, collected document
images may be colored or grey scaled; images need to be
unified in bi-level representation –black, white-. This
binarization step is the main pre-processing step. In [17] an
adaptive local thresholding method is used for image
binarization. Image is then cleaned using a 5×5 median filter
for noise removal. Marginal noise and document borders are
also removed. Skewed images are corrected using Radon
transform [18] to be aligned correctly for further processing.
The result from preprocessing phase is a unified, cleaned and
aligned binary image with text and non-text components only.
B. Zone Segmentation
This step works on segmenting binary image into a set of
zones. Segmentation algorithm used in this step is based on
multiresolution morphological operations, dilation operation.
Connected component analysis is applied to extract mean
height (μh) and mean width (μw) of the extracted connected
components. Image is dilated using a rectangular structuring
element with size relative to μh and μw. The resulting image
contains each zone components connected together. Each zone
is surrounded by a rectangle as shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Given (a) Original book page image (b) binarized and deskwed
image using Sauvola algorithm (c) dilated image (d) image segmented into
zones

III.

ZONE CLASSIFICATION

Classifying each zone into text and non-text requires
extraction of a set of features. Those features are a mixture of
connected component and textural based features. Textural
features are features which contains spatial distribution of an
image pixel intensities. Given the regular periodicity of the
intensity distribution in text regions unlike non-text regions
[16], textural features are good choice in zone classification.
Textural features are extracted from sub-blocks where each
sub-block represents part of a component e.g. letter or word as
shown in Fig 3. Connected components based features are
added to represent the whole zone characteristics. It was found
that letters and words have common features e.g. height of
connected components are near, while non-text regions have
random structure e.g. big scattered objects and small noise.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Example for textural feature extraction for (a) text (b) non-text region
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b8

b7

b6

b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

b0

Fig. 4. Order of pixels in DSE block

C. Textural based features
Feature used in the proposed system is the document
structure element DSE [19]. It is based on a 3x3 blocks. Pixels
distribution in a given image block is shown in Fig. 4. There
exist 29 = 512 different DSEs range from 0 to 511. For each
pixel a 3x3 block, with this pixel as center b4, is converted into
integer which is called document structure element
characteristic number DSECN [19]. DSECN is calculated
using the following formula:
∑
where bi = {0,1}; 0 for black pixels and 1 for white pixels.
Features are calculated by counting the frequency of each
of the 512 blocks. Some of the features are irrelevant which
causes conflict in the classification between classes -text and
non-text-. It is infeasible to extract all 2512 different possible
combination between features of the DSEs to find the relevant
and most effective features. As a result, a feature selection
algorithm is used for dimensionality reduction without
reducing accuracy. Only subset of features, which hold
sufficient information used in discriminating classes, are
selected. There exist many feature selection algorithms in
literature, some apply linear transformations on the extracted
feature vectors like principle component analysis (PCA) [20].
Others use evolution-based optimization techniques like
Genetic algorithms (GA) [20] which focus on feedback result
from the classifier to the feature selector.
In the proposed system GA is applied. Binary chromosome
is used to represent the 512 features. Fitness used for the
selection process is the accuracy of the model generated from a
linear kernel support vector machine [21] (SVM) classifier.
Input to the SVM is a subset of selected features and the output
is the accuracy of the input features on a training set. The
subset of features giving the highest accuracy is considered to
hold the most effective subset of features. GA results in 223
features which is almost half the original set. Accuracy of the
classification process using the selected features is 97.83% on
cross validation data. Experimenting the whole 512 features
and the 223 selected features gives equal results.
D. Connected Component based features
As previously explained, features are mixture of textural
and connected component based features. Connected
component analysis is applied and some statistical features are
extracted to enhance the accuracy of the classification process.
Features extracted from each zone are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Aspect ratio between width and height
Percentage of foreground to total zone pixels
Normalized maximum components height
Normalized maximum components width

5) Normalized mean width of the components
6) Normalized Standard deviation for width of the
components
7) Normalized mean height of the components
8) Normalized standard deviation for height of the
components
9) Mean for aspect ratio of the components
10) Standard deviation for aspect ratio of the components
Features are normalized by dividing its value by the
document image value, e.g. width, height. Adding the 10
connected component based features to the selected textural
features improves the accuracy of zones classification to reach
98.54% on cross validation data. This means that connected
component features increased the classification by 0.71%.
IV.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

Evaluation of the current system requires collecting
document images because of the absence of standard Arabic
document dataset. Our Data set was 85 scanned documents
collected from different sources. Documents are scanned using
12 Mega pixel camera. Images are collected from 3 main
sources – books, magazines and historical documents- with
different layouts e.g. single and multi-column documents.
Images are as follow, 60 images from books, 10 images from
historical documents and 15 images from magazines.
Evaluation of the proposed zone classification algorithm is
shown in table I. Results are shown for each set separately. In
Books set, 1400 segmented and tested zones, 650 text zones
and 750 non-text zones. In magazine set, 350 segmented and
tested zones, 210 text zones and 140 non-text zones. Finally,
historical documents set, 150 segmented and tested zones, 40
text zones and 110 non-text zones. Accuracy is calculated from
zone classified as text or non-text using precision and recall.
The precision is the ratio of the number of text zones to the
total number of zones classified as text. The recall is the ratio
of the number of text zones to the total text zones.

Table I shows that books and magazines precision and
recall are near. However, in historical documents the values are
far. The high difference occurs as a result of high degradation
in old historical documents. Low precision value results from
big amount of noisy non-text zones detected as text. However,
recall value is high which shows that only few text-zones are
detected as non-text. Figure 5 shows some examples for
documents sent to the system.
Our approach is also evaluated against the preprocessing
components of commercial state of art Arabic OCR systems,
RDI Clever Page [22] and Sakhr Arabic OCR [23]. RDI Clever
Page is based on connected component analysis and
whitespace analysis. Evaluation is applied on a set of 109
books and magazines images. Results in table II show that our
proposed classification approach has high recall value; which
means that few text zones were missed. RDI system results in
higher precision value but with smaller recall value compared
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to our system. This means that RDI system misclassifies many
text zones as non-text than our system which may result in
losing important information from original document. On the
other hand, our system overpasses the values of Sakhr system
in both precision and recall.
V.

CONCLUSION

[4]

In this paper we proposed a framework for documents
layout analysis. It consists of two main phases 1) segmentation
and 2) classification. Collected documents are binarized using
an adaptive global binarization method, Sauvola. Images are
then cleaned and skewed for further processing. Binarized
images are segmented using morphological dilation operation
into zones. Features are extracted for classification of
segmented zones. Features used are combination between
connected components and textural based features. Textural
features are reduced using genetic algorithm and added to
connected component features. Each zone is classified into
text or non-text by sending features to a linear SVM classifier.
Only text zones are sent for character recognition engine OCR
to avoid garbage resulting from sending non-text regions.
Evaluation results show that the proposed approach managed
to achieve high accuracy for text zones classification in Arabic
documents. Comparing those results with state of art
commercial Arabic OCR systems it achieved the best recall
while saving high accuracy.
TABLE I.

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

EVALUATION OF ZONE CLASSIFICATION

Document type

Precision

Recall

Books

97.5%

96.7%

Magazines

94.5%

94.5%

Historical Documents

77%

95.2%

Total

95.7%

96.1%

TABLE II.

[3]

[13]

[14]

[15]

COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED SYSTEM AND OTHER
SYSTEMS

Methods

Precision

Recall

Proposed system

93.5%

99.1%

RDI

97.9%

94.1%

Sakhr

91.6%

95.7%

[16]

[17]

[18]
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Fig. 5. Examples for applying algorithm on different documents
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Abstract—Rapidly throughout the world economy, "the
expansive Web" in the "world" explosive growth, rapidly
growing market characterized by short product cycles exists and
the demand for increased flexibility as well as the extensive use of
a new data vision managed data society. A new socio-economic
system that relies more and more on movement and allocation
results in data whose daily existence, refinement, economy and
adjust the exchange industry. Cooperative Engineering Co operation and multi -disciplinary installed on people's
cooperation is a good example. Semantic Web is a new form of
Web content that is meaningful to computers and additional
approved another example. Communication, vision sharing and
exchanging data Society's are new commercial bet. Urban air
pollution modeling and data processing techniques need elevated
Association. Artificial intelligence in countless ways and
breakthrough technologies can solve environmental problems
from uneven offers. A method for data to formal ontology means
a true meaning and lack of ambiguity to allow us to portray
memo. In this work we survey regression model for ontologies
and air pollution.
Keywords—Ontologies; Air pollution Analysis; Regression
Models; Linear Regression

I.

INTRODUCTION

The term "ontology" Data Science and research in 1990
across countless man-made intelligence (AI) research
community has to. AI researchers have adopted the term
"ontology" is usually depicted in a scheme to code they even
(from the view point of the computational society) should be a
fair representative of the world.
Ontology is a fair; a public explanation of the concept is
clear. A "concept" of an event, the event is prepared by
identifying the relevant considerations of a hypothetical
idea."Formal" way of ontology languages are always involved
in the use of machine-readable form. For eg., in the areas of
health, disease and symptom of ideas, they are the relationship
between cause and not just a nuisance that can cause a disease.
An ontology is a "share" concept that the use of ontologies
for the target group aimed to embody the vision of consensus.
Ideally ontology terms for its use independently and in a way
that the public may be universal, but useful functions arrest
uneven and unequal representation of vision calls for an
ontology uses.
Meaning how ontologies are helpful in data recovery?

Budding accelerated digitization processes and globally
relevant databases that are transpiring in the current year, the
focus of the problems of data is modified.
This matter is now the subject of a precise vision to find
the data and commands, but only the most relevant agents is
difficult to choose from the huge piles of data. Such a
syntactic conventional engine, hunting for keywords and its
abundance by data elements in order to explore the processes
in place is used. A situation that relevant data, including but
not a precise data object is different because it uses words to
portray - These methods suffer from setbacks such as
terminology inconsistency and "contrast" that irrelevant data
because of the similarities in wording has been taken.
Recently, however, is moving in a new way - meaning
approach. Data about data - - order an additional satisfactory
method for data retrieval and exploration of those "need to
answer this is to use meta data.
Ontologies are useful in two ways in improving the
process:
1) It allows to abstract the information and represent it
explicitly- highlighting the concepts and relations and not the
words used to describe them. [1]
2) Ontologies can possess inference functions, allowing
more intelligent retrieval. For example, a "basketball player"
is also a "professional athlete", and an Ontology that defines
the relations between these concepts can retrieve one when the
other is queried.
II.

WHAT IS ONTOLOGY?

"Although the ontology is currently a fashionable word,
there is no agreement on the precise meaning of the term: it is
reported that the main purpose of the ontology is to regulate
the meaning of words, the term" ontology "is not clearly
defined humorous "and" concerning AI (Artificial
Intelligence) to produce a lot of controversy in the discussion
"feel. F karma, vision and multimedia ontology engineering
request finds applicability in many areas, and each one of
them has its own meaning.
1) A bit of etymology and philosophy.
The term "ontology" last a very long time in philosophy,
starting with the works of Aristotle. As being "science", from
the Greek "ontos" This way both speech and reason for being
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and "Logo" is described. From the point of thinking about the
event, an additional current philosophy is to start with German
theorists of the 19th century; the existence of ontology is a
systematic report. This idea does not mean different things
back (phenomenological approach) are going to be and despite
the appearance, these are two ways that cannot be included
(phenomenological reduction concerning contemplate). To
keep in mind, the larger epistemological sense can help us to
understand what must be ontology. Vision, language and
reasoning: As a matter of fact, one can maintain three
dimensions. In other words: to clear speech about the world, to
manipulate our understanding and representation throughout
the world to understand the concept.
2) The knowledge engineering point of view.
Multimedia and vision engineering sectors nineties instead
of a systematic nature, a spiritual way of being able to focus
more on early reports of the presence of 1 used the word
ontology. As a matter of fact, man-made system of
intelligence, what exists is a declarative language that can be
embedded in. Ontology next how objects, ideas and
connections in a short period of interest are agreeing to
continue to embody a clear specification is appropriate.
Gruber shouted ideas and connections that it is an agent or
agents can continue for a description of the area (a program
like a reasonable specification) that "the concept of a
specification is". The definition of terms used in engineering
include semantic web, we can say that to begin again: "An
ontology is a computer-readable language to express ideas in a
common description of the connection." Fig.1 is an example
of general higher ontology.

WHAT IS ONTOLOGY FOR?

“What is vital is what ontology is for” (T.R Gruber). As a
matter of fact, the ontology’s necessities depend on the
intention of the final application. The main goal of an
ontology is to enable contact and vision allocating amid
computer arrangements by seizing a public understanding of
words that can be utilized by humans and programs. We can
next recognize disparate groups of uses for ontologies:


 system engineering, for specification, reliability and
reusability;
 knowledge association like data retrieval, document
association, vision center systems;
 natural speech treatment for semantic research, lexical
construction;
In connection with all requests and Internet electronic
transactions and the semantic web, we are well past the one
that shows the trend of the real ontology allow inadequate
word to say confronting the increasing use of the web,
additional human and computer programs to interact with the
demand for data on websites. Described as an extension of the
current one, a new form of web content was necessary.
"Semantic web is a representation of the globe vast web of
data".
(W3C's definition): Semantic Web on Resource
Description Framework (RDF) for words, XML for syntax
and URIs for shouting has been established.
IV.

AIR POLLUTION

Air pollution and prepare for every metropolis outstanding
importance for nature is an environmental shock. And in the
industry spans the development of motor-car traffic over the
past year has been the severity of the situation. Numerous
authors and institutions solve the problem of air pollution in
the disturbances. Emissions of pollutants that affect air
quality, air quality, very much. Lung infections and a high
degree of air pollution, with spans of respiratory diseases in
the population decline of the sensitivity of the air quality
reasons. Car density and air pollution caused by the industry,
cars and industry emissions, depending on the type of uneven
geographical location, such as temperature, wind conditions,
according to the weather conditions, and complementary
factors. For the calculation of air pollution emissions, the
dense monitoring systems are working in many areas of city.
Intended area of monitoring indoor air quality is to tell about
the powers accountable. Surveillance data from shock and
such small words to solve the contamination level forecasting,
emergency response measures, deciding to eliminate air
pollution in the form of work is used by experts.
Decision-making has been installed on quantitative data
and measurements and observations, presented data
concerning the frequency and size of the change and weather
standards are maintained from the beginning is consolidated.

Fig. 1. The Upper Ontology

III.

 inter -operability (communication) amid arrangements,
including enterprise modeling and multi agent
arrangements;

communication amid people and organizations;

I for cooperation in air quality decision support to offer an
unfailing, a mathematical model has to be designed,
environment protection and air pollution (NO, NO2, mist,
SO2, etc.) between connection established. Obviously, there
are unforeseen factors that could impact the degree of air
pollution are a lot of, and it is certain that the institution due to
a cut or an increase of air pollutants is difficult pointer. Install
heavy numerical modeling methods and computational
resources when running complex data that often are not
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attainable need to rush. AI methods, expert systems and
knowledge-based methods employ the way in this area are not
enthusing. The successes of these methods are used in various
fields of science. Environmental Law Association and the
Association of air quality models and data processing
components and modules encompass blow to solve. A
knowledge-based numerical model is another route proposal; a
vision center is an inference engine that can deal with
uncertainty in terms of use by many original features. An
ontology way, employing a consistent, coherent and nonredundant central vision can be estimated.
V.

URBAN AIR QUALITY MONITORING

Wise accurate environmental data, uneven metropolitan
locations, the resort affords elevated alarm system possible
scenarios and to advocate appropriate countermeasures should
notice. Mobility is possible to exploit the inherent web nodes,
consequently, a low cost environmental monitoring system
with high spatial coverage to apply.
With a vehicular sensor web in potential environmental
data collectable, air quality plays a second role. It's really a
concern in modern cities because of air pollution effect on
population and environment is an important encounter.
Local factors, the city's terms, and conditions hot spot: the
air quality in the city spread is the result of three factors. In
rural spans, pollution levels with medium to long-distance
voyaging complementary areas of air pollutants from the
crowd mainly depend on transportation. Emerging
compression levels are significantly less in these areas. The
city spans, the air contamination such warming settings and
lighting off, region and private vehicular transport, or
assembly activities as human hobby, is related to the set. City
pollution accordingly human passion, the topography, and the
innate micrometeorology, spatial varies as it is reasonable to
anticipate.
The importance of this topic is so high that the Directive
96/62 / EC, establishes the principles that Frank is a public
strategy and delineate or to circumvent the order, cut close to
the ambient air quality targets in the European is manipulated
by the commission on the human condition and nature of
harmful consequences, Associate States assess ambient air
standard in the region to inform and enhance the quality of air,
while it is undesirable. Air pollution is usually very good web
is monitored by permanent stations. A tracking station just a
huge scope of pollution standard research tool can calculate
work. However, continuous monitoring stations repeatedly so
as to measure the surrounding background concentrations or
possible hotspot areas are assigned which normally are in
addition to the countless kilometers. In addition, the purchase
and maintenance of such a heavy price to limit the number of
capacities manipulating the dimensional resolution of the
pollution map is emerging. In fact, a stable sensor capable of
spatial coverage scope is manipulated, so it's a huge interest in
a vast number of detectors for monitoring period should seize.
These failures, we advocate a profitable and feasible channel
sensor networks win. If requested efficiently, a VSN can offer
a wide dimensional coverage, and saw a better quality of the
characteristics. Instead of employing fixed sensors, detectors
in cars or transport services sector can be installed on vehicles.

Sensors secured on advancing vehicles periodically track the
air standard and send the taken data to a central storage
system. Though, there is a trade-off for this gain in
dimensional coverage. Time-related coverage of detected
information in a particular locale will be less contrasted to
fixed sensors readings as a feature will be measured in the
alike locale only when the vehicle will cross once more that
point. This lack of time-related coverage can be grasped by
rising web nodes density and so climbing sensors on extra
vehicles, or allocating sensors on area buses, so that
environmental features can be tracked unceasingly alongside
their routes. One more setback that ought to not be underrated
concerns degraded measurements inside sensor networks.
Sensor nodes could sporadically produce wrong measurements
due to battery exhaustion, dust on sensors, tampering and
supplementary causes. Amid the countless mathematical
methods and algorithms in works, suitable instruments to preprocess such gathered data are Bayesian Networks.
In the subsequent serving we debate a little continuing air
contamination monitoring period bestowing a brief overview
of the state of the fine art.
VI.

ONTOLOGICAL APPROACH

Urban air corruption affiliation needs raised demonstrating
and information preparing procedures. Synthetic mind gives
incalculable techniques and advances that can resolve usefully
dissimilar ecological issues. AI techniques present increases
above additional set up numeric demonstrating ways that need
substantial processing assets and interest as info convoluted
data, much of the time not easily accessible. It is critical to
settle on choices in natural security affiliation, so a multispecialist game plan (MAS) way may be asked for better
arrangement. A multi-specialist game plan is a web of
interactive media operators that conveys to determine mishaps
that are surpassing the individual limits or vision of each and
every misfortune solver. A specialist can be a physical or
neighboring presence that can deed autonomously and has
mastery to finish its points and slant. The learning of smart
specialists and multi-operator game plans gives the interactive
media preparation to the execution of disseminated
environment courses of action that can track and control the
ecological standard.
In our setting, the vehicular sensor web can be
demonstrated as a multi-operator framework made by a set out
of astute substances. Each and every vehicle has a bit of
running media specialists that screen and analyze the
advancement of natural information like air quality, and report
to a manager operator if somewhat basic mishap can happen.
As per Chomsky speculations, information, assembled by
sensors introduced on vehicles, must be epitomized in an
appropriate strategy so that keen choice operators can
understandable and reason on it. A technique to formalize
information is the significance of a right cosmology that
grants us to depict reminders close by importance and lacking
uncertainty. One of the additional open points in developing
ontologisms is apportioning open comprehension of the
development of information in the midst of individuals or
interactive media specialists. The contact in the midst of
specialists depends by and large on the reception of a
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conceptualization, that is, a legitimate representation of the
truth of a particular circumstance, so oncologic pace is straight
to the point in our course of action, keeping in mind the end
goal to portray an open vocabulary for scientists who interest
to allot information around there, yet also for learning based
arrangements outlining that inquiries and attestations are
traded in the midst of operators. The utilization of
distinguishing components and remote sensor networks is
rising, so a rising volume of heterogeneous information,
information organizations, and estimation methods is
produced. The ontological perfect gives a technique to deal
with the sensors and the convoying volume of created
information. It can moreover be used to accept sensor readings
and to deal with imperfect sensor information as portrayed in,
in that the W3C Semantic Sensor Web Incubator group
(SSNXG) depicted OWL 2 cosmology to outline the aptitudes
and properties of sensors, the deed of identifying and the
developing perceptions.
So as to formalize air quality contemplations, philosophy
could be used to development air sullying zone ideas. Since a
standout amongst the most crucial philosophy elements is its
reusability, we accepted to development our vision range as
per AIR POLLUTION Ontology. This cosmology is
committed to air defilement examination and mastery, and has
been genuinely used in Air Pollution.
Urban air pollution organized information will be
justifiable and process capable by specialists whose point is to
screen and moderate defilement results crosswise over
different sorts of uses. Case in point, joining 3D city models,
meteorological elements and air tainting information, it is
plausible to guesstimate the nature of air in a little city zone.
One additionally fascinating solicitation may be street activity
administration. Utilizing the information enriched by natural
and street metaphysics, it ought to be likely to build up
somewhat smart mixed media specialist that can set a
proposed most extreme velocity for a vehicle, or effect activity
lights keeping in mind the end goal to get a handle on the
quantity of vehicles on the streets of a specific city zone.
These activities may provide for scatter meteorological
poisons in this way cutting their pressure in building appended
ranges.
VII.

BUILDING OF ONTOLOGY FOR AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL

Making metaphysics is not a paltry issue. It needs not
simply aptitudes in information advances but rather also
profound vision in the demonstrated space. The strategy of
vision course of action advancement is organized in several
models that must be made. On the "setting" level of reflection
three models is proposed: Organizational perfect, Task perfect
and Agent's model. The authoritative perfect portrays the
relationship close by the objective to see the mishaps and
chances of vision administration. The Task perfect epitomizes
errand that are gave inside the association. An undertaking is
whatever that must be given by a specialist. The operator
perfect portrays all specialists – agents of assignments - their
demonstrations, capabilities, abilities, and confinements.
Metaphysics progress systems help making ontologies in
grouped region arranged applications. Endless procedures

have been industrialized so as to formalize making Ontologies
for assembling or supplementary applications. Despite the fact
that cosmology progresses systems are not develop bounty,
they can be useful in developing philosophy set up vision
courses of action.

VIII.

RELATED WORKS

J., Fenger, et. al. (1999) [1] In this paper, following 1950
the world populace has dramatically increased, and the
worldwide number of autos has expanded by a component of
10. In the same time frame the part of individuals living in
urban ranges has expanded by a component of 4. In year 2000
this will add up to about portion of the world populace.
Around 20 urban areas will each have populaces above 10
million individuals. Seen over longer periods, contamination
in real urban communities tends to increment amid the
developed stage, they go through a most extreme and are of
course diminished, as reduction methodologies are created. In
the industrialized western world urban air contamination is in
a few regards in the last stage with successfully diminished
levels of sulfur dioxide and residue. In late decades in any
case, the expanding movement has changed the consideration
regarding nitrogen oxides, natural mixes and little particles. In
a few urban areas photochemical air contamination is a critical
urban issue, however in the northern piece of Europe it is a
huge scale wonder, with ozone levels in urban avenues being
ordinarily lower than in rustic territories. Urban communities
in Eastern Europe have been (and by and large still are)
intensely dirtied. After the late political change, trailed by an
impermanent subsidence and a consequent presentation of
new innovations, the circumstance seems to make strides. Be
that as it may, the rising number of private autos is a rising
issue. In most creating nations the fast urbanization has so far
brought about uncontrolled development and falling apart
environment. Air contamination levels are here as yet
ascending on numerous fronts.
Noboru, Yamazoe, Go Sakai et. al. (2003) [2] In this
paper, semiconductor gas sensors use permeable
polycrystalline resistors made of semiconducting oxides. The
working guideline includes the receptor capacity played by the
surface of every oxide grain and the transducer capacity
played by every grain limit. Furthermore, the utility variable
of the detecting body additionally participates in deciding the
gas reaction. In this manner, the ideas of sensor outline are
controlled by considering each of these three key variables.
The necessities are choice of a base oxide with high versatility
of conduction electrons and attractive steadiness (transducer
capacity), choice of an outside receptor which improves
surface responses or adsorption of target gas (receptor
capacity), and creation of a very permeable, meager detecting
body (utility component). Late advance in sensor plan taking
into account these elements is depicted.
Mihaela. Oprea et. al. (2005) [3] In this paper, air
contamination control in urban districts is one of the
fundamental bearings of exploration in the ecological
sciences. For every area the contamination causes and
contamination scattering are distinctive, contingent upon the
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modern movement, on vehicles activity, on residential sources
et cetera, and also on the topographical area, temperature of
the air, velocity and heading of the wind, and other climate
elements. A few scientific models are utilized for the portrayal
of the connections between natural insurance and
meteorological elements. An option way to deal with the
numerical models is an information based methodology that
incorporates numerous wellsprings of learning in an
information base. The paper portrays a contextual
investigation of learning displaying in an air contamination
control choice emotionally supportive network that utilizations
DIAGNOZA_MEDIU, a model master framework committed
to air contamination examination and control in urban areas.
We have created metaphysics, AIR_POLLUTION, for the
application area. A few AI procedures were utilized as a part
of the learning demonstrating process. A counterfeit neural
system gives prescient information to the actualities base, and
a part of the principles from the tenet base are removed by
utilizing inductive learning.
Michael, Blaschke, Thomas Tilleet. al. (2006) [4] In this
paper, microelectromechanical-framework (MEMS) metaloxide gas sensors have achieved a full grown stage, which
makes mass business sector applications in the car region
conceivable. As opposed to the officially settled fold control
framework, which controls the entrance of (ignition) gasses
from outside the vehicle to the auto lodge, the framework
contemplated here distinguishes scent occasions made inside
the auto lodge. The occasions under study have been tobacco
smoke, fast-food smell, excrement, and bio effluents (tooting).
As the reference can't be a "straightforward logical
estimation," a human test board for evaluating the hedonic
impact on a scale from 0 to 5 is utilized as reference. The
specialized framework is a MEMS metal-oxide-sensor cluster
comprising of three unique sensors. The information
assessment approach utilized here is consolidating the humantactile information and the MEMS sensor information. The
assignment is performed by the blend of two free calculations,
where one is identified with the standardized conductance and
the other to flag change. Utilizing a consolidated methodology
has the favorable position that "false" occasions are
smothered. After the calculation was effectively exchanged
onto a microcontroller, genuine information were recorded
and grouped. A few functional cases are given in this paper.
The general gas-sensor framework achieves great agreement
with the human-tactile impression, which is spoken to via air
quality levels. This empowers the outline of an interest
controlled ventilation framework.
H. K. Eminir, Hala Abdel-Galil et. al. (2006) [5] In this
paper, the absence of natural information is a typical
component of numerous creating nations. This is truth in
Egypt, where air quality is starting to be efficiently observed
in a few spots of the nation. To defeat these issues, the
requirement for exact assessments of air quality levels turns
out to be always vital. To accomplish such forecast errands,
the utilization of fake neural system (ANN) is viewed as a
practical procedure better than conventional factual
techniques. In this paper, ANN prepared with a back spread
calculation is utilized to appraise the surely understood
poisons,
from
promptly
discernible
neighborhood

meteorological information. The outcomes demonstrate that
the ANN model anticipated air contamination focuses with
great exactness of roughly 96 %.
Uichin, Lee, Biao Zhou, et. al. (2006) [6] In this paper,
vehicular sensor systems are developing as another system
worldview of essential importance, particularly for proactively
assembling observing data in urban situations. Vehicles
normally have no strict imperatives on preparing force and
capacity abilities. They can sense occasions (e.g., imaging
from roads), process detected information (e.g., perceiving
tags), and course messages to different vehicles (e.g., diffusing
significant warning to drivers or police operators). In this
novel and testing versatile environment, sensors can produce a
sheer measure of information, and conventional sensor system
approaches for information reporting get to be unfeasible. This
article proposes MobEyes, a proficient lightweight backing for
proactive urban checking taking into account the essential
thought of abusing vehicle versatility to artfully diffuse
rundowns about detected information. The reported
exploratory/scientific results demonstrate that MobEyes can
collect outlines and fabricate an ease appropriated file with
sensible fulfillment, great versatility, and restricted overhead
Jakob, Eriksson, Lewis Girod et. al. (2008) [7] In this
paper researches an utilization of versatile detecting:
recognizing and reporting the surface states of streets. We
portray a framework and related calculations to screen this
vital common base utilizing a gathering of sensor-prepared
vehicles. This framework, which we call the Pothole Patrol
(P2), utilizes the characteristic versatility of the taking an
interest vehicles, deftly assembling information from vibration
and GPS sensors, and preparing the information to survey
street surface conditions. We have sent P2 on 7 taxis running
in the Boston range. Utilizing a straightforward machinelearning approach, we demonstrate that we can recognize
potholes and other extreme street surface abnormalities from
accelerometer information. By means of cautious
determination of preparing information and sign components,
we have possessed the capacity to manufacture a finder that
misidentifies great street fragments as having potholes under
0.2% of the time. We assess our framework on information
from a great many kilometers of taxi drives, and demonstrate
that it can effectively recognize various genuine potholes in
and around the Boston region. In the wake of bunching to
encourage diminish spurious identifications, manual
assessment of reported potholes demonstrates that more than
90% contain street abnormalities needing repair.
Yajie, Ma, Mark Richards et. al. (2008) [8]In this paper,
we exhibit a conveyed base taking into account remote sensors
system and Grid processing innovation for air contamination
checking and mining, which means to grow minimal effort
and pervasive sensor systems to gather ongoing, expansive
scale and exhaustive ecological information from street
movement emanations for air contamination observing in
urban environment. The primary informatics challenges in
appreciation to building the high-throughput sensor Grid are
talked about in this paper. We display a two-layer system
structure, a P2P e-Science Grid engineering, and the
disseminated information mining calculation as the answers
for location the difficulties. We mimicked the framework in
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TinyOS to inspect the operation of every sensor and the
systems administration execution. We likewise display the
appropriated information mining result to analyze the viability
of the calculation.
Giuseppe, Anastasi, Giuseppe Lo Re et. al. (2009) [9] In
this paper, observing basic soundness of verifiable legacy
structures might be an overwhelming undertaking for
structural specialists because of the absence of a prior model
for the building solidness, and to the nearness of strict
limitations on checking gadget arrangement. This paper
provides details regarding the experience maturated amid an
undertaking with respect to the outline and usage of an
imaginative innovative system for observing basic structures
in Sicily, Italy.
Giuseppe, Anastasi, OrazioFarruggiaet. al. (2009) [10] In
this paper, this work reports the experience on the outline and
organization of a WSN-based framework for checking the
profitable cycle of fantastic wine in a Sicilian winery. Other
than giving the way to pervasive observing of the developed
range, the undertaking depicted here is intended to bolster the
maker in guaranteeing the general nature of their generation,
as far as exact arranging of mediations in the field, and
protection of the put away item. Remote Sensor Networks are
utilized as the detecting base of a dispersed framework for the
control of a prototypal profitable chain; hubs have been sent
both in the field and in the basement, where wine maturing is
performed, and information is gathered at a focal unit with a
specific end goal to perform surmisings that propose
auspicious mediations that protect the grapes' quality.
Artis, Mednis, Girts Strazdinset. al. (2010) [11] In this
paper, Road surface investigation including pothole reports is
an essential issue for street maintainers and drivers. In this
paper we propose a technique for pothole location utilizing
portable vehicles outfitted with off the rack receiver and
worldwide situating gadgets connected to an on-board PC.
The methodology is sufficiently nonexclusive to be stretched
out for other sort of occasion identification utilizing diverse
sensors also. The vehicles are driving on open roads and
measuring pothole prompted sound signs. Our methodology
was tried and assessed by genuine tests in a street portion for
which we had built up the ground truth previously. The
outcomes show pothole discovery with high precision
regardless of the foundation commotion and other sound
occasions.
A. R., Al-Ali, Imran Zualkernan et. al. (2010) [12] In this
paper, an online GPRS-Sensors Array for air contamination
observing has been composed, actualized, and tried. The
proposed framework comprises of a Mobile Data-Acquisition
Unit (Mobile-DAQ) and an altered Internet-Enabled Pollution
Monitoring Server (Pollution-Server). The Mobile-DAQ unit
incorporates a solitary chip microcontroller, air contamination
sensors exhibit, a General Packet Radio Service Modem
(GPRS-Modem), and a Global Positioning System Module
(GPS-Module). The Pollution-Server is a top of the line PC
application server with Internet availability. The Mobile-DAQ
unit accumulates air toxins levels (CO, NO2, and SO2), and
packs them in an edge with the GPS physical area, time, and
date. The casing is in this manner transferred to the GPRS-

Modem and transmitted to the Pollution-Server by means of
the general population versatile system. A database server is
connected to the Pollution-Server for putting away the poisons
level for further utilization by different customers, for
example, environment security offices, vehicles enrollment
powers, and vacationer and insurance agencies. The PollutionServer is interfaced to Google Maps to show continuous
toxins levels and areas in vast metropolitan territories. The
framework was effectively tried in the city of Sharjah, UAE.
The framework reports constant contaminations level and their
area on a 24-h/7-day premise.
Alessandra, De Paola et. al. (2011) [13] In this paper,
normal tactile gadgets for measuring natural information are
commonly heterogeneous, and present strict vitality
limitations; also, they are likely influenced by commotion, and
their conduct may differ crosswise over time. Bayesian
Networks constitute an appropriate device for pre-handling
such information before performing more refined simulated
thinking; the methodology proposed here goes for getting the
best exchange off amongst execution and expense, by
adjusting the working method of the basic tangible gadgets.
Besides, self-design of the hubs giving the proof to the
Bayesian system is done by method for an on-line multi-target
enhancement.
S.C., Hu, Y.C. Wang, Huang et. al. (2011) [14] In this
paper, considers a small scale atmosphere checking situation,
which more often than not requires conveying a substantial
number of sensor hubs to catch ecological data. By misusing
vehicular sensor systems (VSNs), it is conceivable to prepare
less hubs on autos to accomplish fine-grained observing. In
particular, when an auto is moving, it could lead estimations at
various areas, in this way gathering bunches of detecting
information. To accomplish this objective, this paper proposes
VSN design to gather and measure air quality for miniaturized
scale atmosphere observing in city zones, where hubs'
portability might be wild, (for example, taxis). In the proposed
VSN engineering, we address two system related issues:
1) how to adaptively change the reporting rates of
versatile hubs to fulfill an objective observing quality with
less correspondence overhead and
2) how to misuse deft interchanges to decrease message
transmissions. We propose calculations to unravel these two
issues and check their exhibitions by reenactments.
What's more, we additionally build up a ZigBee-based
model to screen the convergence of carbon dioxide (CO2) gas
in city zones.
Alessandra, De Paola, Salvatore Gaglio et. al. (2012) [15]
In this paper, surrounding Intelligence frameworks are
normally portrayed by the utilization of pervasive gear for
observing and adjusting the earth as indicated by clients'
needs, and to internationally characterized imperatives. Our
work depicts the usage of a testbed giving the equipment and
programming instruments for the advancement and
administration of AmI applications taking into account remote
sensor and actuator arranges, whose fundamental objective is
vitality putting something aside for worldwide maintainability.
An example application is introduced that locations
temperature control in a workplace, through a multi-objective
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fluffy controller checking clients' inclinations and vitality
utilization.
Srinivas, Devarakonda, ParveenSevusu et. al. (2013) [16]
In this paper, customarily, contamination estimations are
performed utilizing costly gear at settled areas or committed
versatile hardware labs. This is a coarse-grained and costly
approach where the contamination estimations are few and far
in the middle. In this paper, we show a vehicular-based
portable methodology for measuring fine-grained air quality
continuously. We propose two practical information
cultivating models - one that can be conveyed on open
transportation and the second an individual detecting gadget.
We introduce preparatory models and talk about execution
challenges and early examinations.
IX.

[2]
[3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Air pollution control in city ranges is one of the
fundamental requests of examination in the natural sciences.
For each and every traverse the defilement reasons and
pollution scattering are divergent, dependent on the
assembling consideration, on vehicles activity, on inner
sources et cetera, and additionally on the topographical area,
temperature of the air, rate and relationship of the wind, and
supplementary meteorological conditions components.
Innumerable scientific models are used for the portrayal of the
associations in the midst of natural security and
meteorological elements. An option route to the scientific
models is a learning based way that consolidates a few starting
points of vision in a dream base. The paper portrays a case
find of vision demonstrating in an air contamination utilizing
ontologies. In upcoming we will endeavor to use regression
models and ontology for city air contamination estimation.
[1]

[4]
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Abstract—recently, the diseases of diabetes mellitus have
grown into extremely feared problems that can have damaging
effects on the health condition of their sufferers globally. In this
regard, several machine learning models have been used to
predict and classify diabetes types. Nevertheless, most of these
models attempted to solve two problems; categorizing patients in
terms of diabetic types and forecasting blood surge rate of
patients. This paper presents an automatic decision support
system for diabetes mellitus through machine learning
techniques by taking into account the above problems, plus,
reflecting the skills of medical specialists who believe that there is
a great relationship between patient’s symptoms with some
chronic diseases and the blood sugar rate. Data sets are collected
from Layla Qasim Clinical Center in Kurdistan Region, then, the
data is cleaned and proposed using feature selection techniques
such as Sequential Forward Selection and the Correlation
Coefficient, finally, the refined data is fed into machine learning
models for prediction, classification, and description purposes.
This system enables physicians and doctors to provide diabetes
mellitus (DM) patients good health treatments and
recommendations.
Keywords—Diabetes disease; Blood sugar rate and symptoms;
ANN; Prediction and Classification models

I.

patients. Thus, it is so crucial to study the symptoms of DM
patients not only to categorize their types, but also to envisage
what side-effects or more chronic diseases a patient should
anticipate.
For the above reasons, the influences of this work can go
further than just classifying DM cases. Thus, the main
contributions are as follows: 1) It utilizes some independent
variables (which are consisted of; a- independent variables that
a consultant for DM has considered, b- independent variables
that considered by researchers in their previous works and cindependent variables that considered by this work) to
diagnose or predict the rate of blood surge for patients through
ANN model. 2) After diagnosing or prediction, the work
utilizes more variables (symptoms of the patients) and the
predicted blood sugar rate for the same patients to find out the
relation between the symptoms and five major chronic diseases
that diabetic patients have high probability to get them.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The next
section describes the background of DM and AI techniques.
Section 3 describes the proposed method, and in Section 4 the
discussion and conclusion of the paper are outlined, and
finally, the future work is suggested.

INTRODUCTION

II.

The International Diabetes Federation stated that within the
next 20 years, the figure of diabetic persons will stretch to 285
million in the world [1, 2]. Consequently, numerous research
works have been conducted to analyze and categorize the DM
patient types [3, 4]. Most of researchers have depended further
on artificial intelligence (AI) and data mining (DM) techniques
for constructing their classifier or forecaster models. They
aimed at targeting two important objectives to AI classifier
models; first is to point out the most related features and
predictors or statically so called independent variables that
should have no correlation among each other and have strong
correlation with the desired target. Second is to select a suitable
AI technique as a classifier or predictor tool which would
possibly produce highest accuracy rate [5, 6]. Thus, at this
stage, most of AI models would not provide or improve
something to the knowledge of the physicians and medical
staffs who are observing DM cases. The only support that they
can provide is to categorize the type of DM cases or predict
glucose rate in the blood. On the other hand, the most
important missing benefit to the physician staffs and even to
the indigent patients themselves is to describe the future of DM

DM AND AI TECHNIQUES

The most important AI techniques that have been used by
researchers are Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support
Vector Machine, Fuzzy Logic systems, K-mean classifier, and
many others [3, 7-11]. ANN is considered to be the most
popular one among all. A review work on using ANN in
medical diagnoses is accomplished by [7], and it has been
displayed in [16] that ANN can have several practices and can
have different algorithms for training. Most of research works
utilized the multilayer ANN with feed-forwarded back
propagation (FFBP) algorithms to achieve DM classification.
A research work has been done by [5] to categorize diabetic
patients into insulin and non-insulin. The work depended on
datasets collected in India, called Pima Indian Diabetes Dataset
[8]. Another research work used the same FFBP algorithm to
diagnose the DM cases [6]. They collected the database from
Sikkim Manipal Institute of Medical Sciences Hospital,
Gangtok, Sikkim for the diabetic patients.
Fuzzy logic classifier model is another type of AI tools that
has been utilized by researchers [11] to categorize cases into
type-1 and type-2. Their work relied on a secondary type of
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database called Pima dataset. The accuracy of their work was
evaluated against the rate of misclassified cases. A particular
work utilized Decision Tree (DT) which is also considered as
an AI tool for diagnosing diabetes to achieve classification and
compared to ANN. They concluded from their results that DT
demonstrated better accuracy [13].
Several approaches and algorithms were used to extract
hidden information from biomedical datasets. A research work
conducted to classify diabetes cases using Principal
Component Analysis and Neuro-Fuzzy Inference. The diabetes
disease dataset that used in this study was taken from Machine
Learning Database (Department of Information and Computer
Science, University of California) and the obtained
classification accuracy was 89.47% [14]. Another work
conducted to classify diabetes cases and they obtained 78.4%
classification accuracy with 10-fold cross-validation (FCV)
using Evolving Self-Organizing Map [15]. A combination
approach was followed to combine Quantum Particle Swarm
Optimization (QPSO), Weighted Least Square (WLS) and
Support Vector Machine to diagnose Type-II diabetes. More
Research works recorded in this area as the one that applied
c4.5 algorithm for classification and it obtained 71.1%
accuracy rate [16].
As mentioned in all above works, researchers continuously
were busy to classify or diagnose diabetes cases into some
predefined categories. Nevertheless, lately, physicians and
doctors are concerned about the likelihoods of more chronic
diseases or problems that might attack the diabetic patients.
Thus, this work is given more descriptive information about
diabetic patients through predicting which chronic diseases
(problems) more probably can attack a diabetic patient or case
based on their detected symptoms.
III.

THE SYSTEM STRUTURE

The new proposed approach in this work has a
combination form in which the flow operation is shown in Fig.
1. Details on the pro-posed system are elaborated in the next
four parts:-

A. Part one: Data Collection and Pre-Processing
The part one can be divided into the following stages:1) Model's Variables Identification
From the relevant works that mentioned in section 2, many
independent variables that are related to DM cases could be
obtained. However, it is important to mention that each work
has utilized the variables in a specific way. The collected
independent variables can be grouped into physical, biological,
and symptoms. Most physical records were about the height,
weight, mass index, age and sex of the DM patients [17]. There
are also some physical recodes that usually considered for
specific cases, for instance, the number of pregnancy for a DM
patient was only considered for female cases or if the research
study is about Gestational Diabetes Mellitus GDM [13]. The
biological related records are mostly Blood Glucose rate,
Systolic blood pressure, and Diastolic blood pressure [6].
Researchers utilized these independent variables to build
models that can classify DM cases or predict rates of glucose in
blood.
The final group of independent variables is known as
patient’s symptoms. These records are more related to troubles
and problems that a DM patient may suffer form, and together
some of them are related to signs of DM disease. Some of
these problems or symptoms are related to some chronic
diseases. The second source of this work is to check the record
list of DM patients in a specialist clinic. To achieve that, an
official communication conducted between Salahaddin
University-Erbil, College of Engineering and Layla Qasim
Consultant Center Clinic for DM through the Department of
Health in Erbil. Table 1, shows the most important records
(independent variables) that a specialist clinic or consultant for
DM has considered in his documentations. The table is also
showing the most important independent variables that
considered by researchers in their works. The third column in
the table is about the independent variables that considered by
this work to build an enhanced model for diagnosing and
describing DM patients. The column shows how this work
included the most important variables that are considered by
DM consultant clinics and previous researches in DM
diagnoses filed.
2) Data and Records’ Collection
The data collection in this research work involves 26
variables through the process of building and simulating an
enhanced medical model for diagnosing and describing DM
patients. At this stage, it is necessary to collect records and data
about all those variables. To achieve that, a second visit to
Layla Qasim Center Clinic for DM patients has been made.
Through different processes, tests and interviewing, the
record fields for each (501 patients) patient have been
collected. The process of collecting data and records has been
achieved carefully by the authors of this work under the
supervision of specialist, medical and physician personnel.

Fig. 1. The Flowchart of the Proposed Emotion Recognition System
Structure

After 60 days of getting data and records about DM
patients. Two types of records obtained; the first type is those
variables that have units such as Weight (kg), Height (cm), and
S.BP (mg/dl). The second type is those variables that are
logically recorded as 0 or 1. These logically variables are
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related to some symptoms that DM patients might have felt
them, such as Polyuria, Weakness, Numbness, and Coma.
3) Dependent and Independent Variable Selection
All records (there are 26 variables) that have been collected
for DM patients are tabulated for each patient. It is necessary
now to define the independent variables and dependent
variables among these records. It is also necessary to find out
the correlation between the dependent and independent
variables in order to define the targets for both prediction and
description sub-models.
4) Feature Selection
This work utilized two types of feature selection methods.
Details of feature selection techniques and their
implementation are outlined in the three points below:- Sequential Forward Selection (SFS): It attempts to find
the best feature subset that decreases the feature space
dimensionality with the smallest loss in classification accuracy.
In other words, for a set of D features, the algorithm chooses a
subset of size d <D, which has the greatest ability to
discriminate between classes. The goodness of a particular
feature subset is evaluated using an objective function, J(Ym),
where Ym is a feature subset of size m [18]. SFS is considered
as a greedy search algorithm that chooses a top set of features
for extraction through beginning from a void set and
successively adding a distinct feature in the superset to the
subset when increasing the value of the chosen objective
function [19]. This type of algorithm has O ( ) worst-case
complexity. Suppose we have a set of d1 features XdI, for each
of the feature yet not selected ξ j (i.e. in X- XdI ) the criterion
function is evaluated according to the below equation [19]:-

The feature that yields the maximum value of is chosen
as the one that is added to the set
. Thus, at each stage the
variable is chosen, when added to the current set, and it
maximizes the selection criterion. The feature set is initialized
to the null set. Whenever the best improvement makes the
feature set worst, or when the maximum allowable number of
feature is reached, the algorithm terminates. Here, J can be
given by the below equation [20]:(2)
Where
is a k dimensional vector and
is a KxK
positive definite matrix, where K features are used. At each
stage of the search; sets of subsets are generated for evaluation.
Variable ξ j is chosen for which J(X- ξ j) is the largest. The new
set is (X- ξ j ). This process is repeated until the set of required
cardinality remains. The following algorithm explains the
whole procedure:a) initial
= null, m=1,
X: is defined as a full set of feature
b) Choose new feature( )
(3)
c) K-fold checking learning performance

.

(4)

d) Checking feature
is better than
e) Go to step 2
Worst set of
is achieved
Number m features are reached
f) Create training and testing sets
- The Correlation Coefficient (r): r, is a rapid portion that
can define the scope of the statistical correlation between two
variables. r, is scaled in a way that is constantly between -1
and +1. As soon as r is close to 0, it means that there is little
correlation between the variables and the farther away from 0,
r is, in either the positive or negative direction, the greater the
correlation between the two variables. To compute the
correlation between two variables, below steps can be followed
[23]:a) Start with a set of data, x and y points. Each data
point is kept in a separate row.
b) Find ̅ , ̅, the mean of x and y respectively. To do
this, add the values of x and divide by the number of points;
then, do the same process for y. Use equation below: - .
c) ̅ ∑ ⁄ , ̅ ∑ ⁄
d) Subtract ̅ from each value of x and subtract ̅ from
each value of y to get a new table of rows.
e) Where
̅,
̅
f) Compute the products of each row in step 3 and
calculate the sum.
g) Take each x value in step 3, square it and calculate
the sum of all points; do the same thing for y.
h) Calculate the square root of the product of the sums
of the squares in step 5.
i) Calculate r by dividing the sum in step 4 by the value
in step 6.
̅
̅
∑
̅
̅
√∑
The most significant variable of these is added to the
model, so long as its P-value is below some pre-set level. It is
customary to set this value above the conventional 0.05 level at
say 0.10 or 0.15, because of the exploratory nature of this
method. The number of variables that fed into feature selection
technique are 24 variables, assume it as X. The first step is to
check whether the validation of data is acceptable or not. This
work utilized holdout validation method as a function, which
depends on checking the re-substitution performance rate. The
validation has been checked using Quadratic Discrimination
Analysis (QDA) to check the covariance matrix of training set
whether they are positive or negative. The acceptable value of
the (QDA) should be positive. Assume VQAD is the function of
the validation check of features X.

The first check that is done by this work is the value of the
function of VQAD, which represented as P value for variables.
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The second check is doing t-test, which defines the relation
between each P value that found for each variable and
Cumulative Distribution, which denoted as CDF (cumulative
distribution function), for each P. The relation between these
two values should be as close as to one. For any variable, if the
relation value is close to zero, the variable will be considered
as insignificant. Or else, the variable will be significant if the
CDF value of P is close to one.

5) Data Normalization
Techniques such as Min-Max and Z-Score are used to
normalize data. The Min-Max involves the linear
transformation on raw data. Min A and Max A are minimum
and maximum value for the attribute A respectively. This
technique maps the value of attribute A into range of
, as
in the following equation [21, 22]:-

Features are selected based on the correlation coefficient
value between independent variables and target variable.
Although, the correlation coefficient usually used to find the
relation between features themselves, in this work it has been
utilized to find the correlation between each features and the
target variables. The feature selection implementation can be
explained as follows:-

Z-Score is considered as a useful normalization technique
when the actual minimum and maximum values of attribute are
unknown. This is expressed in the below equation [22]:-





Feature Selection Implementation for DM classification
Sub model: The input data set includes 24 variables,
excluding the Diabetes Type and the FSR columns as
they are considered as targets or dependent variables.
Based on the SFS algorithm, the significant features
will be those variables that their P-Values are less than
0.09. Table 2, shows the output of the SFS and the
features that can be selected for DM classification,
which used to distinguish Type-I DM from Type-II.
According to the P values of the all 24 variables, the
won variables are the 16 variables that are highlighted
in yellow color in the table. For the second test, this
work has found the relation between P values and CDF
(P) values. As explained, the value of this function
should be as close as possible to one. According to Fig.
2, which shows the P-CDF(P) relation of features that
collected by this work, is 33 % of all features, which is
equal to eight features that are insignificant. However,
the remaining 66 % which is equal to 16 features are
significant.
Feature Selection for Blood Surge Prediction Sub
model: The P-Value in this case has the same range
(only less than 0.09 is considered). Table 3 illustrates
that P-value of all variables and the highlighted values
are the considered features. According to the condition,
only 14 features considered as significant variables.

̅

Where, ̅ ,
and are the mean, standard deviation and
value of attribute of A respectively. The main advantage of this
technique is to put the row data in specific range, so that
models can map input-output relationship easily. The main
problem that should be avoided in such process, is occurring
zero redundant inside a specific attribute.
6) Data Validation
After normalizing input data, it is necessary to validate the
data, to observe whether they are generalized or not. This work
executed the 10-fold method to discover the performance of
each fold of data. Both obtained normalized tables have been
fed to the proposed ANN with different division of training and
testing data sets. For both tables, same steps are followed. The
process started to get 10 % of all data, which is 50
observations, as a testing part of data and the remaining 451
observations are used for training. Each time, the selected data
for testing have been changed to another 50 observations.
Through ten times, all data are used for testing and training.
Tables 4 and 5 are illustrating the results of this 10-fold
validation process. All performance records showed that
collected data are validated data as there is no outlier
performance among the records.
B. Part two: DM Medical Model
The main model has three sub models. The first part
receives five independent variables for each patient, and it does
the prediction and / or classification. The second sub-part is
more important than the first one as it provides more important
information to physician staffs. Details of each sub models are
as follows:1) The classification sub model
An ANN is proposed to build a classifier model that can
distinguish the type of treatment between insulin and
noninsulin. Matlab program is used to build the DM treatment
based ANN classifier sub model. The network has been trained
based on back propagation algorithm, the network receives the
11 features [3, 24].

Fig. 2. P-CDF (P) relation of features with P value

2) FBS prediction for DM patients
ANN is not only used for classification, it can be adopted
for prediction too. In this work, the same algorithm is used for
training the ANN to forecast the FBS rate for DM patients. The
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only thing that changed with the presented ANN is the number
of the selected significant features [3], the network receives 10
features.
3) DM description sub model
The last sub part of the main medical model is giving more
details and information on a DM case with reference to
symptoms with common chronic diseases relationships. The
input part of this sub model is involved 10 features
(Symptoms) and the output is 6 chronic diseases and problems,
which are more common among DM cases. Through this
prediction part, it will be easy for any physician to provide
more details and information about the problems and chronic
diseases that a DM patient might get them based on his/her
symptoms. Two AI models were used for evaluations, these are
namely; c45 and Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [7].
C. Part three: Performance Evaluations
There are five measuring parameters in this work, namely;
True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP),
False Negative (FN), and the accuracy rate. The classification
results are shown in Table 6. It can be seen from the table, trial
4 has the best TP and FN records, while trail 6 recorded the
best TN and FN. And the best accuracy recorded at the trial 10.
This is because, accuracy is directly changed with the ratio of
all corrected classified objects to all object's number. The
accuracy of the tree prediction sub model is shown in the Fig.
3. The figure shows the relation between a specific cost that
required visiting a node and the number of nodes that have the
same cost. Because the proposed decision tree is working as a
regression mode, thus, this cost is the average squared error
over the observations in that node. The dashed line in the cost
is representing the minimum cost among the set of costs.

Fig. 4. Evaluation For classification

Fig. 5 show the performance evaluation for prediction FBS
with /without feature selection process.

Fig. 5. Evaluation for Prediction

Fig. 6 shows the performance evaluation two AI models for
Description of Chronic Disease.
Fig. 3. The cost accuracy of the proposed decision tree sub model

Fig. 6. Evaluation for description

D. Part four: Models Evaluations and Validations
In this work, the proposed model evaluated against
supervised and unsupervised AI models. Fig. 4 shows the
performance evaluation for classification AI models with /
without feature selection process.

It is evident that ANNs trained with backpropagation
learning algorithm using feature selection for the classification
type of DM and for prediction FBS are better than c4.5 tree,
however, for description of chronic disease the c4.5 is better
than SOM.
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IV.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, three intelligent models are designed for
classification, prediction, and description purposes to offer

patients and predicting FBS) models are very imperative for
DM patients as doctors will be influenced by the outputs of
these two models so that to espouse the type and dosage of
treatments. Based on some symptoms extra health care
recommendations are also specified by physicians to put DM
patients away for some potential side effects.
It is worth to say that standard neural networks are good
techniques for classification and easier to train when compared
with deep neural networks that are regularly more difficult to
train. This is a bad news, nevertheless, it is proven that if a
deep neural network was, it would be much more controlling
and prevailing than a standard neural network [25].
V.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

While the suggested approach using artificial neural
networks in this paper delivered encouraging outcomes for
classification, prediction, and description purposes. As a
consequence, the following future work can be suggested:-

complete knowledge about Diabetes Mellitus patients.
Classification and prediction (classifying the types of MD
TABLE I.

1) It would be a good practice to use Deep Learning
algorithms for classification problems instead of standard
neural networks.
2) On the other hand, this research work can be upgraded
in terms of learning algorithms such as using Grey Wolf
Optimizer (GWO) and Bat algorithm (BA) which are freshly
suggested swarm-based meta-heuristic.

THE TYPE OF VARIABLES USED IN KURDISTAN'S CLINICS, PREVIOUS RESEARCH WORKS AND IN THIS RESEARCH WORK

Variables of DM’s Documented by
consultants (Layla Qasim Clinic)
Personal
1. Privacy records

Diabetic Related Records
1. FBS test
2. RBS test
3. HBA1C test
4. Insulin or tablet base (Treatment)

Symptoms and problems Related Records
Not found

Variables in DM Diagnosing and Classification in Previous
Research Works
Personal
1. Age
2. Weight
3. Height
4. Body index
5. Sex
6. Privacy records.
Diabetic Related Records
1. RBS test. (Glucose level)
2. Insulin or tablet (Treatment)
3. Diabetes pedigree function (pedi) (Inheritance issue)
4. HBA1C test

Symptoms and problems Related Records
1. Polyuria
2. Nocturia
3. Polydpsia
4. Weakness
5. Paraesthesia
6. Frequency
7. Weight loss
8. Numbness
9. Polyhagia
10. Coma
11. Thirst
12. VD
13. Imp

Variables in the Proposed Enhanced Medical
Model
Personal
1. Age
2. Weight
3. Height
4. Sex
5. Privacy records.
Diabetic Related Records
1. Fasting BS test. (Glucose level)
2. Insulin or tablet (Treatment) (class A or
class B)
3. Diabetes pedigree function (pedi)
(Inheritance issue)
4. Since when (year base)
Symptoms and problems Related Records
1- S. Blood Pressure.
2- D. Blood Pressure.
3- Polyuria
4- Nocturia
5- Polydpsia
6- Weakness
7- Paraesthesia
8- Urinal Frequency
9- Weight loss
10- Numbness
11- Polyhagia
12- Coma
13- Heart Problem
14- Teeth Problem
15- Kidney Problem
16- Eyes Problem
17- Diabetic Foot (injury or damages)
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TABLE II.

THE P-VLAUE OF FEATURES (VARIABLES) FOR CLASSIFICATION SUB-MODEL
Feature Name
Sex
Age
Weight
Height
S.BP
Inheritance
D.B.P
Polyuria
Nocturia
Polydpsia
thirsty
Weakness
Par aesthesia
Urinal Frequency
Losing Weight
Numbness
Polyhagia
Coma
Since When
Eyes Problem
Heart Problem
Teeth Problem
Kidneys Problem
Injury Probe

TABLE III.

P-Value
0.623
1.66 x E-33
1.38 x E-08
0.021
1.36 x E-09
0.020
0.021
0.110
0.032
0.293
0.127
0.082
0.1812
0.004
0.025
0.002
0.915
0.060
0.0009
0.0004
0.0885
0.0062
0.9357
0.3991

Included or Excluded
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

THE CORRELATION-VLAUE OF FEATURES (VARIABLES) FOR PREDICTION SUB-MODLE
Feature Name
Sex
Age
Weight
Height
S.BP
Inheritance
D.B.P
Polyuria
Nocturia
Polydpsia
thirsty
Weakness
Paraesthesia
Urinal Frequency
Losing Weight
Numbness
Polyhagia
Coma
Since When
Eyes Problem
Heart Problem
Teeth Problem
Kidneys Problem
Injury Problem
TABLE IV.

P-Value
Included or Excluded
No
0.1956
0.8169
No
0.1185
No
0.0346
Yes
0.8745
No
0.4134
No
0.0230
Yes
1.18 x E-05
Yes
0.00251
Yes
1.19 x E-05
Yes
5.36 x E-06
Yes
0.00860
Yes
0.0012
Yes
0.0014
Yes
0.0615
Yes
0.0005
Yes
0.8836
No
0.2300
No
0.3106
No
0.0001
Yes
0.0557
No
0.0422
Yes
0.0923
No
0.0059
Yes

PERFORMANCE OF PREDICTION FASTING BLOOD SUGAR
Testing Data
1:50
51:100
101:150
151:200
201:250
251:300
301:350
351:400
401:450
451:501

Performance
0.0178
0.0171
0.0151
0.0210
0.0239
0.0149
0.0165
0.0274
0.0207
0.0158
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TABLE V.

PERFORMANCE FOR CLASSIFICATION TYPE OF DM
Testing Data
1:50
51:100
101:150
151:200
201:250
251:300
301:350
351:400
401:450
451:501

TABLE VI.
TP%
148

TN%
234

FP%
44

FN%
75

2

29.
144

46.7
242

8.8
36

15.0
79

3

28.8
124

48.3
226

7.2
52

15.8
99

24.8

45.1

10.4

19.8

179

238

40

44

35.7

47.5

8.0

8.8

172

245

33

51

34.3

48.9

6.6

10.2

133

251

27

90

26.5

50.1

5.4

18.0

176

250

28

47

35.1

49.9

5.60

9.4

8

166

245

33

57

9

33.1
172

48.9
239

6.6
39

11.4
51

34.3

47.7

7.8

10.2

186
37.1

250
49.9

28
5.6

37
7.4

5

6

7

10

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE MD CLASSIFIER SUB-MODEL

#
1

4

[1]

Performance
0.0298
0.0441
0.0279
0.0236
0.0400
0.0210
0.0195
0.0371
0.0278
0.0201
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Abstract—Low power embedded system requires effective
memory design system which improves the system performance
with the help of memory implementation techniques. Application
specific data allocation design pattern implements the memory
storage area and internal cell design techniques implements data
transition speeds. Embedded cache design is implemented with
simulator and scheduling approaches which can reduce the cache
miss behavior and improve the cache hit quantities. Cache hit
optimization, delay reduction and latency prediction techniques
are effective for ASIP design. The design functionality is simply
specifying the tradeoff among various design metrics like
performance, power, size, cost and flexibility. ASIP behavior and
memory storage area optimized for low power embedded system
and implements cycle time with effective scheduling techniques
which implements the system performance with low power
consumption.
Keywords—Memory design; Compiler; Processor design;
Scheduling Techniques; Memory storage

I.

INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems uses some specific constraints such as
Real time design metrics are a measurement of application
features such as Cost, Size, Power and High Performances.
Reactive and real time required to implement our system
environments and computed application results in real time
without any delay [Fig. 1]. Currently embedded system
designer are being designed on a silicon chip and also design
for critical applications like killer application (smart phone),
smart card, video game, mobile internet, handheld embedded
system, GBPS device, gigabyte per second LAN system.
Embedded design technologies used to improve the design
technology to enhance productivity has been a focus on
software and hardware design mechanism.
In HLS design mechanism, Xilinx simulator software is
used to verify all the functionality and timing custom
peripheral design architecture [18, 20]. ASIP design used to
implement the functional unit may then either be integrated on
a chip or implements peripheral devices. Profiler is effectively
used in Pre-allocation memory design and implements preallocation based execution delay time. Recently a memory
implementation technique is attracting strong research interest
in ASIP. ASIP is a heterogeneous platform composed of
programmable processor core and used customized hardware

environments [1, 2, 3]. ASIC architecture is not flexible for
specific application design architecture. DSP processor is also
flexible and fully programmable; it can’t achieve high
performance with low power consumption and not suitable for
various complex application development mechanisms.
VLIW processor unit require compiler support and VLIW
architecture is characterized by instructions such that each
specifies several independent operations. This is compared to
RISC instructions that typically specify one operation and
CISC instructions that typically specify the several operations
with sufficient registers, A VLIW machine can place the
results of speculative executed instructions in temporary
registers. The level of sophistication in VLIW compiler is
significantly higher.
The heterogeneous vector width method use to expose the
heterogeneous vector widths for VLIW ASIP [10, 13].
Effective automation is analyzed for VLIW ASIPs. The lower
bound latency is effective for VLIW ASIP. Latency bound
mechanism implements the data transfer delays [9]. By the
help of these approaches a window data flow graph and lower
bound deign mechanism reduce the delay penalties due to
operation serialization or data transfer mechanism.
An effective emulation tool chain designed for ASIP
design architecture [5]. The FPGA based emulator is
alternative to pure software cycle-accurate simulation and this
tool chain to reduce the design exploration time [13]. Fast and
accurate processor simulator used for high performance ASIP
simulation [4] and an integrated tool chain design also
evaluated for ASIP systems [5]. ASIP architecture also design
for a Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)/Discrete cosine
transform (DCT) /Finite impulse response filters (FIR)
engine[14].
Memory data storage and operational optimal delay
frequency analyzed according application computational
conditions. Embedded process system analysis is presented in
the next section. Section 3 and 4 represents the application
specific data storage and data storage is effectively optimized
in memory system. Last section represents application specific
data storage in ASIP system and implements system
performances with various techniques such as delay reduction,
latency prediction and operational scheduling mechanism.
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Fig. 1. Application Specific Requirements Based Embedded System Design

II.

APPLICATION SPECIFIC EMBEDDED PROCESS ANALYSIS

The basic process of embedded system is implemented
with three basic mechanisms such as application compilation,
synthesis and implementation, IP based integration and test
and verification by specific simulator. By the help of this
mechanism we implement the application based embedded
systems design for low power embedded devices. In embedded
system the HLS design mechanism Memory designer used
high level language and implements behavioral specifications
into register-transfer (RT) specifications by converting
behavior on general-purpose processors to assembly code. The
memory Designer also refines the register-transfer-level
specification of a single-purpose processor into a logic
specification and finally implements machine code for
general-purpose processors and utilizes the gate-level net list.
First Compilation/Synthesis process the designer specifies
desired functionality in an abstract manner. A compiler
translates the source language into its target machine language
without having the option for generating intermediate code.
Each new machine have a full native compiler is required [Fig.
2]. The Software compiler converts a sequential program to an
assembly code, which is essentially a register-transfer code
and a system synthesis tool converts an abstract system
specification into a set of sequential programs on general and
single-purpose Processors. A logic synthesis tool converts
Boolean expressions into a connection of logic gates (called a
net list). A register-transfer (RT) level synthesis tool converts
finite-state machines and register-transfers into a data path of
RT components and a controller of Boolean equations. A

behavioral synthesis tool converts a sequential program into
finite-state machines and register transfers.
Second Libraries/IP based implementation phase is used
the logic-level library and it consists of layouts for gates and
cells. The RT-level library may consist of layouts for RTL
components, like registers, multiplexers, decoders, and
functional units. A behavioral-level library may consist of
embedded components, such as compression components, bus
interfaces, display controllers, and even general- purpose
processors. IP integration design is used to implement the
memory or various peripheral devices and integrating the
device according to our application requirements. Finally, a
system-level library might consist of complete systems,
solving particular problems, such as an interconnection of
processors, memory with accompanying operating systems
and programs to implement an interface.
Finally, Test/Verification phase we have analyzed the
functionality of the design is correct or not and checked the
mechanism with low abstraction levels to high abstraction
levels. Simulation mechanism better utilizes the testing for
correct functionality. The Logic level, gate- level simulators
provides output signal timing waveforms with a given input
signal waveform. And finally RTL level, hardware description
language (HDL) simulators used to execute the RTL-level
descriptions and provide output according to the given input
waveforms. The behavioral level, HDL simulators used to
simulate sequential programs and co-simulators connect HDL
and processor simulators to enable hardware/software coverification at the system level. Model simulator simulates the
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initial system specification using an abstract computation
model, that independently of any kind of processor technology
and these simulators verify the correctness and completeness
of the specification [Fig. 3].

III.

APPPLICATION SPECIFIC DATA STORAGE ANALYSIS

Application specific computation frequencies analyzed
according application behavior and their design complexity.
Various standards application benchmarks used and analyzed
the computation complexity with various critical conditions
such as higher multiplication or lower multiplication. At First
condition contains computation time O (n) loop used d n
time’s units and repeats a programming statement in n times.
Second condition contains every iteration of the loop counter
will be divided by 2 so computation designs as 2 4=16 words
used. Third condition contains the nested loop used so
computation designs complexity as O (n2) and it represents a
loop executing inside loops. Fourth condition contains
operational computation complexity is O (n) loop
independently of each other. Fifth condition contains
computation complexity is O (n log n). Six condition
computation complexity is 2 N complexity used due to loop
multiply 2 so 2N-1 possibility available and final condition
have computation possibility in two part O (n) and O (n2)
available for memory allocation area. Critical benchmark
application and their computation design complexity [Fig.4,
Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8]. Various critical application
such as vision application, robotic memory design, mind
mapping artificial neural network based application designs
are implemented according to their computational complexity
[Fig. 9 and Fig. 10].

Fig. 2. Design process used in embedded system

Fig. 3. Design process technology of embedded system

Fig. 4. Application specific operations frequency analysis with design
complexity
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Fig. 7. 3D Shepp-Logan application design section

Fig. 5. Patterson application design sections

Fig. 6. Cellular automation application section

Fig. 8. Cycle reduction application design section
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flow control of the program. The Blocking is another way of
reordering iteration in a loop and greatly improves the locality
of source code [Fig. 11 and Fig. 12]. Each memory element is
implemented with the memory array design, architecture so
block architecture design easily identify the data
arrangements. Data reusability design is implemented by a
References data storage mechanism. Matrix blocks are divided
into sub blocks or sub matrixes and column implemented
design effective reusable code design mechanism implements
a cache hit condition [Fig. 16] [19].
Data stored in memory with the Serial execution
mechanism of data elements depends upon row and column
design architecture. Memory design is implemented with
matrix level blocks architecture. In Matrix designs innermost
loop reads and writes the same elements of z and use the row
of x and column of y. Each block is designed according to the
row & column accessing scheme [Fig. 12]. The Application
based storage element is arranged in our block area and a
single row is spread among only n/E element cache lines.
When all data element is filling in the cache only n/E cache
misses occur for a fixed value index and the entire total
operation use n2/E. If the cache is big enough that all n2/E
cache lines holding column Y can reside together in the cache,
then no more cache misses [Fig. 14] occurred. Column index
implementation technique implements the repositioning of
memory data arrangements which reduces the cache misses or
data cluster and it’s easily serialize operational frequency. The
total number of misses is depending upon 2n2/E, half for x and
half of y. The Single processor will be computed n 2/E
elements of Z; performing nP/E where operation complexity p
is changed according to application computation.

Fig. 9. Basic Mind mapping application section area

Fig. 10. Basic Embedded vision application section

IV.

DATA STORAGE OPTIMIZATION IN MEMORY SYSTEM

Memory blocks are important concepts from both code
generation and optimization point of view. Basic blocks play
an important role in identifying variables (data), which are
being used more than once in a single basic block. Memory
blocks analysis with various schemes such as data flow, data
allocation, data reusability, scheduling approaches and control
flow design mechanism. When the first instruction is executed,
then all the instructions in the same basic block will be
executed in their sequence of appearance without losing the

Fig. 11. Complex Cluster block analysis
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Fig. 13. Diagonal matrix application design sections
Fig. 12. Block filter mechanism which Increase data probability

A. Delay reduction design optimization
The critical path would be combination logic delay plus the
logic circuits setup time, plus the clock output delay. The
critical path analysis with various nodes based
implementation. Complex memory structures have various
critical sections. Various critical paths cell delay analyzed and
combinational path delay is implemented with column based
cell architecture. Application based column design implements
cycle reduction and this design is used for data allocations
which can implement data shifting and reduce the memory
misses [Fig.16]. We have analyzed the performance based
lower and higher frequency order based access time variations
used in memory implementation mechanism [Fig. 13, Fig. 14
and Fig. 15]. The probability degree based access time pattern
implements the critical section area. Higher critical section
area has longer access time probability and it takes longer
access time [Fig. 16]. Various approaches such as scheduling,
allocation and binding pattern implements the access time and
have a low probability frequency design which reduces the
critical section area [Fig 17 and Fig. 18]. Node based critical
section is implemented the high and lower order path for
access time point of view and column implemented shortest
path have lower access time path which have global impact in
system performances.

Fig. 14. Data allocation application design section
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Fig. 17. Critical or non critical delay design section
Fig. 15. Cycle reduction application design section

Fig. 16. Data filtering according to Diagonal design mechanism

Fig. 18. Lower and higher delay point based critical section analyis
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B. Scheduling approaches for reduction of memory space
Scheduling techniques are required to schedule the
memory operations and operation scheduling effective
determine the memory cost area. The scheduling algorithm
will attempt to parallelize the operation to meet the timing
constraints and scheduler mechanism will serialize the
operation to meet the resource constraints [17]. Various
scheduling problem implemented with different requirement
such as time constraints, resource constraint, feasibly
constrained [19, 20]. Memory operation scheduling
implemented with three conditions such as FCFOP (First
Come First Operational), LCLOP (Last Come Last
Operational) and operational optimal degree based operational
[Fig. 19, Fig. 20 and Fig. 21]. Scheduling approaches
implement according to some conditions time, resource and
feasible levels. The max no. of time step finds the cheapest
schedule which satisfied the constraints. Lower resources find
the fastest with satisfied the constraints [Fig. 22]. Feasible
conditions decide if there exists a schedule which satisfied the
constraints or not.

Fig. 20. LCLOP scheduling

Fig. 19. FCFOP scheduling

Fig. 21. Optimal design complexity based operational Scheduling
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Fig. 22. Operational optimal frequency analysis

V.

ASIP BEHAVIOR OPTIMIZATION IN EMBEDDED SYSTEM

Memory optimization techniques and performance area is
determined by standards benchmark application. An
application specific memory simulation analyzed by various
simulators such as trace driven, cheetah, cache, ARM DS-5
etc. The advantages of SRAM used in programming
technology so designer reuse the chip during prototyping and
a system can be manufactured using in system programming.

In co-design technology effective memory performance area is
analyzed by various simulators. The Co-design technology of
ASIP used hardware and software implementation designs
system to achieve an effective performance in the form of
cycle count, low power consumption, latency and execution
time [Fig. 23]. The source code profiling approach easily
understands the application to guide the ASIP design
methodology.

Fig. 23. Application specific Memory Integration and Performance Area
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A. Application specific profiling and compilation Overview
Profiler have used to analyze the target source programs
by collecting information on their execution based due to their
data granularity scheme [10]. Profiler implements Preallocation of memory architecture and implements the
execution time of application. A memory profiler used which
implements dynamic profiling techniques to generate memory
traces [10]. Memory object is computed load/store information
for ASIP design mechanism. Micro-profiling approach also
fills the gap between source level and instruction level profiler
and implements speed and accuracy for ASIP design system
[11]. LANCE [15] is mainly intended to facilitate C compiler
design for embedded processors, so as to eliminate the need
for time- consuming assembly programming [Fig. 24].Figure
24 shows the basic framework of LANCE profiler overview
which requires profiling library, source code and instrumented
binary file for profiling. Embedded processors for which
LANCE based C compilers have been successfully built
include both RISCs and DSPs design. The implementation of
edge proﬁling, path proﬁling methods combines proﬁles with
in the Low Level Virtual Machine [16] compiler infrastructure
[Fig. 25]. A Codelets EXTRACTOR and RE player
implements the code isolation. Codelet is basically designed
for implementing, compiled, run and measure independently
for the original application. The ISA design require an
effectively for a fine grained profiling mechanism is based on
C compiler mechanism.

Fig. 24. LANCE Profiler in ASIP Embedded system [16]

Fig. 25. LLVM based profiling analysis [17]

B. Application specific Latency prediction
Recently high level synthesis design is used efficient
latency prediction techniques which implements the
applications specific system performances and latency
prediction design also used in clock cycle reduction
mechanism or operational serialization. The number of time
unit’s clock cycles between initiations of stage is the latency
between them. A latency of k means that the initiation are
separated by k clock cycles. Any attempt two or more
initiations to use the same stages at the same time they will
cause a collision and collision must be avoided by scheduling
a sequence initiations stages. In state diagram mechanism we
have analyzed the function x from the initial stage
(101010101110), only five outgoing transition are possible,
corresponding to the five permissible latencies 10,8,6,4 and 1
in the initial collision vector. Similarly Free State (10101011),
one reaches the same state offer three, five or seven shifts.
When condition is n+1 or greater, all the data transitions
are redirected back to the initial states. A Collision can be
implemented them by greedy cycles. Greedy cycles from the
state diagram we can determine optimal latency cycles which
result in the MAL. There are infinitely many latencies cycles,
one
can
from
state
diagram,
suppose
that
(1,12),(1,4,6,8,10,12),(4,6),(4,6,8)…… are legitimate cycles
traced from the state diagram. As simple cycles are latency
cycles in which each state appear only ones. Only
(4),(6),(8),(6,8),(10,12) are simple cycles the cycles
(6,12,10,12) are a complex cycle because of its travels these
the states (101010101110) twice or more. Similarly
(4,6,4,6,8,6) is not simple it repeats the state so we need
greedy cycles is one whose edge are all made with minimum
latencies from their respective starting states. The greedy
cycles (1, 12) average latency is 6.5, which is lower than that
of the simple cycle (10, 12) is 11[Fig. 26].
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Greedy cycles have a constant latency which is equal the
MAL (minimal average latencies points) for evaluating
function X without causing collision the collision free
scheduling approaches is thus reduced to finding greedy
cycles from the sets of simple cycles. The greedy cycles
yielding the MAL are the suitable choice for performance
improvements. A latency sequence is a sequence of
permissible forbidden latencies between the successive task
initiations. A latency cycle is a latency sequence which repeats
the same sequence indefinitely. Repeating of the cycles that
reduces the collision between them and used the average
latency that reduces the collision. Constant cycles contain is
the latency cycles which contain only are latency value. The
average latency cycles of a constant cycle are simple the
latency itself. The target machine [RISC, CISC, and VLIW]
can deploy more sophisticated instructions, which can have
the capability to perform specific operations much efficiently.
If the target code can accommodate those instructions
directly, that will not only improve the quality of code, but
also yield more efficient results [Fig. 27]. Fixed point based
latency optimal frequency optimized according various
mechanism such as delay point and optimal operational
frequency prediction mechanism. Operational serialize means
how application computation complete the task with the least
waste of time or least waste of hardware resources. Optimal
condition is required to serialize the computational operations
so resource reducible or operational optimal condition
implements the latency design for ASIP system.

Fig. 27. Memory area implemented with
mechanism and operational optimal condition

VI.

Reducible

flow

CONCLUSION

Recently ASIP in our embedded system provides the
benefits of flexibility and achieving excellent performances
with low power consumption and ASIP also improves the
functionality and design complexity with retargateable
compiler technology. In real time embedded system designer
implements the processor and memory architecture according
to our application specific operational probability. ASIP
system used the target machine can deploy more sophisticated
instructions, which can have the capability to perform specific
operations much efficiently for low power embedded system.
Compilers and profiling mechanisms are also analyzed for
ASIP and implements memory area reduction technique which
improve the application execution performance. An effective
cycle time, delay and scheduling prediction mechanism is
used for memory implementation. An Efficient latency
prediction technique is designed for operational serialization
with the help of profiler and application specific
computational complexity analyzed according to profiling
execution delay time which is used in various high
performance embedded devices.
[1]

[2]

[3]

Fig. 26. Greedy cycle based LATENCY prediction analysis

resources

[4]
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Abstract—In the aim of providing sophisticated applications
and getting benefits from the advantageous properties of agents,
designing agent-based and multi-agent systems has become an
important issue that received further consideration from many
application domains. Towards the same goal, this work gathered
three different research fields; image segmentation, fuzzy
clustering and multi-agent systems (MAS); and furnished a MAS
for MR brain image segmentation that is based on a fast and
robust FCM (FRFCM) algorithm. The proposed MAS was
tested, as well as the sequential version of the FRFCM algorithm
and the standard FCM, on simulated and real normal brains.
The experimental results were valuable in both segmentation
accuracy and running times point of views.
Keywords—agents; MAS; FCM; c-means algorithm; MRI
images; image segmentation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Agent technology has received a significant consideration
from many application areas such as computer science,
industry and medicine. Thus, developing theories and methods
of designing agent-based and multi-agent systems has been
adopted by several researchers. in fact, a variety of work has
been published in this context. An overview of research and a
historical context to the field were presented by N. R. Jennings
et al. [1]. The authors concentrated on the interactions
(cooperation, coordination and negotiation) within a MAS.
Furthermore, they listed the first wave of agent based
applications (industrial, commercial, entertainment and
medical applications).
In their publication [2], M. Wooldridge and N. R.
Jennings pointed out the three main elements needed to design
and implement intelligent agents (theories, architectures and
languages). They also examined some of the potential
applications developed before 1995 (Air traffic control, patient
care, believable agents ...).
In 1997, S. Franklin and A. Graesser [3] proposed an agent
definition based on the autonomy concept to distinguish
software agents from computer programs. Thus, they consider
that all software agents are programs and the opposite is not
true. The authors fostered their work by discussing two
important points. The first one was about the agents
classification, where they gave a natural classification of
autonomous agents. The second point was an explanation of
subagents and societies of agents.

In their review of industrial deployment of MAS, M.
Pechoucek and V. Marik [4] presented a detailed list of
potential applications of MASs associated to logistics,
manufacturing control, production planning, space exploration
and other application domains. In spite of the diversity of the
applications depicted, the authors concluded that there is a gap
between fundamental researchers and industrial users of agent
technology.
F. Stonedahl et al. implemented the framework MAgICS
as a coherent introductory computer science curriculum based
on agent-based model (ABM) and MASs [5]. This framework
is composed of nine models spanning seven computer science
topics. The authors consider their framework as a starting
point for future researches about reinventing introductory
computer science education focused on MASs.
In the aim of providing agents able to bilaterally negotiate
joint plans with humans, A. Fabregues and C. Sierra [6]
proposed a modular software architecture based on an
innovative search&negotiation method and which includes the
BDI model (belief, desire and intention). This architecture is
able to be extended by incorporating new components, which
helps to build skillful agents.
As has been reported previously in literature. The agents
and MASs’ technology has had a wide range of application
domains, this is owing to the beneficial properties of agents
such as autonomy, social ability and reactivity [7]. Thus, this
work used this recent technology as a solution to the MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) image segmentation problem,
which also has been in the center of interest of many
researchers for many years. In fact, a wealth of methods have
been developed to segment the MRI images [8]. To extract
brain tumors, Eman Abdel-Maksoud et al. [9] integrated the kmeans algorithm with its fuzzy version c-means [10], [11]; in
order to get benefits from their advantages; and used the
median filter as a pre and post-processing to remove noise. As
a pre-processing method, the median filter presents two main
problems. The first one is increasing the computational time,
while the second one lies on the loss of some fine details [12]
and which alters the clustering quality in a negative way. To
get over this latter limitation and increase the efficiency of the
c-means algorithm in presence of noise, several researchers
improved it in many ways. the majority tried to include the
filtering step in the clustering process by integrating spatial
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information, while the rest tried to modify the dissimilarity
measure [13]–[16].
This paper is mainly concentrated on designing a
sophisticated MAS for MR brain image segmentation based
on a fast and robust FCM algorithm (FRFCM) that includes
the median filter into the clustering process. The main idea
here, is to utilize the collective work of agents in order to
segment the hole brain slices more accurately in a reasonable
time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 are presented the key concepts of the agents and
MASs’ field. The FRFCM algorithm and the overall
architecture of the proposed MAS are described in section 3.
Section 4 is dedicated for some experimental results. A
conclusion is presented in section 5.
II.

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS : MAS

Given the degree of interest and the level of activity of the
field of agents and MASs, in this section are presented the key
concepts needed to design a convenient architecture for MR
brain image segmentation.
A. Agents and Multi-agent Systems
According to various publications in the field of agents
and MASs, there is no unique definition of an agent.
Although, this lack of definition has not been a bottleneck in
the development of this field. In this work, the definition of M.
Wooldridge and N. R. Jennings [7] is adopted. Based on this
definition, a MAS can be defined as a network of autonomous
agents that interact with each other and with their environment
to achieve a common goal.
The autonomy is a key concept that has been mentioned,
explicitly or implicitly, by several definitions. It is the
property that distinguishes an agent from an ordinary program.
B. Agent Architectures
Architecture is the organization of different elements
within a system (agents and environment) and their
relationships. Agent architectures is one of the key issues in
this field. Indeed, the architecture design has become an
interesting research subject of several researchers from
different application fields. In literature, many agent
architectures have been proposed, they can be roughly
categorized into three types: Reactive, deliberative and hybrid
architectures.


Deliberative architectures. Are called also intelligent
architectures. They contain a basic knowledge about
the environment and can make decisions using a
logical reasoning. The best-known deliberative
architecture is the BDI architecture [17].



Reactive architectures. In contrast to deliberative
architectures, the reactive ones don’t have any basic
knowledge of the environment and they don’t use any
complex symbolic reasoning. In such architectures, the
intelligent is seen as the result of interactions between
the environment elements. The well-known reactive
architecture is subsumption architecture, it was
developed by Rodney Brooks in 1985 [18].

 Hybrid architectures. in order to get the best benefits of
both deliberative and reactive architectures and to
design more complex and sophisticated architectures,
the hybrid architectures are more suitable. In fact, they
try to combine the best aspects of the above
architectures [1]. These architectures are also called
layered architectures, because a such architecture may
contain two (or more) layers: a deliberative one and a
reactive one. The Touring Machines hybrid agent
architecture is one of the best-known examples of these
architectures, it was developed by Ferguson in 1992
[19].
C. Interactions within a MAS
In order to meet the purposes for which a MAS is
designed, the agents must be able to interact with each other
and with their environment. This interaction can be defined as
an exchange of information between agents or between the
environment and its agents. Generally, there are three main
types of interactions: cooperation, coordination and
negotiation.
 Cooperation. Corresponds to a collective work in
order to achieve a common goal.
 Coordination. Aims to keep the coherence in the
system, thus it seeks to organize the agent activities.
 Negotiation. Seeks to find an agreement that satisfied
all the involved agents.
III.

MAS BASED ON A FAST AND ROBUST FCM ALGORITHM

A. Fast and Robust FCM Algorithm: FRFCM
In the preceding section, an overview of the key concepts
needed to design a convenient MAS is presented. In this
section, we turn our attention to a different research area that
is not less important than the agents and MASs’ research field.
It is the clustering problem. Indeed, the clustering is an
essential step in several application domains such as data
mining and image segmentation. It consists of grouping data
into the most homogeneous groups as much as possible [20],
[21]. In literature, several methods and techniques about the
clustering problem have been developed [20], [21]. However,
this work is mainly interested in the fuzzy clustering methods.
The best-known fuzzy clustering algorithm is c-means [22], it
creates fuzzy clusters by minimizing iteratively an objective
function. The major drawback of this algorithm lies on the
lack of any spatial information or constraints, which makes it
sensitive to noise. In order to overcome this problem and
faster the segmentation process, we proposed ; in an earlier
work [23]; a fast and robust FCM (FRFCM) algorithm that is
a combination of two powerful extensions of the standard
FCM algorithm [24], [25].
The FRFCM algorithm takes as input the dataset
, the number of clusters C, and minimizes
D  xj 



j1, ..., N

iteratively the following objective function:
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. is the Euclidean distance, m is the fuzziness exponent
and U   u ij  is the fuzzy partition matrix that satisfies the
following condition:
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window around x j .The parameter  controls the tradeoff
between noise elimination and detail preserving. The
minimization of the objective function presented in Eq. 1 is
carried out by updating iteratively the fuzzy partition matrix
and the cluster centers as follows:
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To speed up the clustering process, this work took
advantage from the suppressed version [24] of the standard
FCM algorithm. The main idea behind this algorithm latter is
prizing the biggest memberships and suppressing the others.
Let x j be a pixel and u bj be its degree of belongingness to
the bth cluster. If u bj is the biggest value of all the clusters,
then the membership degrees of x j will be modified as
follows:
u*  1    uij  1   u
bj

ib

u*  u , i  b
ij

Where   0, 1 .

ij

bj

Step 2. Update the partition matrix using (Eq. 2).
Step 3. Modify the partition matrix using Eq. 4 and Eq. 5.
Step 4. Update the clusters centers using (Eq. 3).

(2)

(3)

N

Step 1. Compute the median filtered image.

Cnew  Cold  



1     u ijm

Step 0. Fix the clustering parameters (the converging error
 , the fuzziness exponent m and the number of clusters C)
and initialize the clusters centers and the new parameters
 and  .

Repeat steps 2-4 until the following criterion is satisfied:

1
2   m1

  x j  ck

m
 u ij x j  x j

j1



This latest modification has to be done immediately after
updating the fuzzy partition matrix in order to bias the
membership values to converge rapidly.
Algorithm steps

x j is the median value of the neighbors within a specified

2

When  gets closer to 0 (to 1 respectively), the algorithm
becomes more hard (fuzzy respectively). Thus, the parameter
 balances between the fastness of the hard clustering and the
good quality of the fuzzy clustering, in other words, a better
selection of γ leads to a better clustering quality in a
reasonable amount of time. It is always chosen equal to 0.5.

(4)

(5)

B. Agent Based FRFCM Algorithm
To segment a single slice of the MR brain, the FRFCM
algorithm is sufficient, where it furnishes good results in a
reasonable amount of time, this is owing to the used spatial
information and the balance between hard and fuzzy
clustering. To segment the hole slices of an MR brain, the
FRFCM algorithm performs slowly because of the big size of
data. To get over this problem and provide a sophisticated
segmentation system, a multi-agent system based on the
agents cooperative work to achieve the global segmentation of
the brain is proposed.
It is known that the horizontal brain slices are roughly
symmetrical in shape as well as in matter, where if a
horizontal slice of a normal brain is split into four equal parts,
each part contains necessarily the three brain tissues: white
matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid. This fruitful
information is the origin of our idea. In fact, we proposed
splitting each slice into four equal parts and segment them
separately and in a parallel fashion, which can drastically
reduce the processing time.
The proposed multi-agent system (Figure 1) takes as input
a series of MRI images and return through its output the
correspondent segmented images. It is composed of five
agents; one master agent that takes control of the system and
four slave agents that perform partial segmentations; sharing a
memory space and communicating via exchanging ACL
(Agent Communication Language) messages; in order to
achieve the global segmentation.
The master agent is the first agent created in the platform.
When it is created, it gets the data (brain slices) and makes it
ready to be used in the shared memory, initializes the
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clustering parameters and creates the slave agents. When all
the clustering conditions are verified, the master agent notifies
the slave agents in order to start their tasks and waits for them
to reply.
Since a slave agent received the master’s notification
message, it performs the clustering process; using the FRFCM
algorithm presented in the previous subsection. When it
finishes segmenting its specific part of a given slice, it
proceeds automatically to the next slice without waiting for
the other agents to finish and when it is done; there is no more
slices to process; it notifies the master agent that its mission is
accomplished successfully.
(a)

When the master agent receives all the slave agents replies,
it gathers their partial results in order to form the global one.

(b)

Fig. 1. MAS architecture

For simplification, the proposed MAS is going to be noted
in the rest of this paper as FRFCM_MAS.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the proposed MAS is compared with the
sequential version of the FRFCM algorithm and the standard
FCM in the segmentation accuracy and running times
standpoints. In fact, the three approaches were tested on
simulated [27] and real [28] normal brains. All the
experiments were performed on an Intel Core i7 (4.4 GHz)
machine. The proposed MAS was implemented on the JADE
middleware [26]. And the clustering parameters were fixed as
follows: C  3,   108 , m  2,   4 and   0.5 .

(c)

The parameter α is determined by experience; by seeking
the interval 1 10 ; for α ≥ 4 the changes of the segmentation
results are negligible.
As FRFCM and FRFCM_MAS minimize the same
objective function, their segmentation results are necessarily
very close. To verify this conclusion and show the efficiency
of the FRFCM_MAS system over the standard FCM
algorithm, we run the three methods on the 90th horizontal
slice of a normal brain [27] simulated with 3% of noise. The
segmentation results are presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.

(d)
Fig. 2. Segmentation results. (a) Original image. (b) FCM result. (c)
FRFCM result. (d) FRFCM_MAS result
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CLUSTERING RESULTS ON THE 90TH SLICE

TABLE I.

Misclassification Errors (%)

Running
Times (s)

FCM

22.43

0.79

FRFCM

19.51

0.57

FRFCM_MAS

19.54

0. 342

Method

From Figure 2, we notice that the FRFCM and the
FRFCM_MAS outperformed the standard FCM algorithm;
where they succeeded to some extent to handle noise and
extract the most homogeneous regions, and their results are
very close, which is also confirmed by the numerical results
depicted in Table 1. In fact, the misclassification rate
generated by the standard FCM is the biggest one, while the
difference between those generated by the FRFCM and
FRFCM_MAS is very small, this difference is due to the
random initialization. Moreover, from Table 1, it is
remarkable that the proposed MAS performed faster. Thus, the
FRFCM_MAS combined between the robustness to noise and
the fastness.
To show the strength of the proposed MAS against the
sequential version of the FRFCM algorithm, seven
experiments were performed on a real normal brain [28], in
each experiment the number of the input images is increased.
The results are summarized in Figure 3.
FRFCM_MAS

FRFCM_MAS system in order to include other image
processing techniques such as tumor extraction and volume
estimation.
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to develop an
information system (AR recommended GIS) to support tourists’
excursion behavior by making the accumulating, sharing, and
recommending of information concerning urban tourist spots
possible. The conclusion of this study can be summarized into
three points as shown below. (1) In order to support tourists’
excursion behaviors by integrating SNS, Twitter, Web-GIS,
recommendation system, and Smart Eyeglass, in addition to
making the accumulating, sharing, and recommending of
information regarding urban tourist spots possible, the AR
recommended GIS was designed and developed. (2) 91% were
between the age of 20-40 among the 91 users, and the ultimate
number of submitted information was 161. In addition,
concerning the operation using Smart Eyeglass, which was
conducted with tourists in the Minato Mirai area, the total
number of users were 34, age of users were spread out, and all
users had no experience in using Smart Eyeglasses. (3) From the
results of the Web questionnaire survey, the system is compatible
for the collection method of tourist spot information for users,
and is mainly used to collect tourist spot information using the
viewing and recommendation functions. From the results of the
access analysis using the log data form during the operation, the
utilization method of the system with PCs and mobile
information terminals were very similar. Additionally, as the
system using AR Smart Eyeglass was rated extremely highly, it
was evident that it is possible to support tourists’ excursion
behavior using PCs, mobile information terminals, and AR
Smart Eyeglasses are possible.
Keywords—Augmented Reality; Web-GIS; Social Media;
Recommendation System; AR recommended GIS; Tourists’
Excursion Behavior

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, regarding Japan, which has progressed in
advanced information development, various information has
been transmitted by means of the internet. Regarding the
tourism field also, the internet transmits various information,
and is the main information source for planning sightseeing
tours and searching for information about tour destinations.
However, because of the volume and variety of information, it
has become difficult for users to appropriately select and obtain
necessary information on their own. Especially for urban
tourist spots, because the amount of information submitted and
made public is great compared to that of regional tourist spots,
and this makes it difficult for those with little knowledge or
good sense of locality to efficiently obtain vital information for

sightseeing, an information system to help users obtain the
appropriate information is necessary.
Because small and multifunction mobile information
terminals have become widespread in recent years, many can
use this conveniently in their daily lives. As many urban tourist
spots in Japan are mostly focused in specific areas, walking to
more than one tourist spot has become mainstream. Although
sightseeing plans may be changed flexibly when on foot, it is
inconvenient, and can even be dangerous, to have to search for
information about tourist spots on a personal assistance device,
while walking on unfamiliar streets. On the other hand, as one
application example of virtual reality (VR), augmented reality
(AR) has recently been drawing attention, and practical
application has been advancing. When using AR technology,
unlike VR, regarding the reality space surrounding the user,
information accumulated in virtual space can be presented.
Although this technology has been used before with devices
such as cellular phones, AR Smart Eyeglass and other
distinctive exclusive terminals, which has been designed to be
convenient, has been recently released. Accordingly,
concerning sightseeing tours on foot in urban tourist spots,
introduction of such AR technology in addition to existing
mobile information terminals has also been anticipated.
The purpose of this study, which is based on the
background as shown above, is to develop an information
system (AR recommended GIS) to support tourists’ excursion
behavior by making the accumulating, sharing, and
recommending of information concerning urban tourist spots
possible. More specifically, Web-GIS, SNS, and the
recommendation system will be integrated to develop a system
appropriate for three information terminals including PC,
mobile information terminal, and AR Smart Eyeglass, in order
for the system to be available in various situations.
II.

RELATED WORK

This study is related to 4 research areas including (1)
research related to the sightseeing tour support system, (2)
research related to recommendation methods of tourists spots,
(3) research related to social media GIS, and (4) research
related to AR. Concerning the (1) sightseeing tour support
system, Kurata (2012) [1] developed an automatic sightseeing
course making system using Web-GIS and genetic algorithm.
Sasaki et al. (2013) [2] developed a system that collects
information regarding regional resources, and supports the
tours of each user. Fujitsuka et al. (2014) [3] developed an
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outing plan recommendation system using a pattern mining
method that lists and extracts time series of sightseeing tours.
Ueda et al. (2015) [4] developed a system to create posterior
information from the action of users while sightseeing, and to
support tourists’ excursion behavior by sharing the
aforementioned information as prior information to other users.
(2) Concerning the research related to recommendation
methods of tourists spots, Uehara et al. (2012) [5] extracted
tourists spot information from the Web, and proposed a system
that recommends sightseeing locations by evaluating the
similarities between tourist spots by means of several feature
vectors. Batetel et al. (2012) [6] proposed a sightseeing
location recommendation system using the multi-agent system.
Shaw et al. (2012) [7] developed a system that presents a list of
nearby tourist spots to users based on the location information
and visit history of the user. In addition, research related to the
recommendation of Point-of-Interest (POI) among research
related to LSBN (Location-Based Social Networks) is also
applicable to this research field. As a representative example,
Ye et al. (2011) [8] , Liu et al. (2013) [9], and Chen et al.
(2016) [10] proposed a POI recommendation method which
focuses on the user’s individual attributes. Yuan et al. (2013)
[11] proposed a POI recommendation method which takes into
consideration time and space information using check-in data
regarding LBSN.
(3) Concerning the research related to social media GIS,
Yanagisawa et al. (2011) [12] in addition to Nakahara et al.
(2012) [13] developed an information sharing GIS with the
purpose of accumulating and sharing information regarding the
local community using Web-GIS, SNS and Wiki. Yamada et
al. (2013) [14] and Okuma et al. (2013) [15] developed a social
media GIS which reinforced the functions of social media
included in the information sharing GIS as mentioned above.
By using the systems of these prior researches as a base,
Murakoshi et al. (2014) [16] in addition to Yamamoto et al.
(2015) [17] developed a social media GIS to support the
utilization of disaster information with the assumption that it
would be continually used from normal times to disaster
outbreak Times. Additionally, with the social media GIS as a
base, Ikeda et al. (2014) [18] developed a social
recommendation GIS in order to accumulate tourist spot
information and recommend it according to the taste of each
user.
(4) Concerning the research related to AR, Fujimoto et al.
(2014) [19] developed a navigation system within buildings by
means of arrow marks using AR. Tosa et al. (2013) [20]
developed a coupon use purchasing support system using AR.
However, the prior researches listed above did not propose
a system that integrated the Web-GIS, SNS, recommendation
system, and AR technology. In this study, by integrating the
above and developing a new system, originality as a system is
made evident. Additionally, the main purposes of the systems
of prior researches are the accumulation and sharing of
information, but lack functions that can recommend necessary
information for the support for tourists’ excursion behavior. In
addition, with the systems of prior researches, because the
access from mobile information terminals at tourist spots were
not taken into consideration, real-time tourists’ excursion

behavior cannot be supported in a safe or effective way.
Therefore, this study will develop a system to support tourists’
excursion behavior that values real-time information
recommendations by means of the integration of SNS, WebGIS, and the recommendation system. Additionally, by making
smooth access to the system from AR Smart Eyeglasses and
other various information terminals in addition to mobile
information terminals possible, making sightseeing plans
beforehand or searching for information at a tourist spot while
touring has also become possible, and being able to obtain realtime information of tourist spots so conveniently shows the
usefulness of the system.
III.

OUTLINE AND METHOD OF THIS STUDY

This study will be conducted according to the outline and
method as follows: First, the design (Section IV) and
development (Section V) of the AR recommendation GIS
specifically for the purpose of this study will be conducted
independently. Next, with the assumption that users are over
18, the operation test and operation of the AR recommendation
GIS (Section VI), in addition to evaluation and extraction of
points needing improvement (Section VII) will be conducted.
Here, it will be assumed that each user will use the system for a
period of one month, and the operation will be conducted after
the operation test and operation test evaluation is completed. In
addition, the evaluation of the system will be based on the
results of the Web questionnaires for users and an access
analysis using the log data during the operation that will be
conducted, which will make it possible to extract points
needing improvements in order to help users enjoy an even
more safe and successful tourists’ excursion behavior.
The center of Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture, was
selected as the operation area. The first reason for this selection
is because Yokohama is a popular urban tourist spot that has
many tourists, there is an abundance of information submitted
and made public, it is difficult for tourists to efficiently obtain
necessary information, there are various types of tourist spots
available, and a variety of tourist spots can be recommended to
each user according to their taste using the system. The second
reason is because walking is the main form of transportation
for tourists’ excursion behavior in this area. Therefore, it is
appropriate to use the system for supporting those sightseeing
on foot. The third reason is that there is information on a total
of 200 tourist spots in the same area collected by Ikeda et al.
(2014) [18], and by accumulating such information to the
system in advance, the disadvantage many independent
information systems have, which is not having enough data at
the initial stage of operation, will be solved, and the operation
of the system can be expected to be more effective.
IV.

SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System configuration
The system proposed in this study, as shown in Fig. 1, is
made up of the combination of three applications including
Web-GIS, SNS, and the recommendation system. Specifically,
the management and visualization of submitted information on
digital maps of Web-GIS, constraint of users by means of
individually structured SNS, and sharing and exchanging of
information between limited users have become possible,
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which enable users to submit, view and evaluate information,
while grasping geographical information related to tourist spot
information on digital maps. In addition, by combining
recommendation systems, information that matches the tastes
of each user from the accumulated and shared information can
be offered by means of the digital map. Thus, even when the
system is operated for a long term and the amount of
accumulated information becomes massive, it is possible to
direct each user to the appropriate information, and it is
anticipated that it will support the efficient obtaining of tourist
spot information.
Additionally, the system can be used with three information
terminals including PC, mobile information terminal, and AR
Smart Eyeglass. PCs are used for prior research, AR Smart
Eyeglasses are used while sightseeing on foot, and mobile
information terminals are used when temporarily resting. By
making use of these three information terminals, the system
can be used for information searches anytime from the
planning stage prior to the sightseeing trip to the actual
sightseeing stage, and it can be anticipated that it will
effectively and safely support tourists’ excursion behavior.

tourist spot information, users can receive support for
excursion behaviors.
3) Amelioration of constraints related to continuous
operation
Without being restricted by time or location by means of
(1) and (2) as shown above, in order to create a lasting
environment where submitting, viewing, and recommending
tourist spot information is possible, a design for a system that
can manage submitted information is necessary. In addition, if
the system is to be made so that anyone can join and there is no
structure that can manage submitted information, when
inappropriate information is submitted, there is a possibility
that operation to serve the purpose may become difficult.
However, while the system will have combined management
of submitted information by means of database, because users
with ill will will be found by managing accounts through SNS,
this will enable the operation to be long term.

Therefore, the usefulness of the system stated in Section II
can be explained in details as shown below.
1) Amelioration of constraints related to information
searches
As one scenario of a situation where information searches
become restricted, if there is an information overload when
various information is submitted/transmitted, a situation where
users find it difficult to select and obtain necessary information
efficiently can be assumed. Therefore, to ameliorate the
constraints related to such information searches, the
recommendation system will be combined with the system. By
doing so, among the large amount of information, it will enable
users to be appropriately directed to tourist spot information
according to their taste in a short period of time.
2) Amelioration of spatial constraints taking security into
consideration
As one scenario of a situation where spatial constraints
taking into consideration security occurs, a situation where
users need information in various stages of sightseeing can be
assumed. More specifically, although many use PCs for prior
research before the actual sightseeing trip, there are many
situations where tourist spot information may be constantly
required while sightseeing. Especially when sightseeing on
foot, it is inconvenient to obtain information using mobile
information terminals and using such a device while walking
can also be dangerous. In addition, if the information on the PC
and the mobile information terminal is not synchronized, this
may also cause an inconvenience. In order to ameliorate the
spatial constraints while taking safety into consideration, in
addition to an interface that can be used on both PCs and
mobile information terminals, by introducing a AR Smart
Eyeglass to support sightseeing on foot and an application
dedicated to it, the system can be used in quiet situations where
the user is resting or in an active situation where the user is
sightseeing on foot. Thus, users will not have to rely on spatial
constraints taking into consideration security while sightseeing,
and by means of recommendations and viewing of appropriate

Fig. 1. System design of AR media GIS

B. Outline of system design
1) System structure
The social media GIS of this study will be developed by
means of three servers including the Web server, database
server, and GIS server. The Web server mainly handles the
processing related to SNS and integrates each function by
accessing the GIS server and the database server. SNS is
implemented by JavaScript and PHP, while the
recommendation system is implemented by PHP, and the
database server is managed by MySQL, which accumulates
collected information submitted online through SNS. The Web
server and database server use the rental server from the
information base center of the authors’ university. The
WindowsServer2008 of Microsoft is used as OS for the GIS
server and ArcGISServer10.1of ESRI is used as a GIS server
software. In addition, to enable the use with AR Smart
Eyeglass, an Android application using the Smart Eyeglass
SDK of Sony was developed.
2) Web-GIS
In this study, ArcGISServer10.1 of ESRI was used for
Web-GIS and Mapple10000 of the Shobunsha Publication
Mapple digital data SHAPE edition, including detailed road
network data, was used for the GIS base map of the Web-GIS.
The map that will be superposed with the digital map data is,
among those offered by ESRI which is compatible with API of
ArcGISServer10.1, the user interface of GoogleMaps, which
was the most used in prior researches in relating fields to this
study. Concerning the superposing of the Mapple10000
(SHAPE edition) and GoogleMaps, while GoogleMaps used
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the new geodetic coordinates, Mapple10000 is based on the old
geodetic coordinates. For this reason, using the ArcTky2Jgd,
which was provided by ESRI as product support, Mapple10000
was changed to the new geodetic coordinates and changes were
made in order to enable the input of information of operation
areas using the ArcMap10.1.
3) SNS
In this study, an SNS will be selected as social media to be
integrated with the Web-GIS and recommendation system, and
will be individually designed and developed according to its
purpose. This SNS, unlike other social media, is for the
purpose of designing and developing the ideal system
according to the purpose of use in addition to enabling detailed
system development individually according to the
characteristics of the operation area. In addition, by selfmaking SNS as mentioned in section IV-A, it will enable the
information transmission of the system to have a two-way
direction and to integrate with the recommendation system.
First, functions related to the registration and releasing of
user information in addition to submitting, viewing, and
recommending information were independently designed
according to the purpose of this study. Next, because it is ideal
that communication between users of the system be voluntary,
without designing friend registration or community functions
like other SNS, comment functions, evaluation function, and
sub tag functions that can be updated freely were designed as a
means of communication. The comment function will be used
for communication between users and to provide
supplementary information to existing submissions. The
evaluation function will be used by users to evaluate tourist
spots on a 5-grade scale. In this way, the average of evaluation
points will be shown, and in addition to providing users with
this information, it can also be used as a weighting of
recommendations. Additionally, the evaluation function will
have a ranking function listing tourist spots in the order of the
average evaluation points. Concerning sub tag functions, users
will be able to easily tag a tourist spot. Because the tag shows
the characteristics of the tourist spot, it can be used as a
reference when doing research prior to sightseeing. Tourist
spots with the same tag can also be listed.
4) Recommendation system
The recommendation system has three methods including
the
collaboration
recommendation,
content-based
recommendation, and knowledge-based recommendation
(Jannach et al., 2012) [21]. The knowledge-based
recommendation will be used for the system. The reason for
this is that it can solve the cold-start problem, which is an issue
concerning the difficulties of making appropriate
recommendations for new users who have just started using the
system, and recommending new items introduced to the system
as recommendation subjects. Kamishima (2008) [22] pointed
out that there will be no problem if, regarding the former
person, it is a knowledge-based recommendation and the user
directly writes their own user profile, and regarding the latter
person, if there is an user profile with a content-based
recommendation and knowledge-based recommendation, a
recommendation will not be difficult with the help of the
feature vectors even with new items.

In addition, because the system is for the general public,
concerning the creating of user profiles based on the user
preference information, a clear and intuitive question form is
ideal. Therefore, question items must be made to be answered
on a five grade scale in order to create a user profile vector.
Similarly, with evaluation information of tourist spots, question
items must be made to be answered on a five grade scale by
contributors of new tourist spot information in order to create a
feature vector of tourist spots. In this way, to deal with the
cold-start problem mentioned above, the system will be set so
that users must input evaluation information when submitting
information on tourist spots, and regarding the operation
manual distributed when promoting the use of the system, the
input of evaluation information aside from explaining the main
purpose was requested.
Based on the created user profiles and feature vectors of
tourist spots, the similarity level was calculated by means of
equation (1), and the tourist spots with high similarity levels
will be recommended.
∑
√∑

√∑
：Degree of similarity
：User preference information
：Tourist spot evaluation information
：Question information number
：Tourist spot number
5) Management of submitted information
As it was mentioned concerning the amelioration of
constraints related to the continuous operation in Section IV-A,
design for a system that can manage submitted information is
required. Therefore, with the aim to keep the operation long
term, although there will be no constraints for submitted
information regarding all users when released, if it is
determined by the manager that the submission was written by
a user with ill will, or that the submitted information is not
appropriate for the purpose of the system, the system design
will allow the exercising of authority to delete an account or a
submission. Specifically, a function that can enable combined
management of submitted information by means of database
will be installed.
V.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A. System frontend
In this study, as shown in detail below, original functions
will be implemented for users in addition to the accumulating,
sharing, and recommending of tourist spot information.
1) Information submission function
When submitting sightseeing information, by clicking on
the “submit tourist spot information” button on the top page,
users will be directed to the submitting page. Items that can be
submitted include, the “title”, “main tag”, “description”,
“evaluation points of the tourist spot”, and the “location
information”. In addition, to provide more information of the
tourist spot, users can add a sub tag and upload images. After
inputting and selecting the required items, if users select the
tourist spot by clicking on the digital map, the location will be
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entered into MySQL and the submission will be complete after
the user pushes the send button.
2) Information viewing function
On the viewing screen, tourist spots are divided into 8
categories according to the main tags, and by selecting a
checkbox that each item has, the marker for tourist spots in the
corresponding category can be listed on the map. By clicking
the marker that the user is interested in, the title and image of
the selected spot will appear in a bubble. By further clicking on
the title, users will be directed to the detailed information
viewing page of the selected tourist spot. On the detailed
information viewing page, in addition to being able to view
detailed information of tourist spots, users can evaluate and
comment on the page. In this way, by enabling other users to
comment on tourist spots, communication between users is
promoted. Concerning the evaluation points, evaluation of
tourist spots are converted to numerical values of a five grade
scale, and by using the average evaluation point of multiple
users, the evaluation and recommendations of tourist spots are
weighted. In addition, if a tourist spot has sub tags, when users
click the sub tag, they will be directed to a page where they can
view other tourist spots with the same sub tag.
3) Information updating function
By clicking the information update button on the detailed
information viewing page of tourist spots, users will be
directed to the information update page of tourist spots.
Concerning information updates, users other than the
information contributor can easily add or correct information,
all users can add sub tags, and edit the description. In addition,
to prevent falsification that is done with ill intent, aside from
locking the modifications of important information such as
titles, the nicknames of editors will be recorded and disclosed
on the detailed information viewing page.
4) Tourist spot recommendation function
If users would like a recommendation of tourist spots, by
clicking the “tourist spots recommendation” button, users will
be directed to the recommendation page. On the
recommendation page, in order to improve recommendation
accuracy, users can select a checkbox of tourist spot categories
they would like to be recommended in. When the category is
selected and sent, the top ten tourist spots according to the
user’s preference will be listed as the recommendation results.
When users select a checkbox of a tourist spot they are
interested in, the location of the spot will appear as a marker on
the digital map. If the marker is clicked on and the user further
clicks on the title appearing in the bubble, the user will be
directed to the detailed information viewing page of the tourist
spot.
5) Information display function of AR Smart Eyeglass
By entering the identification code displayed on the user
information page using the Android app linked to the Smart
Eyeglass, users can link their own account to the Smart
Eyeglass. When sightseeing on foot, the Smart Eyeglass will
present nearby tourist spot information based on the user’s
preference information and location information. More
specifically, taking into consideration the effect on visibility,
by sliding the controller, the device can switch tourist spots and
display the top five spots according to the user’s preference. In

addition, it will display the “title”, “main tag”, “average
evaluation points”, and the “distance” of the recommended
tourist spot. Additionally, by tapping the controller and
selecting, the distance and direction indication to the tourist
spot will be displayed in real time.
6) Information management function
Files of all user’s submitted information and images are all
stored on the system’s database as data. The manager can
manage users and check submitted information on a dedicated
list screen, suspend accounts of users that have made
inappropriate remarks or actions, and delete submitted
information with a single click if an inappropriate submission
was uploaded. Because managers are not required to confirm
whether inappropriate information has been submitted within
the system, the manager’s burden is reduced.
B. System backend
1) Processing related to recommendations on the internet
In this study, using the knowledge-based recommendation
method, the similarity level of each item is calculated with the
backend and tourist spots are recommended. By registering
preference information on the user information page, users can
receive recommendations. More specifically, a feature vector is
created with the registered preference information and the
characteristics information of tourist spots, and the similarity
level of user’s preference information and each spot’s
evaluation information is calculated by means of formula (1) as
shown in Section IV- B-4). In this way, the top ten tourist spots
in order of the highest similarity levels are displayed as
recommendation results.
2) Processing related to information display on AR Smart
Eyeglass
Regarding AR Smart Eyeglass, in order for users to use it
for sightseeing on foot, tourist spots that are within a walkable
distance are displayed. The backend will extract nearby tourist
spots with the location information of the user and display the
top five spots in order of the highest similarity levels.
Regarding the distance of extracting tourist spots, according to
the study of the daily sphere by Ishihara et al. (2006) [23],
400m is generally referred to as walking distance for normal
people, acknowledged as a nearby distance in everyday life,
and is defined as a distance that would not be difficult to walk
to. Therefore, the system has set 400m as the distance which
tourist spots can be extracted. If there are less than five tourist
spots within that distance for recommendations, the distance
will be expanded to double and tourist spots will be extracted
from within that distance. Additionally, if users are traveling,
in order to lessen the load on the server which is accessed
frequently in addition to taking into consideration the real time
of information presentation, when users travel half the distance
(200m) from the center point from where the tourist spots were
extracted, the similarity level will be recalculated and the
tourist spot list will be updated.
3) System interface
The system has four interfaces including the PC screen of
the user (Fig. 2), mobile information terminal screens (Fig. 3),
screen for AR Smart Eyeglass (Fig. 4), and PC screen of
managers.
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VI.

OPERATION TESTS AND OPERATION

Following the operation process of TABLE I, the operation
was conducted after the operation tests/operation test
evaluation of AR media GIS which was designed and
developed by means of this study.
A. Operation tests and operation test evaluation
Before the operation, 6 students in their 20s were selected
and a two-week operation test was conducted. From the

hearing survey results of the test subjects after the operation
test, three points of improvement were found in areas including
the location information of tourist spots on the detailed
information viewing page, the information display method on
an AR Smart Eyeglass, and the updating of tourist spot
information displayed on Android apps, and the system was
restructured regarding these points only.

Fig. 2. C interface and description of functions
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Fig. 3. Mobile information terminal interface and description of functions

Fig. 4. Mobile information terminal interface and AR glasses terminal interface
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B. Operations on the internet
1) Summary and results of the operation
Regardless of being inside or outside the operation area,
utilization was promoted through Websites of authors’
laboratory, and we received cooperation by the Tourism
Department of Kanagawa Prefecture and Yokohama City, and
the Yokohama Convention Bureau (Yokohama Tourism
Association) in distributing pamphlets and operating manuals.
When accessing the system for the first time, users must
register user information including “user name”, “email
address”, “age”, “gender”, and “greetings” on the initial
registration screen. To take into consideration those who do not
want their user information made public as a profile, users can
choose to enter their real name or a nickname in the “user
name” box. Additionally, users can choose whether to make
their “age” and “gender” public or private. When logging in
after completing the initial registration, users can operate the
submitting, viewing and recommending screen. In addition, by
registering preference information in “My Information”, each
user can receive recommendations according to their tastes.
TABLE II indicates the user classification during the twomonth operation period, and Fig. 5 shows the transition of the
total number of users during that time. The number of users
gradually increased, and the total number was 91, with 44
being male users and 47 being female users. Users in their 20s
were approximately 69%, users in their 30s and 40s were each
approximately 13% and 9%, and the total users in their 20~40s
were approximately 91%. As indicated in the 2015 White
Paper on Telecommunications [24], the numbers shown above
coincide with the fact that main users of general SNS are for
the most part in their 20~40s.
2) Submitted information and use of the comment
function/tag function
Fig. 5 also shows the transition of the total number of
submitted items during the eight-week operation period as
shown above, and it is evident that there is a significant
increase in the number of submitted items from the fourth
week. It can be assumed that this increase was caused as users
became used to the use of the system, they actively started
submitting information that they have or think is necessary
around the middle of the operation period. In addition, in order
to solve the cold-start problem as mentioned in Section IV-B4), the 181 tourist spot information items which were collected
by Ikeda et al. (2014) [18] were prepared as initial data. As
there were a total of 162 submitted items during the operation
period, a total of 343 items were accumulated to the system.
TABLE III shows the submitted information regarding
tourist spots according to category, and although there were
many submitted information during the operation period in
categories such as restaurants/cafes (65 items, approximately
40%), shopping (29 items, approximately 18%), and famous
spots/historical sites (23 items, approximately 14%),
information was submitted in every category. In addition,
almost all the submitted information had a related image
submitted with it. Furthermore, with the various submissions of
tourist spot information, information of tourist spots to
recommend to users according to each preference, with the

images attached to it, was accumulated in line with the purpose
of the system.
During the operation period, the number of times the
comment function was used on tourist spot information was 32,
the number of times the evaluation function was used was 204,
and the tag registration number was 26. From the above,
among the communication methods used for the system
including the comment function, evaluation function, and sub
tag function, the evaluation function was the most used. The
reason for this is that, while the comment function requires
writing and the sub tag function requires thinking of a sub tag,
the evaluation function only requires users to express their
rating of tourist spots on a five grade scale.
C. Operation using the Smart Eyeglass
Regarding the Minato Mirai area situated in the center of
the operation area, an operation using the Smart Eyeglass was
conducted on December 18th targeting tourists. TABLE IV
shows the user classification of the above, and the total number
of users were 34 including 20 males and 14 females. When
dividing users by age, although users in their 20s make up 41%
of the total users which is the highest percentage, the age of
users were scattered and all users had no experience using
Smart Eyeglasses. After the operation, all users answered the
Web questionnaire survey.
VII.

EVALUATION

In this section, based on the questionnaire survey results as
summarized in TABLE II and IV, the evaluation using the Web
system and Smart glass will be conducted. Next, the evaluation
based on the access analysis results using the log data of the
operation will be conducted. In addition, based on the
evaluation results of the above, solution strategies for this
system will be extracted.
A. Evaluation based on the Web questionnaire survey results
of the operation on the Web
1) Evaluation related to the use of the system
a) Evaluation related to the suitability of the collection
method of tourist spot information
In order to evaluate the system’s suitability for tourist spot
information collection methods of users, users were asked
whether they used the internet to collect tourist spot
information. 32% answered “often”, 23% answered
“sometimes”, 20% answered “depends”, 21% answered
“almost never”, and 4% answered “never”. In addition,
regarding the question (multiple answers) of what information
terminal users use to collect tourist spot information, 84%
answered PC, and regarding mobile information terminals,
54% answered smartphone, and 14% answered tablet. In this
way, from the fact that many users use two or more
information terminals to collect information, information
collection can be done efficiently by using each information
terminal according to the situation. From the information above,
it was revealed that a total of 75% of the answerers use the
internet to collect tourist spot information, a total of 68% of the
answered use mobile information terminals as an information
terminal for information collection, and that using different
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information terminals according to the situation can make
information collection more efficient. Therefore, the system,
which operates with the assumption that users use different
TABLE I.

information terminals, has a fitting design for tourist spot
information collection methods of users.

OPERATION PROCESS OF THE SYSTEM

Process

Aim

Period

1. Survey of
present
conditions

To understand efforts related to tourism in the
region for operation (Yokohama City)

December 2014 - March
2015

2. System
configuration

Configure the system in detail to suit the region for
operation

April - June 2015

- Define system requirements
- System configuration
- Create operation system

3. Operation test

Conduct the system operation test

July 2015

- Create and distribute pamphlets and operating
instructions
- System operation test

4. Evaluation of
operation test

Reconfigure the system based on results of
interviews with operation test participants

August - September 2015

October - November
2015

Carry out actual operation of the system
5. Operation

6. Evaluation

November - December
2015

Evaluate the system based on the results of Web
questionnaires, and the results of access analysis
which used log data during the period of actual
operation

TABLE II.

- Evaluation using interviews
- System reconfiguration
- Amendment of pamphlets and operating
instructions
- Appeal for use of the system
- Distribution of pamphlets and operating
instructions
- System operation management
- Evaluation using Web questionnaires, access
analysis which used log data
- Identification of measures for using the system
even more effectively

OUTLINE OF USERS AND RESPONDENTS TO THE WEB QUESTIONNAIRE
Aged 10 to
19

Number of users (people)
Number of Web questionnaire respondents
(people)
Valid response rate (%)

Specific details
- Survey of government measures and internet
services
- Interviews with government departments
responsible, tourist associations, etc.

Twenties

Thirties

Forties

Sixties and
above

Fifties

Total

3

63

12

8

2

3

91

3

40

5

6

1

1

62

100.0

63.5

41.7

75.0

20.0

33.3

63.3

Fig. 5. Changes in the number of users and number of submissions during the operation period
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TABLE III.

SUBMISSIONS OF INFORMATION, CLASSIFIED BY TOURIST SPOT CATEGORY

Category

Number of submissions

Percentage (%)

Restaurants/Cafes

65

Other eating/drinking establishments

40.1

4

2.5

Noted places/Historic sites

23

14.2

Shopping

29

17.9

Theme parks/Parks

12

7.4

Art galleries/Museums

16

9.8

2

1.2

Scenery
Other

11

6.8

Total

162

100.0

TABLE IV.

OUTLINE OF USERS AND RESPONDENTS TO THE WEB QUESTIONNAIRE

Aged 10 to 19
Number of users (people)

6

Twenties

Thirties
14

b) Evaluation related to the usefulness concerning
sightseeing tour activities
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the system concerning
the tourists’ excursion behavior of the system, users were
asked about the usefulness during the actual tourists’ excursion
behavior in the operation area. As a result, the system was
rated highly as 70% answered “useful”, 26% answered
“somewhat useful”, 4% answered “neither”, and no user
answered negatively. Therefore, it is anticipated that the system
can be useful for users during tourists’ excursion behavior.
2) Evaluation related to the original function of the system
a) Evaluation related to the use according to each
function
In order to evaluate the use of the system according to each
function, users were presented with each function, and were
asked to choose the top 2 functions that were used the most.
TABLE V shows the percentages of chosen individual
functions and the different combination of functions, and the
percentages were high as 27% chose the viewing
function/recommendation
function,
14%
chose
the
recommendation function/evaluation function, 11% chose the
viewing function, and there were no users who used the
information updating function independently. In addition, the
highest percentage was 53% for the viewing function, and
because it is evident that half these users use the system
combining the viewing and recommendation function, it can be
assumed that the system is mostly used to obtain tourist spot
information.
b) Detailed evaluation related to original functions
In order to evaluate the 4 functions that show the
remarkable originality of the system, users were asked related
questions. As shown in Fig. 6, 89% answered “suitable” or
“somewhat suitable” regarding the suitability of the tourist
spots information recommended. Therefore, calculating the
similarity level based on the evaluation information of each
tourist spot and the preference information registered in the
“My information”, the results of the recommended tourist spot
information with high similarity levels with the preference
information of users shows that the information was

Forties
4

Sixties and
above

Fifties
5

4

Total
1

34

appropriate for the majority of users. The suitability of
evaluation items regarding tourist spot had good results as 97%
answered “suitable” or “somewhat suitable”, and it can also be
said that this has resulted in the high suitability of
recommended tourist spots.
Regarding the usefulness of submitting tourist spot
information, 89% answered “useful” or “somewhat useful”,
and it can be said the item setting, process, and display method
when submitting tourist spot information in the system is
appropriate. Concerning the usefulness of attaching sub tags to
tourist spot, although 93% answered “useful” or “somewhat
useful”, 7% answered “not very useful”. From this information,
regarding users who are not used to sub tags, it can be assumed
that such users considered the sub tags used in the system as
not very useful.
B. Evaluation based on the Web questionnaire survey results
of the operation using AR Smart Eyeglasses
In order to evaluate the operation using AR Smart
Eyeglasses, first, users were asked questions regarding the
accuracy and satisfaction level for information display of AR
devices, in addition to security when using AR devices. As
shown in Fig. 7, 82% answered “high” or “somewhat high”
concerning the accuracy of information display on glasses, and
97% answered “high” or “somewhat high” concerning the
satisfaction of information display on glasses. From the
information above, it can be said that the information display
on AR devices of the system is appropriate. In addition,
regarding the safety when using AR terminals, 88% answered
“high” or “somewhat high”. However, 3% answered
“somewhat low”. The reason one answerer gave was that “as
the screen is hard to see under strong lighting, users may not
notice their surroundings because they’re trying to focus on the
screen”.
Next, in the same way as Section VII.-A-1), in order to
evaluate the usefulness regarding the tourists’ excursion
behavior of the system, users were asked whether the system
was useful when actually on tourists’ excursion behavior in the
operation area. As a result, the system was highly evaluated as
77% answered “useful”, 23% answered “somewhat useful”,
and there were no negative comments. Therefore, the system,
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even if the AR Smart Eyeglass is used in the operation, can be
assumed to be useful during tourists’ excursion behavior.

2) Evaluation based on the access analysis results
First, an analysis of users’ access log was conducted
concerning the operation in normal mode. The total session
number was 415, 72% used a PC while 28% used a mobile
information terminal as an information terminal in order to
access the system. TABLE VI shows the number of visits to
each function page, and the total number of visits was 2,846.
Concerning visits from PCs, excluding the top page, although
the tourist spot recommendation function page (8%) and
viewing function page (7%) had many visits, the difference
between each function page was not so great. Concerning visits
from mobile information terminals, the same tendency as visits
from PCs was seen. Therefore, comparing PCs and mobile
information terminals, although there is a big difference
regarding the number of visits of each function page, it can be
said that the usage of the system is almost similar.

C. Evaluation based on the access analysis results using the
operation log data on the Web
1) Access analysis summary
In this study, by conducting an access analysis using the log
data collected during the operation, an evaluation focused on
the access numbers and access methods will be conducted.
This study will integrate the Google Analytics API with the
developed program in order to conduct the access analysis.
Google Analytics is a free application provided by Google, and
is often used as an analysis tool. Google Analytics can be used
by entering the API within the program on each page of the
site, and by doing so an access log can be obtained.
TABLE V.
Submission
function
Percentage
(%)

5.4

Viewing
function

FUNCTIONS USED THE MOST FREQUENTLY IN THE SYSTEM (UP TO TWO SELECTED)
Updating
function

10.7

Viewing function
& Updating
function
1.8

Recommendation
function

0.0

Viewing function &
Recommendation
function
26.7

Evaluation
function

7.1

Submission
function &
Viewing
functions

5.4

Viewing function
& Evaluation
function
7.1

Submission
function &
Updating
functions

7.1

Updating function
& Recommendation
function
1.8

Submission
function &
Recommendation
functions

Submission
function &
Evaluation
function

3.7

1.8

7.1
Updating function
& Evaluation
function
0.0

Recommendation
function &
Evaluation function
14.3

Suitability of tourist spots information recommended

Suitability of evalustion itmes regarding toursit spot

Usefulness of submitting tourist spot information

Usefulness of attaching sub tags to tourst spot
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Suitable/Useful

Somewhat suitable/Somewhat useful

Can’t say either way

Not very suitable/Not very useful

100%

Not suitable/Not useful

Fig. 6. Results for responses to four question items concerning original functions
Note: The response options shown on the right in the explanatory notes in the figure are for the two question items on usefulness – the usefulness of submitting
tourist spot information, and the usefulness of attaching sub tags to tourist spots.
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Accurancy of information display on glasses

Satisfaction of information disaplay on glasses

Safty when using AR terminals
0%
High

20%

Somewhat high

40%

60%

Can’t say either way

80%

somewhat low

100%
low

Fig. 7. Results for responses to accuracy and satisfaction of information display on glasses
TABLE VI.

TOP FIVE VISITED PAGES, CLASSIFIED BY INFORMATION TERMINAL USED TO VISIT PAGE

PC
Rank

Page name

Number of visits

1

Initial page

268

13.0

2

Viewing page

152

7.4

3

Recommendation page

161

7.8

4

Submission page

92

4.5

5

Updating page

75

3.6

2,056

100.0

Total

Percentage (%)

Mobile information terminals
Rank

Page name

Number of visits

1

Initial page

88

11.1

2

Viewing page

52

6.6

3

Recommendation page

54

6.8

4

Submission page

29

3.6

5

Updating page

20

2.5

790

100.0

Total

D. Extracting solutions
From the evaluation results of this section, solutions for the
system will be summarized as follows:
1) System function expansion
Regarding the AR Smart Eyeglass, a different function
other than the automatic recommendation function will be
implemented. More specifically, when tourist spots that users
are interested in are saved with the system on the Web, users
can view the information using AR Smart Eyeglass. In
addition, by implementing the routing function with the AR
Smart Eyeglass, not only will tourist spots nearby be
recommended, but tourist spots that users are interested, even if
it is a little far, will be recommended, thereby supporting
sightseeing tour activities.
2) Improvement of the recommendation function
Recommendation method that takes into consideration the
time series of tourists’ excursion behavior will be
implemented. By doing so, the system will support not only
tourist spot recommendations but also tour plans. In addition,
recommendations taking into consideration each user’s age,
group creation, and other detailed terms, will be conducted. By

Percentage (%)

means of the above, users’ tourists’ excursion behaviors can be
supported more effectively, and planning for tourists’
excursion behavior will be made more useful.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this study can be summarized into three
points as shown below.
1) In order to support tourists’ excursion behaviors by
integrating SNS, Twitter, Web-GIS, recommendation system,
and Smart Eyeglass, in addition to making the accumulating,
sharing, and recommending of information regarding urban
tourist spots possible, the AR recommended GIS was designed
and developed. This made the ameliorating of information
search constraints, spatial constraints taking into consideration
safety, and constraints related to continuous operation possible.
In addition, the Minato Mirai area, situated in the center part of
Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture, was selected as the
operation area, and the system details were developed after
field surveys were conducted.
2) Because the operation was conducted over a period of 8
weeks, an operation test was conducted 2 weeks prior to the
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operation, and the system was reconfigured by extracting
points needing improvement. All subjects, whether inside or
outside the operation area, were over the age of 18, and among
the 91 users, 91% were between the age of 20-40. Additionally,
the ultimate number of submitted information was 161. In
addition, concerning the operation using Smart Eyeglass,
which was conducted with tourists in the Minato Mirai area,
the total number of users were 34, age of users were spread out,
and all users had no experience in using Smart Eyeglasses.
3) From the results of the Web questionnaire survey given
to users after the operation, the system, which sets using
information terminals according to use as a premise, is
compatible for the collection method of tourist spot
information for users, and is mainly used to collect tourist spot
information using the viewing and recommendation functions.
From the results of the access analysis using the log data form
during the operation, the utilization method of the system with
PCs and mobile information terminals were very similar.
Additionally, as the system using AR Smart Eyeglass was rated
extremely highly, it was evident that it is possible to support
tourists’ excursion behavior using PCs, mobile information
terminals, and AR Smart Eyeglasses are possible.
For research tasks in the future, points such as newly
implementing functions proposed in Section VII-D in order to
support tourists’ excursion behaviors in a more safe and
effective way, increasing usage performance by operating the
system in other urban sightseeing areas, and improving the
significance of use can be raised.
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Abstract—Cardiac diseases constitute the main cause of
mortality around the globe. For detection and identification of
cardiac problems, it is very important to monitor the patient's
heart activities for long periods during his normal daily life. The
recorded signal that contains information about the condition of
the heart called electrocardiogram (ECG). As a result, long
recording of ECG signal amounts to huge data sizes. In this
work, a robust lossless ECG data compression scheme for realtime applications is proposed. The developed algorithm has the
advantages of lossy compression without introducing any
distortion to the reconstructed signal. The ECG signals under
test were taken from the PTB Diagnostic ECG Database. The
compression procedure is simple and provides a high
compression ratio compared to other lossless ECG compression
methods. The compressed ECG data is generated as a text file.
The decompression scheme has also been developed using the
reverse logic and it is observed that there is no difference
between original and reconstructed ECG signal.
Keywords—ECG;
compression ratio

lossless

I.

compression;

data

encoding;

INTRODUCTION

In every year, according to an estimate given by the 2012
World Health Organization (WHO) statistics report, 56 million
people died worldwide, of whom the heart diseases remained
the leading cause of death throughout the world. The
cardiovascular diseases killed 17.5 million people in 2012.
That is 3 in every 10 deaths. Of these, 7.4 million people died
of ischaemic heart disease and 6.7 million from stroke [1].
Some of these lives can be often saved if acute care by
detecting the myocardial infarction early. So that those patients
will have medical attention as soon as possible.
Electrocardiography is a fundamental part in both patient
monitoring and cardiovascular assessment. It is an essential
tool for investigating cardiac arrhythmias and is also useful in
diagnosing cardiac disorders such as myocardial infarction [2].
It deals with the electrical activity of the central of the blood
circulatory system, i.e., the heart. The contraction and
relaxation of cardiac muscle result from the depolarization and
repolarization of myocardial cells. These electrical changes
produce currents that radiate through the surrounding tissue to
the skin. The electrodes sense electrical currents when they are
hooked up to the skin. The recorded currents are then
transformed into waveforms called electrocardiogram (ECG).
To detect and identify cardiac problems, ECG signals
should be continuously monitored typically over 24h period.

Digitizing the ECG signals is performed at sampling rates
ranging from 100 to 1000 Hz with a resolution of 8 or 12 bits
per sample [3]. As a result, the data sizes of the produced ECG
recording will enormously increase and fill up available
storage space. Nowadays, storage space is relatively cheap.
However, ECG data archives could easily become exceedingly
large and expensive. Moreover, in mobile monitoring
environments, compression is a fundamental tool to resolve
and transmit physiological signals from the human body to any
location, especially for real-time transmission applications.
The ECG compression methods are generally classified
into two main groups, namely one-dimensional (1-D) and twodimensional (2-D). 1-D ECG compression algorithms are the
most widely employed in literature and can be further
classified into four categories: direct time domain compression,
model based compression, transformed domain compression
and hybrid compression algorithms. In 2-D ECG compression
algorithms, 1-D ECG signals are represented in 2-D then the
transformation is applied on those 2-D representation.
The classification of ECG compression algorithms can also
be observed by another angle, lossy and lossless compression.
Although lossy compression has an important benefit of high
Compression Ratio (CR), it introduces distortion into the
original ECG signal and may lose some features that could be
very important for future analysis of crucial patients.
Considering lossless compression, it provides a moderate to
high CR and maintains the original ECG signal away from any
notable distortion..
Motivating by works of Mukhopadhyay et al. [4-6], which
are based on voltages to text encoding, we propose a novel
lossless ECG compression scheme that combines the
advantages of the stating works. In [4], authors developed a
lossless compression method that can preserve all the
information in the reconstructed signal. However, the
compression ratio has an unsatisfactory performance. The
authors have also developed lossy compression algorithms in
[5,6]. In [5], the entire signal values are quantified in the
compression process while this quantification is only applied
outside of QRS regions in [6]. The QRS regions are
compressed using the same process as [4]. These lossy
compression methods can achieve high CR but the major
problem is that the reconstructed signal has a significant
distortion that may even delete some important features in the
ECG signal such as the T wave. Furthermore, from juridical
and clinical point of view [7], it is strongly recommended to
work on lossless ECG signal compression.
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To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, we
developed a powerful lossless compression scheme that is able
to reduce significantly the file size which provide a high
compression ratio, all maintaining near-zero distortion in the
reconstructed signal leading to an excellent quality score.
The paper is organized as follows. The proposed method of
the ECG data compression and reconstruction is detailed in
Section II. Section III presents the results of the proposed
method of selected ECG records from the PTB diagnostic ECG
database (PTB-DB). The performance analysis and comparison
with other methods are also discussed. To conclude, some
remarks and discussion are given in Section IV.
II.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed algorithm is generally based on work done in
[4], which achieves almost negligible distortion and a moderate
good compression ratio. In this work, the compression ratio is
highly improved by reducing the number of data sent to the
output text file. Another improvement is made at the time of
reconstruction to preserve the original signal reliably.
The compression scheme is divided into two main sections:
data compression and data reconstruction. The key to this high
compression lies in data encoding process and the
rearrangement of the variables used in the output text file. The
two ECG processing modules are described in the following of
this section.
A. ECG data compression
The overall compression scheme is illustrated in figure 1.
The boxes and the various shapes outlined in this figure are
detailed step by step in the following of this subsection.
1) Windowing eight ECG samples
The first step of the compression scheme is to take only
ECG samples from the raw ECG signal file. The time axis is
discarded since the sampling frequency is known. The ECG
signal can be easily reconstructed by corresponding each
sample to its equivalent instant of time. The whole
compression procedure is applied on eight samples at a time
until the end of the signal is reached.
2) Delta encoding
In order to get better compression, delta encoding is
performed on those eight samples by subtracting two
consecutive samples. The first value remained unchanged as
described below.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed scheme

3) Absolute integers generation
The sign of the each element of the array d[n] is verified.
For those that contain positive numbers a binary zero (0) is
made, and those containing negative numbers a binary (1) is
made. The string obtained from those zeros and ones, which
represents the sign of those eight samples, is converted to its
equivalent decimal number and stored in a variable named ‘sb’.
The absolute value of each sample is then multiplied by 1000
to avoid the fractional part since in standard ECG database;
samples are recorded up-to three decimal points. This
procedure is performed as follows:

The motivation behind delta encoding is to get smaller
number, which means concatenation possibility will increase in
the later step of compression. Consequently, compression ratio
will also increase.

{

}
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4) Normalization
In the delta encoding step, the first sample is kept
unchanged. The problem starts when the ECG data begin with
a high voltage (greater than |0.255|). As those samples after
multiplying by 1000 become greater than 255 they cannot be
printed in the output text file. Moreover, another problem has
been observed at the time of dissociation in the decompression
scheme that will be discussed in later section. So the first
sample is chosen to be less than 200. To overcome this issue,
the following instructions is used:
⁄

Where ‘ii’ is assigned with the integer value from the
division operation and a(0) is holding the reminder of this
division.
5) Data encoding
In this section of the algorithm the main compression has
occurred. To reduce the data size, these eight samples are
minimized using the following logic:
[

]
[

and odd bits equals to zero means that there was no
concatenation.
It has been observed that some concatenated data lead to
wrong samples at the decompression scheme. For an example
purpose, suppose an encoded value like ‘209’. It could be
concatenated from three case:
 Case 1
 Case 2
 Case 3
0 and 209
1 and 109
2 and 9
The first case is eliminated during the normalization section
(the numbers in a[n] array are less than 200). To differentiate
the two other cases, we take a variable named ‘cnv’ as a binary
number to denote the second case in the fourth last bits of ‘cnv’
(the fourth most significant bits). The third case will be treated
as a normal concatenation case.
To further clarify the data encoding step, let us take an
array a[n] having sample values as shown in figure 2. In the
following scheme, Reg and Opp denote regular direction and
opposite direction, respectively.
Reg

Opp

Reg

Opp

Reg

Opp

Reg

Opp

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

a[0]

a[1]

a[2]

a[3]

a[4]

a[5]

a[6]

a[7]

123

0

2

2

4

4

1

3

1

0

0

0

g:

]
[

]
[

]
cnv:

For the above-described encoding algorithm, the variable 'i'
is initialized by zero and incremented by a factor of two.
The samples are encoded and stored in a new array as
described above. The new array is constructed from the
previous one by either concatenating or not two consecutive
samples:
 Regular direction: If two consecutive samples
undergoes the first condition, then these samples are
concatenated in the regular direction.
 Opposite direction: If the first condition is not satisfied
then we check that whether the second formula is
verified or not. If so, then these consecutive samples are
concatenated in the opposite direction.
 None: If concatenation is not possible in both direction
then, those samples are left unchanged and stored
separately in the new array.
The encoding step is achieved. However, in the decoding
scheme we cannot identify what type of concatenation is
carried out. To memorize the type of concatenation, instead of
using three variables as done in [4], we take only one variable
‘g’. This variable is taken as a binary number (one byte). Each
1 is inserted in its even bits corresponds to the regular direction
concatenation (it is supposed that the most significant bit is an
even bit), while a 1 is inserted in the odd bits corresponds to
the opposite direction concatenation. If two consecutive even

4 bits

Fig. 2. An illustrative example of data encoding step

6) Standardizing data to printed text
The ECG samples are encoded in the range of text
characters. However, some special characters are not stamped
in the text file, which results to loss of data at the
decompression stage. Those characters are 10 (line feed), 13
(carriage return), 26 (substitution) or 255 (blank). To avoid
such problem, the numbers corresponding to those characters
are substituted by some suitable numbers. To denote the
modified numbers, it is necessary to add extra variables as
described below.
 An extra variable named ‘rs’ is temporary taken which
signifies whether the ‘sb’ is one of those special
characters or not. If the variable ‘sb’ is changed by
other number, ‘rs’ will be set to 1 (rs = 1) otherwise to 0
(rs = 0). Finally ‘rs’ is multiplied by 100 and is added
with ‘ii’. The result is stored in a new variable named
‘rsii’ which minimizes the ‘rs’ and ‘ii’ variables in one
variable.
 A variable say ‘cng’ is taken as binary number to denote
the positions of those special characters in e[n].
 There is a seldom probability that ‘rsii’, ‘cng’, and ‘g’
may contain any of those special characters. If it
happens, some other suitable numbers will replace
them. These changes will be denoted in the three first
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unused bits of ‘cnv’ respectively (i.e. the three least
significant bits). The ‘cnv’ variable will never be a
critical number if we put a zero in its forth bit as
described in figure 3.
( 10)10 =

(0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0 )
2

( 13)10 =

(0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1 )2

( 26)10 =

(0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0 )2

(255)10 =

(1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 )2



cnv:

0

Concatenation type

Xg

Xcng Xrsii

Fig. 3. The construction of the ‘cnv’ variable

Where Xi can be either 1 or 0 value depending if it was a
special character or not.
Finally the encoded data along with all the necessary
information (cnv, g, sb, cng, and rsii) are organized as a frame
in the sequence shown in Figure 1 and are printed in their text
code in a text file. The length of each frame may vary
according to the concatenation possibilities. The order of these
characters has a particular importance. Since from the variables
'cnv' and 'g' we can easily determine the length of each frame
sent to the text file, the frames are sent tied to each other
without any separation character. Following this procedure, we
can minimize one separation character for each sent frame,
which leads to a better compression.
Moving the window to the next eight samples, the whole
compression scheme is repeated until the end of ECG signal is
achieved.
B. ECG data decompression
Decompress the ECG data is necessary to retrieve the
original signal at the receiving end. For this purpose, a
decompression algorithm is also developed. Since the
decompression scheme uses the same reverse logic described
in figure 1, we briefly describe the procedure of the
decompression. Some of the relevant steps are more detailed.
1) Extracting Frames from the text file
The first step of the decompression scheme is to identify
the length of each frame from the continuous text contained in
the compressed file. Here, the variable ‘g’ has an important
feature apart from denoting the concatenation, it can also
determines the length of the frame by calculating the sum of
ones in ‘g’, then subtract this sum from 13. Where the value 13
represents the maximum length that can occupy a frame in the
text file. This process is carried out by first checking the
variable 'g' if it was a special character by testing on the third
bit of the variable ‘cnv’ if it was 1. If it was the case, the
original value of the variable ‘g’ is placed back. The
decompression procedure is then applied on the extracted
frame.

2) Replacement of the original numbers
Since the order of the variables is known in each frame, the
modified data during subsection A.6 can be easily recovered by
analyzing the variables ‘cnv’, ‘cng’ and ‘rsii’.
3) Data decoding
The binary form of the variable ‘g’ gives the positions of
concatenation. If it is found a one (1) in even bits (starting from
the most significant bit) that represent the regular direction,
while a one (1) in the odd bits represent the opposite direction.
Or else, if two consecutive even and odd bits equal to zero (0),
then there was no concatenation. These concatenated numbers
are then dissociated according to the type of concatenation
labeled in the four most significant bits of the variable ‘cnv’,
Now ‘ii’ is multiplied by 200 and added with a[0], the
result is stored in a[0] position as the reverse was done during
the ‘Normalizing’ subsection in the compression procedure.
As used in the ‘Normalizing’ subsection in the compression
procedure, the variable ‘ii’ is multiplied by 200 and added to
a[0]. The result is stored in the same a[0].
4) Signed values recovering
In this section, the variable ‘sb’ will be converted into its
corresponding 8-bits equivalent. If any bit is ‘1’ the
corresponding positional element of d[n] array will be
multiplied by (-1). The next step consist of dividing every
number in this array by 1000.
5) Creating original ECG signal
To produce the original ECG signal, we have to generate
ECG samples and the corresponding time axis. To get the
original ECG samples, we use the reverse of delta encoding,
e.i. each positional number is added with the previous value
except the first one. Finally, each sample is stamped with its
equivalent instant of time using the known sampling frequency.
Moving to the next frame, the whole decompression
scheme is repeated until the end of the text file is achieved.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Evaluation factor of the compression scheme
The criteria for testing the performance of the compression
algorithms consist of three important components: compression
measure, reconstruction error and computational complexity.
The computational complexity component is often attached
to practical implementation consideration, which is
recommended to be as simple as possible.
The Compression Ratio (CR) represents the ratio between
the size of the file containing original and compressed signal,
given by:
(1)
Where B0 is the total number of bits in the original file and
Bc is the total number of bits in the compressed file.
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The maximum absolute error is defined as the maximum
element of sample-to-sample difference array:
(2)
Where x0(n) is the original signal, xr(n) is the reconstructed
signal.
The definition of the error criterion for assessing the
distortion of the reconstructed signal compared to the original
one is of primary importance, the Percentage Root-meansquare Difference (PRD) measure defined as:
√

∑

(
∑

)

(3)

Where N represents the window length, over which the
PRD is calculated. In all scientific literature interested by ECG
compression techniques, evaluation of this error is crucial and
is the one commonly used. The clinical acceptability of the
reconstructed signal is based on this criterion.
The normalized version of PRD is PRDN, which is
independent of the signal mean value ̅, is defined as:
∑
√

(
∑

)

original one without any distortion. Hence, we can have a zero
PRD value. It should be noted that PRD, PRDN and Emax
values depend strongly on the length of the original signal. If
this length is a multiple of eight, these values is confirmed to
be zero. Otherwise, the remaining ECG samples will not be
compressed and will not be presented in the decompressed
ECG signal which generate a non-zero PRD, PRDN and Emax.
Regarding the compression ratio, we can observe that record n°
S0305 provide the highest CR value, which means that the
concatenating possibility was high compared to other signals.
To provide an overall estimate of the computational
complexity of the algorithm, we performed an amount of
simulation to each record then we calculate the average
compression time of each signal. Compression time shows that
this algorithm can be used for real-time systems.
Figure 4 shows the original (blue-a) and reconstructed
(green-b) ECG signals of the proposed ECG compression
scheme. Through visual inspection of this figure, It is obvious
that the reconstructed signal is the same as the original ECG
signal since the compression scheme performed in this work is
lossless.

(4)

̅

One another evaluation factor given in (5), is Quality Score
(QS). It quantifies the global performance of compression
algorithm taken into account both the CR and PRD.
(5)
This all factors are evaluated on the proposed algorithm,
and are given on their average value in Table 1.
The ECG data files under test are chosen from PTB
diagnosis ECG database available under Physionet. To assess
and compare the performance, the leads of every record were
choosing the same as [4]. From table 1, we can see that using
the proposed algorithm we can get average PRD of about
0.0092% and average CR of about 18.84:1. Since the
developed method stands in the direct time domain
compression and the compressed samples are encoded without
any data truncation, the reconstructed signal from the
decompression scheme is guaranteed to be the same as the
TABLE I.
Records
S0022LRE
S0021ARE
S0015LRE
S0304
S0305
S0301

Duration (s)
15
15
15
26.342
23.770
22.084

Fig. 4. Original (a) and Reconstructed (b) ECG signal.
(File: S0305, Lead I, Duration: 4s)

THE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OBTAINED FOR VARIOUS ECG FILES
PRD (%)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0082
0.0292
0.0181

Performance evaluation contents *
|
|
PRDN (%)
CR
Compression time (ms)
0.0000
18.27
0
329.34
0.0000
18.86
0
417.67
0.0000
17.87
0
389.83
0.0099
18.70
0.0003
717.00
0.0811
19.76
0.0083
642.18
0.0191
19.61
0.0028
613.74
(*) All the factors are represented in the average value

B. Performance comparaison
Comparison of some compression's evaluation factor of
various methods with the proposed method is given in Table 2.

It is divided into three parts namely lossy compression, near
lossless compression and lossless compression.
The lossy compression methods are known by their high
compression ratio but unfortunately, they may lose some
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important information about the signal that can be noted in high
values of PRD, while the near lossless compression algorithms
give a moderate compression ratio, preserving the value of the
PRD as low as possible. In the lossless compression
algorithms, the importance is given to the value of PRD, which
should be almost zero.
If lossy compression methods have a high compression rate,
our method can be classified with these methods while
maintaining almost zero distortion.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE COMPARAISON OF VARIOUS ECG
COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

Algorithm

PRD (%)

CR

Lossy compression
25.5
5.6

m-AZTEC [8]

QS

PRDN (%)
[1]

0.22

-

Mukhopadhyay et al. [5]

7.89

15.72

1.99

20.60

Mukhopadhyay et al. [6]

7.58

22.47

2.97

13.28

Near lossless compression
Huffman
2.73
11.06

4.05

-

1.18

6.78

-

9.30

-

USZZQ and
coding of DSM [9]
SPIHIT [10]

JPEG2000 [11]

8

Lossless compression
0.86
8

Fira and Goras [12]
SangJoon Lee et al. [13]

0.61

16.5

27.11

Mukhopadhyay et al. [5]

0.023

7.18

312.17

-

2047

0.018

18.84

20.89

48.38(max)
-7.42(min)
-

12.74

0.0092

Among the four lossless compression algorithms presented
in table 2, the proposed method provides high CR (18.84),
which is comparable with the CR of lossy compression
methods generally known by their high compression ratio. The
values of PRD and PRDN are negligible (almost zero) and are
better than any other methods, wich leads to a very high QS
(2047).
Our algorithm was based on the work of [4]. If we compare
the results of our work with their results, we can found that the
CR is considerably increased compared to the value of their
CR. The value of the PRD is also improved since we treated
some specific cases during the reconstruction of the signal.
IV.

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

0.61

Proposed

cardiac beats ECG signals. This technique provides significant
improvement in term of compression ratio compared to other
lossless compression techniques, all ensuring a near-zero
distortion that is notable, either through visual inspection, or
the measured value of error loss. Consequently, the quality
score that quantify the overall performance was far superior to
the other compared algorithms. The proposed algorithm is
simple and easy to implement. The output text file can be
further compressed, using some standard text compression
techniques. The compressed file can be either stored or
transmitted over wireless network as text file for real time ECG
analysis. The proposed scheme is suitable to use in portable
and mobile ECG data monitoring system.

CONCLUSION

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

In this research, a high lossless compression scheme for
ECG signals is proposed. The proposed algorithm was tested
for the compression of normal and pathological types of
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Abstract—Albanian Sign Language (AlbSL) is relatively new
and until now there doesn’t exist a system that is able to
recognize Albanian signs by using natural user interfaces (NUI).
The aim of this paper is to present a real-time gesture recognition
system that is able to automatically recognize number signs for
Albanian Sign Language, captured from signer’s both hands.
Kinect device is used to obtain data streams. Every pixel
generated from Kinect device contains depth data information
which is used to construct a depth map. Hands segmentation
process is performed by applying a threshold constant to depth
map. In order to differentiate signer’s hands a K-means
clustering algorithm is applied to partition pixels into two groups
corresponding to each signer’s hands. Centroid distance function
is calculated in each hand after extracting hand’s contour pixels.
Fourier descrip-tors, derived form centroid distance is used as a
hand shape representation. For each number gesture there are 15
Fourier descriptors coefficients generated which represent
uniquely that gesture. Every input data is compared against
training data set by calculating Euclidean distance, using Fourier
coefficients. Sign with the lowest Euclidean distance is considered
as a match. The system is able to recognize number signs
captured from one hand or both hands. When both signer’s
hands are used, some of the methodology processes are executed
in parallel in order to improve the overall performance. The
proposed system achieves an accuracy of 91% and is able to
process 55 frames per second.
Keywords—Albanian Sign Language (AlbSL); Number Recognition; Microsoft Kinect; K-Means; Fourier Descriptors

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sign Language is very important for the inclusion of the
hearing impaired persons in the society. They use sign
language as natural way of communication. Every country has
developed their own sign language and Albania has its own,
which is relatively new [1], [2]. In all situations where deaf
people are participating an interpreter is required which results
in a non-effective method because it requires time and
resources. An Albanian Sign Language recognition system
would make possible the communication between hearing
impaired persons and the hearing ones in a more effective
way. Many countries have tried to develope a sign language
translation system through natural user interfaces as for American Sign Language [3], Arabic Sign Language [4], Portugal
Sign Language [5], Indian Sign Language [6] and many

others.
Until now there doesn’t exist a system that is able to
recognize Albanian signs by using natural user interfaces
(NUI). Body movements, head position, facial expressions
and hands trajectory are used by hearing impaired persons to
communicate with each other. Many work has been done to
integrate some existing technologies to capture and translate
signer’s gestures, among them web cameras [7], data gloves
[8] and Kinect sensors. Web cameras generate low quality of
images and have an inability to capture other body parts. It is
also hard to generalize the algorithms for web cameras due to
many different shapes and colors of hands. Data gloves
achieve high performance but are expensive and not a proper
way to human-computer interaction perspective [2]. Kinect
technology, launched by Microsoft, has many advantages as:
provide color and depth data simultaneously, it is inexpensive,
the body skeleton can be obtained easily and it is not effected
by the light. Various researchers are using Microsoft Kinect
sensor for sign language recognition as in [6], [9], [10]. We
are trying to built a real-time, automatic system that is able to
capture and translate numbers from 1 to 10 by using Microsoft
Kinect sensors. It is used to obtain input data, K-Means
algorithm to differentiate signer’s hands and then Fourier
descriptors algorithm to classify number gestures from 1 to 10.
Many researchers have tried to capture and translate number gestures by following different approaches. [11] and [12]
use color camera to capture input gestures and then SVM
(Support Vector Machine) and Fuzzy C-Means respectively to
classify hand gestures.
[13] took another approach for number recognition. It used
circle method to count the fingers which is scale, translation,
and rotation invariant. Firstly the center of the hand is located
and then the furthest pixel from the center is found. They both
form the radius of the circle. An imaginary circle is drawn and
the fingers intersecting with the circle have been counted. The
method is limited to count the number of the fingers from 1 to
5 and cannot be extended to other numbers and signs.
Shape plays an important role in gesture categorization.
Two approaches have been widely used for shape recognition
and shape normalization including Fourier descriptors and HU
moments. [14] conduced an experiment where Fourier
descriptors and HU moments were compared in terms of
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shape recognition accuracy. The result shows that Fourier
descriptors were superior to HU moments in terms of shape
recognition accuracy.
Fourier descriptors can be derived from different shape
signature including complex coordinates, centroid distance,
curvature signature and cumulative angular function. An evaluation is done in [15], which results that centroid distance is
significantly better than other three signatures. The fact that
centroid distance captures both local and global features
makes it desirable as shape representation.
Section I gives a brief introduction and related work. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
overview of methodology and a brief description of each
methodology’s processes. Section III describes the
experimental environment. Section IV presents the
experiments and results. The paper is concluded in Section V
by presenting the conclusions and further work.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 summarizes the methodology followed in number
recognition captured from both signer’s hands gestures:

properly if an external object is placed between Kinect device
and human body. To overcome this problem the second
approach is focused only in body parts by using Kinect
skeleton feature. It does not need to built an histogram
because the skeleton feature excludes every object not part of
human body. The first layers correspond always to user’s hands. By
applying again a threshold constant the human’s hands are obtained.

In a 2D space the K-Means algorithm is applied in order to
partition all pixels into two groups which corresponds to signer’s
hands. The K-means algorithm starts by placing K points
(centroids) at random locations in 2D space. In our case only two
centroid have been placed which correspond to user’s hands.
Each pixel, is assigned to a cluster with the nearest centroid, and
then the new centroids are calculated as the mean of pixels
assigned to it. The algorithm continues until no pixel change
cluster membership. If the distance between two centroids is less
then a constant, then they are merged into one.

After hand identification, the hand’s contours pixels have
to be extracted. A 8-connectivity algorithm [18] has been
applied. The pixels that form the hand boundary are used as
input data to centroid function.
Fourier descriptors are derived from shape signature. A
compression between different shape signature is given at
[15]. In our case centroid shape signature is used which is a
one-dimensional function that represent two dimensional areas
or boundaries. It is applied to pixels obtained from hand’s
shape boundary. Before applying Fourier transform the
normalization process is performed. For matching purpose the
training data set and input data must have the same number of
points in the shape boundary. Number of points and points
chosen affect the matching accuracy. Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) need a power-of-two [19] number of points. In our
experiments 128 points have been chosen. Decreasing the
number of points increases the computational results and
decreases the accuracy of matching results. The chosen points
must be distributed equally in all shape boundaries. There
exist some methods including a)equal points sampling,
b)equal angle sampling, and c)equal arclength sampling. In
our experiment equal angle sampling is chosen.
Every input data must be compared against every sign in
gesture dictionary by calculating Euclidean distances. The
sign with the lowest Euclidean distance is considered as a
match. The gesture dictionary is composed with ten number
gestures representing numbers 1 to 10. Figure 2 visualizes
number gestures dictionary, based on Albania Sign Language
[1].

Fig. 1. Number recognition methodology

III.
Microsoft Kinect is used to acquire hand gestures at rate of
30 frames per second. Attached to each frame it includes
depth information at an interval of layers [0-4095] [16]. Each
frame has dimensions of 640 x 480 (width x height) and
includes a total of 307200 pixels.
Hand segmentation can be obtain by using two approaches
illustrated at [17]. The first approach builds an histogram by
including the number of white pixels grouped by depth layer.
Histogram helps to understand the first object placed in front
of Kinect. By applying a threshold constant, only the human
hands are segmented. This approach does not function

EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

The environment where all tests are executed is composed
of a Microsoft Kinect device and a DELL Notebook. Kinect
device consist of an IR emitter, an RGB camera, an IR depth
sensor, a microphone array and a tilt [20]. Kinect sensors are
used to obtain skeleton stream and a depth map with a
resolution of 640 x 480 at 30 FPS. DELL Notebook consists
of a 64-bit architecture, a Windows 7 operating system, 4 GB
of physical memory and an Intel Core i5-5200U processor
2.20GHz. System is developed using Microsoft C# programming language and Kinect for Windows SDK 1.8 library.
Figure 3 visualizes the system environment.
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IV.

number. They are captured from 4 different signers.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Experiments are based in two aspects: accuracy and computational latency. Firstly two data sets have been created,
corresponding to training and testing data set. Each number
gesture in both data sets contains 15 Fourier descriptors coefficients which are generated by running each of methodology
processes.

Testing Data Set Recognition Rate

TABLE I.

Number Gesture
1

True Recognition
100%

False Recognition
0%

2

88%

12%

3

95%

5%

4

85%

15%

5

93%

7%

6

95%

5%

7

93%

7%

8

85%

15%

9
10

93%
85%

7%
15%

91%

9%

Average

Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix for number recognition system. Gestures 10, 8 and 4 have the lowest recognition
rate. They are misclassfied as gestures 9, 7 and 5. Number 9 is
the most ambiguous gesture even through having a high
recognition rate of 93%. It is recognized as gestures 7, 8 and
10.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

35

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

38

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

34

4

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

2

37

1

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

1

38

0

0

0

1

7

0

0

0

0

0

2

37

0

0

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

34

0

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

37

1

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

5

34

Fig. 2. Number gestures dictionary

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix

Firstly training data set elements are used as input data.
The system receives 100% recognition rate. Secondly testing
data set elements are used as input. Table I summarizes the
results. Numbers 10, 8 and 4 have the lowest recognition rate
while numbers 1, 3, and 6 have the highest recognition rate.
Fig. 3. System environment

Training data set contains in total 40 gestures only for
numbers 1 to 5. Numbers 6 to 10, which are generated from
both user’s hands are calculated as sum of numbers
recognized from each individual hand. There are 8 gestures for
each number. To improve accuracy, they are taken from 4
different signers using their both hands. Testing data set
contains a total of 400 gestures. There are 40 gesture for each

Computational latency is firstly calculated for each process
running sequentially. Hand segmentation and K-Means calculation are the heaviest processes which take approximately
60% of total time. If all the processes are executed in sequentially order the system is able to calculate 48 frames per
second. Microsoft Kinect is able to recognize number gestures
in real-time since it generates frames at a rate of 30 frames per
second. Table II summarizes the results. Time in milliseconds
for each process is the average time of 50 experiments where
single and both hands have been used.
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Today’s processors are implemented with a dozen of cores
and this number is going to increase due to Moore’s law [21].
Multi-core processors allow parallelism and multithread-ing.
Since performance is an important factor in real-time
recognition systems, computation latency is recalculated in
situation where some level of parallelism is provided to some
of processes. It is clear that some of the processes can be
TABLE II.

COMPUTATION LATENCY CALCULATED SEQUENTIALLY

Processes

Time in milliseconds

Hand Segmentation
K-Means Calculation
Hand Contour Tracing
Normalize Image (128 points)
Centroid Distance Signature
Discrete Fourier Description
Gesture Classification

6.4381
6.0661
4.2646
0.0574
0.0671
3.7005
0.3477

Total

20.9415

processed in parallel. K-Means Calculation, Hand Contour
Tracing, Normalize Image (128 points), Centroid Distance
Sig-nature, Discrete Fourier Description and Gesture
Classification can all be processed in parallel for each signer’s
hand. Then the results must be aggregated. Table III
summarizes the results. Time in milliseconds for each process
is the average time of 50 experiments where single and both
hands have been used. The total time is improved by 2.9
milliseconds, and the system is able to process 55 frames per
second.
TABLE III.

coefficients which are based on centroid distance signature. In
total, data set consists of 440 number gestures where 40 of
them are used to form training data set. 400 number gestures
are used to form testing data set. Every gesture in testing data
set is compared against each gesture in training data set by
using Euclidean distance. The gesture with minimum distance
is considered as a match. Numbers 10, 8, and 4 have the
lowest recognition rate. They are misclassified as gestures 9, 7
and 5. Number 9 is the most ambitious one. The system
achieves an accuracy of 91%. Computation latency allows the
system to be deployed in an image receiving technology that
has an acquisition rate of less than 48 frames per second
where no parallelism is applied and 55 frames per second
where parallelism is applied. Microsoft Kinect can be part of
this real-time recognition system since it’s acquisition rate is
30 frames per second.
Future work consists of improving the overall system
accu-racy by applying more reliable gesture data set and
improving the execution time of the slowest processes. Future
work will be extended to dactyls and other not static sign
gestures.
[1]
[2]

[3]

COMPUTATION LATENCY CALCULATED FROM PARALLEL
TASKS
[4]

Processes

Time in milliseconds

Hand Segmentation
K-Means Calculation
Hand Contour Tracing
Normalize Image (128 points)
Centroid Distance Signature
Discrete Fourier Description
Gesture Classification
Total

6.4579
5.6461
3.2571
0.0434
0.0503
2.5015
0.1397
18.0960

V.

[5]

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Aim of this paper is to propose an automatic, real-time
solution for recognition of a limited set of numbers (1 to 10)
obtained from signer’s both hands, by using Microsoft Kinect.
This system can be extended in the future to include more
signs (including dactyls and not static signs) creating the first
sign recognition system for Albanian Sign Language by using
natural user interfaces (NUI). Input images are provided
through Microsoft Kinect device. IR depth sensor is used to
built a depth map. By using depth map the hand segmentation
is performed. Skeleton feature of Kinect device can be used in
hand segmentation process. In order to understand if gesture is
formed from single hand or both hands a K-Means algorithm
is applied. The system is able to recognize gestures capture
from single hand or both hands by switching automatically.
For each segmented hand the contour pixels are extracted.
Each number gesture is represented by 15 Fourier descriptors

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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Abstract—This article is a component of a series of articles
and scientific researches conducted by the research team which
deals with the web 2.0 and its interactions with the different
technology areas. During recent years, the emergence of the web
2.0 has revolutionized the world of new technologies, in
particular the business intelligence field, providing businesses
with new and innovative ways to make use of information in
order to improve their overall performance. This article comes to
consolidate the profit which can be taken from the new
technologies of the web 2.0, especially blogs which constitute a
valuable mean to gather exchanged information and results of
the collaboration between users, by offering a new collaborative
tool for decision making based on online questionnaires in order
to exploit the collective intelligence which represents a very
important source of significant data, and by adopting the
SCAMMPERR method, a creative technique of stimulation of
ideas and problem solving.
This paper presents a practical innovation in the computing
level and makes an impact on the economic and the
organizational sides of the enterprise, by proposing a new
methodology based on the SCAMMPERR technique and
supported by the strengths of the web 2.0 to ensure a
collaborative decision making. As a result, it provides relevant
decisions which support the traditional decision support systems.
Keywords—Decision Making; Web 2.0; Blogs; Business
Intelligence; SCAMMPERR Method; Online Questionnaire

I.

INTRODUCTION

Enterprises increasingly need to maintain and manage their
competitiveness, enhance their market share, develop the
loyalty of their customers, and optimize their processes and
costs. To meet these needs, business intelligence was born.
Nowadays, organizations are more and more demanding
and the needs are more important in terms of data constituting
the basis of decisions, and the quality and the relevance of
these data.
Web 2.0 is a major source of information and new
technologies. Since its emergence, it has revolutionized the

world of business intelligence as any other technology sector,
offering new concepts and techniques as well as various
sources of data, which influenced traditional methods of
decision making which is becoming a difficult task for business
leaders due to the increase of the number of companies and
consequently, the competition becomes more and more hard,
which makes the search for more innovative ways of decision
making, based on adequate data, a primary case. A new way
appears, exploit the tools of the web 2.0 and the variety of its
resources to enrich the sources of data of the organization and
as a result, improve the decision-making process. Among these
resources, blogs constitute a precious way of collection of
information results of the exchange and the collaboration
between the internet users. The proposed solution enhances the
advantage taken from this technology, by associating it to the
SCAMMPERR method which is one of the most methodical
and reasonable techniques of generation and stimulation of
ideas as well as the resolution of problems, to provide a
collaborative process of decision making.
This paper presents a new method of decision making in
the business context. Its impact and its benefits concern the
engineering level as well as the innovation management one.
After the implementation of this solution, it provides a solid
and a practical process, which allows organizations and
businesses to monitor their systems and improve the process of
the decision making with more meaningful and relevant
decisions related to the enterprise issues and strategies in a
short lapse of time, and consequently, boost and improve the
overall performance of the organization.
The next section, gives a presentation of the web 2.0,
followed by a section about the business intelligence and its
limits. Then, we will introduce the SCAMMPERR method
which constitutes the basis of this work to elaborate the
collaborative process of decision making, called
SCAMMPERR 2.0 and discussed in the main section of the
paper. The two last sections are reserved to the modeling and
the implementation of the process.
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II.

WEB 2.0

The term “Web 2.0” was diffused by Tim O' Reilly in
2004, more detailed later [1], to identify the participative web.
What web 2.0 brings, are the progressive increase and the
continuous evolution of technologies which allow more and
more the participation of web users at the level of the creation
of the web content. Improvements affect the material as well as
the software.
Web 2.0 is a conjunction of technologies, business tactics
and social skills [2], making it a social and a technological
model at once and allowing to users to create web content and
to follow the last updates of a website without visiting the web
page source, and to developers, to quickly and easily create
new web applications based on data, information and available
services on the internet.
To ensure all these tasks, web 2.0 is based on a complex
and diversified architecture [3], based on a permanent inclusion
of approaches (providing storage, creation and diffusion
capacities), such as: software server, messaging protocols,
standards of navigation, content syndication and various client
applications as plugins.
A website follows the web 2.0 approach if it is
characterized by:
 Techniques of rich applications such as AJAX, a
technique of web interface design, which allows the
update without refreshing the web page [4].
 Content syndication through standard protocols: RDF,
Atom and RSS, which ensures real-time diffusion of
new websites information or blogs news.
 Classification by labeling to facilitate the search.
 Valid XHTML and micro-formats.
 Appropriate use of URL and REST architecture or
XML web services.
Compared to web 1.0, web 2.0 has some strengths [5]:
interactivity, participation and collaboration. The latter
principle constitutes the basis of improving systems in different
domains such as software engineering [6]. The internet user is
no longer a spectator; he becomes an actor and an active
contributor due to the emergence of new technologies allowing
him to participate more and more in the creation of the web
content.
 Social Networks: Any set of social entities, individuals
or organizations, joined together by links, established
through social interactions, can be considered as a
social network. It is the small world which is based on
the interactivity between the users and the community
gathering around common points as values and
passions. These last years, the social networks are more
expanded and transform the curiosity to a global
phenomenon [7]. Social networks are characterized by a
large number of users and a variety of content and
applications, such as tests and games.
 Blogs: Introduced by Justin Hall in 1994. In its simplest
shape, a blog is a website with dated and published

entries on the internet, according to the inverse
chronological order [8]. This is a type of website that
allows you to publish articles and all types of
multimedia: images, videos and sounds. The owner of
the blog can also post comments and answers the
questions of the visitors who can comment and contact
the blogger by e-mail. In blogs, the management is
collaborative because all of users participate by their
own contents and interventions.
 Wikis: Refer to dynamic websites containing pages
which are editable by the web users, and represent
collaborative writing spaces of varied information and
an effective way of sharing knowledge. Wikis are rapid
because reading and editing processes are combined. A
common way of using wikis is to support planning
meetings: a provisional agenda is set and the URL is
distributed to the participants, who do not hesitate to
comment or add their own elements [9].
 RSS Feeds: Really Simple Syndication is a manner of
description of data, encoded in XML and constitutes a
way of automatic distribution of information on a
website, by receiving news headlines published on other
websites, in real-time. Also, it allows other websites to
republish simply the data, what is called the content
syndication. RSS is not used only to display the news of
blogs, but also for any kind of data regularly updated:
weather report, availability of photos, etc [2].
 Podcasts and Videocasts: Podcasts and videocasts
offer new means of distribution of digital content. A
podcast is an audio file to which, people can subscribe
and which can be afterward transferred to an audio
player. If it is attached to a movie, it becomes a
videocast. The podcasting remains an exceptional
innovation in the publication of contents and largely
based on the simplicity of use [10].
III.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Business intelligence is a set of technologies of decisionmaking support within a company whose purpose is to allow
executives, administrators and analysts to make better
decisions more quickly [11].
In the 80s, the computerization continues, but some
companies began to accumulate a lot of data, hence the birth of
Data Centers. Only the IT department can create reports from
the data sources to help analysts and managers to take
decisions. However, the information search process involves a
process of type: question - answer – question, that is why the
IT specialists find themselves quickly overloaded. At the
beginning of the 90s, the report generation software appears,
but two side effects occurred further to the birth of reporting
systems:
 Systems quickly become overloaded.
 Reporting systems provide "general public" reports.
In the 90s also, many concepts, tools, simple software:
quick, independent of the production system, reliable and
heterogeneous, appeared. Business intelligence is born. The
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architecture of the traditional decision support system is
essentially based on a data warehouse as it is shown in Fig. 1.

considered one of the structured, easiest, successful and most
direct methods [15].
SCAMMPERR technique showed its effectiveness
compared to the similar methods and constitutes a very
rigorous and a powerful technique and at the same time, a very
flexible and fast method, already implemented for experiments
in important domains as education and engineering [16][17].
When talking about decision making, the most important goal
is to save time and relevance, which justifies the choice of the
method adopted in the process.
A. SCAMMPERR: Principle and Utility
SCAMMPERR refers to an associative method of creativity
which gathers nine innovative techniques, its principle was
proposed by Alex Osborn in 1953[18] and developed afterward
by Bob Eberle [19] [20].

Fig. 1. Traditional business intelligence architecture

The business intelligence process includes the functions:
collection, integration, distribution, presentation and
administration. However, the traditional business intelligence
has some limits:
 Introspective decision-making systems. Therefore, the
strategic reach is very limited.
 Limit management of unstructured data.

SCAMMPERR is a technique which provides a methodical
and practical way of stimulation of the divergent thinking, the
imagination, the originality, and the intuition [21] [22]. Each
one of the letters in the SCAMMPERR acronym signifies an
operation that can be applied to an idea, a concept, a project, a
product or a service. The list of these operations is given in
Table I [23].
TABLE I.

 Techno centric approach focusing on technology.
 Very time-consuming tasks.
Also, due to the variety of people who express themselves
on the web, data lack quality and relevance. Consequently, the
integrity of the decision-making system is threatened. One of
the major gaps is that the significant web 2.0 resources are not
exploited in the ultimate ways in the field of decision-making.
That is why; and to solve problems already mentioned, it
will be interesting to exploit the new inherent technologies of
the web 2.0 as the collaboration, the interactivity, and the
external data to enhance decision support systems with
decisions based on a human centric approach and a collective
intelligence reflected by the diverse collective applications,
such as blogs, social networks, etc.
The collective intelligence is used in several disciplines.
Here, it refers to diverse communities of people interacting to
create clever outcomes [12]. So, the aim of this work is to
participate to surpass the challenges facing the development of
the business intelligence 2.0, which is a concept that raised a
lot of questions of research to be exactly defined [13].
IV.

SCAMMPERR OPERATORS

S

Substitute

components, materials, elements (ideas, people,
features, services)

C

Combine

mix, combine with other ideas or services, add
functions, elements or systems

A

Adapt

alter, change function, modify a part of an
element, utilize a part of another element

M

Magnify

enlarge, make it enormous, higher, longer, add
functions , features or additional capabilities

M

Modify

modify scale (increase or reduce it), shape
(color, audio, …), attributes (texture, design, ...)

P

Put to another use

use it in a different context, identify more
usages or advantages

E

Eliminate

delete elements, components, reduce, simplify,
minimize

R

Rearrange

change the order, the sequence , interchange
components, change patterns

R

Reverse

turn inside out, upside down, transpose, reverse
usage

SCAMMPERR METHOD

To guard their part of competitiveness, companies wish to
seek ways of improving, in a continuous way, their products
and services, which requires a high rate of imagination and
innovation. Nevertheless, the creativity does not occur. It is a
process that takes time and effort [14]. That is why; several
researchers put a lot for the development of new techniques
which fill this need, aiming to ensure the creative thinking and
to solve problems for example: Hurson’s productive thinking
model, the six hats of critical thinking, the reversed
brainstorming, etc; though, SCAMPER or SCAMMPERR is

Each of the nine SCAMMPERR operators can refer to
several questions, of which, the ones to adapt to a specific
problem can be chosen, to generate answers which constitute
new ideas. Some standard examples of these questions are
presented in Table II [24].
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TABLE II.

SCAMMPERR QUESTIONS EXAMPLES

Operator

Questions

Substitute

Can we use something else instead of this product,
object, service or process?

Combine

Can we combine anything to get something new or
interesting?

Adapt

Does someone else have an answer that we can adapt
to our situation?

Magnify/Add
Modify it
Put it to some
other use

Can we make it larger, add to it or extend it ?
Can we change or modify it in some way?
How else could our product or process be used? Does
it solve some other problem?

Eliminate
something

Can we eliminate something to solve our problem?

Rearrange it

Must we rearrange the current order or sequence?

Reverse it

What if we reversed it? Did the exact opposite?

B. SCAMMPERR Process
The SCAMMPERR process is based on two essential steps:
 The identification of the idea, the problem or the
subject, matter of the reflection.
 The formulation of questions related to the subject
using the list of SCAMMPERR operators.

In the context of the proposed process, the first method is
noted SCAMMPERR1 and the second one is noted
SCAMMPERR2. Here, the SCAMMPERR method is used as a
way of stimulation, generation of ideas and resolution of
problems launched by the company or the community.
V. SCAMMPERR 2.0: A COLLABORATIVE PROCESS OF
DECISION MAKING BASED ON ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRES
SCAMMPERR 2.0 is a collaborative process, based on the
good use of the web 2.0 tools. DBlog (Decisions Blog) is a
blog which can be implemented on the web by the company, to
present its problems and to question its marketing strategies, in
order to take advantage of opinions and decisions of the
customers and the community of the web, as well as to become
aware of their needs and their interests, with the ultimate aim
of facilitating, renovating and improving the process of the
decision making. Questions on questionnaires follow the
SCAMMPERR notation and depend on the nature of the
treated issue or subject.
The acquisition of the opinions of users is made through an
online questionnaire, appropriate to each problem or decision
under process, given that the online questionnaire remains a
very good way of inspection and evaluation. This online
questionnaire comprises a set of questions related to the
problem and following the SCAMMPERR1 reasoning, to
ensure a methodical analysis. Answers (decisions of the users)
undergo a SCAMMPERR2 treatment, before making the final
decision. The general outline of this process is illustrated in
Fig. 4.

SCAMMPERR questions can be exploited through:
 Systematic exploration: consists in exploring an idea, a
product or a service by using all the SCAMMPERR
operators.
 Depth development: iterative use of a SCAMMPERR
operator in particular to find new ideas.
In general, there are two important ways to develop the
SCAMMPERR method [25]:
 Generate creative ideas from a problem or a topic: using
SCAMMPERR for creativity and problem solving as
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. General outline of the associative process

A. Categories of decisions
Decisions are classified into three main categories:
Fig. 2. Generation of ideas from a problem

 Apply SCAMMPERR on the results of a previous
technique of stimulation of ideas: it aims to filter all the
resulting ideas to focus on the best ones as it is shown
in Fig. 3.

 Initial decision: the answer of a user for each
SCAMMPERR question.
 Preliminary decision: decision of a validator after
SCAMMPERR2.
 Final decision: decision of the expert after reviewing
the decisions of the validators.
Every decision receives a score on 10 and follows the scale
represented in Table III.

Fig. 3. Generation of ideas from the resulting ideas
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TABLE III.

SCALE OF SCORES

C. Process of Collaborative Decision Making following
SCAMMPERR
There are eight stages in the process:

Score

Signification

[1–3]

Low quality

[4–6]

Average quality

[7–8]

Good quality

[ 9 – 10 ]

Strategic Decision

 Step 1: One of the experts of the system develops the
problem to solve or the decision to discuss. Then, he
elaborates the associated questionnaire following
SCAMMPERR notation. The user can start a process by
proposing an idea; in this case the expert will take care
of the rest.

B. Categories of users
Five categories of users interact in the system as shown in
Table IV.
TABLE IV.

 Step 2: The expert publishes the online questionnaire on
the DBlog.
 Step 3: Users answer the questions of the online
questionnaire.
 Step 4: The expert chooses three validators related to
the topic of the problem.

CATEGORIES OF USERS

Actor

Signification

Eligibility

User

Simple user

<=5

 Step 5: The expert generates the matrix of the initial
decisions.

User Plus

User

<=5 and client of
the company

 Step 6: The validators evaluate the initial decisions for
the management and the promotion of users and apply
SCAMMPERR2 to the matrix.

Validator

Validator of SCAMMPERR1 and
actor of SCAMMPERR2

[6 – 9]

Validator
plus

Validator of SCAMMPERR1 and
actor of SCAMMPERR2

[6 – 9] and
employee of the
company

Expert

Monitor

 Step 7: The validators make preliminary decisions.
 Step 8: The expert examines the preliminary decisions
and makes the final decision.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

= 10

The maximal value that the eligibility can reach is 10, given
that: the maximal sum of the scores that can a user reach for
each questionnaire is 90, with a score of 10 for each of the nine
SCAMMPERR questions.
User eligibility is a parameter which reflects its decisional
relevance. It is a factor that will be used to manage the
promotion of users and it is expressed by the following
equation:
(1)

A degree of Influence is assigned to each user according to
its category to designate the weight of its decisions as shown in
Table V.
TABLE V.

DEGREES OF INFLUENCE

Actor

dInf (Degree of Influence)

User

1

User Plus

2

Validator

4

Validator plus

6

Fig. 5. General process of SCAMMPERR 2.0

When the SCAMMPERR questionnaire is online, users
start to fill it. Once a considerable sum of filled copies is
reached (as needed), the expert develops a matrix which
comprises the diverse initial decisions.
The matrix takes the following form:

(

)

(

)

(2)
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Where:
is the initial decision of the user U for the
SCAMMPERR operator O.
The validators give a mark to initial decisions (a score
going from 1 to 10). Afterward, they calculate the degree of
relevance of every initial decision, based on the following
formula:
(

)

(

)

( )

(3)

Where:


dR (



S(



dInf (U) is the degree of influence of the user U

) is the degree of relevance of the decision
) is the score assigned to the decision

The degree of Influence of the user, the score of the
decision and its degree of Relevance are three parameters
which facilitate the application of the SCAMMPERR method
by validators, which will allow making a first classification of
the initial decisions before applying SCAMMPERR2, as well
as for the expert during the evaluation of the preliminary
decisions of validators.
After SCAMMPERR2, every validator extracts from the
matrix of initial decisions, a SCAMMPERR vector containing
nine decisions related to the SCAMMPERR operators.
Fig. 6. Use case diagram of SCAMMPERR 2.0

( )

(

) (4)

The expert evaluates the decisions of the three validators
according to their degree of Influence and the degree of
Relevance of their decisions, and makes the final decision.
VI.

MODELING

To model the system, the object modeling using UML
(Unified Modeling Language) [26] is used. It proposes a rich
set of different diagrams [27].
The modeling of the system comprises a use case diagram
and a sequence diagram.
A. Use Case Diagram
Use case diagrams allow representing, in a simple way, the
fundamental needs and the objectives of the system from an
external point of view to it. The use case diagram is
represented in Fig. 6.

The system has three main actors:
 User: a simple user or a user plus. He is the user of the
internet platform, his main role is to make initial
decisions by filling SCAMMPERR questionnaires
posted by the company, as he can trigger the treatment
of an issue or propose an idea.
 Validator: validator or validator plus, his mission is to
evaluate the decisions of users by applying
SCAMMPERR2 to initial decisions. Subsequently, he
takes preliminary decisions.
 Expert: manages all the platform, develops the
SCAMMPERR questionnaire, puts it online, collects
the initial decisions and evaluates the preliminary ones
to manage the promotion of the users and makes the
final definitive decision. He is also the one who chooses
the validators for each SCAMMPERR process.
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B. Sequence Diagram
This diagram is mainly designed to represent the
interactions between objects that communicate with each other

by sending messages. The sequence diagram is represented in
Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Sequence diagram of the step of results treatment

After receiving the results, the expert establishes the matrix
of the initial decisions, chooses three validators of the domain
of the subject or the problem, and sends to them a notification
of choice with information about the mission, accompanied by
the matrix of the initial decisions. The validators assess
decisions (nine decisions by user), then calculate their degrees
of Relevance, according to which, the decisions are classified
in decreasing order for every SCAMMPERR operator. These
decisions will subsequently undergo a SCAMMPERR2
process, for example:
 Eliminate those with a low dR.
 Keep those which have a high dR as reference to which
adapt (Adapt) those having a lower but a reasonable dR,
or to mix them (Combine), with other decisions with a
lower dR.
 The good decisions but which are badly positioned
regarding to the handled subject, can be modified
(Modify) or (Put to another use) for subsequent
questionnaires.

Therefore, every validator makes a decision based on
SCAMMPERR2, for every SCAMMPERR operator, which
forms a vector of preliminary decisions to transmit to the
expert, who evaluates the decisions of the three validators and
calculates their dR before making a final decision, for example:
IF dR(Decision(V1)) > dR(Decision(V2)) and
dR(Decision(V1)) > dR(Decision(V3)) THEN choose
Decision(V1)
ELSE IF dR(Decision(V1)) = dR(Decision(V2)) >
dR(Decision(V3)) THEN choose Decision(V1) or Decision(V2)
ELSE Apply SCAMMPERR2 to preliminary decisions
VII. USE CASE
A company wants to change its advertising slogan, or
create a new one. An expert in the field is convened, he can be
an employee of the enterprise or not.
The expert develops a SCAMMPERR questionnaire which
corresponds to the problem and publishes it on the DBlog of
the company which can be reached from the official site or
from all the types of social platforms of the web 2.0.
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The representation of the online questionnaire is illustrated
in Fig. 8.

As an example, the validator 1 establishes the results
summarized in Table VII.

TABLE VII.

SCORES AND DR OF INITIAL DECISIONS

User

dInf

Scores

dR(Decisions)

1

1

(

)

2

2

(

)

3

1

(

)

(

)

4

1

(

)

(

)

5

2

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

In the case of the substitution operation with the operator S,
the obtained results are shown in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII. ACTIONS FOR THE SUBSTITUTION OPERATOR

Fig. 8. A SCAMMPERR online questionnaire about a Slogan renovation
process

After a certain period, the expert filters the results and
creates a matrix of initial decisions. As for an example of 5
users, results are shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI.

MATRIX OF INITIAL DECISIONS

User

Decisions

User

dR of Substitute
Decision

Actions

1

5

Eliminate

2

12

Mix with D(User5)

3

7

Save it if it is good for another purpose

4

1

Eliminate

5

18

Mix with D(User2)

The process is the same for all the operators, so a single
decision is obtained for every operator. Thus, the result is a
single SCAMMPERR vector by validator. Then, the expert
assesses these three decisions and chooses the most relevant as
definitive decision. Also, he can combine the two best
decisions to obtain the final one, or apply SCAMMPERR2.

User 1

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

User 2

(

)

User 3

(

)

User 4
User 5

The corresponding matrix is:
(

)

(

)

(5)

The matrix is transferred to the validators, who each, gives
a mark for every decision and calculates its degree of
Relevance taking into account the degree of Influence of each
user.

Nowadays, the evolution of the web affects all areas and in
particular, the approach of the decision making. In this paper,
the objective of the proposed method is to find a way that
promotes the combination of the web 2.0 and the business
intelligence concepts by providing a new mechanism of
decision making based on the integration of new technologies
and tools of web 2.0.
This new system allows involving web users in the
decision-making process of the enterprise, which generates a
decision based on a collective intelligence strengthened by the
use of a rigorous method of stimulation and generation of
ideas. Thus, get more innovative and more relevant and fast
decisions. The general process provides an independent and a
flexible tool to generate significant decisions based on the
exploitation of the web 2.0 data, especially through the social
channels such as socials networks, blogs, etc. The process of
the generation of decisions is characterized by a reduced time
execution on demand and as needed. So, it can be executed at
any time to get fast and relevant decisions. The strength of this
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tool resides in the fact that it brings benefits on several levels,
namely the technical, the economic and the organizational
levels of the enterprise. So the decisions reached are more
relevant, which helps in improving the overall performance of
the organization.
As perspectives, the aim is to generalize the use of this tool
by adapting it to other areas and other web 2.0
platforms. Also, to plan to extend the research by handling
other components like semantics and integration.
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Abstract—The objective of this paper is to develop an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model to estimate
simultaneously, parameters and state of a brushed DC machine.
The proposed ANN estimator is novel in the sense that his
estimates simultaneously temperature, speed and rotor resistance
based only on the measurement of the voltage and current inputs.
Many types of ANN estimators have been designed by a lot of
researchers during the last two decades. Each type is designed
for a specific application. The thermal behavior of the motor is
very slow, which leads to large amounts of data sets. The
standard ANN use often Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with
Levenberg-Marquardt Backpropagation (LMBP), among the
limits of LMBP in the case of large number of data, so the use of
MLP based on LMBP is no longer valid in our case. As solution,
we propose the use of Cascade-Forward Neural Network (CFNN)
based Bayesian Regulation backpropagation (BRBP). To test our
estimator robustness a random white-Gaussian noise has been
added to the sets. The proposed estimator is in our viewpoint
accurate and robust.
Keywords—DC motor; thermal modeling; state and parameter
estimations; Bayesian regulation; backpropagation; cascadeforward neural network

I.

INTRODUCTION

We said that when we can measure a physical quantity, we
know something about it, but when we cannot quantify it, our
knowledge about it is very poor and insufficient, so without
quantifying science does not advance.
The DC motor speed controllers frequently use feedback
from a speed measuring device, such as a tachometer or an
optical encoder [1,2], but this later, adds an additional cost and
congestion throughout the installation [2,3], the problems
related to the speed measurement are detailed in the [3].
The simplest estimation method is based on the steady-state
voltage equation, where the speed is written as a function of
armature voltage and current; the peaks due to converter
especially in the transient state affect this speed and the link
resistance-temperature is ignored on the other hand, it is the
two major inconvenient of this method [1].
R. Welch Jr. et all [4] discuss the temperature effects on
electrical and mechanical time constants, he prove that these
time constants are not constant value, in addition the motor’s

electrical resistance and its back EMF are depend on
temperature.
In [5-8] we find several methods about DC machine
temperature measurement, but the problems of temperature
measurement are more complicated and difficult to solve than
the speed measurement problems, since, the rotor is in rotation.
The temperature variation is strongly nonlinear depend on the
load, the supply quality, the cooling conditions, the design and
the environment conditions. Actually, the problems of armature
temperature measurement are not totally resolved.
In literature [9-10], a finite element method (FEM) was
usually used to obtain generally a 3D thermal distribution in all
electrical machine point. The major advantage of this method
is that is suitable to help a designer to optimize the cost, weight
and cooling mode in the goal to increase the efficiency and
motor’s lifetime [10], generally, the FEM is hard to implement
in real time both for the control or monitoring, on the other
hand, this approach has an enormous resolution time.
According the literature [11-15], we can distinguish two
types of electrical machines thermal modeling approaches:
The first one is thermal model-based approaches, this
approach based to divide the machine into homogeneous
components unscrewed in order to ensure each part has
uniform thermal characteristics such as thermal capacitors,
thermal resistances and heat transfer coefficients [11, 15]. The
identification of the model is performed either by the finite
element technique or by a high range of temperature
measurement. These models are generally very detailed so, too
complex for real time application [16], however, many
researchers simplify this model for the real time applications
[15, 17]. This approach is robust, unfortunately this model is
not generalized and a few measurements are needed for each
motor [11, 16].
The second one is the parameter-based approaches, this
approach based to get the temperature from the online
resistance estimation [12-14] or identified [18-19]. Therefore,
the estimate temperature takes under consideration the thermal
environmental conditions. This method can respond to changes
in the cooling conditions, and is accurate, but it is generally too
sensitive [20].

This work was supported in part by Electrical Engineering Department,
Ferhat Abbas Setif1 University (UFAS1) and in other part by Algerian
ministry of research and High education.
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P.P. Acarnley et all [1] proposes an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is implemented to estimate both the speed and
armature temperature, but the EKF has problems with the
matrices initialization step for each machine, therefore, the risk
of divergence is not very far and not forgotten its dependence
of the mathematical model.

speed, temperature and resistance estimation in a DC machine
system.

R. Pantonial et all [21] propose the using of EKF in two
steps, the first one is in the steady-state used to estimate the
electromechanical behavior, and the second one is a transient
version used to estimate the thermal behavior. However, in this
case, the system is decoupled and the temperature effect on the
resistance is not into account for the steady-state model.

The use of the proposed method for simultaneous
estimation combines many advantages. We don't need to use
the speed and temperature sensors, the armature temperature
estimation may be used for thermal condition monitoring, and
the estimate of speed can be used on speed drive process. The
resistance estimation may be used in adaptive calculations in
the goal to escape the maladjustment phenomenon of the
control by parameter variations such as the PID gain
correction. The proposed estimator is suitable both in the drive
and in the thermal monitoring.

A new nonlinear estimation strategy is proposed in the
recent paper in this field based on combining elements of the
EKF with the smooth variable structure filter (SVSF) to
estimate the stator winding resistance [22], in this research we
find only a resistance estimation approach, also the link
temperature-resistance is ignored, then this is the simplest
estimator version.

In section 2, a thermal model of DC motor is presented. In
section 3, the DC motor model has been resolved and some
simulation results have been presented. In section 4, the ANN
topology and design steps have been introduced. In section 5,
the simulation studies of ANN estimator is carried out to verify
and validate the convergence, effectiveness and estimation
quality.

M. Jabri et all use a fuzzy logic technic to estimate the field
and armature resistance of DC series motor, this is an
important problem in order to implement a robust closed loop
control [23], in their newest version [24], present a
comparative study between a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and
LM with tuning Genetic Algorithms (GA) to adjust relaxation.
However, in the two versions, only the resistance and the flux
were estimated and the link temperature-resistance is ignored.
The most important electrical machine parameter is the
winding temperature, the winding temperature affects both the
machine's lifetime and accuracy of control, when the winding
temperature is equal or superior to the supported winding
insulation temperature, this critical temperature affect directly
on the machine lifetime; thus, good knowledge of the thermal
state of the machine is very important.
In this context, obtaining the temperature by brittle,
expensive sensors and adds a congestion to the overall
installation, without forgetting the problematic of the sensor
placement, therefore, the sensor is not the right solution [16].
In addition, using a Kalman filter, which is difficult to stabilize
and the problematic of covariance matrices choices, remains
the two major inconveniences, we propose an intelligent
universal estimator based on ANN.
The ANN widely used in different engineering domain,
such as renewable energy [25], chemical [26], pharmaceutical
[27 ] and mechanics[28], as well the ANN used in several
engineering applications such as control [29], optimization
[30], modeling [31] and condition monitoring [32]. In addition,
the ANN can used alone [33] or mixed with other technic such
as GA [34], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [35] and
Fuzzy Logic [36].
One of the most commonly phrased questions in neural
computation techniques refers to the size of the network that
provides the best results. Although various ‘‘hints and tips’’
like suggestions have been pointed out so far, there is still no
clear answer to reply to this question [37,38]. This paper
describes and applies an intelligent technique for combined

II.

THERMAL MODEL OF DC MOTOR

The model used in this paper is illustrated in [1].
A. Electrical equation

V  R (1    )i  l

di

a

a

a

a0

a

k 
e

dt



Where Va is armature voltage, Ra0 is armature resistance at
ambient temperature, α temperature coefficient of resistance, 
temperature above ambient, ia armature current, la is armature
inductance, ke is torque constant, and  armature speed.
B. Mechanical equation

T  k e i a  b  J

d

 Tl

dt
Where b is viscous friction constant, J is total inertia and Tl
is load torque.
C. Thermal equations
The thermal model is derived by considering the power
dissipation and heat transfer [25]. The power dissipated by the
armature current flowing through the armature resistance,
which varies in proportion to the temperature can be
represented by:

Pj



R a 0 (1    )i a2



The iron loss is proportional to speed squared for constant
excitation, this loss variation with speed in the armature body
can represent by:
The iron loss is proportional to speed squared for constant
excitation multiplied by the iron loss constant k ir , this loss
variation with speed in the armature body can represent by:

Pir  k ir 

2
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The power losses include contributions from copper losses
and iron losses which frequency dependent:

Pl  R a 0 (1    )i a  k ir 

A simple representation of the assumed DC machine heat
flow is given in Fig. 1. Heat flow from the DC motor is either
directly to the cooling air with heat transfer coefficient k.
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Fig. 1. Structure of thermal model of DC motor
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proportional to the difference temperature between the motor
and the ambient air temperature, and the temperature variation
in the armature which depends on the thermal capacity H.
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The effect of the cooling fan is approximated by
introducing a speed dependence of the thermal transfer
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The equations system can be written as:
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By arranging the previous eqs, we can write:

d

4000

200

k 0 (1  k T )


When Ko: thermal transfer coefficient at zero speed and is
KT thermal transfer coefficient with speed.
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(9)

SIMULATION RESULTS

The resolution of the equations system (9) in
Matlab/Simulink environment with the use of parameters from
[1], we get the following results:

6000
Tamps [S]

8000

Fig. 4. Average temperature

The current curve variation is illustrated by Fig.2, we can
see that in the transient stat the current reach 60A, but in the
study state decrease by almost a factor of 10, the final value is
7.27A.
Fig.3 shows DC machine speed variation under load. Fig.4
shows armature average temperature in a brushed DC machine,
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this temperature reaches 80 0C after 140 min, the armature
resistance increase 31%.
IV.

ANN ESTIMATOR

In this section, an ANN is used in tree steps in order to
estimate the speed, temperature and resistance. In this section,
we discuss the ANN design step, topology choice and the
learning algorithms finally, we applicate the ANN to our study.
A. Types of ANN
Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) is the simplest
process neural network. Each subsequent layer in FFNN only
has a weight coming from the previous layer. Due to the
drawback of this topology structure, FFNN cannot solve some
complex problems [38]. The convergence process is slow or
even impossible to realize. To address these problems, a CFNN
is proposed here.

C. Training
LMBP is the default training function because it is very
fast, but it requires a lot of memory to run [38-40]. In our case,
we have a very large input vector so the problem of exceed
memory is imposed.
We have created a Matlab program for optimize CFNNE
performances, such as hidden layer number, number of neurons
in each hidden layer, epochs number. For the activation
functions, we try deferent functions, but the hyperbolic tangent
sigmoid transfer function for the hidden layers and linear
transfer function for the output are the best.
Fig. 7 shows ANN estimator used in the present paper.
Input layer
Hiddenlayer
Output layer

…

ωr

…

Va, Ia

T

…

…

R

…

…

…
Fig. 7. ANN estimator used in the present paper

CFNN are similar to FFNN, but include a connection from
the input and every previous layer to following layers. As with
FFNN, a two-or more layer cascade-network can learn any
finite input-output relationship arbitrarily well given enough
hidden neurons [38-29].
B. Data sets
We have create a Matlab program that breaks the input
vector into three parts without losing the information of each
part, to make the data obtained by simulation similar than the
sensor data a random white-Gaussian noise signal has been
added.

V.
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In this section we following the instructions discussed in
the past section for obtained an optimized CFNNE, training
step is the most important step to create any ANN, our
optimized CFNNE is trained after 2000 epoch at the
performance 1.6e-4.



Fig. 5. The structure of the ANN used
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Fig. 8. Speed estimation by ANN
Fig. 6. ANN estimator schemes

This noise make the training very hard and requires a
significant time, but the ANN is very trained and applicable on
real time. so we have three sets: training, test and validation,
each base part in the input vector of a well-defined percentage,
50% occupied by training set, 25% by the testing and 25% by
validation set, this data was extracted from Fig. 6.

Fig.8 shows DC machine speed estimation and the
corresponding estimation error at the testing step, in transient
state we can see on the speed estimation error curve's a peak of
110 rad/s between the output of the model and the ANN
output, the duration of this peak is 0.3s. In steady state our
CFNNE give a good results with estimation error less than 0.04
rad/s that means less than 0.008%.
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be affected by current and voltage measurements noise. It can
be seen that the network has worked with an acceptable error.
The variable stat estimation may be used in condition
monitoring or in robust control, the simulation results
demonstrate that the new approach proposed in this paper is
feasible.
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Fig. 9. Average temperature estimation by ANN

The temperature estimation is shown in Fig.9; the
temperature value in the DC machine thermal steady state is
approximately 800C, the corresponding error is less than 0.60C
so, less than 0.75%.
The CFNNE can also estimate the resistance, this
estimation is shown in Fig. 10 the estimation error is less than
0.004Ω.
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Fig. 10. Armature resistance estimation by ANN

VI.

[12]

CONCLUSION

A thermal model of DC motor is presented and some
results are discussed. The measurement problems and even the
use of conventional estimators of speed, temperature and
resistance were discussed; the simultaneous estimation of DC
machine state variables and parameters not recognized in the
literature, our goal is to simulate simultaneously the DC
machine speed, temperature and resistance. The ANN makes it
possible to achieve this goal, because it enables to estimate
simultaneously the speed, temperature and resistance of a DC
motor from only the knowledge of voltage and current. The
specialized literature we give several ANN versions, according
to the studied system characteristics the most suitable approach
is CFNNE. The creation steps of CFNNE and the different data
bases is discussed in Section IV, the addition of white Gaussian
noise to the data set is very important, because if that which
make the application in real time is possible and our ANN not
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Abstract—Social computing continues to become more and
more popular and has impacted cultural behavior. While
cultural behavior affects the way an individual do social
computing, Hofstede’s theory is still prevalent. The results of this
literature review suggest that, at least for several cultural
dimensions, some adjustments may be required to reflect current
time and the recognition of the role of technology nowadays.
Thus, today, social computing has evolved into continuous
communication and interaction of many culturally diverse users.
Keywords—social computing; Web 2.0; cultural behavior;
culture; Power distance; Individualism vs. collectivism; masculinity
vs. femininity; uncertainty; avoidance and time horizon

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Social computing
Social computing has been defined a number of ways by
many different people, both scholars and practitioners.
According to [9] social computing can also be defined as a
communication that is computer-mediated and facilitates the
interaction between how humans coordinate, collaborate and
distribute news. Another more recent definition of social
computing is that social computing is considered an area in the
field of computer science that displays the connection of
social behavior and computational systems [2]. Definition of
social media, or Web 2.0 technologies, is Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) that helps to advance both
knowledge sharing and learning [18]. Social computing has
the ability to promote a transition from a broadcast model of
communication to a many-to-many model that allows
individuals to converse and receive wisdom from others [20].
Social computing is interactive and collaborative behavior
between technology and people. Personal computing is an
individual user activity in that one user generally, commands
computing. In social computing, the Internet allows users to
interact through many mediums, including: Social media sites,
Blogs and Wikis [69].
Organizations can use applications such as RSS feeds,
podcasts, and blogging to rapidly push content to subscribers
all over the world [3],[4],[17],[21]. Web 2.0, or social
computing, could also be defined as a conceptual framework
where a group of web-based tools could help users collaborate
on tasks, interact in social networks, work and rework existing
content, as well as share a host of information [6],[12]. All of
these help in understanding what is meant by social
computing; however, there are many types of social
computing tools that are discussed in the literature review
proper section.

social media, is continuing to emerge as a new field of
computing systems used for modeling social behavior through
the use of software and technology. There are many different
types of social computing technologies to include blogs,
email, wikis, social networking, instant messaging, social
bookmarking, and various others. Defined social computing as
an enabler for people all around the world to communicate and
share information instantly with a common interest or goal
and with minimal costs [2],[3]. Some of the most important
characteristics of social computing can be summarized as
user-created content where users can control the data, unique
sharing of content or media, the ability to tap into the
intelligent minds of other users collectively, unique
communication and collaborative environment, major
emphasis on social networks, and an interactive, user-friendly
interface [14].
B. Culture
Culture has been defined in a different way, which refers
to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, understanding,
principles, values, attitudes, religion, roles, concepts of the
life, and possessions acquired by a group of people in the
course of generations through group striving and individual
[68].
Current research in Computer Information Systems (CIS)
has examined the effect of culture in the adoption and use of
different social computing technologies. However, research
examining the impact of social computing on culture is more
limited, albeit increasingly common in recent years. Search
engine portals and e-commerce sites are universal internet
destinations. Search engines assist in retrieving on-line
information, regardless of the location or cultural background
of the users. Most search engine technologies were originally
developed in the United States, and therefore, intentionally or
not, there are designs features embedded in these systems that
reflect values that are characteristic of American culture.
Consequently, the cultural background of an individual
affects on-line behavior. Nationality, a proxy for culture, has
been reported to affect on-line behavior [16]. While the
technology is identical everywhere, the way users perceive
and use a particular technology varies. Some search engine
users may select and emphasize using particular features of
the search engine, while others may choose other features. For
example, it has been observed that queries placed by users in
the United States are likely to contain more operators (include,
exclude, wildcard, etc.) than queries placed by users in Europe
[53]. Furthermore, culture influences the perception that users
develop about systems. Such is the case with:

Thus, social computing, often referred to as Web 2.0 or
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Social computing user perception of the effort
required to use the search engine;



Performance gain obtained when using a search
engine; Other’s perception of how the system should
be utilized and;



Perception of the individual about the support
provided
by the
surrounding
organization
infrastructure to use the search engine.

These are all examples of variables that are influenced by a
user’s culture. System usage is also influenced by variables
which include age, gender, and 0experience [19]. Cultural
background also influences the use of a system, as evidenced
by the literature that examines system use and culture.
According to [11] cultural background is composed of
different dimensions, including individualism/collectivism,
time orientation, power distance, masculinity/femininity, and
uncertainty avoidance. These dimensions are described below
in this literature review. This research seeks to understand
how social computing impacts the variables identified by
Hofstede.
The primary objective of this literature review is to
investigate the impact of social computing on cultural
behavior. In this review I highlight the prevalent position that
social computing plays an impact on the cultural behavior of
all human endeavors. Following this, I provide a brief
definition of social computing and cultural behavior to justify
the important effect that it has in all human endeavors.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Two areas of investigation make up the focus of this
research: social computing and cultural behavior. Thus, the
goal of this paper is to provide a review of previous work on
both of these domains. We also look at the field of information
retrieval, which precedes search engine research. The most
significant frameworks proposed to explain cultural behaviors
are reviewed, along with the seminal research that grounds
this field. Computer information systems research using these
well-accepted frameworks is also reviewed.
A. Overview of Social Computing Tools
Social computing, often referred to as social media or Web
2.0, has evolved greatly since 1966 with the ability to transfer
Email messages between users on different computers [9].
Nowadays, there are various types of social computing tools
that are used every day by organizations and individuals to
include social networks, blogs or weblogs, wikis, instant
messaging, and similar tools [7].
According to [1] a vast majority of these technologies are
used to improve collaboration and communication efforts
within most organizations. The transformation of the Internet
with the introduction of social computing has been able to
allow passive citizens because active content creators while
also providing a greater sense of interactivity [10].
1) Social networks
Social networks are used all over the world to help people
connect, meet, and share amongst each other. [8] Described
social networking as the way people connect with one another

through friendships, common interests, or ideas. Social
networking applications can provide a collaborative work
environment where individuals can share knowledge and ideas
quickly and conveniently [13]. In addition, these can also
allow one to quickly gather information about who they know
and what they know in organizations [5]. These types of
networks are said to exist because humans require social
relationships with other humans for survivability.
Social networking sites are basically web-based services
that allow individuals to do three things: (a) develop a public
or semi-public profile within a system, (b) specify a list of
other uses with whom they share a common connection, and
(c) view and navigate through their list of connections and
those made by others within a particular system [26] There are
many applications social networks could be used for, such as a
collaboration tool for education and as well as fighting crimes
(World Future Society, 2010). Individuals typically create
accounts on social networking sites to set up their personal
profile. This profile showcases their profile to their online
network of ‘friends’ or peers, many of whom they have preexisting off-line relationships with. Through this initial
network, individuals can then gain access to their friends’
networks of friends, colleagues, and/or peers so that
individuals are open to an array of diverse content through the
weaker relationship ties [22]. Although these connections may
vary from site to site, these social networking sites mainly
help establish or maintain a means of communication through
many networks.
Social networking sites are often used to catch up on
personal information and current activities of those who have
social ties. According to [23] users of social networking sites
are usually readily disclose of private information for
enjoyment and also for the convenience of establishing and
maintaining friendships. They are not only used for social and
playful uses, but also used as sources of information and
productivity for those business-oriented social networking
sites such as LinkedIn and Beehive [24].
Many users of social networking sites use these sites to
connect with friends and colleagues they may have previously
known [22]. ‘Face to face’ communication happens less often
because of life’s circumstances and the limited amount of free
time available. Virtual communication is becoming
increasingly popular because people spend a lot more time on
the Internet with most of that time being spent on social
networking sites. According to [25] a study conducted by
blog.compete.com in 2011 revealed 75% of the time users
spend on the Internet is being used for social networking. This
shows just how much social networking has become a part of
everyday life for many people.
There are multiple social networking tools that can be
found on the Internet to include Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Myspace, and much more. Although Twitter is a popular
social networking tool used by many, Facebook stands out
among the rest with over 1 billion users worldwide (Facebook,
2013). Those individuals that frequent Facebook tend to have
a high level of trust in the site [27]. Many of these social
networking sites are mostly centered around users so that the
connections of the users could potentially reach larger
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audiences with low costs.
2) Blogs and weblogs
Some of the most visible social computing applications are
blogs. Blogs, which began in the late ‘90s, may be thought of
as online journals in which individuals or small groups can
publish. They are used to express opinions and share
knowledge on any topic in a sequential format that is very
similar to a personal diary. The archival, search, and
categorization features in blogs help organize the content and
retrieve specific information [30]. Those blogs that are
popular attract many users that will engage in discussions
thereby creating networks of blogs and online communities.
Although some blogs are confined to personal expressions of a
single person, others tend to stimulate reactions and comments
from the readers. Because blogs can be used to convey
different types of information, such as personal, public,
commercial, and political, it has become a very effective
communication tool that is constantly used over the Internet.
Blogs are fundamentally different from how they use to be,
and many industries see them much differently from other
industries. Research has shown that employees think that
blogs are more effective than the traditional forms of
communications such as emails or newsletters because they
have the opportunity to comment, formulate ideas, and
facilitate discussions publicly within an organization [34].
Some may see blogs as a good place to share knowledge,
while others user blogs to be able to express themselves and
feel a sense of empowerment. Blogging seems to make people
more thoughtful and articulate observers of what’s going on
around them. Users can typically use a web browser to create
conversations and reflections with respondents [47]. Blogs
also offer the ability to do RSS feeds, which push new
postings and reader comments to users automatically through
syndicating and aggregating information [28]. According to
[29] bloggers typically are motivated to publish information
for various reasons to include self-presentation, relationship
management, keeping up with trends, sharing information,
storing information on the internet, entertainment, and for
showing off. Many are able to take part in blogging because
the software used to blog has become more technically
advanced to allow web pages to be updated rapidly and easily.
3) Wikis
Wikis are another social computing approach used by
many to manage web-based content or for collaborating with
others. A wiki is a set of linked Web pages that are created
incrementally by a group of collaborating users [30]. Wikis
are similar to discussion forums and blogs in some ways
because the most recent version reflects the cumulative
contributions of all authors [32]. Wikis also allows users to
see a history of changes, and if needed, it has the ability to
revert pages to previous versions. A simplistic way of
describing a wiki is that it is a “web based program that allows
viewers of a page to change the content by editing the page
online in a browser” [33].
Wiki, derived from the Hawaiian term Wikiwiki meaning
“fast”, was first developed in 1995 by Ward Cunningham to
communicate specifications for software design [30]. Since it
was developed, it has become an increasingly popular tool

used by many for knowledge sharing and collaboration. One
of the most visible instances of the wiki concept is Wikipedia,
which provides primers on a wide variety of terms and names.
Some key issues surrounding Wikipedia is the quality and
credibility of the information being posted [36].
According to [67] warned that wiki users using the created
web pages as a sole source of data could potentially diminish
cognitive and affective learning outcomes that are assigned as
a characteristic of wiki. A wiki can also be used as a
collaboration tool. Many researchers have noticed the benefit
of using wikis for student-to-student collaboration from
elementary to graduate schools [64], [65].
The term “wiki”, according to [37] generates roughly 436
million items on the Google search engine. More than 2.8
million English-language articles are in Wikipedia with more
than 250 languages represented. The authors also determined
that there were just below 13 million users of Wikipedia’s
English-language, which demonstrates just how important
wikis are to users around the world. One of the main uses of a
wiki, according to [39] is a content repository where wiki
users can contribute their experiences and other content. They
can also be used for organizational portals, for managing
projects, and for creating a knowledge-base. Because of wikis
are Internet-based, much of the content can either be extended
within an organizational context or externally for customers
and business partners.
Wikis can allow students the ability to share information
interactively while fostering the vision of negotiated meaning,
knowledge construction, and learner-to learner interaction
[49]. Also reported how wikis and other social computing
technologies could improve team collaboration, thereby
enhancing learning among students. Explored the effect of
using wikis on collaborate writing by using two writing tools
(a wiki web site and MS Word) and three user modes (face-toface,
synchronous
distribution,
and
asynchronous
distribution). When comparing MS Word to the wiki web site,
the authors found that the face-to-face collaborative writing
sessions with wikis led to greater levels of participation. Wikis
also produced documents with higher quality and provided
greater satisfaction for the contributors. [37].
The private sector is increasingly engaging in the use of
wikis to help influence business through innovative ideas and
knowledge sharing [63]. According to [62] surveyed 168
corporate wiki users to determine how many are using wikis in
a corporate setting. These experienced wiki users spent an
average of 15 month contributing to company wikis and about
26 months contributing to wikis in general on average. The
authors found that some of the most common activities wikis
were used for included software development, e-learning,
project management, posting of general information and
knowledge management, communities of practice and user
groups, ad-hoc collaboration, tech support, marketing and
customer relationship management, resource management,
and R&D [62]. The users indicated they benefited from
corporate wikis because they enhanced reputation, made work
easier, and helped the improvement of organizational
processes. These benefits were more likely when wikis were
used for those tasks requiring innovative solutions and when
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the posted information was from credible sources.
4) Instant messaging
One of the most popular forms of social computing is
instant messaging (IM). IM is a computer-based
communication with fast transmission times that allows users
to type messages to other users in a near-synchronous fashion
[40] IM is a unique form of social computing because it
allows immediate communication; however, it doesn’t provide
a lot of information about the user such as the profile pages
that are involved with the social networking tool, Facebook. In
addition to the immediate communication, many IM systems
allow others to know users are currently logged in, how long
they have been logged in, and if they are active or inactive.
Some systems give users the ability to control who can see
them online and also block those one may not want to
communicate with. This type of social computing, could also
be beneficial for those people that are geographically distant
and prefer not to incur the financial expenses of face-to-face
meetings.
Previous research indicated instant messaging is used in
about 85% of enterprises in North America [50]. IM can
function as a task-oriented, communication tool for users in
the workplace, while also serving as an informal collaboration
tool. Although there are still some organizations that have yet
to find the benefit in using IM, there are many who have seen
the value and are encouraging employees to use as a means for
immediate communication in the enterprise. According to [38]
investigated instant messaging to understand the determinants
of collective intention, known as we-intention, which
represents how someone may perceive a group of people that
act as a unit. Based on the critical mass theory and social
influence processes, the study’s findings illustrated that
critical mass influenced we-intention to use instant messaging
indirectly and directly through two other factors known as
group norm and social identity. The authors noted that
understanding and recognizing the importance of collection
intention can help managers advance their knowledge beyond
that of the individual-based models that are greatly adopted in
information systems research.
With the many types of social computing tools available,
individuals can effectively collaborate and may change
cultural behavior by simply being more innovative and
creating an atmosphere that works for one`s needs. As
technology continues to change, more cultures are starting to
embrace the whole idea of social computing and are working
to make that a part of everyday life.
B. Benefits and Challenges of Social Computing
Social computing could be both enriching and challenging
for those who utilize these technologies. According to [35]
students who have experience using social computing in the
classroom typically accept the technology along with its
emerging concepts, tactics, and course content available. The
authors also explained how social computing could support
peer learning. Students had no problems sharing what they
learned and provided answers to questions that lessened the
strain onfaculty resources. In addition students were also more
comfortable asking their peers questions. Blackboard also has
a messaging capability that allows students to submit

assignments securely and provide a way for faculty to provide
feedback in a timely fashion. A ccording to [66] developed a
theory that looked at the relationship between emotional
capital and internal social media use. Emotional capital was
defined in this study as “the aggregate feelings of goodwill
toward a company and the way it operates”. The authors used
comparative case studies and tested this theory using a survey.
The findings indicated that executives who utilized social
media to build emotional capital within employees were able
to benefit in terms of an improvement in information flows,
collaboration, lower turnover, and higher employee
motivation.
Another potential benefit of social computing in the
classroom is the ability of the faculty to manage the students.
Recent research has proven how social computing
technologies can benefit teaching and learning. Social
computing can allow the tracking of student interactions
through Blackboard, whichprovides a means for identifying
those students who may be failing and to evaluate how the
students are. [6]
Some other potential benefits of social computing include
having a more flexible organization where employees or
students could participate through contributing and providing
feedback. Social computing could provide new styles of
management where organizations allow the use of social
computing for both work and personal use as it was often
forbidden in the past. Also social computing could provide
new ways to manage digital content by offering new ways of
searching, managing, and effectively utilizing the information
that is provided. Those organizations that are interested in
maximizing the benefits of social computing should seek to
integrate these systems with other systems that have similar
purposes [44].
C. Use of culture behavior in Information systems Studies
An awareness of social computing and its impact on
culture behavior is valuable to the understanding of how social
computing technologies are used at the national,
organizational, and group level and can have an effect in the
implementation and use of social computing technologies
[16]. First, finding an objective definition of culture has been
an elusive task. In their ample review of culture, Note that
there exist countless definitions, which relate to ideologies,
beliefs, assumptions, shared values, collective will, norms,
practices, symbols, language, rituals, myths, and other
elements. Definitions come from multiple disciplines
including
psychology,
sociology,
anthropology,
communication, linguistics, business, and others [16].
While these myriad of definitions exist, several authors
agree that culture manifests itself at different levels. These
authors agree that these values and assumptions form over
time and are deeply embedded in individuals. In fact, these
sets of values are acquired early on in life and generally
transmitted by those surrounding an individual since infancy.
Furthermore, these values and assumptions form a belief
system that defines how individuals perceive and relate to
each other and to the physical world, and how schemes and
strategies are realized. While external circumstances may
change during the life of an individual, this belief systems is
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deeply rooted and likely to remain unchanged. In fact, this
system is highly internalized by individuals, and it
unconsciously influences all activities.

Hofstede’s dimensions of culture being the most prevalent
[16]. Hofstede’s dimensions of culture, as the most dominant
framework, will be reviewed in the next section.

Note that social computing technology is not culturally
neutral and “may come to symbolize a host of different values
driven by underlying assumptions and their meaning, use, and
consequences” [16]. Several definitions of culture have been
used in cross-cultural studies in the computer information
system literature. Three influential frameworks, those of [11],
[51], [52] are cited repeatedly in social computing systems
studies dealing with culture. Based on the strong empirical
evidence provided, Hofstede’s work went on to become
ubiquitous within the social computing discipline. According
to [51] proposed seven dimensions of culture; some of which
overlap with those proposed by Hofstede. The other
dimensions proposed dealt with variables not considered in
[45] research, such as how individuals from different cultures
perceive the world and their surroundings, how individuals
from different cultures employ different strategies when
thinking and deciding, and how rules and status impact
relationships. Table 1 provides a short summary of
conceptualization of culture.

D. Hofstede’s Culture Dimensions
There are multiple conceptualizations of culture. In this
review we have presented those that are not only relevant, but
have been widely used in computer information systems
research. General agreement exists that the most commonly
used definition of culture states that culture is “the collective
programming of the mind, which distinguishes the members
of one category of people from another” [11]. This
programming extends from language and symbols to patterns
and interactions. Hofstede’s conceptualization of culture has
been used extensively inside and outside of the field of
computer information systems [16].

TABLE I.

TROMPENAARS DIMENSIONS OF CULTURE (ADAPTED)

Dimension

Definition

Universalism vs.
Particularism

The extent to which rules and norms apply to
everyone equally and the ability to make
exceptions for some. Individuals in a society may
apply rules and norms equally among all
members, regardless of their position, status, or
relationship, or may make special exclusions and
adjustments for specific cases.
Starting with the whole and decomposing into
parts, or integrating the parts into the whole.
Societies may tackle problems by taking a top
down, or bottom up approach.
The rights and desires of the individual versus the
rights and desires of the group. Individuals in a
society may be willing (or not) to sacrifice
personal goals for the goals of the group.
The search for answers using thinking, intuition,
and personal judgment, or to seek data in the
outside world. In solving problems, a group may
resort to their own insights, or to the physical
world and empirical data.
Events happen in different time periods in a
sequential fashion, or events may overlap and
occur in parallel. In a society, every event and
action is an individual unit that requires exclusive
attention, or a individual or group could focus on
many events and actions
Gaining status and recognition based on effort
and performance, or by right Rank and standing
is the result of either effort or performance, or it
is inherited.
Equality among all members of the group, or
ranks that distribute power. The distribution of
power is a society may vary by concentrating
authority on certain groups or distributing it
among members.

Analyzing vs.
Integrating

Individualism vs.
Communitarianism

Inner-directed vs.
outer-directed

Time as sequence vs.
time as
synchronization

Achieved status vs.
ascribed status

Equality vs.
hierarchy

Most computer information systems research dealing with
cultural behavior will employ one of these frameworks, with

Hofstede’s research involved more than 100,000
respondents from over 70 nationalities and more than 20
languages. The data collected resulted in the development of a
model which includes five dimensions which can be used to
measure national culture. Hofstede describes these dimensions
as Power Distance (PD), Individualism versus Collectivism
(IC), Masculinity versus Femininity (MC), Uncertainty
Avoidance (UA), and Time Horizon (TH). These dimensions
are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE II.
Dimension

HOFSTEDE’S (1980) CULTURAL DIMENSIONS (ADAPTED)
Definition

Power
distance

The degree to which the less powerful members of a
society expect differences in the levels of power
[hierarchical (authoritarian) or equalitarian (follower)].
The likelihood that an individual with less power (at a
lower point in the hierarchy) can influence decisions
made by those with more power (at a higher point in the
hierarchy)

Individualism
vs.
collectivism

The extent to which people are expected to stand up for
themselves, or act predominantly as a member of the
group or organization. The willingness of an individual
to sacrifice their own personal interests for the interests
of the group and vice versa.

Masculinity
vs. Femininity

The role overlaps that may exist among male and
female members of a society.Masculine cultures value
competitiveness,
assertiveness,
ambition,
accumulation
of
wealth,
and
material
possessions.Feminine cultures value relationships,
quality of life, commitment, charity, compromise, and
relationship building.

Uncertainty
avoidance

How societies attempt to cope with anxiety by
minimizing uncertainty.The level of risk taking and risk
tolerance of a society. The strategies to minimize
uncertainty include laws, rules and structures that limit
outcomes

Time Horizon

Describes a society's time horizon and the willingness of
individuals to sacrifice long-term goals for short-term
goals and vice versa.

The national cultural dimensions presented by Hofstede
have been used repeatedly in cross-cultural studies in many
disciplines, including Computer Information System research
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[16]. It is possibly the most cited and used work in the field of
cross-cultural research [11]. These variables and dimensions,
which distinguish cultures, are described below.
1) Power Distance
Cultural behavior affects the way decisions are made.
While the studies reviewed did not examine the impact of
power distance on search engine technology, several studies in
information systems have linked power distance and
participation in Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS). For
example, explored whether the use of a GDSS would attenuate
power distance. When using a GDSS, all users are presented at
the same hierarchical level (organization-wise). If so, users
may feel more comfortable expressing opinions. The effect of
a GDSS would therefore be more pronounced in cultures with
high power distance [56].
Power distances may also influence the process for
selecting strategies to deal with complex problems and
situations. In low power distance environments, assertive and
control-oriented strategies take place more frequently [54]. In
high power distance environments, assertive and control those
who have a higher hierarchical status only take oriented
strategies. In low power distance environments, any individual
can propose strategies and take leadership, since decision
making power is equal among members of a group.
2) Individualism versus Collectivism
Collectivist cultures tend to approach tasks, problems, and
solutions as a group, sharing information in order to make
decisions. Individuals from individualistic cultures prefer to
undertake problems by themselves. Consequently, there is
more shared meaning and common knowledge in an
organization composed of collectivist members than in an
organization composed of individualistic members. Based on
this, we expect members of an individualistic culture to rely
more on information systems to obtain information to make
decisions than those of collectivist cultures, who gather/share
information from/with each other [15].
In collectivist cultures, the amount of shared context or
knowledge between participants in a dialogue is significantly
higher than in individualistic cultures. In high context cultures,
meaning is derived from the context of a communication
exchange [42]. For collectivist cultures, where context is high,
individuals share a vast array of information, which creates,
shared knowledge while in low context communication is
predominant in individualistic societies. High-context
communication is prevalent in collectivistic cultures [42].
In high context cultures, implicit information is shared and
the communication process relies on understanding the
meaning of the verbal messages as well as interpreting cues
such as tone of voice, body language, facial expressions, voice
patterns, the use of silence, and past interactions. These cues,
when understood, transmit information that would otherwise
need to be encoded verbally. Participants of a conversation
capture information from reading these cues from each other,
which would be unnoticeable to those who do not share the
same context.
While collectivist cultures are generally regarded as high
context cultures, individualistic cultures can generally be

classified as low context cultures. In these, individuals have
limited shared knowledge, or assume a limited shared
knowledge. Verbal messages are the primary communication
medium. Other cues are not as important, and are sometimes
blocked. Individuals in low context cultures generally opt for a
reduced number of non-verbal cues since non-verbal cues
could transmit equivocal messages due to the lack of common
context. For these cultures all information needs to be
communicated explicitly since there are few shared codes and
symbols. When communicating, there is only one literal
meaning to a message, and the meaning is not affected by
occasional non-verbal cues that may be transmitted
simultaneously [55].
The impact of technology adoption is moderated by
culture, and individualism and collectivism have an impact.
Individuals who come from collectivist cultures will provide
information and seek approval from the members within their
social boundaries, the “in-group”, and will discard those who
are outside of the social boundaries, the “out-group”. Those
who come from cultures characterized as individualist will
give equal value to those in the in-group as to those in the outgroup. The previously mentioned behavior has been reported
in collaborative search environments, where those who were
characterized as collectivist exchanged more information with
their in-group. On the other side, those characterized as
individualist did not give preference to any group. For
collectivist cultures technology usage is perceived as a means
to achieve organization among the group, with emphasis on
the group. Individualistic cultures see technology as a means
to achieve individual efficiency and decision making [61].
More specifically to on-line search behavior, members of
collectivist cultures would find relevance ratings constructed
from other users’ opinions more trustworthy than relevance
ratings constructed with measures such as number of hits.
Therefore, collectivist cultures are likely to value a search
engine that presents relevance rating based on other’s
opinions, and vice versa.
3) Masculinity versus Femininity
The level of masculinity or femininity of a culture has
been linked to behavior in GDSS. Members of masculine
cultures value recognition [48]. A GDSS meeting in which the
anonymity feature is enabled will result in reduced
participation from participant who reflects values associated
with masculinity cultures [48] Furthermore, such an
anonymous GDSS meeting will encourage masculine
members to “free-ride”, while member who reflect values
associated with low masculinity cultures will contribute to
ensure the “well-being” of the group. Individuals from
feminine cultures will also appreciate anonymity because they
fell that this setting creates less conflict. In a different setting,
individuals from masculine cultures tended to generate more
conflict than individuals from cultures that are classified as
low in masculinity. In addition, individuals from masculine
cultures propose fewer conflict resolution strategies than other
participants [60].
Furthermore, it has been reported that in some groups,
time dominance, which is the time allocation obtained by
contentious techniques such as raising the voice, is decreased
since a GDSS system may be unable to transmit these cues
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[58]. In such environments members of masculine cultures
tended to participate less than members of feminine cultures.
Based on the research described above, assertiveness and
aggressiveness, which are values associated with masculine
cultures, are difficult to convey in these media.
Another study analyzed web sites and their manifestation
of masculine and feminine values [31] In this research, several
websites were analyzed and masculine and feminine
“signifiers” were found. Several masculine cultural values
were identified such as strength, challenge performance,
dominance, success, and leadership. The feminine values
identified were sympathy for the weak, charity, relationship,
commitment, sharing, and concern for life. The study found
that those websites that were categorized as masculine
generally contained numerical and statistical information and
tables to describe events and facts. Masculine cultures tend to
rely on factual information. The websites that were
categorized as feminine generally resorted to intuition and
feelings when describing events and facts [31]. Sites classified
as masculine and feminine also used different tones to
communicate, where words may be emphasized by using bold
typefaces, and exclamation marks. This is in addition to the
use of an assertive tone and challenging, sarcastic, and ironic
comments to justify claims. Feminine websites were found to
resort to explanation to justify a claim, and deferring
explanation to experts, if necessary.
Feminine cultures value relationships. In those websites
that were categorized as feminine, the language intended to
build a relationship with the reader. Articles such as “you”
were used often, as opposed to “one”
which was more common in websites that were
categorized as masculine. In addition, imperatives, which
show power and assertiveness, were more frequent in
masculine rated web sites. The amount of dependence and
fixation on technology by a culture is also a result of the level
of masculinity/femininity. Masculine cultures tend to be more
technology focused [46] Feminine cultures also value
technology, but emphasis is placed on users and relationships.
Masculine cultures may evaluate a technology by examining
quantitative performance; while feminine cultures evaluate a
technology by looking at the impact it has on its users and the
workplace.
4) Uncertainty Avoidance
Uncertainty avoidance has been examined by Information
System research. Technology adoption and diffusion has been
linked to the uncertainty avoidance level of the culture. The
adoption of certain technologies may take longer in some
cultures, where users need to have certain assurances about a
technology before the technology is widely adopted and
standardized.
Hofstede determined that a culture with a high level of
uncertainty avoidance generally prefer rules and structure, and
enjoy having a higher degree of control. Individuals that are
characterized as high in uncertaintyavoidance will require a
larger number of searches to come to a conclusion (Wilson).
Individuals that rate low on the uncertainty avoidance
dimension will come to a conclusion with a lower number of
search iterations. In addition, the risk profile of an individual

can be weighed against the potential social impact of a
decision.Individualistic cultures value risk taking and
confrontation which may result in increasing personal benefits
while harming the status of other [43].
5) Time Horizon
Culture influences an individual’s acceptance of different
time horizons or outcome expectations. An individual who
comes from a short term oriented culture places more value on
immediate results which are tangible. A higher value is given
to any method or strategy that will provide immediate results.
Efficiency is a key aspect of a process, and it is as important
as the final result (Hofstede). Cultures that exhibit values of
long term orientation uphold that perseverance, persistence,
and thrif are necessary to achieve goals. Immediate
satisfaction is not seen positively, since all future rewards
should be the result of present effort. In contrast with short
term oriented cultures, shortcuts are not acceptable, and may
be considered dishonest.
In short term oriented cultures, the criteria used by an
individual to evaluate the quality of a method, process, or
service received will place more weight on delivery time. On
the other hand, an individual who belongs to a long term
oriented culture will not be concern with the time period
required to complete a process or service, as long as the end
result is what is desired.
An individual’s time horizon has been evaluated in the
context of on-line shopping, within the context of TAM,
where a user’s degree of time orientation moderated the
relationship between trust and intention to use [59]. These
results are significant because they suggest that in cultures that
are long term oriented, trust is more important than perceived
ease of use and perceived usefulness, within the TAM
framework.
Time orientation has also been researched in the context of
computer security. Long term horizon societies tend to have a
different disposition and awareness in regards to potential
threats to computer systems. Research has shown that in Asian
cultures, which rate as long term oriented cultures, it would be
more effective to describe long term benefits of an adequate
computer security policy, than the immediate benefits [41].
III.

SUMMARY

This paper provided a discussion of social computing and
how it has been defined over the years. It also emphasized that
described some of the social computing tools that are
available and their potential uses. Additionally, This paper
described a culture and cultural behavior with Hofstede’s
culture dimensions as conceptualizations of culture. In this
paper concluded by presented those cultural dimensions that
are not only relevant, but have been widely used in computer
information systems research.
Social computing is an active area of research. In light of
ongoing developments in on-line technology and new
applications, many users switch from searching as application
(e.g. Google) to searching as a function of an advanced, more
complex system (e.g. Facebook’s search function). This
paradigm switch may require review of survey instrument in
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future research. This literature review is based on
Hofstede’s model developed more than three decades ago.
While the model has been repeatedly updated, changes may
not have taken into consideration all newly developed
technologies. In particular social computing technologies such
as social networking applications, which re-defined the
concept of personal computing and empower members of
cultures that reflect collectivist values. Also, acceptance and
use of new technologies will affect user behavior and
consequently new or modified hypotheses will need to be
developed. A potential area or future review may concentrate
on a particular application of social coimuting such as search
engines or social networking, and nclude a modified
Hofstede’s instrument to specifically address the advances of
computation technology.
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Abstract—The applications accessing multimedia systems and
content over the internet have grown extremely in the earlier few
years. Moreover, several end users or intruders can simply use
tools to synthesize and modify valuable information. The safety
of information over unsafe communication channel has
constantly been a primary concern in the consideration of
researchers. It became one of the most important problems for
information technology and essential to safeguard this valuable
information during transmission. It is also important to
determine where and how such a multimedia file is confidential.
Thus, a need exists for emerging technology that helps to defend
the integrity of information and protected the intellectual
property privileges of owners. Various approaches are coming up
to safeguard the data from unauthorized person.
Steganography and Cryptography are two different
techniques for security data over communication network. The
primary purpose of Cryptography is to create message concept
unintelligible or ciphertext might produce suspicious in the mind
of opponents. On the other hand, Steganography implant secrete
message in to a cover media and hides its existence. As a normal
practice, data embedding is employed in communication, image,
text or multimedia contents for the purpose of copyright,
authentication and digital signature etc.
Both techniques provides the sufficient degree of security but
are vulnerable to intruder’s attacks when used over unsecure
communication channel. Attempt to combines the two techniques
i.e. Cryptography and Steganography, did results in security
improvement. The existing steganographic algorithms primarily
focus on embedding approach with less attention to preprocessing of data which offer flexibility, robustness and high
security level. Our proposed model is based on Public key
cryptosystem or RSA algorithms in which RSA algorithm is used
for message encryption in encoding function and the resultant
encrypted image is hidden into cover image employing Least
Significant Bit (LSB) embedding method.
Keywords—Image Steganography; Cryptography;
insertion; Public key Cryptosystem; RSA algorithm

I.

LSB

INTRODUCTION

While in multimedia communications, the need of privacy
and confidentiality gains more and more significance, mostly
in open networks like the Internet. In the era of worldwide
electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of electronic
eavesdropping and electronic fraud, there is indeed a need to
protect information from passing before curious eyes or, more
* First Author

** Corresponding Author

importantly from falling into wrong hands. Thus, multimedia
security is much to consider in distributing digital information
safely.
The past three or four decade led to the wide spread transfer
of data from one end to the other end of the world. The
remarkable evolution of the internet also evolved and eased
various E- Commerce applications. This demand the assurance
of security of information. Further the communication between
private parties demanding absolute privacy also necessitate the
data transmission in modified or encoded mode.
In multimedia communication the necessity of privacy and
confidentiality gains additional importance mainly in open,
unsecure communication network like internet. Present era of
universal connectivity, of viruses, intruders, eavesdropping and
digital fraud need to safe-guard information from releasing into
erroneous hand.
Cryptography techniques [5, 6] scramble a source message
in to unintelligible form so it cannot be understood while
steganography hides the message in to other media, so it cannot
be perceived. The term steganography [2, 3] originates from
the Greek Steganos which means “covered” and Grafia means
“writing” i.e. Steganography means “covered writing “[4].
Cryptography and Steganography are extensively used in
the field of information hiding [1] and has received attention
from the businesses and academic world in the past. Former
conceals the original data but latter conceal the very fact that
data is hidden.
Public Key Cryptosystem
A different concept of achieving the same results as from
digital signature [11, 12] and steganography is the asymmetric
key crypto system [7, 10] using two key termed as public key
and private key. In symmetric encryption, the key need to be
communicated before at both senders and receiver. Also to
make the digital authentication look analog to the current
practice some sort of identification like signature need to be
inserted. To fulfill the above requirements Diffie and Hellman
proposed the most widely accepted and implemented principle
in 1976 termed as Public Key Cryptosystem [8, 9].
In contrast to symmetric key encryption, asymmetric key
cryptosystem employ one key for encryption and different but
related key for decryption. To fulfill the security requirement
the approach need to have the following characteristics:
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1) The cryptographic algorithm be such that it is infeasible
to find the decryption key if only the encryption key and
cryptographic algorithm is available.
2) Either of key pair (two related keys) can be used for
encryption and the other used for decryption.

degree of security and robustness against attacks and efficiency
and ease of implementation in terms of hardware and runtime.
Attempt to combines two techniques [21, 22] to ensure
more secure encoding have been made. In the most of the
cases, techniques involved works on plaintext and very rare
attempt have been made to encode images.
The major techniques comprises cryptography and
steganography detailed in the literature can be broadly be
classified into five categories, four being in the special domain
while others one encrypt in the transform domain. They are as
follows:

Fig. 1. Basic Model of Public key Cryptosystem

The process of encryption be as follows:
1) Each user generate a pair of keys for the encryption and
decryption of the massage.
2) Each user place one of the two key in public or in open
domain, accessible to all. This key is termed the public key. On
the other hand, the companion key is kept private with each of
them, and is termed the private key.
The messages from A are encrypted using the B’s public
key. On receiving the message, B decrypt using his private key.
Since the private key of B has been generated and kept safe by
B himself, the message remains secure.
Here the private keys have been generated by each locally
and never transmitted nor distributed, thus remains protected
and secrete, and hence providing the requirement of security
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2,
literature surveyed dealt with techniques involving purely
combination of cryptographic method or steganography
methods. Section 3 proposed highly secured system which
combines both cryptography and steganography techniques in
order to provide higher payload, more robust and secure. In
Section 4, the proposed hybrid techniques were tested on
various standard images set namely Cameraman, Lena and
Baboon etc. The PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) value, to
evaluating the quality of reproduced image (cover image and
stego image) qualitatively. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
paper.
II.

THE RELATED WORK

Considering the strength and weakness of steganography
and cryptography, researchers tried to combining them in
practice, so that the new method would simultaneously possess
the advantages of steganography and cryptography while
overcoming the respective shortcomings.
The literature surveyed dealt with techniques involving
purely cryptographic method or steganography methods. Both
of the techniques have shortcoming from the view point of a

1) Idea employing the two techniques in tandem.
Shouchao Song et Al [15] suggested a protocol merging
cryptography and steganography techniques based on LSB
matching method and well developed Boolean function in
stream cipher. The protocol accomplishes the encryption and
hiding all at once resulting in less computation them all the
existing methods. The LSB method is used for hiding the
encrypted message in cover image.
2) Text encryption with Data Encryption Standard (DES)
and LSB insertion Dhawal Seth et Al [14] combines
cryptography and steganography, so as to ensure more security
over insecure communication channel. DES cryptographic
algorithm being used for encrypting the text message in
conjunction with LSB substitution for embedding the
encrypted message in the cover image.
3) The techniques proposes compressing the signal before
encrypting and employing steganographic techniques. It also
proposed use of hash function so as to generate a message
authentication code by hashing the key. The resulting model is
claimed to survive image manipulation and attacks. Khalil
Challita and Hikmat Farhat [16] proposed multiple encryption.
Embedding the encrypted text secret message in more than one
cover objects.
4) For a highly secure communication Ankit Uppal et Al
[17] proposed dual security method by combining the RC5
enhance algorithm for encrypting and JPEG LSB coding for
steganography.
5) The techniques proposed by Dipti Kapoor Sarmah and
Neha Bajpai [13] apply Advance Encryption Standard (AES)
encryption techniques for secrete message. The encrypted
message is embedded in the Discrete Coeficint Transform
(DCT) of the cover image. The DCT of image is obtained and
the coefficient is embedding in the image.
The slight variant in the combined techniques is proposed
by Pye Pye Aung and Tun Min Naing [18], using the same
AES algorithm for encryption. In the steganographic a part of
encrypted message as a key is used to hide in DCT of a cover
image.
III.

PROPOSED HYBRID MODEL

Proposed steganographic model is based on RSA
Algorithms is depicted in figure 2.
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Then the private key pair is (d ,n) and public key pair is (e
,n) .
The equivalent cipher value for first pixel is now calculated
by using public key pair (e ,n)
C = M e mod n
After the execution of RSA, first pixel value is now
encrypted and this value are placed at first position by again
convert it into decimal value. Now taking second pixel value
convert it into decimal and inputted to RSA encoding function
getting the second pixel encrypted value, likewise sequentially
take pixel one by one, input to encoding function and obtain
encrypted value of encrypted image.

Fig. 3. Conversion of Secrete Image to Encrypted Secrete Image

B. Embedding Function using LSB Method
1) Bit Division: Taking the cipher encrypted image, the
values are converted from decimal to binary.
The binary value of (173)10 = ( 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 )2
Next divide this 8 bit value into 4 part taking 2 bits in each.
After bit division, value of b1 = 1 0 , b2 = 1 0 , b3 = 1 1 ,
b4 = 0 1 are getting.

Fig. 2. Proposed Steganographic Model

A. RSA Encoding Function
First the secrete image is selected (e.g. of 256 × 256). The
intensity value of each pixel of secrete image are converted
from binary to decimal value. Now the first pixel values from
secrete image is inputted to RSA encoding function as
described below.
The RSA algorithm [22, 23] is implemented to encrypt
input pixel value as follows:
1) Two prime number p and q are chosen such that they
are the prime numbers.
2) n = p × q is calculated and made available to public.
3) e is chosen such that gcd (φ(n), e) = 1; 1 < e < φ(n)
made public.
4) d is private and calculated as d = e -1 φ(n).

Fig. 4. Bit Division for LSB Embedding

2) Insertion of Bit value into the cover image: After
receiving the values of b1, b2, b3, b4, these values are inserted
into the cover image. The 2 bit LSB of the four consecutive
pixels in cover image are replace. Taking the pixels one by one
from the cover image, the 2 LSB bits are replaced by
10,10,11,01 respectively.
3) Formation of Stego Image: After receiving the new
pixel value the stego image is formed by replacing these values
at their original position. Likewise the pixels value one by one
from encrypted secrete image and insertion into the cover
image and replaced them. Result becomes the stego image.
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2) Concatenation of bits: Now concatenating the input, the
8 bits of first pixel value of encrypted secrete image is acquired
as

Fig. 7. Concatenation of Bits (Extracted)

3) Reformation of Encrypted Secrete Image: Now the
generated value is placed into first position. Similarly taking
the next four pixel value from stego image, the process is
repetitive and the whole encrypted secrete image is recovered.
D. RSA Decoding Function
1) Creation of Secrete image: In decoding function the
pixel value from the encrypted secrete image are again inputted
to the RSA decoding function by using private key pair (d,n) to
obtain pixel value of original secrete image as follows:
M = C d mod n
After execution of decoding function for every pixel, the
secrete image or original image is created.
Fig. 5. Insertion of Bits into cover Image

C. Image Retrieval function
At the receiving end, decoding of stego image perform the
following process:
1) Generate the 2 LSB bits from the stego Image: The
pixels value are handled one by one from the stego image.
Convert these pixel value from decimal to binary values and
take 2 LSB bits from first four consecutive pixel values:
Similarly taking next three pixels. i.e. 242, 35, 97;
(242)10
(35)10
(97)10

=
=
=

(1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0) 2
(0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1) 2
(0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1) 2

Getting,
b 1 = 1 0 ; b 2 = 1 0 ; b 3 = 1 1 ; b4 = 0 1 ;

Fig. 8. Conversion of Encrypted Secrete Image to Secrete Image

IV.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Proposed model using RSA algorithm is robust
Steganography technique because without knowing the
receiver secrete keys the extraction of secrete image from the
stego image is impossible. Here the private keys have been
generated by each user locally and never transmitted nor
distributed via any transmission media , thus key remains
protected and secrete, and hence system providing the
requirement of security and authentication. Furthermore in
embedding process quality of cover image is also not
degrading due to variation in two LSB of each pixel which
replicates only 0 – 3 difference in pixel value.
Moreover the proposed system is capable of not just
scrambling data but it also changes the intensity of the pixels
which contributes to the safety of the encryption.
TABLE I.
Name of Image

Fig. 6. LSB (2- bits) Extraction of Stego Image

Baboon.jpg
Cameraman.jpg
Lena.jpg
pirate_gray.jpg

CAPACITY AND PSNR

Size
(Pixel )
256× 256
256×2564
256× 256
256× 256

Capacity
25 %
25 %
25 %
25 %

PSNR
In DB
44.23
44.86
44.48
44.36
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V.

CONCLUSION

In the proposed RSA based steganographic model is more
secure as compare to the traditionally symmetric cryptosystem
because in public key cryptosystem the private keys have been
generated by each user locally and never transmitted nor
distributed, thus no question of stealing or discloser of key,
improves image quality and security compare to existing
systems. Steganography, especially combined with the
cryptography is a powerful tool which enables to communicate
safely with the little computational overload in the system
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Abstract—New modified RLE algorithms to compress
grayscale images with lossy and lossless compression, depending
on the probability of repetition of pixels in the image and the
pixel values to reduce the size of the encoded data by sending bit
1 instead of the original value of the pixel if the pixel’s value is
repeated. The proposed algorithms achieved good reduction of
encoded size as compared with other compression method that
used to compare with our method and decrease encoding time by
good ratio.
Keywords—compression; Run Length Encoding; quantization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data files frequently contain the same character repeated
many times in a row. Digitized signals can also have runs of
the same value, indicating that the signal is not changing, also
images and music. Run-length encoding is a simple method of
compressing these types of files [1]. The basic idea of RLE is
to remap a sequence of numbers into a sequence of pairs
(Value, Run), where value represents the data in the input
sequence and run represents the number of times that data is
contiguously repeated. An example illustrating RLE for a
binary sequence is shown in Fig.1 below

Fig. 1. Illustration of RLE for a binary input sequence

The goal of lossless image compression is to represent an
image signal with the smallest possible number of bits without
loss of any information, thereby speeding up transmission and
minimizing storage requirements. While The goal of lossy
compression is to achieve the best possible fidelity given an

available communication or storage bit rate capacity or to
minimize the number of bits representing the image signal
subject to some allowable loss of information. In this way, a
much greater reduction in bit rate can be attained as compared
to lossless compression, which is necessary for enabling many
realtime applications involving the handling and transmission
of audiovisual information. In general, there is significant
redundancy present in image signals. This redundancy is
proportional to the amount of correlation among the image data
samples [2].
The lossy compression of images is currently widely used
algorithms like JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) [3]
and JPEG 2000 [4], which are based on entropy coding
(Huffman and arithmetic), coefficients of discrete cosine and
wavelet transforms. These algorithms are used to compress the
image in hundreds of times with acceptable quality, but have a
high computational complexity.
The lossless image compression algorithms are effective for
encoding pixel values like LZW (Lempel Ziv Welch), GIF
(Graphics Interchange Format), TIFF (Tagged Image File
Format) [5,6], Deflate and LZMA (Lempel Ziv Markov chain
algorithm) used in archive Zip, 7-zip [7], PPM (portable
pixmap) and LZSS (Lempel Ziv Storer Szymanski) used in the
archive Rar [7]. These algorithms are used to losseless
compress grayscale images to about 2 times depending on the
brightness distribution of pixels, but these techniques have a
high computational complexity, and because the time and
computational resources are limited we should use simpler
algorithms for efficient coding like Run Length Encoding
algorithm RLE[8], which is based on the character repeats. It
can be used for lossless image compression with a small
number of sharp luminance differences (animation, medical,
segmented and quantized). In combination with prequantization image, RLE algorithm may be used for lossy
compression. The disadvantage of this algorithm is the lack of
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consideration of the probability of repetition of pixel values
images.
The aim of this paper is to develop a lossless and lossy new
compression algorithm based on the RLE method by using
probability of pixel value repetition.
Our technique is implemented using MATLAB2012 on
WINDOWS7 Operating System.
This study is organized as follows: Section I presented an
introduction about the compression and RLE algorithm,
Section II describes the Related work and some of recent
modifications of the RLE compression method, Section III
explain the suggested RLE algorithm and its modifications,
Section IV explains the quantization which is necessary to
make good compression ratio when using lossy compression,
section V presented the experiment of suggested new algorithm
and discuss the results and compare it with all others results,
And Section VI presents conclusions of our work and
suggestions for future studies.
II.

RELATED WORK

There are some recent modifications of the RLE
compression method, some of these modifications focusing on
the way of scanning pixels (row,coloumn,hilbert,…) [9], or on
the bit depth of the runs of the repeated pixels and try to
decrease the length of the bit reserved to represent the runs
[10], or using a modified Entropy Coding to enhance RLE
[11], or quantize image to decrease the number of values of the
pixels and make them similar then using DCT to achieve a high
compression ratio [11,12], or quantizing adjacent pixels which
have small difference in the value of pixel [13], or negligee the
non-repeated value [14]. All of these modifications are good to
enhance RLE and achieving better results.
III.

RLE ALGORITHM AND ITS MODIFICATIONS

A. RLE Algorithm
RLE algorithm has been chosen because it is
mathematically simple and not complex so that we can achieve
a high compression speed for the compression process.
The RLE algorithm based on counting the number of
repetitions of the values of successive symbols and it is can be
represent by the following diagram of structure coded data in
Fig. 2 and the block diagram in Fig. 3
Fig. 3. RLE Block diagram
Fig. 2. Coded data structure
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Modular implementation of RLE algorithm assumes that
we have the accumulation of the encoded data for the analysis
and selection of encoding parameters. The analysis is based on
the table I/N length episodes in which one or more of the same
value and consecutive symbols I put in correspondence number
N as shown in table 1 below.
TABLE I.
I
N

i0
n0 

i1
n1

LENGTH SERIES

is 
ns 

…
…

…
…

On the basis of run-length table determined bit depth
and run length values

pn n  .

TABLE II.

(1)

BDN  log2 max ns s0,S 1 

is 

B. RLE Algorithm I2BN
Suggested modification of RLE is I2BN algorithm to
compress grayscale images based on the probability of
repetition pixel values in rows. In the process of the algorithm
builds a table N/P probability of repeats (table. 2), wherein
each value of n the run length number placed such series

BDN using expressions:

BDI  log2 max is s0,S 1 

Where

BD I

where YX image size, determines the number of operations
on the buffer and the formation of the table I/N size S records;
4S additional operations to find a maximum value for I (S
operations), search for maximum values N (S operations),
encoding and transmitting (2S operations).

N

1

…

2

pn 2

pn 1

P

PROBABILITY OF REPEATS

(2)

n

pn n 

…

…
…

For images characterized by a gradual decrease of the

is encoded value with the first character of the



run length of the table; n s is the number of repetitions for ith symbol (length of the series); S number of encoded symbols
(the number of rows in Table 1).
Modular implementation of RLE algorithm provides a
minimal amount of code. Its disadvantage is the delay in the
coding required for the accumulation of data and the
construction of the table of run lengths.
When the production implementation of the algorithm RLE
table run length cannot be built, and count the number of
characters it can be carried out as they become available. This
can significantly improve the coding rate. The structure of the
algorithm and the encoded data in the production
implementation of RLE algorithm are the same as in the block.
Values of the bit depth BD I an image bit-depth and the
lengths of series of values BDN are selected independently
from the incoming data. They can be selected with an excess or
deficiency (the overflow n s formed a new series

function

pn n  with increasing values n.

When encoding the length of Series the algorithm I2BN
first formed character I. Then, if the character I is repeated, the
formed bit b1 s  1 , otherwise b1 s  0 (Repeat the first
character). If the symbol I is repeated again, the bit generated
b2 s  1 , otherwise b2 s  0 (second repeat symbol). If











the symbol I is repeated again, the character is formed n s ,
taking into account the number of repetitions (originally

n s   0 ,

if symbol I It is repeated again,
result, the series may be formed as:

ns   0 ).

As a

is , b1s   0 , is , b1s   1, b2s   0
is , b1s   1, b2s   1, ns .

,

The structure of RLE coded data can be represented by the
following block diagram



is , ns ). In some cases this can lead to an increase in the

amount of code which is a disadvantage of RLE algorithm
implementation. To improve the characteristics of the RLE
algorithm, the production implementation can be through the
formation of a dynamic table of run lengths and periodic
updating of coding parameters.
When encoding image size

RI

N

(bit) code, CR

compression ratio and computational complexity

CI N

of RLE

algorithm is determined using the following expressions:

RI N  S BDI  BDN 

(3)

CR  8YX RI N

(4)

CI N  YX  4S

(5)

Fig. 4. Coded data structure of algorithm I2BN

The size RI / 2 B / N (Bit) code for the algorithm I2BN
defined by the expression:
S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

RI / 2 B / N  S BDI  1   b1s   BD N  b2s 

(6)

To determine the computational complexity of the
expression
S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

C I / 2 B / N  YX  4S   b1s    b2s 

(7)

Equation (7) takes into account YX buffering operations
and formation table I/N- run length size S records, S
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Operations for searching for a maximum value I, S Operations
S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

for searching for a maximum value N, 2S  b1s   b 2s 



11

2I/B/S/N

operations for encoding and transmission.

12

2I/2B/N

C. RLE Algorithm I3BN
Another suggested modification of RLE is I3BN, which is
differs from the algorithm I2BN by using an additional symbol
b3 s , which takes the value 1, if symbol I repeated for the
third time in a row, and 0 if absent. The structure of coded data
according to the algorithm I3BN is shown in the Fig.5 below

13

2I/2B/S/N

14

2I/B/2N(L/R)



Fig. 5. Coded data structure of algorithm I3BN

Size of
expression

RI / 3B / N

(bit) code algorithm I3BN defined by the
S 1

S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

s 0

RI / 2 B / N  S BDI  1   b1s    b2s   BDN  b3s 

(8)

The computational complexity of the algorithm I3BN
estimated using the expression
S 1

S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

s 0

C I / 2 B / N  YX  4S   b1s    b2s    b3s 

(9)

Equation (9) accounts for buffering YX operations and
forming a table I/N run length size records S, S maximum
search operations on the values I, S maximum search
S 1

S 1

S 1

s 0

s 0

s 0

operations on values N, 2 S   b1s    b 2s    b3s 

IV.

character repeat
repeat the encoded symbols, additional character
repeat and variable length fields run length
encoded symbol is repeated and two additional
symbol repetition
repeat the encoded symbols, two additional
character repeat and variable-length field size
series
repeat the encoded symbols, additional
characters, and repeat two-segment length field
series

IMAGE QUANTIZATION FOR LOSSY COMPRESSION IN
THE SPATIAL DOMAIN

Methods of image lossy compression based on an efficient
coding of transform coefficients with their pre-quantization.
Quantization makes many lossy techniques determines the
mainly compression ratio. Coding of transform coefficients can
achieve the greatest compression ratios due to the
concentration of the primary energy in a relatively small
number of significant transform coefficients. However, the
transformation itself requires substantial computing resources
and time. Therefore, an urgent task is to develop an algorithm
for using the quantization of the pixel values of the image and
their subsequent efficient coding.
Determined quantized pixel neighborhood (left or one of
the top three), the closest in value to the central pixel. We
calculate modulus of the difference of the pixel values of all
the values of neighboring pixels in the neighborhood. If these
differences less than the threshold  S , the central pixel in the
neighborhood is set to the value of the quantized value of the
pixel in the vicinity. If this condition is not met, then the
central pixel keeps its value.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test images shown in Fig. 6 below -which includes
different grayscale images- has been used to test our algorithms

operations for encoding and transmission.
D. Other modifications of RLE algorithm
In addition to I2BN, I3BN we developed algorithms
characterized by the use of different numbers of additional
characters to encode pixels repeat, all of these algorithms
shown in table3 below
TABLE III.
№
1
2

Algorithm
I/S/N
I/B/N

3

I/B/S/N

4

I/2B/N

5

I/2B/S/N

6

I/3B/N

7

I/3B/S/N

8

2I/N

9

2I/S/N

10

2I/B/N

THE RLE MODIFIED ALGORITHMS
The peculiarity of the encoded data structure
variable size field run length
additional repeat symbol
additional character repeat and variable length
fields run length
Repeat two additional symbol
Repeat two additional characters and a variable
size field run length
three additional characters repeat
Repeat three additional characters and a variable
size field run length
encoded characters repeat
repeat the encoded symbols and variable length
fields run length
Repeat encoded character and an additional

Fig. 6. Test images used in the experiment
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A. Evaluating loseless Algorithms
We got the results shown in Table 4 below, which shows
the code sizes obtained for RLE, Huffman, Zip, Rar and all
modified algorithms.
TABLE IV.
Algorithm
RLE
I/S/N
I/B/N
I/B/S/N
I/2B/N
I/2B/S/N
I/3B/N
I/3B/S/N
2I/N
2I/S/N
2I/B/N
2I/B/S/N
2I/2B/N
2I/2B/S/N
2I/B/2N(L/R)
Zip
Rar
Huffman

RLE
I2/B/N
I3/B/N
RAR
ZIP
JPEG
JPEG 2000

CODE SIZE (BYTE) FOR LOSSLESS COMPRESSION
Code size (byte) image
М1
М2
18620
77896
18739
72412
21504
91397
20957
81407
14694
57583
17689
68649
14577
56701
17687
68581
30714
120377
34484
135364
32599
127870
32826
128820
32713
128345
32825
128753
30046
118028
13070
44603
12505
43062
14361
58281

М3
242604
143162
303235
165901
106871
118177
103512
117997
208857
261921
222123
225640
223002
225460
208692
76470
75887
113091

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

image compression time (Second)
М3
Lena
0.00000000
0.00000241
0.00000028
0.00000144
0.00000142
0.000000962
0.249
0.219
0.324
0.322
0.073
0.200
0.102
0.182

cameraman
0.00000000
0.00000028
0.00000028
0.300
0.682
0.116
0.190

For lossy compression based on RLE algorithm and its
modifications I2BN and I3BN, Zip algorithms, Rar and
Huffman algorithm used two-threshold progressive image
quantization, we have performed a tests on the images above
and we found that the probabilistic proposed RLE algorithms
provides compression ratio up to 1.1-1.6 times, and 1.2-1.5
times as compared with Rar and Zip respectively. Also they are
provides a ratio up to 1.4-2 times and 1.2-2.3 times according
to RLE and Huffman respectively. The proposed algorithms
provide a reduction in the mean square error MSE 3-10 times
in comparison with JPEG 2000, and up to 1.2-18 times when
the same proposed algorithm compared with JPEG.
Table 5 showing the compression time of lossy
compression for the test images using different algorithms.
From Table 5 the probabilistic proposed RLE algorithms
provide a reduction in the compression time up to 1.7-6 times
as compared with RLE, 170-1750 times as compared with the
RAR, 230-2200 times as compared with ZIP, 50-400 times as
compared with JPEG, 70-670 times as compared with the
JPEG 2000.

The Fig 7 below shows these results

ZIP
RA
R
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8138

Time(S)

Algorithm

COMPRESSION TIME(SECOND) FOR LOSSY COMPRESSION

Size(Pixel)
Fig. 7. Dependence of encoding time with image size for Zip, Rar and
proposed RLE algorithms

From Table 4 we can see that the minimum amount of code
provided by algorithms Rar, Zip and modified algorithm
I/3B/N which shows about 26% of the worst result, but exceeds
57% and 8%, for RLE and Huffman respectively. Thus
algorithms RLE, I/2B/N, I/3B/N provide comparison
algorithms and Rar Zip decrease encoding time 31.2 and 53
times respectively, with an image size of 256×256 pixels, 16
and 18.5, 6 times, respectively, with image size 1024×1024
pixels, in 10 and 13.5 times respectively, when the image size
8192×8192 pixels.
B. Evaluating lossy Algorithms
Fig.6 shows the test images which used in the experiment,
for which the coding efficiency analysis for lossy compression
performed by RLE algorithm and its modifications with respect
to the Zip, Rar, JPEG and JPEG2000

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Results showed that these algorithms provide better
performance in encoded image size compared with RLE and
Huffman algorithms. The proposed lossless compression
algorithms provide encoded image size reduction by 57% and
8% compared with RLE and Huffman algorithms, respectively;
decrease encoding time 10-31 times and 13-53 times when
changing the image size from 256×256 pixel to 8192×8192
pixel compared with Rar and Zip algorithms respectively. In
lossy compression, the proposed algorithms provide improved
image compression ratio up to 2 times in comparison with the
algorithm RLE, and 2.3 times compared with the Huffman
algorithm, reducing the mean square error (MSE) up to 10
times compared with the JPEG2000 compression algorithm
when factor 2-5 time. also it is found that the proposed
algorithms provide encoding time decreased up to 6 times
compared with the RLE, 1750 times in comparison with RAR,
2200 times in comparison with ZIP, 400 times as compared
with JPEG, and up to 670 times as compared with JPEG 2000.
For the future work it will be good to use the proposed
algorithm with other modified algorithms especially to
compress color images.
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Abstract—Being inspired by natural phenomena and
available biological processes in the nature is one of the difficult
methods of problem solving in computer sciences. Evolutionary
methods are a set of algorithms that are inspired from the nature
and are based on their evolutionary mechanisms. Unlike other
optimizing methods of problem solving, evolutionary algorithms
do not require any prerequisites and usually offer solutions very
close to optimized answers. Based on their behavior, evolutionary
algorithms are divided into two categories of biological processes
based on plant behavior and animal behavior. Various
evolutionary algorithms have been proposed so far to solve
optimization problems, some of which include evolutionary
algorithm of invasive weed and flower pollination algorithm that
are inspired by plants and krill algorithm inspired by the animal
algorithm of sea animals. In this paper, a comparison is made for
the first time between the accuracy and rate of involvement in
local optimization of these new evolutionary algorithms to
identify the best algorithm in terms of efficiency. Results of
various tests show that invasive weed algorithm is more efficient
and accurate than flower pollination and krill algorithms.
Keywords—evolutionary algorithm; invasive weed algorithm;
flower pollination algorithm; krill algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Evolution is a set of processes through which creatures
have gradually learnt how to overcome the problems
surrounding them and better interact with the environmental
changes around them. In evolutionary processes, creatures that
are more adapted to their environment are more likely to
survive. Natural selection is considered one of the key terms in
evolution and is defined as the process that creates different
and various genes in animals over time and is known as one of
the factors of formation of new species in nature. The
environment surrounding these creatures can influence their
characteristics and species that have become adapted to the
environmental changes over time will continue living.
Evolutionary algorithms are a set of algorithms inspired by
laws of nature and Darwin’s principles that play an important
role in the form of an optimization problem in solving many
practical issues of today. The complexity of real and practical
issues will lead to the reduction of efficiency of traditional
methods to solve such problems. The problem starts when
nonlinear degree and the complexity of the atmosphere of
problem solving are too difficult to be properly and efficiently
solved by mathematical or gradient methods. A practical and
optimization problem might be so complicated and non-linear

that solving it using common methods might seem impossible
to some extent. Using their dispersed population in problem
solving environment, evolutionary algorithms have changed to
one of the most efficient tools of such problem solving (Yang,
2010). Different evolutionary algorithms have been suggested
so far for solving difficult and complicated problems. Unlike
gradient-based methods, evolutionary algorithms are not
deterministic and are inspired by random processes in nature.
Evolutionary algorithms are a set of intelligent search
algorithms that are able to search in the problem environment
and be convergent with efficient answers with enough accuracy
(Dasgupta and Michalewicz, 2013). Evolutionary algorithms
perform based on different processes like genetics, evolution,
ecosystem, swarm intelligence, etc.Charles Darwin has defined
a set of fundamental laws for evolutionary rules that form the
base of the science of Evolution. Evolutionary laws state that
more adapted people are more likely to survive and continue
their generation. Evolutionary behaviors are clear in all
biological phenomena. For example, a specific kind of
ringdove a kind of bird called Cuckoo) uses other birds’ nests,
whose eggs are similar to it, for laying eggs. In this
reproduction behavior, the ringdove does not lie on its eggs and
the victim bird takes care of all the eggs in its nest with the
imagination that they are all its own. Ringdoves’ behavior has
not appeared overnight, but they have learnt over time that they
can increase the probability of the survival of their generation
by putting their eggs among other birds’ eggs (Ghose et al.,
2015). Evolutionary behaviors are clearly detectable among
creatures like fireflies, dolphins, spiders, ants and bees.
Evolutionary behaviors also exist among microscopic
organisms like bacteria and body cells whose target is
surviving and behaviors like being yokemates (Tripathy and
Mishara, 2015). Plants’ behaviors have also been formed
reproducing. For example, bacteria have reached resistance
against anti-biotic over time and this drug resistance is due to
revolutionary based on evolution and natural selection. Getting
flowers for reproduction or photosynthesis to produce sugar are
some examples. Plants’ behavior for surviving and adapting to
their environment is one of the interesting evolutionary
behaviors in nature. Plants compete with other plants to gain
different resources such as water, soil and sunlight to survive.
One of evolutionary algorithms that is formed based on plants
behaviors and the competition between them is invasive weed
algorithm (Mehrabian and Lucas, 2006). In this algorithm, any
plant that is more adapted is more likely to survive by
producing more seeds. Flower pollination algorithm is also an
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evolutionary algorithm based on plant behavior that flowers’
pollination is considered a vital issue in survival of flowers and
consequently reproduction of the plant (Yang, 2012).
Evolution-based behaviors are not just limited to animals and
plants, but a set of behaviors in physical phenomena show rules
and principles to create nature-based algorithms. For example,
water drop behavior on river paths can be modeled using
physics rules and principles and this behavior can be used
today to solve the difficult problems. Being inspired by
different behaviors of creatures like social interactions and
human emotions can inspire formation of evolutionary
methods.
Evolutionary algorithms attempt to use biological, social
and natural processes to solve difficult problems and overcome
available challenges like these phenomena. A wide range of
evolutionary algorithms have been proposed today that indicate
the significance of this computing branch in computer sciences.
In this paper, the evolutionary algorithms of invasive weed and
flower pollination as algorithms inspired by plants and krill
algorithm as the evolutionary algorithm of animals (Alavi and
Gandomi, 2012) will be investigated and in the following the
accuracy and convergence of these evolutionary algorithms
will be compared using a set of benchmark
functions.
A. Invasive Weed Algorithm
Invasive weeds in a common and single definition are
plants that are not the aim of farmers but they are growing on
the farms. Any tree, bush, shrub or plant branch or leaf might
be recognized as invasive weed. Invasive weeds are highly
adaptive in growth and reproduction on farms. Their growth
prevents from the growth of products and waste of resources
such as soil, water and fertilizers. The life style of plants and
invasive weeds follows a specific cycle of reproduction.
Invasive weeds produce a specific number of seeds according
to the properties and suitability of the plant and then the seeds
are transformed into invasive weeds that compete with each
other in absorbing water, sunlight, and soil and so on and only
stronger and more adaptive plants survive. The interesting and
yet simple mechanism of invasive weed reproduction has led to
the invention of an algorithm based on these plants that is
called Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) (Mehrabian and
Lucas, 2006). Invasive weed algorithm has been modeled
based on the reproduction cycle of invasive weeds. In this
algorithm, first plant seeds are scattered randomly in the
problem space and the primary invasive weeds are formed by
the growth of the seeds and each invasive weed creates a
number of seeds around it depending on its fitness and these
seeds grow and reproduce to compete with mother and other
plants. Modeling plant behavior, the invasive weed algorithm
attempts to solve the difficult and optimization problems. The
general stages of this algorithm are as follows:


Each plant scatters a number of seeds in the
environment based on its fitness.



The level of seed production around each plant is
defined according to the fitness of that plant.



Transmittal of seeds around parent plants with normal
distribution.

 Seeds growth and production of new plans and
investigation of plant fitness.
 Repetition of
convergence.

previous

stages

to

reach proper

Invasive weed algorithm makes use of a multi-step and
repetitive process to reach the desired answers to solve
different optimization problems. This algorithm defines a
fitness for each plant that can be defined based on the
maximum or minimum of objective function.
First, each plant scatters a number of seeds in the
environment based on its fitness. The number of seeds
produced is defined according to the fitness of the plant. In
figure (1), a linear relationship (the simplest pattern of seed
production) is used to calculate the number of produced seeds
around each plant. As it is shown in the figure below, the
maximum number of seeds is produced by colony and invasive
weed that had the most fitness. Similarly, the minimum number
of seeds is produced by the invasive weed that had the least
fitness (Mehrabian and Lucas, 2006).

Fig. 1. Linear relationship between fitness and seed production of an
invasive weed

In order to calculate the number of produced seeds by plant
C, it suffices to write the line equation of figure (1) that passes
through initial and final points as it is shown in equation (1).
Equation (1)
(
)
In this equation, smax, smin, fitnessmax and fitnessmin are
maximum number of produced seeds, minimum number of
produced seeds, maximum fitness of invasive weed and
minimum fitness of invasive weed, respectively. S is the
number of seeds produced and fitness is the level of fitness of
an invasive weed that target seed has produced.
Transmittal of seeds around the parent plant is one of the
significant stages of invasive weed algorithm. Seed transmittal
can be considered based on a normal distribution because it can
properly model distribution behavior of random and natural
phenomena.
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B. Flower Pollination Algorithm
There are about 250 thousand plant species and about 80
percent of them can produce flowers. It has been about 125
million years since the evolution of flowers in cretaceous
period and imagining a world with plants without flowers is
impossible. Flowers can be considered sexual organs of
reproduction in flowering plants. Flowers play a crucial role in
pollination to reproduce plants. Flower pollination is done in
different methods like insects, birds or other animals. There are
a number of plants that only let insects and animals do the
pollination; that is, pollination in these plants takes place in a
special and advanced way. About 90 percent of flowering
plants need creatures like birds and insects for pollination and
only 10 percent of them do not require insects or birds for
pollination. Plants like willow and grass are only dependent on
wind and rain for pollination. Therefore, they do not have
petals to attract insects and their flower organs are simple.
Pollination by insects such as honey bees is usually done only
on one flower specie and they guarantee the reproduction of
that flowering plant and increase the probability of its survival.
Pollination of a flower by a specific insect with short memory
that is able to learn only a limited amount will make the insect
focus on a few number of flowers to find food and search less.
On the other hand, searching for plants with good nectar for the
insect might be time consuming and costly. Two types of
pollination namely self-pollination and cross pollination can be
observed in flowering plants. In self-pollination, pollens of a
flower from a plant are placed on another flower of it and in
cross pollination, pollens of one flower from one plant are
placed on the flower of another plant. An example of selfpollination is in peach plant, in which the pollens of one flower
are placed on another flower of the same tree. In global (cross)
pollination, pollens of flowering plants are taken to different
distances by insects. Considering the characteristics of
pollination in flowering plants, the following four simple rules
can be presented for modeling the algorithm (Yang, 2012):
1) Since cross pollination is done by insects flying pollens
of flowers, it is considered as global pollination.
2) Self-pollination is considered a local pollination.
3) The probability of flower constancy is presented in a
probability function of the similarity of the flower that has
pollinated with this flower.
4) Selection of local pollination or global pollination of a
flower is considered a probability in the p ϵ [0, 1] interval.
The global pollination of a flower is modeled in a
mathematical equation in equation (2):
Equation (2):
(

)

In this equation, ,
,
and L are the ith place of
pollen in the tth replication, the ith place of pollen in t+1th
replication, the best place of pollen found so far and pollination
power that show the direction and jumping of pollens,
respectively. Pollen i or the solution vector of xi are the best
solutions so far for t and
among all the current solutions of
the current/repetition generation. Parameter L is pollination
power which in fact is a step in equation (3) that has shown this
probability distribution.

Equation (3):
( )

(

)

( ) is the standard gamma function and
the appropriate value for this function is   1.5 . Local
In this equation,

pollination or self-pollination of the flowers can also be
defined using equation (4).
Equation (4):
(

)

In this equation, xtj and xtk are two different groups that
are formed by similar flowers.
Krill ALGORITHM
FORMATION of categories and groups between sea animals
is not merely a random phenomenon and many studies have
been carried out on it (Gharavian et al., 2013). Living in groups
or herds allows sea creatures to confuse attackers and on the
other hand, leads them towards food sources. Many
mathematical models have been proposed to describe the
behavior of creatures that live in groups or herds (Wang et al,
2014). One of the creatures that live in great groups is
Antarctic Krill that are sometimes referred to as Free Sea Krill.
These creatures are capable of creating a group with 10 to 100
meters of radius in a short period of time and they can even
join other groups and create even bigger groups. Each one of
these groups can travel the sea or ocean in parallel. Many
creatures like seals, penguins and birds attack krill. The
purpose of attackers is to scatter these creatures from their
group or herd and hunt them easily. Results of experimental
cstudies have shown that hunting krill that are not in the herd is
easy, while when the krill are moving in groups, the attackers
will be confused due to krill’ parallel motions and
consequently the probability of hunting them decreases. When
the group or herd of krill is attacked by attackers, their herd is
destroyed and they tend to join the closes herd or group to
decrease the probability of being hunted. In general, creating a
herd or group by krill is a multi-purpose process, whose two
purposes are stated bellow (Gandomi and Alavi, 2012).
 Increasing krill density
 Reaching food
Krill algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm based on the
behavior of increasing density and searching for food that is
modeled to solve optimization problems. Krill algorithm tries
to guide these creatures to places with higher density and more
food. The objective function in krill algorithm is modeled in an
area using krill density and amount of food. I krill algorithm,
the global optimized points are the ones that include high
density of krill and high amount of food that krill are finally
guided there. Three main behaviors are considered for the
motion of krill in krill algorithm (Gandomi and Alavi, 2012):
 Motion included by other krill individuals
 Foraging activity
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Random diffusion

Each krill moving in searching spaces of the problem is
stated and modeled based on a lagrangian model that is shown
in equation (5)

physical diffusion or random motion. The random motion of
each krill can be shown in maximum speed value and a random
vector like equation (8).
Equation (8):

Equation (5):
Where,
Where, Ni, Fi and Di are the motion of ith krill to other
individual krill, motion of ith krill for foraging and random
motion of ith krill in searching spaces of problem. In this
equation, Xi is the location vector of ith krill and
is the
speed of the ith krill at tth time. Individual krill can move
according to equation (6). In fact, the effect of repulsion and
attraction of each krill on other specific krill is modeled in this
equation (Gandomi and Alavi, 2012).

and
are maximum speed and random value
between [-1, +1]. The appropriate value for maximum speed
has been determined to be
(Gandomi
and Alavi, 2012).
Having modeled the triple motions of the krill, the direction
of krill motions can be determined in period from t to t + Δt
using equation (9).
Equation (9):

Equation (6):

Where,
problem space.

(
II.

is the speed and motion of the new i krill in

: The maximum possible speed of an individual krill
and experimentally it is commonly measured to be
: The previous speed and motion of ith individual krill
in problem space
: Direction of ith individual krill in problem space
: Inertia and weight of ith individual krill in problem
space that is commonly a random number between zero and
one.

)

( )
FINDINGS

One of the methods of evaluating evolutionary algorithm
efficiency is using mathematical evaluative functions, four of
which are presented in table (1) along with the formulas and
target range (Moré and Wild, 2009).
TABLE I.

EVALUATIVE FUNCTIONS USED IN THE RESEARCH

Name of
evaluative

Mathematical formulas

Rang

function

( )

Sphere

(

∑

)

: Local effect of ith individual krill that shows the angle
of krill motion for local search.
Foraging motion of krill refers to the state in which krill
move towards points with more food. In fact, minimization of
the distance between the krill and food is an objective function
for krill in foraging food. Krill use two important factors of
food location and previous experience about the food location
in foraging food. Motion vector of ith krill is defined in
equation (7).

( )

(

∑

)

(

)

Rastrigin

( )

∑

∏

(

Griewank

√

)

(

)

(

)

Equation (7):
( )

∑

(

)

Rosenbrock

Where,

(

: Foraging speed and is usually considered to be

)

Sphere and Rosenbrock evaluative functions have global
minimums and Griewank and Rastrigin evaluative functions
have local minimums apart from having global minimums.

: Inertia weight in foraging food.
: Last foraging motion value
: Speed vector that is being used in foraging right now
Apart from motions influenced by other krill and foraging
motions, each krill has another random motion that is called

Sphere and Rosenbrock have simpler forms compared to
Rastrigin and Griewank evaluative functions. Complexity of an
evaluative function indicates that it is a more difficult
evaluative criterion. The efficiency of evolutionary algorithms
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is higher when they are more convergent with global minimum
than local minimum and also when they find the global
minimum more accurately in problem space. Invasive weed,
flower pollination and krill evolutionary algorithms are
carefully assessed and compared in this part and results
obtained from 50 different tests for the three algorithms of
invasive weed, flower pollination and krill have been applied
on Sphere, Rastrigin, Griewank and Rosenbrock evaluative
functions with initial populations of 40 and replications of 50,
40, 30, 20 and 100, respectively. The chart in figure (2) shows
the convergence of these evolutionary algorithms for each
replication. As the convergence chart of the three algorithms
show, the invasive weed algorithm is faster optimized to the
desired answers than flower pollination and krill algorithms.
On the other hand, the level of convergence of flower
pollination algorithm is better than that of Antarctic krill
algorithm.

invasive weed algorithm has less tendency to be converged to
local optimization.
III.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Optimization problems include a wide range of
applications, especially in industrial designing, planning,
timing, and etc. Real optimization problems are usually nonlinear and complicated, such that they are not solved by
common mathematical methods, gradient and numerical
calculations. One of the effective methods of optimization
problem solving is using evolutionary algorithms inspired by
the nature. In this paper, three evolutionary algorithms of
invasive weed, flower pollination and krill, which are less
known, were studied in terms of accuracy and convergence.
Test results show that invasive weed algorithm has a better
efficiency than flower pollination and krill algorithms.
Moreover, Mehrabian and Lucas (2006) also showed that
invasive weed algorithm has better convergence compared to
particles, genetics, differential difference and frog jump
algorithms.
Considering the proper convergence of invasive weed
algorithm compared to other evolutionary algorithms, the
future paper aims at presenting an improved version of this
algorithm that can also pollinate so that it will increase in
accuracy and convergence.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of convergence of invasive weed, flower pollination and
krill algorithms

Rastrigin and Griewank evaluative functions have local
optimizations and there is the possibility that an evolutionary
algorithm be convergent to the local optimization instead of
being convergent to global optimization. The reduction in
convergence rate to local optimizations is one of the most
significant indices of a good and accurate evolutionary
algorithm. One of the criteria of comparison between
evolutionary algorithms is the tendency to convergence to
global optimization answers and being away from local
optimizations. For example, invasive weed algorithm can
properly calculate the global optimization at
in Rastrigin evaluative function. While
krill algorithm has been converged to a local optimization at
. the percentage of
being involved in local optimization for Grienwank evaluative
function by invasive weed, flower pollination and krill
algorithms is %11, %15 and %18, respectively which shows
that compared to flower pollination and krill algorithms,
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Abstract—Mobile forensics is an exciting new field of
research. An increasing number of Open source and commercial
digital forensics tools are focusing on less time during digital
forensic examination. There is a major issue affecting some
mobile forensic tools that allow the tools to spend much time
during the forensic examination. It is caused by implementation
of poor file searching algorithms by some forensic tool
developers. This research is focusing on reducing the time taken
to search for a file by proposing a novel, multi-pattern signature
matching algorithm called M-Aho-Corasick which is adapted
from the original Aho-Corasick algorithm. Experiments are
conducted on five different datasets which one of the data sets is
obtained from Digital Forensic Research Workshop (DFRWS
2010). Comparisons are made between M-Aho-Corasick using
M_Triage with Dec0de, Lifter, XRY, and Xaver. The result
shows that M-Aho-Corasick using M_Triage has reduced the
searching time by 75% as compared to Dec0de, 36% as
compared to Lifter, 28% as compared to XRY, and 71% as
compared to Xaver. Thus, M-Aho-Corasick using M_Triage tool
is more efficient than Dec0de, Lifter, XRY, and Xaver in
avoiding the extraction of high number of false positive results.
Keywords—mobile forensics; Images;
Corasick; (File Signature Pattern Matching)

I.

Videos;

M-Aho-

INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, Digital forensic (DF) plays a
paramount part not entirely in availing in cracking cases
against mobile phone malefactions like drug dealing, child
trafficking, and arms trade. Mobile phone capabilities increase
in public presentation, recollection capability and multimedia
functionality turning phones into data pools that can fortify a
wide range of personal information [1]. Nowadays mobile
phone, personal digital assistant (PDA) and the Internet are
widely accepted around the world were mobile phone became
a component of our quotidian life activities due to rapid
development in mobile phone technology. Mobile phone
becomes personal and was habituated to avail in multimedia
and personal task [2]. However, data held on mobile
contrivances can be utilizable and paramount to law
enforcement agencies when carrying an investigation in either
civil or malefactor transactions. There are two ways of
recuperating digital evidence, traditional data instauration, and
file carving. The Traditional data integration is a customary
technique applied to retrieve digital information where the

metadata or file allocation table subsists. While on the other
hand file carving was introduced to give assistance in
malefactor cases where the traditional data recuperation
techniques cannot be worked out. In this paper a new
technique called images and videos signature pattern matching
using M-Aho-Corasick is proposed to efficiently search for
images and videos file from damaged mobile phone using
M_Triage tool.
A. M_Aho-Crasick
One of the main components in M_Triage tool that
efficiently search for images and videos utilizing multi-pattern
signature matching is the M-Aho-Corasick algorithm. The
algorithm is habituated and modified from the pristine
algorithm kenned as Aho-Corasick, where the failure links
function is abstracted and superseded with a signature
database which contains all the pattern and file structure that
pertains to investigator stored in it [3]. M-Aho-Corasick
algorithm has remained constructed utilized for the set of
patterns D=C1,C2,...,CK of total length n=|n1|+|n2|+...+|nK|.
Entirely the patterns of interest have the same signature. The
algorithm search for patterns in such a way that: The
algorithm crisscross if a pattern P of length m is a subpattern
in O(m) time. The algorithm discovers the main subsistence of
the patterns P 1 ,...,P q of total length m as subpattern in O(m)
time. The algorithm additionally discovers all z existences of
the patterns P 1 ,...,P q of total length m as subpattern in
O(m+z) time [4].
B. M_Aho-Crasick Algorithm
During the probing in M-Aho-Corasick algorithm, a file
pattern like JPEG, 3gp and MP4 are probing by building their
signature database, then followed by building the block tree
and integrating pattern ID’s into the tree utilizing automation.
The signature are probing predicated on finite state machines
(FSM) and if the pattern is probing within the dump file, the
pattern will be compared with the once in the signature
database for identifying the file of interest. If the signature is
matched, then “go to” function will be called to mark the
address of the valid signature and peregrinate to the next
block. If the signature of interest is not found, then skip the
block to the next block. Fig. 1 shows the probing pattern
process utilizing M-Aho-Corasick algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Images pattern search
Fig. 1. M-Aho-Corasick algorithm

C. M_Aho-Crasick Implementation
During the implementation an accepted algorithm known
as Aho-Corasick (AC) is adapted [3]. The adapted algorithm
has a clear implementation and understandable codebase
which is illustrated in Fig 2 known as M_Aho- Corasick.
Rudimentary, M-Aho-Corasick takes a set of finite pattern file
signature as an array and an input file signature and outputs
the details on the patterns matched such as their positions in
the input signature. Nevertheless, M-Aho-Corasick takes both
the input file signature and the set of patterns from reading the
files; hence, both sets of the signature can be given as files.
In M-Aho-Corasick design, the algorithm reconstituted the
state machines without the failure link transitions and as
shown in Fig 3 for image files search and Fig 4 for multimedia
file search. The algorithm transmuted the probing method with
respect to the failure fewer transitions

Fig. 4. 3GP/MP4 pattern search

II.

RELATED WORK

As it became necessary to find more efficient file signature
matching algorithms and their implementations, a significant
number of researchers have been being carried out in this area
[3]. This literature grants some research work achieved on file
signature matching algorithms.
Among the researchers one adapts the original AhoCorasick and modified it to be known as Parallel Failure less
Aho-Corasick (PFAC) implementation, all failure transitions
are abstracted from the state machine, to enable the (PFAC)
algorithm to probe for a string file in parallel.

Fig. 2. 2 M-Aho-Corasick implementation

Fig. 5. Parallel Failure less Aho-Corasick (PFAC) [3].
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Fig. 5 illustrates the modified state machine for the PFAC
implementation for the same four patterns, ABG, BEDE and
they used EF in their last example. The four patterns are the
target probed files.
In 2011, another researcher [5] developed a mobile
forensic triage tool called Dec0de, they acclimates techniques
from natural language processing. They propose an efficient
and flexible utilization of probabilistic finite state machines
(PFSMs) to encode typical data structures. They utilize the
engendered PFSMs along with a classic dynamic
programming algorithm to find the maximum likelihood parse
of the phone’s recollection. DEC0DE uses Viterbi Algorithm
twice. First, it passes the filtered byte stream to Viterbi with
the Field PFSM as input. The output of the first pass is the
most likely sequence of generic fields associated with the byte
stream. That field sequence is then inputted to Viterbi along
with the Record PFSM for a second pass [5]. They refer to
these two phases as field-level and record-level inference,
respectively. This type of file searching is time consuming
because the process doesn't perform in parallel as AhoCorasick. Furthermore, in 2014 the researcher proposed
another tool called LIFTER [6] with the intention to improve
the searching performance of their previous tool known as
Dec0de by applying the new technique called initial ranking
and relevance feedback.
The implement LIFTR’s early classification orders single
pages that have a file system sheltered; consummately other
pages will have a zero quality score after initial ranking.
Throughout the pertinence feedback stage, the implement
LIFTR endeavors to increment the initial ranking by utilizing
investigator feedback [6]. This sort of file searching is also
time consuming because the performance of the system
depends on the investigator initial ranking and feedback.
Bulk Extractor is another digital triage forensic tool
implements by [7]. Information from digital evidence files like
credit card numbers, email addresses, and URLs are extracted
correctly using the bulk extractor command-line tool. The tool
extracts evidence from the raw disk images. The disk image is
split into pages and one or more scanners are used to process
the pages after is being split for triage examination [7].
III.

EXPERIMENTATION

This section discusses the experimental setup for M-AhoCoriasick using M_Triage tool. During the experiment,
additional datasets from Digital Forensic Reseach Workshop
(DFRWS 2010) which is purposely created to solve the
research problems regarding efficient file search. M_Triage is
developed to efficiently search for valid address book, call
logs, SMS, images, and videos.
A. Dataset Preparation
As mention earlier, Dataset from Digital Forensic Reseach
Workshop (DFRWS 2010). And the once extracted using
JTAG are chosen as the input to validate the output of the
proposed technique. However, due to this flexibility of
recovering any leads that might connect Monsieur Victor [8]
to other individuals, companies, or bank accounts that are
involved in his international arms business, valid address-

book, call logs, SMS, images and videos, parameters are
considered in this experiment as data of interest to validate
M_Triage tool. Fig 6. presents the five data set and their total
number of files which is used for the experiment.

Fig. 6. Total number of files in Phone, A, B, C, D and E

B. Experiment on Dataset
 Datase Phone A
M_Triage processed datasetphoneA in 0.21 seconds while
de0de in 0.50 seconds, Lifter in 0.30 seconds, XRY in 0.29
seconds while Xaver in 1 minute 20 second.
 Datase Phone B
M_Triage processed datasetphoneB in 1 minutes 10
seconds while de0de in 4 minutes 12 seconds, Lifter in 2
minutes 20 seconds, XRY in 2 minutes 17 seconds while
Xaver in 5 minutes 23 seconds.
 Datase Phone C
M_Triage processed datasetphoneC in 4 minutes 20
seconds while De0de in 12 minutes 10 seconds, Lifter in 6
minutes, XRY in 5 minutes 30 seconds while Xaver in 15
minutes 40 second.
 Datase Phone D
M_Triage processed datasetphoneD in 6 minutes 57
seconds while de0de in 24 minutes 30 seconds, Lifter in 10
minutes 50 seconds, XRY in 8 minutes 20 seconds while
Xaver in 25 minutes 47 seconds.
 Datase Phone E
M_Triage processed datasetphoneE in 13 minutes 40
seconds while de0de in 60 minutes, Lifter in 21 minutes, XRY
in 19 minutes 35 seconds while Xaver in 41 minutes 30
seconds.
In order to justify the experiment refer to Fig. 7 and 8 for
the result.
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This Section discusses the final result of the M-AhoCorasick using M_Triage tool for performing efficient file
search. A dataset from DFRWS 2010 and another four dataset
are used for the experiment. The result is discussed in this
section. The test of the experiment is performed in the context
of mobile forensics. The examination is conducted on a set of
real objects smartphone and future mobile phone, with
functional and operational characteristics also different from
each other.
Fig 7 and 8 present the time taken by all the recovery tools
used during the experiment. Each tool is run ten different
times using each data set. For each runs a time, taken value is
obtained by each tool.

Furthermore, to calculate the percentage improvement,
equation (1) is used as ETtime-MTtime divide by ETtime
multiply by 100. For instance, in Fig 7 PhoneA has the size of
2.26MB, and M_Triage complete the execution time in 0.21
seconds while Dec0de completed in 0.58, to calculate the
percentage improvement 0.58 minus 0.21 is equal to 0.37 then
divide by 0.58 and multiply by 100, the result shows that in
PhoneA size 2.26MB, 64% is achieved over Dec0de by
M_Triage. The calculation steps apply to all data set used in
the experiment.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper addresses the issue of searching a file during
Digital forensic examination. A novel, multi-pattern signature
matching algorithm called M-Aho-Corasick is developed in
M_Triage to address such problem. Experiments are
conducted on five different datasets which one of the data sets
is obtained from DFRWS 2010. Comparisons are made
between M-Aho-Corasick using M_Triage with Dec0de,
Lifter, XRY, and Xaver. The result shows that M-AhoCorasick using M_Triage has reduced the searching time by
75% as compared to Dec0de, 36% as compared to Lifter,
28% as compared to XRY, and 71% as compared to Xaver
(refer to Fig. 7). Thus, this shows that M-Aho-Corasick using
M_Triage is much more stable for searching a file during the
forensic examination.
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Fig. 7. Computational time comparison for all tools and all data set
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Fig. 8. The summary of computational time comparison between various
forensic tools in graph
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The result reported the average values of these ten runs,
where Pim stands for percentage improvement and ET time
stands for existing tools, also MT time stands for M_Triage
time.
(1)
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Abstract—The visual data mining based decision support
systems had already been recognized in literature. It allows users
analysing large information spaces to support complex decisionmaking. Prior research provides frameworks focused on simply
representing extracted patterns. In this paper, we present a new
model for visually generating knowledge from these patterns and
communicating it for intelligent decision-making. To prove the
practicality of the proposed model, it was applied in the medical
field to fight against nosocomial infections in the intensive care
units.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Decision Support Systems (DSS) are interactive
information Systems intended to assist decision-makers to use
data, models and knowledge to solve structured or unstructured
problems [7].Currently, decision-making is becoming more
complex and dynamic. To cope with this increasing
complexity, datamining becomes an interesting element for the
enhancement of decision support quality [14]. It extends the
decision support possibilities by analysing the raw data to
extract new actionable insights, interesting patterns and hidden
relationships in data.
Data mining for decision-makingis increasingly applied in
many fields especially in those based on the treatment of large
data quantities in complex and dynamic environments. This
solution achieved positive results, but requires instead the
integration of other tools to better attract the attention of users
and then facilitate the decision-making. Recently, visualization
techniques taking place in such systems provide interactive
visual tools for more effective decision-making [15].
Information visualization can be applied to visualize raw
data, data mining algorithm or extracted patterns[21].
Representing patterns in a visual form is considered as
insufficient to transfer knowledge for decision-making [10]. In
this context, we address the knowledge visualization from
automatic extracted patterns. The importance of knowledge
visualization, as a strong sub-discipline of knowledge

management, had already been recognized in literature [4][5].
It examines the use of visual representations to improve the
creation and transfer of knowledge between two or more users.
It refers to all graphic means that can be used to build,
communicate complex ideas, create, transform and
communicate knowledge.
In this context, we propose a knowledge visualization
model allowing users (i.e. decision makers) to identify,
preview and interpret the knowledge behind the data mining
patterns representation and integrate it into decision-making
process. To validate this proposal, our proposed model was
applied to the fight against nosocomial infections in the
hospital intensive care units.
This paper is organized into 5 sections. In Section 2, a little
state of art about our theoretical background concerning the
data mining based DSS and the knowledge visualization is
addressed. Our knowledge visualization proposal is described
in section 3. Section 4, is dedicated to the discussion of the
application of our proposal to develop a knowledge
visualization tool. Finally, we present the evaluation of the
model then we present our conclusions and future outlook.
II.

THEORETICAL CONTEXT

A. Visual data mining for decision-making
Decision support systems (DSS) are interactive computer
systems that are designed to help decision makers using data
and models to identify problem, solve it and make appropriate
decisions. Their mission is to improve effectiveness, rather
than the efficiency of decisions [7]. The amounts of
information available today are becoming increasingly large
and complex [1] [2]. In this context, the mining of these data to
extract useful information has emerged in order to improve
decision-making process: data mining based DSS.
Several research works proposed the integration of data
mining technology into decision support systems[13]. They
confirm that the combination of data mining tools and decision
support systems improved decision-making quality. In fact, this
integration can provide solutions for new problems that are not
addressed before. It can help to create new approaches to
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problem solving, by allowing the merging of expert knowledge
and automatically discovered knowledge [13].
Data mining is the central phase of the knowledge
discovery process visible in figure 1. It is an iterative process
that takes place after a series of operations. It begins by data
selection according to the analysis domain. Data pre-treatment
steps (data cleaning and transformation) occur before the data
mining itself. Pre-treatment is about access to selected data in
order to build specific data corpus. To this corpus, it is question
of applying a data mining algorithm to extract interesting
patterns. These patterns will be evaluated and interpreted to
verify their quality. Validated patterns will be integrated as
knowledge for the decision-making.

The visual analytics process gives the authority to the user
to guide the analysis methods during the execution of his/her
tasks from raw data to decision. It provides collaboration
between automatic patterns extraction and visualization (of
data and patterns) across different abstraction levels. The
feedback in this process allows the evaluation and rapid
improvement of the visual patterns and eventually the
improvement of the knowledge and generated decisions.
While this process allows structured analysis to find new
patterns and gain insights into the decision problem domain, it
does not support knowledge building and communication. To
cope with this need, knowledge visualization would be
valuable.
B. Knowledge Visualization
Knowledge Visualization can be considered as a new field
of research[4][5]. The goal of this field is the creation and the
transfer of knowledge by visualizations [18].Some definitions
of knowledge visualization exist in literature. For Tergan
(2006), “Knowledge visualization is a field of study, that
investigates the power of visual formats to represent
knowledge. It aims at supporting cognitive processes in
generating, representing, structuring retrieving sharing and
using knowledge” [4] (p.168).According to Burkhard
''Knowledge Visualization ”[...] examines the use of visual
representations to improve the transfer and creation of
knowledge between at least two persons.” [4][5].
Burkhard[5] proposed a framework based on four
perspectives to guide the knowledge visualization (cf. Fig. 3):
the function type, the knowledge type, the recipient, and the
visualization type.

Fig. 1. knowledeg discovery process(Ltifi et al. 2013)

Visualization in data mining made important advances in
literature, where several studies proved successes in assisting
decision-makers exploring large complex data sets and making
decisions: visual data mining based DSS[21]. The power of
visual data mining comes from coupling: (1) the computational
and data storage capabilities on the machine, and (2) the
perceptive skills and the cognitive reasoning of the human.
Visual data mining process span from human analytic tasks
using domain knowledge to automatic tasks using data mining
algorithms. Such visual analytic follows a specific process
[13]. Figure2shows the different stages in this process.

 The function type perspective: the objective is to
specify the aim that should be achieved. It can be a
coordination, attention, recall, motivation, elaboration
or new insight.
 The knowledge type perspective: defines the useful
type of knowledge, which should be transferred. The
knowledge can be declarative (to Know-What the facts
are pertinent), procedural (to Know-How the things are
made), experimental (to Know-Why the things happen),
orientation focused (to Know- Where the information
can be found) and finally individual (to Know-Who are
the experts).
 The recipient type perspective: concerns the target
group that can be individuals, groups, organizations or
networks.
 The visualization type perspective: concerns the types
of visualization. Burkhard[4] defines the seven
visualization types relatively to the common
visualization categories of architects (Sketch, diagram,
image, map, object, interactive visualization and story).

Fig. 2. Knowledege visualization framework[13]
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different to visualizing clusters. An adapted knowledge
visualization framework is presented by the figure 4.

Information
visualization
Fig. 4. Adapted knowledge visualization framework

Knowledge visualization
Fig. 3. Knowledege visualization framework[4]

Knowledge Visualization combines findings from various
disciplines, particularly information visualisation. Table
1distinguishes between the two fields (information and
knowledge visualization) according to different perspectives
(Table 1).
TABLE I.

Perspective
Objectives

Content
Recipients
Contribution

Phases

KNOWLEDGE VISUALIZATION VS INFORMATION
VISUALIZATION
Knowledge Visualization
Uses visual representations to
improve the transfer and the
creation of knowledge
Knowledge types like
experiences, insights, social
structures
Individuals or groups
Solution-oriented: apply new
and traditional visualization
problems to solve
predominant problems
1. Cognition
2. Perception
3. Communication

Information visualization
Uses computer
applications to get new
insights
Explicit data like facts and
numbers
Individuals
Innovation-oriented: create
technical methods
1. Information
architecture
2. Design
3. Interaction

This paper aims to establish knowledge visualization
modelling for visual data-mining based DSS. The model is
based on the data mining reasoning, the Burkhard framework
and the information visualization pipeline.
III.

VISUAL KNOWLEDGE GENERATION FOR DECISIONMAKING

To propose a knowledge generation model, we have to take
into account two things: (1) the knowledge visualization
framework of Burkhard [4] does not take into account the type
of extracted data mining patterns, and (2) the passage from
these patterns to knowledge is inconspicuous. As visualization
demonstrated successes in helping domain experts in visual
analytics, we propose to apply to visually generate knowledge
from patterns.
A. Knowledge Visualization Framework
In the context of visual data mining based DSS, the
knowledge visualization framework must take into accountthe
extracted patterns types. In fact, visualizing decision tree is

The added patterns type perspective concerns the type of
the extracted models by the data mining algorithms. We
summarized them into five kind of patterns:
1) Decision tree:as its name suggests, it a technique for
decision support that divides a population of individuals into
homogeneous groups according discriminating attributes
based on a fixed and known objective. It allows to issue
predictions based on known data on the problem by reducing,
level by level, domain solutions[3]. It is a method which has
the advantage of being readable for analysts and to determine
the discriminating couples from a very large number of
attributes and values.
2) (IF-THEN) rules:set of rules where each one implies
certain relationships of association between a set of objects in
a database. Generally, the rules are propositions of the form
"if premise then conclusion," noted premise → conclusion.
They have the advantage of representing explicit knowledge
(unlike connectionist models, for example), and are also the
predominant model for many artificial intelligence
applications [12].
3) Bayesian Networks: it is a causal graph oriented and
acyclic to represent random variables with their dependencies.
It shows the distribution of conditional probabilities of a set of
variables[9][19]. Its nodes represent random variables and its
arcs represent dependencies between these variables. Because
of their ability to represent uncertain knowledge, Bayesian
networks play an increasingly important in many medical
applications[6] [16].
4) Neural Networks: it is a computational model in which
the schematic operation was inspired from the functioning of
biological neurons. During the learning phase, network learns
by adjusting the weights to be able to predict the correct class
label input tuples. Neural networks are very powerful to draw
inaccurate data and can be used to extract patterns and detect
trends that are too complex to be noticed by humans or other
computer techniques[3].
5) Clusters: it is a statistical method of data analysis that
aims to bring together a set of data into different homogeneous
groups. Each subset groups elements with common
characteristics that match the criteria of proximity. The goal of
clustering algorithms is to get subsets most distinct possible.
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Distance measurement is a key element for the quality of the
clustering algorithm[3].
After defining our adapated framework for visually
generating knowledge. Following, we present the knowledge
visualization model.
B. Knowledge Visualization Model
1) Cognition

The cognition phase of the model begins when the decision
maker must take decisions. Once the code component of the
knowledge exploration generates the concerned patterns, a
request is sent to the patterns visualization element to visualize
this patterns. The decision maker can chooses to browse,
manage and structure the relevant models from which
associated knowledge will also be visualized interactively.
These measures aim to reduce the cognitive load of the
decision makers in their challenges and situations cognition.

Cognition
Perception using
Adapted knowledge visualization
framework

Communication
Fig. 5. adapted knowledge visualization framework

2) Perception
The interactive visual analysis helps to generate visual
representations intended to be perceived and interpreted by the
visual system of the user, which itself controls the display to
compare the performances produced with its interpretation of
the decision phenomen. So, the decision-maker can visualize
and filter the knowledge displayed as needed, refine the visual
design, if necessary, according to the perception of executives
and knowledge of building a flexible manner.
a) Knowledge Visualization
The goal of this step is the translation of the patterns in a
simple, natural and useful representation and description to the
decision maker [15]. In this step we will rely on the principle
of Shneiderman [20]to view the displayed information: (1) the
representation of an overview of patterns, (2) extraction of
points of interest and filtering irrelevant points. The display is
interactive to allow manipulation of visual elements to easily
identify areas where knowledge exists.
b) Refinement
Once the previous step is completed, the decision maker
can perform refinement tasks to improve results of the
knowledge visualization. During the interactive refinement
step, decision maker can benefit from the capabilities of
knowledge processing to choose the terms that accurately
represent his/her need for knowledge.
3) Communication
We base this phase on the tasks introduced by Shneiderman
(Shneiderman 1996) to communicate the knowledge and the
decision recommendations. The principle is to provide details
and send recommendations at any time. The objective of our
visualization process is to:

a) provide decision makers with knowledge about data
mining models; this knowledge must be integrated to generate
any concrete recommendations
b) interactively communicating knowledge.
In the following section, we present the application of our
model in the medical field.
IV.

MEDICAL APPLICATION

The goal of the work is to apply our proposal to design and
develop a visual data mining based DSS in the medical field.
The application must contribute to a better analysis,
interpretation and knowledge generation from data mining
patterns for medical decision-making. We aim aso to analyze
the ability of a visual representation to produce changes in the
decision making activity. The DSS to developaims to the fight
against Nosocomial Infections (NI) in the hospital Intensive
Care Unit(ICU).The purpose is to solve the problem of
decision on the occurrence of NI during hospitalization of a
patient that can weaken or delay his/her treatment. By
preventing the occurrence of aNI every day during the patient's
hospitalization period in the ICU. The objectif of the work
concerns the visual generation of relevant knowledge extracted
by a specific data mining technique, which is the association
rules mining, for good analysis and better understanding of the
patient's condition and to acquire useful knowledge for
decision support.
A. Association rules mining
For analysis and extraction of large quantities of valuable
knowledge, it becomes increasingly important to develop
powerful tools. In our work we chose to work with the
association rules as a data mining technique. Support and
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confidence are the most known measures for the evaluation of
association rule.

 If Perf.IntraVein and Artificial Ventilation then
probability of NI in 7 days.

1) Dynamic Association rules used in our work
Considering the temporal nature of data to view, we try to
improve conventional representations of association rules by
adding the time factor for a visualization technique of dynamic
association rules. We represent some of dynamic association
used in our work:

 If Trachealintubation and Artificial Ventilation then
probability of NI in 6 days.



If Artificial Ventilation and Trachealintubation then
probability of NI in 28 days.



If Urinary Sonde and Perf.IntraVein then probability of
IN in 7 days.



If Trachealintubation et Urinary Sonde then probability
of NI in 6 days.

TABLE II.

Communication

Perception

Cognition

Phase

It is true that the textual representation is easily
comprehensible, the cognitive effort exerted to interpret a
significant number of rules or patterns extracted remains high.
And since a picture is more significant than a thousand words,
hence we propose to explore the knowledge generated by the
association rules in an interactive visual space. We will present
in the next section, the application of our proposed
visualization model to visualize knowledge associated with
generated patterns.
2) Knowledge generation model application
Table 2 presents the proposed model application for the
Dynamic Association Rules extracted patterns.

THE MODEL APPLICATION

Brief description
To view the generated patterns (acts, conclusion, time and metric) we present three main dimensions: Items,
Time, Support and trust. Taking an action at a time t is expressed by the intersection of the X axis and the Y
axis (2D array). Each cell of the matrix represents a rule, we use the space used by this case to represent.
Metrics (Support and Trust) are shown in the bottom of the matrix, and their sizes are proportional to their
values. We chose to combine the matrix visualization and 3D histogram to visualize patterns. We are
interested in improving the visualization of association rules to help increase system performance while
reducing cognitive load exerted by the user. This visualization technique aims to:
a.

Assist the decision maker in its reasoning and amplify cognition,

b.

Produce graphs reflecting changes over time association rules using graphical objects.

The visual representation used "Histogram interactive 3D" is an abstract graphic to explore and interpret the
relationships and trends between different patterns generated by association rules over time. The applied
knowledge visualization framework is presented by the figure 6. The decision maker can interact with the
visualization component with several ways:
c.

Collect knowledge in relation to the rules and previous knowledge stored in the knowledge base,

d.

Visually interpret the differences or similarities between the rules over time.

By selecting a specific date in the course of time, the rules are displayed as interactive rectangles with
different colors and the decision maker can interact with them (cf. figure 7). It can perform:
e.

Interactive filtering on the rules and relationships in each viewing area to facilitate research, and
improve the display if the number of actions is important,

f.

Zooms to switch from an overview (containing all items) to a more detailed view or more specific
(selected items).

g.

Dynamic filtering for displaying different views of the histogram or by rotation, zoom, or
stretching.
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Fig. 6. Knowledge visualization framework

TimeLine

Displayed
data

Interaction Techniques

Fig. 7. Interactive visual representation
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The Figure 2 presents the interactive visual representation
allowing representing probabilistic patterns extracted by the
RDA to visually generate knowledge.
V.

From these results, we generated the histogram below:

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

The evaluation of a visualization system consists of the
analysis of its behaviour and its use of resources at its disposal.
Knowing these resources, it is possible to verify the behaviour
application that must be reliable and meet user needs. We are
interested in our work to both conventional evaluation
dimensions in the Human-Computer Interaction field that are
"usability" and "utility".
A. Usability evaluation
the most widely used method for evaluating a display
interface is conducting a user study. The principle of this
technique is to provide a questionnaire for users to assess and
rate the display interface through a set of questions. The list of
proposed assessment criteria is divided into three categories
that are related to: the user ("Who is it?"), his/her task ("What
does he/she want? What for?"), and finally the system
(including the characteristics of all the results obtained). This
assessment questionnaire is presented in Table 3: the responses
of representative users are defined by: Excellent (1) Good (2)
Acceptable (3) and Bad (4).
TABLE III.

N

Q1
Q2

USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE

Questions
User
The terms employed are familiar
to the users and it concerning the
task?
Is it easy to manipulate the desired
environment?

E

G

A

Q4

X

Q5

Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q 10

Q 11
Q 12

TABLE IV.

THE PREDICTION RESULTS PROVIDED BY THE DAR

Observed values
Predicted values
Yes
No
Total

Yes

No

Total

15
5
20

8
30
38

23
38
58

VI.

There are any messages that
inform about the success of the
tasks performed?
The running time is it short?
Is it easy to find the resources to
select the information?
System
The system response time is it
short?
Does the use of interfaces is easy,
clear and guided?
If necessary a previous
knowledge, the time taken to back
up system is it short?
The interface is customizable and
/ or adaptive?
If mishandled, is it possible to go
back? There have some error
messages?
Is it easy to quickly orient you to
the documents related to the topic
of research
The quality and the performance
of the interface are satisfactory.

B. Utility evaluation
The tool application is considered effective if it can visually
generate good prediction results. For the evaluation of the
performance of our tool, we used a test database that contains
58cases (patients). We got the results given by the following
confusion matrix.

From the prediction results obtained by the DAR structure,
we found that the classification rate was correct to 0.77, which
is interesting. The evaluation results of our system are
encouraging. We noticed that users are generally satisfied with
the proposed application.

X

Tasks
Q3

B

Fig. 8. Usability evaluation results

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

CONCLUSION

Data mining technology plays an important role in
uncovering hidden and interesting patterns. Actually the
discovering of models and relationships in data extends the
possibilities to support decision-making. The objective of our
work is to investigate how decision makers obtain knowledge
from the extracted patterns representation. The aim was to
design an efficient visual tool to articulate the knowledge
produced by these patterns for providing actionable
recommendations to make best decisions.
The introduced knowledge visualization model occurs on
three main phases: cognition, perception and communication.
Each phase contains some successive tasks to improve the
visualization results and to help user to better make appropriate
and good decisions.
We have applied our model for the daily fight against NI in
the ICU. We have used the DAR classification results to
calculate NI occurrence probability. These patterns are
displayed using interactive 3D histogram representation to be
visually and interactively interpreted for obtaining related
knowledge. The utility and usability evaluation of this
visualization prototype provided good results and reflected the
feasibility of our proposed model.
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In future work, we plan to apply the model to design other
visualization techniques to represent patterns and build
knowledge, and to use multi-Agent architecture to extract and
visualize knowledge.
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Abstract—In advance communication technology, patch
antennas are widely exploit due to their inexpensive and light
weighted structure. This paper presents a novel design of
miniaturized multiband patch antenna using different substrates
frequently used in patch antennas. Various substrates such as
Teflon, Roger 5880, Bakelite and Air are in use to achieve better
gain and directivity. The proposed miniaturized multiband patch
antenna contains 2 substrates where one substrate is FR4 (fixed
and lossy) and the other substrates are changed to observe gain,
directivity and return loss. Coaxial probe serving mode is
presented in this paper. This serving mode is a contacting
arrangement for patch, in which the outer conductor is linked to
ground plane and the inner conductor of the coaxial connector
spreads through dielectric and is bonded to the radiating patch.
The proposed antenna can be used for various S-band and Cband applications.

conductor using split ring resonators but the reverse outcome
was that reduce size was approximately equal to 10% [2]. The
size reduction was achieved above 20% by way of Koch
Fractal shape but with few repetitions gain starts diminishing
[3].

Keywords—substrates; microstrip; return loss; directivity;
miniaturized; Impdence bandwidth

To the best of our knowledge, no literature review on
miniaturized double substrate selection is available so we are
proposing a novel design of miniaturized patch antenna
substrate selection for S-Band and C-Band applications.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Micro strip antennas are widely used in communication
devices for various applications such as radars, satellites and
mobile phones etc. They are low cost, small structured and
easily fabricated. Considerable amount of approaches have
been develop for reducing the size of antenna but the central
concern with the reduced area of an antenna is its minor gain.
Some methods here are discussed below.
With the use of synthetic magnetic conductor area of
antenna was reduced but with the result of lowered gain [1].
As gain was significantly improved as compared to magnetic

In this paper we have analyzed a fractal pi shaped dual
substrate patch antenna where one substrate is FR4 (fixed and
lossy) and second is a variable one as a double substrate
antenna shows good return loss [4]. Stage of substrate material
is an considerable job in designing a patch antenna, as the
restrictions regarding micro strip antenna such as negligible
gain, poor efficiency and directivity can be mitigated by
deciding on proper substrate materials, because performance
factors of patch antenna like bandwidth, gain ,radiation pattern
are linked up to permittivity of substrate material .[5][6].

This paper is organized as follows:
Section I deals with introductions, section II deals with
antenna design and methodology whereas section III deals
with results and discussion. Concluding remarks are given in
section IV.
II.

ANTENNA DESIGN

The designing of antenna is done stage by stage in a
convenient way. The basic shape is shown in figure 1(a and b)
[5-6].
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And
(

(a).

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Top view of Micro strip patch antenna (b) Side view of patch
antenna (Coaxial Cable Feed)

A. Substrate Selectivity
Parameters of patch antenna like bandwidth, radiation
efficiency are linked up with substrate material used for patch
so setting up substrate material is prime assignment in
designing patch. Thickness of substrate significantly impacts
upon parameters.

)

By calculating the length and width of the patch and
ground, in this paper a 4 GHz antenna is designed with coaxial
feeding technique. After miniaturizing and reducing its size up
to 79.12%.This was achieved by using combination of Ushaped and L-shaped slots on the ground plane and pi-shaped
slot on the double fractal patch of antenna with shorting pin
between patch and ground [7] As a result antenna produced
multiband response with a high gain and sufficient impedance
bandwidth for each band [9]. We have considered thickness of
the first and second substrate constant (2mm) but we have
changed permittivity of second substrate one by one by
changing various material like, RogerRT5880, Bakelite, and
Teflon and Air.
For these substrates relative permittivity is εr < 5.

According to Coulomb’s la w:

Where q1 and q2 are the charge bodies and εr is the
permittivity of free space and r is the distance.
Electric field (E) is inversely proportional to the relative
permittivity
by increasing or decreasing relative
permittivity of the various substrates change in electric field
can be observed [4].The substrates used in this paper have the
following dielectric constants.
TABLE I.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUBSTRATES

Substrate
RO5880
Air
Bakelite
Teflon

Dielectric Constant
2.2
1.00
4.78
2.1

B. Width of the Patch
With the help of following equation, width of the patch is
calculated. [4].

√
Where c = 3x108 m/s.
=Resonant Frequency
is the permittivity of a substrate.
C. Length of the Patch
With the help of following equation, length of the patch is
calculated [4].
Where
√

Fig. 2. Back view of Dual Fractal Patched Pi Antenna
TABLE II.

DIMENSIONS OF PI SHAPED ANTENNA

Parameters
Length of Patch, LP
Width of Patch, WG
Length of Ground, LP
Width of Ground, WP
Slot Length, SL
Slot Width, SW
Pi Slot Length, PL
Pi Slot Width, PW
Height of Patch
Height of Ground, HG
Height of Substrate, HS
Horizontal U and L Slot
Length, HUL&HLL
Horizontal U and L Slot
Width, HUW &HLW
Vertical U and L Slot Length,
VUL&VLL
Vertical U and L Slot Width,
VUW &VLL

Values in MM
16.95
22.47
28.95
34.47
5.00
2.00
4.00
1.00
0.035
0.8
2.00
8.00
2.00
8.00
2.00
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After R05880 substrate was changed from R05880 to
Bakelite having permittivity of 4.78.similarly Bakelite
substrate was changed from Bakelite to Teflon having
permittivity of 2.1. Various changes were seen in gain and
directivity as well as return loss.
III.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS

Satisfactory results were achieved as individual factors
like radiation pattern, gain, and return loss were examined for
several regularities of interest. The obtained results achieved
are discussed below.
A. Air
With Air substrate, antenna showed very good results as
shown in table III, by showing multi-level response at
different resonant frequencies.

Fig. 3. Front View of Dual Fractal Patched Pi Antenna

TABLE III.
Resonant
Frequency
2.603
3.119
3.5
4.21
6.16

AIR SUBSTRATES RESULTS

Return Loss

Gain

Directivity

-31.74dB
-26.84dB
-15.91dB
-18.945dB
-12.89dB

3.08dB
4.03dB
2.26
5.47dB
0.145dB

4.32dBi
5.25dBi
4.2dBi
6.71dBi
3.72dBi

The minimum return loss occurred at resonant frequency
of 3.00 GHz which was -31.74dB having gain of 3.08dB and
directivity of 4.32dBi.

Fig. 4. Bottom View of Dual Fractal Patched Pi Antenna

The ground plane is shown in Fig II or in other terms back
view of antenna. Approximately 35mm and 29mm are antenna
width and length dimensions. 8mm U-shape and 2mm L-shape
holes on ground plane reduced antenna size up to quite
satisfactory level. In Fig III we clearly see the overall structure
of proposed patch comprising of 2 substrates where lower
substrate is FR4 and upper substrate is Air and feeding coaxial
probe with shortening pin connecting 2 patches. AIR has a
dielectric constant of 1.00 and its thickness is taken to be
2mm.

Fig. 5. Return Loss of Air

Current circulation on patch of antenna is shown on Fig
IV. As marked from figure, it is clear that on ends of Pi-shape
slot, current concentration is supplementary as compared to
rest of the patch. Introducing slots increases current
distribution path, increasing electrical length and resulting in
resonating frequencies shifting downward direction hence
revealing several band response. As compared to traditional
antenna with familiarized resonance frequency, the overall
surface of antenna is reduced to excessive level.
D. Substrate Varying
In this section, we have used second substrate of fractal pi
shape antenna and observed the gain and directivity. The First
substrate to replace air is RO5880 having permittivity of 2.2.
Fig. 6. 1D plot of Gain at Resonant Frequency 0f 2.603 GHz
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Fig. 7. 1D plot of Directivity at Resonant Frequency 0f 3.00 GHz

In 2.603GHz the level of main lobe is 3.08dB, direction is
95 degrees and angular width is 86.2 degrees with side lobe
level of -2.3dB.

Fig. 9. 1D plot of Gain at Resonant Frequency 0f 3.00 GHz

B. Teflon
With Teflon antenna showed good and satisfactory results
showing multi-level response at different resonant
frequencies.
TABLE IV.
Resonant
Frequency
2.50
3.00
3.70
5.89

TEFLON SUBSTRATE RESULTS

Return Loss

Gain

Directivity

-25.3dB
-35.7dB
-11.48dB
-13.32dB

2.97dB
4.11dB
4.49dB
0.0078dB

4.23dBi
5.39dBi
6.49dBi
3.26dBi

The minimum return loss occurred at resonant frequency
of 3.00 GHz which was -35.7dB having gain of 4.11dB and
directivity of 5.39dBi.

Fig. 10. 1D plot of Directivity at Resonant Frequency of 3.00 GHZ

In 3.00GHz the level of main lobe is 5.13dB, direction is
92 degrees and angular width is 97 degrees with side lobe
level of -4.1dB.
C. Bakelite
With Bakelite antenna showed quite good and satisfactory
results by showing multi-level response at different resonant
frequencies.
TABLE V.

Fig. 8. Return Loss Plot of Teflon

Resonant
Frequency
2.30
2.73
3.45
6.58
7.74

BAKELITE SUBSTRATE RESULTS

Return Loss

Gain

Directivity

-12dB
-13dB
-12.42dB
-16dB
-15dB

2.45dB
3.16dB
4.09dB
0.736dBi
5.39dB

4.22dBi
4.88dBi
5.62dBi
3.81dBi
6.44dBi
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In 6.58GHz the level of main lobe is 0.872dB, direction
157 deg, angular width is 78.2 deg with Side lobe level of 1.2dB.
D. Roggers5880
With R05880 antenna showed quite good and satisfactory
results by showing multi-level response at different resonant
frequencies.
TABLE VI.
Resonant
Frequency
2.48
2.98

RO5880 SUBSTRATE RESULTS

Return Loss

Gain

Directivity

-22.7dB
-27.7dB

2.95dB
4.05dB

4.21dBi
5.11dBi

The minimum Return Loss occurred at resonant frequency
of 2.98 GHz which was -27.7dB having gain of 2.95dB and
directivity of 4.21dBi.
Fig. 11. Return loss of Bakelite

Fig. 14. Return loss of RO5880
Fig. 12. 1D plot of Gain at Resonant Frequency of 6.58 GHZ

Fig. 15. 1D plot of Gain at Resonant Frequency of 2.98 GHZ
Fig. 13. 1D plot of Directivity at Resonant Frequency of 6.58 GHZ
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Fig. 16. 1D plot of Directivity at Resonant Frequency of 2.98GHz

In 2.981GHz the level of main lobe is 5.11dB, direction 90
deg with angular width of 100.5 deg and Side lobe level of 4.0dB.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel design of miniaturized
multiband patch antenna using different substrates frequently
used in patch antennas. The proposed miniaturized multiband
patch antenna contains 2 substrates where one substrate is FR4
(fixed and lossy) and the other substrates are changed to
observe gain, directivity and return loss. In this paper coaxial
probe feeding technique is also used. The proposed antenna
can be used for various S-band and C-band applications such
as mobile communication, WIMAX, WLAN and Vehicular
communication etc.
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Abstract—To get a confinement loss value, the weakest
possible We have interest to optimize an optical fiber our
structure has a cladding which is formed by holes in silica. The
geometry of the holes is special because they have an elliptical
shape and oriented with some angle. The introduction of ethanol
in the holes, the omission of some rings allows us to have values
very close to zero for the confinement loss. In this paper, we have
designed an ultraflat dispersion PCF. We notice that the zero
dispersion can be in the range from 1000 nm to 1650 nm and has
the value of 00.14ps/nm/km.
Keywords—confinement loss; dispersion; doped Photonic
Crystal Fiber; ethanol-filled holes; elliptical holes; FDTD

I.

INTRODUCTION

The request for high bit rate is increasing in recent years.
To meet this spectacular rise, optical fiber was used as a
transmission medium. These fibers have a wide bandwidth and
can carry high bit rates.
Despite this characteristic, these fibers have their limits due
to the modal or chromatic dispersion. This makes then research
to have not ceased and the researchers arrived in recent years to
put on the telecommunications market the most reliable
support that's the photonic crystal fiber [1-2] that meets a
requirement in adjustable dispersion, unimodal character and
high bit rate
PCF fiber presents a clear example of these media.The
properties of these fibers such as dispersion who can be
adjusted by the parameters of the fiber.
We are interested to fibers formed by a doped silica core
which present a difference n between the core and the
cladding [3-4]. This photonic cladding it is composed of holes
filled with ethanol in the silica. These past years the research
highlighted in this field and many researchers has touch in this
axis [5-6] such as the study of photonics sensors [7-8]. With
some arrangement this structure may be used for telecom
applications.
Many parameters can influence the optical properties of
such fibers as to know the number of rings surrounding the
core, the core diameter and that of the holes denoted d, the
distance between the centers of two adjacent holes noted
(pitch). We can also reduce losses of guide by increasing the

number of rings of holes [9]. The guiding of the light within
these fibers is made by total internal reflection [10].
In previous work the effects of geometric deformations and
arrangements of holes around the doped silica core on the
confinement losses was stadied [11-12]. These geometric
distortions can be introduced during the manufacturing.
Although the fiber manufacturing techniques are very well
controlled, geometric distortion effects and the arrangement of
the holes around the core of the PCF on the confinement loss
still remained to explore and to study.
Unlike conventional photonics fibers which are formed of
air holes in silica our design structure is formed by a cladding
which consists of ethanol-filled holes with some elliptical
holes. Each ellipse possesses a major and a minor radius; we
are interested on the effect of of the orientation angle and the
omission of some rings on the confinement loss and dispersion
and the effect of temperature after the introduction of ethanol
into the holes.
An important characteristic of fiber is the dispersion .The
Chromatic dispersion determines the transmission capacity of
an optical communication system. This is an extension in the
time limit the transmission rate as it forces to increase the time
between two pulses. We stady the dispersion of our structure in
a range of 800 nm to 1850 nm
II.

THEORY

Since our design structure is in an XZ plane and since our
numerical method is based on a temporal and spatial
discretization of Maxwell equations [13-14]. The Y direction is
laid as infinite and The propagation is along Z . All these
hypotheses allow us to remove all derivatives from Maxwell's
equations and divided them into two independent sets of
equations which are The Transverse Magnetic (TM) and
Transverse Electric (TE)

min imum(x, y, z ) 

1

t 



min
10nmax

1
1

(x) 2 (z ) 2

(1)

(2)
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the maximum value of the refractive index of the
calculation area is represented by nmax.
A mode is an adaptation of the light to the guide, a guided
mode has its own velocity and an effective index. The modes
represent a solution of Maxwell's equations. For some modes,
light is well confined in the core. The determination of the
imaginary part of the complex effective index allows us to
calculate the confinement losses [15].

CL(dB / m) 

2    20  Im(neff )

The structures is studied using the OPTIFDTD 8 software
It is based on Finite Difference Time Domain method
( FDTD). From the simulation we can see the profiles of the
calculated mode; the result is shown in Figure 1.

(3)

  ln(10)

Chromatic dispersion is obtained from the effective index
calculated on a spectral band, it is expressed by the following
relationship [16]:

D

c





Fig. 1. 3D distribution of the fundamental mode of structure

2

dn

c d

eff
2

(4)

Where  is the operating wavelength and c is the the
velocity of light in vacuum
To calculate chromatic dispersion we can use
expansion:
2

d neff 
d


(2neff (0  2 )
 )2
 32neff (0   )  60neff (0 )

Taylor


2  0

 32neff (0   )  2neff (0  2 ))

We stady too structure designed (e) and (f) shown in fig.2.
(e): the core radius 3m holes index 1.358; first rings of
holes with 1.5m radius; the second ring with q ratio = q1=0.75
oriented 135 °with omission of the third rings.
(f): the core radius 3m holes index 1.358; first rings of
holes with 1.5m radius; the second ring with q ratio = q2=
0.75 oriented 135 ° with omission of the third rings.
with q1= r /R and q2= 2r /2R; R=0.6m and r = 0.45m

(5)

The elliptical air holes have a major radius (R) and a minor
radius (r) like is shown in Figure 3.
(e)

(f)

 is equal to 20 nm
III.

MODELING AND ANALYSIS

We took a conventional structure formed by a doped silica
core (n = 2 10-2) and surrounded by five rings of holes in
silica index n = 1.45. The holes are filled with ethanol whose
index is a function of the location temperature [7].
The introduction of ethanol into the holes instead of air is
specially designed for photonic fiber sensor [17]. In our article
we will try to see the impact of the temperature of the places
where is fibers installed on the confinement loss and dispersion
for a telecom application m

Fig. 2. cross section view of studied structure

r

R


The ethanol index varies according to

n  n0   (T  T0 )
n0 refractive index of ethanol at
n0 = 1.36048 and 

(6)

T0. For T0 = 20°,

The core of our structure has 3 m for radius, the pitch
m. Holes filled with ethanol have an index value
n = 1.358 (T = 25 °)

Fig. 3. Major radius, minor radius, and orientation angle

We can also see the behaviour of the effective refractive
index in Figure 4.
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Fig. 6. Confinement loss of structure (f) as a function of temperature

 m)
Fig. 4. variation of effective index with the wavelength  for the studied
structures

For the confinement loss we can see clearly in Figure 5 that
the structure (f) in very close values in 0 from the value of
m. It is a very interesting result which proves that such
structure can be used for telecom applications in wavelengths
m. although the number of ring of holes is reduced
around the doped core. This represents a great technological
interest in the manufacture of such a fiber.
(e)
(f)
8

We were able to notice that the value of the confinement
loss is zero from 40°, as we shown in Figure 6.Thereafter we
were interested in the value of the dispersion.
Realizing near-zero ultra-flat dispersion for a wide band
wavelength is a major realisation of the PCFs engineering. For
dispersion management Ultra-flat near-zero dispersion profile
is helpful but also for achieving novel applications like high
gain,broadband parametric amplification.
To realize the ultra-flat near-zero dispersion we fill holes
with a liquide in this work we use ethanol
The simulation allowed us to determine the behavior of the
dispersion as a function of wavelength, as we shown
in Figure 7. We can notice that for the value of 1000 nm to
1650 nm dispersion value is 0±0.14ps / nm / km. This result is
very important for transmissions.
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Fig. 5. Confinement loss plot according to wavelength

Generally optical fibers are put in places where there is a
medium temperature variation principally made in military and
the industrial machining.
We wanted to see the impact of the temperature on the
value of the confinement loss of our held structure.

1,3

1,4

 m)

1,5

1,6

1,7

1,8

1,9

Fig. 7. Chromatic dispersion of structure (f) as a function of wavelength

IV.

CONCLUSION

FDTD is used to simulate and analyse confinement loss and
dispersion of a doped Photonic Crystal Fiber. A new structure
is introduced, in our study we took a structure which has a
cladding which is formed of holes in silica. The geometry of
the holes is special because they have the elliptical shape and
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oriented with an angle of 135 °. The orientation of the holes of
the first ring has a great effect on the value of the confinement
loss in a manner that reduces the confinement loss values. The
introduction of liquid such as ethanol in the holes, the omission
of some rings allows us to have values very close to zero for
the confinement loss.
The Chromatic dispersion determines the transmission
capacity of an optical communication system.
We notice an ultraflat dispersion that has a value of
𝐷= 0±0.14ps/nm/km which can be in the range from 1000 nm
to 1650 nm.
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Abstract—Diagnosis of congenital cardiac defects is
challenging, with some being diagnosed during pregnancy while
others are diagnosed after birth or later on during childhood.
Prompt diagnosis allows early intervention and best prognosis.
Contemporary diagnosis relies upon the history, clinical
examination, pulse oximetery, chest X-ray, electrocardiogram
(ECG), echocardiography (ECHO), computed tomography (CT)
and cardiac catheterization. These diagnostic modalities reliable
upon recording electrical activity or sound waves or upon
radiation. Yet, congenital heart diseases are still liable to
misdiagnosis because of level of operator expertise and other
multiple factors. In an attempt to minimize effect of operator
expertise this paper built a classification model for heart
murmur recognition using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). This
paper used Mel Frequency Cepestral coefficient (MFCC) as a
feature and 13 MFCC coefficients. The machine learning model
built by studying 1069 different heart sounds covering normal
heart sounds, ventricular septal defect (VSD), mitral
regurgitation (MR), aortic stenosis (AS), aortic regurgitation
(AR), patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), pulmonary regurgitation
(PR), and pulmonary stenosis (PS). MFCC feature used to
extract feature matrix for each type of heart sounds after
separation according to amplitude threshold. The frequency of
normal heart sound (range= 1Hz to 139Hz) was specific without
overlap with any of the studied defects (ranged= 156-556Hz). The
frequency ranges for each of these defects was typical without
overlap according to examined heart area (aortic, pulmonary,
tricuspid and mitral area). The overall correct classification rate
(CCR) using this model was 96% and sensitivity 98%. This
model has great potential for prompt screening and specific
defect detection. Effect of cardiac contractility, cardiomegaly or

cardiac electrical activity on this novel detection system needs to
be verified in future works.
Keywords—component; Hidden Markov Model (HMM); Heart
Murmur; Mel Frequency Cepestral Coefficient MFCC; Systolic
Murmur; Diastolic Murmur; Auscultation Area; ventricular
septaldefect (VSD); mitral stenosis (MS); mitral regurgitation
(MR); aortic stenosis (AS); aortic regurgitation (AR); patent
ductusarteriosus (PDA); pulmonary regurgitation (PR); pulmonary
stenosis
(PS);
Electrocardiogram(ECG);
Echocardiography(ECHO); Computed Tomography(CT); Correct
Classification Rate(CCR); Artificial Neural Network(ANN); Back
Propagation Neural Network (BPNN); Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD); Support Vector Machines(SVM); Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS); MATRIXLABORATORY
(MATLAB); Radial Basis Function (RBF)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Murmur detection is the cornerstone of diagnosis of
congenital heart diseases [1,2]. Efficient detection and
delineation of murmurs is important to achieve diagnosis [3].
Research in heart murmur recognition is divided into two
domains; (1) heart murmur recognition and (2) suggested
method for more accurate murmur recognition. Most of studies
in the first domain focused on recognition of
mitral regurgitation (MR),
mitral
stenosis
(MS),
aortic regurgitation (AR), aortic stenosis (AS), pulmonary
stenosis (PS) and normal heart sound [4]. Accurate murmur
recognition was reported to vary according to used method,
where artificial neural network (ANN) based murmur
classification achieved accuracy of 48.5% with recorded signal
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and 85% with simulated sound. Researchers built a databank
with 110 sounds from 28 patients with feature vector extraction
from spectrogram using average single cycle. For model testing
they used 7 examples for normal sound, 4 examples for aortic
stenosis and 4 examples for aortic regurgitation [5]. Back
propagation neural network (BPNN) and Hidden Markov
model (HMM) were also employed in murmur recognition,
with extraction based upon Mel Frequency Cepestral
coefficient (MFCC) as a feature. The BPNN overall CCR was
reported to be 82.8% and HMM model murmur sounds overall
CCR was 94.2% [6]. The recognition using HMM with
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and MFCC yielded
overall accuracy equal 98.9% [7]. Other algorithms ANN with
back propagation techniques, support vector machines (SVM),
ANN with radial basis function and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System (ANFIS) classifiers were also used to
recognize four types of murmur aortic regurgitation, aortic
stenosis, mitral regurgitation and mitral stenosis with 90%
accuracy [8]. SVM also used in heart murmur recognition
based on feature extraction including four feature sets, each
feature set covered specific domain. They used 3 domains
(time domain, frequency domain and statistical domain). They
have sensitivity range (86%-100%) [9]. Some research papers
suggested new method for feature extraction in presence of
murmur; they extracted feature from different features in
phonocardiogram (PCG). Each heart signal represented by
feature vector contains 7 variables (maximum value amplitude,
sum of positive area, absolute sum of negative area, variance,
shanon energy, bispectrum and winger bispectrum) [10]. This
research aimed at building a novel model with high CCR [11]
for detection of the normal heart and with high CCR for
murmur recognition using Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and the open source matrix laboratory (MATLAB) as a
programming language to build model from scratch. The paper
is structured in five main sections: first section subjects and
methods, in the second section statistical analysis, in the third
section results, in the fourth section discussion and in the final
section conclusions.
II.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

A. Subjects
This research studied 1069 records of heart sounds. The
study commenced by April 2015 and ended by November
2015. The records belonged to normal and structurally
abnormal hearts. The 1069 records belonged to 824 children
whose diagnoses were confirmed by echocardiography devices
(SIEMENS acuson CV70 and Vivid S5) and other diagnostic
modalities according to clinical decision.
B. Methods
a) Heart Model Creation
Heartbeats were recorded at 16-bit accuracy and 44100 Hz
sampling frequency and stored as wav format. This research
studied 605 heart sounds to build the model, of them 177
(29.3%) were records of normal hearts and 428 (70.7%) were
records of structurally abnormal hearts. The structural heart
abnormalities studied included VSD, PDA, MR, PS, PR, AR
and AS. The records were generated from the known the
auscultation areas (Mitral Area, Tricuspid Area, Pulmonary
Area and Aortic Area) as shown in figure 1.

Aortic
Area
AS, AR

Pulmonic
Area
PS, PR,
PDA

Mitral
Area
MR

Tricuspid
Area
VSD
Fig. 1. Auscultation Areas

Heart sounds S1 and S2 were separated from other sounds
depending on specific (0.014A amplitude threshold used to
separate murmur from the original signal) threshold.
Accordingly heart sounds were separated from overlapping

Fig. 2. Heart Murmur Separation

murmurs as shown in figure 2. MFCC feature used to extract
feature matrix for each type of heart sounds. MFCC
computation display is shown in figure 3. In MFCC
computation 13 cepestral coefficients used for each type of
heart sound to delineate clearly normal heart sounds frequency.
Heart
Signal

FFT
Transform

Mel
Scale
FilterBank

Logarithm

DCT
Transform

MFCC

Fig. 3. MFFC Computation Steps

MFCCs computed as follow:
1) Initialize MFCC parameter analysis: frame duration
100 ms, analysis frame shift 99, pre-emphasis coefficient 0.97,
number of filter-bank channels 20, number of cepstral
coefficients 13, cepstral sine lifter parameter 22, lower
frequency limit 130 Hz, upper frequency limit 500 Hz.
2) Preemphasis filtering:
[ ]
[ ]
[
]
(1)
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3) Framing and windowing signal. Window size=100,
frame shift=99.And we applied hamming window to keep the
continuity of the first point and the last point in each frame.
4) Compute fast fourier transform FFT using built in
function fft.
5) Apply triangular filter-bank on mel-scale using trifbank
function.
6) Apply filter-bank to unique part of the magnitude.
7) DCT matrix computation to eliminate discontinuities.
8) Compute DCT of the log filter-bank FBE. And keep
the first 13 DCT coefficients.
Then the heart sounds classified according to HMM model
as follows:
1) HMM trained using MFCC feature matrix.
2) Baum-Welch used in HMM to produce new parameter
estimates that have equal or greater likelihood of having
generated the training data.
3) Viterbi algorithm used to determine the best state
sequence that maximizes the probability of generation of the
observation sequence (each feature matrix represented one
observation).
4) Forward-backward algorithm used to calculate the
probability.
5) The heart model isolated HMM model for each
auscultation area related murmurs. Auscultation area are
divided into 4 areas to increase HMM model accuracy. Figure
4 shows model processing.
6) A heart model guided created by anatomic auscultation
areas, to sense frequencies and designate origin of structural
abnormality to overcome limitations of frequencies overlap.
7) Frequencies classified as low (1Hz-139Hz) and high
(156Hz-556Hz). Structurally normal hearts frequencies were
encountered in the low range but never in high range, yet the
opposite was not correct, as we encountered low and high
frequencies from mild cases of valvular defects. Thus any low
frequency was subjected to amplification one fold before
designation.
8) Detected signals classified by machine learning into
nominal characters denoting specific structural defects.

III.

Statistical analysis was conducted using Statistical Package
for Social Sciences version 15 (SPSS, Chicago, Ill). Simple
frequency, cross-tabulation, descriptive analysis, and tests of
significance (t test for parametric data and χ2 tests for
nonparametric numbers N5) were used. Studied heart sounds
validation was computed according to CCR [11]. Sensitivity
testing was computed for created heart model.
IV.

Separation

Features
Extractio
n

RESULTS

The study was conducted on 1069 records that belonged
to 824 children whose diagnoses were confirmed by
echocardiography and other diagnostic modalities according to
clinical decision. Their ages ranged from 1 week to
14 years (mean+standard deviation=2years 9.5months +6
months. Of them 458 (55.6%) were males. Table 1 shows
different diagnoses of the studied sound records.
A. Heart Model Creation:
605 heart sounds were studied to build the model, of them
177 (29.3%) were records of normal hearts and 428
(70.7%) were records of abnormal heart sounds. The structural
heart abnormalities studied included VSD, PDA, MR, PS, PR
and AS.
Table 2 demonstrates the frequencies of recognized sounds
of the aforementioned structural valvular defects, and clearly
separates frequencies from structurally normal heart from those
of structurally abnormal hearts. We detected general overlap of
frequencies between the aforementioned abnormalities, yet this
overlap was not recorded on any specific auscultation area
according to figure 1.
B. Heart Model Validation:
This paper used 464 heart signals covering 100 normal
hearts, 62 PS, 56 PR, 46 MR, 64 VSD, 72 PDA, 61 AS and 3
AR to test heart sound recognition using machine learning
model based on HMM and MFCC.
TABLE I.

diagnoses
Data
Acquisition

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

DIAGNOSIS OF STUDIED RECORDED SIGNAL

Total Number
of Sound
Records

Machine
Learning Model
Based on HMM
and MFCC
Creation

Machine
Learning Model
Based
on HMM and
MFCC Validation

N
146
142
152
154
94
3
101
277

N
90
80
80
90
33
0
55
177

N
56
62
72
64
61
3
46
100

HMM
Classification

Fig. 4. Heart Model Processing

b) Heart Model Validation:
The created heart machine learning model based on HMM
and MFCC used to recognize 464 blinded heart sounds. All
validation studies were compared to diagnoses derived from
standard echocardiography and other imaging studies.

PR
PS
PDA
VSD
AS
AR
MR
NO
Total

%
13.7
13.3
14.2
14.4
8.8
0.2
9.4
26

%
14.9
13.2
13.2
14.9
5.5
9.1
29.2

%
12
13
15.5
13.9
13
0.6
10
22

1069
100% 605
100
464
100
HMM: Hidden Markov Model, N=Total number of heart sounds.
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Table 3 demonstrates ages of studied records according to
ages.
TABLE II.
Class

N

%

Frequency Range
Min
Max

This paper evaluated machine learning heart model based
on HMM and MFCC according to sensitivity as shown in table
4 and CCR in table 5.
STUDIED RECORDS ACCORDING TO AGES OF CHILDREN

Heart Model Creation Group
Heart Model Validation
Group

Mean age
(years)

SD(months)

2.8

7.9

2.82

7.8

t -test
p=

0.00072

SD: Standard Deviation.

Finally, mean CCR of machine learning model based on
HMM and MFCC was 96% and overall sensitivity was 98%.
Machine learning model based on HMM and MFCC training
time was 15 seconds and testing time was 3 seconds.
TABLE VI.

HEART MODEL IMAGING DETECTED SENSITIVITY
Machine
Learning
Model
Based on
HMM
and
MFCC
detected

HEART SIGNAL FREQUENCY RANGE IN HZ

177
29.2
1
139
Normal
431
70.8
156
556
Abnormal
Tricuspid Area
VSD
90
14.9
156
164
Mitral Area
MR
55
9
158
162
Pulmonary Area
PDA
80
13.2
157
167
PS
80
13.2
156
556
PR
90
14.9
156
200
Aortic Area
AS
33
5.5
157
176
AR
3
0.1
156
160
Min: Minimum frequency, Max: Maximum frequency.

TABLE III.

TABLE IV.

ECHO
detected

Machine
Learning
Model
Based on
HMM and
MFCC
Sensitivity
(TP/(TOP+
FN))
%
96.6
100

ECHO
detected
Sensitivity
(TP/(TOP+
FN))

%
VSD
62
64
100
PS
62
62
100
PDA (Greater
72
72
100
100
than 0.3mm)
PR
56
56
100
100
MR
44
46
95.5
100
AS
61
61
100
100
Normal
100
100
100
100
ECHO detected: Echocardiography detected, TP= True Positive,
TOP=Total Positive, FN=False Negative.
TABLE V.

HEART MODEL CCR

Heart
Signal
Frequency
Range in
Hz

Machine
Learning
Machine
Model
Learning Model
Based on
Heart
Cycles
Based on HMM
HMM
Signal
and MFCC
and
Interpretation
MFCC
CCR
Min Max
%
156 164
VSD
64
62
97
156 556
PS
62
59
95
157 167
PDA
72
67
93
156 200
PR
56
52
93
158 162
MR
46
44
96
157 176
AS
61
61
100
1
139
Normal
100
100
100
CCR: Correct Classification Rate, Min: Minimum frequency, Max:
Maximum frequency.

COMPARISON BETWEEN MACHINE LEARNING HEART MODEL BASED ON HMM AND OTHER MODELS

Ref

Sound

Sensor
Type

Data
Bank

Sensor Position

Method

Results

Strunic et al., 2007
[5]

AS,AR

Simulator

110

Appropriate Auscultation
Area

ANN

Up to
85±7.4% accuracy,
95±6%
sensitivity

Zhong et al., 2013
[6]

MR,
MS,AS,
AR, PS

Not determined

600

Appropriate Auscultation
Area

BPNN ,HMM and
MFCC

HMM accuracy 94.5%
BPNN accuracy 82.5%

HMM and MFCC
combined with
statistical moment
(EMD)

Accuracy 98.9% and 98.6%
sensitivity

ANN,BPNN,SVM,
ANN with RBF
ANFIS.

90% and above accuracy

Jimenez et al.,
2014 [7]

Devi et al., 2013 [8]

Not
determined
AS,AR
MR, MS.

Welch Allynr
Meditron model

400

Appropriate Auscultation
Area

Not determined

Not
determined

Appropriate Auscultation
Area

VSD,
hands-free tieMR, PDA,
Machine learning
CCR 96%
clip electrets
Appropriate Auscultation
PS,PR,
1069
Based on HMM and
And
(real heart
Area
AS and
MFCC
98% sensitivity
sounds)
Normal
ANN: Artificial Neural Network, BPNN: Back Propagation Neural Network, HMM: Hidden Markov Model, MFCC: Mel Frequency Cepestral coefficient, EMD:
Empirical Mode Decomposition, SVM: Support Vector Machine, RBF: Radial Basis Function, ANFIS: Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System.
Machine Learning
Model Based on
HMM and MFCC
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V.

DISCUSSION

A machine learning model based on HMM and MFCC,
covered normal heart sounds and abnormal heart sounds
including AR, VSD, MR, PS, PDA and AS. The machine
learning model based on HMM and MFCC achieved 98%
sensitivity and overall CCR =96%.
This work supports that the HMM as a classifier and
MFCC as a feature matrix are widely used for heart sounds
classifications, as they have demonstrated their effectiveness,
especially if mixtures of features from different domains were
employed [12]. The MFCC 13 features coefficients allowed
reduction of calculation time and memory that will impact cost
of recognition model. Another important point in favor of
HMM in heart sound recognition is the ability of easy update.
This machine learning model successfully recognized other
types of murmur as VSD, PDA, and PR which were not
recognized by others. Table 6 compares all previously reported
studies and types of murmur recognized [5-8].
This study comprised the largest reported databank size of
real heart sounds (1069 heart sounds), of them 464 heart
sounds were for testing and 605 heart sounds were for training.
This research did not study simulated heart sounds, while all
previous reports used simulated sounds. This research need to
emphasize that simulated heart sounds models were not
validated against real heart sounds thus the reported accuracy
of systems based on simulated heart sounds should be
cautiously interpreted [5-8]. The accuracy of this machine
learning heart model for recognition of heart sounds has future
implications in heart sound recognition using simpler devices
compared to the more complex operator dependent ECHO
machines, and promises new role in clinical education. Heart
sound recognition using HMM model shortcomings is the
difficulty of recognizing some mild cases of MR. The number
of AR cases were limited thus This paper need to study more
cases to enhance machine learning recognition. The study did
not address effect of heart contractility, heart rate, conduction
defect, hypertrophy and size on accuracy of heart sound
recognition.
This paper aim to study effect of combining heart rate
sensors with machine learning model on recognition ability and
on time of training and computational complexity in future
works.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The machine learning model based on HMM as a classifier
and 13 MFCC elements and real heart sounds is effective in

recognizing VSD, MR, PS, PR, PDA AS and AR. It relies
upon separation of murmur from original heart signal using
amplitude threshold. It achieved 98% sensitivity and 96%
CCR. Real heart sounds recognition sensitivity result is better
than simulated heart sounds. Each heart sound should be
recorded from specific auscultation area. Heart machine
learning model may have the potential to assist clinicians for
more accurate diagnosis. This paper used amplitude threshold
to separate murmur from original heart sound.
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Abstract—Recently the number of Cloud Computing users in
educational institutions has increased. Students have the chance
to access various applications and this gives the opportunity to
take advantage of those applications. This study examined the
behavioral Intention toward Cloud Computing Applications and
evaluated the acceptance of these Applications. Participants
population consisted of 110 students from different Jordanian
universities. The results showed that Performance Expectancy,
Effort Expectancy, Attitude toward using Technology, Social
Influence, Self-Efficacy, Attention and Relevance have different
levels of correlation with Behavioral Intention in Cloud
Computing Applications, and there was no correlation between
Anxiety and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is considered as the most modern
technique which can be used in education today in order to
deliver services that can help students and learners to
accomplish their tasks in an effective and efficient way.
Many researchers defined and described cloud computing
in different ways. The researchers shared a number of facts
about Cloud Computing that convert Information Technology
from product to service. A number of researches clarified that
"The cloud can provide exactly the same technologies as
"traditional"
IT infrastructure, the main difference, as
mentioned previously, is that each of these technologies is
provided as a service" [7]. Yuvaraj gave an example of Cloud
Computing tools that may help users in different categories,
"There are various cloud based tools for reference service
needs of the libraries such as cloud-based video services (e.g.
YouTube, TeacherTub), information collection services (e.g
Google forms) and files sharing services (e.g. Dropbox)"
[23].
Cloud Computing transfers the processing and storage to
the cloud that saves more cost by providing more storage
space, software license, and hardware device maintenance.
Many features can be offered by Cloud Computing
applications such as availability of the storage space that can
be reached at any time at any place. According to Al Mourad

and Hussain, "Cloud services deliver compute, storage,
software, applications, etc. Via Internet to customers on a selfserve basic [4]. In addition, students and learners can
accomplish their works and assignments through cloud
computing applications that enable them to share their duties
with professors and students if required. Researchers in Cloud
Computing discuss many challenges related to this technique.
The most important of these challenges are lack of privacy and
security [16] [17].
Other researchers also explain the Cloud Computing
concept and how companies and universities move toward
Cloud Computing [1] [3] [10].However, few of them studied
some of the factors which influence university students who
use Cloud Computing applications in their study including
homework assignment.
From previous studies, the researcher has identified several
factors which may have influence on university students in
using cloud Computer Applications.
The main objective of this paper is to examine the
influence of these factors on students’ performance and seeks
to answer to the following questions:
 Can Jordanian students work with Cloud Computing
Applications?
 Do Cloud Computing Applications motivate students to
use them in their study?
 What are the main problems facing Jordanian students
in using Cloud Computing Applications?
The researcher has also defined a set of hypothesis,
developed a questionnaire, and formed an experimental group
of students to work on Cloud Computing Applications. The
findings from using SPSS analysis were discussed and
interpreted the correlations between different factors and
behavioral intention to use Cloud Computing Applications.
II.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Cloud Computing is one of the modern terminology which
has recently received an increasing attention by researchers in
both theory and applications.
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It was defined in several ways through its features and
services that can be offered. According to U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), "Cloud
computing is a model for enabling convenient on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., Networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction
"[15]. Hashemi and Seyyed explained that "Cloud computing
is making the pool of virtual computing resources with a focus
on large scale computing resources that are connected to the
network and which allows customers to be shared dynamic
hardware, software resources and data, and according to their
actual usage, paying costs" [9].
Based on the literature studies, the researcher defines
Cloud Computing as follows: Cloud Computing is a model of
services that allowed users to access and use different virtual
resources in an easy way and without the need to recognize
how to maintain and manage those resources.
The characteristics of Cloud Computing are discussed
below:
A. On-demand access
On-demand network access is sharing a pool of computing
resources by different users from different places. Users can
access shared resources at anytime and anywhere [3] [2] [22].
Karim discussed that "a wide range of end users have access
to the applications and data served by the cloud" [01]. Cloud
Computing resources grow on-demand which led to that
various applications uses cloud technology now a day [18].
Further, its being illustrated that "Using this feature when
needed the customer can easily and automatically access
computing facilities like server, net, storage from any provider
as soon as possible." [8]. Access to Cloud Computing may
take different ways depending on the user needs.
According to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology’s (NIST), there are three ways to access a Cloud
Computing: software as a service, platform as a service, and
infrastructure as a service [15]. The demand on Cloud
Computing increases due to the increased accessibility of the
internet and its expansion using the digital devices [6].
In addition, other researchers discussed that using service
models (Infrastructure, Platform and Software) are more
flexible for education [1]. They encouraged to use Cloud
Computing in education due to its features and the benefits it
may result in such as; reduce cost of technology, enhance
communications and give better service delivery. According to
Adeoye, 2015 "Cloud computing is the better ICT utilization
mechanism for educational institutions teaching, learning and
a service delivery requirement, for it enables wise and

strategic use of technology that significantly reduces the
cost"[2].
B. Ubiquitous network access
Location-independent resource pooling: The resources
needed by different customers can be supplied by providers
which contain storage and memory frequency Internet and
virtual systems as a pool feature [8].
C. Data storage
Storing information and data through Cloud Computing
does not require large storage spaces on the user’s laptop and
smart devices. "Cloud Storage delivers virtualized storage on
demand over a network based on a request for a given quality
of service (QoS)" [19]. On demand storage could be delivered
by cloud storage on a network that based on a given quality
service. Further, Abu El-Ala stated that Cloud Computing
"includes all the services related to the infrastructure of the
cloud such as physical resources (as storage devices, school
servers, and national communication network, etc.)" [2].
Users can reduce their costs by using the Cloud
Computing which does not require an internal power to store
information [19].
D. Development and Maintenance
One of the Cloud's Computing’s benefits is that people and
institutions are not responsible for updating and maintaining
the applications and services. This means that they can save
time and money for updating and maintenance needs. "User is
not responsible for where the services or applications are
located or how it maintained or updated") [3].
III.

UTAUT MODEL

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
Model (UTAUT) is a model of acceptance, formulated by
Venkatesh and others, integrates theories and models to
measure user’s intention and usage of technology [21]. The
dimensions of this model as discussed by different authors
[20], [5] are as follows:
 Performance Expectancy: mark the individual
expectancy on how much a system will help in
improving job performance.
 Effort Expectancy: Less effort and ease of use of the
technologies.
 Social Factors: How others believe about using
technology.
 Facilitating conditions: Infrastructure required for
supporting technologies to facilitate tasks.
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Different dimensions of the model were used in measuring
motivation towards acceptance of those applications.
VI.

RESEARCH MODEL

The research model showed in figure 2 measures the
acceptance of Cloud Computing Applications and adapted
from the work by [21] [12] [23].
This model discusses the effect of the certain factors which
are (Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Attitude
toward Using Technology, Social Influence, Self-Efficacy,
Attention, Relevance and Anxiety) on the Behavioral
Intension of Cloud Computing Applications. The purpose of
this model is to examine the impact of the considered factors
related to acceptance and motivation on Behavioral Intention
to use Cloud Computing Application by university students.

Fig. 1. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology [21]

IV.

ARCS MODEL

The ARCS model is based on a synthesis of motivational
concepts and its characteristics are considered into four
categories: attention (A), relevance (R), confidence (C), and
satisfaction (S)" [12]. It is further explained by other
researchers such as [13] [14]. Researchers have summarized
the dimensions of ARCS model as follows:
 Attention: Emphasis on attracting the attention of
learners in several ways, such as variety of videos,
lectures and reading.
 Relevance: The importance of using instruction,
command and other materials related to what users are
familiar with and what they need.
 Confidence: Learners should be given a reward, a
chance to succeed and increase the confidence they
have.
 Satisfaction
The learner must get practical exercises and tests to
increase their satisfaction with learning materials.
In addition, Keller stated that ARCS model "provides
guidance for analyzing the motivational characteristics of a
group of learners and designing motivational strategies based
on this analysis"[11].
V.

STUDY PROBLEM

Most of the researchers in Cloud Computing system are
interested in examining the importance of those applications
and their success in maintaining data security, availability,
electronic libraries, and online education. Due to early studies,
it was found that there is a lack of researches on examining the
use of Cloud Computing applications by university students in
studying and performing their tasks.

Fig. 2. Research model

VII.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

H0.
There is no correlation between Performance
Expectancy and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications
H1. There is no correlation between Effort Expectancy
and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
H2. There is no correlation between Attitude toward
Using Technology and Behavioral Intention in Cloud
Computing Applications
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H3. There is no correlation between Social Influence and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
H4. There is no correlation between Self-Efficacy and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
H5. There is no correlation between Anxiety and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
H6. There is no correlation between Attention and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
H7. There is no correlation between Relevance and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
VIII.

METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection
The researcher collected data using the developed survey.
The student participated in this study are 110. They are
undergraduate and postgraduate students from different
Jordanian universities. This study measures technology
acceptance by adopting questions from [21][12] [23].
B. Procedure
The study uses a mix approach of questionnaire and
interview as follows:
 Investigating the dimensions of both the acceptance
and motivation models.

Thus, the participant group has conducted their assignment
in an efficient way and achieved better results compared with
their colleagues who have not used Cloud Computing
Technology.
The experimental group got benefits from using Google
Docs Application as follows:
 Creating large number of surveys for free
 Sharing knowledge, ideas and thoughts with large
number of participants through a web browser.
 Distributing the surveys globally via URL or an e-mail.
 Collecting responses automatically in MS Excel for
easy analysis, charts and functions.
 Helping students in choosing different question types
through Google Form.
IX.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Descriptive Sample
The sample of the study consisted of 110 undergraduate
and postgraduate students. The findings show that 64.5 % of
the respondents are of age 18 to 24, 26.4% of the respondents
is of age 25 to 31, 5.5% of the respondents are of age from 31
to 37 and 3.6% of the respondents are of age 45 or greater.
These results are illustrated in figure 3.

 Distributing the questionnaire online to participant.
 Interviewing students to measure their acceptance and
satisfaction.
 Analyzing the data using SPSS package.
Different Cloud Computing Applications are examined by
this study.
C. Experimental Group
The goals of this experiment are to demonstrate the
importance of cloud computing in student’s homework
assignments and to examine the factors affecting students’
performance through observation and survey results.
For this purpose, a group of students has created and the
analysis of an electronic survey using Form in Google Docs
applications has been conducted.
At the first instance some of the students were reluctant to
use the Cloud Computing Applications because they were
lacking of expertise. With the efforts of the researcher in
highlighting the advantages and the benefits of using Cloud
Computing Applications and providing some training using
Google Docs Applications, the group of the participants was
highly motivated to use this technology.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the participants’ age

The results in figure 4 show those participants with
computer experience which ranging from excellent (27.3%) to
week (1.8) based on Likert scale.
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and Behavioral Intention of Clouds Computing regarding to
the Performance Expectancy.
In addition, the results also show Performance Expectancy,
Effort Expectancy, Attitude toward Using Technology, Social
Influence, Self-Efficacy, Attention and Relevance have
different levels of significant correlation with Behavioral
Intention in Cloud Computing Applications with a negative
correlation between Anxiety and Behavioral Intention in
Cloud Computing Applications. This negative correlation may
be due to the students’ hesitation of using Cloud Computing
Applications. Their anxiety might be caused by the fear of
losing information as a result of choosing a wrong option.
Further, the results show that the experimental group has
the desire to use Cloud Computing Applications. However, the
survey results also show that they have some anxieties toward
using Cloud Computing Applications as a result of lack of
sufficient knowledge on the benefits of the cloud technology.
Fig. 4. Distribution of participants’ computer experience

B. Statistic
The findings from the data analysis show the following:
H0. There is a significant relation between Performance
Expectancy and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications (equal =1.594 significant at level 0.01).
H1. There is a significant relation between Effort
Expectancy and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications (equal =1. 455 significant at level 0.01).
H2. There is a significant relation between Attitude
toward Using Technology and Behavioral Intention in Cloud
Computing Applications (equal =1.589 significant at level
0.01).
H3. There is a significant relation between Social
Influence and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications (equal =1.504 significant at level 0.01).
H4. There is a significant relation between Self-Efficacy
and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications
(equal =.478 significant at level 0.01)
H5. There is a negative relation between Anxiety and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications (equal
=-1.121 significant at level 0.01).
H6. There is a significant relation between Attention and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications (equal
=1.642 significant at level 0.01).
H7. There is a significant relation between Relevance and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications (equal
=1.556 significant at level 0.01).
The results show that the students are able to use Cloud
Computing Applications with different levels of knowledge
through the questionnaire and observations. It also show that
there is a significant relation between Performance
Expectancy and Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications (equal =1. 594). However, it has been found that
there is a weak correlation (equal to 0.454) between usefulness

The results indicating that there is a motivation toward
using a Cloud Computing Applications among students as
explained by the significant relation between Attention and
Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing Applications.
One of the benefits of the experimental group in this study
is highlighting the need for considering more factors that may
have impacts on Behavioral Intention in Cloud Computing
Applications. Such factors are those that may affect the use of
a Cloud Computing Application in free time, planning to use it
in future, and using this technology as often as possible.
X.

CONCLUSIONS

This study finds out that Jordanian university students
have the desire, motivation and ability to use Cloud
Computing Applications in conducting their study work
including homework assignment. However, instructors have to
work toward encouraging and educating students on the
importance of Cloud Computing Applications and their roles
in getting the required information and facilitate the
mechanics of completing homework. This would alleviate
anxiety due to lack of sufficient knowledge on the benefits of
Cloud Computing Applications.
It also concluded that students using Cloud Computing
Applications are performing better than those who have not
used this technology. The analysis of the results indicates that
there is a positive correlation between almost all the
considered factors in this study and Behavioral Intention in
Cloud Computing Applications.
XI.

FUTURE WORK

This study should be explored to include more students
from different countries to have comprehensive results. The
study may be expanded by further consideration of the relation
between knowledge acceptance and other factors.
Based on the results of this study it is proposed to establish
a virtual Cloud Acceptance and Usability Center (CAUC).
The purpose of set center is to contains all the research outputs
in the different areas of Cloud Computing from different
countries to enhance cloud products, make it more usable, and
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obtain comprehensive results and comparative studies among
users of Cloud Computing Applications globally.
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Abstract—lack of infrastructure in ad hoc networks makes
their deployment easier. Each node in an ad hoc network can
route data using a routing protocol, which decreases the level of
security. Ad hoc networks are exposed to several attacks such as
the blackhole attack. In this article, a study has been made on the
impact of the attack on the hybrid routing protocol ZRP (Zone
Routing Protocol). In this attack a malicious node is placed
between two or more nodes in order to drop data. The trick of
the attack is simple, the malicious node declares to have the most
reliable way to the destination so that the wife destination
chooses this path.
In this study, NS2 is used to assess the impact of the attack on
ZRP. Two metrics measure, namely the packet delivered ratio
and end to end delay.
Keywords—ZRP; Blackhole; security; Routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are composed of a set of
independent nodes capable of communicating with each other
via radio waves. Communications can be direct or through
other nodes called relay allowing others outside to
communicate. Each node acts as a terminal and as a routing
point so that each node can send packets or receive packets or
re-route packets if they belong to another node.
Putting a number of radio range nodes causes the
appearance of a rapidly deployed network and adapts to a
number of situations where the infrastructure mode is too
expensive, too long or sometimes impossible.
Ad hoc mode differs from the infrastructure mode where
the nodes communicate via an access point, which can be
connected to a fixed network. This type of network (Ad-hoc)
which is characterized by a lack of infrastructure is used in
various fields such as industrial fields for monitoring the
pressure flow or others such as the military for surveillance of
the battlefield or in the civil field during disasters by rescue
services.
So we are dealing with ad hoc networks that use specific
routing protocols where the big problem is security, because
that they are designed to run in an environment of trust.
Arguably the MANET is susceptible to attacks, whether active
or passive.
To secure an ad hoc network, you must consider the
following attributes: availability, confidentiality, integrity and
authentication. Most of the research has been done with the
aim of reducing energy consumption without taking into
account different attacks such as the attack Black Hole.

In this section, the security requirements are presented as
well as principles of routing, and the impact of the attack on
the Black Hole ZRP protocol. The simulation is performed on
NS-2 and the simulation results are analyzed on various
parameters such as the rate of delivered packages and the time
from start to finish.
In this article, a detailed explanation of the new routing
protocol where it has implemented the attack black hole. The
simulation was made under NS2, in the objective of studying
the impact of the attack on the networks Manet. Metric two
were measured to know the rate of lost packets and the end-toend delay. As expected a decrease in performance was noted
mainly in the case where the number of nodes sources is high.
Our paper is organized as follows: the second part
describes the principle of routing in ad hoc networks. In the
third part there is a classification of attacks. The fourth part
gives more information on security in ad hoc networks and the
implementation of the attack in the Protocol ZRP. The
simulation of the attack and the discussion of the results are
shown in Part 5. We conclude the section in Part 6.
II.

ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKS

The routing protocols in different categories, and this
according to the itinerary discovery method, according to the
information exchange method or how the nodes share the job
of routing them.
A. Routing classification
Given their specific characteristics (absence of fixed
infrastructure, limited source of energy and ability to calculate
non-secure communication links), ad hoc networks CANNOT
use the WIRED NETWORK ROUTING PROTOCOL. New protocols
were born with the aim to meet their needs.
These protocols can be divided into three categories
according to the update method of the routing table. The first
so-called proactive where each node maintains its updated
routing table via a regular exchange with its neighbors. OLSR
[1] (Optimized link state routing) is one of the most popular
routing protocols for this category.
The second category is called REACTIVE; each node
performs a demand routing. When a node wants to
communicate with another, it sends the route request requests
to all nodes, and expects the recipient's response, a response
that contains the path to take. Among the reactive protocols it
there's the AODV (Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector).
The last category includes the proactive and reactive, it is
called Hybrid. Each node wants to send data verified the
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presence of the destination within the zone using the reagent.
Out of the proactive area is used to derive the road. ZRP [3] is
a hybrid routing protocols known for this category.
Each category has different strengths and weak. The
proactive routing consumption of bandwidth due to the regular
exchange of packets for the regular updating of the routing
table. As against the problem of reactive protocols is latency,
due to the discovery route to each request.
B. Routing Data
To understand the attacks in Ad hoc networks can be said
that each node wants to send a message checks for the
destination in its routing table. If it does not exist, it starts the
route discovery process is broadcast on the network a route
request message type. When an intermediate node receives
this packet, and it is not also the recipient and the destination
is not present on the table it in turn generates a road type of
packet request containing its identifier.

immediately, but outside the zone ZRP uses the route
discovery process.
ZRP in each routing area comprises nodes that are a
distance of max n jumps of reference node. There are two
types of nodes for a routing area in ZRP [10]:
 Peripheral nodes
 Interior nodes
The nodes whose distance from a central node is less than
the radius of an area are internal nodes while the node in the
distance is exactly equal to the radius ρ are peripheral nodes.
In Fig. 2, peripheral nodes E, F, G, K, M and Interior nodes B,
C, D, H, I, J. The node is outside the node routing area A.

In the event that the route to the destination is present in
the routing table, a route reply message type is returned to the
source indicating the way. Figure 1 shows the route discovery
process.

Fig. 2. Node Routing Area A with a radius = 2 jump

Fig. 1. route discovery process

When receiving the request reply packet from the source
node, an update is made to its routing table to find out list of
intermediate nodes to the destination and the associated cost.
The cost is to choose between two routes to the same
destination.
C. ZRP
The Zone Routing Protocol or ZRP [3], combines the
advantages of both proactive and reactive approaches in a
hybrid plan, taking advantage of proactive discovery in the
local vicinity of a node, and using a reagent protocol for
communication between the zones.
ZRP is proposed with the aim of reducing checks
messages for proactive protocols and latency for reactive
protocols. It is suitable for networks with a wide range and
diverse patterns of mobility. For each node a routing area is
defined separately. In the routing area, routes are available

The source node sends a route request to the device nodes
of its zone.la Route request contains the source address,
destination address and a unique sequence number. Each
device node checks if the destination is in its local area. If the
destination is not a member of this local area, the boundary
node adds its own address to the route request packet and
sends it to its own device nodes.
If the destination is a member of the local area, it sends a
response on the reverse path to the source. The source node
uses the path recorded in the response packet to send data
packets to the destination.
By adjusting the node transmission power, the number of
nodes in a routing area can be controlled. Lowering the power
reduces the number of nodes whose direct reach and vice
versa. [10] ZRP uses both proactive and reactive routing
strategies. In a routing area, the proactive strategy is used,
while the reagent is used between the zones. ZRP refers to
intra-zone Proactive Routing Protocol in local routing (IARP).
The reactive routing is called inter-zoneRouting Protocol [12].
Its architecture is shown in Fig 3. IARP maintains nodes
routing information existing in the node a routing area. The
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discovery and maintenance of road is offered by IERP. If the
topology of the local area is known, IERP can be used to
reduce traffic.
Instead of broadcasting a package, ZRP uses the concept
of broadcasting. [10] The broadcasting service is provided by
the broadcasting Resolution Protocol (BRP).
BRP [11] uses an extended routing map provided by IARP,
to build broadcast trees through which request packets are
directed.

CLASSIFICATION OF ATTACKS

Before Routing protocols are exposed to various attacks
that impact that this differs. Some attacks can cause the
shutdown of a node by consuming their energies. Other
attacks lead to a connectivity outage which influence on the
packet rate issued and the time from start to finish.
Attacks in Ad hoc networks can be classified according to
several criteria, such as the intelligence of the attack, its
objective, the location of the attacker node, the impact of the
attack on the network, etc...




 Location of the attack: the location of the attack is a
very important parameter. An attack can be launched
depending on the target location in the network. For
example, a node that has a strategic location that
provides network connectivity can be a target for an
attacker seeking to isolate the network is to switch it
off.
A. The BlackHole attack
An ad hoc network is susceptible to many security attacks.
The blackhole is among the most known attacks. It is defined
simple but effective, an attack that is based on the insertion of
a malicious node having the capacity to take the identity of
valid nodes on an ad hoc network since there is no physical
barrier. This insertion leads to disturbances in the network and
that due to the participation of all the nodes in the routing.

Fig. 3. Architecture ZRP [11]

III.

 The intelligence of the attack: This type of attack is
based on one or more layers of the OSI model. There
are several types of attacks that are either of the attacks
based on network layer attacks that exploit the failure of
routing algorithms. The attack black hole (black Hole)
is an attack that offers a shorter wrong path [8] it is
based on the network layer.

Impact of the attack: an attack can have a passive
impact is to say that there's a network traffic analysis,
surveillance of communications without modification of
data or network operation and also without no injection
of information in the network, all this in order to use
this information in other attacks, such as the collection
of passwords. It can be inferred that the main objective
of such an attack is to know and understand how the
nodes communicate with each other, and how they
come together in the network. This attack is known as
the "sniffing attack". [6] Another type of impact, called
active, is a result of active attacks. This type of attack
requires an injection of information in the network, or
interacts with other nodes. Among active attacks
include the attack "sleep deprivation" [7], which is to
work the target in order to exhaust its battery.
The objective of the attack: the target of the attack to a
direct relationship with the type of striker. There are
two types of attacker: the rational and the irrational. The
first type of striker prepares his attack in order to take a
direct or indirect benefit of the results of the attack.
However, the objective of the second type of attack is to
disrupt the proper functioning of the network. These
attacks can be distinguished attack "jamming" [5]

During this attack a malicious node exploits the
vulnerability and claims to have the most reliable path to the
destination. The source node takes one consideration that path
is sending data to the malicious node which leads to loss of
data. The main aim of such attack is to drape the packages,
and to break the communication between nodes is diverting
traffic to a non-existent node. . Fig 4 describes a blackhole
type attack.

Fig. 4. Attack blackhole

When a source node wants to send data to a destination, it
launches the route discovery mechanism is sending a RREQ
message type. When receiving such a message by a malicious
node, it responds immediately by sending a fake RREP post
where he mentions he has the correct path to the destination
requested with high sequence number. After receiving such a
message by the source, it stops the process of discovery and
ignores other RREP messages and begins sending packets to
the malicious node. In turn it absorbs all the packets from
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other nodes and thus the source node is attacked and its data
are lost.
B. The Wormhole attack
This attack is based on two strikers who are interconnected
via a link known as the tunnel. The first node in a striker this
side of the network, receives packets from a legal node, the
encapsulated then transmit using the tunnel to the second
malicious node located in the other side of the network. The
striker said node having the shortest route to the destination
with the objective that it becomes the relay node. Fig 5 shows
an example of a Wormhole attack [4], where two malicious
nodes A and B that communicate through a tunnel which can
be wired or wireless types. In this figure the nodes 3 and 7
respectively represent the source and destination. When the
source wants to send given to the destination that is to say the
node to node 3 and 7 in the absence of malicious nodes will be
the path taken with a number 3-2-6-5-7 jump equal to 3.

IV.

SECURITY IN AD HOC NETWORKS

The safety requirements for Ad hoc networks are almost
identical for the wired or wireless networks with
infrastructure. The security services are based on three
concepts: authentication, confidentiality, data integrity and
non-repudiation of users.
A. Authentication
The first concept is that authentication controls the
identification of a node or entity in the network.
Authentication ensures control of access to network resources.
With the lack of authentication, malicious nodes can easily
assume the identity of another with the aim to attack or take
the privileges assigned to that node.
B. Confidentiality
Confidentiality ensures protection of information against
threats that may lead to the disclosure of information.
Confidentiality ensures private communication between
nodes; is based on encryption. Encryption that can be applied
to different levels of protocol layers. Encryption algorithms
require encryption keys before sending it to the destination.
However at the destination one must have the decryption key
to decrypt the message.
C. Integrity
Integrity ensures protection against the traffic without
prior authorization modification during transmission.
Arguably, it is made to secure the system against threats that
can cause change in the configuration of the system or data.
This concept can be applied in a indirect way with protocols
that confidentiality or authentication.
D. Nonrepudiation
Non-repudiation is made to ensure the identity of the
sender and receiver. The non-repudiation of the issuer proves
that the data was sent, and the non-repudiation of the receiver
verifies and confirms receipt. This concept is reached on using
the technology of the digital certificate.

Fig. 5. Example Wormhole attack

In the case of presence of a Wormhole attack, the two
nodes A and B will be activated where the transmissions take
place between 3 and 7 via both malicious nodes A and B is
using the Wormhole tunnel.
C. The attack RUSHING
In a type of attack Rushing [9] the malicious node
responds as quickly as possible on RREQ type messages with
the aim that the road through either retained him. If the
proposed path is chosen, it will be to absorb all or part of the
packets passing through it. Due to the high transmission
speed, packets sent by the attacker will reach the destination
first, pushing the source accepted her packages and throw the
others. This way the attacker can easily access the
communication between the transmitter and receiver.
D. Location disclosure
In the case of location disclosure attack, the malicious
node role for collecting information on the location of the
nodes, the set of paths and nodes involved and also other
information useful on the network.

V.

SIMULATION OF BLACKHOLE ATTACK ON ZRP

A. Simulation environment
In this part a study has been made on the impact of
blackhole attack on the ZRP hybrid routing protocol, the NS
2.33are chose for simulation. The attacker is known in
advance and simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.
Two performances are evaluated in order to infer the
influence of the attack on the ZRP protocol namely the packet
rate issued and the time from start to finish.
The mobility scenario is one generated using the random
way point method, a method that generates a scenario in a
random manner ie speed and nail mobility.
To implement the attack on NS 2 changes are made at the
source code of the ZRP protocol in order to generate the new
clone ZRP Protocol integrating the attack. This new protocol
will be used by the attacker node while other nodes use the
standard protocol ZRP.
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Parameter
Nbr. Sources node
mobility
routing protocol
Simulation time
Packet size
Traffic
Network size
Total of node

SIMULATION PARAMETER

Impact of the attack on Blackhole ZRP in
terms of packets delivered Ratio

Value
5, 20, 30
Absent
ZRP
200s
512
CBR
1000 X 1000
50

B. Scenarios Simulations
To assess the impact of the attack on the black hole routing
protocol ZRP different scenarios have been proposed:


1st scenario: In this first scenario simulation, all nodes
using ZRP as the communication protocol are fixed,
including the attacker node.



2nd scenario: In the second scenario, the fixed mobility
is kept for all nodes; and increasing the number of node
addressing two.



3rd scenario: In this third scenario simulation all nodes
using the ZRP routing protocol for communication are
mobile except attacking node.



Packets delivred Ratio (%)

TABLE I.

100
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70
60
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40
30
20
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0

5

20

30

S1

90

70

61

S2

85

68

58

S3

77

55

45

S4

70

50

38

Fig. 6. Variation packets delivered ratio

4th scenario: The simulation in the fourth and final
scenario simulation is the same as the third, it is made
with mobile nodes except instead of an attacker node
using two nodes.

2) End to End delay
Fig 7 shows the time from start to finish in different
scenarios depending knew many nodes sources. From the
results obtained it can be inferred that the attack has an effect
on this metric especially in the case where the number of
source nodes is as high in the presence of mobility.

This after a discussion of the results obtained in the
simulation of the attack on the black hole ZRP protocol,
checking the two parameters ie the rate of packets delivered
and the time from start to finish. The results are as graphs and
four scenarios are used to test the performance.

Fig 6 illustrates the variation of the lost packet rate based
on the number of source nodes, and also in different scenarios.
Based on the results we see that the attack Black Hole has an
impact on the ZRP protocol considered especially in cases
where the number of source nodes is high. Also the rate of
delivered packets decreases from the fixed case we note that in
the case of mobility, which is logical as mobility increases the
rate of lost packets according to the results previously
obtained.
The reduction of packages delivered in the mobile case
rate is not 100% on the attack, but also the mobility that has a
significant impact on this metric.

0.06
End To End Delay

1) packet rate issued
The results obtained from the simulation of the attack
black hole on hybrid routing protocol ZRP we see the
influence of the attack.

Impact of the attack Blackhole on ZRP in
terms of End to End delay
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S3
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Fig. 7. Variation End to End Delay
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Ad-hoc networks are characterized by the absence of
infrastructure, also by devices with limited capabilities in
terms of calculated and energy. The lack of infrastructure is
considered a strong point for this type of facility since the
implementation network in an environment with minimal cost.
Each node in its network can simultaneously be a capture
unit as a routing device, all this makes them vulnerable to a
Manet set of security attacks; attacks that can be active or
passive and influence on the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data.
These attacks found the attack Black Hole (Black Hole); a
powerful attack that influence on Ad hoc networks. This
attack can cause a complete network failure is absorbing the
traffic as it can isolate part.
In this study we investigated the impact of the attack black
hole on hybrid ZRP protocol, for we have created a clone of
the protocol where we implemented the attack, the new
protocol will be called by the attacker in order drape traffic.
According to the results we see that the attack has an
impact on the protocol is in the fixed or mobile network case.
As the rate of packets delivered decreases with increasing the
number of source nodes; one can also deduce that the high
number of packets lost in the case of mobility is not at 100%
of the attack but also because of the mobility of the network.
For the second metric (time from start to finish), he was
also influenced by the attack and in the same time by mobility,
which makes sense from the results found previously.
To conclude, in such an attack traffic is diverted to a
specific station or the malicious node influence on the whole
of the network which induces to the injury of the MANET.
The detection of such a nodes is difficult in this type of
network.
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MHz BFSK Tranceiver
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of low power
modulator and demodulator circuits dedicated to a BFSK
transceiver, operating in the 863- 870 MHZ ISM band. The two
circuits were designed using ams 0.35µm technology with 3V dc
voltage supply. Simulation results of the new Direct Digital
Frequency Synthesizer in the modulation have shown good
performances of the designed system as the Spurious Free
Dynamic Range SFDR reached -88 dBc while the circuit
consumes only 47.7 µW @ 43.3MHz. The demodulator has also
presented a good BER of 10-3 @10.9 EbtoN0 and a sensitivity of
about -115 dBm.
Keywords—ISM band; FHSS;
demodulator; wireless sensor network
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FSK

modulator;

BFSK

INTRODUCTION

The low-power market has experienced explosive growth
over the past ten years by the presence of new wireless
command and control technologies. This expansion is
provided by the technology of wireless sensor networks of low
range, which has many applications including home
automation, industrial and commercial automation, peripherals
for personal computers but also medical survey and health
care monitoring. Actually, the requirement for vital sign
monitoring has significantly increased as population aging is
rapidly progressing in many industrialized countries. This
grow-up is accompanied by an even more dramatic increase in
the number of old people suffering from chronic diseases and
disabilities as specified in [1].
Thus, several standards have been studying the
implementation of wireless sensor network, such as the ultra
wideband UWB (IEEE 802.15.3) standard [2], Bluetooth
(IEEE 802.15.1), but mostly the standard Zigbee (IEEE
802.15.4) that is dedicated to the wireless networks of the
family WPAN LR (Low Rate Wireless Personal Area
Network) [3]. Therefore we propose to design a wireless
sensor that will be integrated in a wireless sensor networks
used for vital sign monitoring using the Zigbee protocol. The
RF transceiver will operate in the 863-870 MHz ISM band, as
it is available only in Europe, so presents a good field for
testing new concepts in order to develop low power
transceiver for short range and low data-rate applications.
As the direct conversion transceiver has shown interesting
specifications like low power consumption and low
manufacturing costs [4], this architecture is used for the
wireless sensor.
In this paper, the design of two blocks in the transceiver is

presented. A new method for FSK (Frequency Shift Keying)
modulation is presented using binary scheme modulator and
transistor level of a zero crossing demodulator is then realized
using 0.35µm technology. The paper is organized as follows:
section II describes the FSK transceiver architecture, section
III presents the design and implementation of the digital
modulator while section IV details the design of the digital
demodulator. Finally simulation results are presented in
section V and a conclusion and perspectives are given in
section VI.
II.

TRANCEIVER ARCHITECTURE

The Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) transceiver is
presented in Fig.1. The BFSK modulator uses a Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) technique and a Direct
Digital Frequency Synthesizer (DDFS), which allows the
generation of BFSK signal using hopping frequencies. Hence
the digital data is synthesized in quadrature outputs signals in
base band and up converted to the center frequency of the ISM
band using a single-sideband up conversion mixer controlled
by a local oscillator that selects either the lower or the upper
sideband for the instantaneous carrier frequency.
Data in

Digital
FSK
Modulator

PA

UWB
signal
LO_Q

RF_BPF
TX/RX
Switch

Hopping
LO

LO_I

LPF

Limiter
Digital
FSK
Detector

LNA

LPF

Data out

Limiter

Fig. 1. Transmitter architecture

The transmitted data is carried by symbol tones at an offset
of ±20 kHz from the carrier frequency, so a maximum data
rate of 20 kb/s is achieved by sending two symbols per hop.
Received by the antenna, the signals concourse a bandpass
filter that selects the ISM band, then a low noise amplifier
(LNA) which provides enough power for the signals to spread
with a minimum noise.
As the ISM Band is composed of several channels, the
operating one will be selected using a low pass filter followed
by a limiting amplifier to convert the received signal into
binary level [5], instead of using a linear and complicated
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III.

DESIGN OF THE DIGITAL FSK MODULATOR

A. Modulator Specifications
In order to select the appropriate Data rate, it is necessary
to estimate the overall average power consumption of a
transmitter node in the sensor networks. A thorough study in
[6] has given an approximated formula for the power
dissipated by the transmitter as a function of the data rate. The
result is in Fig.2 and show that a data rate of 20 kb/s is
selected taking into account the requirements of lower power,
a BFSK tone frequency to avoid the impact of DC offset and
flicker noise caused by direct conversion architecture and
bandwidth efficiency.

B. Modulator Implementation
The proposed architecture of the modulator circuit is
presented in Fig.4. It is composed of a DDFS, a PN code
generator and a multiplexer. The role of the DDFS is to
produce digital samples from baseband sinusoidal waveforms
by addressing a sine ROM (Read Only Memory) at a
frequency set by a 20-bit control sequence. The PN code
however, generates a random code corresponding to the
hopping pattern and among which, the multiplexer will select
a single code [7].
Data In

cos
PN code 2
Mux

automatic gain control, as in most FM receivers. Finally the
correct transmitted data will be at the output of a digital FSK
Detector.

DDFS

PN code 1

sin

-3

x 10

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the modulator
Power consumption (W)

4

A minimum clock speed Fclk of 43.4 MHz was used in
this modulator system, thus a smallest frequency resolution of
about 41.29 Hz is obtained since the frequency control word is
20 bits fixing the frequency control resolution Fr to 41.29 Hz
as:

3

2

1

0.02
0.015

0
0.01

0
0.5
1
Data rate (bit/s)

(1)
Where Fclk is the sampling frequency of the DDFS/DAC
and N is the number of frequency control bits.

Pdiss (W)

0.005
1.5
2
0

4

x 10

Fig. 2. Transmitter power consumption as a function of data rate and node
power dissipation

As the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) regulations require a minimum separation of 25 KHz
bandwidth between two adjacent channels, and in order to
follow the requirement of FHSS technology, the ISM band
863-870 MHz was divided into 58 channels with a
transmission bandwidth of 80 KHz for the each transmitted
signals and a separation of 40 KHz between adjacent channels.
The power spectrum of a BFSK signal is reported in Fig. 3.

Fig.5 shows a typical architecture of a DDFS system, it is
mainly composed of a phase accumulator, a sine/cosine
generator and a ROM.
At each edge of the clock the PN code generates a word
binary N that is used to increment the phase accumulator in
the DDFS, and every N binary word will be carried in a ROM
memory, as shown by the VHDL test simulator in Fig.6.
ROM cos
(0: π/2)

Inverter
ordered

ROM sin
(0: π/2)

Inverter
ordered

cos

MSB
0

Magnitude, dBm

-40

N

2e MSB
Accumulator

N

-20

Inverter
ordered
m' m'-2

sin

-60

2e MSB

MSB

-80

Fig. 5. Architecture of DDFS system
-100
-150

-100

-50

0

50

100

Freq, KHz

Fig. 3. Power spectrum of a BFSK signal (bit rate=20Kbps)

150

The length of the internal word also ensures a spurious
tone of at least -72.6 dBc from the fundament frequency
freeing therefore the imperfections in the DDFS [8].
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(
)
(4)
Thus, the number of limiting amplifiers has to be reduced
so to meet the requirements of low consumption for the
intended medical application. A compromise between the
different specifications has led to the use of 7 floors of
limiting amplifiers which a cell is shown in fig.9.

Fig. 6. PN code Simulation results

The bloc diagram of the phase accumulator is depicted in
Fig.7. Generally this circuit is pipelined as m stages of L bits
each as: m×L=N [7].
cout

N
Adder

Register

Fig. 9. Proposed limiting amplifier
clk

The circuit is composed of a conventional simple source
coupled pair [11] with a load diode biased with an
independent current.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the phase accumulator

IV.

DESIGN OF THE DIGITAL FSK DEMODULATOR

The digital demodulation is realized using a limiter that
converts the received analog signals into binary levels and a
zero crossing BFSK detector.
A. Design of the limiting amplifier
The limiting amplifier has a cascaded architecture. Indeed,
the number of cells used, the amplification gain, the
bandwidth and the consumption of each cell determine the
overall performance of the circuit [9].

B. Design of the BFSK demodulator
The designed demodulator is shown in Fig.10. It is
composed of four differentiators circuits which detect the zero
crossing of I and Q signals at the output of the limiter, two OR
gates and one NOR gate, a shape keeping circuit and a low
pass filter.

In order to determine the number of stages that may be
used for this application, simulations of the total gain GT and
bandwidth BT variations were carried (Fig.8) considering a
number Z of identical cells for the whole limiter [10] as:
( ⁄ )

Gain of each cell:

(2)

Bandwidth of each cell:

(3)
√

⁄

10

Fig. 10. Architecture of the proposed BFSK demodulator

The architecture of one ZD circuit is given in Fig.11. For
every zero crossing of the input signal, the circuit generates a
pulse whose width depends of the circuit component values
as:

Normalized value

1

(

)

( )

(5)

Normalized gain value
Normalized Bandwidth value

0,1

0,01

1E-3

1E-4
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Stage number

Fig. 8. Variation of gain and bandwidth based on the number of cells

Also the total power consumption of the circuit depends on
the number of stages used as:

Fig. 11. Zero-crossing Detection
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As the output generated pulses don’t have the same width
as shown at the output in Fig.11, after the collection with the
logic OR and NOR gates, a shape keeping circuit (Fig.12) is
utilized to fix the width of every input pulse whose value
depends on the parameters of the circuit components. Indeed
the width is mainly determined by the ratio of the R1-R3
voltage divider and the values of the capacitor C2 and the
resistor R5 at the drain of the output transistor.
Finally a digital low pass filter is applied to the generated
pulses so to filter errors and to calculate the mean value of the
signals which allow determining whether it is a 0 or 1
transmitted Data. The cut-off frequency of the filter is equal to
80 KHz which is exactly the width of a single channel in the
ISM band 863-870 MHz. The filter response is shown in
Fig.13.

Fig. 14. Maximum code vhdl simulations

Fig.15 shows the output sine and cosine signals of the
modulator. Indeed, a quadrature phase is observed between the
two signals as if the sine is at its maximum, the cosine takes
negative values and if it is at zero, the cosine takes its
maximum.

Fig. 12. The Shape keeping circuit

Fig. 15. Modulator Block simulation results

The chip implementation of the modulator circuit is shown
in Fig.16. It was realized using ams 0.35µm CMOS standard
cell library. The chip design was divided into thirteen
subsystems and simulations results have shown that the
average power consumed by the whole circuit is about 47.7
µW at Fclk=43.4 MHz and the Spurious-Free Dynamic Range
is about -88 dBc which complies with the specifications of the
ISM band.
Fig. 13. Digital filter response

V.

SIMULATION RESULT

The modulator simulation is first achieved with Modelsim
in VHDL language, then the code was synthetized using
Quartus and a chip of the whole cicuit was realized using
Cadence. Fig.14 shows the simulation of VHDL maximum
code of the modulator. At each edge of the clock (Clk), the
PN code generates a word binary that increments the phase
accumulator of the DDFS, and for each increment in this
DDFS (clk2), the modulator outputs sample of sin and cos
signals. Moreover, The multiplexer switches between the two
PN code at each edge of the signal (s).

Fig. 16. Chip design
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The BFSK signals at the output of the modulator were
applied to the designed demodulator using an Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. Thus, the diagram of
Fig.16 was obtained including the input data of the modulator
(in blue), the output of the filter at the end of the demodulator
(in red) and the data out (in pink) after integration and dump
of the signals.

TABLE I.

Output (bits)
Fclk (MHz)
SFDR (dBc)
Power dissipation
(µW/MHz)
Supply voltage(V)

1.0
filtout3, V

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THIS WORK (MODULATOR)
AND REPORTED WORKS IN LITERATURE
[12]
12
480
-80

[13]
12
150
-84

[14]
10
500
-70

This work
10
43.4
-88

72

500

34.4

47.7

2.5

1.8

1.8

3

0.5

TABLE II.

0.0

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THIS WORK (DEMODULATOR)
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Fig. 17. Output signals of the demodulator

Finally a bit error rate simulation BER was achieved as a
function of EbtoN0 expressing the signal to noise ratio
performance. The result is in Fig.17 and shows that for a bit
error rate of 10-3, only 10.9 dB of the EbtoN0 is needed for the
circuit which deeply satisfies the requirement of the
application and the FSK modulation. The Demodulator circuit
presents a sensitivity of about -115 dBm.

In this paper, a novel design and implementation of FHSSFSK modulator and demodulator for a 863-870 MHz receiver
was presented. First, we have presented a new method for
designing the modulator exploiting the symmetry of
trigonometric functions (sine and cosine) in order to reduce
the spurious tones of the Direct Digital Frequency Synthetizer.
Thus, a new architecture of the DDFS with small lookup table
for the sine and cosine functions and pipelined phase
accumulators was put into test. Simulation results showed that
the designed modulator was able to generate BFSK signals
with frequency hopping while consuming only 47.7 µV at
43.4 MHz.
A BFSK demodulator circuit was also designed using ams
0.35µm technology, the circuit was tested with input signals
coming from the designed modulator bloc. Simulation results
showed that the circuit presents 10-3 of bit error rate for an
input signal to noise ratio of 10.9 DB while the sensitivity
reached -115 dBm. Therefore, the designed circuits are
suitable for FSK modulated applications as the health
monitoring systems.
As a perspective of this work, we can achieve the design of
the whole transceiver using the UWB technology and BPSK
modulator as in [17], and compare the performances of the
two designed works for a better use in this medical
application.
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Fig. 18. BER plot versus EbtoNo(dB)

Performance comparison between the proposed modulator
and demodulator circuits and other reported works in the
literature are presented in table I and table II respectively.

[4]
[5]
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Abstract—The perfect composition of atomic services to
provide users with services through applying qualitative
parameters is very important. As expected, web services with
similar features lead to competition among the service providers.
The key challenge to find an appropriate web service for
composition occurs when multiple aspects of quality (such as
response time, cost, etc.) are considered in the optimal
composition of services. Skyline service provides the best service
with consideration of qualitative parameters by using superior
analysis. In this study, Skyline algorithm is used to find a set of
best possible services compositions while taking into account
qualitative parameters. The parallelism technique in this study,
had significant impact on reducing response time and increasing
the speed of service composition as well as reduction in
composition calculations. The results of the analysis and
evaluation of the proposed method shows optimum runtime and
the best composition.
Keywords—service composition; parallel Skyline service; the
dominant relationship; service quality

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the application of web-based systems in
institutions and government agencies is increasing.
Introduction of web services is an effective approach in
business structures to provide the required capabilities of
service providers for services composition. Selection of the
appropriate service on user's request is based on the service
quality of services. Several different methods have been
suggested to solve the problem of web services composition
based on qualitative characteristics. These methods can be
divided into two types of exact methods and approximate
methods according to [2]. The first type is known as noninnovative methods which selects the best design from all
available designs by examining and calculating the candidate’s
routes and thus provide a more precise answer. In the second
type or innovative methods, contrary to the first type, an ideal
design that is close to the best and most accurate answer will be
chosen.
Due to the importance of optimal composition of web
services in recent years, a lot of works have been done in the
field of each method. By studying various types of innovative
algorithm, one can concluded that many problems still exist to
solve in web services composition based on qualitative
characteristics. For example, each of these methods usually

have local optimality problem alone; or in basic genetic
algorithm, crossover and mutation operation acts randomly and
without any guidance, which leads to degeneration of the
method. Therefore, efforts to improve efficiency such as using
combined methods, operators like revolution operator or
adding functions to improve were performed. These techniques
are provided for better speed, faster convergence, and higher
efficiency in large spaces. Based on the mentioned studies,
there is no specific benchmark tool for evaluating the
algorithm. Although some researchers used different
simulation environments or different data to compare them
with each other, the results show that different methods have
different disadvantages and they do not have any specific
standard. Skyline algorithm method and parallelism technique
are used in this proposed method in order to provide the best
composition with regard to the shortest response time in high
scalability.
The paper is as follows; the second section expresses the
concept of Skyline service. In the third section, related works
in the field of service composition by Skyline service will be
discussed. The proposed method is described in the fourth
section. And the fifth section analysis and evaluation and the
results of the proposed method are presented and in the final
section, conclusions and recommendations for the future
studies are presented.
II.

SKYLINE SERVICE ALGORITHM

Skyline service includes a set of services that is not
dominated by other services. In this regard, the concepts
required are as follows:
A. Dominance Service and Skyline Service
In service composition, services that are better in all aspects
of service quality compared to other services are dominance
service.
For example, assume web service composition of travel
assistance: This composition, for the user, provides travel
assistance package. Examples of needed services include:
travel planner, maps and weather forecasting. Weather
conditions during travel are an important factor for weather
service. A user enjoys a number of choices for each of these
services. As noted, here limitations with similar capability
arises which are discussed later. In Table 1, five maps
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providers and four travel planner service providers are
presented [2].
TABLE I.

FIVE MAPS SERVICE PROVIDERS AND FOUR TRAVEL PLANNER
SERVICE PROVIDERS [2]

Sid
Operation
Map Providers
Geo code
A
Get map
Geo code
B
Get map
Geo code
C
Get map
Geo code
D
Get map
Geo code
E
Get map
Trip Planner Providers
Search Trip
T
Get Trip
Search Trip
G
Get Trip
Search Trip
H
Get Trip
Search Trip
I
Get Trip

Latency

Fee

Reputation

0.5
1
0.7
2
0.5
1.5
0.3
1
0.6
0.8

0.8
0
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.5

2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3

2
2
1
2
2
3
3
2

0
0.8
0
1
1
1
1
0

2
2
3
1
2
2
3
2

A
B
C
D
E

1.5
2.7
2
1.3
1.4

F
G
H
I

4
3
5
5

Fee
Map Providers
0.8
0.8
1.1
1.1
1.2
Trip Planner Providers
0.8
1
2
1

Sid

Latency
Fee
Map Providers
1.5
0.8
1.3
1.1
1.4
1.2

TABLE IV.
Sid

Reputation
2
2
3

DOMINANCE SERVICES IN THE SECOND GROUP [2]
Latency
Fee
Map Providers
1.5
0.8
1.3
1.1

A
D

Reputation
2
2

Selected services are the best ones among available
services that ultimately will be combined. All possible
compositions are shown in Table 5.

SUMS OF EACH QUALITATIVE PARAMETER [2]

Latency

SELECTED NUMERICAL VALUES AT THE FIRST STAGE [2]

Then, according to the second column of qualitative
parameters in Table 3, the best service is selected as the
dominance service. Service selection process carried out in the
second group is likewise.

Service name: (∑ Operation, ∑ Latency, ∑ Fee, ∑
Reputation) [2]
(1)

Sid

TABLE III.

A
D
E

It should be noted that sometimes to request a web service,
it requires to call a number of services. For example, to request
maps provider, it requires two functions of geo code and get
map. In addition, it is possible that dependency constraints
exist between these two functions (like get map which is
dependent to geo code). Therefore, these functions can be
arranged in a sequence of dependency constraints; the
production process of Skyline service composition by quality
values of any services in Table 1 are described. According to
Table 1, for calculation of quality for each service, records of
the service must be combined. The results are shown in Table
2. Calculation of qualitative parameters is according to the
equation (1):

TABLE II.

noted, the lowest value is selected as the best services to
combine that have been selected at the first stage of existing
services.

Reputation
2
3
2
2
3

TABLE V.

SKYLINE IMPLEMENTATION OF SERVICE COMPOSITION [2]

C-Sky
C-Sky (A,F)
C-Sky (A,G)
C-Sky (D,F)
C-Sky (D,G)

Latency
5.5
4.5
5.3
4.3

Fee
1.6
1.8
1.9
2.1

Reputation
4
4
4
4

B. Double Progressive Algorithm
The origin of this algorithm is progressive counting
principle. In this principle. After making the root node which is
the parent node, latter nodes are built upon it. The rule to create
each node is that selected services available in composition are
different only in one service with its child nodes. For example,
the root node in Figure 1 is a1b1c1 its child nodes are (a1b2c1)
(a1b1c2) (a2b1c1). The number of services composition
produced of Skyline are calculated in form of |A|*|B|*|C|=27.
In this algorithm, all services of Skyline are stored in the
memory. General space of services composition is proliferated
based on the principle of progressive counting and using the
lattice.

2
2
2
3

By using Dominance Analysis, the best services from each
group are chosen. As in each group (Map Provider: A, B, C, D,
E) and (Trip Planner Provider: F, G, H, I), the lowest numerical
value is selected as dominance or superior service. In the first
group, A and D and in second group F and G, are selected as
the dominance services. To understand better, the dominance
service selection process for map provider is described. As

Fig. 1. Expansion lattice [3]
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In Double Progressive, the algorithm sorts services
composition in ascending order within an expansion lattice; as
well as showing services composition of Skyline progressively
[3].
It is noteworthy that in expansion lattice, a service
composition that Ni (No. of composition) has higher ranking
than its ancestor does not mean that Ni is dominated by its
ancestor; Therefore, expansion lattice only determines the
counting order between among and proves that Ni is counted
after its ancestor. But for nodes that do not have parent-child
relationship, such as: (a2, b1, c1) at level 1 and (a1, b3, c1) at
level 2, a correct order must be ensured, since it is possible (a1,
b3, c1) has less score than (a2, b1, c1); Hence, it should be
considered earlier. To achieve the progressive counting,
expansion lattice (T) with a heap (H) is used. Expansion lattice
ensures that the parent node is considered before the child
node, which is very desirable; because the score of a parent
node cannot be greater than the score of child nodes. On the
other hand, the heap determines the order of nodes without
parent-child. The process of making compositions from the
first level to the heap (H) begins with Composition Service
Execution Plan (CSEP) 1. Each stage of the counting will have
two sub-phases: 1. Extraction: a service composition with the
lowest Ni rank, is extracted from the heap and compared with
the existing Skyline. Finally, Ni will be entered into Skyline if
it is not dominated and omitted [3].
C. Parent table
In progressive algorithm a node alone can be produced
several times from the other parent nodes, where proliferation
problem occurs because a node can have m parents, where m is
number of Skylines’ service, and similar child nodes can be
produced when each of ancestors develop. As shown in Figure
1, number of every node shows its parent node number (index).
For example, the nodes (a2, b2, c2) are placed three times in
the heap, since it has three parents, and when each of them
develop, (a2, b2, c2) will be produced and will be put into H.
The nodes proliferation problem is associated with many
computational problems, because many nodes are analyzed
several times. This node can be used more than once in
Skyline, causing a false Skyline [4].
The parent table is a suitable solution to solve the problem
of nodes proliferation with minimal computations. Instead of
considering all the ancestors, the parent table only stores the
data of number of parents for a node. A basic rule is that a
single node can only be placed in the heap, when all its parents
are analyzed, and since the highest number of parents for a
node is m, the parent table can at least be given a higher bit
than number of parents in a node. This means that maximum of
one bit more than the specified number of services be
calculated. According to the expansion lattice, the following
characteristics are followed:
Assuming the index of the S-Skyline starts with 1, the
number of parents of each node is written above it.
The parent table, stores the number of parents in each node.
In each comparison with another node, a figure of the number
of parents will be decreased and the table will be updated with
new values. Finally, each node reaches to zero, will be placed

into heap. The operation ensures that all child nodes are placed
into heap before parent node [3].
One of the key features of the parent table is that a table
should be stored in the heap which have the lowest possible
size without a single node and the ancestors be symbiotic in the
heap. Heap size is a determinant factor in the overall
performance of the algorithm. It should be noted that other
methods to avoid the proliferation of nodes can be created.
D. Button-Up Algorithm
DPA algorithm decides with two major functions:
(F1)Heap functions: verify that the child node entered into
the heap before the parent node.
(F2)Skyline comparisons: choosing the best services
through existing services and taking into account the dominant
relationship.
BUA algorithm is a bottom to top computational
framework and presents a linear comparison strategy for better
performance and scalability.
This algorithm carries out optimization and cost
calculations with positive traits inherited from DPA. The
algorithm’s strategy is to use linear compositions while doing
comparisons to select the best composition. A linear
composition is to compare the results of two nodes with the
next node, and finally achieving the best possible composition
[4]. Figure 2 displays schema of a linear composition.

Fig. 2. linear composition [3]

III.

RELATED STUDIES

Today, service composition is discussed as a key challenge
in software systems. Using the appropriate method to combine
services, provides favorable results than other existing
approaches. It should be noted that by study and research in the
service-oriented fields and service composition, new and
optimal methods in this case are presented.
In this section, different methods of service composition are
studied and presented and the best method is chosen among the
existing methods.
Wu et al. used Dynamic Skyline Composition Algorithm
for combining web services based on service quality, where the
compositions of web-based services are performed
dynamically. With the emergence of new services, old services
will be removed and quality of service also changes. The
advantages of this approach is to identify and select the best
web services through a set of services based on service quality,
and also using linear compositions to reduce the number of
selected web services from the set of available services. The
disadvantage of this study was lack of evaluating the algorithm
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on a composition of web services in real and unreal data sets
[5].
Benouaret et al. presented fuzzy dominance method for
calculating Skyline service based on quality of service, in
which key challenges including increasing number of web
services and qualitative aspects have been considered. The
users can enter their desired quality of service. The advantages
of this new concept are α-dominance of Skyline service for
composition of web-based services in high dimension that
calculation in its composition has decreased. This method is
also able to select the best services through quality services is
undesirable. The disadvantages of this method, lack of
awareness of sufficient information for the selected feature
among Web services [6].
Benouaret et al. used fuzzy logic and Top-k algorithm to
services’ preferences and their compositions based on user
requests. In this method, user preference is modeled based on
fuzzy method, and the RDF is used to determine the
relationship between the web services. The advantages of this
study are improvements on diversity of web services
compositions while maintaining service composition with the
highest score. The disadvantages of this method is limits in
fuzzy method in composition of services to match the user
requests through using set of comparative methods [7].
In [8] ranking and clustering of web services is provided by
using criteria of dominance relationship. In this research,
retrieval, selection and composition of web services are done
according to their increase and matching on the basis of
criterion matching and using Skyline method among different
qualitative parameters. The disadvantage of this method is lack
of optimization at the time of service composition. In addition,
reduced weight of service quality, results in decreased accuracy
of retrieval services and thereby causes loss of important
information. The advantage of this method is ranking suitable
services on request which defines dominance relationships
between services. The clustering provides prevailing interface
between matched parameters. The proposed algorithms have
been effective on the user's actual requests on true and false
data.
Yu et al. presented the calculated Skyline service for
invalid qualitative data, in which service composition in which
the performances of services compositions are tested according
to fluctuations in the dynamic environment. In this study,
qualities of real services are provided by inherently invalid
services. The optimization approach of available services may
not change the quality of services over time. Therefore,
multiple and sometimes conflicting qualitative criteria for the
selection of each service requires using the weight
characteristics. The disadvantage of this method is false
understanding of weight characteristics which leads to loss of
services desired by users. The advantages of this method are
creating a new concept called p-dominant Skyline service that
is suitable for weight characteristics and quantitative
parameters. In addition, use of R-tree structure due to pruning
dual structure, is effective in optimal composition web services
in Skyline algorithm [9].

clustering algorithm, they have produced clusters of trees. This
algorithm receives inputs of Skyline and returns the structure
of the binary tree and defines the root. Indeed it can be said that
it creates dominance relationship between the web services.
And puts them in order based on the characteristics of services
quality as these services belong to Skyline. The advantage of
this method is removing invalid services and limitations of
complex calculations and long processing time as they result in
decreased efficiency [10].
IV.

THE PROPOSED APPROACH

As mentioned in the previous section, Skyline was
introduced as an appropriate method by having advantages
including high scalability, reduced process time of combining
and providing the best composition. In previous studies, each
methods providing the best composition of web services had
problems. Parallel Skyline service algorithm, by using
parallelism, increases the speed of combining huge volume of
services. The steps in proposed method are as follows:
- First the user enters his request in form of input service
and enters the desired output and service quality. Requested
service format is as follows:
Request: (Input/s, Output/s, QoS)
In this step, preprocessing is performed on incoming
request. The pre-processing is operations such as search and
retrieval of required service from data base and designing an
expansion graph in parallel.
Construction of expansion graph in sequential order is
described in the second part. In this paper construction of each
graphs and compounds in each level are parallel unlike [11]. In
other words, compounds of each level due to being
independent, can be done simultaneously, so the desired graph
is generated faster. And by increasing the number of services
involved in the composition, computing time and graph
construction will have no significant increase. As Figure 3
shows, in every line of the graph, the possible composition are
created in the context of parent-child rules, and the final graph
is created again by using parent-child.

Fig. 3. Expansion Graph [3]

Alrifai et al. used Skyline service to reduce the number of
candidate services composition. And by using K-means
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A. Selecting the best service composition in each expansion
graph by using a parallel linear combination
According to Figure 4, parallel linear combination means
comparing obtained combination of any comparison at all
levels. For example, as shown in Figure 4, first two service
composition of A, B through DPA algorithm are compared,
and then the result is compared with a higher level of service
composition which is C [3].

In Fig. 5 these three methods in low scale and equal
number of services are compared and shown.

Fig. 5. comparison of runtime in low scale

These three methods are compared with each other in high
scale and higher number of services.

Fig. 4. linear combination [3]

After the parallel linear combination in each expansion
graph, the best combination of the graph will be determined,
which are defined as the Skyline Services.
B. Selecting the best combination from existing Skyline
services
After determining any suitable combination of the two
graphs, the results of each graph are compared with each other.
Finally, the best combination will be presented to the user.
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Fig. 6. comparison of runtime in high scale

As can be seen, Skyline method due to using parallel
technique, has better composition speed than Top-K method.
B. Memory Usage
Another issue which can be analyzed in results is memory
usage by proposed algorithm of Parallel-BUA.

For analysis and evaluation of parallel Skyline service, first
implementation of proposed approach provided by Skyline
algorithms were evaluated. And then the desired results with
the same data on the algorithms provided by Skyline, Top-K
algorithm and the proposed parallel Skyline algorithm were
evaluated.

Whereas Parallel-BUA method candidate services for
composition has decreased; therefore, memory usage is less
than Top-K and Skyline algorithms, and improvement occurs
in memory usage. In Table 7 charts for the algorithms of TopK and Parallel Skyline and Skyline are specified.

Here, the results of the proposed algorithm for the problem
of finding the best composition in web services are described.

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF MEMORY USAGE IN TOP-K AND PARALLEL
SKYLINE AND SKYLINE METHODS WITH EQUAL WEB SERVICES IN LOW SCALE
(MB)

A. Runtime
In analyzing the results, it is observed that the addition of
web services of data set, increases the runtime.
Due to the fact that the proposed model, the best service
composition has been provided through parallel Skyline, thus
runtime in equal number of web services declined compared to
the Top-K algorithm and improvements occurred in the
algorithm’s runtime. Then in Table 6 runtime charts for Top-K
and Parallel Skyline and Skyline algorithms are specified.

Number of Services
10000
20000
30000
40000

Skyline
95.45
178.95
375
675

Top-K
73.32
150
278.5
469

Parallel Skyline
37
101
175
282

In Fig. 7 these three methods in low scale and equal
number of services are compared and shown.

TABLE VI. RUNTIME (IN MILLISECONDS) IN IMPLEMENTATION OF
PARALLEL-SKYLINE AND TOP-K AND SKYLINE METHODS WITH EQUAL
NUMBER OF WEB SERVICES
Number of Services
10000
20000
30000
40000

Skyline
3.4
15.3
37.5
81.35

Top-K
2.12
6.12
13.27
22.65

Parallel-Skyline
1.35
2.17
4.41
8.65

Fig. 7. Comparison of memory usage in Top-K and Parallel Skyline and
Skyline methods in low scale
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 Use parallel Skyline service to choose reliable services
in social networks

These three methods are compared with each other in high
scale and higher number of services.

 Use parallel Skyline service to predict quality of fuzzy
services to solve the problem of inconsistency in fuzzy
services.
 Use parallel Skyline service to solve inconsistent
services
Fig. 8. Comparison of memory usage in high scale

As you can see, Skyline method due to use of parallelism
techniques and the use of more powerful processor, use less
memory compared to the Top-K method.
In addition, in parallel Skyline method compared to Skyline
service, number of services and sub-services is selected
dynamically and it is done according to user requests. Then, by
a Top-K filter is applied on user requests, and user creates
services based on the quality and through Parallel Skyline the
best composition is shown to the user. This method consumes
less memory than the BUA and Top-K.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The right composition of atomic services to provide
services to users of is a challenge in web services. In this
regard, choosing suitable atomic service required applying the
right qualitative parameters is very important. Many methods
have been suggested to solve the problem web services
composition in regard to quality characteristics. As expected,
web services with similar features lead to competition among
the service providers. The key challenge to find an appropriate
web service for composition occurs when multiple aspects of
quality (such as response time, cost, etc.) are considered in the
optimal composition of services. In this study various methods
of service composition are discussed and compared. It was
shown that previous methods had limitations in terms of
computation and complexity. By using parallel Skyline service,
selection speed and diversity has increased in a large scale
space.
Suggested future works:
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Abstract—Cloud computing is a model of internet-based
service that provides easy access to a set of changeable
computational sources through internet for users based on their
demand. Load balancing in cloud have to manage service
provider resources appropriately. Load balancing in cloud
computing is the process of load distribution between distributed
computational nodes for optimal use of resources and have to
decrease latency in order to prevent a situation in which some
nodes overloaded and some others under-loaded or be in the idle
mode. Load migration is a potential solution for most of critical
conditions such as load imbalance. However, many load
migration methods are only based on one purpose. Practically,
considering just one objective for migration can be in contrary to
the other objectives and may lose optimal solution to work in
existing situation. Therefore, having a strategy to make load
migration process purposeful is essential in cloud environment.
The main idea of this research is to reduce cost and increase
efficiency in order to be compatible with cloud different
conditions. In the recommended method, it is tried to improve
load migration process using several different criteria
simultaneously and apply some changes in previous methods.
The simulated annealing algorithm is employed to implement the
recommended strategy in the present research. Obtained result
show desired performance and efficiency in general. This
algorithm is highly flexible by which several important criteria
can be calculated simultaneously.
Keywords—cloud computing; load balancing; migration;
virtual machines; simulated annealing

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the modern developments in the internet is
introduced by Cloud Computing (CC) technology. This
technology becomes quickly popular due to its properties in
which every kind of facilities offers to the users in the form of
a service [13]. The CC is an internet-based service model as it
provides easy access to a set of changeable computing
resources through internet for users based on their demands. In
such mode, users try to access based on their needs regardless
of where the service is located or how it is delivered. Various
types of computing services try to offer such services to the
users. Some of these computing systems are cluster computing,
grid computing and recently CC. There are some services
provided by CC architecture based on IT customers’ needs [4].
Naturally, any new changes and concepts in IT environment
has its own specific problems and complexities; using CC is
not an exception and put many challenges in front of experts in
this field, such as load balancing, security, reliability,
ownership, backing up data, data portability and supporting

different platforms. Considering the importance of migration in
load balancing of CC, it is going to improve this process in this
paper [2]. This article organized as follows: In section two
previous works will be reviewed. In section three our proposed
method is stated. This method is evaluated in section four and
finally there is a conclusion in the last section.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Cloud Computing
CC platform is a completely automatic and service
providers let the users buy, remote creation, dynamic
scalability and system management [9]. Operational and capital
costs can be reduced by CC [5]. In addition, CC systems are
elastic; the amount of resources available to a server has
capable of increasing or decreasing. However, it covers all
what really a cloud server is [9].
The CC is a new internet-based service becomes common
for users to provide different services. Many different and wide
sources can be used instead of local or remote servers in CC
services. There is not any standard definition for CC.
Generally, it is including of a set of known server, offering
services and resources to different and demanding clients.
Distributed computers provide those demand-based services.
The main advantage of CC is quick reduction of hardware
costs and computation and capacity increasing [5].
B. Details of Cloud system and its properties
A Cloud system is composed of three main parts: clients,
data center and distributed servers. Each part has its own
specific role and purpose defined in the following.
 Clients: end users interact with clients to manage
cloud-related data.
 Data center: a data center can created to save data and
applications.
 Distributed servers: parts of cloud hosting different
programs all over the internet while a cloud user thinks
that the programs run in his machine [5].
C. Cloud implementation models
There are four models for cloud implementation as follows
[14].
 Private Cloud: It is an infrastructure of cloud
computing only working for an organization and
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managed by the same organization or a third party
organization.


Public Cloud: It is also known as external cloud and
describes CC as its main and traditional meaning. The
services prepared dynamically through internet in the
form of small units by a third party distributer who
lends the resources in share to the users.



Community Cloud: also known as group cloud in
which cloud infrastructure shared and supported by
several organizations with common goals in security
mission or considerations. This cloud can be managed
by the same or a third party organization. Since the
costs divided between fewer users than in public clouds,
this choice is more expensive than public cloud but has
more privacy, security and compatibility with policies.



Hybrid Cloud: a cloud in which its infrastructure
composed of two or more types of clouds (private,
community, public).

D. Load balancing based on migration of virtual machines
and efficiency
 Load balancing between physical hosts is necessary for
cloud environment in order to improve efficiency of
data centers by increasing in throughput and decreasing
in system latency. There are many physical hosts in a
data centers therefore, based on migration of virtual
machines between physical hosts, load balancing plays
an important role to provide stable and highly efficient
services. It is possible to have a situation in which
physical hosts loaded excessively, that is, the number of
virtual machines being run in physical hosts is more
than the average. Therefore, running services are
incapable of guarantee the needs. The efficiency of data
centers servicing can be improved by migration of
virtual machines from heavy loaded hosts to the light
ones [16].




Two-stage load balancing algorithms OLB+LBMM: A
two-stage scheduling algorithm recommended to mix
scheduling algorithms of Opportunistic Load Balancing
(OLB) and Load Balance Min-Min (LBMM) for using
better execution and maintaining load balancing of the
system. The OLB scheduling algorithm keep any node
in idle mode to reach the load balancing objective; the
LBMM scheduling algorithm applied for reducing
running time of any task on the node. Therefore, it
decreases the total running time. This algorithm used in
three-level CC networks in which efficiency and
utilization criteria are considered. Such hybrid
algorithm helps in effective use of resources, increases
efficiency and offer better results than honey bee
algorithm, random sampling and active clustering [4].
Min-Min algorithm: It is started by a set of unassigned
tasks. First of all, the minimum ending time of each task
is found. Then, the least minimum is selected among
these minimum times which is the minimum time
between all tasks exist on each resource. After that, the
task scheduled on the related machine within the

minimum time. Now, the running time for all other
tasks updated on the machine by adding up the assigned
task running time to other tasks running time and the
assigned task removed from the task list, assigned to the
machine. This process repeated till all tasks assigned to
the resources. However, there is a problem in this
method which can be resulted in starvation [4]. In this
algorithm, utilization of resources, overload,
throughput, latency and efficiency are considered from
load balancing criteria [13].
 A Lock-free multiprocessing solution for load
balancing: this solution recommended because it is
refused to use shared memory in comparison to other
multiprocessing solutions of load balancing and keeps
user session by locking. The memory this method
obtained by applying Linux core and helps the
improvement of general efficiency of load balancer in a
multi core environment through running several load
balancing processes in one load balancer [11].
 Ant Colony Optimization: A model presented in which
unique ants act as very common insects. They have very
limited memory and show individual behavior in order
to have a big random performance. The ants are
working together to find food sources and make use of
food source for transferring food toward the colony
simultaneously [10].
 Load Balancing Mechanism based on Ant colony and
Complex Network Theory (ACCLB): It is presented in
a federation of open CC with the purpose of
overcoming complexity and problems of dynamic load
balancing which use scale-free and small-world
properties of complex networks to reach better load
balancing. This method improved many aspects of the
related ant colony algorithms and recommended to
achieve load balancing in distributed systems.
Moreover, it overcomes heterogeneity, compatible with
dynamic environment, well in resisting against faults
and has appropriate scalability since it helps the
improvement of system efficiency [4]. Several studies
showed that dynamic changes of criteria to calculate the
possibility function for an ant in order to select a
neighbor node, should have high efficiency for ant
colony optimization algorithm, however such issues are
not considered in this case [15]. In this algorithm in
which complex network theory is used, utilization of
resources, scalability and efficiency is considered from
load balancing criteria [4].
 Join-Idle-Queue Algorithm: It recommends a load
balancing algorithm for dynamic scalability of web
services. This algorithm provides LB in large scale by
distributed distributers. First, balance the load of idle
processors in distributors is happened for any idle
processor to access any distributor and then assign tasks
to the processors in order to reduce the queue length of
each processor. Removing load balancing task from
vital route of demands processing, this algorithm
reduces system load effectively, no connectional
overload occurred at the time of tasks entrance and the
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real latency not increased. The environment this
algorithm used in is cloud data centers in which latency
and overload considered as efficiency criteria. This
algorithm is capable of running relatively optimal when
applied for web services. However, it cannot be used
for web services of nowadays dynamic contents due to
scalability and reliability [4].
E. Simulated Annealing Algorithm
 It is an algorithm for optimization issues inspired from
nature. This algorithm introduced by works of
Kirkpatrick and Cerny et al. in 1983 and 1985
respectively. It is used for solid substance reaches to the
mode in which put arranged well with minimum
energy. In this method, put the substance in high
temperature and then it decline gradually in order to put
the substance in a mode in which it is arranged and has
minimum energy. In this algorithm, each point of
searching space (s) regarded as a mode of substance
(searching space for our algorithm is all possible modes
for migration of load between virtual machines) and the
E(s) function which is the energy function (fitness
function) should be minimized. The purpose is to
transfer a substance mode (problem answer) from
starting point (initial population) toward optimal mode
(optimal answer). Evolutionary algorithms such as this
one begin with an initial solution which is the starting
point for moving toward optimal solution produced
randomly. This means, a simple solution can be
regarded initially but it is not necessarily the optimal
one and it is just produced for using the algorithm and
moving toward more optimal solution [6].
III.

RECOMMENDED STRATEGY

Suppose that m is a host in which N virtual machines exist.
n tasks will be under service. In servicing, it is possible to some
of virtual machines overloaded and therefore their energy
consumption and latency increases while the efficiency
decreases. In such cases, some methods required for migration
of services from overloaded virtual machines to those without
overloading; on the other hand, load migration occurs. The
purpose of this research is to offer a strategy that solves the
problem of load migration on virtual machines considering
different criteria such as energy consumption, efficiency etc.
the recommended strategy is as follows:
In this strategy, at first each criteria of load migration
problem are modeled and relationship between them are
expressed. Then, annealing algorithm and modeling the
problem in form of a population, a population with optimal
fitness obtained. The optimal population will determine the
order of load migration on virtual machines.
A. Criteria of the strategy
The following criteria considered in this research and it is
tried to optimize all of them simultaneously.
1) load volume
Since it is possible for a virtual machine to be overloaded
during task running in different aspects such as processor,
memory or network, a criterion set for load volume of virtual

machine, this criterion is a combination of processor, memory
and network loads as follows:
(1)

In equation (1),
،
و
show the efficiency rate of CPU, memory and
network [17].
2) Energy consumption
Excessive increase of CC networks result in increasing of
energy consumption in data centers intensively which is a vital
problem and global concern for industry and society. The
following equation used to calculate the criterion of energy
consumption [3].
(2)
In equation (2), Static energy is the static rate of energy
consumption and Dynamic energy is the dynamic rate of
energy consumed by the service on the virtual machine which
is obtained by the following equation:
(3)
(4)
In equation (3),
is relative coefficient, time is the
execution time of application and Speed is the processor speed.
In equation (4),
is normal frequency and
is
maximum frequency of the CPU [3].
3) Resource utilization
Resource utilization depends on considering balance in
using resources. The following equation used to calculate it; by
simplifying the equation into CPU, memory and network we
have:
(

)

(

)
(5)
equation (5),
،
and
are efficiency rate of CPU, memory and network
respectively [18].

In

4) Migration cost
Migration cost of different tasks may be different
significantly regarding various settings of virtual machine and
feature of the task volume. Most of the load balancing methods
is highly efficient but unfortunately load migration cost, is
ignored during designing the method which resulted in
overloading and recommended methods become useless for
cloud environment. Therefore, this criterion considered in the
present research. The following equation used for calculating
migration cost [1, 14].
(6)
In equation (6), a, b, c, d are weights of the cost criteria
which their sum should be equal to one.
is total
network traffic of migration process,
is total
energy consumed by migration process,
is the
migration time and
is idle time emerged by
migration process.
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(7)
(8)
(9)
Simply suppose that in offline migration,
is
the very
which is equal to migrated memory in virtual
machines in equation (4-7),
is the memory transfer rate. In
equation (8),
،
،
are amount of extra energy
consumed by the source, destination and network interfaces. In
equation (9),
is the amount of energy needed for
transferring one megabit to the resource node.
5) Fault Tolerance
In the present research it is tried to solve the load migration
problem without violating fault tolerance required for services.
Expressing this criterion, it is supposed that if amount of fault
tolerance level of each service is then the following equation
guarantee fault tolerance of each service not to be violated.
[ ][ ]

∑

∑

[ ][ ]

(10)
Where is base number of virtual machines used by i'th
[ ][ ]
service. Moreover, in
which denotes the
number of virtual machines put on j'th host by i'th service [16].
6) Efficiency
This criterion calculated by both hops time and waiting
time parameters. Hop time is the time spent for transferring
load from overloaded virtual machines to the ones without
overloaded. Waiting time is the time in that virtual machines is
preparing to receive services 12].
7) Implementation
The above mentioned criteria is combined linearly and
considered as fitness function. Weight of each criterion
determined regarding the importance of each one has. In
addition, upper and lower limit of load can be considered for
each virtual machine by which if the existing load in a virtual
machine is more than the upper limit, the load must transfer to
the machines with loads less than the lower limit. Efficiency
rate of CPU in all virtual machines calculated by equation as
follows (4-11) [4].
(11)
∑

(12)
∑
(13)
∑
(14)
Equation (12) and equation (13) expresses total bandwidth
and total memory assigned to virtual machines on each host
respectively. Equation (14) delineated the efficiency rate of all
virtual machines. The virtual machine which its CPU
efficiency is more than the upper limit of load means

excessively loaded and needs migration of load to another
virtual machine with lower load limit. Following equations is
used to calculate upper limit of the load [18].
(∑
(((

)
)

(∑
)

) (15)
)

((

))

(16)
In equation (15), the
variation is the sum of
considered criteria. In equation (16),
is the upper limit of
the load. Spare rate of CPU with
as upper probability and
as lower probability maintained for each host. Moreover,
is lower limit for spare capacity of the CPU. Spare capacity of
CPU means that number of running services in CPU is lower
than its capacity. The virtual machine that its CPU efficiency is
less than the lower limit of the load becomes under-loaded and
the overloaded machines are appropriate for migration of load
to it. If CPU efficiency is less than 30%, the lower limit of load
is always 0.3 [18].
(17)
)

((
)

Where

(18)

is the lower limit of the load [18].

Fitness function calculated through equation (18) in which
there
is
where
are the weights of fitness calculation
criteria, each one considered
by default. However, as
mentioned previously, weight of each criterion can be
determined regarding the importance of each one.
a)

.
IV. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND SEVERAL
STUDIED ALGORITHM IN THE RELATED WORKS CHAPTER
Our intended strategy consist of six criteria “load volume,
energy consumption, resource utilization, migration cost, fault
tolerance and efficiency” to calculate fitness and obtained by
equation (18). Proposed strategy will be compared with several
algorithms of related works and equation (18) will be evaluated
for them which show in the form of a chart. Fitness function of
the recommended strategy considered for all these algorithms:
OLB + LBMM, Min-Min, Max-Min, Ant Colony and Artificial
Bee Colony and the comparison is demonstrated a table. As
shown in the table, just the recommended strategy is based on
SA algorithm which is including all criteria and can present an
appropriate strategy for making load migration process
purposeful in cloud environment. The following chart is the
comparison between the recommended strategy and other
algorithms.
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shows that the more temperature decreased the more
appropriate fitness value is obtained. Thus, the major task now
is to determine the temperature situation. This main part is
temperature reduction schedule which start at (1000˚C), and
finish at (0-1˚C) and it is a linear function (Tk+1 = Tk* a) [19,
20]. According to the calculation of temperature reduction rate,
temperature variations chart and its effect on optimization is
based on the points selected from the above table shown in the
following figure.

Fig. 1. comparing the recommended strategy with other algorithms based on
the number of important criteria for making migration process purposeful in
form of bar chart

1) Operation of recommended strategy (pseudo code)
At first, the services is assigned to the virtual machines in
different hosts randomly and then the upper and lower limit of
the load calculated in each virtual machine on each host and if
there is at least one overloaded virtual machine, the load
migration strategy activated and the load migration is done. In
addition to finding a load-less combination, the algorithm
calculates the above-mentioned determined criteria using
fitness function produces fitness of each solutions of the
population. Our purpose is to return a combination without
overload and a better fitness. Then, the n number of better
solutions (with higher fitness) is kept and the new population is
produced by means of Crossover. After that, the amount of
fitness of each solution in the new population is calculated and
again the n number of better solution is kept; this process
continued until the end condition of the algorithm occurred.
Pseudo code for the recommended strategy is as follows:
Load Migration Algorithm

5:

1: Calculate upper and lower bound load per every virtual
machine for every host.
2: if there is at least one virtual machine with over load then
3:
Initialize initial population by generating a random
migration load from any virtual machine with over
load to any virtual machine with minimum load.
4:
repeat
by Crossover generate new population by
migration load from any virtual machine with
over load to any virtual machine with minimum
load
6:
Mutate new population
7:
calculate fitness function for every member of new
population
8:
until termination conditions meet.
9: end if
a) Temperature and fitness function in the
recommended strategy based on SA algorithm
As previously explained in SA algorithm, temperature is
also one of the main parameters of this algorithm. Therefore, in
this section, testing temperature in different values and
calculating fitness function based on the related temperature

Fig. 2. Fitness and temperature reduction variations based on the linear
function

2) Implementation and the strategy analysis
The algorithm simulated in MATLAB software by 5 hosts,
3 virtual machines and 60 services. A population consist of 10
solution is considered in the simulation. The recommended
strategy algorithm starts up by random assignment of services
to virtual machines in different hosts. Now, two modes may
occur in this state for the algorithm:
1st mode: There is not any overloaded machine in the hosts
after random assignment as shown in figure 3 in which each
square denotes a host and it is clear, there are 5 hosts including
3 virtual machines, each one has different services.

Fig. 3. primary random assignment without overload

In this mode, although there is not any overload, an
appropriate load balancing algorithm guarantees,using of that
equal amount of all existing resources at any moment.
Therefore, since the primary random assignment without
overload may not use all virtual machines for services
assignment, the algorithm run in this mode and returned a
population with appropriate order including 10 solution shown
in figure 4 in which number of chromosomes is more than one
row that is, there is a population includes 10 chromosomes
each one has to return a fitness value. Therefore, there are 10
solutions and each solution is related to fitness of each
population. Among these 10 answers, one with optimal fitness
function can be selected as order of assigning the services to
the virtual machines. In fact, selection process of optimal
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fitness is that the first and the least values of fitness selected as
the optimal solutions.

Fig. 4. population without overload with better order

Fig. 7. population without overload with better fitness funtion and order

2nd mode: it is assessment of the pattern for overloaded
virtual machines. That is, one or more of the virtual machines
in the hosts include overload after running of the algorithm and
production of primary chromosome.

Moreover, the maximum number of genetic algorithm to be
run is set to 1000 repetitions in order to prevent endless
running. Generally, for determining whether virtual machines
is overloaded or not, first CPU efficiency is calculated for each
machine and the upper and lower limits of load is calculated
for each host beside. The lower limit of load is calculated by
the equation mentioned in previous parts if the CPU efficiency
is more than 30% (the lower limit of load determined as 0.3 for
each host in this research). Now, we have efficiency and the
lower and upper limits of virtual machine. Therefore, the
virtual machine with CPU efficiency more than upper limit of
load is overloaded and needs migration of load to the other
virtual machine with lower limit of load while the virtual
machine with CPU efficiency less than lower limit of load is
under-loaded and appropriate for migration of load from
overloaded virtual machines.

Fig. 5. primary random assignment including overload

The above figure shows that the algorithm performs until
finding a situation without overload in this mode. Thesprocess
is continued until finding a chromosome in which there is not
any overloaded virtual machine. After finding a mode without
overload for all virtual machines the algorithm ended and the
output, is containing primary chromosome without overload
obtained from the algorithm. The number of algorithm
repetitions to find such chromosome and the output is shown in
figure 6.

V.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. population without overload with better order

In this paper, it is tried to study the differences resulted
from applying different criteria in load balancing process in
cloud environment. As mentioned before, load balancing
process in cloud environment is very important which has high
effective in applying cloud services. In the present research, a
strategy is introduced in order to optimize migration process in
load balancing. Considering studies done in this research, a
criterion as the purpose of migration in load balancing process
can be in contrary to other purposes, and the optimal solution
for dealing with current situation may be lost and such
algorithm neither used in all cloud conditions nor lead to the
best results. Considering this result, using an algorithm capable
of considering several load-balancing criteria in load migration
process and optimize them simultaneously may overcome such
defect to somehow. Thus, after studying load-balancing
challenge, the present research uses simulated annealing
method, which is an algorithm for optimization issues and
inspired from nature, for utilizing the criteria simultaneously.

The algorithm returns the first chromosome without
overload as the solution. This solution may not have an
appropriate fitness function therefore the process continues
again and returns other chromosome without overload along
with their fitness function (figure 7). The same as previous, a
chromosome with optimal fitness function can be selected as
the order of assigning services to the virtual machines.

After evaluating of the recommended method, the method
could prove its efficiency. In addition, the recommended
method is highly flexible and developed in a way that several
load-balancing criteria used easily in this method, the number
of criteria can be increase or decrease. The most important
innovation of this research is consideration of several criteria at
the same time as the purpose of migration and using simulated
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annealing for this reason. This makes the using of
recommended algorithm possible in cloud environments with
different conditions. The obtained results shows, the
importance of using load-balancing process in cloud
environment. According to previous studies, an introduced
algorithm for load balancing does not have always the best
result and it is depending on various factors but making
migration purposeful can improve load-balancing process
significantly. It is recommend to use dynamic programming
algorithms in the future works to improve migration process in
load balancing algorithms.
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Abstract—Twitter is one of the most popular social network
sites on the Internet to share opinions and knowledge extensively.
Many advertisers use these Tweets to collect some features and
attributes of Tweeters to target specific groups of highly engaged
people. Gender detection is a sub-field of sentiment analysis for
extracting and predicting the gender of a Tweet author. In this
paper, we aim to investigate the gender of Tweet authors using
different classification mining techniques on Arabic language,
such as Naïve Bayes (NB), Support vector machine (SVM), Naïve
Bayes Multinomial (NBM), J48 decision tree, KNN. The results
show that the NBM, SVM, and J48 classifiers can achieve
accuracy above to 98%, by adding names of Tweet author as a
feature. The results also show that the preprocessing approach
has negative effect on the accuracy of gender detection. In
nutshell, this study shows that the ability of using machine
learning classifiers in detecting the gender of Arabic Tweet
author.
Keywords—Social Networking; Data Mining; Sentiment
Analysis; Sentiment Classification; Gender Detection; Twitter

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the existence of many social websites such as
Twitter, Facebook, Myspace and blogs that make the internet a
large repository of different type of data. These media allow
different type of users from different cultures and languages to
communicate and share their opinions, and experience with
others.
These opinions represent many kind of information
(political, sport, technology, etc.) that come from different
sources. Such a large repository of data and information
sparked the attention of researchers and companies to take
advantage of this data for various purposes. Sentiment analysis
or opinion mining is a field aims to extract or predict the
polarity of people opinions in specific areas. This is considered
as a challenging task for sentiment analysis.
Gender detection is a sub-field of sentiment analysis for
extracting and predicting the gender of a Tweet author. Most
researchers studied gender detection for Tweet writers in
different language such as English, European and other
languages. However, in Arabic language there is a few
researchers studied gender detection. In this study, we focused
on Arabic opinions Twitter. Some of these studies have been
investigated only gender aspect as a core attribute which can be

a good indicator of the author of Tweet as in [1, 2]. Other
studies investigated not only gender but also other attributes
such as age for example in [3, 4].
Twitter website is our interest of study. We analyzed
Tweets, which are small texts that consist of maximum 140
characters each). The Tweets are classified based on their
writers' gender into two classes male and female. Twitter is
considered as one of the largest social media website
widespread in the world that has a huge number of users and a
large amount of data in different languages from different
places. Many researchers have studied the users Tweets for
many purposes such as extracting political opinions, spam
detection, etc.
The importance of knowing the gender of the Tweet author
may help governments to make their policies and help
companies in handling commercial issues. Thus, many social
websites collect some information about their users when
register such as age, gender, location, and others.
The main purpose of this research is to detect the gender of
the writer of an Arabic Tweet by classifying them into two
classes (male or female). This problem can be considered as a
binary text classification (TC) problem. In this study, we used
five classifiers KNN, NB, NBM, SVM, and J48 decision tree
to test their ability in predicting the gender of the Tweet author.
Research Questions
In this study we are trying to answer the following
questions:
Q1: Are data mining techniques able to identify the gender
of an Arabic Tweet author with a significant accuracy?
Q2: What are the best classifier(s) to predict the gender of a
Tweet author?
Q3: What is the effect of preprocessing techniques on
classification accuracy in gender detection domain?
Q4: What is the effect of adding an author name as a
feature on classifiers accuracy in gender detection domain?
Q5: What is the effect of adding the number of words and
average word length in the Tweet as features on classifiers
accuracy in gender detection domain?
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The reset of the paper is organized as following: Section II
reviews the previous works. Section III presents the
methodology. Section IV discusses the experimental results.
Finally, section V presents conclusions and future work.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Many researchers have studied gender detection of the
writer of Twitter website and other social media users in
different languages. However, a few of them have investigated
Arabic language Tweets. In this section we list the most
important of these studies with their results.
A. Gender Detection research on Multi-language
Rao et al. in [3] studied many author attributes such as age,
gender, regional, and political orientation to classify Twitter
users based on each attribute. They investigated the use of
SVM algorithm over a set of features to classify user attributes
(e.g. age, gender, regional). They built a large dataset manually
and also used crawling Tweets. Their task was to detect a
gender of Tweet author whether male or female based on the
content of the Tweet. Their goal was to show if the language
has an impact on detecting attributes of the author based on
his/her Tweets. They used three classification models, first
sociolinguistic-feature model; which is based on finding a lot
of keywords. They also studied the writing styles effects in
Tweet author gender and age detection. They extracted a list of
words to be used in SVM classifier. The second model they
used the N-gram feature with SVM classifier. The results of
detecting gender of author showed that the SVM classifier
slightly outperformed than sociolinguistic-feature and also ngram with 72.33%.
Burger et al. in [5] used statistical models to detect the
gender of unknown users from different places with different
language. They used a huge dataset of Tweets from Twitter
website labeled with male and female. The experiments on this
dataset were conducted to show the accuracy of these models.
They used WEKA tool to apply machine learning algorithms
such as SVM, NB, and balanced Winno2. The result of the first
experiment showed that the NB accuracy is 67.0%, and
balanced Winnow2 accuracy is 74.0%, and SVM accuracy is
71.8%.
Liu and Ruths in [6] studied the relationship between the
first name and detecting the gender of users who write English
Tweets, and how this can improve the accuracy of gender
detection. They collected a dataset from Twitter website
randomly. Then, they have introduced idea of knowing and
labeling the gender of each Tweet throughout profile picture.
To ensure the accuracy of labeling they used the Amazon
mechanical truck, which approved that the accuracy gives a
good indicator of labeling. The core classifier they used was
SVM; they applied some of the features as methods to be used
in SVM such as top keywords, key-top stems, key-top n-gram,
that all differentiate between the two genders. The results of
these methods achieved high accuracy with SVM as 87.1%.
Marquart et al. in [7] investigated how to increase the
predictive way of detecting users with both age and gender
attributes from different social media such as Twitter, blogs,
reviews, and others based on English and Spanish languages.
They have used three features; content-based feature related to

frequency of words, and a stylistic feature related to readability
and spelling issues. In the evaluation step, they used SVM as
the core classifier and used two approaches first label-power
set which transforms multi-label problem into single label
problem. They also used chain classifiers; which determine the
dependency between two classes, and determine which class is
good predictor to the other. They showed that gender is a good
feature to use in predicting age.
Modak and Mondal in [8] studied gender classification
using machine learning techniques; such as Naïve Bayes,
maximum entropy and decision tree. In their study, they
focused on the name of a user rather than on content-based of
texts to classify it into male and female written. They collected
different names from the web and form a labeled corpus. In
their study they tested the three classifiers. The results showed
that maximum entropy has achieved the highest accuracy in
comparison with other classifiers.
Deitrick et al. in [1] studied gender identification of Tweets
author for the English language using simple stream-based
neural network. They collected a huge amount of data from
Twitter website and then divided it into three different feature
groups, 1-gram, 2-gram, and other features. After that they split
the dataset into two files; one file containing the training set
used in modified balanced Winnow. While the other file,
containing testing dataset, used to evaluate the balanced
Winnow. The algorithm has achieved 82% accuracy using
entire set of features and 97.89% precision.
Mikros in [9] investigated the authorship of attribution and
author gender detection or author profiling using Greek blogs.
Blogs were chosen because people can write their opinion on
the blogs. He collected the corpus from different blogs. They
focused on two features of text content; first classical
stylometric features, which depends on the vocabulary
“richness”, word length, and word frequencies. As for the
second type of features, they used modern features which
depends on character bigram, word gram. The classifier they
used is SVM which is suitable for binary classification
problem. The results of their experiment showed that accuracy
of gender identification achieved 82.6%
Koppel et al. [10] studied automatically detect the gender
of formal document authorship. They focused in their research
on classification based on the writing style. The research tested
two assumptions based on some previous research. First they
assumed that no difference in writing between man and woman
in formal texts. But in the second assumption, there is a
difference between the two genders where it can be used to
classify text of unknown authors. They built a dataset named
BNC (Britch national corpus), and applied machine learning
algorithms. Finally, they proved that male differs in writing
pronouns and some types of noun modifiers in comparison
with females.
Sap et al. [11] derived predictive lexica for age and gender
using regression and classification models from words based
on social media websites such as Facebook and Twitter. They
collected a dataset mainly from Facebook in English language.
The lexica has achieved 91.9% accuracy in gender detection.
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Volkova et al. in [12] introduced an analysis of important
difference between male and female in subjective language in
Twitter website using three languages English, Russian and
Spanish. They studied how the gender of Tweets play an
important role in the sentiment classification. They developed
two corpuses one for gender detection while the second for
sentiment analysis. In their research, they showed that included
author gender as a feature can significantly improve
subjectivity and polarity classification with all tested
languages.
Ugheoke in [13] studied gender detection for Tweet author.
He focused on Twitter website because of its popularity in the
world. Some of features that helped to be as indicators of
Tweet author gender such as user profile, behavior of Tweets
user which is related to number of Tweets per day and the
number of replies, the linguistic style, and the social network
were used. he relies on the name of user profile that checked by
US census data (American names) for manual labeling the
dataset. They divided the texts into separated words then also
used a stemmer to reduce the number of keywords. The
experiments show that, SVM classifier has achieved 86.8%
accuracy with no name inference, and 95.3% accuracy with
associated author name.

light stemmer), The results showed that no significant impact
on the accuracy. But when they applied stemming with best
feature selection technique (sub dataset) the results showed
NBM achieved good results over other classifiers.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section describes the research methodology that
consists of 4 steps as shown in Fig. 1: collect Tweets form
Tweeter, text preprocessing, gender classification, and evaluate
the result.
Collecting dataset
(Arabic tweets)

Preprocessing:
Stop words
removals
 Normalization
 Stemming
 Tokenization


B. Gender Detection on Arabic Language
Few researchers have studied gender detection for the
Arabic language, here we show these studies as follows.
Estival, et al. in [14] developed an application which can
detect author attributes or demographic information; such as
name, age, gender, level of education, from Arabic emails.
They used two email corpuses for Arabic and English
languages. They used a questionnaire to check and analyze the
personality of the author of email such as age, gender, name
and level of education. Many machine learning classifiers were
used in their experiments; such as SVM, KNN, and decision
trees (J48) combined chi-square and information gain. In
gender detection, the result showed that SVM without feature
selection technique achieve high accuracy over other
classifiers.
Alsmearat et al. in [2] investigated gender identification on
Arabic articles using the Bag Of Words (BOW) feature in the
selection phase. The proposed technique works by estimating
each word frequency in each document. They collected their
dataset from Arabic news websites manually. They also
collected Modern Standard Arabic for both genders. To reduce
the number of words they used light stemming technique. To
reduce feature selection they applied four algorithms
(correlation analysis, Principle Component Analysis,
correlation-based subset evaluator, Relief F) after dividing the
dataset into five versions to show if there are any relationships
between words (stylistic differences). In the classification
phase they used many classifiers such as Naïve Bayes, KNN,
and SVM, and then applied them on the five versions
separately. Results showed that NBM and SVM achieved high
accuracy on the first version (original version). In other
versions and by applying feature selection techniques, the
results showed a negative impact compared with results of the
original version due to lack of information. On the other hand,
they studied the impact of stemming on the dataset (Arabic

Gender
Classification

Evaluation
of
Classification results

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the methodology

In this research, we considered Twitter website as the target
population to collect user Tweets from to be used in our
experiments. There are many terminologies used in Twitter
such as:
 Tweet: special text written by each user to represent
his/her opinion about any topic.
 ReTweet: any user may republish any Tweet written
from other users to be appeared in his/her profile.
 Followers: users follow individual user and see his/her
Tweets.
 Hashtag (#): special symbol used to group any Tweets
contain it such as (#sport) this Hashtag will group every
Tweet that include this word.
In Twitter website when a user register, the user need just
to enter username, email, and password to complete the
registration, so no extra information could be used to determine
the gender of the users. Figures 2 and 3 show two Twitter
profiles one for a male user and another for a female user.
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 We used a lot of (Hashtages) to search about user
profiles (‘ رؤيا,’#’بس_بقول,’#الجامعة االردنية#, etc.) and then
we visit the followers to collect other Tweets.
 We focus on Tweets, which are written by original
users and excluded Tweets that were reTweet it (which
is wrote by other users).
 We excluded Tweets that are written in newspaper
articles or television reports.
 During building the data collection,
approximately 50 Tweets for each author.

we

took

 Tweets have English words are excluded.
 We classify the dataset into male and female manually.
Sample of male Tweets with their authors are shown in
table I.
Fig. 2. Female Twitter Profile
TABLE I.
Profile User Name
Fadi ‘‘ فادي
Mohammed ‘ ’دمحم
Khaled ‘’خالد
Omar ‘’عمر
Abd-Rahman ‘’عبدالرحمن
Shaheen ‘’شاهين
Bahaa ‘’بهاء
Mammon ‘’مأمون
Tareq ‘’طارق
Moaied ‘’مؤيد
Salama ‘’سالمه
Nabil ‘’نبيل

Fig. 3. Male Twitter Profile

A. Dataset of Tweets
We collected large number of Tweets from Twitter website
that exceeds 8000 Tweets in Arabic language, mainly in
Jordanian dialects. We selected them from different domains
for different users. The dataset consists 4017 Tweets written by
males and 4017 Tweets written by females. Each tuple in our
dataset consist of the following attributes:
1) The Tweets
2) Name of a Tweet author
3) Gender
4) Tweet Average length of word in
5) Number of words in the Tweet.
During the collecting phase, we considered some points to
determine the gender of the Tweets' writers such as:


Profile user name was used as a good indicator (User
names are written either in Arabic or in English
language) such as (‘’علي, ‘Ali’), and the profile picture
to identify the correct gender (male or female).

Hasan ‘’حسن
Faris ‘’فارس
Mosab ‘’مصعب
Sameer ‘’سمير
Ahmed ‘’احمد

SAMPLE OF MALE TWEETS
Arabic Tweets
“ يعني لو درست الب كان نجحت بس أنا
”متخلف
“ ثالث ساعات نايم من مبارح ال ومش
”عارف انام كمان
“”مفكرينا الجئين ه َْون
""صباح الخير ياعرب
"البيت في الشتوية عبارة عن مكان ممل
للغاية واحلى اشي فيه األكل والنوم فقط ال
"غير
" بدي راس ثاني."حد عنده راس للبيع
بداية اسبوع... "الدوام بكره زهق وملل
"ممتعه
""الجو بنعس كتير
"" هاي شكل واحدة تنتحر
"الواحد بضل يتحمض للمخميس وبس ييجي
"الخميس بطلع مثل يوم الثالثاء
" طول ما هللا موجود ! فاالمل ابدا ما
"حيموت
" السواقة في هيك جو خرافية مش شايف
"متر قدامي
"" جمال العيون في النظرة مش في اللون
" نصيحة اليوم حبوا بعض وفي كل وقت من
"االوقات بالبد ان تكرهو بعض
"" خذو الحكمة من افواه المغردين
" السناب عندي عبارة عن تغطية مباشرة لكل
"شوارع جدة و هي بتغرق
" حتى لو برد و تجمدنا و جلدنا بس برضه
"الشتى احلى من الصيف و ناموسه و قرفه

Sample of female Tweets with their authors are shown in
Table II.
TABLE II.
Profile User Name
Aseel ‘‘ اسيل
Hanaa ‘ ’هناء
Marh ‘’مرح
Salsabeel ‘’سلسبيل
Sammer ‘’سمر
Haneen ‘’حنين

SAMPLE OF FEMALE TWEETS
Arabic Tweets
“”اقنع امي انو انا ما باكل مقلوبه
“ أكتر شخص مسالم وهادي بالحياة بس بحسك
”دايما ً مكتئبة من الحياة
"مقدار السعادة انه لهال سهرانة بدون ما اتذكر
"6 بكرة الزم اصحى على
“ ما أشنع البنت الي بتسوي حالها مهتمة
ومحروقة عأشياء الرياضة خلص ماشي انت
”حلم كل شاب عربي بس اسكتي
 الحياة بدها شخصية،"بس عشان نكون واقعيين
"باردة ومكبرة عقلها
""صباح الباص إلي راح علي
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Rand ‘’رند
Tasneem ‘’تسنيم
Wasen ‘’وسن
Araam ‘’غرام
Yara ‘’يارا
Amani ‘’أماني
Randa ‘’رندا
Losi ‘’لوسي
Ronza ‘’رونزا
Rawan ‘’روان
Jodi ‘’جودي

"نفسي اغسل أموال بهل بلد عشان افيدها
"بمشاريعي
“”زهقانة حالي
 صباح.. بكلمات أخرى.."صباحكم جميل
"القرود
"مش عارف ليش عندي شعور انه اليوم رح
"يكون احلى يوم
“ أسوأ اشي انه تحس حالك بتمشي بسرعة
”بتصير تضيّع بالوقت زي المحروم
 خلي، " ال تجبر حالك على شي مسببلك قلق
قاعدتك في الحياة الشي اللي ما بسعدني ما
"بلزمني
"" يال حبايبي اللي مش عاجبه انفولو بسرعة
" علمتني الحياه انو ما اصدق غير اللي بشوفو
بعيني او بسمعو باذني غير هيك ال النو هالعالم
"صارت تعشق الهشت عشق
"" اإلشي الوحيد الحلو بحياتي حاليا ً هو األكل
 فقط للرجل، " الجاكيتات الجوخ الطويله
"صاحب القامه الطويله غير هيك عبث
 لم،" عد ما رجعت من عنده و اتطلعوا ع بعض
كل صحابه و ما خلّى كلمة عليها و بلش يتسلى
"عليها

B. Limitations and Assumptions
The dataset represent the Jordanian dialects of Arabic
language.
Some users may use fake profile name that does not
refer to the gender, such as a male user may use a female name.
Collected profiles of famous users, newspapers, or
any profile that uses the Arabic standard Arabic language are
not considered.
C. The Preprocessing Phase
In this research, we study if the preprocessing stage has any
impact on the quality of the results. Preprocessing stage
consists of two major steps: 1) removing stop words and 2)
stemming.
According to [18], using the Weka tool can make the
preprocessing step by applying Saad light stemmer which
performs the following things:
1-

Normalized words
o Remove diacritics
o Replace  آ أ اwith ا
o Replace  ةwith ه
o Replace  ىwith ي
2- Stem prefixes
o Remove Prefixes: والـ, فالـ الـ,كالـ.
3- Stem suffixes
o Remove Suffixes: ين, ون, ات, ان, ها.

1) Key Nearest Neighbor (KNN): By using similarity and
dissimilarity measures, the classifier works to estimate the
distance between unlabeled documents and all documents in
the training set as in [15]. For instance, if we want to classify
the document x, it calculate the distance between x and
documents in training set then after finding the k nearest
documents to x, the classifier assign the document x to the
class that have the large number of documents near of x. The
Euclidean distance is used as a conventional method for
measuring distance between two documents, d1 (w11, w12,…,
w1n) and d2 (w21, w22,…, w2n):
n
2
E (d1, d2) =
i=0 W2i − W1i ……………….(1)
2) Naïve Bayes (NB): Worked based on the probability
theorem of conditional probability, mainly it is used for binary
classification. In this classifier, the features of each document
do not depend on the other features to predict the class, In the
below the equation used estimate the probability of class.
P(Ci | X) = ( P (X | Ci) P(Ci) ) / P(X)………..(2)

3) Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) : The multinomial
model of naïve Bayesian classification algorithm captures the
word frequency information in document. NBM take into
account the word frequency of each word as in [17].
4) Support vector machine (SVM): This algorithm works
based on structural risk minimization principle from the
computational learning theory. It divides the training set into
two groups then try to find the hyperplane that is far from two
groups as in [15]. Finding the optimal hyperplane based on the
following formula:
F(X) =B0 + BTX ………… (3).
Where (B) is weight vector and (B0) is a bias.
The closest training documents to hyperplane are called
support vectors. Then the distance x and the hyperplane is
estimated based on the below equation:
Distance = | B0 + BTX|/(||B0||) ………….. (4).
And then find the margins (distance) between the document
(x) and the hyperplane from both sides of two groups, the
margin that is represented by
M = 2/|B|……….. (5).
According to [15], SVM has several advantages over other
techniques, such as it is robust in high dimensional spaces, any
feature is important, they are robust when there is a sparsely of
samples.

D. Classifications
The dataset tuples are classified into two classes; male and
female. We applied supervised machine learning classifiers to
study the accuracy for each of them in detecting the author
gender. Basically, classification is an approach aims to predict
a class label that is unknown. Classification consists of two
main stages: it builds the model from the training dataset, and
then making a prediction.
In our research, we have used five data mining classifiers as
listed below:

5) Decision tree: the decision tree classifier works by
creating a classification tree, where each non-leaf node
corresponds to a feature name and its children corresponds to
a feature value. The Decision Tree classifier is a supervised
machine learning approach that often used in a text
classification domain. It requires two sets: a training set and
test set. the Decision Tree Classifier creates a binary tree
where the child nodes are instances of the classifier. In other
words, this algorithm partitions the training set from the
bottom to the top and then it picks up one attribute each time
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IV.

EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Performance Measures
Yang and Liu in [19] lists many of measurements to test the
performance of classifiers such as:
1) True Positive (TP): If the instance is a positive and
classified as positive.
2) False Negative (FN): If the instance is a positive and
classified as negative.
3) True Negative (TN): If the instance is negative and it is
classified as negative.
4) False Positive (FP): If the instance is negative but it is
classified as positive.
Accuracy: It is the ability to predict categorical class labels.
This is the simplest scoring measure. It calculates the
proportion of the classified instances correctly:
Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN) ……………….(6)
Sensitivity/Recall: Sensitivity is the proportion of the actual
positives, which are correctly identified as positives by the
classifier. It is also called true positive rate.
Sensitivity = TP / (TP +FN)
……………….(7)
Precision: it is a measure of the retrieved instances that are
relevant.
Precision= TP/ (TP+FP) ……………….

(8)

B. Experiment Results and discussion
We evaluate the performance of the selected classifiers in
classifying the gender of the Arabic Tweets’ author. The rest of
this section describes the results of experiments that have been
designed and conducted to answer the research questions of
this study. Most of the research use cross validation technique
and splitting percentage in their classification experiments. In
this study, we use cross-validation (10 Folds) and splitting
percentage (66% train, 33% test). Because of the limited space
of this Paper, we include all the cross-validation based results
and the summery of splitting percentage based results.
Experiment
preprocessing.

1:

Evaluation

classifiers

without

In this experiment we test the performance of the selected
classifiers in classify the gender of the Arabic Tweets’ author
without applying preprocessing step. As shown in Table III, the
NBM classifier outweighs to other classifiers so as to achieve a
better of accuracy of (62.49%) and recall (63%) to 5021
instances that are correctly classified manually (2532 instances
for females and 2489 for males) as shown in Table III. The
SVM classifier is improved slightly the precision (64%)
compared with other classifiers. We notice that the NBM
classifier outperforms the other classifier in correctly classified
female instances than male instances.

TABLE III.
Classifier
KNN
Naïve bayes
(NB)
J48 (decision
tree)
SVM
NBM

RATE OF CLASSIFIERS PERFORMANCE WITHOUT
PREPROCESSING STEP
Accuracy
54.00%

Recall
0.393

Precision
0.557

57.39%

0.554

0.577

57.91%

0.488

0.597

61.63%
62.49%

0.529
0.630

0.641
0.624

Experiment 2: Evaluate the effect of preprocessing
classification accuracy in gender detection domain.
In this experiment, we test the performance of the selected
classifiers in classifying the gender of Arabic Tweets’ author
with applying the preprocessing step. As shown in Table IV
and Figure 4, the NBM classifier outperforms the other
classifiers. It achieved promising results with 61.27% accuracy
in which the total number of correctly classified instances was
4923 (including 2507 instances of them for female and 2416
for male). Based on the precision measure SVM classifier
achieved good result with 61%. We notice that NBM classifier
outperforms the other classifier in correctly classified female
instances than male instances. In another hand; the accuracy of
KNN classifier is the lowest result with 53.43%.
TABLE IV.
Classifier
KNN
J48 (decision
tree)
Naïve bayes
(NB)
SVM
NBM

CLASSIFIERS PERFORMANCE WITH PREPROCESSING
Accuracy
53.43%

Recall
0.407

57.09%

0.494

0.584

57.55%

0.575

0.576

59.99%
61.27%

0.539
0.624

0.614
0.610

With Preprocessing

Precision
0.546

Without Preprocessing

Accuracy

and then the most information gain attribute is used to split the
tree.

Classifier
Fig. 4. Accuracy Results of Classifiers with and without Preprocessing

By comparing the accuracy of the classifiers, we conclude
that the preprocessing step has a small negative effect on the
accuracy of all classifiers. This results answer the third
research question Q3.
Experiment 3: Evaluate the effect of adding an author
name as a feature on classifiers accuracy in gender detection
domain.
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This experiment is designed to evaluate the effect of the
author name feature on the performance of the selected
classifiers which classifying the gender of Arabic Tweets’
author with and without preprocessing. We add the name of the
Tweet's author as a new feature in to the dataset to test the
effect of this feature on the accuracy of the classifiers.
The result of this experiment shows the accuracy of detect
the gender of the Tweet’s author is significantly improved by
adding Tweet’s author name as a feature in the dataset as
shown in the Figure 5. Moreover, we notice the same
significant effect is achieved with and without applying
preprocessing step. It is also clear that the accuracy of the top
three classifiers become convergent.
TABLE V.
EVALUATION OF CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY (WITH NEW
TEXT FEATURES AND AUTHOR NAME ADDED)

Classifier

Naïve bayes
(NB)
KNN
NBM
SVM
J48 (decision
tree)

Accuracy (With
Author Name
added) without
Preprocessing

Accuracy
(With Author
Name added)
with
Preprocessing

Accuracy
Improvement
ratio

77.29%

74.96%

25.75%

91.39%
98.49%
98.69%

83.67%
98.19%
98.25%

40.91%
36.55%
37.55%

98.69%

98.29%

41.32%

classified both male and female written Tweets with the same
accuracy.
According to Ugheoke T in [13], there is a relationship
between the Tweets written in American English language and
the name of Tweet’s author that has an enhancement on
accuracy of the gender detection. Thus, We can conclude from
the result of this experiment that the effect of adding author
names of Arabic language Tweets has the similar effect of
adding author names of English language Tweets on the gender
detection.
Experiment 4: Evaluate the effect of adding the number of
words and average word length in the Tweet as features on
classifiers accuracy in gender detection domain.
In order to get more improvement on classifiers accuracy,
we added two features into our dataset that includes Tweet's
author name. These two features are average word length and
the number of words in the Tweet. So, this experiment is
designed to evaluate the effect of the average word length and
the number of words features on the accuracies of the
classifiers into which classifying the gender of Arabic Tweets’
author, Table VI gives such results.
TABLE VI. EVALUATION RESULTS OF CLASSIFIERS ACURACY WITH
ADDING NAME OF TWEET’S AUTHOR AND THE NUMBER OF WORDS AND
LENGTH OF WORD IN TWEET WITHOUT PREPROCESSING
Classifier

73.38%

0.740

0.731

72.91%

0.733

0.727

99.06%
99.35%

0.985
0.995

0.996
0.993

98.45%
98.97%

0.977
0.987

0.992
0.992

99.50%

0.996

0.994

98.86%

0.989

0.988

Accuracy

Accuracy

KNN
Naïve bayes
(NB)
NBM
SVM
J48
(decision
tree)

without preprocessing
preprocessing
Accuracy Recall Precision Accuracy Recall Precision
69.60%
0.719 0.687
67.97%
0.722 0.666

Classifier
Without Preprocessing
With Preprocessing
Fig. 5. Classifiers Accuracy (With Author Name added)

It is noticeable that after adding the author name feature to
the dataset, the accuracy of the J48 classifier become very
close to the accuracies of NBM and SVM classifiers. So, we
can conclude that adding the author name feature to the dataset
has the significant effect on the J48 classifier accuracy. Table
V shows that the J48 and SVM classifiers outperform other
classifiers with 98.69%
accuracy either applying
preprocessing or without applying. In this experiment the total
number of correctly classified instances is 7929 by J48
(including 3994 female Tweets and 3935 male Tweets) and
total number of correctly classified instances is 7929 by SVM
(including 3990 female Tweets and 3939 male Tweets). We
also notice that J48 and SVM classifiers have correctly

Classifier
With Author Name added, Without
Preprocessing
Fig. 6. Classifiers Accuracy adding the number of words and average word
length in the Tweet as features

In this experiment, we applied the selected classifiers to
study the impact of adding the name of the Tweet’s author, the
number of words and the length of word to the dataset without
applying the preprocessing step. As shown in Table VI and
Figure 4, the J48 classifier outperforms the other classifiers and
it achieves the highest accuracy with 99.50% which the total
number of 7994 correctly classified instances is 7994
(including 4001 for female and 3993 for male), with recall of
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C. Summary of classifiers Cross-Validation based accuracy
results
Table VII and Figure 7 present the summary of the effect
of each studied feature on the classifiers accuracy. The results
show that the accuracy of the classifiers without preprocessing
are vary from 57% to 62%. The accuracy of all classifiers
slightly decreased with applying preprocessing. The classifiers
accuracy significantly increased by adding author names as a
feature. The accuracy of the three beast classifiers slightly
increased by adding two text features (number of words and
average word length in the Tweet).
Form the table VII and Figure 7, we can answer all the
research questions especially the first two questions; the
answer of the first question is: yes, data mining techniques is
able to identify the gender of an Arabic Tweet author because
three classifiers got 99% accuracy. Regarding the second
question answer, the three classifies (J48 (decision tree), NBM
and SVM) have the best results in classification the Tweet
author gender.
TABLE VII.

In nutshell, we evaluate the performance of the selected
classifiers in classifying the gender of Arabic Tweets’ author
based on the specific Splitting Percentage. From the Splitting
Percentage based results, we can get the same above mentioned
conclusions which give us more confidence in our findings.
TABLE VIII. SUMMARY OF CLASSIFIERS SPLITTING PERCENTAGE BASED
ACCURACY

Classifier
KNN
J48 (decision
tree)
Naïve bayes
(NB)
NBM
SVM

Without
preprocessing
57.91%
54.00%
57.39%
62.49%
61.63%

Adding
New Text
features
99.50%
69.60%
73.38%
99.06%
99.35%

Accuracy

J48 (decision tree)
KNN
Naïve bayes (NB)
NBM
SVM

With
Adding
Preproces Author
sing
Name
57.09% 98.69%
53.43% 91.39%
57.55% 77.29%
61.27% 98.49%
59.99% 98.69%

with
preprocessing

53.69%

53.18%

77.85%

57.79%

56.00%

88.17%

74.45%

57.39%

58.23%

98.64%

99.52%

60.72%
60.68%

59.91%
59.22%

98.79%
98.79%

99.93%
99.59%

KNN

J48 (decision tree)
classifier
Naïve bayes (NB)
NBM
SVM

SUMMARY OF CLASSIFIERS CROSS-VALIDATION BASED
ACCURACY

Classifier

Author
Name
added

With New Text
features and
Author Name
added
67.24%

without
preprocessing

Accuracy

0.996%, but in precision we notice that the NBM classifier
achieves slightly better results with 0.996%. Although the J48
classifier outperforms the other classifiers, the accuracies of
SVM and NBM are very close to the accuracy of J48. We
conclude adding the number of words and the average word
length has a minor positive effect on top thee classifiers J48,
NBM and SVM. KNN. On other hand, adding the number of
words and the average word length has a negative effect on
KNN and Naïve bayes classifiers as shown in Table 6 and
Figure 6.

Fig. 8. Summary of classifiers Splitting Percentage based Accuracy

Table VIII and Figure 8 shows the results of many
experiments. Let us start with the results of the classifiers
without preprocessing on the dataset, the NBM classifier
outperforms the other classifiers and achieved promising
results with accuracy of 60.72% in which the total number of
correctly classified instances was 1659 (including 854 instance
of them for female and 805 for male). We notice that the NBM
classifier outperforms the other classifier in correctly
classifying female instances than male instances. Table 8
shows that KNN is the lowest classifier result with accuracy of
53.69%.
Table VIII, also shows the results of the experiment with
apply preprocessing on the dataset. Notice that, the NBM
classifier outperforms the other classifiers, into which the
accuracy of 59.91% in which the total number of correctly
classified instances 1637 (including 849 instance of them for
female and 788 for male). We notice that the NBM classifier
outperforms the other classifier in the correctly classified
female instances than male instances. On the other hand, KNN
is the lowest classifier with accuracy of 53.18%.

J48 (decision tree)
KNN
classifier
Naïve bayes (NB)
NBM
SVM
Fig. 7. Summary of classifiers Cross-Validation based Accuracy

D. Summary of classifiers Splitting Percentage based
accuracy results
To give more creditability to our results, we rerun the
experiments with Splitting Percentage of (66%).

We test effect of adding the Tweet’s author name to the
dataset with and without preprocessing. As shown in Table 8
without preprocessing, the J48, SVM classifiers outperform
other classifiers with 98.79% for both accuracy in which the
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total number of correctly classified instance is 2699 for J48
(including 1348 for female and 1351 for male) for both
classifiers. We also notice that the J48 and SVM classifiers
outperform the other classifier in correctly classifying male
instances than female instances. On the other hand, NB
classifier got the lowest accuracy of 77.85%.
In the last experiment, we add the number of words and the
average word length to each Tweet in the dataset, which
already has names of Tweet’s authors. The last column in
Table 8 shows the results this experiment. The results show
that the NBM classifier outperforms the other classifiers and it
achieves better results in accuracy with 99.93%, in which the
total number of correctly classified instance is 2703 (including
1333 for female and 1370 for male). On other hand, KNN
classifier has the lowest accuracy which is 67.24%.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

This research aims to test the ability of many machine
learning classifiers, such as J48, KNN, Naïve Bayes, NBM and
SVM in detecting the gender of Arabic Tweet’s writers. We
collect the dataset that contains 4017 Tweets as a first step for
the purpose of this study. The results show that the classifiers
can be used to detect the gender of the Tweet’s author. We also
test the effect of preprocessing on the accuracy of the
classifiers that were under testing. The results show a negative
effect of preprocessing on the accuracy of all classifiers.
Moreover, this study tests the effect of adding author names
and word features on the accuracy of the classifiers that were
under testing. The results show significant positive effect of
adding the names of Tweets’ author on the accuracy of all
classifiers, the accuracy of J48, NBM and SVM classifiers
achieved above 98%. Overall, the results of all classifiers in
recall and precision measures are significantly improved. The
results also show that there is a slightly positive effect result in
adding the number of words and the average length of Tweet’s
words on the accuracy of the J48, NBM and SVM classifiers.
On other hand, the results shows a significant negative effect
on the accuracy of KNN and Naïve Bayes.
Overall results demonstrate that it is possible to use
machine learning classifiers to detect the gender of Arabic
Tweet’s author. We got the same findings with both crossvalidation and splitting percentage (66%) on preparing the
dataset for our experiments. During the experiments, we notice
that NBM, J48 and SVM classifiers achieve the best results in
ability to classify female instances more than male instances.
This leads to conclude that the possibility to detect female
Tweets written in more accurate than male Tweets.
In future, we plan to add different dialects of other Arab
countries and also collect Tweets written in standard Arabic
language in our dataset. We also planning to study gender
detection of Tweet’s author who uses both English and Arabic
languages in the same Tweet.
[1]

[2]
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Abstract—Health care data are often huge, complex and
heterogeneous because it contains different variable types and
missing values as well. Nowadays, knowledge from such data is a
necessity. Data mining can be utilized to extract knowledge by
constructing models from health care data such as diabetic
patient data sets. In this research, three data mining algorithms,
namely Self-Organizing Map (SOM), C4.5 and RandomForest,
are applied on adult population data from Ministry of National
Guard Health Affairs (MNGHA), Saudi Arabia to predict
diabetic patients using 18 risk factors. RandomForest achieved
the best performance compared to other data mining classifiers.
Keyword—Diabetes; Data mining; Self-Organizing Map;
Decision tree; Classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Saudi Arabia is facing financial challenge due to the
prevalence of diabetes. The Ministry of Health (MOH) in
Saudi Arabia and Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
(IHME) implemented, as collaboration, the assessment of
burden based on the direct cost of diabetes from integrated
health information system in 2014 [1]. Based on the
established system, the current estimated cost of diabetes is 17
billion Riyals (US $4.5 billion) with expectation to increase
the cost to 27 billion Riyals (US $7.2 billion) in the case that
undiagnosed people are documented. Moreover, if prediabetes people become diabetes the cost will increase to 43
billion Riyals (USD 11.43 billion). The cost includes
medications, visits, and lab tests, which also varies based on
the patient’s stage. The high cost of treating diabetes plus the
expected growth of diabetes will put Saudi Arabia face to face
with financial and health challenges in near future. Prevention,
monitoring and controlling are the most effective actions to
face such a health care challenge.
Data mining techniques assist health care researchers to
extract knowledge from large and complex health data. With
the evolution of information technology, data mining provides
a valuable asset in diabetes research, which leads to improve
health care delivery, increase support to decision-making and
enhance disease management [2]. Data mining techniques
include pattern recognitions, clustering, classification and
association.

Diabetes is one of the main topics for medical research due
to the longevity of the diabetes and the huge cost on the health
care providers. Early detecting of diabetes ultimately reduces
cost on health care providers for treating diabetic patients [38], but it is a challenging task. For early detecting of diabetes,
researchers can take advantage of the patient's health care data
to convert raw data into meaningful information and extract
hidden knowledge by applying data mining such as decision
tree or SOM to construct an intelligent predictive model.
SOM or Kohonen maps is a machine-learning tool that is
used to analyze heterogeneous data and provides supervised or
unsupervised learning model [9-11]. Hence, SOM maps high
dimensional data to be more meaningful by identifying
similarities. In this research article, decision trees, namely
C4.5 and RandomForest, are compared with SOM to build a
classification model to predict diabetic patients using
retrospective data collected from hospital database systems.
The data sets are extracted from the hospital information
management system from the Ministry of National Guard
Health Affairs (MNGHA), Saudi Arabia. The National Guard
Health hospitals provide optimum health care to their
employees, dependents, other eligible patients and private
patients. The data sets are collected from four hospitals in the
three largest regions in Saudi Arabia in terms of populations.
The hospitals are: i) King Abdulaziz Medical City (SANG) in
Riyadh, Central Region; ii) King Abdulaziz Medical City in
Jeddah, Western Region; iii) Imam Abdulrahman Al Faisal
Hospital in Dammam, Eastern Region; and v) King Abdulaziz
Hospital in Alahsa, Eastern Region. The contribution of this
study is utilizing the data mining techniques to construct
intelligent predictive model using real healthcare data that are
extracted from hospital information systems using 18 risk
factors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature
review is given in Section II. Methodology is presented in
Section III. Results and discussion are given in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section
V.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, SOM has been applied in health care data.
Mäkinen et al. [12] used SOM algorithm to detect association
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between certain risk factors and complications. They used
SOM as an unsupervised method to cluster biochemical
profiles. A 7 x 10 grid of hexagonal map units with Gaussian
neighborhood function were used to present similarities and
differences between variables. Tirunagari et al. [13] applied
SOM to cluster heterogeneous diabetes data. They were able
to reduce the dimensionality of the data and demonstrate the
similarities between patients by placing them in groups using
the U-matrix. As a result, the profiles of patients who need
self care management were grouped clearly and easily were
identified.
In another study, Tirunagari [14] used the SOM to
recognize the behavior of self care based on survey data
collected from type I diabetic patients. The visualization result
improved understanding pattern of various behaviors as well
as detecting patients who need to adjust their lifestyle.
Zarkogianni et al. [15] proposed personalized hybrid model by
combining Compartmental Models (CMs) and SelfOrganizing Map. The model helped patients with Type I
Diabetes Mellitus to predict the metabolic behavior.
Luboschik et al. [5] used SOM as part of an early detecting
system to predict Neuropathy complications in diabetic
patients. By using the computational and visual methods of
SOM, they were able to identify characteristics of diabetic
Neuropathy patients.
Other data mining algorithms had been applied to classify
diabetic patients. Farran et al. [16] used non-laboratory
attributed to classify the diabetes by applying 4 data mining
models that were logistic regression, k-nearest neighbors (kNN), multifactor dimensionality reduction and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). They achieved an accuracy of 85% for
diabetic patients. Barakat et al. [17] applied SVM on data
collected from a national survey in the Sultanate of Oman that
investigated the prevalence of diabetes mellitus. They
achieved a sensitivity of 93% and 94% for accuracy and
specificity.
Moreover, Ganji et al. [18] used (FCS-ANTMINER) on
public diabetes data set (Pima Indians Diabetes data set [19]).
They obtained an accuracy of 84%. Huang et al. [20]
employed three data mining algorithms that were Naive
Bayes, IB1 and C4.5 to predict diabetes on data gathered from
Ulster Community and Hospitals Trust (UCHT) between 2000
and 2004. They were able to achieve an accuracy of 98%.
Furthermore, Al Jarullah A. [21] employed C4.5 data mining
algorithm on Pima Indians Diabetes data set [19]. He achieved
an overall accuracy of 78%.
From the literature review, data mining algorithms have
been used to predict diabetes using public data or private data.
However, the data sets are either small in size (less than
10,000 records) or collected from one region (mostly one
hospital). In this research study, the data sets are collected
from 4 large hospitals in Saudi Arabia. The model extracted
from the data could assist in improving healthcare plans that
are delivered for diabetic patients.

III.

METHODOLOGY

To achieve the study objectives, study method consists of
several phases, which are collection of data and attribute
selection, data mining algorithms and evaluation criteria.
A. Data sets and Attributes Selection
In this work, the data sets are collected from Ministry of
National Guard Health Affairs (NGHA) databases from the
highest three populated regions in Saudi Arabia, where the
databases have all patients visit information such as laboratory
and medications, etc. These regions are: central region
(Riyadh city), western region (Jeddah city) and eastern region
(Alahsa and Dammam cities). The latest Saudi census showed
that more than 66% of the country total population lives in
these three regions and the largest city on these three regions
are Riyadh city (The capital and the largest city in the Central
region); Jeddah (the largest city in the Western region; iii)
Dammam; and Alahsa (the largest two cities in the Eastern
region) [22].
The data sets consist of 66,325 diabetic and non-diabetic
instances. The study used data from the hospital Information
System in MNGHA from the 2013 to 2015. Hospital databases
are extremely exposed to inconsistent values, noisy and
missing input values from the data because the data are
coming from heterogeneous sources. There are several
considerations that are followed and assured throughout the
data extraction process by the information systems in
MNGHA to insure the accuracy of the data. In addition, the
data sets are gone through manual inspections to ensure the
data are consistent and accurate.
All adult patients who have diabetes are included while
pediatric diabetic patients are excluded. The data used for the
study did not include identification information in order to not
violate the patient privacy.
Detailed information about demographic variables is
summarized in Table1. Furthermore, the data set divided into
training and test data sets as follows:
 Data from 2013 to 2014 represents a training set that is
used to construct and train the model.
 Data from 2015 represents a test set that is used to test
the model and estimate the accuracy rate.
The data sets consist of a total of 18 attributes. The
attributes include gender, age and region as demographic
variables; patient’s measurements such as BMI and blood
pressure in addition to 11 various lab tests. The Data sets
contain 36,811 male (55.50%) and 29,514 females (44.50%),
all of them at least 14 years old and older. More than half of
the total patients (64.47%) have diabetes; male diabetic
patients represent 36.34% of the total diabetic patients, while
female diabetic patients represent 28.13% of the total diabetic
patients as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE I.
Variables
Region
Central
Eastern
Western
Gender
Male
Female
Age
13-19
20-34
35-44
45-64
65-84
>85
Overall total

DISTRIBUTION OF DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
Diabetes

Non-diabetes

Total

34039 (62.87%)
8012 (72.28%)
708 (64.42%)

20102 (37.13%)
3073 (27.72%)
391 (35.58%)

54141 (81.63%)
11085 (16.71%)
1099 (1.66%)

24104 (36.34%)
18655 (28.13%)

12707 (19.16%)
10859 (16.37%)

36811 (55.50%)
29514 (44.50%)

118 (0.28%)
1120 (2.62%)
2070 (4.84%)
16226 (37.95%)
20602 (48.18%)
2623 (6.13%)
42759 (64.47%)

460 (1.95%)
2947 (12.51%)
2416 (10.25%)
7723 (32.77%)
8447 (35.84%)
1573 (6.67%)
(35.53%)

578 (0.87%)
4067 (6.13%)
4486 (6.76%)
23949 (36.11%)
29049 (43.80%)
4196 (6.33%)
66325

Lab test data are described statistically and summarized in
Table 2 in order to provide more understanding of lab tests
data which are considered as attributes in the study.
TABLE II.
eGFR
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW
Plt
MPV
WBC
RBC
Hgb
Hct
Valid N

N
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325
66325

STATISTIC DESCRIPTION OF LAB TEST DATA
Minimum
2.00
.00
12.20
27.10
10.00
3.00
.00
.00
1.18
5.10
.04

Maximum
220.00
129.80
59.80
373.00
99.00
999.00
90.00
319.60
8.71
232.00
54.70

Mean
78.3311
86.9547
28.0319
317.5521
15.2312
273.7028
8.5508
9.3527
4.1693
114.5618
.9110

Std. Deviation
40.83988
7.58909
2.91036
38.98827
2.42988
125.00519
1.38118
5.81372
.83756
26.71571
4.44215

B. Data Mining Algorithms:
R software [23] is used to employ SOM algorithm in order
to predict diabetes patients. Kohonen package in R
implements SOM as unsupervised algorithm as well as
supervise algorithm. The bdk and xyf are supervised functions
of SOM in R. The returned output obtained from calling both
functions is used for prediction in this study.
Since SOM has a number of parameters, selecting the
appropriate parameters, such as type of SOM, network size
and training algorithm, is important. Parameters have direct
impact on the classification performance as well as
computational time [9]. The values for parameters are
summarized in Table 3. On the other hand, Weka [24] data
mining tool is used to run C4.5 and RandomForest decision
trees using the default parameters.
TABLE III.
Parameters
Grid
Rlen
Alpha
Radius

SOM PARAMETERS

Meaning
To determine the size of map
To determine number of iterations
To determine the learning rate for
start and stop
To determine the initial
neighborhood. The value is
decreased during training linearly

Value
20 x 20, hexagonal
1000
[0.05, 0.01]
[90%, 85%]

C. Evaluation Criteria:
To select the best performance data mining algorithms in
predicting diabetic patients, two standard matrices have been
applied, which are Recall and Precision. Recall, Eq. 1, will
reflect the number of diabetic instances who are correctly
classified, which we need in such system. It is calculated
using:
Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (1)
While Precision, Eq. 2, represents the relevant instances
that are correctly classified. It is calculated using:
Precision = TP/(TP+FP)
(2)
True Positive (TP) implies that diabetic patients who are
classified as diabetic patients, whereas False Negative (FN)
implies that diabetic patients who are classified as nondiabetic patients. On the other hand, False Positive (FP)
implies that non-diabetic patients who are classified as
diabetic patients. Commonly, the best learning algorithm is
going to be selected based upon the performance of the
classifiers in terms of high Recall, and Precision.
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSION

In Table 4, two different measurements were calculated for
each algorithm for assessing how well each model and to be
used to evaluate algorithm’s performance compared to each
other. C4.5 and RandomForest achieved Recall and Precision
over 90% on the training data set while SOM (bdk and xyf)
was able to achieve Recall and Precision over 79% on the
training data set.
To choose the best algorithms in terms of high
performance, according to the evaluation criteria, all
algorithms are evaluated on an unseen data set (test data set).
The algorithm/model who achieved the highest performance
in terms of high Recall and Precision is considered to be the
best one. It can be seen that RandomForest achieves the
highest Recall and Precision on the test data set as indicated in
Table 4.
TABLE IV.

RESULT OF THE CLASSIFIERS

Models
SOM- bdk – Training data
SOM- bdk – Test data
SOM- xyf – Training data
SOM- xyf – Test data
C4.5 – Training data
C4.5 – Test data
RandomForest – Training data
RandomForest – Test data

Recall
0.79
0.69
0.79
0.79
0.965
0.776
1.0
0.904

Precision
0.83
0.48
0.84
0.46
0.92
0.67
1.0
0.68

The reason behind that SOM could not perform higher
than decision trees due to the fact that the SOM constructs the
its model from only the first SOM grid layer. The multi-layer
classification capability of SOM could improve the
performance. However, the multilayer capability is not
available in R software [23].
In this study, SOM and decision tree techniques are
applied to predict diabetic patients using 18 risk factors
(attributes). The most common risk factors among the model
constructs from the algorithms are as the following: i) gender;
ii) age; iii) blood pressure; iv) Body Mass Index (BMI); v)
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region; and vi ) several lab tests such as Hematocrit (Hct),
hemoglobin (Hgb), Platelet count (Plt) and Mean Platelet
Volume (MPV).

[7]

The extracted knowledge from the research conducted
among the samples (patient records) from MNGHA can be
generalized to the wider diabetic population in Saudi Arabia
since the data sets (samples) are collected from the largest
populated region in Saudi Arabia where more than 66% of the
total country population lives.

[8]

V.

[10]

CONCLUSION

Model constructed from the data mining algorithms could
help to support decision making in different fields including
health care field. In this research, real health care data sets
have been collected from MNGHA databases that contain 18
attributes. Furthermore, three data mining algorithms have
been evaluated, namely SOM (bdk and xyf), C4.5 and
RandomForest to construct data mining models to predict
diabetic patients using real health care data sets.
The results show that the constructed data mining model
could assist health care providers to make better clinical
decisions in identifying diabetic patients. Additionally, the
model could be further developed for patient protection. In the
future, the results can be utilized to create a control plan for
diabetes because diabetic patients are normally not identified
till a later stage of the disease or the development of
complications.
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Abstract—Electroencephalography is a measure of brain
activity by wave analysis; it consist number of electrodes. Finding
most non-dominant electrode positions in Eye state classification
is important task for classification. The proposed work is
identifying which electrodes are less responsible for classification.
This is a feature selection step required for optimal EEG channel
selection. Feature selection is a mechanism for subset selection of
input features, in this work input features are EEG Electrodes.
Most Non Dominant (MND), gives irrelevant input electrodes in
eye state classification and thus it, reduces computation cost.
MND set creation completed using different stages. Stages
includes, first extreme value removal from electroencephalogram
(EEG) corpus for data cleaning purpose. Then next step is
attribute selection, this is a preprocessing step because it is
completed before classification step. MND set gives electrodes
they are less responsible for classification and if any EEG
electrode corpus wants to remove feature present in this set, then
time and space required to build the classification model is (20%)
less than as compare to all electrodes for the same, and accuracy
of classification not very much affected. The proposed article uses
different attribute evaluation algorithm with Ranker Search
Method.
Keywords—Electroencephalography
(EEG);
Most
Dominant (MND); Ranker algorithm; classification; EEG

I.

Non

other classifier the result of this present in literature [6, 7],
[28], [33], [38]. Method selects either one electrode, two
electrode or three electrodes based on how much search space
the corpus wants to reduce. Its outcome generated from
different attribute selection search with attribute evaluation
techniques [8], [37]. Here it is 11 different combination of
search with evaluation techniques. Then generating rules using
Apriori algorithm [9], it gives frequent electrodes which are
placed in ranked as a last four sequences, it also depends how
many last feature ranked matrix the corpus wants to create.
Here it is 11*4 , where 11 are a Row value and 4 is a column
value. Ranker Search with different attribute evaluation
algorithms shown in Figure [1].Rankers Algorithm is an
algorithm useful for ranking of attributes by their individual
evaluation [10]. Here three attribute evaluation methods are
defined.
1) Info Gain Attribute evaluation: Evaluate the worth of
an attribute by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the
class.
2) Classifier Attribute Evaluation: Evaluate the work of
n attribute by using a user specified classifier.
3) OneR Attribute Evaluation: Evaluate the work of an
attribute by using the oneR classifier.

INTRODUCTION

The MND feature subset selection is a part of corpus
preprocessing, and it is useful for classification model building
as a supervised learning .Classification is one of the task
performed by data mining tools and applicable in different area
of biomedical electrical devices such as EEG,
ECG(Electrocardiograms),
EMG(Electromyography),
EOG(Electrooculography), Actigraph devices etc. These
devices are popular devices for recognizing of different types
of disease like Sleep Apnea diagnosis[1] using ECG, driving
drowsing using EEG[2],EEG and electromyography (EMG)
enable communication for people with severe disabilities
[20],muscles activity using EOG[3],and military operation
using EEG[21] etc. These are the motivational points for
proposed work because the article finds those positions
electrode they are less responsible for classification then the
removal of those electrodes minimize the size of devices. The
present work is performed with EEG electrode data having 16
electrodes and 14892 instances [4,5]. This uses the instance
based classifier (K*), because based on statistic of data and
nature of data spread over the corpus found it is best among

II.

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

Association Rule Mining is used here for obtaining
frequent set they are correlated with each other using support
and confidence parameters [11- 13].
Support is define as how frequently a specific item set
occur in the data base (the percentage of transactions that
contain all of the items in the item set, here the set of items are
electrodes present in corpus and the transaction is the different
method used for evaluation).
Confidence is the probability that items in RHS (Right
Hand Side) will occur given that the items in LHS (left hand
side) occurs. It Computed as
Confidence (LHS) =>Support (LHS U RHS)/ Support
(LHS) Electrode1 => Electrode2 [0.588, 0.88]
If Electrode1 is selected in MND set, then Electrode2 also
selected in MND set if it will satisfies minimum support and
minimum confidence value. Left hand side electrode as
Antecedent and Right hand side electrode [RHS] as consequent
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frequency.

.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of Proposed Work

III.

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG)

TABLE I.

EEG is useful for measuring brain activity. During the test
very little electricity is passed between the electrodes and skin.
EEG usually takes 30-60 minutes. The technician will put a
sticky gel adhesive on 16 to 25 electrodes at various spots on
our scalp [14]. There are various spatial resolution of EEG
systems like 10/20, 10/10, 10/5 systems as relative had surface
based positioning system. The international 10/20 system a
standard system for electrode positioning with 21 electrodes
extended to higher density electrode such as 10/10 and 10/5
systems allowing more than 300 electrode positions [15].
Here the proposed methodology is used in 10/20 system
with 16 electrodes (AF3, F7, F3, AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7,
O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, and AF4).

SEARCH METHOD USED WITH DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTE
EVALUATORS

SEARCH METHOD + ATTRIBUTE
EVALUATOR
Ranker + InfoGainAttributeEval

T1

Ranker + ChiSquaredAttributeEval
Ranker + ClassifierAttributeEval
Ranker + CorrelationAttributeEval
Ranker + CVAttributeEval
Ranker + FilteredAttributeEval
Ranker + GainRatioAttributeEval
Ranker + OneRAttributeEval
Ranker + ReliefFAttributeEval
Ranker + SignificanceAttributeEval

T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Ranker + SymmetricalUncertAttributeEval

T11

IV.

Fig. 2. EEG positioned electrodes 10/20

TRANSACTION

EEG CORPUS

The Corpus consists of 14980 instances with 15 features
each (14 features representing the values of Electrodes and
one as eye state (Boolean Variable)).Statistical Evaluation
finds extreme values present in the corpus, here thirty eight
instances (186, 899, 10387, 10674, 10675, 10676, 10677,
10678, 10679, 10680, 10681, 10682, 10683, 10684, 10685,
10686, 10687, 10688, 10689, 10690, 10691, 10692, 10693,
10694, 10695, 10696, 10697, 10698, 10699, 10700, 10701,
10702, 10704, 10707, 10708, 10709, 11510 and 13180)
declared as extreme values in this, removal of it makes new
corpus and it is having 14942 instances . The stored corpus
as ordered to able to analyze temporal dependency
8220(55.01%) instances of the corpus corresponds to the eye
open and 6722(44.99%) instances to the eye closed. EEG eye
state dataset was donated by Rosler and Suendermann from
Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW),
Stuttgart, Germany [4]. The output of the corpus “1” indicates
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the eye-closed and “0” indicates the eye-open state.
V.

EXTREME VALUE REMOVAL

The extreme value removal is a part of data cleaning step
for data mining. The procedure for applying the extreme value
theorem is to first establish that the function is continuous on
the closed interval [16]. The next step is to determine the
critical points in the given interval and evaluate the function at
these critical points and at the end points of the interval. If the
function f(x) is continuous on closed interval [a, b] then f(x)
has both a maximum and a minimum on [a, b] [17]. In
proposed method inter-quartile range [IQR] is used for
extreme value calculations. IQR is major of variability based
on dividing the dataset into quartiles [18].
VI.

space and time requirement is very high but if using less no of
features obtained from proposed method then this will save
time and space requirement. MND set electrodes are always a
most non-dominant electrodes they are less responsible for
classification accuracy. The flowchart shows in figure [1], and
described steps shows, how to get MND from feature subset
results generated from previous step.

FEATURE SUBSET SELECTION

Feature Subset Selection is a task of data mining
tool[25,26] ,it selects optimal feature subset for classifying the
dataset but the literature shows the subset of optimal feature
may or may not be optimal[19],[22-24]. The proposed work is
searching Most Non Dominant features (MND) from the
feature set. This performed by ranker algorithm and with
different search methods. The outcome of this step is ranks of
electrodes placed in scalp. Proposed work used different 11
algorithms for obtaining the ranks of electrodes (most to least
dominant).
TABLE II.
Transaction
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11

TRANSACTION IN MATRICES WITH FOUR LAST DOMINANT
ATTRIBUTES
L4
O2
O2
FC6
P7
F7
O2
F7
FC6
F3
P8
F7

VII.

L3
F7
F7
O2
O1
AF4
F7
FC5
O2
F4
O2
FC5

L2
FC5
FC5
FC5
FC5
F8
FC5
O2
FC5
O2
F3
O2

L1
F3
F3
F7
T7
AF3
F3
F3
F7
P8
F7
F3

CLASSIFICATION

Classification is the task of data mining and it is a
supervised learning. To classify EEG signals, various
classification techniques present in literature [34-38]. The
instances present in corpus for eye state recognition using
EEG, these instances are classified in to two different classes,
zero is for eye opened state and one is for eye closed state.
The instance based classifier is a type of lazy classifier [27],
and proposed method uses K* is a type of instance base
classifier, after extreme value removal and attribute selection.
The literature shows there are various statistical measures are
used for analysis of classification outcomes generated from
classification process [29-32].
VIII.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR MND SET

The proposed methodology is use full for finding nondominant feature from feature set. If "n" number of features
are used for classification of eye state recognition then the

Fig. 3. Rule Generated from Apriori Algorithm
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R= R-Te;
V= R;
//Validation Set Creation
Return (T, Te, V)
}

Fig. 4. Lattice occurs by Association Rule Mining

Algorithm 1: Most Non Dominant (MND) Feature Set
Generation Algorithm
Input: D, I , T , C, MSupport.

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix on Removal of F7, FC5, O2

Function Definition for Last Ranked Set (LRS)

//D = Set of Electrodes.
// I = Total Instances
//T = Transactions
//C = Corpus
// L= Class label {0, 1}
//MSupport=Minimum Support

LRS(C)
{
For i=1 To 11 do
For j=1 To 4 do

Output: MND set
Segment(C); // call this for creating a training, testing and
validation set creation.
For i=1 To 11 do
For j=1 To 4 do
T[R] [C] =LRS(C);
// Call function for last 4 values from different feature ranker
search with evaluation techniques
//Transaction Matrix insertion for Item Set (Electrode) placed
last 4 positions.
MND=Apriori(T,Msupport);
//Calling Apriori for frequent set generation for

Ran[j] =Ranker (i); //Last 4 ranked value search and stored in
array
End //for End
Return (Ran[j]);
End
}
Function Apriori Algorithm for Frequent Set Mining

Apriori (T, mSupport)
{
//T is the database and mSupport is the minimum support
F1= {frequent items};

End
Function Definition for Segment Creation from Corpus
Segment(C)
{
T= 60/100 *(C); //Training Set Creation
R= C-T;
Te = 50/100*(R); //Testing Set Creation

For (k= 2; F k-1! =∅; k++)
{
Ck= candidates generated from Fk-1
//Cartesian product Fk-1 x Fk-1 and eliminating any k-1 size
item set that is not frequent
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For each transaction do {
//increment the count of all candidates in Fk that are
contained in T
Fk = candidates in Ck with minimum Support}
} end for inner for Return ⋃kLk ; }
IX.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

This study used Ranker Search with Attribute Evaluation
technique for MND set creation shown in table[1], then for
rule generated using association rule mining this task
performed by using Apriori algorithm ,all the generated rules
are shown in figure[3],and the lattice shown in figure
[4],shows how many frequent set to be considered for rule
generation , the rules which is having minimum support and
confidence is highlighted in figure[3],this gives frequent items
(Electrode) set ,here it is {FC5,O2,F7}. This set declared as
MND set, removing of this electrodes from EEG corpus
sufficiently decrease the space and time requirement to built
the classification model. The accuracy towards the
classification changed very less and this analysis outcome
shown in table [3], figure[6]. The Confusion matrix shown in
figure [5] and ROC curve shown in figure [7], evaluate the
classifier performance here the classifier is Instance based
classifier (K*), the classification accuracy is computed and it
is mapped in table [3].

Fig. 7. ROC Curve removal on removal of F7, FC5, O2 (a) Threshold Value
as 0 (b) Threshold value as 1

X.

Fig. 6. Time duration with Removal of Different Attributes

CONCLUSION

This is the first study to investigate the characteristics of
Most Non Dominant feature from feature space they are less
responsible to build the classification model, the MND set
always gives concept which feature removal sufficiently
reduce space and time requirement to build the classification
model. This result is tested with EEG corpus to investigate eye
state, either it is closed or open. Approximate 20% of time is
saved by removal of these three most dominant features as
compare to all attributes considered for classification.
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TABLE III.

Electrode
Removal

RESULT ANALYSIS AFTER REMOVAL OF ATTRIBUTES FROM FEATURE SET FROM EEG DATA SET

Error
%

Time
Taken in
sec.

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC

PRC

Accuracy
%

Removal of
F7+F3

0.937

0.07

0.938

0.937

0.937

0.87

0.986

0.987

93.7103

6.2897

208.47

Removal of
F7+FC5

0.927

0.08

0.929

0.927

0.927

0.85

0.983

0.984

92.74

7.26

194.78

Removal of
F7+O2

0.939

0.066

0.94

0.939

0.939

0.88

0.985

0.986

93.9445

6.0555

202.76

Removal of
F3+O2

0.947

0.057

0.948

0.947

0.947

0.89

0.989

0.989

94.714

5.286

209.24

Removal of
F7+FC5+O2

0.92

0.089

0.921

0.92

0.919
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Abstract—Nowadays, the necessity of rendering reliable
services to the customers in business markets is assumed as a
crucial matter for the service providers, and the importance of
this subject in many fields is undeniable. Design of systems with
high complexity and existence of different resources in network
cloud leads the service providers to intend to provide the best
services to their customers. One of the important challenges for
service providers is fault tolerance and reliability and different
techniques and methods have been presented for solving this
challenge so far.
The method presented in this paper analyzes the fault
tolerance process in interconnected network cloud in order to
avoid problems and irreparable damages before implementation.
In the offered method, the fault tolerance was evaluated aiding
colored petri nets using Byzantine technique. Summary of results
analyzed by cpntools and demonstrated reliability. It was
concluded that upon increase of requests, the fault tolerance is
reduced and consequently reliability is also reduced and vice
versa. In other word, resources management is under impact of
requested services.
Keywords—Cloud Computing; Fault Tolerance; Colored Petri
Nets; Reliability

I.

INTRODUCTION

Upon increasing development of information technology, a
great volume of computations was created that its
implementation by supercomputers was very costly and not
available for all. Therefore, a new technology in the name of
cloud computing was emerged. Using this technology, all
systems existing in a network are assumed as a computational
resource and may be used for computation. Accordingly, a
great and powerful source is created using the networkconnected systems resources that are able to perform complex
and great operation.
The cloud computations provided the requirements for
using computing resources shared by the computers in different
networks that are different from each other in structure as well
as geographically may be situated within different intervals.
Currently, various definitions of cloud computing have
been presented. The definition used in this paper is as follows:
The cloud computing is a computational model therein lots
of systems are connected to each other as private or public
networks to provide dynamic and scalable infrastructure for the
applied programs, data storage and files. Upon emergence of
this technology, the computations cost, applied programs
hosting, content storage, and delivery of services was reduced

considerably. The idea of cloud computing principally is
formed based on “reuse of technological capabilities” [1].
One of the important problems in cloud networks is
management of time and resources, because as the viewpoint
of different users, one of the most important criteria in
selection of resources is implementation time. Whatever the
implementation time is shorter and has lower cost, will be more
appropriate as the viewpoint of users.
Cloud computing customers don’t need to pay any cost for
management, commissioning, maintenance and increasing the
scale of their service for traffic control. They only ought to
invest their cost and time for web development and pay easily
the needed resources they want to provide for the web.
The cloud computing has frequent advantages, but also
there are a few reasons for caution; risks such as losing
services in case of occurring any problem or failure of cloud
computing provider services or closure of their business. The
legal problems are created when personal information has been
stored in international level and security concerns are also
created when the users have lost the control on their data
protection. Hence, unilateral services are provided to the users
for compensating the probable loss at the time of occurrence of
a disaster. Fault tolerance is one of major concerns in applied
programs implementation. In order to implement the applied
programs correctly and reduce the effect of error on them, at
first the error ought to be predicted, later managed and
controlled. The fault tolerance methods are offered for
prediction of these errors and performance of a proper action
before fault.
The fault tolerance is the ability of a system for continuing
the fulfillment of supposed tasks even in case of error. In fact,
in this paper, byzantine fault tolerance technique in
interconnected network cloud was used to avoid the irreparable
loss, and colored petri nets were used to show the reliability of
this technique.
In continue, the paper structure is as follows: in second
chapter (2), the fundamental concepts related to cloud
computing and fault tolerance, colored petri nets and reliability
related to the subject are explained. In third chapter (3), a
useful selection of previous studies and researches and similar
to the subject of paper are explained briefly and usefully, and
in fourth chapter (4), the proposed method is described.
Finally, to show the accuracy of proposed method, in fifth
chapter (5), a case study is provided for evaluation and
modeling of proposed method.
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II.

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

Currently, different definitions of concepts are provided
based on their application and performance. In this paper, the
concepts were defined based on the application and type of
usage. The cloud computing should not to be mistaken with
network computations, because in network computations, the
options and information are in general provided only on the
servers of a specific company, whilst the cloud computations
are much more bigger and include several companies and a
large number of servers and equipment.

Petri nets provide models of structural and behavioral aspects
of a discrete event system. Moreover, provide a framework for
analysis, performance validation and evaluation, and reliability
[2].
Colored petri nets figure 2, provide exacter models of
complex asynchronous processing systems. In these nets,
contrary to the petri nets, the tokens are distinguishable from
each other, because each one of tokens has traits in the name of
color. This type of nets provides exacter and detailer modeling
from complex asynchronous processes. The tokens may be
different from each other, so that a property called color is
added to each token. The arcs may include mathematical
phrases consisting of combination of color sets and variables
related to them. Guard is a Boolean expression that is attributed
to a transition and creates conditions for activation of input arc.
In colored petri nets, each one of places, arcs and transitions
depending on their color have their own guard [2].

Fig. 1. Cloud computing model

A. Fault tolerance
Whereas in cloud networks one of the important topics is
fault tolerance, in other word, it is necessary for the service
receivers to have the reliability and security of their stored data
in the highest level, therefore the service providers to retain
their customers and render appropriate services ought to use
specific mechanisms for applying security and high reliability
factor.
The purpose of fault tolerance in cloud systems is that in
case of occurrence of error, the system to have the ability of
tolerating to the happened occurrence and can continue its
process. In this type of systems, definitions of error, fault and
failure are presented to associate the difference between them
in the mind of reader. Therefore:


Failure: whenever a system doesn’t perform its
expected job correctly, a failure has been occurred.



Fault: The reason of failure occurrence is existence of
an error in the system.



Error: The reason of fault is existence of an error in the
system.

B. Colored petri net
These nets present a graphic and clear exhibition of system
together with a mathematical approach and can show the
communication patterns, control patterns and information
processes. These nets provide a framework for analysis,
validation and evaluation of performance, the basis of petri nets
has been formed based on the graph and informally it is a twopart directional graph consisted of two elements of time and
transition. These nets are status-based and not event-based and
it makes the explicit status modeling of each case possible.

Fig. 2. A model of colored petri net

C. Reliability
However, nowadays the cloud nodes have been considered
by the people so much, nonetheless one of the major challenges
that cloud computing face it, is procedure of data protection
and applying security for users processes. The security that is
provided in the cloud environment is very important for the
organizations and the people, because a few organizations
suppose the transfer of important applied programs and their
sensitive data to a general cloud environment as a great risk.
Therefore, to reduce these concerns, a cloud provider must
make this confidence that the customers can reserve their
security and privacy control on the applied programs, so the
cloud providers to convince their customers about the security
issues ought to perform actions such as service level
agreement. This agreement is a document that specifies the
relationship between provider and receiver and indeed is a
legal agreement between service provider and customer.
Following items are raised in the agreement about
satisfying and ensuring the customer [3]:
 Identification and definition of customer needs
 Simplification of complex problems
 Reduction of grounds for conflict between users
 Persuading to discourse about encounters and disputes
 Omission of unreal expectations
 Presentation of a framework for easier perception

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box
(sponsors).
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The cloud computing has not always provided continuous
reliability.
III.

tasks receipt and division thereof to subtasks by RMS and
distribution among the resources is shown in fig. [3].

PREVIOUS WORKS

Within recent years, various methods were propounded for
evaluation of fault tolerance and reliability in cloud networks
and these methods were studied in various researches. A few
cases are analyzed in this paper.
Zh.Shan simulated and analyzed the performance in grid
system in consideration of priority queues and applying
priority for tasks and subtasks. This model has been made
based on stochastic petri nets and analysis of its performance
was provided based on properties of petri nets [4].
In another model, the modeling and simulation of tasks
scheduling procedure in grind environment was analyzed and
studied to reach the maximum operational power and
reliability. This study is based on the queue systems and has no
formal definition and ultimately the simulation was made
based on the petri nets [5].
Genetic algorithm that is a hybrid evolutionary algorithm
was presented for solving independent tasks scheduling
problem in cloud network. The main objective in this algorithm
is finding a solution therein the overall implementation time is
minimum. Whereas genetic algorithm searches throughout the
problem environment and is weak in local search, upon its
combination to thermal simulation that is a local search
algorithm, it is attempted to remove this defect and so the
combination of advantages of these two algorithms were used.
The chromosomes are exhibited by RFOH algorithm. Genetic
algorithm includes a random population producer, elitist
selection operator, repetitive combination and mutation aiding
thermal simulator. Based on the fitness function, selection
operator selects half of the best chromosomes from population.
The combination operator is running and so the new children
are generated for the next generation [6].
In a method, to evaluate the reliability of byzantine fault in
a system, byzantine fault tolerance technique was used. In this
method, interconnected network cloud was used. This method
includes the characteristics such as an automatic job scheduling
instrument that allows the job plan to be provided
automatically to several heterogeneous clouds, and a massage
system that creates the secure connection between the cloud
and interconnected networks cloud and a fault tolerance
adjudication system was presented as well. In this method, to
prove the accuracy of method, two virtual machines were
tested experimentally [7].
A method was presented for tasks distribution modeling
and reliability calculation in cloud networks with star topology
therein the tasks scheduling for reaching to the appropriate
quality level as one of important and outstanding fields in
cloud networks was analyzed. In this method, the reliability in
grid services was examined and using the colored petri nets, a
model was offered for computation. In this study, the grid
environment has star topology and consequently RMS is
connected with all resources in the grid. As specified, task of
RMS is receiving tasks consisted of a series of subtasks from
user and later distribution of the corresponding subtasks on the
resources available on the grid. The general schema of job of

Fig. 3. Breaking the tasks and distribution of subtasks by RMS [3]

RFOH algorithm was presented for task scheduling with
fault tolerance in computational grid aiding colored petri nets.
This method records the history of fault event in resources in a
table called fault event history table in information server of
grid. Each row of FOHT table for each resource includes two
columns; one column shows the history of failure event in that
resource and the other one specifies the number of tasks
implemented by that resource that was modeled by colored
petri nets [8].
The modeling along with reliability computation methods
with lower performance was studied and only a few case and
specific studies were applied on the grid. In a few other
methods that Y-Sh.Dai et al computed reliability in grid
services, it was concluded that these studies provide the
computations related to reliability and performance in grid
services and only a solution for their calculation and
maximization was presented and no virtual model thereof was
presented [9].
In another method, the workflow procedure in grid
environment was examined based on service and using UML
charts [10]. In another method, workflow modeling in grid
environment was discussed using simple petri nets and FhRG
software. In this paper, the resulted petri network was
presented, but this network was simple and allocated for the
said software [11].
The hybrid HPSO algorithm in fact is combination of PSO
and thermal simulation that upon using thermal simulation gets
away from falling into a local optimum. To map the scheduling
problem to a solution in this paper, the research environment is
assumed as NxM dimensions, therein N is referred to the
number of subtasks and M to the number of resources. Each
particle is comprised of M pars and each part has N
independent tasks that show the combination of N tasks on M
machines [12].
A new scheduling algorithm was designed based on two
basic Min-Min and max-Min algorithms so that the advantages
of these two algorithms were used and yet the faults were
covered. The criterion for selecting the proposed algorithm, the
algorithm selected from two foregoing algorithms, is standard
deviation of tasks completion period on resources. Min-Min
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algorithm includes two stages; at the first stage, the waiting
time for each subtask is specified and in the next stage, the
tasks are sorted and marked based on job completion time on
descending basis.
The tasks are allocated to their corresponding resources
based on the priority of resources and this process is continued
until all duties existing on MT are processed. Max-Min
algorithm is similar to Min-Min algorithm with this difference
that at the first stage, the tasks and jobs are sorted and marked
based on the job completion time on ascending basis [13].

In fact, byzantine fault is appeared when therein the server
may provide any response optionally simultaneous to
emergence of problems such as enemy attacks, user fault and
software fault. A solution for avoiding this problem is use of
byzantine fault tolerance (BFT). Byzantine fault tolerance
figure 4, is the name of a problem that is occurred in
distributed systems that is occurred due to creation of
intentional failures.

In another method, genetic algorithm was presented for
solving the dependent tasks scheduling therein two important
parameters of service quality including time and cost were
taken into account. In this algorithm, instead of production of
initial population randomly, disturbed variables were used. The
combination of genetic algorithm advantages to the disturbed
variables resulted in distribution of produced solutions by this
algorithm throughout the research space and avoided the early
convergence in the algorithm and the better solutions and
products to be achieved within shorter time, and the algorithm
convergence speed to be increased [14].
In a method, an algorithm was presented using queue
theory for reduction of programs running cost in cloud network
environment. The algorithm presented in this method is
system-oriented and in addition to considering the performance
and productivity factors focused on cost parameter that is
raised more in business cloud environments [15].
IV.

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method is formed based on byzantine fault
tolerance. The interconnected clouds, in other word multiple
clouds that each one has a specific policy and management and
also is administrated differently were studied and analyzed
using this technique. Colored petri nets were used to show the
fault tolerance in cloud network aiding this technique. In
addition, to avoid extra costs before implementation and
execution phase, the respective method was simulated by
colored petri nets aiding cpntools to evaluate the reliability in
the proposed method.

Fig. 4. Byzantine fault tolerance

FT-FC (Fault Tolerant – Fault Control) is one of fault
tolerance frameworks in interconnected network cloud that that
has various features such as having an automatic job
scheduling tool that provides the possibility of showing job
plan automatically to several heterogeneous clouds and a
massage-based system that makes the safe communication
between the cloud and FT-FC and also includes a fault
tolerance adjudication system. Figure 5, exhibits the system
created based on FT-FC framework. The modules shown in the
figure are described in continue.

Byzantine fault tolerance is not used for single cloud
networks considering reducing the network reliability [7].
In continue, to introduce the method, at first byzantine
tolerance and thereafter reliability computation procedure in
the proposed method was analyzed and ultimately upon
evaluation of fault tolerance and computation of reliability
aiding colored petri nets and presentation of an executive
model of proposed method in cpntools, obtained results were
computed and exhibited.
A. Byzantine fault tolerance technique in interconnected
cloud computing
Whereas cloud networks are assumed as one of main
principles of computational systems, reliability in these
systems is one of essential concerns, therefore the error
potential in this type of systems is due to high simplicity.
Hence, different techniques were developed for fault tolerance
in these systems and in this paper byzantine technique was
used.

Fig. 5. System created based on FT-FC framework

In figure 5, it is shown for two clouds titled Test, iVIC with
FT-FC framework. The purpose is expression of clouds
independent from each other. The used modules respectively
are as follows:
 Job submission: Division of jobs automatically among
distinct clouds.
 Job allocation: The jobs are allocated to N-Copy
services.
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Service execution: Each cloud has a backup that is
switched thereto in case of occurring any error.



Result send: Sending the results to adjudication node by
services.



Adjudication: Decision making of adjudication node in
time management and accuracy of the result of
executive process.



Adjudication result: Specifying the accuracy and
inaccuracy of obtained results.

The obtained results are stored in local database. In
consideration of the foregoing, at the next stage, the reliability
evaluation in this method should be assessed and in continue
its procedure is described.
B. Reliability computation procedure
In this study, to compute the reliability, a failure rate is
labeled to each one of nodes. However, all of these rates are
designed dynamically in the model so that to be closer to the
reality. To assess the reliability, equation (1) is used [16].

Fig. 7. Executable model of a distinct cloud network

V.

CASE STUDY

In this paper, to show the applicability of method and
accuracy of offered method, an example of cloud network with
five distinct clouds were analyzed due to high complexity.
Metric analysis of reliability is provided using the proposed
method and simulation of executable model.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of performed simulation,
Master provides five commands for sending to the clouds that
each one of these commands were specified in the name of Job
Properties. To show the dynamism in job, each command is
repeated 10 times and 30 times; in other word, the possibility
of data exchange between Master and clouds was shown.

Fig. 6. equation (1) used to assess the reliability

In above equation, f denotes reliability and F the error rate
or failure factor. After that each time in case of error
occurrence, the reliability was computed, is averaged and
updated with the new event of failure and new reliability.

figure 8, is a general schema of presented model that was
simulated based on the explained assumptions and obtained
results are analyzed in continue.

In other word, in each cloud, an error factor or fault may be
occurred due to byzantine error reasons. Equation (1) is used
for evaluation of fault tolerance and a backup is used in each
cloud for upraising the fault tolerance threshold limit of
byzantine framework.
C. Creation of executable model
In this paper, colored petri nets and CPN Tools were used
for creation of executable model. Reliability is evaluated in FTFC framework using byzantine fault tolerance upon labeling
the failure rate in each cloud. In continue, figure 6, shows the
executable model of a distinct cloud network.

Fig. 8. General schema of presented model

In table 1, summary of results of execution of number of
different jobs on the presented method is shown by byzantine
fault tolerance technique. The failure rate in model is dynamic.
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TABLE I.
Id
cloud1
cloud2
cloud3
cloud4
cloud5
cloud1
cloud2
cloud3
cloud4
cloud5

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PROPOSED MODEL

Job
Submission
10
10
10
10
10
30
30
30
30
30

Fault rate

Reliability

0.21
0.11
0.13
0.09
0.14
0.21
0.11
0.13
0.09
0.14

0.895
0.945
1
1
0.93
0.368474398
0.8945
0.874225
1
0.74805201

TABLE II.

Average
Reliability

Id
cloud1
cloud2
cloud3
cloud4
cloud5
cloud1
cloud2
cloud3
cloud4
cloud5

0.954

0.777050282

According to the results obtained from simulation of
studied method in this paper, the effect of increase and
decrease of number of jobs on fault tolerance value and finally
total reliability of system is observable.

RESULTS OBTAINED FROM BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANCE IN
CLOUDS WITH OPTIONAL RESOURCES
Job
Submission
10
10
10
10
10
30
30
30
30
30

Fault rate

Reliability

0.21
0.11
0.13
0.09
0.14
0.21
0.11
0.13
0.09
0.14

0.7465553
0.797493651
0.935
1
0.8060868
0.361424654
0.64561702
0.576647074
1
0.605591166

Average
Reliability
0.85702715

0.637855983

In figure 10, a comparison between proposed model and
byzantine fault tolerance method is provided in clouds with
optional resources.

In other word, the resources management considering the
increase of requests will intensify the faults and the fault
tolerance is declined. As a result, reliability of system is
reduced. figure 9, shows the results of reliability evaluation
with 10 and 30 tasks for each job in the simulated model.

Fig. 10. Comparison between proposed model and byzantine fault tolerance
method in clouds with optional resources

VI.

Fig. 9. Reliability evaluation by failure rate for 10 and 30 requests for each
job

Byzantine fault tolerance n interconnected clouds that are
stronger in management and have powerful infrastructure and
are managed by the great cloud producers such as Amazon and
Google is higher than byzantine fault tolerance with optional
resources clouds that include lots of users and combined their
computational resources.
In optional resources, due to dynamism of environment,
reliability of a system is a critical issue and a byzantine fault
tolerance system was presented for solving this problem. If
number of our resources is 3F+1, F tolerates byzantine error.
Commonly, infrastructure of clouds with optional resources is
cheaper and more dynamic than greater clouds, but has lower
power and reliability. Moreover, communication links between
modules is not reliable [17].
In table 2, results obtained from execution of number of
different works on byzantine fault tolerance method in clouds
with optional resources is shown.

CONCLUSION

The method presented in this paper analyzed byzantine
fault tolerance in interconnected network clouds and colored
petri nets were used to evaluate the reliability aiding this
method that has strong math support. According to the results
obtained from simulation, the fault tolerance using offered
method is appropriate in comparison to the fault tolerance
method in clouds with optional resources.
One of advantages of proposed method is combination of
byzantine technique and colored petri nets that reliability was
evaluated and analyzed using provided modeling. It was
concluded that upon increase of requests, the fault tolerance is
reduced and consequently reliability is also reduced and vice
versa. In other word, resources management is under impact of
requested services. One of limitations of proposed method for
the subsequent activities is that in case the fault gets beyond
the threshold limit and cloud tolerance, how reliability may
change or which technique can be used to answer this question
if the best option is tolerance or fault removal.
[1]
[2]
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Abstract—The best management of a disaster requires
knowledge, skills and other resources not only for relief and
rehabilitation but also for recovery and mitigation of its effects.
These multifaceted goals cannot be achieved by a single
organization and require collaborative efforts in an agile
manner. Blind trust cannot be applied while selecting
collaborators/team members/partners therefore good reputation
of a collaborator is mandatory. Currently, various Information
and Communication Technology based artifacts, for
collaborative disaster management, have been developed;
however, they do not employ trust and reputation as their key
factor. In this paper, a framework of reputation based trust
management system is proposed for the support of disaster
management. The key features of framework are Meta model,
Reputation Indicator Matrix and Computational algorithm,
deployed using Service Oriented Architecture. To evaluate the
efficacy of the artifact, a prototype is implemented. Furthermore,
an industrial survey is carried out to get the feedback on the
proposed framework. The results support that the proposed
reputation management system provides significant support in
collaborative disaster management by assisting in agile and
smart decision making in all phases of disaster management
cycle.
Keywords—reputation; trust; reputation management; disaster
management; collaborators; collaborative management

I.

INTRODUCTION

Trust is such an investment in a society that returns strong
and peaceful society whereas reputation is an asset that makes
social interactions smooth and comfortable. The importance of
trust and management in society, particularly in a disaster and
emergency situation, cannot be ignored as managing such
situations demands the collective role of a society. The
stakeholders involved in such situations focus on the cohesive
and collaborative efforts. These collaborative efforts demand
sharing of skills, knowledge and other financial resources. It is
also evident that collaborators involved in disaster
management have different cultural, social and organizational
background which may obstruct the efforts of collaboration.
Sharing of resources and skills in other domains like egovernment, e-commerce and e-business, is made possible
through Virtual Organization (VO), a form of collaborative
networks. The focal point of VO is doing tasks and projects
together by making collaboration among a number of entities,
and ensuring agility [1]. It is a successful experiment for
accomplishing the required goals by making a temporary
alliance of partners [2] and the reason of its success is the
opportunity of cohesive and collaborative efforts, it provides.

Many Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
based solutions for collaboration have been developed. These
solutions have not only facilitated the VO form of
collaboration in e-commerce and e-government but also in
social networks. Moreover, to facilitate the collaborative and
cohesive efforts for disaster management, several ICT-based
solutions like SAHANA [3] and Oasis [4]are developed.
These systems were more focused on considering the agile
collaboration of VO, however, reputation and trust were not
much focused in these systems. Since collaborative efforts
engage precious resources, therefore, the role of trust and
reputation becomes vital. Neither an organization nor a
government can put a blind trust in anyone when there are
issues of saving human lives and utilization of precious
resources. Therefore, it is apparent that reputation based trust
is such a building block of disaster management, without
which the goal of efficient disaster management cannot be
achieved in its true essence.
It is recognized that in ICT, considerable importance to the
reputation of collaborators for disaster management is not
given and the solutions presented in other domains cannot be
directly applied to disaster management, keeping in view the
dynamic context of trust.In this research, a conceptual
framework for disaster management is proposed that lays
emphasis on reputation and trust. The framework includes
indicators/factors, having impact on the reputation of
collaborators. These indicators/factors are extracted and
deduced from the existing extensive literature available on
disaster management. We have also gathered the requirements
from stakeholders which are working in this domain. An
algorithm to calculate the reputation score of
collaborators/partners is proposed. Moreover, software
architecture for reputation based trust management system is
also proposed that helps in the exchange of required
information among the heterogeneous systems of disaster
management organizations/agencies. Using this heterogeneous
platform, disaster management agencies will be able to get
support in more collaborative and efficient. We have
conducted a field survey involving a number of large and
effective organizations involved in disaster management. The
results of survey, on one hand, demonstrate the efficacy of our
proposed framework.
The structure of rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2
provides a detailed literature review comprising some of the
basic definitions such as Trust and Reputation Management,
followed by related work in the field including Feedback
Aggregation Models and existing ICT based Disaster
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Management Systems. Proposed Framework is presented in
Section 3, followed by implementation details. Finally,
evaluation and results of survey are presented followed by
conclusions.
II.

LITEARTURE REVIEW

This section reviews the state of the art in the domain of
trust, reputation, reputation management system, disaster
management and virtual organization. Moreover, the
applicability of VO to disaster management is discussed.
A. Trust
Trust is an uncertain situation, faced by an individual, in
which beneficial or harmful result is reliant on the other
person’s behavior. Deutch defines trust as the situation when
an individual faces an ambiguous path in which the outcome is
either beneficial or harmful depending on the behavior of
another person[5].The nature of trust is identified as dynamic
in context[6]. Considering this characteristic, several trust
management systems(applicable to different domains) have
been developed. These systems are either reputation-based or
policies-based. For reputation-based systems, trust is
evaluated on the history of performance or interaction whereas
for policy-based systems, trust assessment is based on
credentials for issuance of access[6]. Furthermore, trust has
three properties; identification, qualification and consistency.
Identification
includes
traditional
encryption
and
authorization; Qualification checks and analyze whether the
subject entity has the required criteria; and Consistency, the
most difficult one, is checked through formal certification or
feedback [7, 8]. In another study[9], Gallivan classified trust
into following five types.
1) Knowledge based trust is attributed with previous
performance history of the subject entity.
2) Swift trust builds quickly within temporary teams. It is
recommended when temporary teams have to achieve critical
goals in short time.
3) Characteristic based trust is based on the qualities of
the subject entity.
4) Institutional based trustdevelops with the help of
guarantors.
5) Justice based trust illustrates procedural justice that is
ensured through fair procedure.
B. Reputation and Reputation Management Systems
Reputation is the evaluation of trustworthiness of an entity
that it can perform a task. A reputation system manages the
reputation of entities [10]. Reputation is calculated based on
the feedback of associative entities and assists in developing
trust among the community/team members. Due to this,
reputation based trust is given vital importance in virtual
communities like social networks and e-commerce. Several
reputation based trust management systems have been
developed in different domains that facilitate the relevant
authorities
in
decision
making
in
different
contexts.Amazon[11], epinions and eBayuse web based
reputation systems. For reputation management, multi-criteria
assessment approach is proposed by [2].

C. Feedback Aggregation Models
Feedback aggregation models are an integral part of
reputation systems. These models help in aggregating and
compiling feedback score obtained from different internal and
external sources to produce a cumulative reputation score.
Table 1 shows different types of feedback aggregation models
with examples as described in[10].
TABLE I.
Models/
Network Type
Sum and Mean
Flow Network
Markov Chain
Fuzzy Logic
Bayesian

TYPES OF FEEDBACK AGGREGATION MODELS
Reputation Calculated through

Examples

Summation and then
normalization through mean
Transitive iterations
Weighted Directed Graph
Describe linguistically
Probability Distributed Function

Amazon, eBay and
epinions
Google’s PageRank
PowerTrust
REGRET
-

D. Importance of Trust in Collaborative Disaster
Management
Collaborators have different cultural and organizational
background, therefore, trust and reputation become important
for effective collaboration. This understanding persists in the
disaster management stakeholders and is identified in [12].
The author presents trust as a key element in quickly formed
teams for DM. Considering the quick formation of emergency
respondent teams, their study identified that swift trust is a key
to achieve strong collaboration in quickly formed temporary
teams.
Another study [13], carried out after 9/11 attack, identified
that Trust is catalyst for effective collaboration in disaster
management. Their work was carried out to reveal the causes
behind the lack of unified command during the incident. The
author suggested that multi-disciplinary training and
education, through exercises, drills and other means, can
improve the disaster management. The author also
recommended that the mechanism for comprehensive and
timely information sharing among the respondent agencies
must be in place. Besides this, the formation of joint operation
teams also improves the inter-agency collaboration. The
author suggested that these are the ways for developing an
understanding of the respondent agencies’ culture, improve
information sharing and enhanced integrated response.
In another research[14], the importance of inter-agency
cooperation, during a disaster and emergency situation, was
evaluated. It was explored that working together for managing
disasters in an influential way greatly depends on the trust
among the team members. It was also recognized that training
through drills and other means also enhances the skills and
knowledge of the respondents. This research also suggested
that the use of ICT can improve the information sharing
process. Realizing the importance of trust in DM, an
information repository framework for emergency response
information system was proposed in[15]. Risk engine is also
incorporated in this framework for evaluating any kind of
risks involved for decision maker. This is a generalized model
and ignores the dynamic contextual nature of trust.
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E. DM Collaboration through ICT-based Solutions
An Emergency Management Accreditation Program
(EMAP) identifies thirty categories for emergency response
operations. Twelve categories require collaborative and
cohesive efforts. These categories are mass sheltering, human
services, public health and medical services, debris
management, population protection, restoration of transport
system, fatality management, fire protection, donation
management, resource management, public works&
engineering and damage assessment.To handle the tedious
tasks of disaster management, disaster management cycle is
divided into four phases[16]:
1) Preparation and Planning: contingency plans are made
and actions are defined for any expected disaster in this phase.
2) Response: this phase depicts all the operations that are
carried out immediately after a disaster comes.
3) Recovery: it includes all the actions that are carried out
to recover the infrastructure and the routine life.
4) Mitigation: actions are taken to alleviate and lessen the
effects of a disaster.
By understanding the importance of cohesive and
collaborative efforts in DM, various ICT-based solutions are
developed for efficient disaster management. SAHANA and
OASIS are two examples of it.Open Advance System for
disaster and emergency management (OASIS)[16] is a cofunded project by European Commission. The purpose of this
project is to facilitate the communication, collaboration and
decision making in a disaster and emergency situation. Three
hierarchical (strategic, operational and tactical) levels are
defined for OASIS along with various other modules like IT
Framework, Operational Tools and Tactical Situational Object
(TSO)[17].
Moreover, OASIS
also
resolves
the
interoperability and security issues that can be faced by legacy
IT systems. SAHANA is an open source disaster management
system. It has various modules like Organization Registry,
Missing Persons Registry, Request Management System,
Volunteer Management, Shelter Registry, Situation
Awareness and Inventory Management[3]. SAHANA has
been deployed in various disaster situations and has proved to
be a good facilitator in managing disasters.
F. VO and its Applicability to DM
VO is a temporary alliance of companies that can quickly
share their core competencies to exploit the market
opportunities[2]. This coalition forms another organization
where company’s boundaries are smudged. The advantages
over the conventional way are the agility, the disperse-ability
of collaborators, the integration of resources and the

digitization of whole process [1]. For reputation building and
managing, the approach of multi-criteria assessment is used
in[2]. The lifecycle of VO consists of four phases:
1) Identification: goals and objectives are identified.
2) Formation: collaborators are evaluated and selected.
3) Operational: to meet the goals and objectives,
operations are carried out by the selected collaborators.
4) Dissolution: when goals are met, temporary alliance is
dissolved.
The stakeholders, involved in disaster management,
recognize and admit that neither a government nor an
organization can handle large-scale disasters on its own;
therefore it is the responsibility of each individual and each
organization to play its role collectively. Since VO also focus
on the collaboration among a number of organizations/
collaborators and doing tasks together by introducing agility in
the process; therefore, this concept seems applicable to DM.
III.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework focuses on the reputation based
trust management of collaborators involved in disaster
management operations. This framework has three main
characteristics: (i) it is applicable to all phases of disaster
management cycle. (ii) it is applicable to the operational
categories (defined in EMAP) that need collaboration. (iii) it is
applicable to three hierarchical levels which are defined in the
OASIS i.e. reputation can be managed at these three levels.
The framework consists of four components:
1) Meta model for Reputation Indicators (RI)
2) Reputation Indicator Matrix
3) Computational Algorithm for Reputation Calculation
4) Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for information
extraction and exchange.
Further details of these components are described below:
A. Meta Model for Reputation Indicators
The first component of our framework provides the Meta
model for reputation indicators. This Meta model consists of
indicator/factors/criteria having impact on the reputation based
trust of the collaborators. These factors are deduced from
framework, protocols, standards and other published work of
disaster management. The deduced factors are related to the
operational categories defined in EMAP. Our meta-model
divides these factors into two categories based on the four
phases of disaster management cycle. The first category is
called ‘Pre-disaster’ whereas other is called ‘During &
Post/After disaster’. Both categories consist of nine factors
each. Our proposed Meta model is shown in the Fig. 1.
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exercises and drills. Moreover, these organizations also
conduct workshops and offer courses to make awareness about
disasters.
Collaborations: Collaborators, that have participated in
their related operational category in a past disaster and
performed better, are also trustworthy. Organizations having
local or international collaborations with other disaster
management organizations are also considered to be
trustworthy.
Previous Experience: A collaborator’s previous
experience, in their related operational category, is also an
important factor to evaluate their competency.
Broker Reputation is another concept that can assist in
evaluating the reputation of collaborators. This concept is
applied in ICT solutions developed for other domains like ecommerce and social networks. Broker reputation
management system gives the details about the reputation of
the collaborator under consideration. It is helpful to consider
this reputation.
Operational Resources depict the competency of the
collaborators. The quality and quantity of these resources play
important role in a disaster situation. This factor is given
considerable importance in the framework of NDMA and
Hyogo. Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) and Mutual
Aid Agreements (MAAs) form another group of criterion that
is regarded as significant in disaster management.

Fig. 1. Proposed Meta Model for Reputation Indicators

Meta model for reputation indicators consists of
factors/indicators having impact on the reputation of
collaborators. These indicators are extracted from the
literature of disaster management and briefly discussed here.
Standards: Various standards (like Humanitarian
Accountability Partnership and SPHERE) for managing
disasters are developed. These standards are defined and
developed by different disaster management stakeholders and
ensure quality of humanitarian services. The organizations that
follow such standards are considered trustworthy as it shows
their level of preparedness.
Training: Training/educating of collaborators is
considered extremely important for disaster management. The
training can be either in the form of Courses/Workshops or in
the form of Drills/Exercises. To make awareness among the
collaborators, workshops and training courses for disaster
management are important. Similarly, Drills and Exercises are
meant to train the people/organizations for an emergency and
disaster situation. The other purpose for this factor is to give
them an opportunity to do coordinative efforts so that trusting
relation can be built among themselves. Organizations like
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
(UNISDR), National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA) of Pakistan and Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) of United States regularly organize such

The second category of Meta Model helps in evaluating
the reputation of the partner after they have performed on
ground. In other words, this category considers the
performance history of the collaborators. For this, operational
costs and timeliness are key factors as efficient usage of
resources and agile response are mandatory in a disaster
situation. Besides this, Disaster Management Agency’s report
about the collaborator’s performance is also important. Peer’s
reviewabout its partner is also significant in establishing the
reputation. Feedback from other stakeholders can also be an
important tool for evaluating the reputation of the
collaborators. These stakeholders include affected population,
media, donors and different communities. The tasks and
projects which are funded by various donor organizations
should be monitored. To make it transparent, donors’ feedback
is important to establish the good reputation of the disaster
management agency and its collaborators. Peers can also
review their colleagues as they have worked on ground with
them. Media reports are also important. Feedback by various
communities is also required to evaluate the reputation of
collaborators. In this regards, professionals, students and other
volunteers can better evaluate the collaborators. Similarly,
online survey and SMS feedback from affected population can
be the other means to get feedback.
B. Reputation Indicator Matrix
The second component of the framework encompasses the
aspects of VO. This component is called the Reputation
Indicator matrix. It is identified that in e-commerce form of
VO; financial, organizational, operational and third party
recommendations are important perspectives that need to be
considered while forming VO[2]. Therefore, to establish a
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relationship of deduced Reputation Indicatorswith these
perspectives, a Reputation Indicator matrix is developed as
shown in Table 2. This matrix identifies all the perspectives
that are covered by reputation indicators. These perspectives
are Financial, Organizational, Operational, Third party,
External and Competency of collaborators,collectively named
as FOOTEC. Financial perspective covers the financial
soundness.
Organizational
perspective
covers
the
management system and control of an organization.
Functional reliability is covered in Operational perspective.
Recommendations about the collaborators are included in
Third Party. Factors that are external to the organization are
covered in External perspective whereas Competency covers
the skills of a collaborator in a particular area of its expertise.
TABLE II.

reputation management system. The proposed SOA model is
shown in the Fig 3. It consists of following three components

REPUTATION INDICATOR MATRIX

Fig. 2. Algorithm for Reputation Calculation

The RI Matrix facilitates in categorization of the RIs and
helps in identifying the relationship of these categories with
VO. The computational algorithm helps in quantifying the
reputation score hence make the decision making easy and
efficient for the relevant authorities. SOA approach for
information extraction and exchange fulfills the constraints of
integration and interoperability. This issue is further
elaborated in Section IV.
C. Computational Model for Reputation Calculation
For each collaborator, reputation score of the identified
factors is calculated using a computational algorithm that is
based on sum and mean model. Sum and mean model is one
of the state of the art models for reputation calculation. The
algorithm for reputation calculation is shown in Fig 2.
D. SOA for Information Extraction
As the information related to these indicators is held by
different systems and stakeholders, information exchange can
be difficult. Therefore for integrating heterogeneous systems
and multiple sources of information, a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is proposed for developing such a

Fig. 3. SOA for Information Extraction and Reputation Calculation

1) Criteria Collection, Compilation and Aggregation:
This component collects the feedback score from internal and
external sources.The scores are then compiled and aggregated
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to get a cumulative reputation score for different factors. Some
web servicesfor the extraction of feedback score are also
defined in this component.
2) Reputation Manager: This componentgets the
cumulative reputation score of different factors.Mathematical
model 1 mentioned in Fig 2 is then applied based on different
weights assigned to these factors. This results in a prioritized
list of partners based on their reputation score.
3) Broker Reputation: It checks the broker’s database for
reputation score of the partners
IV.

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

For the proof of concept, a prototype is implemented to
evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the system in a
disaster and emergency situation. Ahypothetical scenario is
consideredto simulate a flash-flood situation. Flash flood is a
type of flood that develops in few minutes. A web based
application is developed to demonstrate the functionalities of
our Reputation Management System (RMS). The web
application comprises of a number of web services. These
services are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Manage Partners
Manage Courses/Workshops
Manage Drills/Exercises
Manage Standards
Manage Operation Resources
Manage Equipment Certificates
Reputation Manager
Manage Tasks

 Partner ID:A unique numeric number given to
collaborator.
 Partner Name: Name of collaborator
 Competency ID: Competency to be selected from a
predefined list; e.g. Shelter Management.
The web interface developed for our application is given in
Appendix in Fig A-1.
Manage Courses/Workshops Service
After assignment of an identity in the RMS, the
collaborators use their applications to invoke their relevant
web services of the RMS. It is the responsibility of the
collaborators to add their data which is related to pre-disaster
factors.
This
includes
all
the
information
of
courses/workshops, drills/exercises, operational resources and
all other pre-disaster factors which the collaborators possess.
The interface for insertion of courses/workshops, developed
for a collaborator, is shown in the Appendixin Fig A-2. The
data required to be entered by collaborator is as follows:
 Course/Workshop ID
 Course/Workshop Name
 Conducting Organization
Similarly, a collaborator can enter data of its other
competencies
including
Drills/Exercises,
Standards,
Operational Resources and Equipment Certificates. After
insertion of pre-disaster data by the collaborators, the
administrator of the DMA can assign score to each factor. The
web interface is shown in Fig A-3.

With the help of aforementioned hypothetical scenario to
handle disaster of flash floods, the usage of RMS is described
in three phases while keeping in view the disaster
management cycle. First is called Pre-disaster, consisting of
preparation and planning; second is called During-disaster
encompassing the response phase while recovery and
mitigation is merged into third phase named as Post-Disaster.
A. Pre Disaster
A Disaster Management Agency (DMA) plans and
prepares itself for the upcoming rainy season. From
experience, the DMA has learnt that extensive rainfall in rainy
season causes the flash flood in the low-lying areas which
results in severe damages to the affected areas. It is also
considered that the DMA was not able to handle such
incidents alone. Considering these constraints, the DMA
identifies collaborators/partners for relief and rehabilitation
purposes. This process of identifying the potential threats of
flash flood and based on this, the identification of
collaborators is recognized as the identification phase of VO.
The administration of the DMA decides to use the RMS for
managing and tracking the reputation of these
collaborators/partners. For this, the administrator uses the ‘add
a partner’ web service
Manage a Partner Service
The administrator can add any identified collaborator by
entering the following data in the RMS for that collaborator.

B. During Disaster
During flash floods, thousands of people are evacuated
through boats since roads and bridges are destroyed.
Displaced people immediately need shelter, food supply and
medical services. The DMA initially needs collaborators for
the following tasks and missions as shown in Table 3. In this
chaotic situation, the evaluation and assessment of potential
collaborators is a challenge therefore the DMA uses the RMS
for the selection of collaborator. The administrator invokes the
Reputation Manager service for getting the prioritize list.
While doing this, the DMA is in the ‘formation’ phase of VO
for disaster management. It will be in the ‘operational’ phase
of VO when tasks are assigned to the partners.
TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF TASKS AND MISSIONS

Missions/ Tasks
Required shelters
Water and food supply
Health and medical

Details
30, 000 tents
For 50, 000 people
For 70, 000 people

Reputation Manager Service
The administrator selects the required competency, assigns
weight to pre-disaster factors and then gets a prioritize list of
competent partners along with their reputation score in the
selected competency. The reputation score is normalized on
the scale of 1 to 10. The interface for the reputation manager
service is shown in Fig A-4 in Appendix A.
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Manage Tasks Service
Based on the prioritize list, the administrator selects the
collaborator and assigns the tasks by invoking ‘assigning a
task’ service. For the purpose of assigning a task, the
administrator only enters the relevant information in the RMS
to track the record in future. The interface, for this purpose, is
shown in the Fig A-5 in Appendix A.
C. Post Disaster
Recovery and mitigation phases start after the response
phase. In these phases, the RMS collects, aggregates and
compiles the task-based feedback about different
collaborators. When the task is finished, team is dissolved that
shows the dissolution phase of VO. Firstly, the administrator
of DMA evaluates the collaborators’ performance based
reputation by considering timeliness and operational cost. For
this, the administrator assigns task-wise score to each
collaborator. The interface for this purpose is shown in the
FigA-6 in Appendix-A.
Peers also assess their partners as they have worked on
ground with their partners/collaborators. Peers can invoke
peers feedback service. The feedback is given for the task in
which they have coordinated and collaborated. The interface
for this purpose is shown in Fig A-7 in Appendix-A.
V.

0%
0%

0%

Extremely
important
Very important

0%

Moderately
Important
Slightly Important

100%

Not at all important
Fig. 4. Significance of Collaborators’ Reputation

Q2. How often do you check or assess the reputation of
your potential partners before doing any sort of collaboration
with them?
Fig 5 reveals that 83% participants assess the reputation of
their potential partners every time whereas 17% assess it very
often. This response supports our background study in which
it was identified that stakeholders involved in disaster
management realize the value of reputation of the
collaborators.
0%

0%

0%

Very often

17%

RESULTS AND SURVEY

Often

83%

An online survey was conducted for getting feedback on
the proposed framework. Thirty national and international
organizations involved in disaster management were
contacted. Positive response was received from six
organizations who agreed to participate in the survey. These
organizations include Pakistan’s national organizations as well
as international organizations having offices in Pakistan.
These organizations include United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), NDMA, Engineering Directorate,
Earthquake Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Authority
(ERRA), Focus and Concern. The survey consisted of a
questionnaire form having one open-ended and nine closedended questions. The closed-ended question used different
scale for getting the feedback about the extracted factors and
the overall framework. The questions, their results and
analysis of each question are shown graphically in this section.
Different scales are used which are mentioned with each
question.
Q1. How significant is the reputation of a partner/member
organization for various disaster management activities (preand post disaster operations)?

Every time

Rarely
Never
Fig. 5. Evaluation of Collaborators’ Reputation

Q3. Does your organization follow any established
policy/mechanism
for
checking/evaluating
potential
members/partners before doing any kind of collaboration for
disaster operations?
It is exposed from the participants of the survey that their
organizations
have
a
policy/mechanism
for
checking/evaluating potential partners as shown in Fig 6. 83%
participants informed that they have well-established
mechanism for evaluating the partners whereas 17%
respondents said they have a mechanism but not wellestablished. However, the participants were unwilling to
expose their mechanisms due to restrictions of the rules and
regulations of their organizations.
0%

0%
17%

Fig 4 illustrates that 100% participants considered the
reputation of a partner as ‘extremely important’. This
undisputed response from the participants substantiates the
idea of the current research.

Yes, established
well-defined
mechanism
Yes but no welldefined mechanism

83%
No, don’t have any
kind of mechanism
Don't know

Fig. 6. Presence of Reputation Management Mechanism
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Q4. In your opinion, managing the reputation and trust at
three hierarchical levels (i.e. strategic, operational and tactical)
is:
Figure 7 shows that the respondents evaluated the idea of
managing the reputation, at three hierarchical level, as
important. 50% considered it as extremely important, 33% as
very important while 17% considered it as moderately
important.
0%

Very Important

17%
50%

Low-priority
Drop-out

Group

Moderately
Important
Slightly Important

33%

Medium-priority

TABLE V.

Extremely important

0%

Highpriority
group

Not at all important

Q5. Classification of reputation factors into ‘Pre- Disaster’
and ‘During & Post Disaster’ operations is:
Fig 8 shows that 50% respondents evaluated our idea of
dividing the extracted factors/indicators into two categories as
‘absolutely appropriate’ whereas 50% evaluated it as
‘appropriate’. In short, all supported this idea of classification.
0%

0%

Absolutely
appropriate

50%

Category

Broker Reputation
Previous Experience

Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster
Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster
Pre-disaster
Pre-disaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster
Postdisaster

Community Feedback
nd

Timeliness

rd

Standards
Exercises/Drills
Operational Resources
Courses/Workshops
Local Collaboration

2

1st

2nd

Peer’s Review
Donor’s Feedback

1st
Operational Cost
2nd

Surveys

Neutral

4th

DMA Report

Inappropriate

5th

Media

--

SMS Feedback

Drop-out

The purpose of this question was to evaluate the relevance
of extracted factors while evaluating the reputation of the
collaborators/partners. The results are shown in Table 4 and 5
with respect to two groups defined in meta model.
Q7. How much weight (based on importance), would you
like to give these factors to calculate overall trust/reputation of
a member/partner organization?
To evaluate the helpfulness of each factor, three groups are
defined based on the results of question 6 and the response of
this question. Every group has its own criteria for the insertion
in this group. The criteria are shown in Table 4.
CRITERIA FOR PRIORITIZE GROUPS

Average
Weight
5
5
5
4.8
4.7
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.2
42
4.5
4.6
4.3
4.3
4.2
4
3.7
-

Based on these criteria, Table 5 shows the ranking of each
factor along with the average weight assigned by the
respondents to each factor.

Q6. Please rate the following factors based on their
helpfulness in reputation assessment. 1 represents ‘extremely
unhelpful’, 2 represent ‘moderately unhelpful’, 3 represents
neither 'unhelpful' nor 'helpful', 4 represents ‘moderately
helpful’ and 5 represents ‘extremely helpful’

Criteria

1st

Factor’s Name

Equipment Certificates
MoUs/MAAs

Fig. 8. Importance of Reputation Indicators’ Classification

Group

Rank

3rd

Absolutely
inappropriate

TABLE IV.

Mediumpriority
group

Lowpriority
group

Appropriate

50%

CATEGORIZATION AND RANKING OF FACTORS IN PRIORITY
GROUPS

3

Fig. 7. Reputation Management at Three Hierarchical Levels

0%

got more than 80% votes as ‘extremely helpful’
does not get any vote of neither a) ‘neither helpful nor
helpfulness’ nor b) below this scale
votes of either a) ‘extremely helpful’ or b) ‘moderately
helpful’
a vote of ‘neither helpful nor unhelpful’ is casted but no
vote below this scale
get more than 50% of either a) ‘neither helpful nor
unhelpful’ or b) below

High-priority

Q8. Would you like to suggest any new factor which can
help in assessing the reputation of a partner? Please also
describe the reason.
The respondents’ suggestions along with the remarks on
the suggestions are shown in Table 6.
TABLE VI.

SUGGESTIONS FROM RESPONDENTS

Suggestions
Staff competency and aptitude

No

Partners style of data management and
reporting is very much important
The factors identified are allencompassing. However, one might

Remarks
A detailed discussion, with the
respondent, was carried out
regarding this suggestion. He
agreed that
The respondent was satisfied with
the deduced factors.
This suggestion is point towards
standardized data management
and reporting which has been
covered in the pre-disaster factor
i.e. standards
This suggestion points towards
the standards a collaborator is
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add information management systems,
reporting mechanisms and quality
control / monitoring and evaluation
capacity as one additional factor

following.

VI.

Community involvement is being
done through feedback and
awareness through
courses/workshop and
drills/exercises.

Community awareness and
involvement in all kind of DRR and
DRM activities

Q9. Do you think a combination of Information
Technology and people's activities in disaster response
operations can play an important role in managing reputation
and trust of involved organizations?
50% participants, in response to this question voted for
‘extremely helpful’, 33% supported it as ‘very important’
whereas 17% evaluated it as ‘moderately important’ as shown
in Fig 9. Such a response from the participants depicts that the
introduction of ICT-based solution for reputation based trust
management will be helpful for the stakeholders involved in
disaster management.
17%

Extremely important

0%

0%
Very Important
50%

33%

Moderately Important

Slightly Important

Not at all important

This research presents a substantial base for reputation
management of collaborators involved in disaster
management. Keeping in view, the state of the art approach
for reputation management in different domains, multi-criteria
reputation assessment and an aggregation model for reputation
calculation are proposed. The multi-criteria of the proposed
framework illustrate the priorities of disaster management’s
stakeholders. These are the characteristics that are expected to
be present in the collaborators hence help in establishing the
reputation of the collaborators. The aggregation model helps
in quantifying the reputation score in such a manner that
decision making becomes easy and efficient for the relevant
authorities.
The applicability of the proposed framework is evaluated
through prototype implementation. It is evident from the
prototype that information exchange among heterogeneous
systems is not problematic hence multi-criteria monitoring is
made possible for the stakeholders of disaster management.
Besides this, the survey results show substantial support from
the participant organizations.
Collaborators often fail in performing their duties while
managing disasters. It is concluded that the reputation
management system acts as a silent observer of their
reputation and helps the authorities in smart decision making
for disaster management. This research contribution can be
refined by introducing risk management aspect in the
framework hence the basis for reasoning about the involved
risk (while selecting collaborators) can be presented.
Moreover, information extraction (about reputation of
collaborators) from media reports and social networks can also
be searched semantically which can help in being more
transparent.

Fig. 9. Importance of Information System for Reputation Management
[1]

Q10. Do you agree that the integration of existing
Information Systems of participating organizations and/or
development of Online Integrated Information Services for
disaster response organizations can be helpful in
trust/reputation management?
All participants were agreed for introducing the IT
standards in the integration of reputation management system
with the legacy system of disaster management organizations
as shown in Fig 10.
0%

0%
0%

Completely agree

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

Agree
50%

50%

Neither agree nor
disagree

[7]

Disagree
[8]
Completely disagree
[9]
Fig. 10. Need of Online Integrated System

CONCLUSION
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Fig. A-5. A web interface of ‘Assign Task to a Collaborator’ service
Fig. A-2. A web interface for collaborators where they can Insert
Courses/Workshop Data

Fig. A-3. Disaster Management Agency can assign Reputation Score to
Collaborator's Course/Workshop

Fig. A-4. Administrator can enter weights for different factors. Based on
these values, a Prioritize List of partners is generated based on Reputation
Score

Fig. A-6. A web interface for admin to enter ‘Task Score’ to different
collaborators in Post-Disaster phase

Fig. A-7. Peer's Feedback
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Abstract—Service-oriented architecture is a style in
information systems architecture with the aim of achieving loose
coupling in communication between software components and
services. Service, here means software implementation, is a welldefined business function that can be used and be called in
various processes or software. An organization can choose and
composite the Web services that fulfill its intended quality of
service. As the number of available Web services increases,
choosing the best services to composite is challenging and is the
most important problem of service composition. In addition, due
to the utilization of systems in dynamic environments, service
characteristics and users’ needs are constantly faced with
changes which lead to deterioration of service, unavailability and
quality loss of services. One of the ways to deal with this
challenge is substitution of a Web service with another service,
which is done at the runtime and dynamically. Substitution is
both direct and indirect. Though there are many related works in
the field of direct substitution, still no work is done for explaining
substitution based on the indirect method, and works were
conducted only on direct substitution. In this method, there are
many problems such as the incompatibility of important services
in composition. To solve the problems in this method and other
challenges in this paper, considering a subset of inputs and
outputs, qualitative parameters and service composition,
simultaneous and dynamic service composition and use of the
fitness function of genetic algorithm to compare the compositions
are done. In addition, in substitution, a table which contains the
best possible substitutes with dynamic updates through multithreading techniques is provided. The results obtained by the
analysis and evaluation of the proposed method, indicates the
establishment of compatibility between the services, and finding
the best possible substitute to reduce substitution time.
Keywords—component; indirect substitution; SLA; service
composition; quality of service

I.

INTRODUCTION

Through the discovery and development of Web services,
an organization can choose and composite the Web services
that satisfy its business needs and service quality. At the same
as the number of available Web services increases, choosing
the best services becomes more challenging for the given
practice. Service quality plays an important role in the selection
and composition of services. During the composition of
services in a workflow or application to complete the process
until the final result, services should be compatible in regard to
the given the inputs, outputs and functions. The main problem
of service composition is that the values of service quality may
change from initial estimates during the implementation. The

service may be unavailable or unreliable or may not offer other
suitable solution. Thus, services should be evaluated
dynamically to complete the program. Changes in the values of
service quality may lead to failure of the expected adoption of
the program for maintaining certain cases such as costs and
response time. Two main issues of which adverse events
require -the need for re-selection of service and services
reprogramming include: extra time for selection process and
lack of service composition compatibility with other service
quality constraints [1]. In this paper, a method for composition
of Web services that perform re-selection and prevent the
deviation from the constraints of service quality, after
reprogramming through the definition and evaluation of a
potential substitution is proposed. In the proposed method reselection and substitution are done only when it is needed. To
help re-selection and substitution, services will be filtered
based on their importance, because only the services that
provide optimal solutions are considered in planning processes
[1].
Substitution means the alternation of one component
instead of another component; so that during the movement,
the same component output be produced and meet the same
needs with the replaced output component. Substitution means
compatibility of Web service with the client requests and better
setting than other competing Web services [1]. Substitution is
both direct and indirect, till now there are many related works
in the field of direct substitution. The main problem and error
method in a direct substitution is that the compatibility between
services in substitution process is ignored due to the lack of
regulation of services in the substitution process. In addition,
one cannot benefit the substitution services composition in this
method and there is no possibility of automatic substitution. To
solve this problem and to create compatibility between the
services in substitution, indirect substitution method is used in
regard to SLA violations. Every service includes its specific
quality of service (QoS). In substitution process, one is trying
to prevent the failure of qualitative constraints; However by
maximizing the qualitative characteristics which should be
augmented such as reliability and by minimizing the qualitative
characteristics that should be reduced such as cost, maintaining
the upper and lower limits to the maximum extent of assumed
constraints and maintaining compatibility between available
services, substitutability becomes possible. Finding compatible
Web services to be replaced with a Web service after being
selected is essential in each of the following events [2]:
 Web service should be eliminated during the runtime.
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Better service need to be available through a new Web
service.



A new version of the selected Web service should be
available.

4) Cost
The cost for using Web services is obtained by the
equations in table 1 [7].
TABLE I.

Substitution of Web services is possible only by fulfilling
the following two conditions [2]:


Web services should have the same functionality.



They should be able to obtain their respective
interfaces. The services must be compatible with each
other for substitution.

The second section of this paper describes the concepts and
terminology related to substitution and service composition. In
the third section, the proposed method is described. In the
fourth section, results of evaluation are discussed. Then in the
fifth section a review of the earlier works is presented. Finally,
the result of the research is provided in the sixth section.
II.

QUALITATIVE PARAMETERS OF SERVICE AND THEIR
CALCULATIONS

Qualitative
parameters

formula

Response
time

Response time = Execution time+ Network time
Response time= process time+ Transfer Time+
Latency Time

Reliability

Reliability=1- Probability of Failure

Availability
Cost

Availability=Uptime / (Up time +Down time)
Availability =MTBF1 / (MTBF+MTTR2)
Total Cost = Service execution Cost+ (Network
transportation/Transaction) Cost

5) SLA rules
It is a legal document format based on XML language,
which consists of the three parties of the contract, guarantee
terms and service terms; Figure (1) [8].

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

A. direct and indirect substitutions
The direct substitutes are feasible because they can replace
the failing service without further adjustment to the plan.
Logically, it is very easy to compute the number of direct
substitutes. [1].
In a direct substitution, the violated service can be replaced
regardless of a subset of the inputs and outputs with exactly
equal the input and output of a service, and without creating a
service composition to achieve equal functionality.
Indirect substitutes are feasible service instances that can
replace the failing service after adjustments with other service
replacements are made to the resulting plan. [1].
B. Service quality traits
Quality of service is a subset of non-functional traits, which
is different from various perspectives [2, 3, and 4].
In general, a non-functional trait divides into types of
quantitative and qualitative traits [5]. A qualitative trait of the
proposed method is defined here:
1) Response Time
The time it takes in which a service performs its task. This
time is long as from the time of user’s request to the time in
which the answer is received, which is obtained in accordance
with existing equations in Table 1 [5].

Fig. 1. SLA format [8]

Agreement contexts consist of general information such as
parties and life cycle of the agreement. This information
includes the address and profile of service producer, consumer,
etc. The service terms consists of two parts: service reference
and service properties. In service reference, an availability
URL to the services is determined, and in service properties,
information on quality parameters and indices is determined.
Service terms are a key element of the SLA. The Guarantee
terms consists of the quality objectives and financial
agreements [8].
Main SLA requirements include [8]:
 SLA format should be a clear definition of a service, so
that the consumer should understand the service
functions

2) Service Reliability
If the service continue to work correctly and consistently in
the specified period and under certain conditions. Despite the
availability, reliability is defined in terms of time interval
rather than time instant, and is obtained by the equations in
Table 1.
3) Availability
The content and timeliness that service is immediately
available for the operation and performance of its functions.
Availability is related to system failure. The availability is
obtained by existing equations in Table 1 [5, 6].

 Provide a level of service efficiency.
 Methods of monitoring service parameters
regulatory reporting format must be defined.

and

 Penalties when services are not met.
1
2

Mean Time Between Failure
Mean Time to Repair
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C. static service compositions
Static service composition is created at design time and
software system architecture. Adopted components will be
selected, connected, and finally compiled and deployed. This
case is suitable if serviced components rarely be changed or do
not change in general.
D. Dynamic service composition
Service environment is a dynamic and very flexible
environment. The new service will be available every day, and
number of service providers will be growing. Ideally service
processes must be able to accommodate to environmental
changes and customer requirements with minimal user
intervention.
E. Composite service
Composite service is created by composition of multiple
services. Existing services in composite service might be
implemented in different locations and in various fields. But
they should interact with one another to achieve a goal. Service
composition is referred to process of services development
ranging from conventional services and compositing services.
III.

DESCRIBING THE PROPOSED METHOD

In [1], an approach is proposed in which due to the use of
qualitative parameters in genetic algorithms and the techniques
based on the total weight in the objective function of the
algorithm, the potential diversion of restrictions during the
program implementation has decreased, that leads to finding
the best possible solution in accordance with qualitative traits
of user's request. However, the method has limitations and the
problems. This method is directly focused on replacing static
service composition that limits the turnover in the composition
and lack of focus on service composition which leads to
service incompatibility. Thus, service incompatibility and
composition limitations are among the most important
problems in this approach. Another limitation of this method is
lack of automatic service substitution, and as a result time
consuming substitution process.
In this paper, indirect substitution is used to solve problems
and mentioned limits as well as substitution optimization. In
the proposed method substitution process dynamically
improved by enjoying the [1] algorithm. The ability to build
composite services, incompatibility problems of substitution
and composition have been solved. In addition, in the proposed
method, a solution for automatic substitution and reduction of
process time is provided.
The proposed method consists of three main steps.

Receiving the requested qualitative parameters



Receiving the
parameters



Receiving the incoming and outgoing requests

requested

2) Service composition
 Logical composition step

weight

of

 Physical composition step
 services filtering
 Composition algorithm step
 Creating a service composition
 Creating the composition
 Finding the best composition
 Genetic Algorithm
 fitness function of the proposed model Reprogramming
3) Reprogramming
 Service Substitution
 Updating the substitution table
A. pre-processing phase
Pre-processing is all operations that must be performed
before service composition, so that composition process be
done according to the requests and qualitative parameters of
user’s requests along with maintaining the limits and SLA
rules.
 The first step: selection of database repository
In this step, according to user requests, demand-services are
called from UDDI database. These services include all similar
requested services or services that are similar in the input or
output.
 The Second Step: Receiving the requested qualitative
parameters
In this step, a value must also be considered for each
qualitative parameters of availability, response time, reliability,
cost and substitution. These parameters’ input values range
between zero to one, and is determined by the user’s request.
 The third step: Receiving the requested weight of
qualitative parameters
Considering the fact that in this study, composition
operations are carried out on the basis of the users' requested
weight of qualitative parameters, in this step the user enters the
requested weight of each qualitative parameter.
 The fourth step: Receiving the incoming and outgoing
requests
In this step, the user request his desired input and output
with respect to the functionality of services.

1) Preprocessing
 Selecting from the database.


 Creating qualitative model

qualitative

In [1] service composition is performed statically and
through the genetic algorithm. It involves different stages and
steps. To improve and solve the concerning problems in the
proposed model, the process is modified and composition is
done dynamically.
B. Service composition phase
1) Logical composition step
 Creating qualitative model
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2) Physical composition step
 Services filtering
3) Composition algorithm step
 Creating a service composition and compatibility


Fitness function

1) The first step: Logical composition
The first step to obtain the optimal composition of Web
services is creating a suitable model to describe qualitative
characteristics. This model must be agreed by the client and
service provider. The qualitative model can be circular,
parallel, serial or probable. To calculate the qualitative model,
based on the type of limits and qualitative model, the pattern of
aggregation functions in Table (2) can be used. Sequential
method is used in this proposed method.
TABLE II.

AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS FOR CALCULATION OF SERVICE
QUALITATIVE PARAMETERS [1]
Aggregation function

Probabilistic
Invocation

Stru
ctur
ed
Cycl
es

Parall
el
Invoca
tion

∑

∑

K*c
ost
(s)

∑

∑

∑

K*R
Tim
e(s)

MAX(S
0..SP)

∏

Avai
l(s)k

∏

Rel(
s)k

∏

Attribut
e

Dimension
Type

Const
raint
Type

Seque
ntial
Invoca
tion

Cost

Decreasing

Upper

Respons
e Time

Decreasing

Upper

Availabi
lity

Increasing

Reliabili
ty

Lower

∏

Lower

∏

Increasing

∏

In this step of the proposed model, unlike [1], in order to
improve the composition method, the values of input and
output are received from the user in the pre-processing. Then,
based on these values, only those services which include the
requested input and output or a subset of users’ request would
be called. In fact, at this stage of the proposed model, filtering
operation is performed on the service call on the basis of
functionality. And in any composition, searchable input and
output are specified by user which leads to the method’s
dynamic trait. The called services will be elected as a
candidate. This stage which leads to selection of services is
called logical composition. This set of services in form of a set
of workflows as candidate services move to the next step
which is the physical composition. For example, suppose the
user requested service S with input and output of (A, B.C, D).
As a result, services with a subset of the input and output such
as S1 (A, B.J, K) and S2 (A, H.C, D) and S3 (A.F) etc. will be
called.

2) The second step: physical composition
At this stage, workflows are filtered based on user’s
requested qualitative parameters. Then to perform service
composition they will be entered to the composition algorithm.
In the given example, called services will be filtered qualitative
characteristics entered by the user. In this case, it is assumed
that the user requests the values of qualitative parameters in
Table (3).
TABLE III.

EXAMPLE OF REQUESTING USER’S QUALITATIVE
PARAMETERS
availability
reliability
Response time
cost
substitution

82.0
82.0
82.0
82.0
8200

However, if called service S1 has qualitative characteristics
less than requested characteristics. The service will not be
considered as a candidate for this composition. In fact, called
services are filtered based on qualitative parameters.
C. Filtering substitutable services
Unlike [1], in the proposed model, a filtering operation
based on qualitative parameters and weights is done
dynamically before calculating the quality of services on the
basis of CIFs in Table 1. As a result, the quality of service is
calculated only for services that include qualitative parameters
and weights; therefore additional and unnecessary calculations
will be avoided. This filter is rarely applied in linear form due
to its complexity. The qualitative model for every workflow is
calculated by existing equations in Table (1), and thus quality
of service for each workflow can be obtained.
After the pre-processing filter and reduction of candidate
services we enter into algorithm phase. As mentioned in the
previous section, unlike [1], composition operation is done
dynamically based on the received input and output in the preprocessing phase as well as during the construction of
composite service. After creating different service plans, the
fitness function of genetic algorithm is used to compare and
select the best composition with the highest fitness. For
example, suppose you have a service consists of two inputs and
outputs. In this method, based on the input and output received
in preprocessing phase, three lists will be created and called
services will be entered according to the inputs and output as
shown in Table (4).
TABLE IV.

AVAILABLE LISTS IN THE PROPOSED METHOD

Services in which their inputs
are a subset of user’s requested
inputs
Service in which their outputs
are a subset of user’s requested
outputs
Proper composition occurs
through inputs and outputs and
a subset

Input

LISTØ

Out put

LIST1

Creating service composition

LIST2

Various scenarios intended for creating List2 and service
composition are as follows:
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The first scenario

According to equation (1), if the inputs of selected service
in List2, are the subsets of the outputs in listØ service and if its
outputs are a subset of inputs in list1 service, the condition of
service composition, which is the accessibility to user’s
requested functionality, will be established and the
compatibility will not be violated. Thus, the service in list2 will
be considered for composition with services in listØ and list1
and it will be removed from list2. As a result composition
process will be successfully performed, and the resulting
service plan will be displayed in the output. The first scenario
is given in example (1).


The second scenario

As mentioned in Equation 2, if one of the conditions in the
first scenario is violated; for example if inputs of the selected
service are equal to ListØ outputs but its outputs is not a subset
of List1, it results to incompatibility. Thus selected service in
list2, becomes the basis among the services based on input and
output to create service composition on the next survey. In
other words, a service in which its outputs are a subset of the
inputs in list2 service and its inputs are a subset of outputs in
the mentioned service, will be sought for, and service
composition will be formed. This cycles continues till the
service composition condition is established, and service
composition that includes a subset of the input and output
according to user’s request be made. Thus in the second
scenario, creating a service composition with compatibility is
done. For a better understanding, the proposed algorithm is
expressed in example (1).
The user requested service S with the inputs of A, B and
outputs of C, D. According to the proposed solution, three list
is created. In the listØ S1 and in list1 service S2 are called. As
the example shows, the two first rows, compatibility and
service composition without creating a service composition is
established like the first scenario. In the third row, S9 violated
the terms of compatibility, therefore, among the set of
candidate services, service S10 in which its inputs are a subset
of the outputs in service S9 and its outputs are a subset of the
inputs in service S8, are called. This cycles continues till
compatibility condition is fulfilled. In this example, through the
service composition of S9 and S10, composition problems are
solved and compatibility can be achieved. Therefore, by
implementation of S8, S10, S9, and S7 compatible composition
is created through composite service.
Equation (1) of the first scenario:
{
Composite Services in list
the second scenario:

&list2 & list 3 Equation (2) of

Research in data Service input & output ĉ list2 then
composite Services listØ & list1&list2
TABLE V.
User’s
request
S(A,B.C,
D)
First
scenari
o
Second
scenari
o

SERVICE COMPOSITION ALGORITHM

List ᴓ

List 1

List 2

Output

S1(A,B.J,
K)

S2(A,H.C,
D)

S3(J,K.A,H
)

S1,S3,S2

S(A,B.C,
D)

S4(B.C)

S5(H.D)

S6(B.C,H.
T)

S4,S6.S5

S(A,B.C,
D)

S7(B.F)

S8(C.D)

S9(F.K)
S10(K.C)

S7,S9,S10,S8

This algorithm is carried out dynamically and constantly by
using multi-threaded technique. After composition and creating
different service plans, the fitness function of genetic algorithm
is used to compare and select the best composition with the
highest fitness. In addition, by entering the compositions into
fitness function of the algorithm, SLA rules and violations will
be investigated; as the qualitative parameters will be
determined by entered weights by the user and calculation of
qualitative model according to the table (2), and in case of
violations, they will be outdated.
D. Fitness function
In the proposed model, after composition process, fitness
function according to equation (3) is used to compare the
compositions and presenting the best composition.
Given the importance of qualitative parameters in this
method, a fitness function using the total weight which
transfers multi objective problem to a single objective problem
is used. As previously mentioned, the weights are selected
based on the user's preferences and needs. Just as shown in
equation (3), the composition from the previous steps is called
wj; and w1, w2, w 3, w4 and w5 weights are provided by the
user. In accordance with the calculation contract of qualitative
model in table (1), the availability of all the services in the Wj
composition are multiplied. Thus, the compositions’ rate of
availability will be obtained. Equation (4) shows the
calculation of the qualitative parameters rating for each
composition. Reliability and substitution composition are
calculated in the same way. As Table 1 shows calculation
contract for qualitative model, addition is used for rating the
cost parameters and response time of composition. This means
that cost of services composition are added together and the
result is the rating of Wj composition cost. Similarly, the
calculated response time will be entered to fitness function of
the. In this function, as the reduction of cost parameters and
response time are superior standard of composition, these
parameters are placed in the denominator of fraction. Finally,
the composition with best fitness will be selected and displayed
in the output.
Equation (3) of fitness function [1]:
Fitness= w1*Availability (wj) +w2*Reliability (wj) +w3*replacebility (wj)
W4*Cost (wj) + w5*Response Time(wj)

{

Equation (4) rating qualitative parameters of composition
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In the proposed model, according to the dynamically of
service composition method, with any changes in qualitative
parameters the best possible composition will be calculated
during the composition. Therefore, in the first phase of reprogramming, with the very changes in the qualitative
parameter which is considered as SLA violations here, or a
user’s requests and failure, the program automatically runs the
algorithm in the proposed model described in proposed
composition model. The results can include various services
and service plans along with the fitness number. Each are
stored in a table. These results are dynamically updated in a
specified interval. And if there is a need for reprograming and
if the numeric is less that fitness value of Service plan in the
table substitution will be done automatically with minimal time
without running genetic algorithm and in regard to regulations
of SLA.

∏
∏
∏
{

n= Number of Service
∑

∑
{
E. Substitution phase
This phase involves the following operations.


reprogramming



Updating the substitution table

Substitution operation is performed in reprogramming step.
If the service is faced with failure due to SLA violations, or if
the user requests a service substitution, service substitution
operation is performed. In [1], by any failure or service
violation, reprogramming will be considered and if it is
reasonable, reprogramming phase for substitution begins.
Therefore, in case of the need for substitution, algorithm for
each service for each violated service will be performed, which
increases the substitution time.
First, three questions in relation to the reprogramming
arises: when do we need to perform reprogramming? Where to
begin reprogramming? How to perform reprogramming? To
answer the first question, events which require reprogramming
have been studied. Lack of service availability, breakdown in
proper service response within a time period as well change of
qualitative QoS before the implementation and due to the
election of paths in substitution or changes in the number
loops, the real qualitative values of the program are different
from the estimated values.
In case of failure or services unavailability, the algorithm
must be re-run to find service substitution, and seek to have
service optimization. There are two reasons for this
optimization. First, it can find better qualitative values. Second,
it can produce a more acceptable substitution program [1].
In the proposed method to reduce the need of reprogramming, the algorithm investigates the substitutable
service before and after the implementation of the program. In
this case, if the obtained service be replaced in the previous
implementation, there would be no need for additional reprogramming and extra process time. On the other hand, in
case of a limited response time, if the time limit be diverted by
the re-optimization, then the algorithm will use the best
substitute in the previous implementation. Normally, when
there is substitute, in most cases, substitution is suitable.

The substitution process in the proposed model is done
indirectly. Unlike [1] which is focused only on services with
equal input and output and uses direct substitution, in this
method, service composition in which its inputs are a subset of
inputs and outputs of user’s requests will be created. As a
result, the possibility of substitution is available, leading to
compatibility maintenance and enhancing the range of
substitute services. In addition, in the event of service failures
due to compatibility maintenance and if necessary, service plan
can be replaced; while in [1] there is only the possibility of
replacing the service.
The proposed method enjoys a higher speed compared to
[1]. And composition time is significantly reduced. To achieve
this all processes are running in the background. As mentioned
in composition method phase, multi-threading techniques is
used in the proposed algorithm. To implement service
composition and construction of the composite service, a
thread and to update the substitution table another parallel
thread is considered.
IV.

THE RESULTS OF EVALUATION

Services data sets are produced by the program and to test
the method, different numbers of services are used. Since the in
proposed method, dynamic and indirect service composition
and service substitution is done. Memory consumption is
higher than static service composition method and direct
substitution; which is considered normal. In addition, due to
the dynamic composition, time taken to find the best
composition in the algorithm increases, but this increase is seen
only in the first survey. The proposed method will be evaluated
from four aspects of composition time, re-programming time,
memory usage and rate of failure.
A. service composition time
In this study, an increase in the number of services in the
proposed algorithm due to the dynamic composition,
composition time increase in providing a suitable initial
composition; while in a direct composition algorithm,
composition time decreases due to static composition. The
results are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 2.
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TABLE VI.

THE RESULTS OF COMPOSITION TIME EVALUATION

Count

Static
composition
Time1

Dynamic composition
Time2

5000

0. 76

0.007

50000

0.77

0.45

100000

0.78

1.54

150000

0.78

3.68

200000

0.79

6.96

250000

0.76

10.43

300000

0.8

15.49

Fig. 3. The results of Memory Usage evaluation

C. evaluation of reprogramming time (service substitution)
In the proposed model, due to use of updating technique,
implementing the best solution in parallel in the background,
time of reprogramming will be close to zero, and can be
ignored. Also, due to using a linked list in the calculations
instead of arrays, the time is reduced compared to direct
substitution algorithm. The results are shown in Table 8 Fig. 4.
TABLE VIII. EVALUATION OF REPROGRAMMING TIME (SERVICE
SUBSTITUTION)
Count
5000
50000
100000
150000
200000
250000
300000

Direct
Replacement
Time1:
0.005
0.0051
0.0052
0.0061
0.0063
0.0072
0.0074

Indirect
Replacement:
Time2
0.00021
0.00026
0.00042
0.00046
0.00051
0.00053
0.00059

Fig. 2. The results of composition time evaluation

The results of composition time evaluation
B. memory usage
In the proposed model, the number of services is increased
due to the dynamic approach. As a result, the amount of
memory usage is increased compared to the direct substitution.
The results of the evaluation in accordance with the memory
usage are shown in Table 7 and Fig 3
Fig. 4. Evaluation of reprogramming time (service substitution)
TABLE VII.

THE RESULTS OF MEMORY USAGE EVALUATION

Count

Static composition
Memory1

5000
50000
100000
150000
200000
250000
300000

34.6
50.1
66.8
68.3
78.2
89.6
101.1

Dynamic
composition
Memory 2
34.4
56.6
79.2
89.7
108.6
123.2
141.9

D. evaluation of failure rate
In the proposed method, failure rate is close to zero due to
using updating technique in the table of the best solution. Since
in re-programming, we always have the best answer in the
table and there is no need for calculation. Although direct
algorithm in [1], since computing must be performed in the
reprogramming, to find best composition for the user, it is
likely that there is no possibility of reprogramming and the
algorithm may fail. In testing cases, the proposed algorithm
had no failure. However, in cases where users demand high
quality service and low cost and low response time, the
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proposed algorithm is likely to fail. In case the user requests
according to the table (8), the proposed algorithm is likely to
fail after one or two times of reprogramming.
TABLE IX.

EVALUATION OF FAILURE RATE

availability
reliability
Response time
cost
substitution

82.
82.
820
820
8200

However, due to the fact that in simulation, a service which
becomes unavailable, will be outdated from the algorithm, but
this rarely happens in real space. In the direct method [1],
despite adopting substitution, the failure rate is high since the
user’s requested service was not along with so high qualitative
weights users.
V.

RELATED WORKS IN THE FIELD OF SERVICE
SUBSTITUTION

In this section, different methods of Web services
substitution are introduced.
Helal AL et al. used the concept of substitution for service
composition. The way it works is as follows: by selecting a
qualitative model of services and identifying the cumulative
function and calculating qualitative model of each service, a set
of service examples is considered as a candidate and by
measuring the substitutability of each candidate service by
using the filtering technique and nearest neighbor algorithm in
this technique, candidates set is improved, and then by using
genetic algorithm and its fitness function through total weight,
services substitution and reprogramming will be done. The
advantage is that one can make the best choice for service
composition. In this study direct substitution is focused, i.e. the
service will be replaced without any adjustments. This method
is useless in case of incompatibility between the services. Thus,
the defects of this study is lack of focus on indirect substitution
and compatibility [1].
Yu et al. have used an approach based on graph theory. In
general, the main idea behind this theory is to show a service as
a node. Links indicate the relationship between the services.
The costs are qualitative characteristics (cost and delay). The
advantages of this method are optimum runtime and memory
usage, respectively. One of the weakness in this methods is the
lack of scalability [9].
Sheng et al. used a method based on backward theory for
service composition. The main idea of this approach is that
services are selected step by step. To choose a service at each
step, the selection algorithm moves one step backward and
checks the selected services to ensure the best service is
selected. If the selected service is approved, it will be called.
The advantages of this method is fault tolerance. Thus by
deterioration of a service, another efficient service will be
replaced. The disadvantages of this method is increased
processing time [10].
Zhang et al. presented a heuristic algorithm based on taboo
search for dynamic service substitution. They used the graph of
candidate service; and by using simulation, they evaluated the
efficacy and performance. Simulation results show that the

proposed algorithm is very good in the substitution in largescale space. The advantages of this method is it ensures service
availability and uninterrupted process and its weaknesses is
focusing only on substitution algorithm [11].
Wu et al. presented a cluster-based approach for service
substitution. Concepts of logical service, real service, and the
cluster service and the relationship between these services had
been studied. The proposed method consists of two steps:
Finding the expired real service dependent to the logical
service and choosing a real service from the service cluster for
substitution of violated service.
In this method, compatible services are put in a cluster and
can be replaced by another. The advantage of this method is
increased speed and reliability of service composition.
However, if none of the cluster services are available, user’s
requests remain unanswered, which is as a drawback in the
method [12].
Li et al. presented Web Service Composition based on QoS
with Chaos Particle Swarm Optimization. In this study, based
on desired qualitative parameters, services are selected, then
selected services are entered into the algorithm and finally
provides the best composition. Increased speed of service
selection and service compositions is one of the advantages of
this method. The drawback of this method is lack of attention
to parallelism and inconsistent data [13].
Alrafai et al. provided an approach for using Skyline
service for Web service composition based on QoS; in which
integration of Web-based service composition were evaluated
dynamically and without defect. The advantages of this method
is division as Skyline calculations can be provided in parallel in
groups without changing the final result. This is done by using
Pad Skyline algorithmic framework for parallel processing of
Skyline request in divided groups. The optimization technique
within the group and multi-dimensional filtering for each group
is performed. In particular, Skyline local points along with the
request as the filtered points to help identifying services in the
areas of poor quality on any site are sent through Skyline
service. Another advantage of this method is reduction in the
response time to user requests and increased speed of Web
service composition. The method is affordable and effective for
specified service composition. The drawback of this method is
lack of investigation in limited and a structured environment.
[14].
Lu et al. have provided Web Service Composition Based on
Integrated Substitution and Adaptation. They showed that
substitution and adaptation complementary are and believe that
the integration of adaptation and substitution provides the
design of highest flexibility and performance over time for
substitution and running the service. In this study, web service
composition is based on adaptation and using substitution.
They studied substitution at two static and dynamic levels and
proposed a dynamic substitution approach. The advantages of
this research is service composition without passing through
the adaptation and by considering the substitution and
automatic service composition with increased workflow
functionality for the composition, as well as more flexibility in
the composition. The drawbacks may be a lack of focus on
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timing constraints in the system and describing similarities
based on non-functional parameters [15].
Kuang et al. are focused on the challenge of substitution
through behavioral analysis of services. They achieved this by
Security Operation Center approach and a formal definition of
behavior in Web services. In this study, a formal definition for
service composition by means of complex behavior π and
calculus formulas as well as conception of behavioral
substitution of services through simulations by using formulas
and tools has been evaluated. Simulations showed that
behavioral substitution of services can be improved based on
behavioral analysis of services through using formulas and
mathematical calculations. The drawbacks of this research is
lack of focus on providing the tool for automated substitution
and lack of compatibility with different conditions dynamically
[16].
VI.

[2]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

CONCLUSION

In the proposed method, incompatibility problems in
composition and substitution of services are figured out by
considering qualitative parameters, requested inputs and
outputs of user and SLA rules by techniques of creating linear
list, fitness function table by total weight and update table of
the best alternatives with parallel multi-threading approach.
The algorithm efficiency in reprogramming and substitution of
the service significantly increased. In this method, as a process
is active in algorithm’s background and substitution is done
dynamically and at the same time it needs to run in parallel
environments. In this model, due to dynamic composition and
creating composite services based on a subset of the input and
output as well as an updated table with the best alternatives, the
memory usage increases to some extent compared to direct
substitution and static composition. Therefore, studying and
improving the memory usage may be a future research.
[1]

[3]
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Abstract—The performance of cognitive radio network
mainly depends on the finest sensing of the presence or absence
of Primary User (PU). The throughput of a Secondary User (SU)
can be reduced because of the false detection of PU which causes
an SU from its transmission opportunity. The factorization of the
probability of correct decision is a really hard job when the
special false alarm is incorporated into it. Previous works focus
on collaborative sensing on the normal environment. In this
paper, we have proposed a collaborative sensing method in
Cognitive radio network for optimal access of PU licensed band
by SU. It is shown performance analysis of energy detection
through different cognitive users and conducts a clear
comparison between local and collaborative sensing.In this
paper, the maximal ratio combining diversity technique with
energy detection has been employed to reduce the false alarm
probability in the collaborative environment. The simulation
result showssignificant reduction of the probability of
misdetection with increasing in the number of collaborative
users.We also analyze that MRC scheme exhibits the best
detection performance in collaborative environment.
Keywords—Fusion center; Local energy detection; Maximum
Ratio Combining; Spectrum Sensing;Receiver Operating
Characteristics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Day by bay spectrum demand is increasing fast with the
rapid growth of a new high data rate and wireless devices.
Since frequency allocation is fixed and the users do not use
the spectrum all time, so it introduces significant
underutilization of the available frequency. Cognitive Radio
(CR) becomes as a solution to this scarcity by providing more
utilization of the spectrum resources which is capable to
fulfilling the demand of to be available anyplace, anytime,
when needed [1]. CR is an adaptive and smart system that can
automatically detect the hidden spectrum hole and provide
unused licensed spectrum to the cognitive user by dynamic
spectrum sharing. In Cognitive Radio Network (CRN),
Primary User (PU) denotes as authorized user who uses the
licensed frequency and has higher priority to access the
specified spectrum and Secondary User (SU) denotes as

unlicensed user who is responsible for sensing the movement
of PU’s and use the spectrum when PU is in stationary mode.
One of the most significant components of CR is reliable
spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing is the process of
discovering unused spectrum which is allocated to PU and
make awareness about the existence of PU. Due to shadowing
and multipath fading, this is a great challenge to execute
spectrum sensing in the hidden terminal and know the status
of an instantaneous spectrum. The performance of a good
CRN exclusively depends on how accurately the SU can sense
the existence or nonexistenceof a PU. Various traditional
techniques have been used to implement the spectrum sensing
such as matched filter, cyclostationary detection, energy-based
detection algorithm which are discussed in [2] and [3]. Energy
detection is the most popular and general sensing method due
to its less implementation complexity and superiorvelocity
which is also known as semi-blind detection method [4]. In
this method, correctly threshold value selection is more
significant to measure the performance. Since the one or more
sensing parameters are unknown in the dynamically changing
environment, recent studies [5]–[7]have focused on improving
the performance of the detection method. In this paper, we
have used noise level estimation to choose significant
threshold value to meet constant false alarm rate. For quick
and reliable spectrum detection and reduce false alarm,
Collaborative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) has been introduced
[8]–[11]The purpose of collaborative spectrum sensing
induces new design and optimization challenges, such as
transmission delay, security risk and energy consumption
[12]–[15]. In CSS, secondary users send their local sensing
information to the Fusion Center (FC). Then FC fuses the
received signal information to decide about absence or
presence of PU [16]. In [17], different data fusion scheme is
used to optimize the detection performance in FC. At FC
different diversity scheme can be implemented to make the
final decision such as Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC),
Selection Combining (SC) and Square-Law Combining (SLC)
[18]. This paper includes energy detection in CSS with
Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) scheme. Maximum ratio
combining diversity technique is used to analysis best possible
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access in collaborative environment. Under MRC scheme,
multiple cognitive users received the sensing result and send
to the FC using data fusion, where the data from multiple
cognitive radios are combined by MRC linear combiner. Then
an energy detection is used to dealings the MRC combiner
output. In [17], Collaborative spectrum sensing is used to
verify the efficiency of detecting spectrum holes by different
combing scheme.
The goal of this paper is the analysis of the optimum
energy detection based on the different parameter in local and
collaborative spectrum sensing with MRC using traditional
energy detection.The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Preliminary models of local and collaborative energy
detection are discussed in Section II. The comprehensive
system architecture of collaborative sensing with MRC is also
discussed in section II. In section III, simulation parameter
and results are given to analysis the optimum spectrum
sensing in CRN. Finally, we conclude this paper in section IV.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. Local energy detection for CR users
In the case of PU’s information is unknown in the
Cognitive radio network, most popular PU’s detection method
is Energy detection. By following fig 1 for known time
interval a bandpass filter is used to select collected frequency
and bandwidth for energy detection method. SNR is estimated
by using channel SNR estimator. Then energy of received
signal is measured by magnitude squaring device with an
integrator. Measured test statistics is compared with a
predefined threshold τ to produce information about the
existence of the Primary user. Spectrum sensing using energy
detection is formulated with two hypothesis test also known as
binary signal detection. If there is no primary user then
hypothesis result produce , otherwise it produces that
indicatethe presence of Primary user.
Mathematically
formulated as,

the

two

hypothesis-testing

can

interference, should be as large as possible to make the
correct decision. This detection condition can be written as,
(
| )
( ( )
| )
is the probability of choosing
but
is true, that
means CR’s decides that primary user is detected as on mood
butactually there is no primary user. To utilize more
transmission opportunities of unutilized spectrum
should
be as small as possible. That can be expressed as,
(
| )
( ( )
| )
Another important parameter is used to determine the
performance of Cognitive user that is the probability of
misdetection
. This condition occurs when a cognitive
user (SU) choose
but
is true. In this case performance of
SU detection will decrease and it can be formulated as,
(
| )
The existence decision of a PU can be estimated by
comparing the decision matrixT(x) and a fixed predefine
threshold τ. It is very important to identify required threshold
value that may change based upon environment condition that
is related to the distance between PU and SU.

be

{
Where [t] denoted as received signal at
Secondary
user with k = 0, 1, 2, 3......Nr which is independently and
identically distributed [19],
is the channel gain between
PU and SU, s[t] is the PU’s transmitted signal that follows the
Gaussian random process with zero mean and variance and
denotes the white noise.
To determine the efficient performance of energy sensing
method the test estimation is defined as,
( )
∑
;
(1)
Where M is the size of observation vector and T (x) is text
statistics.
Two important detection probability parameters are used
to measure the performance of any detection method that is
and
.
indicates the probability of detecting the
existence of the signal of PU on the required frequency when
it is actually present. Since PU is surrounded by various

Fig. 1. Local Energy Detection for Cognitive user

Threshold value can be estimated by given equation that is
based upon signal noise, detected signal energy, the size of
observation sample and noise variance. Since the distance
between Cognitive user and primary user changes, it is
difficult to estimate signal energy. So threshold value is
chosen to meet constant false alarm rate using noise level
estimation.
That is calculated by given equation [20],
√

(

)(2)

where,
τ = threshold,
= noise Variance,
M = size of observation vector or sample.
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To estimate probability of correct detection we can choose
the required threshold value from equation (2) and the
probability of detection can be formulated as [21],
((

)√

(

)) (3)

where,
= sampling frequency,
Q(.) = complementary distribution function of standard
Gaussian,
= sensing time or duration.
Then
is given by,
((

)√

)(4)

The probability of misdetection is complement of
can be formulated as,

√

(

(

)

which

(5)
, misdetection

From [21] for a target false alarm
probability is given by,
(

))

√

Fig. 3. Block diagram of Maximum ratio combining using Nr receiving
antenna

(6)

Therefore,
is related to targeted detection probability
which is formulated as [21],
(√

(

(

In FC, various combining techniques are used to combine
the collected sensing information that comes from n number
of independent cognitive users. In this paper, we have
considereda case where FC make a decision whether the PU is
absent or present using Maximum Ratio Combining scheme.
According to fig 3, multiple cognitive radio users directly
forward their sensing decision to the FC where the collected
information is combined by an MRC scheme using linear
combiner.

)

√

))(7)

B. Collborative Spectrum sensing Including MRC scheme
a) Formulation:To decreases false alarm probability,
misdetection and also mitigate the hidden problem in the
CRN, collaborative spectrum sensing has been introduced. In
this case, multiple Cognitive users sense the spectrum band
collaboratively. According to fig 2, data fusion method is
used in all cognitive radio users to sense their spectrum
independently but they do not make any decision to get the
opportunity to transmit. All individual node transmit their
sensing information to a central Fusion Centre (FC) using
local sensing method. Then FC makes the final decision
whether the SU transmit or not using the information of PU
present or absent.
If we consider a CRN with n number of user where n = 1,
2, 3........Nr, the probability of collaborative detection is
formulated as [22],
(
)
(8)
Then collaborative false alarm probability is given by,
(

)

(9)

Using Complex envelop of receive signal for
branches
in MRC technique the corresponding received linear
combined signal is calculated as [23],
̃

∑

∑

̃
̃

(10)

where,
= complex factor or channel gain in fading,
= complex weighted factor for each channel that
characterize the linear combiner,
∑
= complex envelop of output signal,
∑
̃
= complex envelop of output noise.
In this case, two hypothesisis mathematically formulated
as, ̃

{

∑

̃

∑
̃
Therefore, the MRC technique produces an instantaneous
output SNR that is denoted as
which maximizes the
detectionprobability in collaborative spectrum sensing
manner. Thatproduce by summarizing all individual users
instantaneous SNR using linear combiner and given by [23],
∑

(11)

and,
(12)
where,
= instantaneous SNR for the individual
k = 1, 2, 3......Nr,
= symbol energy,
= one-sided noise spectral density.

receiver where

Fig. 2. State diagram of collaborative spectrumsensing
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Then the targeted collaborative detection and false alarm
probability under MRC combiner scheme can be given
(

by,

(

(

(

√

)

√

)))

(13)
(

(√

(

(

)

)) (14)
b) System Architecture:
In fig 4, a flowchart is proposed that shows the energy
detection steps with MRC scheme in collaborative sensing
manner. In this technique, each SU sends their local
information to FC and FC calculate the energy by linear
combiner and also calculate weighted and fading complex
factor then produce
using equation(11).Finally, calculate
test statistics and compare with predefined threshold τ, then
make a decision about the existence of PU. MRC system can
improve the performance and the bandwidth efficiency in
CRN. In this paper, a new algorithm, maximum ratio
combining with energy detection is proposed for collaborative
sensing environment where itshows step by step procedure to
improve the performance over frequency sensing channel.
√

Step 5: Select thenumber of users (n) as thecollaborative
sample.
Step 6: Each CR’s Report the sensing information ( or )
to FC.
Step 7: FC takesthe final opportunistic decision using MRC.
Step 8: Calculate weighted factor ( ) for each SU’s.
Step 9: Calculate Complex factor
.
Step 10: Calculate
using equation (11).
Step 11: Compute test statistics T(x).
Step 12: Compare T(x) with τ and return any one of two
hypothesis decision.
Step 13: Compute ,
and
using required parameters.
Step 14: Calculate and
for estimate Collaborative
sensing efficiency.
III.

SIMULATION AND RESULT

A. Simulation parameters
Table I include the simulation parameters followed by the
above scheme. To calculate local detection probability, false
alarm probability and collaborative detection with MRC
following parameters are considered.
TABLE I.

PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATING PD, PMA AND PFAFOR
LOCAL AND COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Parameter

n
M

Description
Threshold
Instantaneous SNR
Sensing time
Sampling frequency
Variance
Number of user
Size of sampling vector
False alarm probability

Value
.002-.04
2-15 db
50-150 ms
10-400 Hz
.001
1-30
20-60
.001-.5

B. Simulation Results
To identify the tradeoff between the probability of
detection and probability of false alarm, Receiver Operating
Characteristics(ROC) analysis has been used. This section
provides simulation and analytical result to verify and
compare the ROC curves in different scenarios. All figures
show that theoretical results are closely meet with simulation
result. Therefore, maximum confidence level is achieved. At
first, we show the performance and tradeoff between
probability of detection and false alarm for non-cooperative
sensing environment which is very important to compare the
sensing efficiency in a collaborative manner. For a perfect
reporting channel, the basic requirement is to identify the
threshold. In this paper, the threshold selection is carried out
by considering present conditions of noise level using constant
false alarm rate method from equation (2).

Fig. 4. Collaborative Energy detection using MRC

Algorithm 1Steps to calculate Collaborative Spectrum
Sensing efficiency with MRC
Step 1: Each CR’s collect signal independently and pass
through Bandpass Filter (BPF).
Step 2: Channel SNR (γ) estimation.
Step 3: Set τ from equation (2) that consider constant false
alarm using noise level estimation.
Step 4: Estimate
.
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Fig. 6. Complementary ROC curves of energy detection over AWGN

Fig 5 shows ROC curves to identify perfect threshold
value for different constant false alarm rate. Fig 6 shows the
effect of probability of false alarm on misdetection where each
user sees different SNR. We observe from this figure that for
large SNR the probability of misdetection over false alarm
will decrease. It also shows that energy detection works better
for higher SNR. Fig 7 shows the performance of an energy
detector for fixed false alarm rate which varies with
frequency. From Fig 7, it is observed that when the PFA
decreases, the PMDalso gradually decreases. For low false
alarm rate probability of misdetection remain low. Fig 8
demonstrates that for a large spectrum sensing period the
performance of energy detection increases with less
approximate error.
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1
0.9

Probability of Collaborative Detection

Now we discuss about the performance of collaborative
spectrum sensing cases. In these following simulations, it has
been observed that collaborative spectrum sensing works
better than non-collaborative environment. Figs 9-11 manifest
that the probabilities of collaborative detection will decreases
when either the number of collaborative user n or SNR
decreases. Large number ofcollaborative user produces better
performance with less misdetection in FC. Fig 10 shows the
effect of number of collaborative users on the probability of
collaborative detection. It has been observed for the figure that
the collaborative detection rises with the sensing time. Fig 12
shows the ROC curve of comparison between normal
collaborative (without diversity scheme) and collaborative
detection using MRC diversity. We observe from this figure
that MRC scheme exhibits the best detection performance
with energy detection in collaborative environment though it
requires channel state information withcomplex factor
discussed in section II.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper spectrum sensing concepts are re-evaluated
with collaborative sensing using MRC by considering
different dimensions of the spectrum space. We have used
energydetection method to sensing unused spectrum. In this
method, probability of correct decision completely depends
upon appropriate value of threshold. In our paper, an adaptive
thresholdalgorithm is used to select suitable threshold value in
vigorously changing environment. We have focused on
optimum spectrum sensing in cognitive radio network based
on differentrequired parameters. This paper proposes a new
architecture in collaborative spectrum sensing with MRC
diversity. This System provides efficient spectrum sensing and
consequently leads to enhanced CR performance. From the
simulation results, it is observed that there is significant
reduction of the probability of misdetection with increasing in
the number of collaborative user.
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Abstract—In the last five years, crime and accidents rates
have increased in many cities of America. The advancement of
new technologies can also lead to criminal misuse. In order to
reduce incidents, there is a need to understand and examine
emerging patterns of criminal activities. This paper analyzed
crime and accident datasets from Denver City, USA during 2011
to 2015 consisting of 372,392 instances of crime. The dataset is
analyzed by using a number of Classification Algorithms. The
aim of this study is to highlight trends of incidents that will in
return help security agencies and police department to discover
precautionary measures from prediction rates. The classification
of algorithms used in this study is to assess trends and patterns
that are assessed by BayesNet, NaiveBayes, J48, JRip, OneR and
Decision Table. The output that has been used in this study, are
correct classification, incorrect classification, True Positive Rate
(TP), False Positive Rate (FP), Precision (P), Recall (R) and Fmeasure (F). These outputs are captured by using two different
test methods: k-fold cross-validation and percentage split.
Outputs are then compared to understand the classifier
performances. Our analysis illustrates that JRip has classified
the highest number of correct classifications by 73.71% followed
by decision table with 73.66% of correct predictions, whereas
OneR produced the least number of correct predictions with
64.95%. NaiveBayes took the least time of 0.57 sec to build the
model and perform classification when compared to all the
classifiers. The classifier stands out producing better results
among all the classification methods. This study would be helpful
for security agencies and police department to discover data
patterns and analyze trending criminal activity from prediction
rates.
Keywords—Data Mining; Classification; Big Data; Crime and
Accident

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technologies provide companies new ways to gather
talents of innovators working outside corporate margins.
Corporate companies create real prosperity when they
combine technology with new ways of doing business and
storing data at a standard. There is a need to store data as the

Computer technology and the use of Internet has heightened
the use of social media such as Facebook and Twitter. The
increase in social media urges the need for collecting, storing
and processing data for company's development. Analyzing
this big data is a challenging process, and therefore the need
for certain tools and techniques that are significant in sorting
huge amounts of data becomes extremely important. Data
Mining is one of the disciplines that is used to convert raw
data into meaningful information and knowledge [1]. Data
mining searches and analyses large quantities of data
automatically by discovering, learning and knowing hidden
patterns, trends, and structures [2] and it answers questions
that cannot be addressed through simple query and reporting
techniques [3]. Data Mining is broadly classified into two
categories [4], Predictive Data Mining: that deals with the use
of few attributes from a dataset and foretells the future value,
or it could also be said that the developing model of the
system as per given data. On the other hand, Descriptive Data
Mining: finds patterns that describe the data, in other words,
presenting new information based on the available dataset
trends available.
With the use of new tools and techniques, the offenses and
accidents are tracked, monitored and reduced; but at the same
time, people are getting more knowledgeable about different
crimes and ways to perform them with information available
online at their fingertips. The use of technology such as
surveillance cameras, speed detection devices, fire and
burglary alarms, has helped various monitoring and tracking
easier than ever. The types of software that are used today,
stores huge amount of data that is collected every day [5]. A
particular data set related to crimes and accidents from Denver
city, USA has been obtained, and data mining techniques are
applied to analyze and find information. The criminal
activities and accidents show that there is an increase in death
rates in the USA [6]. The major cause of road accidents is
drink driving, over speed, carelessness, and the violation of
traffic rules [5]. Assessing the cause of crimes is extremely
important as it makes taking precarious measures easier.
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Education or informing police depends on these assessments.
Additionally, the cause of these accidents is only preventable
if they are tracked and evaluated to inform police in taking
measures for minimizing it and bringing awareness to public.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce
the dataset and attributes in it, and how the data was collected
and pre-processed. It also lists and explains the selected
classification algorithms. Section III outlines the results
obtained by using two different test methods and also the
dataset is analyzed on different criteria's giving us insight on
trends and patterns of incidents that have occurred in the due
course. Section V concludes the paper.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This paper has used the predictive method of data mining
where the particular attribute value is predicted based on other
related attributes. A few classification algorithms: BayesNet,
NaiveBayes, OneR, J48, Decision Table and JRip are used in
this paper to predict the outcomes of collected statistical data.
A. Data Collection
Data is collected from statistical websites: US City open
data census and official government site of Denver city from
the year 2011 to 2015, and this data is based on the National
Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) where the data is
updated every day. This dataset excludes crimes related to
child abuse and sexual assault as per legal restrictions law.
This Dataset contains 15 attributes and 372,392 instances.
TABLE I.
Attribute Name
Incident-ID
Offense-ID
Offense-Code
Offense-TypeID
Offence-CategoryID
First-Occurrence-Date
Last-Occurrence-Date
Reported-Date
Incident –Address
GeoX
GeoY
District-ID
Precinct-ID
Neighbourhood-ID
Incident Type

computer readable format. The phases involved in data
processing are as shown in Fig. 1.

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION FOR CLASSIFICATION
Description
Unique identification number for a
particular incident.
Unique identification number related to
particular Offense.
Code associated to each offense type
Different types of offenses
Offenses grouped / assigned into
categories.
Date incident first occurred on.
Date incident last occurred on.
Date on which the incident was reported.
Address of the location where an incident
happened.
Geographical location
Geographical location
Name of the district where an incident took
place.
Precinct name where an incident occurred.
Nearby location to the incident
Type of incident (crime/accident)

B. Data Pre-processing
The raw data obtained does not give any information in the
form it appears. The raw data stored could contain errors due
to multiple reasons like, missing data, inconsistencies that
arise due to merging data, incorrect data entry procedures, and
so on [7]. Deriving meaningful information from the raw data
requires preprocessing of data that converts real-time data into

Fig. 1. Data processing of crime and accident dataset obtained for Denver
City the USA

The preprocessing is an important phase in data mining.
This stage involves the attribute selection, data cleaning, and
data transformation [8]. This process starts off with data
collection, then the required features or attributes have been
selected from the raw data, ready for analysis. Then Data
cleaning was performed by eliminating the errors and missing
values, with the correction of syntaxes, for example, the
address attributes. Finally, the data is prepared and
transformed into a suitable and readable format for the datamining tool to generate.
C. Classification Algorithms
A number of classifications and algorithms are available,
and few of them have been selected and used. Below table
presents the method used and gives a brief description of the
approach and how it is matched with the classifier. The
classifiers that are selected are Bayesian, decision trees, and
rules based which are outlined in Table 2.
TABLE II.

Classifier

NaiveBayes

J48

JRip

BayesNet

OneR

CLASSIFICATION METHODS USED IN THIS STUDY AND
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS
Description
This supervised learning algorithm is a probabilistic
classifier and uses statistical method for each
classification.
J48 is an algorithm that generates decision tree using
C4.5 algorithms an extension of ID3 algorithm and is
used for classification.
It implements a propositional rule learner called as
“Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error
Reduction (RIPPER)” and uses sequential covering
algorithms for creating ordered rule lists. The
algorithm goes through 4 stages: Growing a rule,
Pruning, Optimization and Selection [9].
Bayes Net model represents probabilistic relationships
among a set of random variables graphically. It models
the quantitative strength of the connections between
variables, allowing probabilistic beliefs about them to
be updated automatically as new information that
becomes available. It is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
G that encodes a joint probability distribution, where
the nodes of graph represent random variable and arc
represent correlation between variables [10].
A simple classification that produces one rule for each
predictor in the data and then the rule with smallest
total error is selected [11].
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Builds a simple decision table majority classifier. It
evaluates feature subsets using best-first search and can
use cross-validation for evaluation.

Decision Table

D. Data Analysis
This study deals with applying the stated classification
algorithms in Table 2, to the crime and accident dataset
obtained from Denver city, and compared the outputs/results
of the classification methods. The analysis is performed based
on varied outputs attained from identified number of correct
instances and less execution time taken to build the model.
The evaluation also helps to gain insights onto which incidents
are high in number overall, during a given period of time, and
how the trends have been for the last five years.

J48
OneR
Decision Table
JRip

0.87
0.81
18.6
21.27

0.440
0.592
0.435
0.440

Execution time is higher for JRip with 21.27 sec and
Decision Table with 18.6 sec, while NaiveBayes time to build
the model was the least with 0.57 sec, with J48 and OneR time
for a model build is 0.87 sec and 0.81 sec, respectively.
There are different performances and measures that are
calculated based on the confusion matrix produced by the
algorithms. Fig. 2 portrays the model of confusion matrix also
known as contingency table. In this matrix, each row exhibits
the actual class and column exhibits the predicted class [11].

The software used for this analysis and application of
algorithms is Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis, version 3.7). This software allows people to
compare different machines to learn algorithms on datasets
[11] that contain a collection of visualization tools and
algorithms. It is useful for predictive modeling and analyzing
data, along with graphical user interfaces for easy access to
this functionality [12].
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results obtained this study are based on different test
options: k-fold cross-validation and percentage split criteria.
A. Prediction: k-fold validation
This study has used K-fold cross validation (k=10)
method. This method runs the test 10 times, and the first 9
times is used for training, and the final fold is for testing [3]
[13], and we have also used the percentage split approach for
comparing the outputs and performance of used algorithms.
Performances and outputs of each classifier method obtained
are compared and presented in Table 3.
TABLE III.

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY ON THE DATASET BASED ON 10FOLD CROSS VALIDATION TEST MODE

Classification Method
NaiveBayes
Bayes net
J48
OneR
Decision Table
JRip

Correctly
Classified
Incidents
66.80%
68.74%
73.54%
64.95%
73.66%
73.71%

Incorrectly
Classified
Incidents
33.19%
31.25%
26.45%
35.04%
26.34%
26.28%

JRip classifier has identified a number of incidents
correctly with 73.71%, followed by Decision Table having
correct classification rate of 73.66% compared to other
classifiers and OneR has determined least correct instances
with 64.95%.
TABLE IV. CLASSIFIER EXECUTION TIME AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ERROR ON THE DATASET BASED ON 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION TEST
MODE
Classification Method
NaiveBayes
Bayes net

Time to Build the
Model
(Seconds)
0.57
4.34

Root Mean
Squared Error
0.460
0.461

Fig. 2. Confusion Matrix representation

TP (True Positive) and TN (True negatives) are instances
correctly classified as a given class and FP (False Positive)
and FN (False Negative) are the instances falsely classified as
a given class. Other measures are: Precision - % of selected
items that are correct and are calculated as Precision (P) = TP /
(TP+FP) and Recall - % of correct items that are selected and
the calculation for it is Recall (R) = TP / (TP+FN) [14]. With
the help of Precision and Recall is calculated F-Measure (F) the Harmonic mean of precision and recall, calculated as
F=2*R*P/(R+P).
TABLE V.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES CALCULATED BASED ON
CONFUSION MATRIX USING 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
Classifier

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision
(P)

Recall
(R)

NaiveBayes
Bayes net
J48
OneR
Decision Table
JRip

66.80%
68.70%
73.60%
65.00%
73.70%
73.70%

53.30%
55.20%
73.60%
12.50%
73.30%
73.10%

66.50%
66.90%
54.20%
85.00%
68.10%
70.50%

66.80%
68.70%
73.60%
65.00%
73.70%
73.70%

FMeasure
(F)
66.60%
67.70%
62.50%
66.50%
62.70%
62.90%

Above Table 5 shows the TP and FP rate of each classifier,
the weighted average of Precision, Recall and F-Measure,
obtained by using the 10-fold cross-validation approach.
Decision Table and JRip have the highest TP Rate (True
Positive) by 73.7% and Recall values73.7%, followed by J48
having TP rate and recall value of 73.6%. OneR has greater
precision when compared to other algorithms.
B. Prediction: Percentage Split
Another test option of split criteria available is also used to
compare and evaluate the classifier outputs. In the percentage
split method, the algorithm is trained in a certain percentage of
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data first, and then the learning is tested on the remainder of
the data. Table 6 presents the result of classifier output based
on split criteria.

Classifier

BayesNet

RESULT OF CLASSIFIER ACCURACY BASED ON SPLIT
CRITERION TEST MODE
Train
Data
(%)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

Test
Data
(%)
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Correctly
Classified
(%)
79.53
78.59
77.63
76.79
75.81
74.63
73.29
72.42
72.00

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

75.85
76.18
61.77
61.92
66.03
61.48
68.33
30.04
30.90

24.14
23.81
38.22
38.07
33.96
38.51
31.66
69.95
60.09

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

65.07
63.02
60.68
57.92
55.11
51.40
47.24
41.93
35.14

64.92
36.97
39.31
42.07
44.88
48.59
52.75
58.06
65.85

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

73.61
73.67
73.62
73.71
73.68
73.70
73.61
73.61
73.64

26.38
26.32
26.37
26.28
26.31
26.29
26.38
26.38
26.35

Incorrectly
Classified (%)
20.46
21.40
22.36
23.20
24.18
25.36
26.70
27.57
27.99

Correctly Classfied Incidents

TABLE VI.

Correctly Classified (%)
82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Test Data
Fig. 3. Bayes net Classification using split percentage test option

OneR

Correctly Classified Incidents

NaiveBayes

Correctly Classified (%)
80
60
40
20
0
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Test Data
Fig. 4. NaiveBayes Classification using split percentage test option

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the graphical
representation of the corresponding classifier output. Figures
3, 4 and 5 indicate Bayes net, NaiveBayes and OneR perform
identically. When the percentage of data tested is less the
results are more accurate. As the amount of test data increases
the percentage of correct classification decreases as a result.
This is because a number of data samples trained are less. As
seen from Fig 6 it shows that J48 has correctly classified the
higher number of instances when the test and trained data is
almost equal, and lowest classification rate are when test data
is either least or most.

Correctly Classified Incidents

J48

Correctly Classified (%)
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Test Data
Fig. 5. OneR Classification using split percentage test option
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30000
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73.66
73.64
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73.6
73.58
73.56

20000
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50

60

70

80

90

Test Data
Fig. 6. J48 Classification using split percentage test option

TABLE VII.

CRIME AND ACCIDENT ON WEEKDAY/WEEKEND

Accident
84,475
25,106
109,581

Crime
189,783
73,028
262,811

Total
274,258
98,134
372,392

No.of Incidents

200000
180000
160000
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

0

Fig. 8. Count of crime and accidents on a monthly basis

Further analysis of data is performed based on different
criteria’s.

Weekday
Weekend
Grand Total

Crime
Accident

25000

Count of Incidents

Correctly Calssified Incidents

Correctly Classified (%)

Accident
Crime

Figure 8 indicates that crime and accidents are more likely
to occur during the months of January and February. This is
because people start their daily routines after a long vacation
of Christmas and New Year. As a result, more public is out in
the traffic as people commute and drive to, schools, offices,
and work. The trends show an increase of incidents that occur
during July and August, as this is the start of the academic
year for schools and colleges. During this time, accidents are
60% lower on the weekends when compared to weekdays due
to less traffic and crowd on roads. Crime is 60% less on the
weekends, as most people stay home relaxing; therefore,
crimes such as murder, burglary, and robbery are less likely to
occur.
TABLE IX.

Weekday

Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
Total

Weekend

YEAR-WISE PRESENTATION OF CRIME AND ACCIDENTS
Accident
20,722
19,398
19,588
21,914
23,245
4714
109,581
TABLE X.

Fig. 7. Crime and accident based on weekday and weekend
TABLE VIII. COUNT OF INCIDENTS ON A MONTHLY BASIS
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Grand Total

Crime
24,364
20,904
22,010
19,018
20,935
22,085
23,951
24,322
22,833
22,477
20,193
19,719
262,811

Accident
10,525
10,004
8927
8186
8708
8781
8887
9306
9203
9345
8528
9181
109,581

Total
34,889
30,908
30,937
27,204
29,643
30,866
32,838
33,628
32,036
31,822
28,721
28,900
372,392

Offense Type
Murder
Arson
White-collar-crime
Robbery
Aggravated-assault
Other-crimes-against-persons
Auto-theft
Drug-alcohol
Burglary
Theft-from-motor-vehicle
Larceny
Public-disorder
All-other-crimes
Total

Crime
36,419
36,258
51,820
61,340
63,632
13,342
262,811

Total
57,141
55,656
71,408
83,254
86,877
18,056
372,392

TYPES OF OFFENSES
No. of
Offenses
210
533
5299
5908
8030
13,544
19,271
21,488
24,571
32,998
40,737
41,712
48,510
372,392
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No. of Offenses
2015

murder
arson

5299
533

5908

210

Year

2014

8030

13544
19271

48510

2013

Accident

21488

41712

24571

Crime
40737

2012

32998

white-collarcrime
robbery
aggravatedassault
other-crimesagainst-persons
auto-theft
drug-alcohol
burglary

2011
0

theft-frommotor-vehicle
larceny

20000 40000
60000 80000
100000
Count of Incidents

Fig. 9. Number of crime and accidents identified year-wise

Offense Category
Aggravated-assault
All-other-crimes
Arson
Auto-theft
Burglary
Drug-alcohol
Larceny
Murder
Other-crimes-Againstpersons
Public-disorder
Robbery
Theft-from-motorvehicle
Traffic-accident
White-collar-crime
Total

Fig. 10. Different types of offenses indicating number of incidents in each
category

TABLE XI.

COUNT OF INCIDENTS YEAR-WISE IN EACH OFFENSE TYPE

2011
1314
1843
92
3545
4698
1416
5959
41

2012
1467
1986
92
3421
4711
1714
6691
33

2013
1522
9920
95
3383
4800
4784
8350
39

2014
1599
15,491
130
3514
4553
6061
9336
33

2015
1755
15,589
107
4460
4836
6153
8778
55

2016
373
3681
17
948
973
1360
1623
9

Total
8030
48,510
533
19,271
24,571
21,488
40,737
210

1286

1427

2617

3649

3840

725

13,544

6454
1133

5948
1212

8195
1058

9728
1072

9400
1188

1987
245

41,712
5908

7575

6632

6222

5129

6226

1214

32,998

20,722
1063
57,141

19,398
924
55,656

19,588
835
71,408

21,914
1045
83,254

23,245
1245
86,877

4714
187
18,056

109,581
5299
372,392
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20000
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murder

5000
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0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

robbery
theft-from-motor-vehicle

Year
Fig. 11. Number of incidents occurring in each category of offense year-wise

Above Figure 11 shows that drug and alcohol consumption
has been increasing year-by-year. In the year 2009, marijuana
was legalized in many states of the US, it was allowed on the
basis of certain medical conditions. However after a couple of
years, it was legalized in Colorado as well. This legalization in
2012 has made the availability of it easier and since then the
intake of this drug has been increasing continuously [15]. It is
evident from the analysis results as per Fig. 11 from the year
2012-2013 there has been more than 100% increase in drug
and alcohol consumption, nevertheless, no strong evidence has
found that people consume marijuana truly for medical
reasons.

[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

IV.

CONCLUSION

Data Mining techniques and tools have brought
tremendous change in the way data is analyzed revealing
useful information. This paper has analyzed the application
and performance of six classification algorithms that produce
different results. Different test methods were used to predict
the outcomes for same classification methods. This study has
found that various crime patterns have heightened in particular
seasons. Results obtained for various classification methods
show different outputs and performance measures. Our
analysis indicates JRip and Decision Table classified the most
number of correct incidents with 73.71% and 73.66%,
whereas OneR classified showed the least number of correct
incidents with 64.95%. Although JRip is the most accurate
classifier, it took the maximum time building the model with
21.2 sec. NaiveBayes model builds the quickest time with 0.57
sec. This study is helpful for various agencies, police
department and other organizations aiding them to foresee
prediction rate of incidents and develop strategies, plans, and
preventive measures for the purpose of crime reduction.

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]
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Abstract—The need for high speed communications networks
has led the research communities and industry to develop
reliable, scalable transatlantic and transpacific fiber-optic
communication links. In this paper the optimum Golomb ruler
based 2D OCDMA codes has been demonstrated. An OCDMA
system based on the discussed 2D codes is designed and simulated
on Optisystem. The encoder and decoder structure of OCDMA
system have been designed using filter and time delays. Further
the performance is analysed for various parameter such as bit
rate, number of users, BER (Bit Error Rate), quality factor, eye
diagram and signal diagram. The system is analyzed for up to 18
users at 1 Gbps and 1.25 Gbps bit rate.
Keywords—OCDMA System; 2D Codes; OOC; Golomb Ruler;
BER; Eye Diagram; MAI

I.

INTRODUCTION

In Local Area Networks (LANs), since the traffic is bursty,
it demands high speed and large capacity communication
network. The optical fiber addresses these requirements
because the bandwidth of optical fiber is enormous and it can
provide higher carrier frequency and therefore greater
information carrying capacity of the communication and higher
transmission bandwidth for the communication [1]. There are
various multiple access techniques [2] which are being used to
accommodate the large number of users such as Optical Code
Division Multiple Access (OCDMA). The OCDMA system
plays an essential role in long haul and high speed

communication where users share the same transmission media
[3] as shown in Figure 1.
In OCDMA each user is assigned a unique signature code
which is modulated by the data of the corresponding user. The
signal from all the users is combined on a single optical fiber,
which is broadcasted to each user in the network. Single-user
decoding is achieved by correlating the aggregate signal and
the signature sequence of the desired user. If the output of the
decoder is in autocorrelation then the receiver can detect the
signal sent to it. On the other hand, if the decoder is in cross
correlation then the receiver cannot receive the signal. For
OCDMA systems, optical codes should have maximum
autocorrelation and minimum cross correlation property.
As the number of user increases the Multiple Access
Interference (MAI) also increases and this is the main cause of
performance degradation in OCDMA network. So cross
correlation is needed to be kept less for maintaining probability
of error low. Many codes have been proposed for the OCDMA
system. Mendez et al. presented the one dimensional optical
orthogonal code [4].
In one dimensional (1-D) codes, on increasing the number
of users, the length of the codes also increases. And hence, the
bit rate decreases for a given chip width [5]. To overcome this
problem of 1-D codes in OCDMA, two dimensional (2-D)
codes have been proposed such as Time-Space (T/S) and
Wavelength-Time (W/T).
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Fig. 1. OCDMA system Block Diagram

Heo have proposed the construction of 2-D wavelengthtime codes by hybridization of the prime codes and the pseudorandom noise codes using differential detection with on-off
keying [6]. Yeon have designed modified pseudo-random noise
codes for W/T spreading with two sequences having different
lengths [7]. Wan and Hu have constructed hybrid codes by
concatenating the prime codes and optical orthogonal codes[8].
Mendez construct 2-D codes from 1-D Golomb rulers to
increase the number of code set size [9]. In 2D optical codes,
the length of the codes reduces and hence improves the BER
performance. Large numbers of researchers are working on the
design of 2D codes for OCDMA system [9 - 10]. In this paper,
the design of Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC) using optimum
Golomb rulers has been demonstrated and the OCDMA system
performance on Optisystem tool has been analyzed.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the OCDMA coding theory that gives an insight of
the optical codes for optical CDMA communication system.
The mathematical modeling of proposed 2D optical code is
described. Section III presents a concise introduction to optical
OCDMA systems for simulation. Section IV discusses the
result of the proposed optical prime codes and its performance
estimation in terms of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation
function. In section V the current findings along with the future
directions are concluded. The paper ends with the references
studied and cited in the paper.
II.

OPTICAL CODING THEORY

A. Construction of codes
The W/T code can be represented as matrices with
wavelength and time as axis. This matrix is known as Pseudo
Orthogonal (PSO) matrix code. Total wavelength is divided
into n different channels and total time is divided into m time
slots. These PSO matrix codes are constructed with the help of
spanning ruler or optimum Golomb ruler [11].

N-mark Golomb ruler is a set of n distinct non negative
integers (a1, a2, a3,…..an) called “marks” such that the positive
differences |ai – aj| computed over all possible pairs of different
integers i, j = 1,2,3....n with i ≠ j, are distinct.
A perfect Golomb ruler of order (mark) 4 and length 6 is
shown in Figure 2. It is not possible to have another type of
perfect ruler. So this ruler is Optimum Golomb ruler in which
the distance between the two points is unique.The optimum
Golomb ruler g(1, 7) of weight 7, length 26 and cardinality
(number of user) 1 is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 represents
the construction of 4 code matrices M1...M4 from shifted
version of Golomb ruler g (1,7) with filler zeros (shown) that
increases the code dimension.

Fig. 2. Golomb ruler of order 4

The headings of table in Figure 4(a) define the column and
row to which the table entries should be transposed. These
matrices can be converted into 2D W/T codes by taking row as
ith wavelength and column as jth time slot as shown in Figure
4(b). For example for matrix M4, the code will be
{𝝀4:𝝀2:_:𝝀2:𝝀4:_:𝝀1:𝝀1} which signifies fourth wavelength in
first time slot, second wavelength in second time slot, second
wavelength in fourth time slot, fourth wavelength in fifth time
slot, first wavelength in seventh and eighth time slot.
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0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Fig. 3. Optimum Golomb ruler g(1,7) of weight 7, length 26 and cardinality 1

Column1
M
1
2
3
4

R1
1
0
0
0

R2
0
1
0
0

R3
1
0
1
0

Column2
R4
1
1
0
1

R1
0
0
1
0

R2
0
0
0
1

Column3

R3
0
0
0
0

R4
0
0
0
0

R1
0
0
0
0

R2
0
0
0
0

R3
1
0
0
0

Column4
R4
0
1
0
0

R1
0
0
1
0

R2
0
0
0
1

Column5

R3
0
0
0
0

R4
0
0
0
0

R1
1
0
0
0

R2
0
1
0
0

Column6
R3
0
0
1
0

R4
0
0
0
1

R1
0
0
0
0

R2
1
0
0
0

Column7
R3
0
1
0
0

R4
0
0
1
0

R1
0
0
0
1

R2
1
0
0
0

Column8
R3
0
1
0
0

R4
0
0
1
0

R1
0
0
0
1

R2
0
0
0
0

R3
0
0
0
0

R4
0
0
0
0

Fig. 4. (a): Construction of code matrices

M1=
r1
r2
r3
r4
M3=
r1
r2
r3
r4

M2 =

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M4 =

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

r1
r2
r3
r4

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

r1
r2
r3
r4

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Fig. 4. (b): Construction of code matrices

Now the concept of folded optimum Golomb ruler has been
(8 rows) and four time slots (4 columns) that can produce (8×4)
expended by using more than one optimum Golomb ruler as
= 32 Pseudo Orthogonal (PSO) codes as represented in Figure
shown in Figure 5 and design a matrix with eight wavelength
6. It should be noted that the cardinality goes from 4 to 32.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
g1(4,4)
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0 0 0
g2(4,4)

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0
g3(4,4)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0
g4(4,4)

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 5. Optimum Golomb rulers of weight 4, length 25 and cardinality 4
Column 1
M R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R1 R2
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Fig. 6. (a): Construction of code matrix for 8 users

R3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Column 2
Column 3
Column 4
R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
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M1=

M2 =
[

]

M3 =
[

]

M4 =
[

]

M5 =
[

]

M6 =
[

]

M7 =
[

]

M8 =
[

]

[

]

Fig. 6. (b): Codes for 8 users

From Figure 6(b), the code for matrix M1 will be {𝝀1 :( 𝝀2,
𝝀7): 𝝀6} and the code for matrix M2 will be {𝝀2 :(3,𝝀8): 𝝀7}.
Similarly the code for matrices M3....M32 can be constructed.
The code dimension can be determine as: if r is the number
of rows, c is the number of columns and L is the length of
Golomb ruler then shifting of Golomb ruler is shown in figure
6(a). The dimension of matrix is r×c and there are
r×c-L
possible shifts. It shows that the number of shifts permitted is
r×c. So, the following equation should hold true to assure that
matrix code set size m is equal to the number of rows in the
matrices [12].
r×c-L ≥ r-1
Here, the length of Golomb ruler is 25, r=8 (wavelengths)
and c=4 (time slots). So the possible shifts are equal to 8×425=7.
B. Probability of error in W/T codes
One dimensional codes spread either in time or frequency.
Several types of 1-D codes are OOC, ZCC, Walsh code and
Hadamard code. These codes can be characterized by
N
(Lt, W, λa, λc). Where


N is the number of code



Lt is the temporal length of the code



W is the weight of the code (number of ones in the
code)



λa is out of phase autocorrelation peak



λc is Cross correlation peak

The autocorrelation of one dimensional code x(t) is defined
as
()

∑

(

)

(1)

( ) satisfies
( ){
The cross correlation of one dimensional code x(t) and y(t)
is defined as
()

∑

( ) satisfies

(

)

(2)

()

𝝀

The autocorrelation of 2-dimensional codes x(t) is defined
as
()

∑

(∑

(

)

)

(3)

( ) satisfies
( ){
The cross correlation of 2-dimensional codes x(t) and y(t) is
defined as
()

∑

(∑

(

)

)

(4)

( ) satisfies
()
The probability of error/bit Pe is given by
∑

(
III.

)(

) (

)

(5)

SYSTEM SIMULATION

The OCDMA system based on the optical codes is
simulated by a commercial fiber optic simulation tool. The
transmitter and receiver section of the OCDMA system based
on W/T code is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9 with their
corresponding parameters in Table 1 and Table 2. In
transmitter section, CW (Continuous Wave) laser is used as an
optical source, Pseudo random Bit Sequence (PRBS) generator
is used to generate random data and Mach-Zehnder Modulator
to modulate the carrier signal generated by PRBS generator.
Eight different wavelengths range from 1549.2 nm to 1554.8
nm with wavelength spacing 0.8 nm are multiplexed by WDM
(Wavelength Division Multiplexer) from the laser array.
The modulated signal of each user is assigned a unique
code by encoder which is shown in Figure 8. It consists of
optical filters, time delays, splitter and combiner, the splitter
splits the carrier signal and optical filters selects four specific
wavelengths from the carrier signal to produce the encoded bit
sequence. The time delay in the encoder places the selected
pulses of specific wavelengths in appropriate time slot and
combiner combines these four pulses to construct the encoded
signal.
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Fig. 7. OCDMA Transmitter block on Optisystem

Fig. 8. Encoder Structure on Optisystem
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TABLE I.
Component

0.75 ns delay. Similarly delay for data rate 1.25 Gbps can also
be calculated.

TRANSMITTER DESIGN PARAMETER
Parameter

Value

Wavelength

1549.2 nm

Spacing

0.8 nm

Power

5.5 dBm

Line Width

10 MHz

Initial Phase

0 degree

Pseudo Random Bit
Sequence

Bit Rate

1 and 1.25 Gbps

Mach-Zehender
Modulator

Excitation ratio

30 dB

Chip Period

For 1Gbps bit rate
(ns)

For 1.25 Gbps bit rate (ns)

length

50 km

T1

0

0

Attenuation

0.2 dB/km

T2

0.25

0.2

Reference
wavelength

1550 nm

T3

0.5

0.4

T4

0.75

0.6

CW Laser

Fiber

The optical signal is passed through the receiver section
followed by decoder and photo detectors with low pass filter.
The receiver extracts the information that is transmitted by
transmitter. The decoder consists of optical filters and inverse
time delays with respect to the transmitter that decodes a
particular code as the corresponding encoder.
TABLE II.

The encoded data is combined and passed through single
mode optical fiber (SMF) by considering length of 50 Km.
Optical CDMA systems is designed which considers all
practical impairments. The Table 3 represents time delay at 1
Gbps and 1.25 Gbps. If data rate is 1 Gbps that means the
duration of 1 bit is 1 ns and since four time slots are taken, so
the duration for each time slots will be 0.25 ns. For code M4
{𝝀4 :𝝀5 :𝝀2:𝝀1}, wavelength 𝝀4 is given in first time slot with
zero delay, wavelength 𝝀5 is given in second time slot with
0.25 ns delay and wavelength 𝝀2 is given in third time slot with
0.5 ns delay and wavelength 𝝀1 is given in fourth time slot with

TABLE III.
Component

RECEIVER DESIGN PARAMETER

TIME DELAY AT 1 GBPS AND 1.25 GBPS
Parameter

Value

Dark Current

10nA

Center frequency

1552.5 nm

Cutoff frequency

8 GHz

Insertion loss

0 dB

Photo-detector

Low Pass Bessel Filter

Fig. 9. OCDMA Receiver structure on Optisystem
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V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The OCDMA system simulated on Optisystem uses CW
laser centered at 1549.2 nm.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 11. Timing Diagram at 1Gbps for 1 user (a) Eye Diagram (b) Transmitted
Signal (c) Received Signal

(b)
Fig. 10. CW Laser (a) Output of laser and (b) Multiplexed laser array spectrum

Figure 10 shows the CW laser output and eight multiplexed
transmitted wavelengths. This multiplexed spectrum is
modulated by user data with the help of MZM modulator. The
output of MZM modulator is further encoded by different
codes which are designed in Figure 6.
(a)

(b)

(a)
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(c)
(a)

Fig. 12. Timing Diagram at 1Gbps for 3 users (a) Eye Diagram (b) Transmitted
Signal (c) Received Signal

(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 14. Timing Diagram at 1Gbps for 12 users (a) Eye Diagram (b)
Transmitted Signal (c) Received Signal
(b)

(c)
Fig. 13. Timing Diagram at 1Gbps for 8 users (a) Eye Diagram (b) Transmitted
Signal (c) Received Signal

The demultiplexer demultiplexes the output which is given
to the decoder section. The receiver receives the optical signal
and converts it back to the electrical signal. The timing diagram
at 1 Gbps for 1, 3, 8, and 12 users are shown in Figure 11 to
Figure 14. The eye diagram allows visualizing the main
parameters of electrical signal such as eye width, eye opening,
quality factor, SNR etc. Figure 11- 14(a) represents the eye
diagram. For an eye diagram measurement, noise on eye will
cause the eye to close. Therefore the SNR is also directly
indicated by amount of eye closer which represents that as the
number of users increased the eye diagram starts closing means
due to multiple access interference upper portion starts building
noise. The Figure 11-14(b) represents the transmitted signal
and Figure 11-14(c) represents the received signal. From
Figure 11-14(a), it is revealed that as the number of users
increase from 1 to 12, noise is added and the eye height start
decreasing and from Figure 11-14(c), it is noted that there is
some noise at the amplitude of the signal which result that the
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No. of users
1

Bit Error Rate (BER)

1E-34
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1E-110
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1E-186
1E-224
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3

5

8

12

16
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Fig. 18. Q factor vs. number of users for different fiber length at 1.25Gbps

1E-300
50 km

70 km

80 km

100 km

Fig. 15. BER vs. Number of users for different fiber length at 1 Gbps
No. of users

Bit Error Rate (BER)

100

20

1E-262

1

2

3

5

8

12

16

18

1E-57
1E-88
1E-119
1E-150
1E-181
1E-212
1E-243
50 km

70 km

80 km

The comparative analysis between quality factor and
number of users for various lengths of fiber at 1 Gbps and 1.25
Gbps are presented in Figure 17 and Figure 18 respectively. It
is observed that as the length of the fiber increases the quality
factor decreases. For two simultaneous users in 1 Gbps system,
the quality factor decreases from 80 to 10 as the fiber length
increases from 30 to 100 Km whereas for 1.25 Gbps system,
the quality factor decreases from 70 to 8. Similarly at data rate
of 1.25 Gbps, the performance deteriorates. Hence, the analysis
reveals that as the number of simultaneous users in the system
increase, MAI become dominant with degrading in amplitude
of received signal. For practical implementation of the optical
CDMA based on the proposed codes, the optical fiber loop can
be used instead of time delay line.
VI.

100 km

Fig. 16. BER vs. No. of users for different fiber length at 1.25 Gbps

The comparative analysis between BER and number of
users for various lengths of fiber at 1 Gbps and 1.25 Gbps is
shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. It is observed
that as the length of the fiber increases the bit error rate also
increases. For three number of simultaneous users in 1Gbps
system, the bit error rate increases from 0 to 1e-40 as the fiber
length has been increased from 50 to 100 km whereas for
1.25Gbps system, the bit error rate increases from 1e-150 to 1e15
.

Quality Factor

120

1E-72

1E-26

No. of users

140

Quality Factor

amplitude decreases almost to 400µ (a.u.) which is initially at
2000µ (a.u.) and the received signal is also dispersed in time
domain as it passes through the fiber. Similarly signal can be
received at 1.5 Gbps but as the data rate has been increased
from 1 Gbps to 1.25 Gbps, MAI further increases.

One dimensional code have disadvantage of increasing
code length with the increment of number of users. The
simulated design of 2D W/T OCDMA code shows that
cardinality of 2D code is high. The performance of OCDMA
system has been evaluated with increasing number of users in
the form of quality factor and BER .It has been observed that as
the number of user’s increases, the eye opening decreases
which results in decrease in amplitude due to noise. At data rate
of 1Gbps as the length of the fiber increases from 50 Km to
100 Km, the bit error rate shows the significant increment from
0 to e-40 with decrement of quality factor from 40 to 5 for 3
users.
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Fig. 17. Q factor vs. number of users for different fiber length at 1Gbps
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Abstract—Fractals are geometric patterns generated by
Iterated Function System theory. A popular technique known as
fractal image compression is based on this theory, which assumes
that redundancy in an image can be exploited by block-wise selfsimilarity and that the original image can be approximated by a
finite iteration of fractal codes. This technique offers high
compression ratio among other image compression techniques.
However, it presents several drawbacks, such as the inverse
proportionality between image quality and computational cost.
Numerous approaches have been proposed to find a compromise
between quality and cost. As an efficient optimization approach,
genetic algorithm is used for this purpose. In this paper, a
crowding method, an improved genetic algorithm, is used to
optimize the search space in the target image by good
approximation to the global optimum in a single run. The
experimental results for the proposed method show good
efficiency by decreasing the encoding time while retaining a high
quality image compared with the classical method of fractal
image compression.
Keywords—Fractal; Iterated Function System (IFS); Genetic
algorithm (GA); Crowding method; Fractal Image Compression
(FIC)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Fractal image compression (FIC) is produced from
Barnsley's research IFS system [1] and the fractal image block
coding suggested by Jacquin [2]. In 1988, Barnsley [3] used
FIC based on the theoretical IFS system to represent computer
graphics and compress the aerial image. Using this approach,
Barnsley obtained a compression ratio of 1000:1, but the
approach requires manual interference. Thereafter, Jacquin
suggested a new FIC method that depends on image block and
can behave automatically without manual interference. This
method has become a perfect representation for this research
direction, in which FIC theory is realized. At present, FIC has
obtained extensive interest from the research community,
because of its novel concept, high compression ratio,
independent resolution, and fast image decoding. This
technique is based on the fractal inverse problem and aims to
find an IFS, in which the attractor is close to a query image.
The emerging technique for image compression that based
on fractal theory is fully different form traditional image
compression techniques. It is focused on two main problems:

the first one is how to find the IFS mappings and the second is
finding of an efficient algorithm to find those mappings, such
that, they can approximate the original image. Toward solving
these problems, Jacquin [2] proposed an efficient technique by
partitioning of a given image M into non-overlapping range
blocks and an overlapping domain blocks, the IFS parameters
is achieved by finding the best corresponding domain block
for each range block. Therefore, as a result of this encoding
process, we obtain a different transformation for each range
block. If we composed all the transformations of all range
blocks and iterated starting with the initial image, the attractor
(fractal) that approximate the original image is produced, it is
also called the fixed point of the transformations. This type of
representation is called partitioned IFS [4] or local IFS [5].
Many researchers have emphasized on overlapping of an
efficient and reliable image compression technique based on
fractal. It is firstly presented by Barnsley and Sloan [6] in
1988, when they introduced of finding an IFS, whose attractor
approximate the given image and the IFS is sent instead of
sending the image itself over the channel. In 1992, A. Jacquin
[7] Barnsley's student improved IFS theory and introduced the
concept of local IFS through presenting the concept of fractal
image coding. In 1994, Y. Fisher [4] made many
improvements on Barnsley's algorithm. He combined his idea
in a very famous book in this field. Since Jacquine's
publication of the original fractal coding scheme, several
papers try to popularize his work both in practical and
theoretical [8], among others, however none of these attempts
in general have been proven to be efficient. Therefore, many
efforts are highlighted towards employing of evaluative
algorithms. Numerus optimization models have been proposed
to represent a normal evolution mechanism [9]. Genetic
algorithms [10,11] is one of these models. In these algorithms,
the population represents as an IFS models and it is
responsible of making adjustments toward the optimum
through a random process that used for selection of genetic
operators called crossover and mutation.
GAs that are used to address an optimization problem are
required to solve multimodal and multidimensional problems,
through which a large search space with different optima can
be obtained. These problems do not have deterministic
algorithms to obtain the global optimum; if they do exist,
however, the algorithm is an inclusive search along the
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solution space that, in turn, leads to exponential time and
machine resources using algorithms of this kinds in solving
the problem described above. Therefore, the algorithms used
to solve various complex problems can show their respective
capacities. The GAs work with population of individuals that
are iteratively adjusted towards the optimum by means of a
random operation of selection restructure and mutation [11].
Meanwhile, crowding is a technique that is applied in GAs
to maintain variety in the population and prohibit early
convergence to local optima. This technique involves the
combination of both the offspring and the identical individual
from the present population in this process, which is called
coupling phase; determining which of the two will remain in
the population is a process called alternation phase [12]. The
current work depends on the alternation phase of crowding,
which is applied by using one of the following three
approaches: deterministic [12, 13], probabilistic [14, 15], and
simulated annealing [16]. In our work, we used an improved
crowding method to achieve the aim with a shorter time and
good quality. We achieved our goal by selecting the
chromosome for a maximum of three times to prevent
repetitive selection and provide an opportunity to check
another chromosome that may obtain a better result.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows; section 2
presents the theoretical background of fractal, fractal inverse
problem, and PIFS. The detailed explanations on the fractal
image compression, collage theorem, and Jacquin approach
for fractal image coding are discussed in sections 3. The GA
and its relationship with the fractal image compression in
introduced in section 4. Crowding method and its improved
version is introduced in section 5. The implementation and the
analysis of the results is discussed in section 6. Finally, the
work is concluded in section 7.
II.

BASIC CONCEPTS OF FRACTAL IMAGE CODING

The theory of self-affine transformation and self-similarity
is the bases that fractal image coding depends on. In this
section, we introduce the theoretical basis for fractal image
compression, such as the IFS, contraction mapping, and fixed
point theorem.
A. Self-similarity Property
One of the base properties of fractal image is selfsimilarity. A typical image is said to be self-similar if the
image looks “almost” the same on any scale. However, all
images do not contain this kind of self-similarity found in
fractals and actually contains different sort of similar parts
(Distasi et al. [17], Truongx et al. [18]). Figure 1 shows an
example of this fractal image.
Self-similar parts in the Lena image are shown in Figure 2,
as can be seen in part of her shoulder and the reflection in the
mirror with her hat [19]. In this type of image, only a portion
of an image is self-similar, whereas, in Figure 1, the whole
image is self-similar.

Fig. 1. Fractal image repeated at different locations

Fig. 2. Self-similarity in the Lena image

Now, let (X, d) be a metric space and a sequence (Xn) is
called a Cauchy sequence, if for any given   0, we have
(
)
for all m, n  N (natural numbers). (X, d) is
called complete if every Cauchy sequence in X converges to
an element of X.
Readers that are interested in greater detail can refer to
[3,20].
Definition 1: Let
be a transformation of the
(
) (
) where
form
, and are real numbers. This transformation is
called a (two-dimensional) affine transformation. The
following equivalent notations have been used:
( )

( )

where

(

(

)( )

( )

( )

) is a two-dimensional, 2  2 real

matrix, and l is the column vector ( ), such as (

)

.

The matrix A can always be written as follows:
(

)

(

).

Definition 2: let (
) be a metric space, a transformation
is called contractive mapping if (( ) ( ))
(
) for all
 , where
is called
contractivity factor of .
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Definition 3: Let
be a transformation on a
metric space (X, d), a point
such that ( )
is
called the fixed point of the transformation . The fixed point
is highly important; it represents that the part of the shape in
which we are interested that is not affected by the
transformation.
The Hausdorff metric is an important concept in fractal
theory. Therefore, many mathematicians have discussed and
proven basic concepts and results of this space [21,22]. The
Hausdorff metric is known as the space of fractals and is
denoted by ( ) It is generated from the complete metric
space comprising elements that are the compact sets in .
The distance that is defined in ( ) is given as follows.
Definition 4: Let (X, d) be a complete metric space, for the
space of fractal ( ) , The Hausdorff distance is defined
on this space as follows:(
for any points

)
(
)
and  ( )

(

(

)( )

( )

Definition 6: In IFS, any compact subset (fixed point)

 ( ) is called an attractor for IFS if

( ).
⋃
The fixed point observes existence and uniqueness based
on the contraction mapping theorem. The iteration process of
the IFS based on any starting image the attractor, which is
fully known by the parameters of .
III.

Let (
and let

) be a complete metric space. let
be an IFS with contractivity factor s,
be a closed subset of such that
( ⋃

where

( ))

,

, and h is the Hausdorff distance. Then
(

Definition 5: Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. An
IFS on l is a finite set of contractive self-mappings
with respective contractivity factors
for
such that
. IFS is based on the
affine transformations given by
( )

A. The Collage Theorem
This theorem states the process of obtaining the set of
transformations that represent an accurate approximation of a
fixed image. It is stated as follows.

for some

),

where
(
)
(
) 
and
(
)
(
) 
The IFS is the most important concept of fractal theory.
The IFS was developed by Hutchison (1981), and then by
Barnsley and other researchers [1, 6]. These systems of
mapping have been widely discussed and used in many
applications, such as image compression. The general formula
for IFS is introduced as follows.

( )

The problem of finding IFS’s that used to generate fractal
is called an inverse problem. However, if the given set is selfsimilar, then the required construction is almost
straightforward. The IFS can easily be found by conducting
mathematical translation of the property of self-similarity.
This solution is verified in the collage theorem, which is the
first step towards solving the inverse problem.

)

is the attractor of the IFSs

B. Jacquin Approach for Fractal Image Compression
FIC depends on the self-similarity property in an image.
The main idea comes from the partitioned iterated function
system (PIFS), which is an expansion of IFS theory. The
difference between the two concepts appears in the application
domain. Thus, the main difference is that instead of dealing
with the whole image, a specific part is used to obtain the
PIFS parameters.
For an original image M of size mm, it is partitioned into
(m/n)2 blocks which are non-overlapping to form a set of
range blocks each of them is of size mm. To comply with the
contractive point theorem, the domain block is twice the size
of the range block. Hence, a set of (m-2n+1)2 elements, each
of them is a block of size 2n2n is constructed from M and
known as domain blocks. In this case, the partitioned is
overlapping. In each search for similarity between the range
and domain blocks, two types of blocks emerge from the same
image, as shown in Figure 3. As an example, for M of size
128128 if the size of the each range block is 88, then we
have (128/8)2 = 256 range blocks and (128-28+1)2 = 12,769
domain blocks of size 1616.

FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION

The FIC approach is an important search area with many
possible application fields. This approach is focused on
finding fractal code that generates given objects. Barnsley [3]
introduced this concept with the well-known collage theorem.
When the object is considered as an image, FIC is often
involved, which is also known as fractal image coding. The
foundation for FIC is the IFS. This problem has been studied
by many authors, and a method has been proposed by
Jacquine [7] to solve this type of inverse problem. The major
problem of standard fractal image coding is its time
consumption compared with other image coding methods.
Some time is spent in searching for a similar domain block.
Therefore, new techniques to solve this problem and
accelerate this method are in great demand.

Fig. 3. Clarification of PIFS

The image is equally partitioned by the range blocks,
which resulted that each pixel of the image is included in one
of the range blocks. However, since the domain block is
overlapping, this may cause losing of some pixels. The aim of
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this process is to find an approximate domain block for each
range block.
By the PIFS technique, the third dimension is appeared
that represent the pixel z. after shrinking the domain block to
the size of the range block, the eight transformation is applied
to resulted in eight different blocks zk, k =0, 1,…, 7. These
transformations , k =0, 1,…, 7 can be represented in (2).
[

]

[

,

[

]

[

],

[
[

]

,

[

]

,

]

,

[

]

,

…. (2)

]

T1 and T2 correspond to the flips of z along the horizontal
and vertical lines, respectively. The flip of z along the
horizontal and the vertical lines is denoted by T3, whereas, an
additional flip along the line of the main diagonal is performed
by the transformations T4, T5, T6, and T7 which are correspond
to T0, T1, T2, and T3. Finally T0(z) = z.
In fractal coding, a contrast scaling s and a brightness
offset o on the transformed blocks occur, so the fractal affine
transformation becomes three-dimensional as shown in (3).
[ ]

[

][ ]

….

[ ]

(3)

We let
and
be two squares
containing pixel from
and
, respectively. Here, we
minimize the quantity of and between of the coded range
block XD and its corresponding coordinates of the domain
block YD, such as;
∑

(∑
∑

)(∑
(∑

)

IV.

Using a GA is important for obtaining solutions to
complicated search problem. In this section, we discuss the
relationship between the processing of GA and its operation
when dealing with the fractal inverse problem. Holland’s 1975
book [10] introduced GAs as a summary of biological
evolution and showed the theoretical structure of GAs.
A. Genetic Algorithm for Fractal Image Compression
Searching processes begin after dividing the image into
range and domain blocks as in standard Jacquine approach
image compression. For each range block, the domain block
and identical transformations that best cover the range block is
specific. In general, for best correspondence, transformation
codes are set, including contrast and brightness. Searching
succeeds when the domain block is appropriate for the suitable
range block. Eventually, mapping data are stored. Then, we
use GAs to attain the intended outcome via fractal
compression. Usually, GAs are employed to find the near
optimal solution, and thus the GA for fractal compression of
images is shown below [10].
1) Chromosomes
Given that, the GA works on the chromosomes, producing
chromosomes from the range and domain blocks is a crucial
step in using the GA for FIC. The transformation parameters
obtained for each block are coded on a set of a fixed number
of bits. These parameters are then stored as chromosomes. By
encoding the parameters of an image, a chromosome
comprises N genes that are equal to the number of the noncoded parts of an image. These genes are generated from
parameters XD and YD, which refer to the coordinates of the
domain block, and the flip, refers to the transformation
isometrics. Figure 4 show the chromosomes
Range Block
Block1

)

Block2
Flip1

[∑

∑

( ∑

(

∑

∑ )]

Flip2

………
………

Block N
FlipN

Fig. 4. Image representing a chromosome

]

where the minimum distance between Ri and Di is found by
the RMS such that;
[∑

GENETIC ALGORITHM

∑

)

( )

When this error is less than the predefined threshold, the
search will be finished.
The execution time of fractal compression implementation
is the main problem that most standard algorithms. Fisher’s
algorithm [4], involves a classification pattern that has been
greatly accelerated; however, the resulting image quality is
extremely poor because of the search space reduction from the
classification used by Fisher. To overcome these problems,
some evolutionary algorithms is used to serve in solving these
problems, its methodology is introduced in the following
section.

2) Fitness Function
Fitness function is a specific task for each chromosome,
which refers to the capability of each chromosome to survive
and proliferate. We denote fitness as the value of error
between the coded range and domain blocks that are assigned
by the transformation with analogous luminance and
contrasting values. The error is computed using the root mean
square equation (4).
3) Genetic Operators
Crossover and mutation are two basic operators that are
used in all implementations of genetic algorithms. These
operators are described as follows.
 Crossover Operator: The crossover operator selects
two parents based on their fitness, and then attempts to
produce a new child with the best possible quality. A
high fitness value provides the crossover operator with
a high probability of selection. The crossover operator
changes the genes of the parent. Given that a random
number a is produced in the interval [0, 1], the new
coordinates are computed using the equation below.
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(

First offspring

)
(

Second offspring

(
(



(

)
)

….(5)

)

(

)
)

Mutation Operator: The mutation operator changes the
value of one or more genes in the chromosome, thereby
adding completely new gene values to the gene pool.
The GA may achieve a better solution using these new
values. The mutation operator also introduces the
verity in the chromosomes. The information changes
randomly based on the mutation rate.

B. Genetic Algorithm for Fractal Image Compression
Fractal image compression algorithm
1. Decompose the input image M into blocks according to
Jacquine’s technique
2. Begin with FIC parameters, such as range block size,
fitness function, error limit, and number of iterations;
3. Begin with GA parameters, such as mutation rate and
crossover rate;
4. Set t = some tolerance level;
5. Partition image M into non-overlapping ranges Ri's and
overlapping domain Di;s;
For each range block Ri in the range, do
- The transformations (a random population of
chromosomes) is generated
while number of populations is not the maximum and the
optimal domain is not found, Do
 The fitness value is computed for all individuals to be
used for search for the optimal domain in the domain pool
using the fitness function;
 when the optimal domain block is found;
 apply the crossover operator on individuals;
 apply the mutation operator on individuals; and
 generate the new population;
end while
The obtained transformation parameters from the search
is written in the transformation W
end for
V.

CROWDING METHOD

De Jong [23] introduced crowding as a general technique
for maintaining population variety and early convergence.
Crowding is often used to determine survival of genetic
algorithms in order to determine the individuals in the present
population and identify the offspring that will pass to the next
generation. It is divided into two principal phases, namely,
coupling and alteration. In the coupling phase, the offspring
individuals are coupled with individuals in the present
population based on a likeness metric. Meanwhile, in the
alteration phase, the pairs of offspring and individuals that will
remain in the population are selected. The main crowding
scheme of De Jong [23] involves the random selection of
offspring individuals from the present population. The
identical selected of individual is used to replace the selected

offspring. Which makes crowding is an improved genetic
algorithm is that;
1) In the crowding method, parent selection is not
commonly used, therefore, the individuals are randomly
paired in the present population. However, in the population,
each individual becomes a parent.
2) In the crossover operator, for each pair (P1, P2), the
parents are recombined with probability Pc. In the mutation
operator, the two producing children (c1, c2) are mutated with
probability Pm, where Pc denotes crossover probability, Pm
denotes mutation probability, and M denotes population size
[13].
3) The population of the next offspring includes one of
the two parents that complete with each child.
4) The distance between two individuals i1, i2 is denoted
by d(i1, i2).
If d(p1,c1) + d(p2,c2) < d(p1,c2) + d(p2,c1)
p1  win the emulation between p1 and c1.
p2  win the emulation between p2 and c2.
Else
p1  win the emulation between p1 and c2.
p2  win the emulation between p2 and c1.
For survival, each offspring oriented to fight with its most
identical parent. Other variants exist when more than two
parents and children are selected before applying the
resemblance metric [26]. This idea is the basis of several
widely applied modern crowding approaches. The difference
between these approaches is used to determine the winner in
each competition.
B. The Proposed Crowding Algorithm for FIC
The crowding method [23] is proposed to eliminate the
selection process and introduce a preselecting process. This
will cause in a very fast GA to be used for multidimensional
optimization problem. By reducing the selection process, the
individuals are mutate randomly with any other population
individuals. During the replacement process the paining
between the offspring and one of the parents is performed
first. This operation is done with probability Pc. This pairing
process is happened according to the similarity between them.
In the evaluation step, the fitness function which represented
the least square error between the offspring and the parents is
responsible for deciding about which individual of the
population is allowed to stay.
In this section, we proposed an improved crowding
method in order to be applied to improve FIC. With this
method the diversity is preserved in the population with the
opportunity for each individual to be a parent. What
distinguish our proposed method from original crowding
method [23] and Mahfoud method [13] is some technical
differences in the main phases of the algorithm. The
population set {T1,T2,…,Tn} is constructed by finding all
contruction mapping Ti that resulted from the similarity
measure between the range block and domain block of the
query image. This set is calculated using Jacquine approach
[7]. Each individual Ti is assigned a fitness value f(Ti) as its
weight, where fi{f1,f2,…,fn} represents the minimum distance
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between Ri and Dj, j=1,…,m. This value is used in the
selection process of the parents {P1,P2} and controlled by a
chosen factor known as crowding factor that determine the
number of the maximum selection of this individual as shown
in the following diagram.
T1

T2

f (T1)

f (T2)

Population
….
T255
….

f(T255)

T256
f (T256)

min
Parent1 (P1)

Parent2 (P2)

Fig. 5. Selection process

Crowding algorithm
Input: Image I,M
% M is known as a crowding factor
pc
% crossover probability
pm
% mutation probability
Output: New optimized population
Bagin
Genetic crowding population
Evaluate (cp)
% calculate the fitness for cp
while terminated () do
P = selection (cp, M)
% select parents P = {T: T TP,
such that, RMS (T(i), i) }
Offspring = recombination (cp, pc, P)
Offspring = mutation (offspring, pm)
Compare offspring with parents and add the best
one to the cp
end while
end.
In the selection phase, the parents are chosen according to
the minimum fitness values, where the maximum number of
selection of each individual is equal M (crowding factor).
Selection function
Input: cp
M
Output: P
Begin
for i = 1 to n
∑

% crowding population
% maximum number the selection
% parents
% n is the size of cp
% f is the fitness

end
while z = false do
Select the best two individual P from cp according to pi
and call it P
If pc f = M then
Z = true
end if
end while
end

In the recombination phase, the offspring is generated
according to two logical values as shown in the following
algorithm.
Recombination function
Input: cp
% crowding population
pc
% crossover probability
pm
% mutation probability
output: offspring
begin
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
select
case 0 0
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
case 0 1
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
case 1 0
[ ] [ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
case 1 1
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
end select
end
After the recombination phase, the resulting offspring are
competed with their parents the mutation phase for surviving.
The decision of winning is taken based fitness value (the
similarity measure between the offspring and the parents) in
order to decide the one that should in the new population, such
that: If RMS(P,C)< then C is the winner of the competition
else P

is the winner of the competition

Mutation function
Input: Pm
% mutation probability
Offspring
Output: offspring
begin
x, y, f = rand ()
% generate random number
if x  y and x  f then
x = rand()
else if y  x and y  f then
y = rand()
else if f  x and f  y then
f = rand()
end if
end
The termination value of the algorithm is deduced
according to learning process on a sample of different images
to determine the best that can satisfy the compromising
between the optimum solution and the execution time.
VI.

IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Implementation
The proposed system was established using Matlab
Ver.8.2 and then tested on an pc with cor i7, 2.5 GHz and 8
GB RAM, windows 10 pro. The proposed system was tested
on five 8-bit gray images of size 512×512. We tested the
proposed system on three ranges, namely, 2, 4, and 8. The
RMS of the decoded image partitioned by the 8×8, 4×4 and
2×2 block sizes. A smaller block size indicated a smaller
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appropriate error for the affine transformation. The partitions
of range blocks were calculated according to (m/n)2, while the
partitions of domain blocks were calculated according to (m–
2n+1)2. Table 3 illustrates the coding, decoding, time, and
compression ratio of the selection images using the proposed
technique, while Table 4 illustrates the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and MSE of some selection images using the
proposed technique.

TABLE IV.

B. Analysis
The results of the abovementioned algorithms in terms of
compression ratio, quality, and implementation time (coding
time) are compared for the genetic and crowding FIC
algorithms with the standard FIC algorithm as shown in
Tables 1-6. The comparison was performed on an image with
a range pool containing 16384 range blocks of size 4×4 and a
domain pool containing 255025 domain blocks of size 88.
Table 5 presents the comparison results.

Images

In the chosen images, the PSNR is inversely proportional
to MSE, and the compression ratio is proportional to that
value. A small range block size resulted in a higher
compression ratio. The time for producing the image depends
on how much error is allowed in the transformations. The
employ of the image determines the required amount of
compression and the image quality. The predefined number M
is used as an indicator that determine the number of times for
selecting the individual as a parent. This modification in the
selection in new generation. This diversity in the population
that achieved by the crowding method resulted in some
advantages, which are:1) Through the search, different local maxima can be
achieved.
2) The diversity is maintained.
3) For different crowding factor, the subpopulation is
almost stable.
The replacement process is responsible about picking the
new individual to construct new population.
By applying the proposed crowding method the following
results is obtained. Tables 1-6 represent the analysis of the
results for some chosen images.
TABLE III.

CODING, DECODING TIME, AND COMPRESSION RATIO BASED
ON THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR DIFFERENT RANGE SIZE

Images

Range

Coding
Time

Decoding
Time

Compression
Ratio

22

5.66

2.10

3.12

44

0.99

0.26

7.04

88

0.18

0.18

12.38

22
44

5.98
0.895

2.84
0.278

2.33
4.33

88

0.26

0.19

7.41

22
44

6.09
0.878

2.97
0.265

3.56
5.72

88

0.29

0.19

7.4

22

5.90

2.02

2.29

44
88
22
44

0.895
0.17
6.158
0.920

0.269
0.17
2.83
0.261

6.03
10.1
3.21
7.16

88

0.22

0.18

14.06

PSNR AND MSE FOR DIFFERENT RANGE BLOCK
Range

PSNR

MSE

22

12.11

0.07

44

13.18

0.026

88

13.38

0.04

22
44

7.13
9.86

0.38
0.39

88

9.86

0.51

22
44

7.03
12.48

0.113
0.113

88

10.64

0.113

22
44

9.06
9.18

0.039
0.023

88

10.08

0.049

22
44

10.01
12

0.08
0.039

88

12.89

0.03

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Image compression technique is always in a continuous
competition and challenge according to the fast developing of
the technology fractal image compression is an emerging
technology that based on the fast that most of real world
images contain some redundant area that are similar to the
other area in the same image. It is basic idea is how to express
an image by a set of IFSs. The argumentative discussion about
compromising between the compression ratio and the
contracted image quality is motivation for new optimized
technique towards this goal. Genetic algorithm is ….. to be
appropriate used to solve of a multidimensional problem that
have large search space with no exact solution exist. In this
study, we improve this technique by omitting of the parent
selection which resulted, each individual becomes a parent.
However, the selection process is specified by a pre-defined
value known as crowding factor that determine the number of
selection of each individual. Therefore, each offspring is
randomly selected from the population, and its most identical
parent. Comparing the performance of the proposed technique
is accomplished through some experiments which show best
result over the standard fractal compression technique and
standard genetic algorithm technique as shown in tables (6)
and charts (1-3). From these figures are can see that RMS
error is inversely proportional to the PRNS ratio. They show a
good compromise value that resulted in good performances.
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STANDARD FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION BY JACQUINE APPROACH [7]

Images

Coding Time
Decoding Time
PSNR
MSE
Compression ratio

2.03
0.20
11.15
0.81
11.6

TABLE II.

2.03
0.20
7.13
0.89
9.21

2.99
0.20
11.74
0.94
10.82

2.98
0.20
9.01
0.91
9.41

2.97
0.20
11.18
0.83
12.1

FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM

Images
Coding Time
Decoding Time
PSNR
MSE
Compression
ratio

3.08
0.61
12
0.129

1.94
0.27
8.76
0.138

2.01
0.93
11.97
0.109

2.09
0.21
9.93
0.262

1.92
0.57
12.01
0.396

12.6

7.33

8.88

11.53

14.44
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TABLE III.

CODING, DECODING, TIME, AND COMPRESSION RATIO OF THE SELECTION IMAGES USING THE SUGGESTED TECHNIQUE

Images
Coding Time
Decoding Time
PSNR
MSE
Compression
ratio
TABLE V.

0.99
0.26
13.18
0.026

0.89
0.27
9.86
0.39

0.87
0.26
12.48
0.113

0.89
0.26
9.14
0.03

0.92
0.26
12
0.039

7.04

4.33

5.72

6.03

7.16

COMPARISON BETWEEN STANDARD, GENETIC AND PROPOSED CROWDING FOR RANGE BLOCK OF SIZE 4
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Fractal image
compression based on
Jacquine method
Fractal image
compression
based on genetic
algorithm
Fractal image
compression based on
crowding method

Coding Time
MSE
Compression
Ratio
Coding Time
MSE
Compression
Ratio
Coding Time
MSE
Compression
Ratio

2.03
0.81

2.03
0.89

2.99
0.94

2.98
0.91

2.97
0.83

11.6

9.21

10.82

9.41

12.1

3.08
0.129

1.94
0.138

2.01
0.109

2.09
0.262

1.92
0.396

12.6

7.33

8.88

11.53

14.44
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Abstract—The ever increasing demand of wireless
communication systems has led to search of suitable spectrum
bands for transmission of data. The research in the past has
revealed that radio spectrum is under-utilized in most of the
scenarios. This prompted the scientist to seek a solution to utilize
the spectrum efficiently. Cognitive Radios provided an answer to
the problem by sensing the idle (licensed) bands and allowing
(secondary) users to transmit in these idle spaces. Spectrum
sensing forms the main block of cognition cycle.
This paper reviews the current trends in research in the
domain of spectrum sensing. The author describes the type of
channel being modelled, diversity combining schemes used,
optimal algorithms applied at fusion centre, spectrum sensing
techniques employed. Further, the research challenges are
discussed. It is presented that various attributes like sensing time,
throughput, rate reliability, optimum cooperative users, sensing
frequency etc. needs to be addressed. A trade-off needs to be
established to optimize two opposing parameters like sensing and
throughput.
Keywords—CR; cognitive radio; FC-PSO; fast-convergence
particle swarm optimization; FC; fusion centre; KLMS; kernel
least mean square; PU; primary use); ROC; receiver operating
characteristic curves; SU; secondary user; soft combination;
spectrum hole

I.

INTRODUCTION

The scarcity of available spectrum and the inefficient
usage of the same motivated the researchers to look for
solutions in Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA). DSA
networking was introduced by Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) which caused a paradigm shift
from traditional fixed spectrum access to dynamic spectrum
access. [1] [2] [3].

Fig. 1. Spectrum Hole

Cognitive Radio (CR) is the enabling technology for
dynamic spectrum access. The idea of cognitive radio was first
conceived by Joseph Mitola III. The latin word ‘Cognoscere’
forms the root of term ‘Cognition’. It means ‘to know’ [4].
CRs have the capability to sense the radio environment. They
can choose the portion of spectrum that is unused. These
portions are referred to as Spectrum holes or white spaces (as
shown in figure 1). Thereafter, the data can be transmitted on
this chosen band without interference with the licensed user.
Primary Users (PU) are users having access rights to
licensed spectrum band. On the other hand, Secondary Users
(SU), have cognitive radio capabilities. They have the ability
to sense the surroundings for availability of unused band.
They request the PU to make use of this unused spectrum for
wireless communication. PU have higher priority over SU.
SUs ensures that they do not cause interference to PUs.
Cognition cycle involves the function of sensing the
spectrum, making a decision about the hole and the licensed
user, sharing the spectrum and mobility of secondary user in
case a licensed user is detected. Accordingly, the four phases
of cognition cycle can be described as: Spectrum Sensing is
one of an important building block of cognitive radio. It
involves the task of sensing the radio environment for the
presence of spectrum holes and detection of PUs. Spectrum
decision decides for the optimum selection of spectrum hole to
transmit the data. As there are several CR users sharing the
same spectrum, there is a need for a mechanism which
coordinates the network access to all specified users. This can
be defined under Spectrum Sharing. Under Spectrum Mobility
if any primary licensed user is detected, then the CR should
seamlessly switch over to some other suitable spectrum hole
for further transmission [5]. Spectrum sensing encounters the
issues like fading, shadowing and noise uncertainty. The
scheme of cooperation has been suggested by researchers as
an answer to these problems [6]. Here, CR users cooperate to
share their sensing information for making a combined
decision which is usually more accurate than individual
decision. It reduces the probability of false alarm and misdetection. Moreover, it solves the hidden primary user
problem and reduces the sensing time [7].
The raw or processed data from each user is sent to a data
fusion centre. It processes this collected data and finally
makes a decision. The implementation of Cooperative sensing
can be classified as Centralized Sensing [8], Distributed
Sensing [9] , External Sensing and Relay Assisted Sensing [6]
depending on presence of fusion centre or use of multi-hop for
sensing.
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The rest of the paper is divided into six sections. The
hypothesis governing the absence or presence of licensed user
is presented in Section II. Section III highlights the techniques
employed for carrying spectrum sensing. Section IV presents
the latest trends in the domain of study. The research
challenges are described in Section V. Finally the paper is
concluded in section VI and is appended with references.
II.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The frame structure of a CR (as depicted in figure 2)
consists of sensing time Ts followed by data transmission time
Tt [10] i.e Ts + Tt = Tf ; Where Tf is the frame period and the
sensing frequency is 1/Ts.

{
| }
(3)
Probability of false alarm: is probability that CR user will
declare the presence of Primary user when it is actually not
present.
{
| }
(4)
Probability of miss detection: Probability of missing the
signal when it was actually present.
{
| }
(5)
Probability of accurate detection: It is sum of probability
of detection if PU is present and probability of no detection as
PU is absent.
{

Spectrum sensing can be formulated with two hypotheses :

III.

H0: Channel is vacant temporarily i.e PU is absent
H1: Channel is occupied i.e PU is present
Thus the spectrum sensing problem is to decide between
Null Hypothesis H0:
Y[n] = U[n]
Alternate Hypothesis H1:

:PU is absent

(1)

Y[n] = h. X[n] + U[n]
:PU is present
(2)
Here n = 1,2,3…..N, where N is the number of samples
and h is the channel gain. It is considered equal to 0 under null
hypothesis H0 and 1 under alternate hypothesis H1.
Y[n] is sensed signal by SU. X[n] represents the primary
signal. It is assumed to be i.i.d (independent and identically
distributed) random process with mean zero and variance
[|
| ]
. U[n] represents noise added by the
wireless channel. It is assumed to be Gaussian and i.i.d
| ]
random process with mean zero and variance [|

|

}

{

|

}

(6)

SPECTRUM SENSING TECHNIQUES

The main objective of sensing methods is to detect the
spectrum holes so that the SU can use these vacant bands. The
methods for spectrum sensing are classified in figure 3 and the
description of each is given in the following sub-section.
A. Prior Information Needing
1) Matched Filtering (MF)
In this methodology, the concept of matched filter
detection technique is applied. Here an unknown signal
is convolved with filter impulse signal
.Prior knowledge
of bandwidth requirement, operating frequency, frame format,
pulse shaping and modulation types etc is needed [11]. The
advantage offered by Matched filtering technique is that it
offers high probability of detection in less sensing time. It is
considered as the best method in this category. Even with less
signal samples detection is good. It is robust to noise
uncertainty. Moreover, it offers good detection even at low
SNR. On the other hand, the implementation is quite complex
and involves large power consumption. In addition, there is a
need for precise information about certain waveform patterns
of PU [12].

Fig. 2. Frame Structure of Cognitive Radio

A threshold is defined as per the specification of grade of
services. If test value of Y[n] is greater than threshold then,
alternate hypothesis H1 is assumed to be accepted else null
hypothesis H0 is accepted.

Fig. 3. Classification of Spectrum Sensing Techniques

Sensing accuracy is determined by Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves. These curves are the plot of
probability of false alarm with probability of accurate
detection or plot of probability of miss detection with
probability of false alarm. These probabilities can be
formulated as under:

2) Cyclostationary Detection (CSD)
This method utilizes the cyclostationary features like
operating frequency, required bandwidth, frame format and
modulation types from received signal of PU statistics like
mean, cyclic correlation and autocorrelation. Periodicity in the
signal causes cyclostationary features [13].

Probability of detection: It is the probability that CR user
will declare the presence of PU truly when it is present. A
miss in detection of PU will lead to interference with the PU.

The robustness to uncertainty in noise power and
propagation channel makes it attractive. However, there is
need for high sampling rate. As large number of samples are
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needed, it adds to the complexity. Also, the sensing time is
high [14].
3) Coherent detection
In coherent detection, preambles, mid-ambles and pilot
patterns are regularly transmitted. A preamble is a sequence
(known already) which is sent before each slot. The sequence
which is transmitted in the middle of the slot is known as midamble. When the information of these known patterns is
available, received signal is correlated with its own known
copy. Thus it assists in signal detection [10].
When there is long known primary signal pattern, the
accuracy gets better. The stumbling block of this method is
that huge amount of PU information is needed for the signal
patterns to witness high performance. But it is not practically
possible to achieve such large amount of information.
Coherent detection technique is more reliable and has less
convergence time than energy detector technique [15].
4) Radio Identification Based Detection
The main concept used in this technique is to identify the
presence of some known technology and to achieve
communication using this technology. If the technology used
by primary user for transmission is known, then good
knowledge can be derived about the spectrum characteristics.
In addition it imparts higher accuracy. Eg: if the primary user
is using bluetooth, then the CR can use this information to
gain some knowledge in space dimension. Here, it uses the
knowledge that bluetooth operates in the range of 10m. Then
CR device may use bluetooth to communicate for some
applications in the range supported by bluetooth. The
detection process is highly accurate, has average sensing time.
Also, it is robust to SNR. Never-the-less, high power
consumption due high complexity makes it unattractive [16].
B. Blind Detection
1) Energy Detector
Energy detector is the most commonly used method
commercially. The decision is made by comparing the output
of signal detector with a fixed threshold value which helps in
deciding the presence or absence of PU [16]. The attractive
features of this methodology are that it is simple and easy to
implement. It requires less sensing time and has low power
consumption. Nonetheless, the noise uncertainty leads to
increase in probability of false alarm. It is very unreliable in
low SNR regime. Also, it is unable to distinguish between PU
from other signal source. This technique has low accuracy as
compared to other techniques [17] [18]. An energy detector is
ineffective in detecting spread spectrum signals [19].
2) Co-variance Based Sensing
The spectrum sensing using co-variance technique works
on the concept of comparison between covariance of the
detected signal with the covariance of noise [20].The
probability to differentiate between signal and noise is too
high even at low values of SNR. The power consumed is low
though increased complexity, increased computational
overhead are the weakness of this methodology. Moreover, it
has low detection performance and proves inefficient in case
of spread spectrum signal [21].

IV.

CURRENT TRENDS

The current trends in spectrum sensing jointly deals with
several attributes, addresses a trade-off between this
parameters and suggests algorithms to converge to an optimal
solution.
Rashid in [22] proposed a fast-convergence particle swarm
optimization (FC-PSO) scheme. It is fine sensing scheme to
find a trade-off between sensing time and throughput. The
parameters considered in the study are detection performance,
optimization time, and SU gain. The paper utilized energy
detection scheme for in-band spectrum sensing. Detection
performance, optimization time, and SU gain are some of the
key parameters considered in this paper. A trade-off problem
was formulated between the stopping threshold, sensing
performance and the optimization time. Traditionally, the
stopping criterion was based on measurement of error or
limiting the maximum number of iterations. However, FCPCO algorithm imposed a limit rule to stop the evaluation.
When a certain number of particles reach a global optimum,
the algorithm stopped. This is based on the fact that the
remaining particles will not produce any new information and
will be a waste of computational resources.
Additionally, the proposed algorithm was compared with
Exhaustive Search Algorithm, Golden Section Search (GSS)
algorithm, Artificial Immune System (AIS) algorithm, PSO
algorithm. It was concluded that proposed FC-PSO algorithm
has fastest convergence time, better computational complexity
and was energy efficient.
However, as the frame duration is kept constant in this
research, the future direction steer towards the study of frame
optimization. Additionally, the factors affecting the choice of
threshold, is unknown. So, methodologies can be devised to
search for the best threshold value. Further, in order to detect a
PU using cooperative spectrum sensing, a joint decision of an
optimum number of users can be taken.
Serkan in [23] proposed a novel spectrum sensing scheme
of SU and PU users without any prior knowledge. Here, a
known amount of noise is intentionally added at the sensing
side. Thus the sensing detector becomes unaffected to signal
and noise types, thereby diminishing the problem of noise
uncertainty. As this additional noise is removed after the
sensing process, there is no effect on the transmission process.
This scheme has been found to be robust under Rician and
Nakagami fading models. The performance analysis of the
algorithm was carried on real data and the experimental results
showed probability of detection to be 0.90 for SNR values of 10dB.
Xiguang in [24] utilizes Kernel Least Mean Square
(KLMS) algorithm for proposing a novel cooperative
spectrum sensing scheme. Each SU uses energy detection
technique to take a binary decision for spectrum sensing. This
decision, based on KLMS algorithm, is sent to fusion center to
make the final decision on the status of occupancy of the
spectrum. The proposed technique can keep track of changing
environment and increase the reliability of decisions in FC
considerably because KLMS performs very well in judging a
complex non-linear mapping in an online manner. The Monte-
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Carlo simulations confirm the desirable performance of this
innovative scheme.

chosen as 6MHz. The probability that the frequency band is
active was taken as 0.2.

In this paper, ROC curves are presented showing the
comparison of proposed scheme with some of the existing
schemes like Energy Detector, Cooperative Energy Detection,
Anderson-Darling based detection and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
based detection. It was shown that the new technique provided
a maximum probability detection of 0.984 as compared to the
above mentioned techniques for probability of false alarm of
0.1 and average SNR of -8dB.

Tevfik in [10] presented a survey and comparison of
various techniques used for spectrum sensing such as energy
detector based, waveform based, cyclostationary based, radio
identification based and matched filtering based. It describes
various aspects of spectrum sensing for cognitive radio. The
concept of sensing in multi-dimension like frequency, time,
space, code and angle was also introduced. Further, the
various challenges associated with spectrum sensing were
studied. Additionally, the fundamental behind cooperative
sensing and its several types was explained

Bagheri in [25] has derived analytical expressions for
Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) and Square Law
Combining (SLC) schemes. Each secondary user senses the
spectrum with Energy Detectors. The channels were modelled
as Nakagami-m multipath fading and lognormal shadowing.
K-out-of-n fusion decision rule was used. The Least Mean
Square (LMS) algorithm was utilized at the fusion centre to
detect presence or absence of PU.
Xin-Lin in [26] derived a mathematical model between
spectrum sensing frequency and number of remaining packets
that need to be sent; spectrum sensing frequency and the new
channel availability time during which the cognitive radio
networks is allowed to use a new channel (after the current
channel is re-occupied by primary users) to continue to
transmit the packet. Spectrum sensing frequency is how
frequently a CR user detects the free spectrum.
Higher spectrum sensing frequency increases Media
Access Control (MAC) layer processing overhead and delay.
This can cause some multimedia packets to miss the receiving
deadline. Thus the multimedia quality at the receiver side is
decreased. A smaller number of remaining packets and a
larger value of new channel availability time will help to
transmit multimedia packets within a delay deadline. HughesHartogs and DPSO algorithms are used to obtain the optimal
solution in multi-channel case.
Herath in [27] studied the performance of the energy
detector with diversity reception. The fading Channels used in
the study were Nakagami-m and Rician fading channel.
Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC), Equal Gain Combining
(EGC) and Selection Combining (SC) diversity schemes were
utilized. For the EGC diversity case, with Nakagami-m
fading, 𝑑 expressions are derived for the cases 𝐿 = 2, 3, 4 and
𝐿 > 4. For the SC diversity case, with Nakagami-m fading, 𝑑
expressions are derived for the cases when 𝐿 > = 2. Here, L is
number of diversity branches.
Stotas in [28] proposed a novel method to address the
sensing-throughput problem. Here, both sensing time and
throughput were maximized. Spectrum sensing and
transmission of data was done at the same time for whole
frame duration. A time slot was allocated for spectrum sensing
at the beginning of each frame. During this slot, data
transmission was prohibited. This resulted in less false alarms
and better probability of detection. Energy detectors were
employed for spectrum sensing. The frame duration was fixed
at 100ms. The received SNR from SU was kept at 20dB. The
bandwidth of the channel and the sampling frequency was

Liang in [29] mathematically formulated a sensingthroughput problem and validated the same with simulations.
It considered the issue of modelling the sensing time while
maximizing the throughput for the SU under the constraint
that the interest of PUs was sufficiently guarded. The sensing
scheme used for the same was energy detection. The frame
duration was fixed at 100ms, SNR of PU at secondary receiver
was taken as -20dB with 6Mhz Channel and Pd = 0.9. It was
researched that optimal sensing time that gave highest
throughput was 14.2 ms. On employing distributed spectrum
sensing the optimal sensing time reduced to 9.5ms. For
distributed spectrum sensing, 4 distributed SUs were utilized
which worked cooperatively to carry out sensing using LogicAND decision fusion rule.
Kim in [18] proposed an optimal in-band sensing
scheduling algorithm. The sensing-time and sensing-frequency
of energy and feature detection were optimized. The factors
taken into consideration were noise uncertainty and inter-CRN
interference. It was observed that energy detection above
average Received Signal Strength (aRSSthreshold) incurred at
most 0.385% of sensing overhead. This overhead was
compared with three feature detectors: pilot-location
detection, PN511 detection, cyclostationary detection. In this
paper, aRSSthreshold was varied from -114.6 dBm to -109.9
dBm. The noise uncertainty values were kept between 0.5 dB
to 2 dB and -112.9 dBm to -110.5 dBm. The interfering
Cognitive Radio Networks were in the range of 1 to 6.
V.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES

There are several factors inspiring the scientists across the
globe to study the problems faced during sensing. These
factors need to be addressed jointly to converge to an optimum
solution.
 The information regarding the presence of PU is
mostly missing in commercialized applications of
wireless communication systems. Another hurdle is the
inability to distinguish between PU and the noise.
Therefore the need for blind algorithms to sense the PU
is obvious as the algorithms perform without prior
information about the channel or primary signals.
 As the SNR values at the sensing detector side can be
as low as -1dB, hence the need is to have the detectors
which are agile enough to detect under low SNR
values.
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Depending on the type of application, the
communication channel is prone to several types of
noises. At the sensing detector, there is always a noise
uncertainty. Thus detection process should be robust
with constraint of noise uncertainty.



The sensing time should be as small as possible so as
to not compromise with the throughput. Thus the need
is to have fast and less complex sensing operations.



The selection of optimum threshold values for
spectrum sensing techniques like Energy detection is
critical because this forms the basis for decision for
absence or presence of PU.



Various types of feature detectors can be compared
with the energy detectors.



Delay analysis in distributed schemes: Distributed
cooperative sensing schemes utilizes a repetitive
procedure to make a final cooperative decision. This
leads to cooperative sensing delay. If to converge to a
decision, a large number of iteration is needed, then
report delays would be large. Thus, delay analysis and
the time taken to converge to a decision needs to be
jointly examined [6] [30].



Cooperation-Processing Trade-Off: If there are large
number of cooperative users, probability of detection
increase even if there are low-sensitive detectors
possessed by each user. A detector with less sensitivity
requirement leads to shorter sensing time and therefore
less local processing.

However, large number of cooperative users causes large
overhead as there is large volume of data that needs to be
reported and centrally processed. This increased overhead
causes an increase in the sensing time and the processing of
data. Thus there is a need for a trade-off between them.




Reactive Vs. Proactive Sensing: In reactive sensing
scheme, the spectrum sensing is performed only when
data needs to be transmitted. In contrast, proactive
schemes maintain a list of idle licensed bands available
for opportunistic access. The later scheme helps in
reduction of sensing time. However, both the
mentioned spectrum sensing techniques involve high
sensing overhead. The reduction of sensing overhead
thus is always a challenge. The applications which are
very sensitive to delays may find proactive sensing
attractive. For instance, while searching an overcrowded band with few spectrum holes may increase
delay considerably if on-demand scheme is followed.
While, the applications having energy efficiency
constraints but are delay tolerant may prefer reactive
sensing. Thus a CR needs to adapt to either of the
sensing mode (reactive or proactive) in order to
achieve optimum performance. The implementation of
such system requires parameters to be optimized [31].
Rate-Reliability Trade-Off: Whenever a PU is detected,
the CR user needs to stop transmission and relocate to
a new idle band. Though the delays associated with
these relocations may be reduced using proactive

scheme, yet cognitive users have to bear Quality of
Service (QoS) degradation. This is due to the fact that
communication peers have to coordinate for the
frequency transition. The communication reliability
can be increased by spreading the transmission data
over wide spectrum. So that, if a PU reclaims this
band, it affects only a small portion of cognitive user’s
bandwidth. At the receiver side, the data from several
frequency chunks can be combined to form a reliable
CR link. Orthogonal-Frequency-Division-Multiplexing
(OFDM) can be utilized for this purpose due to its
inherent flexibility in using non-adjacent frequency
bands. The challenge posed by this method is that
additional temporal or spectral resources have to be
allocated for periodic sensing of these extra frequency
bands which reduces the effective data rate of CR user
[30].
 Sensing-Throughput: If the sensing time is increased, it
increases the probability of detection
and decreases
the probability of false alarm . However this results
in decreased transmission time
. This results in
reduced throughput of CR. Thus, sensing time and
throughput needs to be optimized [22] [29].
 Reporting Time - Sensing Time: Jaewoo in [32]
formulated a problem to maximize the average
capacity of SU by jointly taking into account the
sensing time, reporting time, a fusion scheme and soft
combination at fusion centre. Also, a limited reporting
scheme for a multiband cooperative spectrum sensing
was proposed. This scheme proved useful in increasing
the average SU capacity by reducing the reporting
overhead while providing desirable protection to
primary user’s interest. Probability of false alarm was
also calculated. It was inferred that with 40 cooperative
users, the proposed scheme gave a rise of 21% in
average capacity of SU as compared to conventional
schemes.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Radio spectrum is scarce. Therefore there is a need to
efficiently utilize it. Cognitive radios employ the concept of
dynamic spectrum reuse. They intelligently identify the
spectrum holes in licensed-bands which are used by primary
users, and dynamically allow the secondary users to transmit
in these spaces. The absence or presence of a licensed user is
governed by null hypothesis or alternate hypothesis. The
spectrum sensing techniques can sense with prior knowledge
of signal and power or can use blind detection techniques.
When a large number of cognitive users operate in
cooperation, then the probability of false alarm reduces.
Further, this provides answer to issues like hidden primary
user problem, fading, shadowing and noise uncertainty. This
article reviews the ongoing research in the domain of
spectrum sensing. Here types of channel modelled, various
spectrum sensing techniques employed, diversity combining
schemes used, traditional and optimised algorithms at the
fusion centre are discussed.
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VII. OPEN PROBLEM
The future directions in this domain hold the need for
optimization of techniques used in spectrum sensing and
cooperative spectrum sensing. The attributes that can be
investigated are probability of false alarm, probability of
detection, SNR values, throughput, sensing time etc. The issue
like selection of threshold value to detect the PU needs to be
studied. The sensing time should be as small as possible but
not at the cost of throughput. Moreover, sensing can be done
on demand or proactive basis.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a wireless Multiple Smart
Sensor System (MSSS) in conjunction with a smartphone to
enable an unobtrusive monitoring of electrocardiogram (ear-lead
ECG) integrated with multiple sensor system which includes core
body temperature and blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) for
ambulatory patients. The proposed behind-the-ear device makes
the system desirable to measure ECG data: technically less
complex, physically attached to non-hair regions, hence more
suitable for long term use, and user friendly as no need to
undress the top garment. The proposed smart sensor device is
similar to the hearing aid device and is wirelessly connected to a
smartphone for physiological data transmission and displaying.
This device not only gives access to the core temperature and
ECG from the ear, but also the device can be controlled
(removed and reapplied) by the patient at any time, thus
increasing the usability of personal healthcare applications. A
number of combination ECG electrodes, which are based on the
area of the electrode and dry/non-dry nature of the surface of the
electrodes are tested at various locations near behind the ear.
The best ECG electrode is then chosen based on the Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) of the measured ECG signals. These
electrodes showed acceptable SNR ratio of ~20 db, which is
comparable with existing tradition ECG electrodes. The
developed ECG electrode systems is then integrated with
commercially available PPG sensor (Amperor pulse oximeter)
and core body temperature sensor (MLX90614) using a
specialized micro controller (Arduino UNO) and the results
monitored using a newly developed smartphone (android)
application.
Keywords—wireless body area networks; body-worn sensors;
ECG; core body temperature; oxygen saturation level (SpO2);
biosensor integration; m-health

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of wireless technologies brings new
innovative ideas that enables continuous real-time remote
patient monitoring in healthcare services using compact
wireless body sensors. The services and technologies provide

relatively uncontroversial, well-communicated and monitoring
devices, developed to give more affordable solutions
specifically for mobile healthcare, such as daily activity
monitoring, personal healthcare and monitoring systems, and
body sensor systems that can alert the clinicians via the
patients’ mobile phones. New trend in remote patient
monitoring is moving toward the use of personal mobile
devices compatible with multiple biomedical sensors using
wireless communication, such as Bluetooth and Zigbee [1].
In practice, this recent mobile health (m-Health) technology
enables to see the people’s daily activity in their smartphones.
In addition, these mobile-based portable embedded devices
will provide platforms to monitor their critical physiological
data continuously and remotely. An assessment report has been
prepared for the European Union regarding the effectiveness of
m-Health in biomedical applications and the diagnosis of the
diseases in 2013. According to this report, m-Health
applications could save €99 billion in healthcare costs in the
EU and add €93 billion to the EU GDP in 2017, if its adoption
is encouraged [2].
An integrated wearable monitoring system, which aim to
bring compact body sensors such as electrocardiography
(ECG), blood pressure, photoplethysmography (PPG), core
body temperature (CBT), heart rate, pulse oximetry, and EEG
together forms the concept of a wireless body area network
(WBAN) or personal area network (PAN) and displays the
physiological signals on a monitoring device. One of the
benefits that PAN systems bring is the ability to integrate
multiple intelligent sensors, wireless connectivity and a battery
into a wearable patch unit that sends the physiological data to a
mobile device. Figure 1 indicates the concept of a typical
WBAN where the general tasks of the electronics designer are
compactness, integration of body sensors and wireless
connectivity, including a telemedicine system, which can alert
a clinician when life-threatening changes occur or to provide a
feedback to the patient to help maintain an optimal health
status using Cloud health services.
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sensor integration by sealing into an ear mold. Thirdly, the
collected health data in the microcontroller unit (MCU) are
wirelessly transferred to an Android smartphone and an
application is written to display ECG, CBT and PPG data.
Another aim of this paper was to investigate ECG signals when
different types of electrodes (gel and dry electrodes) have been
placed on different locations on the body, such as chest, ear
and arm regions. Moreover, this design is less disrupted by
motion artifacts for ear-lead ECG monitoring when compared
to the previous work which is done by Da He [27] using two
ECG sensors. In the future, this option not only gives flexibility
to the patient, but also can give the clinicians to access the
physiological data in real time via online access from personal
healthcare records.
Fig. 1. Typical personal health system with integrated sensor network
(wireless body area network)

Here, we examine a continuous, wearable and wireless
critical-sign patient monitoring system which was focused on
integrating ECG sensors placed behind the ear; CBT sensor
placed in the ear; and PPG sensor clipped on the finger. The
reason for choosing the ear as a location in these experiments is
that it makes possible to measure ECG and CBT together with
subject comfortless of ECG monitoring. Behind the ear region
has less hair than chest and non-hair regions give more
suitability for long term use of ECG monitoring. Moreover, the
preparation of skin will not be a necessity and it will not be
difficult to remove the sensors that bring a user-friendly
perspective to the patients and clinicians.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) the typical 3-lead ECG monitoring system; (b) ear-tympanic
device to measure core body temperature; (c) the reflective PPG sensor to
measure blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) and heart rate

This paper aims to advance the ambulatory ECG treatments
by proposing a wearable behind-the-ear smart sensor that
transmits integrated physiological data wirelessly to a
smartphone and monitors ECG, CBT, heart rate and SpO2.
Since most conventional systems take each data separately and
from different locations on the body (see in Figure 2), the
proposed work based on ear-lead ECG monitoring integrated
with the multisensory system is important for many reasons.
Firstly, this is the first attempt of ear-lead ECG monitoring to
be integrated with two other body-sensors, PPG and tympanic
sensors to measure heart rate, SpO2 and CBT respectively.
Secondly, a smart sensor system is developed that facilitates

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 includes related works on this topic and deals with
the problem formulation; Section 3 explains the system
description of the work; Section 4 illustrates experimental
results and analysis of ear-lead ECG using different sensors
onto the different locations of the body; and also the
demonstrations of CBT and PPG sensors. Section 4 also draws
the combining ECG sensing unit with the integrated CBT and
PPG sensors, and demonstrates wireless transmission between
integrated MCU unit and a smartphone; finally conclusion and
discussion are presented in Section 5.
II.

RELATED WORK

When a ubiquitous smart sensor is developed, there should
be basic components that should be considered: easy-to-use,
mobility, accuracy, and security. There are currently many
ongoing researches that investigate various solutions on the
design of wireless personal healthcare monitoring devices [35]. Lee et al. developed a mobile phone based ECG monitoring
application. The system describes the design and
implementation of a prototype tele-health system which
monitored physiological signals of patients in real-time [4].
Sanches et al. designed an electronic temperature sensor within
a headset Bluetooth device that sends the temperature
measurements to a mobile phone. The proposed system
measures central body temperature continuously at the ear [6].
Jung et al. proposed a wireless body sensor platform called
‘Virtual Cuff’ that comprises PPG and ECG sensors to estimate
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (BP). The presented work
fuses data from various sensors, including ECG, PPG,
accelerometer, and GPS, for extrapolating BP information
using signal characteristics that are derived from PPG and ECG
waveforms [7]. Do Valle et al. examined [8] a behind-the-ear
device that records EEG measurements on smartphone
continuously and then uploads the patients’ data to a secure
server. Song et al. developed a body monitoring system design
based on android smartphone including three main functions
such as brainwave capture (EEG), ECG and temperature.
These data are gathered by hardware and sent to the Bluetooth
receiving device of android smartphone [9]. Boano et al.
managed to measure core body temperature (CBT) on
ambulatory patients and exercising athletes using a wireless
wearable device that measures the tympanic temperature at the
ear. The CBT data is transmitted via ATmega128RFA1 chip
based on ZigBee communication which is different from other
studies [10].
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The authors of [11] proposed an ultra-wearable smart
sensor system which combines ECG, tri-axial accelerometer,
and GPS sensors to measure normal or elderly person’s daily
activities. This device also encompasses voice biofeedback and
data fusion technologies in order to accommodate future needs
and to make the smart sensor much better. The hardware unit
of the system consists of a TI MSP430 microprocessor,
Bluetooth wireless transmission to PC client software, micro
SD card storage, and LCD display. The embedded algorithm
combines two sensors for noise reduction, and utilizes voice
biofeedback for exercise overload warning. Hernandez et al.
demonstrated [12] that motion sensors of a smartphone can be
used to recover heart and breathing rates of the users during
stationary positions and activities while the smartphone was
being carried in a bag or pocket or even during listening on the
phone. They developed these rates from accelerometer data and
compared them with measurements obtained with FDA-cleared
sensors by evaluating effective accuracy numbers. Hii et al.
presented [13] a comprehensive ubiquitous healthcare solution
which includes a real time ECG monitoring and analyzing
system based on an Android mobile device and also provides
medicine care assistance. Wireless sensor network (WSN)
technology is used in this system in order to transmit ECG data
wirelessly from the patient’s body to a smartphone device. As
for medicine care assistance, barcode technology is applied to
assist out-patients in medication administration, by capturing
and decoding the barcode on medicines using the smartphone’s
embedded camera.
Wahl and his co-workers designed [15] an eyeglass
(WISEglass) that consists of inertial motion, environmental
light, and pulse sensors, processing and wireless data
transmission functionality and also a rechargeable battery. The
users will be able to monitor their daily activity recognition,
screen-use detection, and heart rate estimation, because of
having accelerometer, gyroscope and pulse sensors in itself.
Regarding the work in ear-worn devices, the authors in [16]
attempted to develop probes for Heart-phone to make such an
unobtrusive earphone to measure heart rate using PPG
technology. According to their design, the reflective photo
sensor is embedded into each earbud on a pair of regular
earphones. To obtain measurements, the sensor earphones are
inserted into the ear and positioned such that the reflective
photo sensor is against the inner side of ear. Then they can
measure the amount of the reflected light from the blood
vessels in the region. Moron et al. studied [17] on the technical
performance of medical wireless personal area network
(WPANs) that are based on smartphones. According to their
telemedicine prototype, an Android based smartphone acts as a
gateway between a set of wireless medical sensors and a data
server. They also wanted to see the differences while
modifying the smartphone model, the type of sensors
connected to the WPAN, the use of other peripherals such as
GPS receiver, the impact of the use of the Wi-Fi interface. The
authors of [18] presented a wearable monitoring system to
measure the driver alertness, evaluated by a smartwatch device
based on fusion of direct and indirect method. The driver
chronic physiological state is monitored by adopting a PPG
sensor on the driver’s finger that is connected to a wrist-type
wearable device. A Bluetooth low energy module connected to
the wearable device transmits the PPG data to the smartwatch

in real-time. Lin et al. [20] proposed a wearable PPG sensor
module based on a Programmable System on a Chip (PSoC), in
the course of driving. It transmits measured PPG signal from
earlobe to a smartphone via Bluetooth. On the smartphone, a
heart rate (HR) detection algorithm is implemented. When the
abnormal HR is detected, the smartphone uses the sound and
vibration to warn the driver using a magnetic ring. At the same
time, physiological data and GPS location are also be
transmitted to a data server (healthcare server system) via the
3G mobile network, so that the staff in the server system can
monitor the recent information and monitor the driver’s status.
The brief summary of this literature review finds the use of
the modern communication technology for data exchange
between ambulatory patients and mobile devices by combining
several sensors in one typical system. This is one of the key
factors to make m-Health platform much more desirable.
However, conventional ECG monitoring systems, mentioned in
the literature work, are measured from the chest and require
more than 3 sensors in some cases. While trying to get ECG
data from the chest, it is an undesirable method to integrate
ECG sensors with other multiple sensors on the body, causing
complexity for the whole system. This complexity would
increase the noise level of each sensor and also the power
requirement for the system. In the proposed sensor system, we
are focusing the combination of an ear-lead ECG monitoring
with integrated CBT and PPG multisensory system for mhealth applications. In order to avoid complexities, ear-lead
ECG method was used to avoid hairy region and easy-to -use
perspectives. The proposed m-health application is not only a
solution for the complexities involved in traditional of ECG
monitoring system, but also enables an integrated and
personalized smart device.
III.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The smart sensor platform was developed to experimentally
combine three different body sensors and monitor regarded
vital signals on the smartphone. The three sensors of the
proposed system are ECG with behind the ear electrode, core
body temperature (tympanic sensor in the ear canal), and both
heart rate and blood oxygen saturation (PPG from the finger),
and then the detected signals are communicated to a mobile
client by using Bluetooth connection. The ECG and CBT
sensors for displaying the physiological data are integrated in
the form of an earbud. PPG sensor was attached onto the finger
and connected to the microcontroller unit (MCU). Afterwards,
the physiological signals are monitored on the mobile phone.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the smart sensor system.

Fig. 3. System block diagram
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A. ECG Sensing Unit
As can be seen from the block diagram, ECG and CBT
sensors were deployed together because of leading sensors near
the ear location, but PPG sensor is clipped onto the finger.
Three ECG sensors in different sizes were used and tested
using both gel and dry electrodes. Table 1 lists the properties of
three commercially available electrodes, which were used in
the experiments. In the proposed system, the first electrode of
three-electrode setup was placed behind the ear; the second
electrode was attached on the upper neck area, and the last
electrode was placed on the arm. Initially, two types of gel
(adhesive Ag-AgCl) electrodes were used to get ECG data
from the ear. One of the gel electrodes was known as
‘Covidien electrode’, which has a diameter of 24 mm, and the
second electrode was slightly bigger, which has a diameter of
38 mm. Both electrodes are of 1 mm of thickness. After using
these two gel electrodes, a number of dry electrodes were
applied to the skin to detect ECG signals. The dimensions of
this dry electrode are 10 mm (diameter) and 2 mm (thickness).
Figure 4 shows the photographs of used electrodes.
TABLE I.

C. PPG Sensing Unit
The finger-worn PPG sensor consists of a transductor
which initiates two LEDs and a photodiode detector. One of
the LEDs emits red light (with a wavelength of  = 660 nm)
and other LED performs an infrared light (with a wavelength
of  = 880 nm). This technique is known as PPG
(photoplethysmography) and the PPG sensor is based on the
theory that the colour of blood range depends on the oxygen it
contains. For instance, hemoglobin particularly reflects more
red light and the PPG sensor detects oxygen saturation in the
blood (SpO2). For our test-bed application regarding PPG
sensor unit, we measured both oxygen level in the blood
(SpO2) and heart rate together using Amperor Bluetooth Finger
PPG sensor [24] which is shown in Figure 6. Proposed smart
sensor system incorporates a Bluetooth connection to get heart
rate and SpO2 from PPG sensor.

THE PROPERTIES OF ELECTRODES USED FOR THE
EXPERIMENTS

Name

Type

E1
E2
E3

Gel
Gel
Dry/Non-gel

Size – diameter x
thickness (mm)
38x1
24x1
10x2
Fig. 6. Bluetooth finger PPG sensor

Fig. 4. Three ECG electrodes (from-left-to-right): E2, E1, and E3 (Table 1)

B. CBT Sensing Unit
In the proposed smart sensor system, we have used a
thermopile sensor that is a non-contact sensor for measuring
core body temperature (CBT). Because tympanic temperature
directly reflects the core temperature of the carotid artery [28],
we have proposed an ear-bud design of infrared tympanic
sensor that can continuously measure the temperature of the
tympanic membrane. This design connects with an MCU
which is the core controller of the whole smart sensor system
to perform signal processing. The thermopile sensor
(MLX90614) [22] gives a very sensitive information regarding
the core temperature with 17 bit ADC resolutions, thus this
could be in some cases 0.0034 °C. Figure 5 illustrates the
proposed design of CBT sensing unit and embedded
thermopile sensor together.
(a)

(b)

The analog signals from the sensors are conditioned at the
wearable hardware unit to levels suitable for digitization and
processing. Two stage amplification units were used with gain
of 10 and 100 to avoid the noises overriding the ECG signals,
which is achieved by an instrumentation amplifier, and a
micro-power operational amplifier, respectively. The ECG
signals are restricted in bandwidth of 0.5-100 Hz using a high
pass and low pass filters after the first and second steps of
amplification, respectively. The power line interference in the
ECG signal is filtered using a 50 Hz notch filter to avoid loss
of 50 Hz component of the ECG signals. The PPG sensor
probe has an infrared source at 880 nm and the photodetector
giving current output, which is converted to voltage by an
instrumentation amplifier with gain 10 and using high and low
pass filters between 0.5 and 20 Hz. The CBT sensing block
consists of a calibration circuit and a high gain amplifier with
10. The system runs from a lithium-battery (see in Figure7)
which has a capacity of 500mAh, and lasts approximately 30
hours, depends on working with Bluetooth as it consumes a
significant proportion of whole power assumption. The
prototype ear-bud device was designed in SolidWorks and
created using a 3D printer. The design is shown in Figure 5(a),
measures 8.5 cm within cables and sits behind the patient’s ear
(mastoid area). The design was made using flexible unit to
move around the ear and conform better to the ear so that it
helps to secure the device.
IV.

Fig. 5. CBT sensing components: (a) The proposed earphone-type infrared
sensor, (b) infrared thermopile sensor

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the experimental tests and results were
demonstrated individually from ECG, CBT and PPG sensors
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(b)

into a Matlab program. The impact of using different type of
electrodes (gel and dry) was drawn for ECG monitoring
system. Ear-lead ECG monitoring was compared to
conventional chest-lead model and different scenarios were
analysed as changing positions of ECG electrodes on the body
to clearly see which scenario gives the best SNR and least
noise. Furthermore, the integration of ECG, CBT and PPG
sensors into wearable hardware unit and transmission the
physiological data to the smartphone using Bluetooth radio
were demonstrated in this section.
A. ECG Experimental Results
Figure 7 shows the experimental setup for ECG monitoring
with wireless Android based smartphone. Figure 8a provides
basic components of a typical ECG signal including various
features (P, Q, R, S and T waves). A number of intervals can
be measured and analyzed from an ECG recording. A normal
ECG signal can give very important information regarding the
heart status during a cardiac cycle. The time between the
beginning of a particular point in a cardiac cycle and the
beginning of another particular point in the next cardiac cycle
is the interval between the beginning electrical responses of
those particular points in the heart. For example, the heart rate
can be measured by simply looking at R-R (beat-to-beat)
interval, which indicates the time between two consecutive
QRS complexes in an ECG recording. A sample ECG signal is
shown in Figure 8b including two successive beats (R-R
intervals and P-QRS-T complexes). This test signal is used to
compare with corrupted ECG signals from the sensor platform.
The SNRs of ECG signals in Table 2 are calculated by
differentiating between each signal in Figure 7 and this test
ECG signal, respectively.

Fig. 8. ECG Signal Components: (a) A typical ECG signals including PQRS-T morphology; (b) Test signal to be compared with the signals obtained
from our experiments

Figure 9 shows the placements and types of electrodes for
ECG measurements reported in this paper. Different scenarios
are drawn in the figure in order to see the important changes
and what kind of challenges there are. Another aim is also to
select the best unobtrusive scenario from the figure, according
to ECG signal qualities, and SNR. As can be seen from the
figure, the electrodes were placed on different locations on the
body such as ear, chest and arm. Both the standard three gel
Ag/AgCl electrodes and dry electrodes with different positions
were used to measure ECG signals.

Fig. 9. The locations and type of the ECG electrodes for the measurements
(Scenarios A – F)
Fig. 7. Experimental device of Arduino based ECG measurement system
with wireless smart phone monitoring
(a)

All of ECG signals shown in Figure 10 were measured in
lead I according to Einthoven’s triangle [19] using ECG
sampling module and rebuilt in Matlab without any software
de-noise for further study. Power consumption is critical for
such an application as this. The system runs from a lithiumbattery (see in Figure 4) which has a capacity of 500mAh, and
lasts approximately 30 hours, this depends on the use of
Bluetooth module as it consumes a significant proportion of the
available power.
Figure 10 indicates ECG results from each electrode and
each placement according to the scenarios which are shown in
Figure 9. The electrodes with larger array size exhibits less
noises due to larger skin-electrode contact area. Even the dry
electrode provided ECG signals from behind-the-ear that was
comparable to Ag/AgCl electrode. The figures illustrate clear
observations of the QRS complex and T-wave cardiac signs.
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the arm instead of the waist. After that, we implemented E2
electrodes for measuring ECG and, Figure 10(d) illustrates
ECG data taken from the chest and reference electrode was on
the waist. Using the same type of electrodes, Figure 10(e)
shows the ECG data coming from behind-the-ear and reference
electrode was on the waist. Lastly, Figure 10(f) shows ECG
signal using dry electrodes (E3 electrode) were placed behind
the ear; and DRL electrode was on the waist. The received
signal is accompanied with noise; however, R peaks (the most
dominant feature in the ECG cycle) could be identified. Figure
also illustrates that some distortions and fluctuations have
occurred during ECG recording due to body movements and
taking new position of ECG electrodes.

(a)

(b)

To further evaluate the performance of the electrodes, ECG
signals were analyzed to calculate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
using the following equation [14]:

(c)



SNR = 20 log(S/(S`- S))

where S is the filtered ECG signal with a frequency ranging
from 0.5 Hz to 100 Hz, and S` is defined as ECG signal
without filtering. Before calculation, the power line
interference (50 Hz) was removed from both signals. Table 2
summarizes the SNR of 6 different ECG results which are
represented in Figure 10 a-f, respectively.

(d)

TABLE II.

SNR OF ECG SIGNALS WITH DIFFERENT ELECTRODES AND
PLACEMENTS

Experiment
Scenario (see Fig 9)
Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C
Scenario D
Scenario E
Scenario F

(e)

SNR (dB)

Response Time (s)

25.21
17.27
12.95
21.23
15.34
10.92

0.85
1.17
1.80
0.90
1.25
~ 35

As seen from the results of Figure 10 and Table 2, it is
obvious the ECG signals from the chest (Scenario A and
Scenario D) are the best, in terms of the detections of various
parts of the ECG (P, Q, R, S and T) and they are less noisy too.
Moreover, when we compared Scenario A with Scenario D or
Scenario B with Scenario E, figures clearly show that E1
electrodes provides better ECG waveforms in terms of noise
than attached E2 electrodes due to larger skin-contact size. On
the other hand, after waiting some time (longer response time
as given Table 2) to remove unwanted distortions, the P wave
and QRS complex can be identified in Scenario F, which is the
most effective method because of the use of the dry electrodes.

(f)

Fig. 10. The measured ECG signals at various locations as illustrated in Fig.9
(a) Scenario A; (b) Scenario B; (c) Scenario C; (d) Scenario D; (e) Scenario
E; (f) Scenario F

As can be seen from Figure 9 and 10, E1 electrodes were
applied in the measurements from (a) to (c). Figure 10(a)
shows basic ECG measurement while two active electrodes
were placed on the chest and one reference DRL (driven-rightleg) electrode was attached on the waist. This is a typical way
of measuring ECG under the rule of 3-leads ECG recording
[26]. Figure 10(b) indicates the ECG data taken from behindthe-ear and reference electrode was placed on the waist and
Figure 10(c) shows the ECG signal for the same scenario as
those in Figure 10(b) while reference electrode was placed on

As the work is aimed at behind the ear electrodes for the
benefits already mentioned previously, it is clear from the
results, behind-ear electrodes still produces comparable signals
and hence usable for the purpose of convenient ECG detection.
While analyzing the concept of Scenario F, thus, dry electrodes
are chosen for detection of ECG waveforms and integration
with other body sensors together.
Furthermore, we monitored ECG signals (including QRS
complex) on an Android based smartphone including heart rate
(HR) as shown in Figure 11(b). Android was used because of
its widespread use and development and the software is
portable for coding within mobile devices. Additionally, it
allowed simplicity of integration with ECG sensors via
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Bluetooth. We also compared our ear-lead ECG results with
recently proposed by Da He [27] who worked to get ECG data
using behind-the-ear device (Figure 11a).

Our ECG Result

(a)

different environments (Figure 13). Researchers emphasize on
analysis of core body temperature variations to diagnose or
prevent serious diseases from heat illnesses. Heat illnesses can
range from mild (e.g. heat rashes, heat cramps, etc.) to more
severe health issues such as heat exhaustion and heat stroke
caused by heat stress. Heat stress (hyperthermia – Temp > 37
ºC) is a condition when an individual is exposed to moderate to
high temperatures from physical activity and some form of
dehydration. Symptoms include blood pressure changes,
increased heart rate and body temperature. The core body
temperature is between 98.6°F (37°C) and 104°F (40°C).
Symptoms include heavy sweating, rapid breathing, rapid yet
weak heart rate and low blood pressure. The core body
temperature exceeds 105°F (40.5°C), with symptoms including
dizziness, lack of sweating, rapid and strong heart rate, high
blood pressure [29]. Therefore, it is important to check out
CBT regularly in healthcare for prevention of heat related
diseases.
a)

b)
Bluetooth Module

(b)

CBT Sensor
MCU for CBT
Measurement

Fig. 11. (a) Compared our results with Da He’s work on detecting ECG
signals from the ear; (b) displaying our ECG data on the smartphone

B. CBT Experimental Results
Figure 12 shows the experimental device of CBT
measurement and display of CBT results on the smartphone.
Several analyses have been conducted on core body
temperature during exercises to observe the changes in

Temp (°C)

Temp (°C)

(c)

(b)

(d)
Temp (°C)

The results reveal that the proposed gel electrode with
reference electrode on the waist shows better signal quality and
performance than other proposed electrodes. The table also
indicates that once DRL electrodes placed on the waist, they
have better SNR ratio than placed on the arm. Dry electrodes
hold less signal quality than others, however, they still can be
used to get ECG signal from inner ear area which is very useful
for feasibility and interoperability issues. Response times of
each proposed electrode shows that a similar advance with
SNR ratio which means bigger size gel electrode gives a faster
response.

(a)

Temp (°C)

Figure 11a shows a comparison of ECG results taken from
the ear in Da He’s work and ours. As can be seen, only Rpeaks were detected including various noises in his results;
however, our results identify PQRS-complex and T-waves with
less noise. The critical point here is that Da He used two active
electrodes because of the limited skin area near the ear, thus
DRL (reference) electrode was omitted in his experiments.

Fig. 12. (a) Experimental setup for Arduino based CBT measurement; (b)
Monitoring of CBT results on the smartphone

Fig. 13. (a) Raw CBT data taken from the ear; (b) CBT data just after
exercise – 5 min running; (c) CBT data after walking outside in cold weather;
and (d) final temperature data after sitting 5 mins with a thick jacket
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Figure 13 shows four different results that were captured
during the exercises in different ambient temperature values.
Figure 10a indicates typical raw data of core body temperature
which was taken from the ear without any exercise. It varies
between 36 ºC and 36.7 ºC which is normal for a healthy
person. We can certify that the core body temperature gets
increased as the level of exercise gets harder, can be shown in
Figure 13b. The temperature raised just over 37 ºC after 5
minutes of running exercise. Figure 13c illustrates the changes
of core body temperature against the change of ambient
temperature. The subject was walking outside in cold and
windy weather that had around 14 ºC ambient temperature.
Because of decreasing ambient temperature, the core body
temperature gets decreased to nearly 36 ºC in this experiment.
In Figure 13d, the core body temperature was captured when
the subject was wearing a thick jacket in the office and ambient
temperature was around 23 ºC. Thus, the core body
temperature was elevated to almost 37.3 ºC in some cases
(Figure 13d).
C. PPG Experimental Results
Figure 14a shows a person’s PPG waveform, heart rate
(HR) and blood oxygenation together using the finger-clipped
PPG sensor, which is connected to a smart sensor unit via
Bluetooth. According to the results, values of oxygen
saturation in the blood were around 95%, and HR was around
93 beat per minute (bpm). Figure 14b demonstrates a PPG
measurement on a 29 year-old subject with respect to SpO2 and
HR during the exercise. As can be seen from Figure 14, there
were variations regarding PPG data during a 15-minute
exercise including sitting, standing and running. Particularly, in
the period of running, there is a sharp increasing on HR values,
however, blood oxygenation values were decreasing. These
data were captured and displayed on a PC. After PPG data sent
to the smart sensor unit, it was also displayed on the
smartphone via Bluetooth connection.

at the data acquisition hardware unit in an appropriate way.
The whole data after being acquired by Arduino is converted in
the form of packets and wirelessly transmitted to an Android
based mobile phone [11]. Figure 15 indicates ECG electrodes
placement and appearance of general prototype of performed
body sensors, including a subject wearing the smart sensor on
the ear.

Ear-lead ECG,
CBT sensors

Hardware Acquisition
and wireless
communication unit

Finger Pulseoximeter (PPG)

(b)

Fig. 15. (a) A typical set-up of the use of the proposed integrated wireless
multiple sensors; CBT sensor was put into the earbud, and adhesive ECG
sensors were attached onto the behind-the-ear and upper neck area; (b)
prototype concept of Ear-lead wearable multiple sensor monitoring system

Figure 15 shows the developed experimental set-up and
integration of protocol of sensors. Typically, both ECG
adhesive Ag-AgCl and dry electrodes were attached to the
skin, respectively, to measure ECG data. Two active electrodes
were applied to near the ear (behind-the-ear, and upper neck
area), and one reference electrode was placed on the arm. CBT
sensor was put into the earbud design which is also shown in
Figure 15(b). PPG sensor was clipped on thumb finger to
measure oxygen saturation level and heart rate. After all, the
whole biological data coming from these three sensors are
combined together into the Arduino hardware acquisition unit
(Figure 15a) in suitable data packets. In the final step, the
collected physiological data are transferred via Bluetooth
module to an Android based smartphone and monitored using a
newly developed app.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) Measuring heart rate and SpO2 using Amperor Bluetooth PPG
sensor; (b) a PPG measurement on a subject during exercise using the same
device

D. Proposed Sensor Integration
After digitizing and conditioning the analog signals from
each sensor, the suitable digital physiological data are collected

E. Data Transmission and Bluetooth Connection
Bluetooth is a very useful technology to communicate
wirelessly in short-range applications such as exchanging data
from short distance fixed mobile devices. With the
characteristics of synchronization with other Bluetooth devices,
the wireless body area network can be successfully applied.
Our propose system uses HC-05 Bluetooth module that
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consists of different modes in its processing system. Figure 16
shows our Bluetooth serial module, which is paired to the
smartphone.

Fig. 16. The view of Bluetooth module while pairing with the smartphone

As mentioned, there are different channels (ECG, CBT and
PPG) that need to be transmitted through Bluetooth
communication. The communication module has the capability
to transmit data over the Bluetooth with maximum baud rate
115,200 bps. For our system, Core body temperature (CBT)
measurement operates at 20 Hz sampling frequency (16-bit
samples); ECG sensor works at 250 Hz frequency range (16-bit
samples) with 3 electrodes and PPG operating at a 30 Hz (16bit samples) with two photodiodes. Hence, the total data rate
will comprise from aggregating each measured signal’s bit
rates. The total minimum bandwidth of the system will then be:
Baud Rate (BR) = bit rate of (CBT (kbps) + ECG (kbps) +
PPG (kbps))
BR = (sampling frequency of CBT) * (Nyquist-criteria) *
(sampling bit number) + (sampling frequency of ECG) *
(Nyquist-criteria) * (sampling bit number) * (number of
electrodes) + (sampling frequency of PPG) * (Nyquist-criteria)
* (sampling bit number) * (number of electrodes)
BR = 20 * 2 (Nyquist-criteria) * 16 + 250 * 2 * 16 * 3 + 30
* 2 * 16 * 2 = 0.64 + 24 + 1.92
BR = 26.56 kbps.
The above baud rate is much less than the overall Bluetooth
transmission baud rate, whose transmission capacity is 115.2
kbps. Thus, the residual bandwidth would be enough to
perform two-way handshaking and sending the bio potentials
successfully.
V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Personal healthcare applications bring a growth area for
wearable health monitoring systems. Wearable diagnostics and
therapeutic systems contribute intelligent medical monitoring
devices, which provide real-time feedback to the patients or
remote monitoring servers. Wearable physiological monitoring
applications, by integrating of body sensors are significantly
important for patients with chronic health conditions,
especially chronic neurological disorders, cardiovascular
diseases and strokes that are leading causes of mortality
worldwide. However, a number of ongoing research efforts
target on various technical issues that need to be resolved in
order to have much more sensitive, reliable, secure, and powerefficient wireless personal area network suitable in particular
for mobile healthcare applications. Existing technological

advances in remote monitoring systems are sometimes
incapable of performing real-time patient monitoring systems
because of the inability of traditional wet electrodes to perform
a long term monitoring, and lack of easy-for-use design.
Moreover, new designs or perspectives need to be improved in
conventional Ag/AgCl electrodes for getting much more
sensitive biological data due to lack of low-power
microelectronics and miniaturization design in such
applications. Wireless body sensors can be formed within a
new technology perspective as well as the materials among
mobile and wearable patient-monitoring devices to sense tiny
biopotentials such as ECG and PPG from different locations on
the body with very high reliability and accuracy. Otherwise,
very noisy data will result using these conventional sensors,
because such areas on the body (e.g. ear, upper neck) will be
affected by motion artifacts.
The design and evaluation of an ear-lead multiple smart
sensor system was presented in this paper. The system acquires
different physiological information and continuously monitors
an Android based smartphone, giving patients real-time control
of data. This device includes non-intrusive sensors, specifically
ECG, CBT and PPG with high accuracy. Moreover, we have
also tested our Android based app, which combines the
recording of all sensors together and displays ECG, CBT, and
SpO2 biological data on the smartphone of an ambulatory user.
We also attempted to observe the influence of sensor
positioning on signal quality using various types of ECG
electrodes. Furthermore, it facilitates the difficulties of
wearables giving patients significantly less restriction by
eliminating the need for adapting intrusive equipment or using
a laptop to see the biological data. Our results clearly
demonstrate the feasibility of the concepts and interoperability
of the sensors and solutions to the key technological and
scientific problems. Despite of making a significant progress in
addressing many of the issues, there are still considerable
issues that need to be improved. Future studies will take into
account the evolution of conventional body sensors and new
perspectives for the improvement of the design of the particular
ECG electrodes to reduce noisy data due to motion artifacts.
We will further investigate the aspects of an m-Health service
that the role of the smartphone can be used as a wearable
physiological monitoring system including providing a realtime feedback to the patients from a central server. Therefore,
the smartphones can be seen as a gateway in mobile healthcare
monitoring applications. Recent advances in research are
leading to this realization by involving the benefits of
nanotechnology in biomedical science such as the large surface
area or high electrical conductivity values of novel
nanomaterials.
In this paper an ECG electrode set-up is demonstrated to
pick up ECG signals from behind-the-ear in contrast to
tradition chest-based ECG measurements. The results obtained
are very promising and detection of the components of the
ECG signal (P, Q and R) is highly possible. It was mentioned
that the behind-the-ear ECG measurement is more userfriendly and gives extra convenience of using electrodes only
when it is required (i.e.: no need to keep the electrodes attached
all the time). A method of integrating ECG, PPG and co-body
temperature using Arduino microcontroller and smart phone
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for processing and displaying the data is also presented. In the
future, more experiments will be performed to design better
electrodes with increased signal-to-noise ratio to obtain the
results similar to the traditional ECG signs and to demonstrate
the integrated systems under various operating conditions.
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Abstract—This article elaborates an evaluation of seven
software requirements prioritization methods (ANP, binary
search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority
group and bubble sort). Based on the case study of local project
(automation of Mobilink franchise system), the experiment is
conducted by students in the Requirement Engineering course in
the department of Software Engineering at the University of
Science and Technology Bannu, Khyber Pakhtunkhawa,
Pakistan. Parameters/ measures used for the experiment are
consistency indication, scale of measurement, interdependence,
required number of decisions, total time consumption, time
consumption per decision, ease of use, reliability of results and
fault tolerance; on which requirements prioritization techniques
are evaluated. The results of experiment show that ANP is the
most successful prioritization methodology among all the
available prioritization methodologies.
Keywords—Requirement
Engineering;
Requirement
prioritization; ANP; AHP; Software Engineering; Comparison

I.

INTRODUCTION

software, often comes a situation where decision among
different options are made [21]. The software projects still
have low success rates these days. Nowadays success rate of
software projects is at the lower side. Software project goes
into failure due to lesser customer involvement in software
project, inadequate resources, unrealistic outcomes, dynamic
software requirements and requirements specification [16].
Requirements prioritization helps by increasing user
interaction with the system as it allows the stakeholder to
specify such requirements which are of greater interest for
customer. Requirements prioritization also helps to remove the
disagreement among several stakeholders. Resources are
assigned to requirements based on their priorities; it becomes
possible due to requirement prioritization [17]. Requirements
prioritization helps to know the problems in the requirements
like misunderstanding or ambiguity among requirements so
that future problems are prevented in advance in order to save
resources in terms of cost and time [5]. With help of
requirements prioritization conflicts amongst different
stakeholders can be resolved. [22]

While developing a software project, developers often face
a situation where decision among several options has to be
taken. Normally Software projects are composed of many
requirements [1]. Requirement prioritization is an important
and continuous process throughout software development.[20]

Hatton says that prioritizing requirements is very
important when developing software product, which helps in
minimizing project failure rate [8]. Shah nazir [18] used ANP
to prioritized component selection using quality attributes and
produce better results.

Usually all the requirements are not important for the user.
Therefore there is a need of prioritizing the requirements
according to the limited resources regarding time, budget, and
to satisfy client regarding quality. Also developers’ team does
not have the information that which requirements are in the
interest of users. When there is a single stakeholder it is easy
to identify important and less important requirements but
when the number of stakeholders becomes more than one then
it becomes difficult to take decision in the development of the
project, because different stakeholders have different views
regarding the requirements. For software project development,
software requirements prioritization is considered one of most
urgent decision making process [2]. When developing a

FBI Virtual Case File (VCF) project is a case study of
huge software product. Project was completed in estimated
cost of 170$ Million [3]. C.Huang and Mobasher performed
detailed examination of Virtual Case File project and came to
conclusion that project failed because of requirements
mismanagement and not conducting prioritization of
requirements [4]. Akmli [19] used ANP framework which is
largely used MCDM approach for prioritization of quality and
environmental criteria in generic case.
Nowadays software construction has become very fast. As
many alternate options are easily available in software
industry therefore it is necessary to complete the project
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within assigned cost and time. For this purpose a requirements
prioritization methodology must be used which is simple to
utilize, simple to know and provides consistent & efficient
results. This methodology should be able to prioritize
interdependent requirements. The AHP and analytic network
process (ANP) are two analytical approaches for
Requirements prioritization. The AHP is applied to break
down large unstructured decision problems into controllable
and measurable modules. The ANP, as the general form of
AHP, is powerful to deal with complex decisions where
interdependence exists in a decision model. Despite the
increasing number of applications of AHP in different fields
that entail decision making, ANP has started to be engaged in
Requirements prioritization in software engineering fields.
Still the field of requirements’ prioritization using ANP is
lacking in quality research papers.
This paper presents detailed assessment of seven
requirements prioritization techniques which are: analytic
network process (ANP), analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, bubble sort, binary
search tree and priority groups. In order to understand each
prioritization technique, each technique is applied to
prioritized Mobilink Franchise system.
These prioritization techniques are then evaluated against
pre-defined criteria, which are taken from literature and
software experts like ease of use, required completion time,
reliability of results and measuring inter-dependency of
requirements. ANP is found to be the most promising and
reliable technique amongst all the prioritizing techniques
despite of the fact that ANP takes greater time to complete
prioritization process.
II.

REQUIRMENTS PRIORITIZATION METHODS

In this section prioritization techniques are elaborated in
detail, explaining how requirements are prioritized using each
prioritization methodology in order to know limitation of each
methodology.
A. Priority Groups
A number of studies mention the numerical assignment
techniques such as [5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10]. It is a basic
requirements prioritization technique in which different
prioritization groups are made and then requirements are
mapped into these priority groups. Several prioritization
groups may be varied but certain groups are same. For
example the common groups are low, medium, high. When
requirements are plotted to the specified requirement
prioritization groups, then requirements inside each priority
group have same priority.
B. Bubble Sort
Elements can be sorted using bubble sort technique.
Bubble sort was mentioned by Hopcroft, Aho and Ullman
[12]. Karlsson [5] first of all introduced bubble sort for the
software requirements prioritization. In bubble sort
requirements prioritization, the user takes first of all two
requirements and compares these two requirements. If the two

requirements are out of order then we take another
requirement and compare it with the first requirement, this
process continues until all the requirements are in order. The
most important requirement is at the top and the less important
is at the bottom.
C. Binary Search Tree
Hopcroft, Aho and Ullman [12] proposed another
technique of binary search tree which is used for the sorting.
In binary search tree all the nodes have at most two children.
Binary search tree was first time introduced to requirements
prioritization by Karlsson [5]. In binary search tree, each node
shows a requirement. Less important requirements are placed
to the left side of the node and more critical requirements are
placed to the right side of the node of the binary search tree. In
binary search tree requirements prioritization is done in the
following way. Take one requirement and place it as a root
node now take another requirement and compare it to the root
node if that requirement is less significant than the root node,
then compare it to the left child node of the root node, if that
requirement is of greater significance than the base node, then
compare it to the right side child of the root node. If the base
node does have any child nodes then put that requirement as a
new child of the root node. If the requirement have greater
priority than root node, put that requirement as a child of root
node on right side and if it is of less importance than the root
node, put that requirement to left side node as a new child of
the root node. This process is repeated until all the
requirements are adjusted and placed in the binary search tree.
D. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Analytic hierarchy process is a well-known requirements
prioritization technique. Analytic hierarchy process was
proposed by Saaty[13]. In AHP, first of all requirements are
identified then criteria are identified in order to prioritize
requirements against them. The Possible hierarchy made in
AHP is pairwise comparison to each other. Relationship
amongst hierarchies is identified. User will assign importance
on the scale which is from 1 to 9. The scale is shown in the
Fig 1. Now AHP changes the customer consideration to
numeric values and numeric values are assigned to each
element in the hierarchy. Redundancy might take place when
prioritizing requirements with AHP, therefore consistency
ratio must exists in order to know that legitimate prioritization
has been achieved. AHP not only prioritizes requirements but
also gives the knowledge that to what degree they are more
prior. If there are n requirements to be compared by AHP then
the number of pairwise comparisons will be n (n-1)/2.
E. Hierarchy AHP
The most abstract level software requirements are located
at the top of the hierarchy and the more precise level
requirements are located at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Karlsson introduced hierarchy AHP to prioritize requirements
which are placed at the same level [5]. In this technique, all
unique pairs of requirements are placed at the same level.
Now all requirements are not pair wise compared to each
other, only those are compared which are placed at the same
level.
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measurement with the additional facility to answer two kind of
questions as: for given criterion, which of the two elements
have more dependence?, or for given criterion, which of the
two elements have greater dependency? [15] The fundamental
scale by both the techniques is depicted in the Fig.1.
III.

PERFORMING EXPERIMENT

A. Goal Definition
The experiment was motivated by the need of determining
the difference between the performance of requirements
prioritization using ANP and other prioritization techniques;
as ANP provides additional facility to prioritize the
requirements which are interdependent.

Fig. 1. Scale used for the pairwise comparison in AHP[13]

F. Minimal Spanning Tree
This is another technique used to prioritize requirements
which is proposed by Karlsson [5]. In minimal spanning tree
prioritization method the idea is that, if the decision making is
made absolutely constant, then the redundancy can be
overcome. For example if requirement 1is known to be of
greater priority than requirement 2 and requirement 2 is of
greater priority than requirement 3, then requirement 1 must
be of greater priority than requirement 3 but AHP allows the
user perform pairwise comparison also, which is already done
and hence increases the redundancy.
G. Analytic Network Process (ANP)
The ANP is "a multi criterion theory of measurement used
to obtain relative priority scales of absolute numbers from
individual judgments that also belong to fundamental scale of
absolute numbers" [15]. The judgments show the comparative
dependence of one or two elements in the network or cluster
in a pair wise comparison method over the other element in
the system, with respect to certain control criterion. In ANP,
pair wise comparisons of each element in each level in the
network are performed with admiration to their relative
significance towards the control criterion. When in the
network all the pair wise comparisons are finished, the vectors
related to the highest Eigen values of the constructed matrices
are computed and a priority vector is obtained. The wanted
elements priority values are calculated by normalizing these
vectors values. The super matrix is constructed from the
output derived from the comparison method, where super
matrix is contained of the collection of the matrices of column
priorities.
ANP provides a common structure to deal with decision
problems and to select a decision from a group of decisions.
Major dissimilarity between ANP and AHP is that in AHP the
elements are in a hierarchy, one cannot calculate its
dependency on the criteria and on the same elements in the
hierarchy. In AHP all the elements are independent. [15]. ANP
is the broader form of AHP, its main similarity to AHP lies in
the fundamental theory: both techniques have the idea of
relative significance of influence as a major concept.ANP
technique uses the same basic scale of the AHP for the

Objective of the study: The objective of the study is the
requirements prioritization through ANP and comparing the
performance of ANP with other requirements prioritization
techniques (binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning
tree matrix, priority group and bubble sort).
Purpose: The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the
performance of ANP on the basis of interdependent software
requirements. This experiment also provides an overview to
the requirement experts or requirement engineers and
stakeholders about how to prioritize requirements techniques.
From researchers’ perspectives: The researchers would
like to know about the new requirements prioritization
techniques and would look for more research in this area as to
improve the performance of ANP while prioritizing
requirements.
Quality Focus: The main effect studied in this experiment
is the determination of priorities of interdependent
requirements and the performance of ANP while prioritizing
software requirements as compared to other requirements
prioritization techniques on certain parameters/measurements.
1) Inherent Measures
Two inherent properties of the requirements prioritizing
methods were identified:
Consistency indication: This property shows whether the
requirements prioritization techniques are able to show
consistency in the judgment of decision makers. This property
needs redundancy in the decision making.
Scale of measurement: This property explains the scale
which is used to obtain the final priorities of the requirements.
Scaling the requirements is an important characteristic;
through which we can get actual values and rank the
requirements. The more powerful the scale the more reliable
and accurate will be the result. The four (4) methods of scale
which are nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio scales are used.
2) Objective Measures
Below objective measures
performing the comparison.

were

discussed

while

Required number of Decisions: For Analytic Network
Process (ANP), AHP, Hierarchy AHP, spanning tree and
bubble sort the number of decisions are already known, but for
the binary search and priority groups, the number of decisions
depend upon how the participants perform that session. This
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measure shows how many comparisons are needed by the
decision makers to solve the problem.

For the purpose of comparison with other requirements
prioritization techniques

Total time consumption: This measures the total time
needed by the decision maker to complete the overall steps in
prioritizing requirements. Total time consumption measure is
different from the required number of decision measures, as
each requirements prioritization method has different way to
complete the comparison and therefore take different time.

With respect to evaluate interdependent requirements support
From the view point of researchers and industry.

Time consumption per decision: In time consumption per
decision we note the time taken per decision.
3) Subjective measures
In order to get good understanding, the requirements
prioritization techniques are compared with respect to
usability. Scale from 1 to 6 is used to rank the requirements. If
1 is assigned to any requirement prioritization technique then
it is considered as one of the best methods. The following
features are considered to be judged.
Ease of Use: This measure shows how easily a specific
requirements prioritization method can be used to prioritize
the requirements.
Reliability of Results: Reliability of results shows that how
reliable the results are after judgment.
Fault Tolerance: Fault Tolerance shows how good a
requirements prioritization method is to judge error while
prioritizing requirements.
Context: The experiment is performed in the context of
requirements prioritization. Moreover, the experiment is
conducted in the Requirement Engineering course in the
department of Software Engineering at the University of
Science and Technology Bannu, Khyber Pakhtunkhawa,
Pakistan. The experiment was performed on the basis of
Karlsson et al [5] experiment. In Karlsson et al [5] experiment
six (6) requirements prioritization techniques are compared on
the basis of above mentioned parameters/measures. Karlsson
et al [5] experiment was the base for this experiment. In this
experiment a new proposed requirements prioritization
technique is included along with the existing prioritization
techniques, therefore the seven (7) requirements prioritization
methods are compared with newly proposed prioritization
technique. The comparison was done using the same
parameters which were used in the Karlsson et al [5]
experiment and were explained above. An additional
parameter was included, to know that which requirements
prioritization
technique
prioritize
interdependent
requirements. It was the main purpose of the experiment. For
this purpose a quiz was taken from the students of software
engineering in subject of requirement engineering of sixth (6th)
semester, while the topic was requirement prioritization.
Among them top seven (7) students were selected for the
experiment on the basis of their obtained highest marks in the
quiz and their interest towards research.
4) Summary of scoping
Analyze the performance of ANP while prioritizing
requirements.

In the context of requirements prioritization.
B. Planning
1) Context selection
The context of the experiment is
requirements
prioritization which is one of the topics of Requirement
Engineering course studied at the Institute of Engineering and
Computing Science, UST Bannu Khyberpakhtunkhawa,
Pakistan, hence the experiment was run offline(not in the
software industry). The experiment was conducted by
graduate students of the Software Engineering who had taken
Requirement Engineering as a subject in the 6th semester. The
experiment is specific, since it is focused on the requirements
prioritization in an educational environment. The experiment
shows the real problem; prioritization of interdependent
requirements prioritization.
This experiment will provide good opportunities to other
researchers to consider it in their research as it is well defined
and it can help the requirements engineers/stakeholders how
they can prioritize both dependent and independent
requirements.
2) Hypothesis Formulation
An important part of the experiment is to understand and
formally state what will be evaluated in the experiment. This
goes to formulation of hypothesis/hypotheses. Below are the
hypotheses chosen for the experiment.
a) Both dependent and independent requirements are
prioritized, therefore it is expected that ANP will prioritize
both dependent and independent requirements while other
prioritization techniques will prioritize only independent.
b) The performance of ANP while prioritizing software
requirements are expected to produce better prioritization
results as compared to other prioritization techniques.
c) ANP is expected to produce more reliable results
than that of the other prioritizing techniques.
d) While prioritizing the dependent or independent
requirements by ANP, it is expected that there will be less
chances of errors as compared to other prioritization
techniques.
e) Required number of decisions to complete the
prioritization process by ANP may be greater than that of the
other prioritization techniques but Total time Consumption
and Time Consumption per decision are expected to be less
than that of AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix,
priority group and bubble sort.
Hypotheses are formally stated and defined as below
a) Null hypothesis, H0: ANP and other prioritization
methods, as binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP,
spanning tree matrix, priority group and bubble sort, prioritize
both dependent and independent requirements.
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H0: ANP, binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP,
spanning tree matrix, Priority group and bubble sort prioritize
both dependent and independent requirements.
Alternative hypothesis H1: ANP prioritize both dependent
and independent requirements while binary search tree, AHP,
hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority group and
bubble sort prioritize only independent requirements.
b) Null hypothesis, H0: There is no difference in the
performance while prioritizing requirements by ANP, binary
search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix,
priority group and bubble sort.
H0: Performance (ANP) = Performance (binary search
tree), Performance (AHP) Performance (hierarchy AHP),
Performance (spanning tree matrix), Performance (priority
group) and Performance (bubble sort).
Alternative hypothesis H1: Performance (ANP) ≠
Performance (binary search tree), Performance (AHP)
Performance (hierarchy AHP), Performance (spanning tree
matrix), Performance (priority group) and Performance
(bubble sort).
c) Null hypothesis, H0: There is no difference in the
reliability of the results obtained from ANP, binary search
tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority
group and bubble sort.
H0: Reliability (ANP) = Reliability (binary search tree),
Reliability (AHP), Reliability (hierarchy AHP), Reliability
(spanning tree matrix), Reliability (priority group) and
Reliability (bubble sort).
Alternative hypothesis H1: Reliability (ANP) ≠ Reliability
(binary search tree), Reliability (AHP), Reliability (hierarchy
AHP), Reliability (spanning tree matrix), Reliability (priority
group) and Reliability (bubble sort).
d) Null hypothesis, H0: There is less chance of error
when prioritizing requirements by ANP, binary search tree,
AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority group and
bubble sort.
H0 : Errors, prioritizing requirements by ANP = Errors,
prioritizing requirements by binary search tree, AHP,
hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority group and
bubble sort.
Alternative
hypothesis
H 1:
Errors,
prioritizing
requirements by ANP ≠ Errors, prioritizing requirements by
binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix,
priority group and bubble sort.
e) Null hypothesis, H0: There is no difference in the
total time consumption and time consumption per decision by
ANP, AHP, hierarchy AHP, binary search tree, spanning tree
matrix, priority group and bubble sort.
H0 : Total time consumption and time consumption per
decision by ANP = total time consumption and time
consumption per decision by binary search tree, AHP,
hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority group and
bubble sort.

Alternative hypothesis H1: Total time consumption and
time consumption per decision by ANP ≠ total time
consumption and time consumption per decision by binary
search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix,
priority group and bubble sort.
3) Variable Selection
The independent variables are the requirements
prioritization techniques. The dependent variables are
performance, errors occurrence and reliable results
4) Selection of Subject
Subject is the students, taking part in experiment, some of
them are selected as sample on the basis of performance in the
quiz.
5) Experiment Design
The problem has been defined and the dependent and
independent variables are identified. Thus now an experiment
can be designed as below.
Randomization: A lecture was given on requirements
prioritization to all the subjects of sixth (6th) semester of
software engineering in the course of requirement engineering.
After that a quiz was taken in the subject. Then those subjects
having highest scores in the quiz were selected as participants
for the experiment. The object was assigned randomly to
subjects. Subjects selected for the experiment were selecting
randomly as they were representing the whole class. The
subjects were given an introduction also on the case study
used for the experiment.
Blocking: No order technique of blocking is applied.
Seven (7) students participated in the experiment; all the
samples from the participants were considered in the
evaluations after prioritizing the requirements through
requirements prioritizations techniques. No samples from the
participants were blocked. Then all the results collected from
the participants were analyzed to produce a generalized result.
Balancing: It would be better to have a balanced data set.
But the experimental study is based on a topic of a subject for
which participants get registered, therefore it was impossible
to know the background of participants and to balance the data
set.
6) Instrumentation
The background of the participants in requirements
prioritization was found by taking quiz in the beginning. This
data provides help in selection of the top participants for the
experiment.
7) Validity Evaluation
Validity threats, having four levels, are considered for the
experiment [14]. Internal validity is mainly concerned with the
validity of actual study [14]. External validity is focused on
the participants who are taking part in the experiment, their
background related to requirements prioritization and
requirement engineering in general. The conclusion validity is
mainly related to the correspondence between the solutions
and the results. Construct validity is about giving an overview
of results of an experiment followed by theory.
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The internal validity inside the course of requirement
engineering may not be the problem, greater number of tests
(equal to the number of participants in the experiment) make
sure the internal validity is good.

offers both postpaid (Indigo) and prepaid (JAZZ and JAZBA)
solutions to the customers. Compared to competitors, both the
postpaid (Indigo) and prepaid (JAZZ) brands are the largest
brands of their kind in the Pakistan cellular industry.

While the external threats must ensure that similar results
must be obtained when the same experiment is performed by
other participants in the same course of requirement
engineering. It is harder to generalize the results for other
experiments because the students having no background of
software engineering will not give good results. As if students
from computer science are included as participants in the
experiment then there will be a difference in the results. The
results from the analysis of experiment can further be
generalized to other experiments where the background of the
participants is measured in terms of software engineering and
computer science.

Franchise: Franchise is customer dealing office in which
Mobilink representatives deal with their clients. Mobilink has
many franchises in Pakistan; in every franchise there is a stock
of subscriber identity module (SIM), scratch cards and
OTTAR, which is a business name for easy load. Franchise
also provides facility of blocking, renewal and purchasing
SIMS.

The main problem to conclusion validity is that how much
quality data is collected for the experiment of requirements
prioritization? We are comparing ANP with Six requirements
prioritization techniques therefore specific data should be
gathered to perform better experiment. The incorrect data does
not belong to any specific background, therefore the problem
is not related to background of participants. Thus conclusion
validity is not considered to be that much critical [14].
The threats in construct validity are, that the measures that
we have selected for the experiment are good enough to
evaluate the requirements prioritization methods. For example
whether the number of comparisons for prioritization methods
are enough for the evaluation.
The results from the evaluation of prioritization of
requirements techniques are likely to be used for other
experiments in the area of software engineering where the
backgrounds of the participants are considered from software
engineering and computer science.
C. Operation
1) Preparation
To all subjects (participants) lecture was delivered on
requirements prioritization techniques as ANP, binary search
tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority
group and bubble sort, were included in the experiment.
Helping materials related to requirements prioritization
techniques were handed over to subjects. The case study of
Mobilink franchise computerization was used. Mobilink
franchise system was described to all subjects. It was easily
understood by all the participants because all subjects were
familiar with Mobilink franchise computerization system. This
is a local project, therefore the clients are easily available to
discuss requirement. Project description is given below.
Introduction to Mobilink : Mobilink is Pakistan’s leading
cellular and Blackberry service provider. With more than 35
million subscribers, Mobilink maintains market leadership
through cutting-edge, integrated technology, the strongest
brands and the largest portfolio of value added services in the
industry. It is a broadband carrier division providing next
generation internet technology as well as the country’s largest
voice and data network with over 8,500 cell sites. Mobilink

Summary of Proposed System: Current system of the
franchise was manually operated system. Owner needs to
automate the manual system in order to make the system more
dynamic. Current system consists five main modules which
are jazz CDs or SIMs stock, jazz load or OTTAR, jazz cards,
cash incoming and expenses.
The proposed system is related to franchise business as
there is a stock of Jazz CDs (SIMs) in franchise. Every
franchise has salesmen (DOs) which sell the SIMs to
customers directly and to other mobile shops. Different types
of SIMs are available according to the prices. DOs have
specific percentage on the selling of SIMs. System also
provides facility of replacing the old SIM with new SIM and
blocking any SIM to Mobilink users.
Another module of the system is about easy load. First of
all franchise demands balance from the company to their
master SIM then DOs sell the load to different mobile shops
and to customers directly. DOs have specific commission on
selling the load.
There is a stock of jazz recharge cards in franchise. Again
the DOs sell the cards to customers and to other mobile shops.
On selling the cards a defined commission is given to DOs.
There is a module of cash incoming that is how much sell
is done in a single month? , what is the total percentage of
each DOs, bank transaction with the company and how much
profit done by the company in a specific month? How much
sale was done of cards, SIMs and easy load each month?
Lastly there is an expense module, where the calculations
of all expenses in a month, like electricity bills, telephone
bills, guest expenses and miscellaneous expenses are carried
out. The net total income is calculate the by separating
expenses from total sell. Daily and monthly sell reports are
prepared.
Detailed Explanation of Project Business Requirements
MAIN UNITS
The manual Franchise system comprises the following five
units…
- JAZZ CDs/SIMs
- JAZZ LOAD/OTTAR
- JAZZ CARD
- CASH INCOMING
- EXPENSES
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a) Jazz CD/SIM
 It means the number of SIMs that are available i.e. the
opening STOCK which is demanded by the Shah Noor
company from the FRANCHISE.

 How many cards are issued?



Basically the
SIMs/CDs.

 The peak price offered by the company is Rs. 96.75.



There are different kinds of SIMs/CDs with respect to
working and Rates e.g. JAZZ AWAMI, JAZZ
RETAILER,
JAZZ
O301,
0300,
GOLDEN
CHARGES, PLATINUM CHARGES etc.



Salesmen

(DOs)

distribute

these

 How many of them are sold?
 How many cards are remaining?
 The DOs sale them at Rs. 97, at profit 0.25%.

The Peak Prices of SIM/CD, when the company
demands them and the DOs sale them, are Rs.130 and
Rs.180, these prices are dynamic because the sale can
be reduced or can be increased. The peak price of CDs
depends on the type of CDs i.e. JAZZ AWAMI, JAZZ
RETAILER,
JAZZ
O301,
0300,
GOLDEN
CHARGES, PLATINUM CHARGES etc. and also
sailing price may be different.

 In this profit, the DOs commission is 0.25% and the
0.5% is for company.
 If DOs sale them at Rs.96.75 (peak price) then 0.25%
loss occurs to company but actually this is not the loss
because it is recovered by the DOs.
 If it is not sold on Rs.96.75 which is the peak price
then there is no gain and no loss in the case.
 The profit and loss are calculated at the end of month.
d) Cah incoming
It includes the following requirements.



The Commission rate on the basis of sailing SIM/CD is
5% for the DOs. It is also a dynamic rate because some
DOs are on fixed pay and some are not.

 It is the total amount at the end of the month. It
includes the Deposited date, Amount, cheque number,
bank name and cheque date.



Therefore the profit and loss are calculated at the end
of month.

 The original amount + Profit are added together.

b) Jazz load/OTTAR
 The available number of salesman/DOs is 1-6, keeping
this entity also dynamic.

 Income of the company, DOs Total and all the
commission records should be stored in a proper
manner, so that it can be maintained at the end of every
month.



Basically the company transfers Rupees to the Master
SIM then given to DO’S to work on it.

 How much loss and net income are occurred?



Following points are important in JAZZLOAD.



How many loads are issued to the DOs?



How much is sold?

e) Expenses
It includes the following requirements.



How many are remaining with the DOs.

 Utility bills.



This remaining amount in the form of jazz load is the
opening stock for the next day.









 The record of the JazzCD, JazzLoad and Expenses is
also kept.

 Maintenance.
 Others (Guests).

The criteria of profit on RS.100 is 4%, if the load is
RS.97 then the profit is 3% and on the 97% the profit is
1%.

 Rent of the building.

4% is divided such that DOs get only 3% and the
remaining is reserved for the manager or head of
JAZZLOAD.

 Calculation of profit and loss at the end of month.

Therefore the profit and loss are calculated at the end
of month.
c) Jazz cards
The JazzCards are also called the Scratched cards.



At the start of the opening stock the number of
available cards is noted.



Cards of Rs. 100, 300,600 & 1000 are issued to DOs
and the date is noted by DOs.

 Staff’s salary.

To develop quality software, non-functional requirements
are also considered. After discussion with customer, interest of
the customer in non-functional requirements, Cost,
performance, Quality, Reusability, Usability and Security, is
noted. In order to develop a quality product, high budget is
needed but our client has limited resources therefore within
the limited budget a quality software has to be developed.
Client needs high performance software with great reusability.
Client is willing to upgrade the product in near future,
therefore project must be developed with very reusable design
and techniques. User demands for easy to use and operate
software and with attractive interface.
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Dependency among the Requirements
For scratch cards: The customers must have SIM then
he/she can load different types of cards to his/her SIM e.g. of
Rs.100, 300 or 1000 etc where cards will be available in
franchise or with dealers. Franchiser will get cards from
company.
For load (jazz Load): The customers must have SIM. First
of all manager will get balance from company in his master
SIM then it is transferred to the salesman (DO) SIM. After
that DO transfers balance to shopkeepers (dealers) and dealer
transfers balance to the customer SIM.
Easy Load: If loading cards are not available then the easy
load is very beneficial in this case. If a customer wants to load
only 40, 50 rupees then in this case the loading cards are not
useful because mobile cards are available in multiples of 100
rupees.
Easy Load to Customer: Loading balance to customers
through easy load depends on balance in master SIM balance.
If there is no load in Master SIM then they can’t do load to
customers.
Master SIM: Master SIM of franchise depends upon
Company as it is loaded from company, if there is no balance
in master SIM then it can’t load customer SIM.
Opening Stock: As for each new day there should be an
opening stock if it is not available the owner of the franchise
system should demand it from company and if the opening
stock is available it should be added to the opening stock for
next day.
Daily Summary: Daily summary depends upon selling of
SIMs, Load or Cards.
Monthly Sale Report: Monthly Sale report depends upon
everyday sale of SIMs, Load or Cards.
Salesman Salary: Salesman salary depends upon sell. The
more salesman sales SIM, Cards, Easy Load the more
salesman get the salary.
Net Profit: Net Profit for the Franchise in any month
depends upon the total sale and expanses made throughout the
month. Therefore after subtracting expanses from total sale the
Net Profit can be calculated.
The non-functional requirements are interdependent and
also dependent on functional requirements. Non-functional
attributes can be applied to a single requirement as well as to a
whole project.
The cost increases with the production or development of a
quality product.
To ensure best security the cost will increase.
Reusability can affect performance.
Achieving usability will increase cost.
Glossary:
DO: DO is the business name of salesman.

OTTAR: OTTAR is the business name of loading balance
from dealer SIM to the customer’s SIM like easy load.
CD: CD is the business name of SIM (subscriber
identification module)
Hypothesis of experiment were introduced to subjects
during the lecture. Subjects were aware of the hypothesis of
experiment.
Karlsson et al [5] experiment was distributed amongst the
participants. This article was based on an experiment.
2) Execution
Experiment took two (2) weeks to complete. Karlsson et
al [5] article was distributed among the subjects. After that an
introductory lecture was given to participants on Karlsson et al
[5] article as well as introduction of hypothesis to subjects.
Karlsson et al [5] has compared six (6) requirements
prioritization methods (binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy
AHP, spanning tree matrix, priority group and bubble sort) in
their experiment, participants were introduced to these six (6)
requirements prioritization methods. Each participants took a
week to read and understand the Karlsson et al [5] article.
After one week all the participants were gathered in a class
room and a lecture was delivered on all seven (7) requirements
prioritization techniques (binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy
AHP, spanning tree matrix, Priority group and bubble sort)
including the new proposed requirements prioritization
method ANP. On each prioritization method an example was
carried out so that participants can easily understand the
process of requirements prioritization.
Now participants knew hypothesis, had understood
requirements prioritization methods and requirements were
also clear to them.
Three (3) hours’ time was given to participants to perform
the experiment. All the participants returned the results
according to hypothesis after performing the experiment
3) Data Validation
After performing the experiment, data was collected from
all the seven participants. Data collected from participants was
evaluated and analyzed. All the data collected, was considered
for the analysis and evaluation, no data was dropped. Before
going for actual experiment a test was taken from 30 students
in the subject of requirement engineering. The topic to cover
in the quiz was requirement prioritization. After collecting the
quiz from the students, it was checked and evaluated and top
seven students were selected as participants for the experiment
on the basis of highest marks and their interest in the
experiment.
D. Analysis and Interpretation
1) Descriptive Statistics
Industry/market analysis for the requirements prioritization
methods is not included. Therefore descriptive statistics were
not applied in our experiment. Parameters or measures used in
experiment for the evaluation of requirements prioritization
methods are likely to be measured by the participants
themselves. Data set for the experiment was not too huge, as
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only seven participants were included in the experiment which
could be easily handled. Therefore this part of the experiment
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2) Data Reduction
Data reduction is an important part of experiment. The
hypothesis of experiment was known to participants at the
beginning of experiment. Also requirements that were going
to be prioritized by requirements prioritization methods, were
also described to them at the beginning. Dependency amongst
functional requirements and non-functional requirements were
also described before the beginning of experiment.
All the results from the participants were collected.
Detailed analysis was done to calculate the final results.
All the results from the seven participants were valid and
the individual results were considered in calculating final
results. As data set was not huge therefore no data was
excluded from the experiment.
After analysis of all the data collected from the
participants, a generalized result was calculated which is
discussed in the hypothesis.
3) Hypothesis Testing
First, hypothesis was whether requirements prioritization
methods prioritize dependent or independent requirements or
not? Each participant prioritized the described requirements
on each prioritization method. Some information regarding
this hypothesis was taken from literature, which was provided
to participants while studying requirements prioritization
techniques. Results are shown in Table I.
Now consider hypothesis 3 and 4, which were related to
reliable results and less chance of errors while prioritizing
software requirements. To prove hypothesis 3 and 4, three
parameters/measures were evaluated against requirements
prioritization techniques: ease of use, reliability of results and
fault tolerance. To measure the hypothesis a scale was used
from 1 to 6, where 1 represents highest value and 6 represents
lowest value. Results are shown in Table II.
As it is known from the table, for the ease of use measures
ANP gets 4 which means bit hard to use, and Bubble sort is
the easiest method to use. In case of reliability and fault
tolerance ANP gets maximum marks of 1, which means ANP
produce most reliable result with less chance of error or errors
can be identified easily. Now consider hypothesis 2, which is
related to performance of requirements prioritization methods,
again three (3) parameter/measures were evaluated to prove
the performance of requirements prioritization methods. Again
a scale of 1 to 6 was used to measure the hypothesis. Number
of decisions needed to complete requirements prioritization
are taken from literature while studying each requirements
prioritization method. Each requirements prioritization
technique has separate formula to calculate required numbers
of comparisons. Details are shown in Table III.
IV.

ADVANTANGES AND DISADVANTAGES/LIMITATION OF
ANP

Below are the advantages and disadvantages of ANP
derived from literature and current research.

TABLE IV.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ANP

Advantages

Disadvantages/Limitations

ANP Can prioritize both dependent
and independent requirements

ANP provide Reliable and fault
tolerant results

Prioritization process in ANP is
Complex
Tool support is need to minimize
the complexity and time
consumption while prioritizing
requirements

ANP gives consistent results

ANP gives results on ratio scale
which further improves
prioritization process

V.

APPLICATIONS OF ANP

ANP have a lot of applications almost in every field. ANP
is derived from Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) with the
additional feature of considering interdependencies amongst
the criteria and alternatives. ANP is heavily used in multicriteria decision analysis. ANP has been applied in many
applications of social sciences where prioritization is needed.
ANP is apparently new field in software engineering. AHP is
very heavily used in software engineering domains but now
ANP is taking over AHP. ANP is applied by Shah Nazir [20]
in software design phase to select suitable software component
based on quality criteria.
ANP is best suited for weight comparison also it is very
influential when dealing complex network in decision making
[23]. Babu et al also applied ANP in selection of architecture
styles to optimize software architecture. [24]. ANP is applied
by A.K Pandey et al in software testing phase in order to
estimate the quality of software components [25].
The Proposed method is applied on Mobilink Franchise
System, similarly it can be applied to any other case study of
software engineering projects where interdependences exists
amongst requirements.it can be noticed from the literature that
ANP has been applied in different fields of software
engineering.
ANP has started to be applied in the field of requirement
prioritization of requirement engineering. Still there is lack of
paper presentation in field of requirement and software
engineering.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The study of Requirements prioritization techniques
(binary search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree
matrix, Priority group and bubble sort) was carried out and the
problems and limitations in these techniques, while
prioritizing requirements, were noted. Some problems and
limitations in requirements prioritization techniques were
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identified. It is known that none of the requirements
prioritization techniques prioritize dependent requirements
and performance of requirements prioritization techniques is
not good. The main problems are the delivery of reliable and
fault tolerant results. Therefore the need of alternate technique
of requirements prioritization, which can prioritize both
dependent and independent requirements, was felt. Therefore
new technique for prioritizing dependent and independent
requirements is developed that is known as ANP. Steps of
ANP are explained in details. The dependency amongst
requirements is considered when requirements are prioritized
with ANP due to which priority of interdependent
requirements is calculated. It means that ANP prioritizes
independent and dependent requirements.
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance
of newly proposed requirements prioritization technique
against existing requirements prioritization techniques (binary
search tree, AHP, hierarchy AHP, spanning tree matrix,
priority group and bubble sort). Experiment proves that main
advantage of ANP is the prioritization of dependent
requirements. The prioritization process of ANP is complex
because a greater number of decisions is required for the
completion of prioritization process. Reliable and fault
tolerant results are the core characteristics of ANP.
Studies identify that more research and hard work is
needed in the field of requirements prioritization to improve
the performance of ANP. To deploy ANP to industry, is the
core objective of future work. ANP will be used in some
industrial projects of software engineering and hence its
Performance will be evaluated. A user friendly tool will be
developed so that users and requirements engineers can easily
use it to prioritize requirements by ANP.
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Abstract—The Activities of Internet users are increasing from
year to year and has had an impact on the behavior of the users
themselves. Assessment of user behavior is often only based on
interaction across the Internet without knowing any others
activities. The log activity can be used as another way to study
the behavior of the user. The Log Internet activity is one of the
types of big data so that the use of data mining with K-Means
technique can be used as a solution for the analysis of user
behavior. This study has been carried out the process of
clustering using K-Means algorithm is divided into three clusters,
namely high, medium, and low. The results of the higher
education institution show that each of these clusters produces
websites that are frequented by the sequence: website search
engine, social media, news, and information. This study also
showed that the cyber profiling had been done strongly
influenced by environmental factors and daily activities.
Keywords—Clustering; K-Means; Log; Network; Cyber Profiling

I.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of applications, hardware (device),
and an Internet connection has affected the behavior of its
users. In this case, APJI has been reported that in 2014 the
order of the activities of Internet users in Indonesia is: users of
social networks (social media), information search, chat
(messaging), news search, video, email as a user internet
activity in order of popularity. The data also indicate that the
search for news and email usage is not a popular activity [1].
In general, cyber profiling studies is the exploration of data
to determine what user activity at the time of internet access.
One method that can be used to support the profiling process is
a K-Means algorithm. Through these algorithms, the data can
be grouped by the number of websites visited. This grouping
aims to see what the user frequently accesses websites.
The data of internet users access at an institution can be
categorized as a large data type so that the analysis can be done
with data mining. In this case, the cluster algorithm as one of
data mining techniques can be used to find groups (clusters) of
a useful object, which the used are depends on the purpose of
data analysis [2]. Clustering analysis is one of the most useful
methods for the acquisition of knowledge and is used to find
clusters that are a fundamental and important pattern for the
distribution of the data itself [3].
Profiling is the process of collecting data from individuals
and groups which can produce something interesting,

surprising and significant, correlations that by using a machine
that has good strength calculations to detect such data, while
we as humans cannot [4]. Meanwhile, cyber profiling brings a
good step in forensic computer science, based on the
experience that has been achieved in the process of handling
that have been made [5].
Educational institutions are one of the most likely group to
conduct Internet activities. User behavior in educational
institutions is also necessary to know the characteristics of user
profiling and access to what is being done. Among the
Indonesian has not been any research related to this issue,
that’s way cyber profiling would be very useful to know the
behavior of Internet users in higher education in Indonesia.
Internet usage in higher education should be utilized by the
user to support the educational process, but sometimes the facts
obtained they used the Internet for the purpose outside of
education, even less so there is an indication of such a user on
educational institutions leading to cyber-crime. For that, we
need to know more whether the use of the Internet in education
is in line with the scope of activity in the education process
activities.
II.

CURRENT RESEARCH

A survey by APJI [1] showed that Internet users in
Indonesia in 2014 reached 88 million. The survey was stated
that there are three main reasons people use the Internet,
namely access to social facilities/communications (72%), daily
source (65%), and follow the development of the world (51%).
The main reasons of internet access are practiced through four
main activities, namely the use of social media (87%),
searching for information (69%), instant messaging (60%) and
search for the latest news (60%).
Research related to profiling, among others, performed
by[6]. In these studies, [6] used machine learning to help the
process of profiling to assist the experts in analyzing the crime.
Another study conducted by [4] and profiling results
obtained knowledge of the risks of children and adolescents in
accessing the internet. Based on these studies, [4] provide
recommendations for caution in the use of personal data
because the data will be accumulated and stored is likely to be
used by parties who are not responsible.
In the study conducted by [7], the results of profiling can
know the habits of Internet users and help network
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administrators to improve the quality, security, and policy in
the Internet network based on user behavior.
Meanwhile, [8] have also been doing profiling of Facebook
users using the inductive method. However, the study also
revealed that cyber profiling still has to use the deductive
method because the cyber profiling process still requires
additional data from the user completely. It to support the
existence of differences in the behavior of individuals, because
inductive generalizations extremely unreliable, and may cause
misunderstanding in the analysis.
Another study conducted by [9] to use Twitter using
ontology-based modeling OWL (Web Ontology Language), it
is known that cyber profiling can be used to determine user
interest based on URLs that have been shared via Twitter. The
use of ontology also applied by [10], and the study revealed
that cyber profiling using these methods could facilitate in
providing information to the user when performing a search on
a website.
III.

BASIC THEORY

A. Data Mining
Data mining is an iterative and interactive process to find a
new pattern or model valid, useful and understandable in a very
large database. Data mining provides the search for patterns or
trends that are desirable in a large database to help make
decisions in the future. This pattern is recognized by a
particular device that can provide a useful analysis and
insightful data that can then be studied more carefully. The
results of these patterns may be used in devices other decision
support [2]. Data mining has stages like in Figure 1.

Transformation

Evaluation and
Presentation

Data
Mining

knowledge

4) Association rule learning – search the relationship
between variables. For example, a supermarket might gather
data on customer habits. Association rule learning can help
supermarkets to determine which products are frequently
bought together and use this information for marketing
purposes. This is sometimes referred to as market basket
analysis.
B. K-Means
Clustering is used to create a group (cluster) of the data so
that it can easily find the necessary data. Clustering is a
classification of similar objects into several different groups, it
is usually applied in the analysis of statistical data which can
be utilized in various fields, for example, machine learning,
data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis and
bioinformatics [11].
Clustering including supervised learning types. There are
four types of clustering algorithms that have been compared
based on performance, such as K-Means, hierarchical
clustering, self-organization map (SOM) and expectation
maximization (EM Clustering). Based on these test results can
be concluded that the k-means algorithm performance and EM
better than a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In general,
partitioning algorithms such as K-Means and EM highly
recommended for use in large-size data. This is different from
a hierarchical clustering algorithm that has good performance
when they are used in small size data [12].
The method of K-means algorithm as follows [13]:
1) Determine the number of clusters k as in shape. To
determine the number of clusters K was done with some
consideration as theoretical and conceptual considerations that
may be proposed to determine how many clusters.
2) Generate K centroid (the center point of the cluster)
beginning at random. Determination of initial centroid done at
random from objects provided as K cluster, then to calculate
the i cluster centroid next, use the following formula:
n

Cleaning,
Intergrative,
Selection

Data
Warehouse

Pattern

v

Transformed
Data

x
i 1

; i=1,2,..,n

i

(1)

n

v : cluster centroid

xi : the object to-i

n : the number of objects to be members of the cluster

Database

3) Calculate the distance of each object to each centroid
of each cluster. To calculate the distance between the object
with the centroid author using Euclidian Distance.

Fig. 1. Data Mining Process [10]

Data mining involves four tasks [11]:
1) Clustering – It is the task of finding a group and
structure the data in some way or the "similar", without using
known structures in the data.
2) Classification – It is the task of generalizing known
structure to apply to new data. For example, an email program
to attempt to classify an email as legitimate email or as spam.
3) Regression – Attempts to find a function which models
the data with the least error.

d ( x, y)  x  y 

n

 (x  y )
j 1

xi= object x to-i

i

2

i

(2)

n= the number of object

yi= object y to-i

4) Allocate each object into the nearest centroid. To
perform the allocation of objects into each cluster during the
iteration can generally be done in two ways, with a hard Kmeans, where it is explicitly every object is declared as a
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member of the cluster by measuring the distance of the
proximity of nature towards the center point of the cluster,
another way to do with fuzzy C-Means.
5) Do iteration, then specify a new centroid position using
equation (1).
6) Repeat step 3 if the new centroid position is not the
same.
C. Log
Log (record keeping) is a file that records events in the
computer program. Meanwhile, according to the definition of
the log is a record of daily activities. Activities that are
recorded directly called the transaction log. The log file can be
used as a support in the process of cyber forensics to obtain
digital evidence during the investigation stage [14].
The cleaning process must precede analysis of log data or
preprocessing. Preprocessing is performed to remove
duplication of data, check the data inconsistency, and correct
errors in the data, such as print errors (typography) [15].
In Table 1 is an example of data on educational institutions
TABLE I.

EXAMPLES OF DATA

the alleged offenders through the analysis of data patterns that
include aspects of technology, investigation, psychology, and
sociology.
Cyber Profiling process can be directed to the benefit of:
 Identification of users of computers that have been used
previously.
 Mapping the subject of family, social life, work, or
network-based organizations, including those for whom
he/she worked.
 Provision of information about the user regarding his
ability, level of threat, and how vulnerable to threats
 Identify the suspected abuser
In a broader scope of cyber profiling can provide support
information in a case, such as counterintelligence and
counterterrorism [5].
The process of profiling against criminals often also known
as cyber-criminal profiling criminal investigation or analysis.
Criminal profiles generated in the form of data on personal
traits, tendencies, habits, and geographic-demographic
characteristics of the offender (for example: age, gender, socioeconomic status, education, origin place of residence).
Preparation of criminal profiling will relate to the analysis of
physical evidence found at the crime scene, the process of
extracting the understanding of the victim (victimology),
looking for a modus operandi (whether the crime scene
planned or unplanned), and the process of tracing the
perpetrators were deliberately left out (signature) [16].
The new approach to cyber profiling is to use clustering
techniques to classify the Web-based content through data user
preferences. This preference can be interpreted as an initial
grouping of the data so that the resulting cluster will show user
profiles [17].

D. Cyber Profiling
The idea of cyber profiling is derived from criminal
profiles, which provide information on the investigation
division to classify the types of criminals who were at the
crime scene. Profiling is more specifically based on what is
known and not known about the criminal [8].
Profiling is information about an individual or group of
individuals that are accumulated, stored, and used for various
purposes, such as by monitoring their behavior through their
internet activity [4].
Difficulties in implementing cyber profiling is on the
diversity of user data and behavior when online is sometimes
different from actual behavior. Given the privilege in personal
behavior, inductive generalizations can be very reliable but can
also lead to a misunderstanding of behavior analysis. Therefore
the cyber-profiling process is via a combination of deductive
and inductive methods [8].
For investigation, the cyber-profiling process gives a good,
contributing to the field of forensic computer science. Cyber
Profiling is one of the efforts made by the investigator, to know

User profiling can be seen as the conclusion of the interests
of users, intentions, characteristics, behavior and preferences
[9]. User profiles are created for a description of the
background knowledge of the user. User profile represents a
concept model which is owned by the user when searching for
information web [18].
IV.

RESEARCH METHODS

To determine cyber-profiling of the higher educational
institutions, so in this study the sample data is a log of Internet
activities from one educational institution. Log data do not only
contain any websites accessed by the user, but also includes
packets received and sent over the network traffic. Data
obtained containing the activities of network traffic for five
days and produce data as much as 320.773 records.
In the early stages of research data collection, then do
preprocessing that the data did not meet the criteria can be
eliminated. Preliminary data obtained from 320.773 into a
1.638 record with the results of preprocessing. Furthermore,
the mechanism of clustering using K-Means algorithm running
on Rapid Miner and SPSS applications. The cluster data is then
analyzed to make the process of profiling against internet users.
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Figure 2 is a flow of the application of K-Means algorithm
in the profiling process.
Start

Data
Collection

V.

RESULT

A. K-Means Clustering
Implementation of the K-Means algorithm, the result
obtained is a level of visits to the website. The visit is divided
into three groups: low, medium, and high.
Clustering by Rapid Miner and SPSS application indicates
that the output produced has the same cluster of data. Based on
the results of the cluster, it appears there are three clusters
whose value is different, even on the first cluster value reached
in 1479 (90.30%), the second is worth 126 (7.70%), and the
third is worth 33 (2.00%). Those values represent the number
of websites that have been divided in each cluster. Clustering
results have shown this process has been running as expected
to research.

Data
Preprocessing

K-Means
Process

Initialization of the initial cluster center in the clustering
process can be seen in Table 2.

K-Means
Result

TABLE II.

INITIALIZATION BEGINNING CLUSTER CENTER
Cluster

Number of Visitors

Cyber Profiling
Process

3
71

The new centroid calculations will continue to do
(iteration) until the discovery of iterations where centroid result
is the same as the results of the previous centroid. In this study,
there were eight iterations to determine the exact outcome of
the 1638 cluster object. The iteration process can be seen in
Table 3.

Fig. 2. Flow Research

Figure 3 is a flow of the algorithm K-Means:
Start

TABLE III.

Inisiation of
K; K=3

Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Inisiation K Centroid based on Min,
Median, Max value of dataset

Calculate distance of data
from each K Centroid

CLUSTERING PROCESS
Changes In Cluster Centers
1
2
3
1,522
6,620
10,429
0,150
3,805
4,857
0,147
3,173
4,000
0.158
2,332
2,194
0,060
1,221
1,727
0,067
1,109
1,262
0,000
0,113
0,410
0,000
0,000
0,000

The result of the iteration process in determining the initial
clustering center can be seen in Table 4.

Yes

Assigned data on cluster based
minimum distance from K
centroid

TABLE IV.

No

Validate cluster
based on the density
of the data
End

Fig. 3. K-Means Algorithm

2
37

An initial value is determined based on the data that have
the highest value, the median value, and the smallest value.
Those values are at the center of the initial cluster that will be
followed in the process of K-Means.

Done

Is the centroid change

1
1

Number of Visitors

FINAL RESULT OF CLUSTER CENTER
1
2

Cluster
2
19

3
46

The results of clustering details will be explained as
follows:
 Cluster-1. On the results of clustering that has been
done, the first cluster has as much data as 1467 records.
The first cluster has the most members, but this cluster
has a value which is below the overall average of the
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data studied. In the first cluster has a data value in the
range of 1-10, because in this cluster of existing data
has a low level of traffic. Thus, cluster unity categorized
on the website that has the least traffic from another
cluster.




Cluster-2. In the second cluster, members who entered
at this cluster of some 126 records. The value of the
results of the second cluster is in the range 11-31. This
value indicates that the members of the second cluster
have a medium level visits, because it has a higher
value than the average value generated by clustering.
Thus, the second cluster of clusters categorized as
having moderate traffic levels.
Cluster-3. On the results of the third cluster, cluster
members who sign on as many as 33 records. The
results of this third cluster have the fewest number of
members in comparison with other clusters, but the
members of this cluster have the highest value of the
data that has been generated. The value in this cluster is
in the 34-63 range, pointing to a result that the third
cluster has a value far above average. Thus, the third
cluster is categorized as a cluster that has the highest
traffic levels.

The Results of clustering that has been done can be seen in
Figure 4.

the advertising media website that coincided with a visit to a
website activity. Meanwhile, in the second cluster that has
moderate traffic levels, the data indicate a cluster member news
sites that are in this cluster.
On the results of the third cluster is a group of websites
with the highest traffic levels, but has the least number of
websites. Data in this cluster shows that social media is a
website with traffic levels were relatively high. Other data from
the third cluster shows that Internet users access website search
engine more frequently than from other websites including
social media websites.
Although the research by [19] mention that the K-Means
algorithm has shortcomings in central initialization beginning,
in this study there were no such deficiencies. Clustering by two
applications, Rapid Miner and SPSS produce the same data,
this indicates that the determination of the value of the initial
cluster center of these two applications has the same initial
value.
Based on the results of clustering has been obtained that
Internet users in educational institutions often make access to
website search engine for information related to their field.
This study also obtained results, that the social media website
and streaming video sites accessed more frequently than the
information and news website. These results caused by the
delivery of information in the digital age now entering the
realm of social media compared to other information websites.
In this study, social media included in the website
frequently accessed by the user. This is according to research
conducted by [1] [9] which states that social media becomes
one of the surfing activity frequently accessed.
Cyber profiling process that has been done shows that the
search for information more frequently accessed by users
coming from educational institutions. This indicates that
environmental factors and daily activities affect on what is
accessed by the user. These results refer to the study [8] which
states that the process of cyber profiling to predict based on the
demographic information has a high degree of accuracy.
Based on the above data profiling results to higher
educational institutions indicate that the use of the Internet has
been used to support the educational process. The source of the
data obtained showed no user activity in the area of higher
education that leads to cybercrime.

Fig. 4. The Result of Clustering

B. Analysis Results
In this study, the algorithm K-Means clustering has been
implemented to perform in line with expectations. In the early
stages of primary data obtained containing information about
the websites accessed by users via the internet. In addition to
the data contained informative website also contains data that
updates to the operating system, the update of the web browser,
and website advertising that usually appears as a pop-up.

In this case was supposed to complete the profiling results
as mentioned by [5], the source of data should contain log
activity on a computer that had been used, but in this research,
the data has only been in the form of log data network traffic.

Based on the results of the K-Means as shown in Figure 4
indicate that each cluster obtained having a different number of
significant cluster members.

The results of this research have been able to meet the
definition of cyber profiling, because it provides information
about the user based on the current activity connected with the
internet. The results of this study can be used by network
administrator to improve the quality of services, policies, and
security as mentioned by [7].

In the first cluster have shown low levels of traffic, but has
some websites most. Data on the first cluster contains most of

In this study cyber profiling can only provide information
about the Internet activities performed by users, but for the
threat of crime and profiling based on data from computers that
have been used as mentioned by [5] are still not exist.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The results of log analysis datasets using the K-Means
algorithm to cyber profiling process show that the algorithm
has to group activity based on the data of internet users visited
the website. This grouping is divided into three, namely the
visit low, medium, and high.
In this study, the K-Means algorithm is used as an
algorithm for the cyber profiling process. K-Means algorithm
being used is in line with expectations from this study, because
it has a simple algorithmic process with a good degree of
accuracy. But the K-Means algorithm has disadvantages,
namely the process of making an initial value initial random
center. This can lead to differences in the results of the cluster.
The results of this study indicate that Internet users in
higher educational institutions are more accessible to website
for searching information. The results also show that social
media has a high-level visit after website search engine.
This study has limitations in the source of data for the
profiling process. For the perfection of the profiling, the
process should contain the data of any computer activities.
Therefore, further research is expected to perform better cyber
profiling with the more complete data source.
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Abstract—In real-time systems fixed priority scheduling
techniques are considered superior than the dynamic priority
counterparts from implementation perspectives; however the
dynamic priority assignments dominate the fixed priority
mechanism when it comes to system utilization. Considering this
gap, a number of results are added to real-time system literature
recently that achieve higher utilization at the cost of tuning task
parameters. We further investigate this problem by proposing a
novel fixed priority scheduling technique that keeps task
parameters intact. The proposed technique favors the lower
priority tasks by blocking the release of higher priority tasks
without hurting their deadlines. The aforementioned strategy
helps in creating some extra space that is utilized by a lower
priority task to complete its execution. It is proved that the
proposed technique dominates pure preemptive scheduling.
Furthermore the results obtained are applied to an example task
set which is not schedulable with preemption threshold
scheduling and quantum based scheduling but it is schedulable
with proposed technique. The analyses show the supremacy of
our work over existing fixed priority alternatives from utilization
perspective.
Keywords—Real-time Systems; Fixed Priority Scheduling; RM
Scheduling; Priority Inversion

I.

INTRODUCTION

Real-time systems are built to execute temporally
constrained tasks. On such platforms, the accuracy of a system
depends not only upon the correctness of response, but also
the time these results are obtained. Missing a task deadline
may result in serious damage, especially in hard real-time
systems [8]. It is not a must for a real-time system to be very
fast, but it must be enough capable to execute its tasks within
a specified time. Priority assignment to real-time tasks, is the
process of deciding the order in which diﬀerent tasks are
executed. In real-time scheduling, the scheduler is responsible
to allocate tasks on the processor in such a way that all timing
constraints are satisfied.
Fulfilling the timing constraints of tasks is essential to
real-time systems and hence the scheduling problem plays an
important role in real-time systems theory. The fixed priority
scheduling technique is widely used in real-time systems due

to its simplicity and predictability. Under fixed priority class,
Rate-monotonic (RM) algorithm is a well-known fixed
priority assignment algorithm. It is an optimal algorithm for
the implicit deadline model [10] [2]. The RM scheduling
algorithm is subdivided into two main streams, preemptive
scheduling and non-preemptive scheduling. In preemptive
scheduling, a lower priority task is preempted when a higher
priority task is released, while non-preemptive scheduling
does not allow such preemptions. Generally, preemptive
scheduling provides better schedulability than non-preemptive
scheduling, but it is not always the case. Both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling fail to guarantee 100 % CPU
utilization.
Lot of eﬀorts have been made recently to improve the
schedulability of fixed priority scheduling. Diﬀerent variants
of preemptive scheduling have been proposed, which use the
concept of priority inversion in order to improve the
schedulability. These techniques allow a lower priority task to
block a higher priority task. Deferred preemption [19],
Preemption threshold scheduling [2] and Quantum based
scheduling [5] are examples of such techniques, which
improve the schedulability of fixed priority scheduling by
priority inversion at runtime.
In this paper a new fixed priority scheduling technique
named as CTR is proposed. The CTR technique blocks the
task releases for a predefined interval of time without hurting
their deadline in order to create some extra space for the
currently executing task. In CTR technique, each task is
assigned a feasible release block time. At runtime, tasks are
kept in block state at their actual release times and are released
after their assigned block time. In this way, some extra space
could be created for the lower priority tasks to execute. It is
proved that such blockage of task releases, does not hurt the
deadline of tasks. It is also proved that the CTR technique
dominates the RM preemptive scheduling in terms of
schedulability. A task set is also given which is not
schedulable with preemption threshold scheduling and
quantum based scheduling but, it is schedulable with the CTR
technique. This shows that the CTR technique has at least an
incomparable relation with these techniques.
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A. Related Work
In 1973, Liu and Layland did the pioneer and the most
influential work in real-time scheduling theory. In their
seminal paper [10], they proposed an optimal fixed priority
assignment algorithm called rate-monotonic algorithm for the
implicit deadline task model. In the same paper, they derived a
suﬃcient schedulability test called LL-bound to predict the
feasibility of the system. After that, a lot of work has been
done to improve the system feasibility prediction. This work is
mainly of two types, the exact schedulability tests
[16][15][3][9] and suﬃcient schedulability tests[10][12].
To reduce the run-time overhead due to task preemptions,
limited-preemptions model has been proposed [21][22]. In this
model each task is divided into a number of non-preemptive
regions and is considered non-preemptive within those
regions. These regions may be either fixed or floating [22].
Under fixed pre-emption point model, the non-preemptive
regions are predefined while in floating preemption point
model the location of non-preemptive regions are un-known.
Diﬀerent variants of RM preemptive scheduling have been
proposed in literature, to improve the schedulability [20][19]
[2][5]. In [20] dual priority scheduling model is presented. In
this model each task is executed in dual phases with diﬀerent
static priorities. The transition from one phase to another is
made at fixed points. This model dominates the RM
scheduling but, is considered not viable due to its complexity.
The deferred preemptions scheduling technique [19]
assigns each task τi an interval qi for which it remains non-preemptible. At runtime when a higher priority task is released, it
is kept blocked if the lower priority task is in non-preemptible
section otherwise it is preempted.
Preemption threshold scheduling [2] is a dual priority
scheduling technique. It assigns each task a regular priority
and a preemption threshold value which is greater or equal to
its priority. At runtime when a task is executed, its priority is
raised to its preemption threshold value. In this way a task can
block those higher priority tasks whose priority is less than its
preemption threshold value. Preemption threshold scheduling
dominates preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling in
terms of schedulability.
Another variant of preemptive scheduling is the quantum
based scheduling [5]. In quantum based scheduling, CPU time
is divided into discrete units called quanta. At runtime, the
CPU time is allocated to tasks in the form of quantum. When a
quantum is allocated to the task, that task cannot be preempted
until the quantum expires or task is completed. Both
preemption threshold scheduling and quantum based
scheduling improve the schedulability of fixed priority
scheduling, but still fail to guarantee 100 % utilization.
In [23] ready-Q locking mechanism is proposed. Ready-Q
locking improves the schedulability by locking the ready
queue at runtime in order to reduce the interference from
higher priority task during the execution of a lower priority
task. For further improvement in schedulability, preemption

threshold scheduling is also merged with ready-Q locking
mechanism [23].
B. Contribution of the Paper:
This work has the following contributions
 A novel fixed priority scheduling technique CTR
scheduling is proposed in this paper. The CTR
scheduling controls the task releases in order to
enhance schedulability
 It is proved that the CTR scheduling dominates RM
preemptive scheduling in terms of schedulability
 It is also proved that the CTR scheduling has at-least
an incomparable relation with preemption threshold
scheduling and quantum-based scheduling
 The improvement in schedulability is also shown by
experiments on synthetic task sets
C. Paper Organization:
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
the system model and basic terminologies are discussed. In
section III, the proposed technique is explained in detail with
examples. The proposed technique is compared with existing
techniques in section IV and finally our work is concluded in
section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS

A. Task Model
We consider the classical periodic real-time task model.
Each task τi is defined by the tuple (Ci, Pi, Di). Each task
consists of a sequence of infinite jobs. The time at which the
first job of a task is released is called its phase. If the phase of
a task τi is Φi then the kth job of τi is released at Ji,k =
φi+(k−1)*Pi. The absolute deadline of the kth job of task τi is
di,k = ri,k + Di. The portion of CPU time used by a task τi is
called its utilization and can be calculated by Ci/Pi. The total
∑
utilization of the system can be determined by
.
B. System Model:
We consider a real-time system which consists of a single
processor. The workload for the system is defined by set τ of n
tasks. A fixed priority scheduler is used to schedule tasks. The
scheduler assigns priorities to tasks according to RM
algorithm. Each task τi is assigned a feasible release block
time (Δri). When the kth job of τi is released at ri,k, it is
considered in blocked state for the interval (ri,k, ri,k + Δri) and
is released at ri,k + Δri time. During block state a task can only
be executed if the CPU is free.
C. Assumptions:
We consider the following assumption for our technique
(A1) Task sets follow the implicit deadline model. It
means that for any task (τi), relative deadline is equal to its
period i.e. Di = Pi therefore, a task can be simply defined by
(Ci, Di)
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(A2) Workload is defined by a set τ of n tasks and all tasks
in τ are periodic
(A3) It is assumed that only computational resources are
required to execute a task and all other resources are
negligible
(A4) Any task can be preempted at any time and no task
has any non-pre-emptible part
(A5) All tasks are independent and no precedence
constraints exist among them
(A6) All runtime costs are negligible
The notations used are shown in TABLE I
TABLE I.

NOTATIONS USED AND MEANINGS

released at time t, currently executing job of lower priority
task τj is preempted immediately. Now, τj misses its deadline
if
where
is the remaining execution time of τj at current
time t, dj,t is the absolute deadline of currently preempted job
of τj , t is the current time and
is the interference from
tasks with higher priority than τj during (t, dj,t) interval.
Such tasks can be made schedulable if the release of higher
priority task is delayed without hurting its deadline. Such
delays create some extra space for the lower priority tasks to
complete their execution. The CTR technique utilizes this idea
to improve the schedulability.
Ri,k

Notation

Meaning

τ

Set of tasks

τi

Task i, τi ∈ τ

Ci

Worst case execution time of τi

Pi

Period of τi

Ri

Ui

Worst case response time of τi under RM scheduling
The time period during which a task τi is released and
completes its execution under CTR scheduling
Utilization of τi

Di

Relative deadline of τi

Ji,k

Kth job of τi

dj,t

Absolute deadline of τj at time t

t

Current time

Φi

Release time of first job of τi

ri

Feasible release block time of τi

ri,k

Release time of kth job of τi

Ei

ai

ri

Fi,k=di,k
Ei=Ri

Δri=Si,k

Fig 1(b): CTR Scheduling
ai=ri

Fi,k
Ei=Ri

Di,k
Si.k

Fig 1(c): CTR Scheduling when Δri=0

Fig. 1. Comparison of runtime behavior of RM preemptive and CTR
scheduling (a) RM scheduling (b)CTR scheduling (c) CTR scheduling with
Δri = 0

Time required to τi at time t
Task executing at time t
Task released at time t
Highest priority ready task at time t
Remaining execution time of task τi at time t
R[ ]

Queue of released tasks

J[]

Queue of tasks

P (τi)

Priority of τi
Interference from tasks having higher priority than τi
during (t, di,t)
Extra space created for τj at time t due to the delay in
release of higher priority tasks

III.

di,k
Si

Fig 1(a): RM preemptive Scheduling

Time available to τi at time t

ej,t

Fi,k
Ci + Ih(p)

CONTROLLED-TASK-RELEASES (CTR) REAL-TIME
SCHEDULING

The CTR scheduling technique is discussed in following
subsections in detail
A. Overview of the Technique
If we analyze the runtime behavior of RM preemptive
scheduling, it is observed that when a higher priority task τi is

The CTR scheduling assigns each task τi a feasible release
block time (Δri). At runtime, a task τi is considered in blocked
state at its actual release time and remains in this state for Δr i
time. After Δri time τi is released and its priority is compared
with the currently executing task. If τi has higher priority than
the currently executing task, then the task is preempted
otherwise it continues. At runtime, if the CPU is free and no
task is executing then the lowest priority blocked task is
executed.
In Fig 1, the runtime behavior of CTR scheduling is
compared with RM preemptive scheduling. Fig 1(a) shows the
execution of τi with RM scheduling. The kth job of τi is
released at ri,k and completes its execution at Fi,k ahead of its
deadline di,k. This diﬀerence is shown by Si,k where Si,k = di,k –
(
). On the other hand, the proposed technique
(
)
blocks the release of task τi for Δri (or Si,k ) amount of time
therefor, it completes at its deadline as shown in Fig 2(b). The
CTR scheduling behaves similarly to RM preemptive
scheduling if the release of the task τi is not blocked i.e. in Δri
= 0 (shown in Fig 1(c)).
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J1,1,J2,1,J3,1
J1,1

J3,1
J2,2
J2,1

J3,1

J1,2

τ

J3.1 misses its deadline
Legend
Job releases

J1,3

1

Job completes

τ
2

Job releases and other
is preempted

τ3
0

1

2

3

4

Time

5

6

Fig. 3. CTR scheduling of task set given in TABLE II, task set is
schedulable

7

Fig. 2. RM preemptive scheduling of task set given in TABLE II, τ3 misses
its deadline

The execution sequence with the proposed technique is
explained below
 At t=0, τ1 and τ2 are active, but τ3 is released. Therefore
τ3 is started

B. Motivational Example
The following example illustrates the benefits of CTR
scheduling. The tasks and their attributes for this example are
given in TABLE II.
TABLE II.
Task(τi)
τ

WCET(Ci)

 At t=2, not only τ2 is completed, but also τ1 is released.
So τ1 starts

EXAMPLE TASK SET
Period(Pi)

 At t=3, τ1 completes its execution. As at t=3, only τ3 is
ready which was preempted earlier , therefore τ3 starts
and is completed at t=4

Release-Block time
(Δri)

1

1

3

2

τ2

1.5

4

0.5

τ3

1.5

6

0

 At t=4, no task is ready, but τ1 and τ2 are active. As the
CPU is free therefore the highest priority active task
(τ1) is assigned to the CPU

If we apply the RM preemptive scheduling on the example
task set given in TABLE II, then the task set is not
schedulable because the deadline of τ3 is missed. The
scheduling of task set with RM preemptive scheduling is
shown in Fig 2.
Now, if we apply the CTR scheduling on the same task set
by assigning each task a feasible task release-block time as
given in TABLE II, then the task is schedulable (The method
of assigning release-block time is discussed in the following
subsection). TABLE III shows the sequence of jobs in which
they are activated and released under the task release
mechanism of the CTR scheduling. The runtime behavior with
the CTR technique is shown in Fig 3.
TABLE III.

 At t=0.5, τ2 is released. As τ2 has higher priority than
τ3, therefore τ3 is preempted and τ2 starts

 At t=5, τ1 completes its execution and τ2 starts
The process continues in a similar way.
C. Assignment of Feasible Release-block Time
The feasible release-block time (Δri) for a task τi is the
diﬀerence between the available time to it and the maximum
time it may require in worst case. The available time to a task
τi released at time t is


The maximum required time to a task τi in the worst case

ACTIVATION AND RELEASE SEQUENCE OF TASKS UNDER CTR

is

SCHEDULING

Task Jobs(Ji,k)

Activation time

J
1,1

Release time

0

2

J
2,1

0

0.5

J
3,1

0

0

J
1,2

3

5

J
2,2

4

4.5

J
1,3

6

8

J
3,2

6

6

J
2,3

8

8.5

J
1,4

9

11



∑⌈ ⌉



Now, the feasible release-block time (Δri) value for a task
τi is

∑

⌈ ⌉

The Algorithm 1 to assign
below




values to tasks is given
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Algorithm 1: assigning feasible release-block time (

)

Require: Set of n tasks (τ)
for i = 1 → n − 1
do
∑⌈ ⌉
if

D. Scheduling Algorithm
Now, we present the CTR scheduling algorithm. Initially,
priorities are assigned to tasks according to RM algorithm.
Then each task is assigned a feasible release-block time. At
the start, all tasks with positive
value remain in blocked
state and the highest priority ready task with zero
is
assigned to the processor. When a task τi is released after
remaining in blocked state for
time, its priority is

then

compared with the priority of the currently executing task τj

End if
end for
Theorem1: Given a task ∈ released at time t, if τi is
schedulable under the RM preemptive scheduling then it
remains schedulable even if its release is blocked for ri time.

Proof: The given task τi released at time t is RM
schedulable then

Where Ri is the worst case response time of τi under RM
preemptive scheduling and can be calculated by using
Response-Time Analysis [3]. When the release of τi is blocked
for ri time, then the available time to τi is reduced to

Now, τi remains schedulable if following inequality is
satisfied

We solve the above inequality

∑⌈ ⌉

∑⌈ ⌉

∑⌈ ⌉
The above condition always remains true. Hence, it is
proved that blocking the release of a RM task schedulable for
time does not hurt its schedulability.

and if τi has higher priority than τj, then τj is preempted
otherwise it continues. During runtime if a task is completed
and there is no ready task, then the first task in blocked state is
assigned to the processor. The scheduling process under the
CTR scheduling is shown by algorithm 2.
E. Implementation of the CTR Scheduling
In this section, we discuss the implementation of CTR
scheduling and the performance overheads associated with it.
1) Implementation
The implementation of mechanism to block the release of
tasks at runtime is the core issue in the implementation of
CTR scheduling. For this, the scheduler is required to
distinguish the active and ready states of a task at runtime. In
order to have better synchronization of task parameters, the
job table is required to keep information about activation time
and release time of jobs. The CTR scheduler requires two task
queues named as job queue and ready queue. The job queue
keeps the jobs which are next to release. These jobs are
ordered by earliest to release first basis. The ready queue
keeps the jobs which are ready to execute, but waiting for
CPU due to the execution of a high priority job. These jobs are
kept by descending order of their priorities. At run time, the
scheduler sets the timing hardware to interrupt the CPU at the
release time of the job at the head of the job queue. When an
interrupt is generated the scheduler moves all the jobs with the
same release time as of the interrupt time, to the ready queue
and updates the timing hardware. Under CTR scheduling,
when the ready queue is empty the scheduler is required to
move an active job to the ready queue. To do this, the
scheduler finds the first job in the job queue whose activation
time is before or the same as of the current time and moves it
to the ready queue.
2) Overheads
Here we discuss the overheads associated with CTR
scheduling and compare with other scheduling techniques.
The first major overhead associated with CTR scheduling is
the assignment of release block time to tasks. This assignment
is done off-line and has an O(n) complexity. As this
assignment is made off-line therefore it does not cause any
performance cut at runtime. No such assignment is required in
RM preemptive scheduling. On the other hand, preemption
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threshold scheduling has a more complex mechanism to assign
preemption threshold values which has an O(n2) complexity.
Similarly, in quantum-based scheduling the assignment of
feasible quantum size also has and O(n2) complexity.

by experiments.

Upon task activation:
if (

A. Dominance of CTR scheduling over RM preemptive
scheduling
RM preemptive scheduling favors high priority task
because it immediately preempts the lower priority task when
a higher priority task is released. Such early preemptions can
cause deadline to miss for lower priority tasks. It is tried in the
CTR scheduling to overcome this deficiency by delaying
preemptions feasibly. The CTR scheduling creates extra space
for lower priority tasks by delaying the release of higher
priority task. As a result, it provides better schedulability than
RM preemptive scheduling. In following theorem, we prove
that the CTR scheduling dominates RM preemptive
scheduling in schedulability perspective. It means that CTR
scheduling can feasibly schedule all those task sets which are
schedulable with RM preemptive scheduling, but it is not
guaranteed that RM preemptive scheduling can schedule all
the task sets which are schedulable with CTR scheduling.

[
]
End if
Upon task completion:
[]
if
// if ready queue is not empty

Theorem 2: Given a task set τ consisting of n independent,
periodic tasks whose deadlines are equal to their periods. If τ
is RM schedulable then it is always schedulable with the CTR
scheduling technique while the vice versa is not true always.

Algorithm 2: The CTR scheduling
Require: Set of n tasks (τ)
[]
// Queue that holds the released tasks
J[ ]
// Queue that holds the active or blocked tasks
i, k=0
RM(τ )

// Assign priorities to tasks according to RM algorithm

Assign-Delays(τ)

//Assign feasible task release-block times

At t=o:
//Highest priority ready task gets the CPU

End if
else if

//if the queue holding the blocked tasks is not

[]

empty
[ ] // Assign first task from the blocked task to the CPU
End else if
else
wait for task release
End else
Upon task release:
if (P(
)<P(
) //compare the priority of currently

Proof: Suppose a lower priority task τj is executing at time
t and a higher priority task τi is released. We discuss the
schedulability of both tasks under RM scheduling and CTR
scheduling
Case 1: (Schedulability of τi) If τi is schedulable with RM
preemptive scheduling then it is also schedulable with CTR
scheduling (by Theorem 1).
Case 2: (Schedulability of τj) If τj is schedulable with RM
preemptive scheduling then it gets its required time before the
deadline of its current job. It can be written as

released task with the executing task

As under the CTR scheduling the release of τi is blocked
for therefore ri time, it creates some extra space ej,t for τj,
therefore the above in-equality can be written as

End if
else
End else

The second major overhead, which incurs at runtime is
that, in CTR scheduling when there is no task in ready queue
the scheduler is required to search the job queue to find an
active task to execute. It does not affect the performance much
because in heavily loaded systems it is very rare to have an
empty ready queue.
IV.

EVALUATION OF THE CTR SCHEDULING

In this section we compare the CTR scheduling with other
techniques. We have proved the dominance of CTR
scheduling over RM preemptive scheduling in schedulability
perspective. This dominance is also validated by experiments
on synthetic task sets. The incomparable relation of CTR
scheduling with Preemption threshold scheduling and
Quantum-based scheduling has also been proved and validated

Where ej,t ≥ 0. The above in-equality always remains true
because


It shows that if τj is schedulable with RM preemptive
scheduling then it is also schedulable with CTR scheduling.
Now, if τj is not schedulable with RM preemptive scheduling
then

Now in similar situation the CTR scheduling creates some
extra space ej,t for τj by blocking higher priority tasks. Now if
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then the task is schedulable with the CTR technique and if
it holds true for all such situations, then the whole task set is
schedulable with the CTR technique. It shows that the CTR
technique can schedule some tasks which are not schedulable
with the RM technique.
1) Experimental Evaluation:
The CTR Scheduling has been compared with RM
preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling, to evaluate the
schedulability improvement. For this purpose, we have
generated 104 task sets. Each task set consists of periodic tasks
with Di = Pi. The size of task sets is n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
and their period ranges {2, 500}. The utilization of the system
was kept from 88% to 100%. Priorities are assigned to tasks
by RM algorithm. The performance of diﬀerent techniques has
been evaluated by the percentage of feasible tasks. The results
are discussed below.
Fig4 summarizes the experimental results for the CTR,
RM preemptive (RMP) and RM non-preemptive (RMNP)
scheduling techniques in schedulability perspective. X-axis
represents the system’s utilization while the Y-axis shows the
percentage of feasible task sets. Fig 4(a) shows the results of
task sets with n=2 or 3. It can be seen clearly that the CTR
scheduling surpasses both RMP and RMNP in schedulability
perspective. At lower system utilization levels (88% to 90%)
the performance gap is less (less than 10%) but it goes on
increasing as we move towards higher system utilization
levels. At 100% system utilization, RMP schedule 67% task
sets feasibly while the RMNP schedules 58% and CTR
scheduling schedules 92% task sets. This decrease in
performance of RMP and RMNP occurs due to their extreme
behavior towards preemptions which result in deadline miss
for low priority tasks. On the other hand CTR scheduling
performs better by adopting a more sensible behavior towards
preemptions.
In Fig 4(b), the schedulability results are shown for task
sets with n=4 or 5. The dominance of CTR scheduling over
RMP and RMPNP is clearly observable. At lower system
utilization levels, RMP and RMNP perform reasonably well
but as the system utilization increases their performance
decreases hugely. On the other hand, CTR scheduling out
classes both RMP and RMNP techniques. It schedules 10%
more tasks than RMP and RMNP at 88% utilization while this
gap increases to 30% at 100% system utilization. Fig 4(c) and
Fig 4(d) summarize the results for the task set with n= 6 or 7
and n=8 or 9. The dominating performance of CTR scheduling
as compared to RMP and RMNP scheduling is again
observable.
B. Incomparable relation of CTR scheduling with Preemption
threshold scheduling and Quantum-based scheduling
In this section we have compared the CTR scheduling with
Preemption threshold scheduling and Quantum-based

scheduling. We have shown that CTR scheduling has at-least
an incomparable relation with these techniques. It means,
there exists at-least one task set which is not schedulable with
Preemption threshold scheduling and Quantum-based
scheduling but CTR scheduling feasibly schedules it. Consider
a task set given in TABLE IV. The given taskset is not
schedulable with Preemption threshold scheduling. If the
preemption threshold value of τ3 is 1, then its WCRT is 8 and
its deadline is missed. Similarly, at higher preemption
threshold values of 2 and 3, τ3 remains un-schedulable. On the
other hand, if we apply CTR scheduling on the same task sets
by assigning
= 2,
= 0 and
= 0, the task set
becomes schedulable as shown in TABLE IV.
TABLE IV.
Task

WCET(

EXAMPLE TASK SET AND COMPARISON OF WCRT
Period(P

WCRT(Preemption

WCRT(CTR

threshold)

Scheduling)

(τi)

Ci)

i)

τ1

1

3

1

3

τ2

2

4

2

3

τ

1

6

8

4

2

Quantum-based scheduling also fails to schedule the task
set given in TABLE IV. For the give task set, the upper bound
and lower bound on quantum size is 2. TABLE V shows that
the WCRT of τ3 is 8 and its deadline is missed, when quantum
size is 2.
TABLE V.

WCRT OF TASK SET GIVEN IN TABLE IV UNDER QUANTUMBASED SCHEDULING

Quantum Size

2

Task(τi)

WCRT

τ1

1

τ2

3

τ

8

3

Therefore, by this example, the at-least incomparable
relation between the CTR scheduling and Quantum-based
scheduling and Preemption threshold scheduling is proved.
1) Experimental Evaluation:
To evaluate the performance of Preemption threshold
scheduling (PTS) and Quantum-based scheduling (QBS)
against CTR scheduling, we repeated the experiments given in
previous section for these techniques. When PTS and QBS
techniques are applied on same task sets, the obtained results
are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that both PTS and QBS
performed better than RM preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling but at higher system utilization (95% and above)
CTR scheduling dominates.
Fig 5(a) shows the experimental results of task sets with n
= {2, 3}. It can be seen that at lower system utilization levels
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Fig. 4. Performance analysis of RM preemptive (RMP), RM non-preemptive (RMNP) and CTR scheduling on synthetic data sets in schedulability perspective
(a) n={2,3} (b) n={4,5} (c) n={6,7} (d) n={8,9}

Fig. 5. Performance analysis of CTR, PTS and QBS scheduling on synthetic data sets in schedulability perspective (a) n={2,3} (b) n={4,5} (c) n={6,7} (d)
n={8,9}

(88% to 94%) PTS, QBS and CTR scheduling performed very
well but as we move further towards higher system utilization
the CTR scheduling performs slightly better. At 100% system
utilization the CTR scheduling schedules 92% tasks sets
feasibly while PTS schedules 88% and QBS schedules 87%
task sets. For task sets having 4 or 5 tasks, the obtained results
are shown in Fig 5 (b). The similar performance of CTR, PTS
and QBS scheduling at lower system utilization levels is easy
to observe. At higher system utilization levels, again CTR

scheduling performs better than PTS and QBS scheduling.
Similar result are also obtained for task sets with n=6, 7 and
n=8, 9 and are summarized in Fig 5(c) and Fig 5 (d).
As compared to RM preemptive and non-preemptive
scheduling, preemption threshold scheduling and quantumbased scheduling adopt more ﬂexible and wise behavior in
preemptions perspective. As a result, preemption threshold
scheduling and quantum based scheduling performed better
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Fig. 6. Performance summary on synthetic constrained and arbitrary deadline task sets in schedulability perspective

but still could not attain the optimal system utilization. On the
other hand, CTR scheduling achieves highest system
utilization among all because it avoids preemptions till last
moment and hence allows low priority tasks to complete,
which results in higher utilization. Up-to 95% system
utilization Preemption threshold, Quantum based and CTR
scheduling showed similar performance but, at higher system
utilization [96%, 100%] CTR scheduling achieves highest
system utilization.
C. Scheduling constrained and arbitrary deadline tasks
The analysis given in previous sub-sections demonstrates
the primacy of CTR scheduling in terms of schedulability over
its alternatives but, these results are obtained only for implicit
deadline tasks. In this section, we extend the analysis to
handle tasks with constrained and arbitrary deadlines. Under
the implicit deadline task model, for any task τi, Di is always
equal to Pi. This assumption makes the schedulability analysis
very simple. However, many practical circumstances require
relaxing this assumption. The constrained deadline task model
permits Di to be less than or equal to Pi while in arbitrary
deadline model, Di may be equal to or greater than Pi.
The mechanism to control the release of a task under CTR
scheduling does not distress the RM schedulability of a task
(by Theorem 1). This result is not specific to the implicit
deadline model and remains true for constrained deadline
tasks and arbitrary deadline tasks. Furthermore, the dominance
of CTR scheduling over RM preemptive scheduling also holds
for constrained deadline tasks and arbitrary deadline tasks.
Because when a task set is schedulable with RM preemptive
scheduling, it is also schedulable with CTR scheduling while a

task set which is not schedulable with RM preemptive
scheduling may be schedulable with CTR scheduling due to
the gain achieved by delaying the task releases.
Corollary 1: A RM schedulable task set τ, consisting of n
periodic, independent, constrained deadline tasks is always
schedulable with CTR scheduling but the vice-versa is not
always true.
Corollary 2: A RM schedulable task set τ , consisting of n
periodic, independent, arbitrary deadline tasks is always
schedulable with CTR scheduling but the vice-versa is not
always true.
1) Experimental Evaluation:
To evaluate the performance of CTR scheduling for the
constrained task model and arbitrary deadline task model, we
have created 104 task sets for each category. These tasks are
generated in a similar way as explained in section IV. The
Figure 6 summarizes the results. It can be seen clearly that,
RM non-preemptive scheduling performs fine at low system
utilization but the instant system utilization exceeds 91% the
percentage of feasible task sets under RM non-preemptive
scheduling starts decreasing and it tapers down to less than
53% at 100% system utilization. The performance of RM
preemptive scheduling is better as compared to RM nonpreemptive scheduling due to permitting preemption, but still
at high system utilization the percentage of feasible tasks are
low. At 100% system utilization, RM preemptive scheduling
succeeds to schedule 62% task set feasibly. The performance
of preemption threshold scheduling and quantum-based
scheduling is comparatively better than RM scheduling, but
below than the CTR scheduling at higher system utilization
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level.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Novel results are established for fixed priority scheduling
by controlled task releases. The controlled release timings are
exploited to improve the schedulability of fixed priority
scheduling. It is proved that the pro-posed technique
dominates RM preemptive technique in the sense that it
schedules all task set that are schedulable with RM preemptive
but vice versa is not true. As an example, it is shown that the
proposed technique successfully schedule a given task system
where preemption threshold scheduling or quantum based
scheduling techniques fail. In this paper tasks are restricted to
be only periodic; however, as a future work more interesting
are expected when applied to sporadic tasks systems.
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Abstract—In all the regions of the world, heart failure is
common and on raise caused by several aetiologies. Although the
development of the treatment is fast, there are still lots of cases
that lose their lives in emergence sections because of slow
response to treat these cases. In this paper we propose an expert
system that can help the practitioners in the emergency rooms to
fast diagnose the disease and advise them with the appropriate
operations that should be taken to save the patient’s life. Based
on the mostly binary information given to the system, Bayesian
Network model was selected to support the process of reasoning
under uncertain or missing information. The domain concepts
and the relations between them were building by using ontology
supported by the Semantic Web Rule Language to code the rules.
The system was tested on 105 patients and several classification
functions were tested and showed remarkable results in the
accuracy and sensitivity of the system.
Keywords—Ontology Engineering; Bayesian Network; Heart
Failure; Expert System; Validation Test

I.

INTRODUCTION

In dealing with real world applications, one inescapably
has to deal with uncertain or missing information. In
diagnosing Expert System (ES), it is impossible to model all
the conditions and variables in specific values, and because of
the large number of these variables, probabilistic models are
not suitable, while Bayesian Network (BN) does [1, 2].
A Bayesian Network is a graphical representation of
probabilistic information expressed as directed acyclic graph
with nodes that represent the variables with uncertain or
missing values, and edges between then to represent the
probabilistic value that represent the influence of these
variables [3]. For several reasons BN plays a significant role
in modelling uncertainty in ES and Decision Support Systems.
The graphical representation that shows the conditional
independencies between the nodes are easy to be understand
by the user of the system. Moreover, since BN defines a
unique joint between two specific nodes, the consistency and
correctness of inference are guaranteed due to the
mathematical calculation dependencies [4].
There are lots of efforts in recent years into designing ESs
that can assist experts in different fields to make their
decision. The reasons behind this are reducing clinical errors

the patient’s waiting time, and unnecessary medical and
laboratory tests. Heart failure diagnosing require special
attention from the ES builders since the patients of this disease
need to be diagnosed, treated and monitored continuously and
with fast response. The main symptoms are breathlessness in
specific cases, extreme tiredness and ankle swelling, which
may extend up the leg and get worst at night. As noticed, the
description of the symptoms requires specifying some
probability values to represent the level of relations between
variables.
Using ontology in the design of expert systems is a hot
issue. In the field of AI, ontology is a collection of classes,
attributes, and the relationships between them. It represents
the vocabulary for transferring thought and performing
reasoning in a domain [5]. The main reason behind using
ontology to represent the knowledge and the relationships in
expert systems is its ability to reuse the domain knowledge by
sharing the common understanding in a specific field. Its
interoperability feature allows the ontology systems to be
spread and developed more powerfully.
This paper presents a framework for designing and
implementing an expert system to be used in emergency units
to help practitioners to diagnose heart failure disease in the
presence of uncertain or missing information. The design
depends on two different technologies, Bayesian network to
model uncertain values for some required variables, and
ontology to model the concepts of the ES and the relationships
between them.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Bayesian Network
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic model P showed at a
directed acyclic graph (DAG). In another word, BN of n
variables consists of a DAG of n nodes and a number of arcs.
Each node in a DAG represents a random variable Xi; and a
directed arc between two nodes Xi , Xj represents the direct
influence or causal from Xi to Xj . There is a probability
distribution P associated with each node i, such that:
( | (
, where (
is the parent set of . All the
probability factors of a given DAG are listed in a Conditional
Probability Table (CPT) and the joint probability distribution
or probability inference of a BN is the product of its CPT:
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Using joint probability distribution, BNs support
probabilistic inference in the joint space. To relax a BN,
Bayesian classifiers required. In the designing of our model
we adopted three types of classifiers. The first one, which is
the simplest and most used one, is the naïve Bayesian
classifier which assumes that the independence features are
conditionally independent. The second classifier is the Tree
Augmented Network (TAN) which is performed by adding
directional edge between variables that are not belong to the
same class node [6]. The last classifier used is the Forest
Augmented Network (FAN) to perform better ranking by
joining several trees together [7].
B. Expert Systems
Since the beginning of the using computers, scientist and
physicians started to think of ways to utilize computers in
assisting them to do their work. The first article appeared in
the field of diagnosing process was in 1959 [8] that suggested
a technique that helps physicians in diagnosing diseases and
focused on pointing the light on the benefits of using
computers in medical fields. Moreover, several early systems
appeared. The most well-known system was developed in
Leeds University in 1972 [9] to diagnose abdomen pain using
Bayesian probability theory. Later in 1976, another wellknown medical diagnosing system appeared, MYCIN [10].
MYCIN embedded the field of Artificial Intelligent (AI),
which uses abstract symbols rather than numerical
calculations, to build the production rules and to strength the
reasoning process to identify bacteria causing severe
infections. In 1991, A Dynamic Hospital Information System
(HELP) appeared [11] that has the ability to generate alerts
when abnormal signs in the patient record are noted.
There are five main components in any rule-based expert
system. The knowledge base which has the rules and any
other form of information collected from the human experts in
the field. Knowledge can be either abstract or concrete. While
abstract knowledge can be represented by rule and probability
distribution, concrete knowledge refers to the information
related to a specific abstract knowledge (facts). The heart of
every expert system is the Inference Engine which draws
conclusions by applying abstract knowledge to concrete
knowledge. These conclusions can be based on either
deterministic knowledge (knowledge about certain facts),
probabilistic knowledge (knowledge about uncertain facts), or
nondeterministic knowledge (fuzzy knowledge) [12]. Another
component in the building blocks of an expert system is the
Explanation Mechanism which provides the user with the
necessary explanation about the way a specific conclusion
drawn and the reasons behind using specific facts. When the
expert system deals with users, it should be accompanied with
a User Interface component which should be user friendly
and easy to use.
C. Ontology and its Engineering
“An ontology is a formal explicit representation of
concepts in a domain, properties of each concept describes

characteristics and attributes of the concept known as slots and
constrains on these slots” [13]. In the field of computer
science and information technology, Ontology is the process
of representing knowledge in a specific domain [14].
Ontology is used to represent the sharable knowledge in terms
of concepts which represented by classes, relations which
represent the relations between the concepts, instances which
are the objects represented by the concepts, and axioms which
represent the rules that tie the concepts to the instances [15].
Fonseca [16] defines ontology as “an ontology refers to an
engineering artefact, constituted by a specific vocabulary used
to describe a certain reality”. He identified the difference
between ontology and information systems in modelling and
reasoning about information, as ontology deals with the
information in conceptual level, while information systems do
this task in implementation time.
In their work, Rousey et.al. [17] gave different
perspectives of the word “Ontology” in the field of Compute
Science. “For example, ontology can be: a thesaurus in the
field of information retrieval, a model represented in OWL in
the field of linked-data, or a XML schema in the context of
databases”.
On the other hand, knowledge Engineering is the steps that
should be followed to build ontology. There are several
methods use in this aspect [18], In this paper Toronto Virtual
Enterprise (TOVE) method was used [19]. The reason behind
choosing this methodology and its steps are illustrated in the
forthcoming sections.
D. Web Ontology Language (OWL)
Among several ontology languages, OWL is the most used
one. It is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
recommendation in 2004 to be “used by applications that need
to process the content of information instead of just presenting
information to humans” [20]. It has several features over XML
and RDF by providing additional vocabulary along maintain
their properties. It is then used to define instances
(individuals) and maintain their properties, and then it is used
to reason about these classes and individuals [17]. OWL has
three sub-languages:
1) OWL-Lite: This sub-language intended for users who
need simple modelling and constraints. Although it provides
quick path to thesauri and other taxonomy, its cardinality is
limited to either 0 or 1.
2) OWL-DL: To fill the shortage of OWL-Lite, this sublanguage comes with features that enrich the use of OWL.
Class Boolean combinations and class property restrictions are
some of the added features. Other properties in describing a
class in term of other disjoint classes are another new feature.
With all these features, OWL-DL becomes the most used
language since it provides the user with full expressiveness
[20].
3) OWL-Full: this sub-language offers to its users
maximum expressiveness and syntactic freedom of RDF[17].
As instance, OWL-Full treats a class as a set of individuals
and as an individual at the same time. Its data type property
generalizes to include inverse functional property.
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E. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
Based on the combination between OWL-DL and OWLLite sublanguages, SWRL was developed to be the rule
language of the semantic web. It allows the users to write the
first-order logic rules required to reason about the specified
OWL individuals. The semantic rules of SWRL are the same
as the description logic of Owl to make the reasoning process
easier and stronger.
Each SWRL rule has an antecedent and a consequent, each
of which could be a disjunction of several atoms. There are
several atom types that are supported y SWRL, such as class
atoms, individual property atoms, data value property atoms,
and data range atoms. The most powerful atoms are built-in
atoms, where SWRL provides several types of existing builtin and allow the user to design and use his own built-ins [21].
III.

Jayanta and Marco [3] presets a framework for an expert
ES that assists the expert to assess the several minerals levels
in the patient’s body. The data of the study was dedicated to
elderly people over 65 years old and no ontology engineering
used.
To the best of our knowledge, all the proposed Expert
Systems which focus on heart diseases were designed to be
used by the expert in the field. There is only one proposal for a
system that can be used in emergence units. In their work,
Joan et al. [23] proposed a Bayesian-based ES to be used in
the emergency units to assist practitioners to diagnose unstable
angina. In this paper we propose an ES that is supplemented
by BN and Ontology engineering to diagnose heart failure in
the emergency units.

RELATED WORK

IV.

Several BN expert systems were proposed to provide the
experts with the required decision especially in medical field.
Some of these systems were based on building their
knowledge base using ontology. In diagnosing heart diseases,
[22] proposed a Decision Support System to be used by the
cardiovascular experts and the data obtained from the Rapid
Access Chest Pain Clinic in England. The medical conditions
were modelled as binary clauses, either yes or no. No other
values were used in this system to model the uncertain
variables.

METHODOLOGY FOR ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING

A. System Architecture
The architecture of the proposed system consists of several
modules. Figure 1 illustrates these modules and the
interactions between them. As any other expert system, the
core of our system is the knowledge base module which
consists of the fact base and the rule base. The facts are
extracted, using the user interface, from the user as the
patient’s symptoms in addition to the laboratory and clinical
test results.

Knowledge Base

Rule base

Fact base
Patient symptoms &
emergency unit info

Reasoning
result,
explanation

Consistency
check

Symptoms,
test results

Inference
Rules

Practitioner
in
Emergency
room

BayesTOVE
Ontology
Classes

SWRL
Rules

Explanation Facility
Facts
and
rules

Inference Engine
Pellet DL-Reasoner
Fig. 1. The system architecture

The rules base consists of SWRL decision rules and the
ontology structured classes along with the relationships
between these classes. The decision rules were inferred from
technical guidelines published by the National Institute of
Health and Care Excellence in the UK [24, 25]. While the
ontology classes were formed using Protégé Ontology editor.
The inference engine is the core of any expert system
which depends on the facts and the rules to reason the required

decision. In our work we use Pellet [26], which considered to
be one of the best OWL-DL reasoned with several features
such as data-type reasoning and debugging, rules integration,
and reasoning conjunctive queries. In this stage more decision
rules could be inferred and added to the list of available rule
base. The final decision results will be introduced to the user
through the user interface alongside with the explanation
about this decision inferred from the explanation module.
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B. Ontology Engineering
The methodology used to build our ontology-based ES is
TOVE, designed by Gruninger and Fox [19]. The main goal of
TOVE is to develop a set of integrated ontologies and it has
several characteristics that make it widely used as ontology
engineering. It provide the ability to create a sharable
representation of the ontology, to define the meaning of each
semantic in first-order logic, to reason about the semantics
automatically, and to depict the context in graphical context.
According to several literatures [19], TOVE has six stages to
be followed and these stages are modified in this paper to
depict the reasoning under uncertain or insufficient
information. Bayes-TOVE stages are illustrated in Figure 2.
Motivation
(Uncertain
information)

Uncertain
Informal
Competency
Questions

BayesTerminology

Completeness
Theorem

BayesAxioms

Uncertain
Formal
Competency
Questions

Fig. 2. Bayes-TOVE

1) Motivation
In the motivation stage, the requirement of the system
should be set either as questions, story problem, or examples.
The motivation scenarios of our proposed Ontology are:
a) The lack of ES that can be used in the emergency
units to diagnose heart failure or deal with patients already
diagnosed to have the disease.
b) Since heart failure should be diagnosed fast and since
its symptoms are similar to other diseases, the things that
make the practitioners get confused in the diagnosing process.
c) Patients with heart failure and are in emergency room
should be treated taking into consideration the existing disease
and the new symptoms that require them to be entered in
emergency unit.
d) When a patient get entered to an emergency room,
she or her carer may not get all the information that are
required in the diagnosing process such as laboratory and
clinical test results. This led to use BN to represent some
uncertain or missing variables.
2) Uncertain Informal Competency Questions
In this stage the motivation scenario is changed into
informal competency queries that the ontology should answer.
The resultant queries provide a clear idea about the new
designed ontology and represent the first evaluation step to
determine the importance of the ontology and if it can be
replaced by existing ones [27]. Some of the informal questions
of our system are:

a) Does the patient already diagnosed to have a heart
failure?
b) If the answer to question1 is yes, then:
 What are the results of the patient’s laboratory test
results?
 What drugs are taking by the patient?
 What are the new symptoms?
 Does the new symptoms relate to heart failure?
 If the patient requires new drug, what are the conflict
effects with the current drugs.
 What treatment should be taken?
c) If the answer to question1 is no, then:
 What are the patient’s symptoms?
 What are the similarities between the existing
symptom and the heart failure symptoms?
 What treatments should be taken?
 What drug should be given to the patient?
These queries emphasise the concepts and the relationship
between these concepts that are going to be embedded in the
ontology. Several of these questions cannot be answered in
emergency unit accurately but the reasoning still necessary to
be completed.
3) Bayes-Terminology
In this stage the proposed informal questions from the
previous stage should be described through either First-OrderLogic or through Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)
axioms. In this project we used Standards Upper Ontology
KIF (SUO-KIF). The reason behind authoring this language
was to understand the meanings of expressions without the
need for a manipulating interpreter [28]. As instance, the
following rule:
“Refer patients with suspected heart failure and high BNP
level or high NTproBNP level, to have transthoracic Doppler
2D echocardiography and specialist assessment within 2
weeks”. [24]
Could be written in SUO-KIF as the following macro-like
structure:
(
(

(
(
(

(

((
(

(

(
(

)
)

)

(
(
(
(
where, treatment

is considered as a function, while
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instance and exist are relations. The SUO-KIF structure can
be represented as a tree in which its nodes are the instances
and the edges are the functions, relations, or operations on
these instances. This stage is necessary for ontology
reusability since the KIF representation is generic across many
domains. This example emphasises the demand need for
reasoning under uncertain information. The actual values of
“high BNP” should be 100 and 400 pg/ml and it is not
necessarily refer to HF, it could refer to other diseases such as
diabetes if the patient age is over 70. Figure 3 shows the BN
acyclic graph for the given rule.

age

BNP

Diabetes

TproBNP

HF

such that
checks the consistency between the
terminologies and instances on one side and first-order
sentences in the language on the other side ( ).
Using Formal Competency Questions, the ontology can be
distinguished and the relationships with other ontologies can
be specified. Several approached, however, have been
proposed to use the Competency questions as an ontology
evaluator and mechanisms were proposed to check if a given
ontology meets its competency questions. [29]
5) Bayes Axioms
Axioms in the ontology are the definition of the concepts
and relations and constraints between them [19]. Moreover,
axioms should represent the semantic of the objects and their
relations. Although it is considered to be the most difficult
process in building ontologies, axioms are considered to be the
most important and significant part as well. In this paper,
axioms are going to be represented as a tree-like structure
rather than first-order logic statements, as suggested in [30].
Figure 5 shows the structure of the axioms used in the
proposed ES.

Fig. 3. Example of BN graph

V.

4) Uncertain Formal Competency Questions
The main aim of this stage is to make sure that the
ontology system is consistent based on the axioms of the
ontology [19]. This stage should specify the following: the set
of terminologies based on the axioms in the proposed
ontology (TOntology), the set of instances (TGround), the Bayesian
network (TBN), and it determines the following:

(

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The architecture of the system, which is depicted in Figure
1, has several stages. The first stage is to implement the
ontology classes, object properties, data properties and their
characteristics alongside with the relations between them (see
Figure 4). OWL-DL is used as an ontology language since it
has several features listed in section 2. Protégé is used to
create the ontology system. Embedded with some reasoners,
Protégé is an open source, W3C recommendation, with several
features that enables its users to run and check consistency of
the system.

Fig. 4. Sample of OWL classes, data properties, and object properties for the ES
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Fig. 5. Bayes axioms for the proposed system

The second stage was to build the inference rules for the
Expert System using SWRL rules. All the rule were built
depending on the guideline published by the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence [24]. Figure 6 illustrates
sample of the inference rules used and an inferred axiom from

implementing the rules. Figure 7 shows the result of
implementing the inference rules on one of the patients. The
red circle in the figure represent the recommendation to the
practitioner that the patient should take the Doppler-2DEchocardiography to make sure if she has HF or not.

Fig. 6. Sample of SWRL rules used in the ES

The rule engine used was Java Expert System Shell (jess),
a small, light, and one of the fastest rule engines available
[31]. It is a powerful program developed by one of the team
members at Sandia Laboratories in Canada.Netica API [32]

was used to construct the junction tree algorithm and belief
propagation of the BN. It was used to calculate the
probabilities of occurrence of HF disease according to the
given symptoms and laboratory tests.
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VI.

TESTING AND VALIDATION

The dataset used to test the ES was belonged to 105
patients collected from Emergency units in three private
hospitals in Jordan and the system has been used by several
practitioners. The performance of the system was calculated
using the area under the curve (AUC) of Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) graph and compute the factors
associated to it [33]. AUC reflects the percentage of correct
classification and its value ranged between 1, indicating
optimum classification of all cases, and 0, indicating
completely random classifications. Keep in mind that no
realistic system should have AUC value less than 0.5
representing 50% random classification [33]. Depending on
the tested data, AUC value of implementing the ES was
0.7164, which considered to be equalized with other similar
systems. Moreover several classification functions were used
to test the ES (see Table 1) depending on the values of TP, FP,
TN, and FN:

Fig. 7. Example of an inferred axiom

TABLE I.

ACHIEVEMENT FACTORS OF TESTING THE ES

Factor
Sensitivity
Specificity
Accuracy
Positive prediction
Negative prediction

Fig. 8. Part of the BN to reason under uncertainty

Figure 8 shows sample of the BN acyclic directed graph
used to reason under uncertain information. The reasoning
process depends on the Conditional Probability Table (CPT)
build using Netica and Figure 9 illustrates part of it.

1) Sensitivity: refers to the ability of the system to
correctly identify the patients having HF based on the given
symptoms and laboratory test results. For our ES, this value is
high comparing with other related systems, which makes the
system reliable.
2) Specificity: refers to the ability of the system to
correctly identify the patient do not having HF. The result of
testing this function (Table 1) shows that only 33% of the
patients were incorrectly identified having HF and this is due
to the using of BN that lowered the error rate.
3) Accuracy: this classification function measures the
statistical bias of the system, i.e., how close the results are to
the true values. More than 75% of the tested patients had
correct results, either having HF or do not and with correct
identification.
4) Positive and negative predictive values (PPV) and
(NPV): the PPV is the probability that a patient correctly
diagnosed to have HF and NPV is the probability of a healthy
person correctly diagnosed not to have HF. The resulting
ratios of these functions on the data set showed that around
75% of the tested patients were correctly diagnosed.
VII.

Fig. 9. Part of CPT Creating using Netica API

Value
0.833
0.666
0.761
0.769
0.75

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an expert system to help physicians in
hospital’s Emergency units to diagnose Heart Failure disease.
The system is based on BN with discrete nodes to enable the
users to reason under uncertain or incomplete information.
The SWRL rules are used to build the inference rules and Jess
is used as an inference engine. The validation tests are done
using 105 cases and the results of the classification functions
show that the system has high level of validity. The model
achieves more than 75% of PPV, NPV, and accuracy; while it
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achieves 83% in sensitivity function. To make the system
usable even more easily, a web application is going to be
constructed as a future work and to link the system with the
data base systems that are pre-prepared by the hospitals to
increase the accuracy of the system and to get benefit of
previous information stored for each patient.
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Abstract—1When designing a chip multiprocessors, we use
Splash2 to estimate its performance. This benchmark contains
eleven applications. The performance when running them is
similar, except Raytrace. We analyse it to clarity why the
performance is not good. We discover, in theory, Raytrace never
reuses data. This leads the fact that the performance is not good
due to the low hit ratio in data cache.
Keywords—Chip multiprocessors; benchmark; ray tracing;
reflection; intensity; ray-Tree

I.

INTRODUCTION

When designing Chip Multi-Processors (CMP), we always
use one or many benchmarks to evaluate our products. One of
the most used benchmark is Splash2 [1]. It contains many
applications such as: FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [2],
Cholesky factorization [3], Barnes (N-Body problem) [4], etc.
They are the most popular classical problems in parallel
computing, the main applied field of CMP. Each of these
problems requires its unique kind of data and the way to solve
it. The complexity problems in real life, in general, are the
combination of some basic problems, which are included in
Splash2. If a CMP solves the basic problem well, it will solve
the real problem well too.
Many CMPs are regularly used to process computer
graphics. For this, Splash2 provides three relevant applications
namely Radiosity, Raytrace, and Volrend. In many
experiments, however, the performance when running Raytrace
is not good while the others are better. This inspires us to study
and analyze Raytrace application and explain why the CMP do
not solve it well.
Our paper is organized as follows. It begins with the
introduction of CMP benchmark and questions why the performance of CMP when running Raytrace is not good. Section II
presents clearly about Raytrace applications. This section
begins with the rendering problem in computer graphics and
analyzes the ray tracing method after that. Section III shows us
how to use parallel computing to do ray tracing method. The
experiments are presented in section IV. We run Raytrace in
many CMPs to evaluate the performance, and then, we show its
performance in comparison with other applications. The final
section is the conclusion. It is presented in section V.
1

This work was supported by Vietnam National University
- Ho Chi Minh city grant number C2015-40-01.

II.

RENDERING IN COMPUTER GRAPHICS

We are living in a 3-Dimension (3D) space, but our eyes
only observe 2-Dimension (2D) of the world. How we impress
the real world by observation? That is based on our hobbies;
we can change the view points to get more information about
the locations of many objects. So that, we can image exactly
where an object is. But we can not change our viewpoint when
using a monitor such as a computer monitor. From a 2D image
in the monitor, how can we identify the location of any object?
That is up to the way we present the image in the monitor. How
we present a 2D image, which helps us to impress the location
of each object, is called rendering.
A. What is rendering?
Rendering is the way to present a 2D image, which helps us
to image about its 3D sense or the location of each object. An
object in 3D space is identified by three information: height,
width, and depth. 2D image presents the height and the width,
and the rendering problem presents the depth of the object.
There are two main types of rendering: local illumination and
global illumination. Both of them use the intensity, which is
from the light, to present the deep of each object. But they use
the lights in different ways. The local illumination is very
simple. We only use the light coming directly from a light
source for the image. That means we do not use others kind of
light such as light reflected from a mirror to present the object.
Its advantage is simple in both idea and coding, but it is not
really a good method. Global illumination is more complexity
and efficient than local illumination. We consider all of the
lights while presenting an object: directed light, reflected light
and shadow light. From these lights, we can create many
effects such as reflection, shadows. This approach is the main
method for this problem in modern graphics.
B. Raytrace method
Global illumination contains many methods such as ray
casting, ray tracing, etc. They use many kinds of light to
present an object. Ray tracing is popularly used in both
industry and personal applications. Its idea is simple: tracing a
path from a point of view through each pixel in a virtual screen,
then calculating the light intensity and the color of the object
which is visible through it[5]. First, we need to define the main
problem: we have a set of light sources and a set of objects, and
their location in 3D space. We want
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to compute the intensity and colors of each pixel, which is used
to present the 3D space including the mentioned light sources
and objects, on the screen. Figure 1 shows us an illustration for
ray tracing

Fig. 1. Identifying the value for every pixel using ray tracing. (Source:
ICE RWTH Aachen University)

Fig. 3. One ray path in Ray tracing process

We want to compute the value at the pixel in the
intersection point between the line, that connects our eye and
the object, and the screen. Besides, the connecting line contains
not only the directed light but also the reflected light from the
other surfaces. This leads us that we can observe both the scene
in the viewport and the scene which is reflected by the objects
in the viewport. Imaging, from our eye, a ray is released. It
meets a surface and is reflected. In the real world, almost every
object do not have a pure smooth surface, so the reflected
rays are spread or diffuse like the illustration in figure 2.

Fig. 2. When a ray meets a non-pure smooth surface, we receive the spread or
diffuse reflection. (Source:MIT Open-CourseWare)

The corollary of spreading or diffusing reflection is that the
reflected rays will meet many objects, and that process will
repeat. But there is an important note: the power of a light ray
is reduced after each reflecting point. In other words, we can
say there are many rays from many objects have the
contribution to the value of a pixel, the less reflecting time, the
more contribution. When considering the ray from our point of
view to a pixel on the monitor, we need to compute a group of
rays reflecting between many objects. If we choose a sequence
of objects and identify the reflecting ray between them, we will
receive a ray path. The destination of a ray path is often the
light source. An object can also be a destination when a ray
reflects many times and ends up at that object. Fig.3 shows us a
ray path as an example. From the view point to the bulb-light
source, the path connects three other objects. Figure 4 shows us
a ray-tree [6] or a group of ray paths when extending the
contribution to one pixel.

Fig. 4. The ray-tree when extending all of the contribution to one pixel from
all objects

The color and intensity of one pixel are decided by one
specific point of one specific object, and the value of that
specific point is decided by many other points from many other
objects. This loop is stopped when the number of reflections is
large enough or, in other words, the contribution of a point or
an object to the value of the pixel is small enough. We can use
a hierarchical tree to illustrate this.
III.
USING PARALLEL COMPUTING TO SOLVE THE
RENDERING PROBLEM BY RAY TRACING METHOD
We presented the Ray tracing method in section II.
Raytrace is the parallel version of that method. Our expected
output is the color and intensity of all pixels on the screen.
These value of one pixel are computed based on the pixel’s
ray-tree. In parallel method, multiple processor cores can
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compute the value of multiple pixels simultaneously [6].
Because of our purpose, we analyze the property of the input
data for Raytrace applications. The data is a set of light sources
and objects. While calculating the value of a pixel through its
ray-tree, an object can contribute different values for the
computing process at different time because of the reflection.
So we can consider their contributions are from different
objects. On the other hand, if one object exists in two ray-trees
or two pixels, its contributing values are neither the same
because the view angles from two different pixels to the same
object are different. Thus, we reach a conclusion that all nodes
serving ray tracing process are not reused. This means that each
node from each ray-tree is used just one time during their life.
So, in theory, we can not reuse any node or any data for our
computation.
IV.

B. Experiment 2
We run Raytrace in 4 CMPs to estimate the average performance of reusing data. Our CMPs contain four processor
cores. The sizes of L1-Data cache for the four CMPs are 4 KB,
16 KB, 64 KB and 256 KB, respectively. The results are
presented in figure 6. When the cache size is too large, total 1
MB for L1-Data cache, the hit ratio is not high, just over 80%.
With this result, we infer that the L1 data cache hit ratio or the
performance of CMP can not be improved by increasing L1
cache size. We need to change the method or approach instead
of changing CMP.

PERFORMANCE OF CMP WHEN RUNNING RAYTRACE
APPLICATION

This section presents two experiments focus on L1-Data
cache. In the first experiment, we run a CMP using Raytrace
and three other random selected applications as the workload.
We will show the performance of CMP for each application in
comparison with the others. In the second experiment, we show
the performance of different CMP configurations when running
Raytrace. This demonstrates that the negative properties of
Raytrace are caused by theory, and they can not be solved by
changing CMP. In this section, we use hit ratio in L1-Data
cache as the measurement for estimating CMP’s performance.
This information is an important parameter of a CMP.
A. Experiment 1
We use three random applications in Splash2 to compare
with Raytrace. The results are shown in figure 5. As we can
see, in 4 cores the hit Ratios at L1-Data cache of Raytrace are
significantly lower in comparison with the others. Its hit ratios
are high, over 70%, because of the technique of coding. Three
others have more positive properties, so the data is reused
efficiently, and the hit ratio is nearly 99%, obviously higher
than Raytrace.

Fig. 6. Hit Ratio in L1-Data cache of 4 CMPs when running Raytrace

V.

CONCLUSION

Our analysis proves that Ray tracing is a good method for
the effects used in applications, but it is not well-fit for parallel
computing hardware. Because the data is not reused, and each
node is used just one time. This led the hit ratio in L1-Data
cache is too low, and the performance is not good. We need a
new parallel algorithm for this problem instead of increasing
L1 cache size of the CMP.
[1]

[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
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Abstract—Six constructs were utilized in this study to explore
the factors affecting MIS implementation in Jordanian public
institutions and to investigate the impact of MIS implementation
on organizational (operational) performance. They were human
factors,
organizational
factors,
technological
factors,
environmental factors, MIS implementation components and
organizational performance. The required data were collected
using a valid and reliable questionnaire developed based on the
literature review. Human factors were conceptualized as users’
computer skills and experience, IS usefulness and IS ease of use.
Organizational factors were assessed using three sub-indicators,
which were top-management support, user training and IS
confidentiality. Technological factors were evaluated by
systematic quality, information quality and service quality. The
overall industry, industry environment and external pressure
were three indicators used to measure the environmental factors.
Two variables were selected to measure MIS implementation:
IT/IS capability and technological aspects related to information
service quality. Since the current study tackled public
institutions, the indicators of organizational performance were
limited to operational ones. The questionnaire was distributed to
125 informants from IT/IS departments. The findings of the
study indicated the acceptance of the hypothesis that the factors
in question are significantly and positively related to MIS
implementation, which in turn, when measured by IT/IS
capability and information service quality, significantly and
positively affect organizational performance. The main
contribution provided by this study is that MIS implementation
is not limited to information technology and systems capabilities
and usefulness. Other factors should be considered, particularly
when examining the impact of MIS implementation on
organizational performance.
Keywords—management information systems; adoption success
factors; organizational performance; public institutions

I.

INTRODUCTION

Researchers have propounded a number of reasons behind
the importance of management information systems (MISs).
Lipaj and Davidavičienė [1] and Kharuddin et al [2] indicated
that one of these reasons is related to the role that MISs play
in business performance enhancement. Although many
organizations have adopted MISs, not all of them have
achieved the presumed benefits [3]. Hence, considerable
attention has been paid to the factors that play a critical role in
the successful implementation of MIS. Two lines of research

have been merged. The first one focuses on the factors
affecting the implementation of MISs in different industries,
while the other addresses the relationship between MISs and
organizational performance.
On the one side, Al-Mamary et al [4] performed a study to
explore the factors affecting the successful implementation of
MISs in Yemeni organizations. They categorized these factors
into technological factors, people factors and organizational
factors. In 2015 Al-Mamary et al [5] found a positive
relationship between these factors and organizational
performance (OP). Using a sample consisting of 100 French
organizations, Bacha [6] highlighted the significance of topmanagement and employee attitudes in the implementation of
MISs. In Kuwait Alshawaf and Khalil [7] identified four
success factors of information systems (ISs): information
systems’ strategy and resources, end-user support, information
systems’
sophistication
and
information
systems’
organizational level and user involvement.
In the United States, Kearns [8] studied the relationship
between two major factors’ impacts on IS planning and
implementation, namely top-management support of ISs and
management participation in IS planning. The results indicated
that these two variables significantly reduced IS
implementation problems. Farzandipur et al [3] sorted the
factors affecting the implementation of MISs in hospitals into
human factors (computer skills, IS usefulness and IS ease of
use), managerial and organizational factors (IS project
management, IS cost, training, user participation and IS
confidentiality) and technological factors (support, safety,
development and communication). Rahimi et al [9] brought
user participation in the development stages of IS to light as a
critical factor that affects the development of ISs in hospitals.
According to them, users can take part in four stages of IS
development: analysis, design, implementation and evaluation.
Fu et al [10] listed three main factors that influence the
adoption of ISs by small and medium-sized enterprises in
Taiwan. Those factors are technological factors,
organizational factors and environmental factors. Each group
of them relates to three types of objectives. Specifically,
technological factors are related to the system function,
technology trust and cognition benefit; organizational factors
are interconnected to organizational characteristics, the
organization’s readiness and the partners’ willingness and
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abilities; and, finally, environmental factors are linked to the
overall industry, industry environment and external pressure.
Detailed criteria levels for these factors can be seen in Table 1.
However, the authors deemed six out of these factors to be
critical success factors.
On the other side, Al-Gharaibeh and Malkawi [11] carried
out a case study of the Ministry of Planning to investigate the
relationship between MISs and OP. Three dimensions of MISs
were used: hardware and software components, networks, and
individuals and procedures. According to their results, MISs
have an impact on organizational performance in Jordanian
public settings. Analysing data collected from thirteen
countries, DA Silveira and Cagliano [12] explored and
confirmed the relationship between inter-organizational
information systems (computerized networks used for
information exchange) and operational performance. Batra
[13] hypothesized an impact of information technology (IT)
on organizational effectiveness. The findings pointed out that
IT has an impact on the overall organizational flexibility,
which in turn influences the organizational performance of
organizations and hence their organizational effectiveness.
Building on the above-mentioned literature, the purpose of
this study is twofold: first, to explore the factors affecting the
implementation of MISs in Jordanian governmental
institutions; and second, to explore the relationship between
MIS components and organizational performance in those
institutions.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

A. MIS Definition, Requirements and Dimensions
Management information systems (MISs) are one of the
five types of information systems. The other four types are
office information systems (OISs), transaction-processing
systems (TPSs), decision support systems (DSSs) and
executive support systems (ESS) [1]. MISs have been defined
by researchers in terms of their ability to provide information
with good characteristics on which organizations depend to
enhance their performance [5]. Other definitions have tackled
MISs with regard to their functions, such as collecting,
recording, storing and rearranging data [14]. Given that the
first major aim of this study is to identify the factors affecting
MIS implementation in Jordanian governmental institutions, a
literature review was conducted. Examples of those factors are
presented in Table 1.
TABLE I.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT MIS ADOPTION AS DEPICTED IN THE
LITERATURE

MIS requirements

Technological factors:
System quality
Information quality
Service quality

Organizational factors:
Top management support
User training

People factors:
Computer self-efficacy
User experience.

Information systems strategy and resources.

End user support.

Reference (s)

Al-Mamary et al.
[Error! Bookmark
not defined.]

Alshawaf and
Khalil [Error!












Information systems sophistication.
IS organizational level and user involvement.
Internal environment factors
Top-management support
Managers' participation in IS planning
User participation in IS development:
Analysis.
Design.
Implementation.
Evaluation.
Human factors:
Computer skills.
IS usefulness.
IS ease to use.
Managerial and organizational factors:
IS project management.
IS cost.
Training.
User participation.
IS confidentiality.
Technological factors:
Support.
Safety.
Development.
Communication.
Technological factors:
System function, technology trust, and cognition
benefits.
Organizational factors: organization
characteristics and readiness, and partners'
willingness and abilities.
Environmental factors: overall industry, industry
environment, and external pressure.

Bookmark not
defined.]
Kearns [Error!
Bookmark not
defined.]
Rahimi et at.
[Error! Bookmark
not defined.]

Farzandipur, et al.
[Error! Bookmark
not defined.]

Fu et al. [Error!
Bookmark not
defined.]

Consequently, the current study categorized the factors
that have an influence on the adoption of ISs in organizations
into four groups: human factors, organizational factors,
technological factors and environmental factors. Regarding
MIS components, Zhu and Nakata [15] argued that the most
important components of MISs are IT capability and
information service quality. Benitez-Amado and Walczuch
[16] conceptualized IT capability in their study as a dependent
variable that represents an organization’s ability to use IT
resources. Table 2 shows the major components of MISs in
the literature. The current study focuses on IT capability and
information service quality in addition to hardware and
software components.
TABLE II.

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF MISS FOUND IN THE LITERATURE

MIS components

IT capability:
Information storage.
Information processing
Information communication

Information services quality:
Service timeliness.
Service appropriateness
Information reliability.

IT capability: organizations
ability to use IT resources

Hardware and software
components

Networks

Individuals and procedures

Timeliness

Scope

Aggregation

Reference (s)

Zhu and Nakata [15]

Benitez-Amado and Walczuch [16]

AL-Gharaibeh and Malkawi [11]

Naranjo-Gil [17]
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Integration

B. Organizational Performance
According to Al-Tit and Hunitie [18], OP can be defined as a
measure employed to identify organizations’ efficiency and
effectiveness in achieving their goals. In general, two types of
measures were used to evaluate organizational performance:
financial and non-financial measures [19]. Table 3 presents
the different indicators used in the literature to measure OP.
Given that this study was conducted on public institutions, OP
was measured in terms of operational dimensions, that is, nonfinancial measurements.
TABLE III.

OP DIMENSIONS DEPICTED IN THE LITERATURE

OP dimensions

Internal process performance:
Internal process simplification.
Data validity improvement.
Internal communication
efficiency.

Financial performance:
Sales increase.
Inventory turnover reduction.
Receivable turnover increase.
Profit margin growth.

Financial measures:
Cost of funds
Non-interest income
Earnings per share
Capital structure
Return on investment
Loan yield
Market ratios
Liquidity
Cash flow from operations
Relative market share and
position
Operating income
Revenues
Customers’ profitability

Non-financial measures:
Customer-employee-based
performance: Responsiveness,
personnel development, no. of
customer’s complaints,
accessibility, delivery speed
flexibility, customer
satisfaction, on-time service,
employee skills,
communication, competence,
productivity, efficiency,
availability, courtesy and
quality.
Innovation-based performance:
Performance of individual
innovations, performance of the
innovation process, research and
development, new product
development, volume
flexibility, and specification
flexibility.

Work efficiency

Work effectiveness

Decision making

Sectoral excellence


Satisfaction of employees

Reference (s)

Lipaj and Davidavičienė [1]

Salleh et al. [20]

C. Factors Affecting the Adoption of MISs
Fu et al [10], Al-Mamary et al [5] and Farzandipur et al [3]
suggested four groups of factors that have an influence on the
adoption of MISs: human factors, organizational factors,
technological factors and environmental factors. Following
these recent studies, the current study applied the same
factors. Therefore, the following hypotheses were posed:
H01:

Human factors significantly advance
implementation.
H02: Organizational factors significantly elevate
implementation.
H03: Technological factors significantly support
implementation.
H04: Environmental factors significantly improve
implementation.

MIS
MIS
MIS
MIS

D. Relationship between MISs and OP
Al-Mamary et al [5] carried out a study on the relationship
between the success factors of MISs and the organizational
performance in the telecommunication industry in Yemen.
Their hypotheses were supported. That is, technological
(system quality, information quality and service quality),
organizational (top-management support and user training)
and people factors (computer self-efficacy and user
experience) were positively related to organizational
performance. In their work on information systems’ success
factors and the organizational performance of public and
private organizations, Alshawaf and Khalil [7] found
significant differences between public and private
organizations with regard to end-user support, top
management and information systems management in IS
financial decisions in favour of public organizations. They
also found significant differences in terms of IS resource
availability, top-management involvement in the IS strategy,
end-user involvement in IS development and end-user training
on information technology in favour of private organizations.
The study revealed no significant differences between private
and public organizations in Kuwait with respect to the age of
IS units, IS organizational levels, IS sophistication or the
perceived obviousness of the IS strategy. Ravichandran and
Lertwomgsatien [21] found a positive relationship between IS
human capital (IS skills and specificity), IT infrastructure
flexibility (networks’ and applications’ sophistication), IS
partnership quality (internal and external partnership quality)
and organizational performance (operating and market-based
performance) of different organizations from numerous
industries such as banking, insurance, financial services, retail,
manufacturing and services, transportation and utilities in the
United States. As a result, the following hypothesis was
postulated:
H05: MIS implementation has a positive impact on
organizational performance.

Alshawaf and Khalil [7]

III.
Benitez-Amado and Walczuch [16]
Gil-Padilla and Espino-Rodríguez
[19]

STUDY MEASUREMENT MODEL

Figure 1 displays the measurement model of the study, in
which four constructs (human factors, organizational factors,
technological factors and environmental factors) were
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assumed to have an impact on OP. Hypotheses 1–4 postulated
significant relationships between those factors and MIS
implementation in Jordanian public institutions. Hypothesis 5
presumed that MIS adoption has a significant impact on the
overall OP of public institutions as measured by internal
process performance, customer satisfaction, employee
satisfaction and work efficiency and effectiveness.

used to measure MIS implementation (IT/IS capability and
information service quality). Organizational performance was
measured using eight items concerning internal process
performance, customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction,
work efficiency and effectiveness. The dimensions used to
measure OP were adapted from Lipaj and Davidavičienė [1],
Salleh et al [20], Alshawaf and Khalil [7] and Gil-Padilla and
Espino-Rodríguez [19]. Table 4 shows the study constructs,
codes, indicators and number of items.
TABLE IV.

Constructs

Code





MISF
HUF
ORF
TEF
ENF
MISI
ISC
ISQ

-

Fig. 1. Study measurement model

IV.

METHODOLOGY

A. Sample and Data Collection
The current study was conducted in Jordanian public
institutions. A sample consisting of 25 governmental
institutions in Amman was selected to collect the required
data. The analysis unit used comprises managers as well as
employees working in IT/IS departments. A 5-point
questionnaire was developed based on related work on IS
implementation and organizational performance. It was
anchored at “strongly disagree” for responses of 1 and
“strongly agree” for responses of 5. A total of 125
questionnaires were distributed to the participants, out of
which 73 were returned, which means a 58 per cent response
rate. This rate is judged to be high, since the responses are
limited to IT/IS departments.
B. Measures
The factors that might affect MIS implementation in public
institutions were measured by the human factors,
organizational
factors,
technological
factors
and
environmental factors adapted from Fu et al [10], Al-Mamary
et al [5] and Farzandipur et al [3]. Seven items based on Zhu
and Nakata [15] and Al-Gharaibeh and Malkawi [11] were

STUDY CONSTRUCTS, CODES, INDICATORS AND NUMBER OF
ITEMS

MIS Factors
Human factors
Organizational factors
Technological factors
Environmental factors
MIS implementation
IT/IS capability
Information service quality
Organizational
performance
Internal process performance
Customer satisfaction
Employee satisfaction
Work efficiency and
effectiveness.

Indicators
HUF1 - HUF3
ORF1 - ORF3
TEF1 - TEF3
ENF1 - ENF3
ISC1 - ISC4
ISQ1 - ISQ3

ORP

No. of
items
12
3
3
3
3
7
4
3
8

IPP
CST
EMS

IPP1 & IPP2
CST1 & CST2
EMS1 & EMS2

2
2
2

WEE

WEE1 & WEE2

2

C. Validity and Reliability
Two types of validity are tested in this section: content
validity and convergent validity. Five academic experts
evaluated the content validity. The convergent validity was
assessed using the average variance extracted (AVE). On the
other hand, two coefficients were used to rate reliability:
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients and composite reliability
coefficients. The results of the validity and reliability tests
summarized in Table 5 indicate that the scale used in this
study is valid and reliable, as all the values of AVE are greater
than 0.6 [ ], all the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients are above 0.7
[8] and all the coefficients of composite reliability are above
0.6 [ ].
TABLE V.

RESULTS OF VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY TESTS

0.64
0.66
0.73
0.69
0.71

Cronbach’s
alpha
0.73
0.81
0.87
0.76
0.89

Composite
reliability
0.65
0.77
0.73
0.80
0.69

0.74

0.88

0.82

Variable

AVE

Human factors
Organizational factors
Technological factors
Environmental factors
MIS implementation
Organizational
performance

D. Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient
The Pearson’s matrix shown in Table 6 illustrates the
significant relationships between the factors affecting MIS
implementation and MIS implementation as measured by
IT/IS capability (ISC) and information service quality (ISQ).
It appears that human factors (HUFs) are significantly
correlated with both dimensions of MIS implementation (r =
0.57 and r = 0.61, p < 0.05). Additionally, organizational
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factors (ORFs) are significantly correlated with both
dimensions of MIS implementation (r = 0.50 and r = 0.55, p <
0.05), along with technological factors (r = 0.61 and r = 0.43,
p < 0.05). Finally, environmental factors (ENFs) are
significantly correlated with ISC (r = 0.39, p < 0.05) and ISQ
(r = 0.31). The results also revealed a significant correlation
between the two dimensions of MIS implementation.
TABLE VI.

HUF
ORF
TEF
ENF
ISC
ISQ

HUF
0.44
0.51
0.46
0.57
0.61

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MIS FACTORS AND MIS
IMPLEMENTATION
ORF

TEF

ENF

ISC

ISQ

0.48
0.37
0.50
0.55

0.45
0.61
0.43

0.39
0.31

0.47

-

V.

DATA ANALYSIS

A. Descriptive Statistics of the Factors Affecting MIS
Implementation
Frequencies, percentages, mean scores and standard
deviations were extracted, as shown in Table 7, to identify the
frequencies and percentages of the responses to the scale
points. The results obtained were used to categorize the factors
affecting MIS implementation according to their importance.
TABLE VII.
MISF




-

HUF
HUF1
HUF2
HUF3
ORF
ORF1
ORF2
ORF3
TEF
TEF1
TEF2
TEF3
ENF
ENF1
ENF2
ENF3

N (%)
73(100)

72(99)

71(97)

73(100)

MEAN SCORES OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING MIS
IMPLEMENTATION
5
33(45)
29(40)
27(39)
24(33)
30(42)
22(31)
20(27)
19(26)
15(21)
11(15)
15(21)
25(34)

4
17(23)
16(22)
18(25)
11(15)
18(25)
17(24)
21(29)
24(33)
19(26)
16(22)
37(51)
14(19)

3
11(15)
9(12)
12(16)
28(39)
17(24)
10(14)
13(18)
11(15)
20(27)
20(27)
2(.03)
16(22)

2
7(.09)
11(15)
9(12)
4(.06)
6(.08)
13(18)
12(16)
7(.09)
12(16)
18(25)
9(12)
7(.09)

1
5(.07)
8(0.1)
7(.09)
5(.07)
1(.01)
10(14)
7(.09)
12(16)
7(.09)
8(0.1)
10(14)
11(15)

Mean
4.04
4.15
3.99
3.97
3.92
3.94
3.92
3.90
3.72
3.89
3.85
3.77
3.27
3.67
3.66
3.37

SD
1.070
0.877
0.965
1.000
0.682
0.714
1.100
0.594
0.416
0.947
0.721
0.605
0.819
0.700
0.601
0.814

It was concluded, based on the results in Table 7, that
human factors are the most important factors in MIS
implementation (M = 4.04, SD = 1.070), followed by
organizational factors (M = 3.92, SD = 0.682), then
technological factors (M = 3.72, SD = 0.416) and finally
environmental factors (M = 3.27, SD = 0.819).
B. Structural Model
The results of the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
established the goodness of fit of the data: the comparative fit
index (CFI) = 0.931, the normalized chi-square (χ2/df) = 1.66,
the goodness of fit index (GFI) = 0.913 and the root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.051.
Consequently, the overall fit was supported, as illustrated in
Figure 2. Grounded on the path coefficients of the structural
model, the associations between human factors (H01),
organizational factors (H02), technological factors (H03) and
environmental factors (H04) and MIS implementation are

significant and positive. In other words, the model supported
all the concerning factors affecting MIS implantation. Still, for
hypothesis 5 a significant impact of MIS implementation,
measured by IT/IS capability and information service quality,
on the organizational performance was found.
C. Multiple Regression Analysis
Hypothesis 5 supposed that MIS implementation has a
significant impact on organizational performance. Multiple
regression analysis was conducted to test this hypothesis. The
independent variable was MIS implementation and the
independent variable was organizational performance. The
regression findings displayed in Table 8 indicate that the MIS
implementation dimensions have a positive and significant
impact on the organizational performance of public
institutions. MIS implementation explained 40% of the
variance in the organizational performance. The F (33.16), β
(0.514), t (5.106) and P values (0.000) verify this result.
TABLE VIII. REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MIS IMPLEMENTATION AND
ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Model summary
r
R2
0.631
0.40

ANOVA
F
33.16

P
0.000

Coefficients
β
t
0.514
5.106

P
0.000

D. Final Model
Founded on the previously mentioned results, the final
model of the study shown in Figure 2 demonstrates a positive
correlation between human factors (r = 0.59), organizational
factors (r = 0.53), technological factors (r = 0.52) and
environmental factors (r = 0.35). Human factors ranked first as
the most correlated factors in MIS implementation from the
respondents’ perspective (M = 4.04), followed by
organizational factors (M = 3.92), then technological factors
(M = 3.72) and environmental factors (M = 3.27). The
significant and positive impact of MIS implementation on
organizational performance was supported using the current
data (β = 0.514, t = 5.106, P = 0.000).
VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to explore the factors affecting
MIS implementation in Jordanian public institutions. Four
major factors were identified based on the literature: human
factors, organizational factors, technological factors and
environmental factors. On the other hand, the study aimed to
investigate the impact of MIS implementation on
organizational performance.
The results revealed that human factors, organizational
factors, technological factors and environmental factors are
significantly related to MIS implementation. That is, users’
skills and experience, IS usefulness, IS ease of use, topmanagement support, user training, IS confidentiality, system
quality, information quality, service quality, overall
environment, institutional environment and external pressure
are all factors that contribute to the success of MIS
implementation. In line with these findings, Al-Mamary et al
[4], Bacha [6], Alshawaf and Khalil [7] and Kearns [8] found
similar results.
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and more informants might result in more generalizable
results.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Fig. 2. Study final model

Concerning the relationship between MIS implementation
and organizational performance, the findings pointed out that
MIS implementation, when measured by IT/IS capability and
information service quality, has a significant and positive
impact on organizational performance, when measured by
internal process performance, customer satisfaction, employee
satisfaction, work efficiency and effectiveness. Ravichandran
and Lertwomgsatien [21] found similar results. In conclusion,
four factors representing twelve characteristics identified by
this study play a central role in MIS implementation. Those
factors have a direct effect on MIS implementation in
Jordanian public institutions by enhancing the utilization of
IT/IS capabilities and the quality of both information and
services. MIS implementation, in turn, plays a positive role in
improving organizational performance.
A. Implications for Management and Research
This study contributes to both management and research
by exploring the factors affecting MIS implementation as well
as the impact of MIS implementation on organizational
performance. Information technology capabilities related to
information storage, processing, communication and their
attendant aspects are insufficient in the absence of human,
organizational and technological factors, since these factors
are in charge of management. The current study concluded
that the investigation of the relationship between MIS
implementation and organizational performance should
consider the factors that might affect MIS components. Future
studies can extend the proposed model using new factors and
MIS constructs to understand the potential mediation role of
MIS components in the relationship between MIS
implementation and MIS performance. The study was
conducted using a small sample selected from public
institutions; the responses were restricted to managers and
employees of IT/IS departments. Hence, a larger sample size

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]
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A Novel Method in Two-Step-Ahead Weight
Adjustment of Recurrent Neural Networks:
Application in Market Forecasting
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Abstract—Gold price prediction is a very complex nonlinear
problem which is severely difficult. Real-time price prediction,
as a principle of many economic models, is one of the most
challenging tasks for economists since the context of the financial
agents are often dynamic. Since in financial time series, direction
prediction is important, in this work, an innovative Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) is utilized to obtain accurate Two-StepAhead (2SA) prediction results and ameliorate forecasting performances of gold market. The training method of the proposed
network has been combined with an adaptive learning rate
algorithm and a linear combination of Directional Symmetry (DS)
is utilized in the training phase. The proposed method has been
developed for online and offline applications. Simulations and
experiments on the daily Gold market data and the benchmark
time series of Lorenz and Rossler shows the high efficiency of
proposed method which could forecast future gold price precisely.
Keywords—Recurrent Neural Network; Two Step Ahead Prediction; Reinforcement Learning; Directional Statistics; Gold Market

I.

I NTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Customers have to arrange their lifetime work and consumption orientation, while organizations choose on how to
develop up upcoming manufacturing abilities based on their
expectations of future events. Thus, an accurate forecast is
crucial in decision making. In either situation, the providers
want to know how the uncertain upcoming market may open
up. Lately, predicting the gold price is becoming progressively
essential. For a long time, gold has been exchanged definitely
on worldwide marketplaces. Many types of gold trading are
also exchanged, such as gold futures trading, gold options and
gold forward contracts[1], [2]. Moreover, since the cost of gold
differs within a restricted range, it is able to decrease the effect
of rising prices, control the increase of cost and help carry out
a constrictive financial plan. Gold performs a crucial part in
international markets and traders give more attention to it. Gold
offers a way of secured risk and it can also be saved without
devaluation. Besides, investors could save more money with
an accurate forecast of the gold price.

Amir RikhtehGar Ghiasi
and Farzad Hashemzadeh and Sahraneh Ghaemi
Control Engineering Department
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Computer Engineering University of Tabriz
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B. Contribution
Forecasting a sequence of values in a time series is named
multi-step ahead prediction. Applying a predictive model stepby-step and using the expected value of the moment phase to
determine its value in the next time step is a common approach,
known as multi-level forecast. Since small prediction error at
the beginning may propagate into the future, the widely used
recursive applications of one-step-ahead predictions have been
demonstrated to have disadvantages in real life programs[3].
In this paper a new approach based on the two step ahead
prediction of the gold market is proposed. This model shows
high convergence rate, low prediction error and efficiency in
gold market forecasting. The proposed method could be widely
applied to similar management and decision making problems
which depends on expectations of future events.
C. Related Works
The evolution of financial markets is a complicated phenomenon that is at the top in terms of difficulty of the
modeling and prediction. One reason for this difficulty is
the complex nonlinearity that is inherent at work. A reliable
forecast of future events possesses great value. The basic idea
for forecasts is usually the case that additional information
from antecedent observed values and/or model outputs will
be beneficial to forecasts. Then the forecast results tend to
be closer to the true values as the forecast model iteratively
adjusted through model performance with error reduction. The
findings of recent literature confirm that stock markets are
predictable from past outputs and other macroeconomics and
financial variables. The predictability of stock market led the
researchers to investigate the sources of this predictability[4].
On the other hand, prediction of the stock price is a highly
complicated and very difficult task because there are too many
factors such as political events, economic conditions, traders
expectations and other environmental factors that may influence stock prices. In addition, stock price series are generally
quite noisy, dynamic, nonlinear, complicated, nonparametric,
and chaotic by nature[5]. The main goal of this study is
to explore the predictability of the gold market. Predicting
the gold market is important and of great interest because
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successful prediction of gold prices may promise attractive
benefits. It usually affects a financial traders decision to buy
or sell gold. These tasks are highly complicated and very
difficult because there are too many factors that may influence
gold price. Soft computing techniques have been successfully
applied to solve the problems of stock markets including
gold market. Soft computing techniques are commonly used
methods for stock problems. While stock markets and catching
their non-linear actions are based on the noisy environment,
Soft computing techniques offer useful tools in predicting
stock market[6]. Neural networks, fuzzy systems and genetic
algorithms are the intelligent systems that have been widely
used for predicting of financial systems. In order to deal with
varying environments, neural networks recognize patterns; the
primary objective of this work is an accurate estimation of the
gold market pattern using historical information about the gold
price. Many companies, economic experts, individual traders
and other inventory stock traders believe that they can estimate
stock market trend and make profits. Thus, many models
have been proposed to predict the stock market trend. In
general, existing techniques to estimate stock market prices are
classified in two types, fundamental and technical analysis[7],
[8]. Fundamental analysis which is based on Efficient Market
Hypothesis (EMH) and Rational Expectation (RE) methods
are based on macroeconomic information, such as exports and
imports, money supply, interest levels and inflation prices.
For instance, Narayan et al., Wang et al. and Zhang et al.
are trying to discuss gold market efficiency through different
methods and try to propose a method to forecast gold price[9],
[10], [11]. However, many experiments contradict the RE
hypothesis[12]. Technical analysis that completely disregards
the EMH, is based on the fact that history will repeat itself.
Prediction occurs by taking advantage of effects that are
hidden in the past trading activities, and by examining patterns
shown in price series[13], [14], [15]. Outstanding property
of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) is their ability in the
estimation of nonlinear features, which make them useful
tools for various issues[16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Although,
static neural networks may not be successful in setting up
efficient nonlinear models for dynamical systems. Many static
neural networks were developed to fix different issues, such as
rainfall and stream flow forecasting[21], [22], reservoir flood
control[23] and financial predictions[24], [25]. But they are not
able to well retain the time variation characteristics of time
series and can identify the short-term memory components.
Besides, the performance of dynamic neural networks is better
than of static neural networks and dynamic networks can
effectively extract the dynamic characteristics of systems[26].
Lately, RNNs have drawn much attention for getting dynamic
features of systems[27], [28], [29], [30]. Because of their
powerful characteristics, RNNs have been efficiently used for
a wide range of problems such as time series predicting[31],
[32], [33]. RNNs are also capable of enhancing prediction
precision[34]. However, the training of an RNN is challenging
and could take a lot of time[35]. The Real Time Recurrent
Learning (RTRL) algorithm is an efficient and effective algorithm for training repeated systems suggested by Williams
and Zipser, uses internal feedback loops to improve the
performance[36]. In accordance with the one-step-ahead RTRL
criteria, 2SA RTRL criteria was developed. Basically a more
than one-step-ahead forecast is more difficult to achieve satisfactorily due to the lack of measurements in the forecast. Many
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forecasting problems, however, require styles for providing
multistep-ahead forecasts[37].
II.

I MPROVED 2SA R-RTRL

In this paper the Reinforced-RTRL (R-RTRL) algorithm
for RNNs is applied for 2SA gold price forecast. Reinforced
Recurrent Neural Network(R-RNN) proposed by Chang is
shown in figure 1 and it is consists of two layers and has
M external inputs and K outputs[26].
As shown in figure 1, x(t) denotes the M × 1 discrete time
varying input vector and y(t + 1) is the N × 1 output of the
corresponding processing layer. Network input is formed by
two vectors x(t) and y(t) as illustrated in 1
µ(t) = [x(t); y(t)]

(1)

On the other hand, y(t + 1) is the input of the second layer
and z(t + 2) denotes the corresponding k1 output. The output
of neuron j in the processing layer is given by 2
( ∑
)
yj (t + 1) = f
w1ji (t)µi (t)
(2)
i∈A∪B

where f (.) is a nonlinear activation function of a neuron. In
output layer, the net output of neuron k in the output layer at
time t + 2 and is computed by 3
(∑
)
zk (t + 2) = f
w2kj (t + 1)yj (t + 1)
(3)
j

Where , wlji (t) is network weight in 2 and 3. We now could
define the kth element of time-varying K × 1 error vector
ek (t + 2) in 4 where dk (t + 2) denote the target value of
neuron k at time t + 2.
ek (t + 2) = dk (t + 2) − zk (t + 2)

(4)

The instantaneous total network error is defined as 5
1∑ 2
ek (t + 2)
2
K

E(t + 2) =

(5)

k=1

The learning rate of a particular weight wlmn can be proposed
by 6
∂E(t + 2)
∆wlmin = −η
(6)
∂wlmin
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Improved reinforced 2SA weight adjustment procedure for RNN

Reinforced 2SA weight adjustment procedure for RNN is
represented completely in figure 2. For the reinforcement
learning stage, following equations are proposed in this paper.
(
)
)
∑ (
ŷj (t + 2) = f
w1ji (t) + ∆w1ji (t) µi (t + 1)
(
ẑk (t + 3) = f

i∈A∪B

∑(

depending on the DS that is tend to be used as an evaluation
criterion of direction prediction thus far[38], [39]. The DS is a
statistical measure of a model’s performance in predicting the
direction of change, positive or negative, of a time series from
one time period to the next.

)

)

Ẽ1 = (α + β.DS)E(t + 2)
Ẽ2 = (α + β.DS)Ê(t + 3)

w2ji (t + 1) + ∆w2ji (t + 1) ŷj (t + 1)

j

where α and β are constant coefficient and DS is directional
symmetry which is defined in 10.

êk (t + 3) = ẑk (t + 3) − zk (t + 3)
K
1∑ 2
Ê(t + 3) =
êk (t + 3)
2

DS =

k=1

∆ŵlmin = −η

∂E(t + 2)
∂wlmin

(7)

Finally, the updating process is given by 8
new
wlmin
= wlmin + ∆wlmin + ∆ŵlmin

(9)

(8)

where, wlmn denotes the weight matrix for processing layer
new
in case of l = 1 and for output layer in case of l = 2, wlmn
is
weight adjustment of IR-RTRL algorithm, ∆wlmn is weight
change and ∆wlmn is reinforced weight change.

N
1 ∑
a(t) × 100%
M t=1

(10)

where, M is the length of input signal and parameter a(t) is
defined by 11.
(
)(
)
{
1 if d(t) − d(t − 1) z(t) − z(t − 1) > 0
a(t) =
(11)
o otherwise
In other words, DS is introduced to measure the performance
of a model in predicting the direction of changes and DS=100
percent indicates the fact that the change of the direction has
been perfectly predicted for time series from one period to the
next.

A. Improved Reinforced Method
The proposed reinforced function in 7, has very effective
results for forecasting reservoir inflow during a typhoon.
Even though minimizing the prediction error and making an
accurate forecast is very important, predicting the direction
of movement of financial time series has higher importance.
Moreover, as discussed before, customers have to arrange
their decision of trading which affect their benefits and total
wealth. Furthermore, correct forecasting directions or turning
points between the actual and predicted values could lead
them toward improved decisions of trading. Thus, based on
the fact that prediction of direction plays an essential role in
efficiency of market forecasting methods, an improved method
of learning is presented in which an improved punishment
function is proposed in 9 which include a linear coefficient

B. Adaptive Learning Rate
The fixed learning rate may speed up the convergence of
the error which could cause divergence from data trend. On
the other hand, the convergence rate could not be adjusted
by the fixed learning rate. In this section, to overcome shortcomings of fixed learning rate, an online adaptive learning
rate η(t) is proposed for updating weights, which improves
the learning speed and performance effectiveness. The online
adaptive learning rate, η(t), updates via meta learning rate
through time[38]. The adaptive updating of network weights
is proposed in 12 and the learning rate updates through 13.
∆wlmin (t) = −ηl

∂E(t + 2)
∂wlmin (t)

(12)
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∂E(t + 2)
∂ηl (t)
∂E(t + 2) ∂E(t + 2)
×
= ηl (t − 1) +
∂wlmin (t)
∂wlmin

TABLE I: MODEL PERFORMANCE OF 2SA FORECASTING FOR ROSSLER TIME SERIES

ηl (t) = ηl (t − 1) +

(13)

The training phase algorithm for the Improved R-RTRL(IRRTRL) which is illustrated in figure 2, could be wrapped up
as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)

9)
III.

Initialize the network(RNN)
Apply input x(t) to the RNN and get corresponding output z(t+2)
Compare z(t+2) with desired output d(t + 2)
and get E(t + 2)
Calculate DS
Update weights based on gradient method
over punishment function (α+β.DS)(E(t+
2)) with the adaptive learning rate and get
the temporal neural network, RN Ntemp
Apply input x(t+1) to RN Ntemp and get
corresponding output ẑ(t + 3)
Compare ẑ(t + 3) with the desired output
d(t + 3) and get E(t + 3)
Update weights based on gradient method
(
over
) punishment function (α+β.dsf ) Ê(t+
2) with the adaptive learning rate and get
RN N for next iteration
Go to step 2
M ODEL T EST AND V ERIFICATION

We apply the proposed learning algorithm to a RNN
and compare it with R-RTRL and Back Propagation Neural Network(BPNN) learning algorithms for the same network. Chaotic behavior is commonly observed in economic
systems[40] and many studies validate chaotic behavior of economic systems[41], [42]. The forecast ability of the IR-RTRL
networks is become manifest by making a comparison between
two chaotic benchmark time series of Lorenz and Rossler,
which number of researchers widely used and reported while
comparing the learning ability of different neural networks and
they both display chaotic behavior like financial time series. In
order to compare the results, the Mean Square Error (MSE) and
the Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) criterions given
by 14 and 15 are employed.
1
M SE =
(z(t) − d(t))2
(14)
M
(z(t) − d(t))2
N M SE =
(15)
¯2
(d(t) − d)
where, M is the length of input signal and d¯ is the average of
the observed values. The Rossler system is a system of three
non-linear ordinary differential equations. These differential
equations define a continuous-time dynamical system that
exhibits chaotic dynamics associated with the fractal properties
of the attractor. The Rossler time series is given by 16.
dx/dt = −z − y
dy/dt = x + a × y
dz/dt = b + z × (x − c)

(16)

IR-RTRL
R-RTRL
BPNN

Training
MSE
NMSE
5.50E-05 3.14E-03
6.95E-05 4.00E-03
2.72E-04 1.63E-02

Testing
MSE
NMSE
3.86E-04 2.72E-02
1.68E-03 8.12E-02
2.44E-03 1.48E-01

TABLE II: MODEL PERFORMANCE OF 2SA FORECASTING FOR Lorenz TIME SERIES

IR-RTRL
R-RTRL
BPNN

Training
MSE
NMSE
4.59E-05 4.65E-03
3.25E-04 3.45E-02
1.91E-03 3.04E-01

Testing
MSE
NMSE
1.67E-04 2.08E-02
5.12E-04 7.74E-02
2.27E-03 7.86E-01

The Lorenz series is also a system of three non-linear ordinary
differential equations given by 17.
dx(t)
= σ[y(t) − x(t)]
dt
dy(t)
(17)
= x(t)[r − z(t)] − y(t)
dt
dz(t)
= x(t)y(t) − bz(t)
dt
where x,y and z are the system state, t is time, and σ,b are the
system parameters. As depicted in figure 3, training accuracy
improves as the number of processing cycle increases. On the
other hand, as the number of iteration increases during neural
network training, the validation test error becomes higher and
the network appears to become over trained when the number
of iterations reaches a specific numbers.
Over training occurs when training data, which are already
well modeled by the algorithm, continues to be iterated through
the model and the number of epochs continues to increase.
Over training is caused by the network memorizing the inputoutput pairs and becoming less able to recognize similar
unknown input-output patterns which could be used as a
validation tool of a neural network. The accuracy of predictions
decreases when unknown test data are presented to the over
trained network[43]. Additionally, the figure 3 is shown so
as to make the fact that after special number of epochs, the
network gets over trained.
Figure 4 and figure 5 and also tables I and table II demonstrate
the fact that the BPNN has the worst performance in training
and testing phase and the proposed IR-RTRL has the best
testing and training performance in both Rossler and Lorenz
time series which reveals the fact that the proposed method
could appropriately adjust weights that leads to a reliable and
accurate 2SA forecast.
IV.

A PPLICATION

Daily gold price data from the database of Bloomberg,
which is the open access database including historical data
of gold market is used to perform simulations. In this work,
spanning data from 21 December 2012 to 12 July 2013 a total
of 792 data are used for training and spanning data from 14
July 2013 to 15 August 2014 a total of 339 data for evaluating
the model. Besides, all spanning data from 21 December 2012
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TABLE III: Model performance of 2SA forecast of gold market price for online and offline learning

IR-RTRL
R-RTRL
BPNN

NMSE
8.26E-03
1.44E-02
2.76E-02

MSE
2.64E+02
4.58E+02
8.59E+02

Testing
NMSE
1.82E-01
3.85E+00
4.83E+00

MSE
3.32E+03
2.06E+04
2.2404e+04

Training
NMSE
MSE
3.57E-03 5.29E+01
9.38E-03 1.41E+02
1.38E-02 2.02E+02

BPNN Forecast Error

Offline Learning

Online Learning

500

0.2
0
−0.2
0

1000
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(b)
Fig. 3. Effect of increasing the number of epochs on total system error of
3(a) Rossler system and 3(b) Lorenz system respectively.
(d)

to 15 August 2014, a total of 1131 observations are used in
online training of the network and more importance is given
to the new data by weakening the influence of older data
points. In each level of online learning, the modification of
weights is performed on a time window which contains the
specified number of data till considered point. Figure 6 depicts
flow chart of the online learning scheme for the proposed
IR-RTRL. As shown in the figure, after initializing network
and parameters, a specified number of past data forms a
time window of data which is used as network input. After
training network for a specified input, to modify the structure
of the training algorithm, the correctness of direction is being
checked and in case of wrong detection, the training stage
reiterates and the algorithm continues with the input data of
next iteration. We depict the predominance of the proposed

Fig. 4. 4(a)Rossler time series and online 2SA forecast error of it based on
4(b) Proposed IR-RTRL, 4(c) R-RTRL and 4(d) BPNN, respectively.

method by comparing the performance of it with R-RTRL
network and BPNN. Number of neurons in the processing
layer for all three neural networks is taken equal to have a
better comparison. Thus, 2SA forecasting is performed based
on nominated methods for gold price. As depicted in table III,
results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has smaller
NMSE and MSE. According to the table, MSE of online RRTRL learning is larger than twice the MSE of online IRRTRL learning and for offline learning process, the priority
of proposed method is more evident. Considering the results
and comparing them, the proposed method has decreased 2SA
prediction errors and it can forecast 2SA gold price values
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(d)
Fig. 5. 5(a)Lorenz time series and online 2SA forecast error of it based on
5(b) Proposed IR-RTRL, 5(c) R-RTRL and 5(d) BPNN, respectively.

well.
According to figure 7, training accuracy improves as the
number of processing cycle increases and yet, after the number
of iterations reaches a specific numbers, the network appears
to become over trained. The figure is shown as to make the
overtraining edge and the intention of this analysis is to avoid
over training of the proposed network. Figure figure 8 depicts
the offline forecast errors of the Gold market based on the
proposed IR-RTRL, R-RTRL and BPNN. Furthermore, figure
9 depicts the online forecast errors of Gold market based on the
proposed IR-RTRL, R-RTRL and BPNN. Clearly, the forecast
error of the proposed IR-RTRL is significantly smaller than
the forecast error of R-RTRL and BPNN and one could draw
the conclusion that the proposed learning algorithm is more
efficient for online and offline learning. As a conclusion, the
IR-RTRL network performs an efficient and precise prediction
of future gold price for both online and offline forecasting
issues.

Fig. 7. Effect of increasing the number of epochs on total system error of
Gold data

V.

C ONCLUSION

An efficient and precise prediction of future price can be
very valuable. The RTRL systems can successfully design
powerful and complicated model with high precision for 2SA
predictions. In this paper, the IR-RTRL is proposed to train
a new neural network model for 2SA gold price forecasting.
Empirical results obtained demonstrate the ability of effective
learning and precise predicting of the model and reveal that the
prediction using IR-RTRL model is better than results obtained
through other models presented in this study. The extended
model could be used for multi-step ahead prediction which
may cause a lower prediction error and higher efficiency for
predicting gold price. Moreover, the result of this prediction
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Fig. 8. 8(a)Gold market price and Offline 2SA forecast error of it based on
8(b) Proposed IR-RTRL, 8(c) R-RTRL and 8(d) BPNN, respectively.

Fig. 9. 9(a)Gold market price and online 2SA forecast error of it based on
9(b) Proposed IR-RTRL, 9(c) R-RTRL and 9(d) BPNN, respectively.
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Abstract—Every complex problem now days require multicriteria decision making to get to the desired solution. Numerous
Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) approaches have evolved
over recent time to accommodate various application areas and
have been recently explored as alternative to solve complex
software engineering problems. Most widely used approach is
Analytic Hierarchy Process that combines mathematics and
expert judgment. Analytic Hierarchy Process suffers from the
problem of imprecision and subjectivity. This paper proposes to
use Fuzzy AHP (FAHP) instead of traditional AHP method. The
usage of FAHP helps decision makers to make better choices both
in relation to tangible criteria and intangible criteria. The paper
provides a clear guide on how FAHP can be applied, particularly
in the software engineering area in specific situations. The
conclusion of this study would help and motivate practitioners
and researchers to use multi-criteria decision making approaches
in the area of software engineering.

on multiple aspects is required than simple linear algorithmic
approaches. This paper focuses on AHP, FAHP and their
comparison by taking a working example and how FAHP is
widely accepted approach in the field of software engineering.
The next section discusses about AHP, Fuzzy AHP process in
detail. The further section summarizes the different application
areas in which Fuzzy AHP can be used. Then an example
illustrates the use of Fuzzy AHP in selecting the quality model.
The last section concludes and gives the future scope of the
paper.

Keywords—Multi-criteria Decision Making; Analytic Hierarchy
Process; Fuzzy AHP; Software Engineering

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an MCDM approach,
proposed by Saaty [6], for handling multi objective problems.
This approach selects best alternatives based on criterion [7].
AHP is well structured mathematical approach uses consistent
matrices and their associated eigenvectors to produce relative
weights[8]. AHP combines historical data and expert opinion
by quantifying subjective judgement [9]. It structures the given
problem as a hierarchy, with required goal as parent node and
criteria for assessing it are placed in levels below it. Weights
are assigned to each node and many pairwise comparisons
and matrix multiplications are made assessing the relative
importance of these criteria. The end result of this method is to
provide a formal, systematic means of extracting, combining,
and capturing expert judgements and their relationship to
analogous reference data [10].

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Multi-Criteria decision making (MCDM) approaches take
decisions in the presence of multiple, usually conflicting,
criterion. MCDM approach handles both quantitative and qualitative choices and is able to combine the historical data and
expert opinion by quantifying subjective judgement [1]. There
are many MCDM models which include Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP), PROMOTHEE, ELECTRE, TOPSIS, VIKOR
each having different algorithm [2]. Most widely used MCDM
technique is AHP, developed by Saaty and inspired by the intelligent behaviour of human beings. Since judgments given by
decision makers are relative, any change in the relative values
of the choices may significantly change the weights of affected
choices, resulting in a problem known as Rank Reversal [3].
The problem of imprecision and subjectivity in the weight
calculation process is not handled in AHP and these problems
can be overcome by using Fuzzy AHP. Software Engineering
has always been an area of concern for researchers because
of its real time applications in the era of computer science.
In most of the applications the final decision is dependent on
the outcome ranking of alternatives in respective to criterion
[4]. Software development and evolution is characterized by
multiple objectives and constraints [5]. Nowadays the problems
have been become more and more complex and depend upon
multiple factors. So applying multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) approaches for solving complex problems dependent

II.

MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING
APPROACHES

A. Analytic Hierarchy Process

The steps followed by AHP for concluding the relative
rankings of alternatives are as follows [3]:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Decomposition of problem to required goal, criterion,
alternatives.
Read the decision values/variable.
Creating the reciprocal matrix for the pairwise comparisons of criterion.
Find Eigen values and calculate the Eigen vector for
computing weights.
Find the consistency index of the weight.
Repeat the steps from 1 to 5 for each value criterion.
Calculate the overall weight vector of the hierarchy.
Infer the alternative based on the overall weight
vector.
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B. Fuzzy AHP

TABLE I: Saaty’s scale for pairwise comparison [9]
Saaty‘s scale

The relative importance of the two sub-elements

1

Equally important

3

Moderately important with one over another

5

Strongly important

7

Very strongly important

9

Extremely important

2,4,6,8

Intermediate values

Based on the complexity of the problem the number of levels in
the hierarchy may increase. Saaty 9 point scale in tableI is used
by expert to describe the relative ranking of one alternative
over other alternative.
Based on Saaty’s scale, experts develop reciprocal matrix
A, in which values are representing the dominance of ith
element on jth element as shown in equation 1.
1)
2)

aij = 1/aji , for aij 6= 0
aij = 1, for i = j and i, j = 1, 2, ......, n.

The reciprocal matrix is as given below


1

a12

...


 1/a12
1
...

A =

.
.
.

1/a1n 1/a2n .
0

a1n




a2n 


. 

1

(1)

(2)

Where λmax represents eigenvalues and the resultant vector
of relative weights is given as in equation 3.
w = [w1 w2 ......wn ]T

Triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) provide an opportunity in
deciding the weight of one alternative over the other. TFN is
represented by equation 6.
aij = (lij, mij, uij)

Finally, vector of weights is generated as normalized eigenvector using equation 2.
Aw=λmax w

Due to shortcomings incurred by the subjectivity of human judgements and vagueness of the data, the fuzzy logic,
introduced by Zadeh, can be utilized. The combination of
fuzzy logic and analytic hierarchy process is a hybrid approach
for both qualitative and quantitative criteria comparison using
expert judgements to find weights and relative rankings. Since
most of multi-criteria methods suffers from vagueness, FAHP
approach can better tolerate this vagueness [11], [12]. The
combination of both generates credible results than conventional AHP [13], [14]. In FAHP, expert judgement is represented as a range of values instead of single crisp values.
The range values can be given as optimistic, pessimistic or
moderate [10]. For finding the weights the extent analysis
method given by Wang et al [15] is utilized. The membership
function used for creating the fuzzy set is given in equation 5,
where x is the weight of relative importance of one criterion
over other criterion.


0 f or x ≤ l









 x−l f or l ≤ x ≤ m 

m−l
µA (x) =
(5)
u−x

 u−m

f or m ≤ x ≤ u 








0 f or x ≥ n

Where l,m,u are pessimistic, moderate and optimistic values
respectively.
The modified Saaty scale using TFN is given in table II. In
FAHP table 2 is used for construction comparison matrix A=
(aij) nxn where i, j = 1, 2, 3n. The next step is to use extent
analysis method to calculate the relative ranking of alternatives,
the synthetic extent values are obtained by equation 7.

(3)
Si =

In a situation where many pairwise comparisons are performed, inconsistencies may typically arise. The AHP has
an effective method for identifying the inconsistency in the
comparison made by the decision maker, called Consistency
Index. It is calculated by equation 4.
λmax
CI =
n−1

m
X


−1
n X
m
X
j
j
Nci
Nci
⊗

j=1

i=1 j=1

(7)

The degree of possibility of M1 ≥ M2 is defined in equation 8.
V (N1 ≥ N2 ) = sup[min (µN 1 (x)) , µN 2 (y))]

(8)

V (N 2 ≥ N 1) = hgt (N1 ∩ N2 ) = µN 1 (d) =


1 if m2 > m1


 0 if l1 ≥ u2



l1 −u2
(m2 −l2 )−(m1 −l1 ) , otherwise

(9)

(4)

AHP offers advantages in comparison to other approached as
being flexible, intuitive and simplistic approach for experts.
Despite being popular approach, there are certain issue needs
addressing. Firstly, as judgements given by experts are relative,
so any arbitrary change in value of alternatives may affect the
weights of other alternatives resulting in a problem known as
Rank Reversal [3]. Another issue with AHP is its subjectivity
and imprecision due to Saaty’s 9 point scale [9]. Also, the
AHP method cannot represent some comparison in which the
alternative are bigger than 9 point.

(6)

In equation 9, d is representing ordinate of the highest intersection point between between µN 1 and µN 2 .
The degree of possibility for a convex fuzzy number, is
defined by equation 10.
V (N ≥ N1 , N2 , ..., Nk ) =
[(N ≥ N1 ) , ..., (N ≥ Nk )] = min V (N ≥ Ni )

(10)
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TABLE II: Linguistic Scale for Fuzzy AHP
Linguistic scale for importance

Fuzzy numbers for FAHP

Just Equal

1

Equally important
Weak importance over each another
Essential importance over each other

Membership function

Domain

1

µM (x) = (3 − x)/(3 − 1)

1≤ x ≤ 3

(1.0, 1.0, 3.0)

3

µM (x) = (x − 1)/(3 − 1)

1≤x≤3

(1.0, 3.0, 5.0)

µM (x) = (5 − x)/(5 − 3)

3≤x≤5

µM (x) = (x − 3)/(5 − 3)

3≤x≤5

µM (x) = (7 − x)/(7 − 5)

5≤x≤7

µM (x) = (x − 5)/(7 − 5)

5≤x≤7

µM (x) = (9 − x)/(9 − 7)

7≤x≤9

µM (x) = (x − 7)/(9 − 7)

7≤x≤9

5

Very strong importance over other

7

Extreme importance over other

9

Triangular fuzzy scale (l, m, u)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

(3.0, 5.0, 7.0)
(5.0, 7.0, 9.0)
(7.0, 9.0, 9.0)

The value of second element in comparison to first would be by reciprocal of TFN given as (1/u1,1/m1,1/l1)

In order to normalize the weight vector,equation 11 is used.
T

W
WA = P T
(W )

(11)

After calculating the weights of criteria, the scores of alternatives with respect to each criterion is evaluated and
composite weights of the decision alternatives are determined
by aggregating the weights through hierarchy.
III.

FUZZY AHP IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Many application areas in the field of software engineering
have been identified as the problems, where MCDM is utilized
for solving multi-objective problems. Some application areas
are discussed below:
A. Evaluation and Assessment
Sarfaraj et al [16] have successfully used Fuzzy AHP
technique for identifying the appropriate web development
platform. The proposed model took into account four criteria,
namely security (C1), compatibility (C2), performance (C3)
and licensing cost (C4) for choosing the best platform. Three
alternatives namely, (Linux/Apache/ MySQL/PHP (LAMP)
(A1), Microsoft’s ASP.NET (A2) and Sun’s Java 2 Enterprise
Edition (J2EE) (A3) are evaluated at the level of problem
hierarchy. The conclusion of the work is that criteria ‘security‘
is most significant of all others and LAMP is chosen as
web development platform. Fuzzy AHP approach is proposed
by Vatansever and Akgul [17] for assessing the quality of
service delivery of websites. In the study, the quality of
four eCommerce company web sites which operate in Turkey
having the highest sales volume have been analysed with the
fuzzy AHP approach. The criteria used for evaluating the
web site quality were 4 main and 22 sub-criteria. The most
significant criteria affecting the quality of the Web site were
determined as the information quality, system quality, service
quality, and vendor specific quality. The most significant factor
affecting the quality of the website is the vendor specific
quality as per the proposed model using fuzzy AHP. A study
has been conducted by Kong and Liu [18], about ranking
of the factors behind the success of E-commerce. They have
considered Trust, System Quality, Content Quality, Use and
Online Service as 5 main criteria and 17 sub-criteria. They
have concluded that Trust is the most critical factor and
Security is the most critical sub-factor of Trust. All other
factors have also been ranked by using FAHP.

B. Risk Analysis and Ranking
Risk analysis is procedure of finding, analysing and handling identified risk factors throughout the life cycle of a
software project. The Fuzzy AHP provides the flexible and
easily understood way to analyse project risks. Kahraman and
Tuysuz [19] have suggested that MCDM can be used evaluation and assessment of project risks. They have measured the
risk level of an information technology product by considering
six different risk groups which can further be divided into 28
sub-risk factors by using FAHP. Lee [20] has used FAHP for
information security risk assessment. He considered four criteria namely, assets, threats, vulnerability and safety measures
for pairwise comparisons. Risk factors and the Customer-toCustomer E-commerce transaction system’s security risk level
can be identified by incorporating Fuzzy AHP as suggested by
Wei et al [21]. Ranking of risks has been achieved by Askari et
al [22] by identifying the project objectives and alternatives i.e.
risks of creating a FAHP model. By considering the different
alternatives, the weights are calculated and then a ranking is
assigned to the risks.
C. Quality Evaluation
It is hard to measure and quantify the quality of software
product, due to that the approach followed is to evaluate
development software quality of vendors. The selection of
vendors has been shown in numerically by taking the data
of a company designing and manufacturing smartphone. The
criterion namely functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability and portability of software quality model
ISO/IEC 9126 are chosen as evaluation criteria for selecting
an alternative i.e. vendor in the case. Challa et al [23] have
developed a tool based upon the algorithm using Fuzzy AHP as
the base for selecting the quality parameters. They considered
the developer’s perspective, the user’s perspective, and the
project manager’s perspective. They also added several new
sub characteristics to the base model i.e. ISO/IEC 9126.
D. Software Project Selection
Selection of software projects can be done by using MCDM
methods. For this selection three phases are proposed by
Bakshi et al [24]. In first phase set of alternatives are identified,
second phase uses quality function to find best alternatives.
The sensitivity analysis is performed in the last phase for
checking the robustness of selection methodology. Jusoh et al
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model based on certain parameters. These software quality
models define parameters that are related to quality of system
or software product. For selecting the best quality model to
quantify the software product depends upon many criteria
[30]. The identified criterion used are Reliability, Efficiency,
Maintainability and alternatives are McCAll, Boehm and ISO
9126 software quality models as represented in figure 1.

Selecting the
Best Model

Reliability

Efficiency

McCall’s

Maintainability

ISO9126

Boehm’s

Fig. 1: Hierarchy of problem

TABLE III: Normalized weights of Criterion Using FAHP
Goal

Reliability

Efficiency

Maintainability

Normalized weight

Reliability

[1,1,1]

[1/7,1/5,1/3]

[3,5,7]

0.306

Efficiency

[3,5,7]

[1,1,1]

[1/9,1/7,1/5]

0.302

Maintainability

[1/7,1/5,1/3]

[5,7,9]

[1,1,1]

0.391

[25] have proposed FAHP for the selection process of open
source software (OSS) products based on selection criteria
for adopting the OSS are reliability, usability, performance
efficiency, functionality and competence. According to Khan
et al [26], the success of a software system developed depends
on the software development life cycle (SDLC) models during
the development process. A method for project selection is
suggested by Mahmoodzadeh et al [27] using fuzzy AHP
and TOPSIS technique. The four methods namely, net present
value, rate of return, benefit cost analysis and payback period,
used for comparing investment alternatives are taken as criteria
in FAHP.
E. Testing Adequacy Criteria for UML Design Models
A model is presented by Srivastava and Ray [28] for
comparing an automated functional and regression testing
tool using the FAHP. Triangular Fuzzy numbers are used by
decision makers from CMM level five organizations. They
discussed the use of FAHP approach for incorporating the three
aspects namely, DCD criteria, Interaction diagram criteria and
deriving test objectives in testing adequacy criteria for UML
design models. They stated that FAHP has the ability to cater to
uncertain and imprecise data. Upon evaluating the framework
it was identified that DCD criteria is the preferred decision
testing adequacy criteria for UML Design Models. Belton
and Stewart [29] have assessed four aspect oriented programs
qualitatively based on the five factors of software testability
i.e. controllability, observability, built in test capability, understandability and complexity. Different testing environments
and software change characteristics can affect the choice of
regression testing techniques.
IV.

The equation 11 has been used to calculate the normalized
weights of the criteria comparison matrix and yielded the result
w= (0.306, 0.302, 0.39) as shown in table III. After calculating
the final weights for criterion same methodology is applied to
find the weights for alternatives for each criterion. Table IV
depicts the normalized weights for alternatives using FAHP.
Table V depicts the pairwise comparison for an individual
criteria with respect to different alternatives. Table VI presents
the comparison of AHP and FAHP. A weight factor of 1.39 in
case of AHP shows that Boehm’s model has clear dominance.
But when uncertainty has been considered by decision maker,
results displayed that a weight factor of 0.38 in ISO 9126 has
clear dominance over other software quality models.
V.

AHP is an intuitive approach for solving decision making
problems by breaking the it into alternative, assessment criterion and overall goal at the top of the hierarchy. Due to vagueness in human judgement and Saatys scale, sometimes it is
hard to correctly making the relative ranking, which generates
rank reversal problem. FAHP is modified version of traditional
AHP as it uses fuzzy logic. FAHP is able to tolerate the human
vagueness to greater extent. In this paper, different application
areas of software engineering have been identified in which
MCDM methods can be applied. FAHP approach is successful
in solving MCDM problems such as objective of assessing
and finding the right alternative for different applications like
finding the web development platform, assessing the quality
of websites and evaluating the success factors of e-commerce.
Since project risks are multidimensional in nature, ranking and
assessment of risks has been realized by using Fuzzy AHP.
The application areas and numerical example discussed justify
that Fuzzy AHP can be effectively implemented in software
engineering application domains.
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Abstract—Arabic Question Answering (QA) is gaining more
importance due to the importance of the language and the
dramatic increase in online Arabic content. The goal of this article
is to review the state-of-the-art of Arabic QA methods, to classify
them into different categories from an answer retrieval viewpoint
and to present their applications, issues and new trends. The main
components of question answering systems are also presented.
Finally, this survey provides a comparative study of systems of
each type of QA based on several criteria.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the Internet has become the main source of
information and search is a daily activity for many people
throughout the world. The need to retrieve related information
for request became increasingly important. It became necessary
to find useful and accurate information from large amounts of
information. The current techniques in Information Retrieval
(IR) allow a user to retrieve only the relevant documents which
match a given query. Then, the users look for the information
they need within the relevant documents. Therefore, a new
need emerged: the possibility of obtaining a brief and accurate
answer has motivated the interest in question answering (QA)
systems.
QA is a special and sophisticated form of information
retrieval. It has been created to automatically satisfy a specific
need of information which requested by users who are looking
for answer using a natural language question [1]. QA systems
are composed of three main subtasks: question analysis, passage retrieval, and answer extraction. Most QA systems follow
these tasks but it may differ in the way of implementation of
each sub-task.
Arabic language is the 6th important language in the world
with more than 300 million speakers [2]. Moreover, it is the
language of the Quran, so it has a great attention from Muslims
all over the world which means about 1 billion people around
the world may be interested in it. Arabic QA gains more and
more attention due to the dramatic increase of the Arabic
content on the Internet.
QA systems are classified into two main categories. Opendomain QA which deals with questions about nearly everything. The second category is closed-domain QA which
deals with questions in a specific domain (Fatwa, weather
forecasting, medical applications etc.) [3].

QA from answer retrieving viewpoint can be divided into
two subcategories: the first one is QA by extracting an answer
from unstructured documents such as web pages or via generating it; where the answer is drawn from multiple sentences
or multiple documents [4]. The second type is QA based on
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ). In this type, a user query
is matched with already existed questions which are associated
with their answers in a database to retrieve the closest possible
answer to a given question.
Actually, few surveys have been published that investigate
Arabic QA such as [1], [5]. Unlike the previous surveys, in
this survey a new taxonomy for QA is presented. In such
a taxonomy, both types of QA (QA where the answer is
generated and QA based on FAQ) have been investigated.
Moreover, our survey has shown a comparative study of the
systems of each type of QA based on several criteria as shown
in the upcoming section.
A. Challenges of Arabic QA
Design of QA system for Arabic language has become a
greater challenge because of the nature of the language. There
are some characteristics in Arabic language which slow down
the progress in Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[2], [6], [7]:
•

Arabic has a very complex morphology (inflectional
and derivational characteristic).

•

The absence of diacritics in the written text creates
many ambiguity problems to question analysis and
answer extraction.

•

The absence of capitalization which makes problems
in Named Entity Recognition (NER).

The major challenges that are faced by Arabic QA are:
•

The lack of accessibility to Arabic linguistic resources
such as WordNet.

•

The lack of technologies like basic NLP tools (tokenizers, morphological analyzers, information extraction tools)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the-state-of-the-art of both types of Arabic QA.
Section 3 presents the applications of Arabic AQ. In Section
4 some issues and expected future trends of Arabic QA are
exposed. And finally, The conclusion are introduced in Section
5.
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II.

T HE - STATE - OF - THE - ART

As it has been aforementioned, QA form answer retrieving
perspective can be divided into two subcategories: QA based
on FAQ and QA where answer is generated from raw text.
The-state-of-the-art of the two types are investigated in the
following sections:
A. QA where answer is generated from raw text
In this type, the answer is generated and formulated from
unstructured documents such as web pages. The answer is
drawn from single or multiple documents. In this section the
general architecture of QA is discussed. Moreover, the section
discusses the approaches used to implement each task in this
architecture.
1) The general architectures of a typical question answering systems: A typical QA system consists of three distinct
modules: question analysis, passage retrieval, and answer extraction. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of typical QA
system.

Fig. 1: Generic architecture of the Typical question answering
system
Question Analysis: Question analysis is the first module in QA which identifies the aim of the question, classifies
the question types, derives the expected answer types and
performs the query expansion. Moreover, the question analysis
module determines the named entities appeared in the question [8]. Question analysis could be considered as the most
important step in a QA system. Since a right classification of
the question will allow to limit the candidate answers to be
considered.
In AQuASys [9] , question analysis module identifies the
type of the expected answer by defining a number of rules
for question types identification and their expected answers
recognition. Additionally, it classifies the question words into
three groups: interrogative noun, questions verb and questions
keywords. Then, the additional keywords are generated and
added to the questions keywords. Finally, the system performs
stemming on question’s and documents words.
Kanaan et. al. In [10] use a set of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tools in this module which tokenize and
tag the text, identify some features of the tokens and identify proper names in the question. In DefArabicQA [11],
the module of question analysis is performed by identifying
the topic of question and determining the expected answer
type. The question topic is identified by using two lexical
question patterns: (Who+be+¡topic¿) and (What+be+¡topic¿).
The expected answer type is deduced from the interrogative
pronoun of the question.

Question analysis In QARAB [6] is achieved by performing
tokenization and stop-words removing. Then, The remaining
words are tagged for part-of-speech. Also, this module includes
the following task: identifying proper names, identifying the
type of the expected answer, applying query expansion to
achieve better results, classifying the question and tagging the
question keywords for part of speech.
In ArabicQA [12], question analysis module determines
the type of the given question, the question keywords and the
named entities in the question. for example: if the question is:
 ® J@ úæÓ (When Sudan became independent?),
? à@XñË@ IÊ
the question type is: Time, the question keyword is:

 ® J@
IÊ
à@XñË@

(Become independent: Verb), the name entity is:
(Sudan) . In this work the authors have used the NER system
which has been built by the same authors.
In JAWEB [13], The question analysis module identifies
the type of the question. For example (if the question begin
with ” áK @”, ”where”; the question type will be location).
In addition, it has five sub-modules: tokenizer, answer-type
detector, question keyword extractor, extra keywords generator
and question words stemmer.
The question analysis module in QASAL [14] starts by
using a set of linguistic resources in NooJ 1 that is applied to
the given question to analyze and annotate it. Then, NooJs
graph editor was used to carry out some local grammars.
These grammars translate each question into one or more
regular expressions and that helps to represent the pattern
of the answer corresponding to this question. The question
analysis module allows the generation of all the candidate
answer pattern regular expressions.
In Yes/No Arabic QA system [15], The question analysis
module is performed by applying the following tasks: removing a question mark, removing an interrogative particle, tokenizing, normalize the (Alef) letter, removing the stopwords,
removing the negation particles. In addition, apply tagging to
determine the type of a word and obtain its root. Moreover,
this module apply parsing and query expansion. The query expansion retrieves a list of synonyms and antonyms. Finally, the
system represents a question using logical representation . The
authors create 12 Logical representations for the Nominal and
verbal sentences for both affirmative and negated questions.
Figure 2 shows an example of logical representation of verbal
sentence.

Fig. 2: An example of logical representation by [15]
Passage Retrieval: Passage retrieval is considered as
the core of QA system. In this module the passages of documents that are relevant to the answer is retrieved. Usually, a
1
NooJ is an NLP
http://www.nooj4nlp.net

environment.

For

more

information
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distance between question and documents is calculated. based
on this distance and weighting schemes such as tf-idf [16],
document retrieval systems supply a set of ranked documents.
Most QA systems are based on IR methods that have been
adapted to work on passages instead of the whole document
[8].
Kanaan et. al. In [10] performs this module by applying
information retrieving system which uses Saltons vector space
model to measure the similarity between the query and the
document. They use a database to store the information that is
related to a word, query weight and the similarity of the query.
then, a list of ranked documents that may contain the answer is
generated. While in AQuASys [9] ,the passage retrieval module
filters the sentences based on the number of question keywords
they contain.
In DefArabicQA [11], this module returns the top-n snippets which are retrieved by the Web search engine. Then,
this system performs definition extraction task. In this task, it
identifies and extracts candidate definitions from the snippets
by using lexical patterns. Finally, the candidate definitions will
be Filtered by using heuristic rules.
The passage retrieval system in QARAB [6] is based on
Saltons vector space model. First, an inverted file system is
constructed from the collection of text. Then use relational
database management system (RDBMS) to hold and retrieve
the passages.
In ArabicQA [12], the passage retrieval module (JIRS) 2
retrieves the passages which are most probable to contain the
answer. JIRS relies on using an n-gram model. This module
apply three steps: First, it searches the relevant passages and
assigns a weight to each of them. Second, It extracts the
necessary n-grams from each passage. Finally, it compares
between the question and the passage n-grams using the
density distance model.
The passage retrieval module In JAWEB [13], retrieves
the candidates answers from the corpus by retrieving set of
passages. These passages are characterized by that they contain
sentences which contain a pattern that matches words from the
question keywords and extra keywords.
In QASAL [14], the passage retrieval module starts to
select one or more regular expressions from those which
are generated in the previous module. Then, applies those
expressions to the answer text in order to identify the potential
answers. And finally, the detected answers are displayed in a
concordance table to be used later.
In Yes/No Arabic QA system [15], The passage retrieval
module is performed by applying two levels of IR techniques:
the first is on documents and the second on paragraphs. The
paragraphs technique splits the documents into paragraphs
and retrieve the top 5 paragraphs regardless of from which
document they are, according to some indexing scheme. The
document technique, in turn, retrieves the top 5 documents
after they are ranked, then use the first indexing scheme to
retrieve the top 5 paragraphs.
2 JIRS is a QA-oriented passage retrieval tool. For further information
http://jirs.dsic.upv.es

Answer Extraction: Answer extraction is the final module in most QA systems. This module distinguishes between
QA systems and the usual sense of text retrieval systems [3].
In answer extraction module, the final answer to the question is extracted from the passages or documents that retrieved
in the previous module. The search operation in this module
is performed using information retrieved from the first module
(question analysis). This information includes the focus and the
target of the question. The answer extraction module extracts
a list of ranked relevant answers, and finally returns the most
probable one(s) [8].
In AQuASys [9] ,the answer extraction module uses a
sophisticated scoring formulas are based on a large number
of parameters. The aim of these formulas is to calculate
the similarity between the given question and the candidate
sentences. Finally, the answer that gives the highest score will
be selected.
Kanaan et. al. In [10] choose the most appropriate document according to the similarity values, which are calculated
by the IR system. Then,the system generates the answer. While
Trigui et. al In DefArabicQA [11], strat to rank the definitions.
Such ranking is achieved by applying a statistical approach.
They use a global score to rank the candidate definitions. The
global score is a combination of three criteria: pattern weight
,snippet position, and word frequency criterion. Finally, The
first top-5 candidate definitions will ranked according to their
global scores.
In QARAB [6], the input to the answer extraction module
is the question words and the top ranked relevant documents.
The authors assume that the best answer usually includes most
of the words which appear in the query. Therefore, the system
retrieves the answer that contains most words appear in the
question in addition to the proper nouns that should appear in
the final answer.
To extract a list of candidate answers from the relevant
passage in ArabicQA [12], This module takes into consideration the type of expected answer and performs the following
steps. First, It tags all named entities within the relevant
passage. Second, It performs pre-selection of the candidate
answers. Finally, It decides the final list of candidate answers
by means of a set of patterns. Additional module is applied in
this system, answer validation module , which estimates the
probability of correctness for each of the candidate answers
and ranks them.
In JAWEB [13], the answer extraction module consists of
three sub-modules: answer keywords stemmer, answer similarity checker and answers ranker. The answer keywords stemmer
returns the roots of the keywords in the retrieved answer. The
answer similarity checker measured the similarity by counting
the number of matching keywords between the question and
retrieved answer. The answers ranker sorts answers according
to their relevance. Then, return the top relevant answer.
To extract the answer in QASAL [14], in the previous
module a concordance table of the potential answers is generated. So, in this module use such a concordance table to
automatically extract the answer to the given question .
In Yes/No Arabic QA system [15], the answer extraction
module applies the following steps: Split the paragraphs into
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their sentences. The module focuses in topic when it deals
with normal sentences and it focuses in subject when dealing
with verbal sentence. Then, the module looks for the remaining
terms that derived from the question in logical representation
, assigns those indexes according to their position in the
sentence. So each sentence will have its own rank. After that,
look for negation particles in the selected answer. Finally,
use the selected answer and the logical representation of the
question to generate yes or no as follows : return ”Yes” if the
question and the answer are affirmative . The question and
the answer are negated. Or return ”No” if The question is
affirmative and the answer is negated. The question is negated
and the answer is affirmative.

•

Using Textual Case-based Reasoning in Intelligent
Fatawa QA System [24]
In this work Elhelwany et.al. have proposed an Arabic
Fatwa Intelligent system based on textual case based
rezoning which was firstly used in [25]. In their
system, they started by extracting a representative term
for each cluster which were later called clusters attractors. Then, the cases clustered around these attractors.
Eventually, they used Jensen-Shannon divergence to
assign a newly posed question to its appropriate cluster
and, subsequently, to find the closest possible question
among questions in such a cluster.

•

Enhancements to knowledge discovery framework of
SOPHIA textual case-based reasoning [26]
In [26] The same authors of the previous system have
enhanced their previous study by adding one tier in the
middle. This tier was created by manually clustering
the dataset into several groups so the SOPHIA will be
applied to each group separately and that what make
an enhancement as they reported.

•

A Case Based Tool As Intelligent Assistance To Mufti
[27]
Nabila Nouaouria et.al in [27] have designed El
Bayane. In their system, the authors started by representing cases manually in the following structure
¡product features, exceptions, product type¿ and in
hierarchal order (most general to most specific). Their
system is closed on the field of drinking and smoking
in the Islamic legislation. To answer a new question, the system requests selection for specific predefined parameters as a representation to the question:¡question type, action, product name, product
type, features, exceptions¿. Finally, they look for the
most similar cases and return associated answer. This
system is very domain-dependent because it is limited
to a subdomain of drinking legislation in Islamic
fatwa, limited on factoid questions, require exhausting
manual work and usually designed for the situation
where all cases have similarly structured content.

•

Intelligent Tool for Mufti Assistance [28]
In [28] Amari et. al start to organize already answered
cases in a cases memory which lately will be known
as case-base. They represent a case using two dimensions: case discretion ¡action type, product name,
product type, features exceptions¿ and case solutions.
As it was reported, they use a new way to represent
cases based on constructing a problem neighborhood
to ease the retrieval of the cases later. In the test phase
they introduce a system of five modules to retrieve the
similar cases to a query: neighborhood computation,
associative access, adaptation, validation and storage.
Like the previous system, this system constraint a
user to formulate predefined questions and require
exhausted manual work to build the case-base.
Unfortunately, none of the previously mentioned
works have reported the evaluation approach they used
or reported results.

•

Answer Extraction System Based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation [29] In [29] Ali et. al have proposed a
new system that based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation

A comparative study of these eight systems is presented in
table I
B. QA based on FAQ
The previous section has introduced an overview of those
approaches that based on retrieving the documents that contain
the answer and then extract and craft this answer. However, in
this section we will shed some light on those approaches that
depend on FAQ. Indeed, what we mean by this is that there
is a bank of questions and associated answers and the systems
are going to receive a user query to be answered and looks for
the most appropriate answer(s) and retrieves them.
According to the prediction of Boris Katz et al. in [17],
the next generation of search engines would be based on
question answering in which users would receive explicit
answers extracted from documents to their natural language
queries instead of the current ones which retrieve only the
relevant pages.
A tremendous amount of questions and associated answers
are available online and one can get almost any answer to their
questions based on previous answered ones. Therefore, this
type of question answering systems are one of the important
areas of research in IR. Several research studies have been
conducted and reported in the literature to facilitate this type of
IR. Unfortunately, a majority of these studies were not oriented
to Arabic Language.
However, in the past few years several researchers have
tried to find clues to this problem in Arabic. Actually, we can
differentiate between two type of researches that have been
conducted to do such a task. The first and most common one
is called answer selection and the second is answer extraction
based on FAQ.
The former task is interested in identifying pertinent answers from a pool of user-generated comments related to a
question. This means that all answers in the pool are related to
the question with different degrees. Moreover, the pool of answers which are going to be nominees are very small. Though
this type receives significant interest in several research [18]
[19] in CLIF 2012 and [20] in CLIF 2013 [21]–[23], the
most real-life QA-based-on-FAQ applications is not working
like that. Instead, it looks for an answer from a flat huge
collection, thousands, tens of thousands or maybe millions,
of question-answer pairs. Several studies have been conducted
to resolve such a problem using different technologies will be
demonstrated in the following:
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TABLE I: Comparative study of eight QA systems when the answer is generated
System
A
Question
Answering
System For Arabic
(AQuASys) [9]

Aim
answer unformatted factbased questions written in
an Arabic natural language.

Domain
Close domain

A New Question
Answering System
for the Arabic Language [10]
Arabic Definition
Question
Answering System
(DefArabicQA)
[11]

provide short answers for
Arabic natural language
questions

Close domain

Arabic
definitional
Question
Answering
system based on a pattern
approach
to
identify
accurate definitions about
organization using Web
resources
provide short answers for
Arabic natural language
questions

A
Question
Answering System
to Support the
Arabic Language
(QARAB) [6]
Arabic
Question
Answering System
(ArabicQA) [12]
A
Web
based
Question
Answering
system for Arabic
Language (JAWEB)
[13]
An
Arabic
QuestionAnswering
system for factoid
questions [14]
Development
of
Yes/No
Arabic
Question
Answering System
[15]

Dataset
ANERcorp:
150,000
tagged
tokens)
as
well as few gazetteers
(ANERgazet)
available
online
collection of Arabic text
documents

Results
recall rate of 97.5% and
66.25% as a precision rate

Shortcomings
The system focused only
on factoid questions

not presented

Does not include the other
types of question (How and
Why)

Close domain

Google search engine and
Wikipedia Arabic version

90% of the questions used
have complete definitions
in the top-five answers and
64% of them have complete definitions in the top
answer. MRR was (0.81).

limited to a specific type
(definition)

Close domain

collection of Arabic newspaper text extracted from
Al-Raya, a newspaper published in Qatar

not presented

Limited dataset

provide short answers for
Arabic natural language
questions

Close domin

The precision is 83.3%

The Answer Extraction focused only on factoid questions

provide short answers for
Arabic natural language
questions

Close domain

ANERcorp which contain
two corpora for training
and testing build by the developer
an extended version of the
Arabic corpus developed
by [9]

The system provided 1520% higher recall

The system focused only
on factoid questions

provide short answers for
Arabic natural language
questions

Close domain

a collection of Arabic text
documents containing factoid questions as well as
their different answers

not presented

the system focused only on
factoid questions

design a formal model for
a semantic based yes/no
Arabic question answering
system based on paragraph
retrieval

Open domain

20 documents which used
to test the system and a
collection of 100 different
yes/no question

The results of using
documents technique:85%
when 20 documents are
used. The result of using
paragraphs technique: 88%
when 20 documents are
used

The system focused only
on yes/no questions. and
the corpus size is small (20
documents)

(LDA) [30] and word tow vector space word representation [31]. In their work the authors started to cluster
the cases (documents contain questions and associated
answer) into similar thematic groups. Then, to reply
to a new query they started to assign this query into
appropriate cluster and subsequently retrieve the most
suitable answer to this question. As they reported, they
achieved accuracy of 83.6 %.
A comparative study of these five systems have been presented
in table II

students and teachers is a very important. However, face to face
communication is not possible. Question answering system
based on FAQ is the solution in this case. Where the student
asks a question, the answer is retrieved, if the question-answer
pair is already in the database or it would be answered by the
teacher later and saved in the corpus as well. Arabic QuestionAnswer pair also available in many and many Arabic websites
such as Islamic Fatwa websites, Arabic medical websites,
distance educational systems etc.
IV.

III.

ANSWERING

A PPLICATIONS OF A RABIC QUESTION ANSWERING

Question answering has many applications. Arabic language is the 6th important language in the world with more
than 300 million speakers [2]. due to the dramatically increase
of the Arabic content on the internet, the increase of Arabian internet users, and increase demand for information that
traditional information retrieval methods can not satisfy, an
inevitable need for an effective information retrieval system is
required.
Distance education also is gaining a lot of attention and
has become a popular research topic. No matter where or
when the teacher or student is, the communication between

T HE FUTURE AND ISSUES OF A RABIC QUESTION

According to the prediction of Boris Katz et al. in [17], the
next generation of search engines would be based on question
answering in which users would receive explicit answers
extracted from documents to their natural language queries instead of the current ones which retrieve only the relevant pages.
Moreover, we will have to deal with that queries that will posed
by voice. That means, we will need more sophisticated speech
recognition algorithms and techniques to deal with different
Arabic dialect. Accordingly, more challenges will be posed
to deal with detected users queries with different accents. We
recommend [32] and [33] for further information in a speech
based question answering.
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TABLE II: Comparative study of five QA- based-on-FAQ systems
System
Using Textual Casebased Reasoning in
Intelligent Fatawa
QA System [24]

Aim
Answering new questions
based on pre-answered
ones

Domain
Open domain

Dataset
5k QA pairs (Fatwa)

Results
No reported results

”Enhancements
to
knowledge
discovery
framework
of
SOPHIA
textual case-based
reasoning [26]”
El Bayane [27]

Answering new questions
based on pre-answered
ones

Open domain

5k QA pairs (Fatwa)

The only result was reported is clustering results
80% accuracy

Answering new questions
based on pre-answered
ones

limited to Islamic legislation on drinking

No reported dataset

No reported results

Intelligent Tool for
Mufti
Assistance
[28]

Answering new questions
based on pre-answered
ones

Limited to Islamic legislation on drinking and as
reported it can be expanded
to new domains.

No reported dataset

No reported results

Answer Extraction
System Based on
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [29]

Answering new questions
based on pre-answered
ones

Open domain

11k pairs of questions and
answers (Fatwa)

Accuracy 83.5 /%

Additionally, a tremendous amount of information is available in the form of video, images, maps and sounds. We
need new tools in the next generation of question answering
to deal with this multimedia. These tools have to organize,
search, understand and extract the answers out of this diverse
representation of information.
In spite of this promising future of QA, it still has several
limitations and issues that could be improved in the future.
Some of these issues is due to the challenges of Arabic
language that aforementioned in section 4. However, the others
are associated with the system itself. Information retrieval
models, for instance, still fails to return an appropriate set
of answers at an acceptable level of precision and recall. The
current systems cope with this problem by query performing
expansion for those queries which got too many candidates
to answer or by removing and eliminating some words from
those queries which got too few candidates to answer [34].
Another problem with question answering systems is that they
still has limitations to capture semantic content for queries and
answers.
V.

C ONCLUSION

investigated and compared based on several criteria such as,
aim, domain, datasets and performance results of the systems.
Despite the efforts that have been made in the field of
Arabic QA, there are still some issues and limitations that have
not yet been addressed. Some of these important issues have
been presented above. Finally, applications and the expected
future directions of Arabic QA have been discussed.
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Abstract—An Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is the heart
of every central processing unit (CPU) which performs basic
operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and
bitwise logic operations on binary numbers. This paper deals with
implementation of a basic ALU unit using two different types of
adder circuits, a ripple carry adder and a sklansky type adder.
The ALU is designed using application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) platform where VHDL hardware description language
and standard cells are used. The target process technology
is 130nm CMOS from the foundry ST Microelectronics. The
Cadence EDA tools are used for the ASIC implementation.
A comparative analysis is provided for the two ALU circuits
designed in terms of area, power and timing requirements.
Keywords—Arithmetic Logic Unit; Ripple Carry Adder; Sklansky Adder; ASIC Design, EDA Tools

I.

followed by ALU circuit basic Synthesis. Later we describe the
process of Design Respin, Power analysis, Place and Route of
ALU circuits. Finally, we summarize our conclusions.
II.

ALU D ESIGN - V ERIFICATION

Initial verification of both the ALUs i.e. ALU-RCA and
ALU-SKL were performed based on the waveform approach
using ModelSim software tool [47] as we made both the ALUs
generic so we reduced the ALU size to 8-bit just to make
initial verification simple. The waveform based approach of
verification is only useful during the initial phases of small
designs and always requires more comprehensive verification
in the later design stages. There were some small bugs found
in the code which were later corrected.

I NTRODUCTION

An Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is key the element of
a processor which performs arithmetic and logical operations
on binary numbers [1-7]. In this work we have designed an
ALU for a 32-bit processor using VHDL hardware description
language. The ALU designed can perform four major tasks
addition, subtraction, logical and shift operations. Fig. 1 shows
the block diagram of the ALU designed, as can be seen that it
is made edge-triggered by having flip-flops on its inputs and
outputs. Two types of ALUs were designed and the difference
in both the ALUs was of adder type. In the first one a ripple
carry adder [8-17] was used while in the second one a pre-fix
tree of sklansky type adder [18-25] was used. The adder is a
very important component in digital systems, so lot of research
has been done in past on various types of adders to improve
the speed and area requirements [26-41]. Apart from adder
both the ALUs consisted of a Logical and Shifter blocks.
In case of ALU-RCA two different designs were used
to compare the performance of both the designs in terms of
area and power usage. The first design contains a demux for
selecting which block of ALU would be used based on the
opcode and the blocks which are not used are shutdown to
save power. While the second ALU-RCA design does not
contain this demux and all the three units of ALU perform their
respective operations and only one result out of three units is
sent to the output based on the opcode which is selected by the
mux which is placed before the output. In both ALUs designs
a mux is placed before the output for selecting the result from
only one of the three blocks based on the opcode.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In the next
section we describe the design and verification of ALU circuits,

Figure 1: ALU Block Diagram
The next task was to define a VHDL TestBench for more
comprehensive verification of ALU, than waveform approach.
The TestBench written takes the required input values of A,
B and opcode from stimuli file and compares the result to
an expected output which is also taken from a stimuli file.
If the result is incorrect against any of the testvectors then
false is written in a dumped file else true is written. If the
results are correct against all the test vectors then a message is
displayed that simulation was successful else an error message
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is displayed in the end of simulation. The first task in the
verification was to functionally verify our 32-bit ALU meaning
that whether our design conforms to specification and does
this proposed design do what is intended. We can view the
test vectors as a functional specification. The NCSIM logic
simulator was used to logically verify our designs. The logic
simulation is the use of some computer program to stimulate
the operation of digital circuit before it is actually built. The
designs were simulated against the 1000 randomized reference
test vectors and found no errors. To check the correctness
of our TestBench we changed some of the vectors in the
testvectors stimuli files and again simulated our design this
time it gave errors against those vectors which we had changed
as expected. We cannot say that this verification is complete as
we checked our design using only 1000 randomized testvectors
and the possible combinations in our case is 268, but it is
a good starting point of verification process and as they say
verification is never complete.
III.

ALU D ESIGN - BASIC S YNTHESIS

The next task was to synthesize the VHDL code of ALUs
using Cadence RTL compiler [42-45]. The VHDL descriptions
of ALU will be mapped to certain process technology which
in this case is 130-nm technology provided by STMicroelectronics [46]. After starting the RTL compiler the technology
files were added by giving path and file name of library files.
The next step in synthesis process was to read the VHDL files
of ALU-RCA. The important thing to be noted here is that the
TestBench was not included here since it is not synthesizable
rather just behavioral description. The RTL compiler was
instructed to assemble the VHDL descriptions of ALU-RCA
into an internal representation i.e. network of logic gates by
typing the elaboration command. The VHDL code of ALURCA was found synthesizable as it was kept in mind while
writing it. The VHDL code of ALU-RCA can be called RTL
since it is found to be synthesizable. Some time was spent
in studying the gate level netlist produced during elaboration
and later using GUI. Up till now we have done initial logic
synthesis in which no process technology is used rather the
RTL compiler makes use of a virtual gate library. The next step
was to assign our hardware descriptions to real standard cells,
which is commonly known as technology mapping. The initial
synthesis was done without any timing constraint and using
low effort to study the intrinsic behavior of implementation.
The reason for using low effort here is that we do not want to
optimize the timing at all to study the actual behavior of our
design which is also known as Static Timing Analysis (STA).
The timing and area of our design was documented by giving
the appropriate commands. The worst-case delay value and
estimated area of the implementation was found to be 5396ps
and 13305µm2 respectively.
The worst-case signal propagation path of ALU-RCA was
found to be between input and output registers through the
chain of adders starting from index 0 to 31, this was observed
by looking at the GUI window. The design was re-synthesized
using the new timing goal of 50% of the delay we obtained
in the last task which comes to be 2689ps using medium
effort. Here we are using medium effort because we want
the Compiler to put some more effort to meet this timing
constraint. The worst-case delay value and estimated area of

Figure 2: Timing and Area results of ALU-RCA

the implementation was found to be 2698ps and 14626µm2
respectively.

Figure 3: Timing and Area results of ALU-SKL
The RTL Compiler was able to meet this timing constraint
at the expense of increased area because it has to put more
effort to meet this timing constraint. The worst-case timing
path was still passing through the chain of adders. The ten
longest signal propagation paths were documented and they
all were passing through the chain of full adders. The data
books were studied to see what standard cells are being used.
In the last task when we synthesized the design without timing
constraint it was using one bit fuller adder cells but with timing
constraint of 2698ps it is now using half adders those having
less area than full adders. But as the half adders are used in
more numbers than the full adders, so the total area of design
has increased.
Later it was found out that the original intension of our
ALU design is actually to put in inside a 800-MHz processor.
So the ALU-RCA was re-synthesized using 1250ps timing
constraint and with medium effort. The ALU-RCA was unable
to meet this timing constraint as there was negative slack time,
so we cannot use ALU-RCA for 800-MHz processor. The
worst-case path was still passing through the chain of adders.
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This time the standard cells used in implementation were
different from the previous task as Compiler tried its best to
meet the timing constraint using fast standard cells. The worstcase delay value and estimated area of the implementation was
found to be 2150ps and 15330µm2 respectively.
The compiler was only able to reach the timing of 2150ps
with increased area as it has to put extra effort in trying
to meet this stricter timing constraint but was unsuccessful.
The next step in the ASIC design flow is the verification of
synthesized netlist of ALU-RCA. The VHDL description of
ALU-RCA was synthesized again with new timing constraint
of 2698ps for which function is guaranteed using medium
effort. The TestBench was used with test vectors for the
verification of synthesized netlist. The clk period used in the
TestBench was 50% of timing constraint i.e. 1349ps meaning
that clock used in the TestBench would be high for 1349ps and
low for 1349ps. The netlist was successfully verified without
any errors, which proves the idea that netlist has the same
functionality as that of VHDL description of design. Fig. 2
shows the timing and area results of ALU-RCA at different
settings.
IV.

implementation was found to be 14828µm2 for ALU-RCA
and 13825µm2 for ALU-SKL. The ALU-RCA with DeMux
was also synthesized using this timing constraint to compare
its area and timing with the ALU-RCA without the DeMux.

Figure 4: Scaling of Area of ALU-RCA with Timing Constraint

ALU D ESIGN - D ESIGN R ESPIN AND P OWER
ANALYSIS

The ALU-SKL was synthesized without timing constraint
and using low effort to study the intrinsic implementation. The
worst-case delay value and estimated area of the implementation was found to be 2130ps and 13646µm2 respectively. The
ALU-SKL was re-synthesized using stricter timing constraint
corresponding to 800-MHz using medium effort. The worstcase delay value and estimated area of the implementation was
found to be 1250ps and 14578µm2 respectively. The ALUSKL was able to meet this timing constraint at the expense
of increased area which means that we can use ALU-SKL
for 800-MHz processor. The worst-case timing path of ALUSKL was found to be passing through shifter block. The main
reason of using Sklansky adder is that it is faster than RCA
based adder. The worst-case path also proves this as in the case
of ALU-RCA the worst case was passing through the chain of
adders and now it is through the shifter block because of high
performance of Sklansky adder in terms of speed. The data
books were studied again to see which standard cells Sklansky
adder is using and it was found out that it was using completely
different cells than RCA e.g. 4 Input NOR gate etc and that’s
why it has more speed at the expense of larger area. The ten
longest paths were documented and it found that first nine
paths were passing through the shifter while the tenth path was
passing through the Sklansky adder. Fig. 3 shows the timing
and area results of ALU-SKL at different settings.
The Fig. 4 and 5 shows that the area of ALU-RCA changes
more rapidly than ALU-SKL as the ALU-RCA has to put
more effort to meet the stricter timing constraint and its
area increases, while ALU-SKL is fast adder easily meets
the stricter timing constraint without increasing the area. The
netlist of ALU-SKL was also successfully verified.
The next task was to perform power analysis of both
designs for a timing constraint that both ALUs satisfy. So
Both the ALUs were synthesized with the timing constraint
of 2500ps using medium effort. The estimated area of the

Figure 5: Scaling of Area of ALU-SKL with Timing Constraint
The initial power analysis was performed by assigning
some switching probabilities on the primary inputs. This is
common practice as initially the the test vectors are not
available but the correctness of the power analysis highly
depends on the test vectors used for power analysis. The Table
I and II clearly show that increasing the toggling probability
increases the switching power where as the leakage power
almost remains the same. Table III shows the clk power and
Capacitance of ALU-RCA and ALU-SKL. The ALU-RCA is
consuming more power and has more area compared to ALUSKL for stricter timing constraint of 2500ps. This is because
ALU-RCA has to put more effort to meet this timing constraint
which result in more area and high power, while ALU-SKL has
no problem in meeting this timing constraint which result in
more area and power efficient design. The individual power
for the three blocks was also compared and it was found
out that adder was consuming the most power then logical
block and shifter was consuming the least power. The power
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dissipated in the clock net for both the ALU-RCA and ALUSKL was documented and was found to be in agreement with
2
the common expression f ∗ VDD
∗ C, it should be noted here
that the RTL compiler shows wrong unit for capacitance.

Table VI: Synthesis results of ALU-RCA
ALU-RCA Type
With DeMux
Without DeMux

Dynamic
Power(nW)
4887000
5039712

Area(µm2 )
14931
14828

Table I: Power results of ALU-RCA and ALU-SKL
Toggling
Probability(ns)
0.02
0.02

ALU-RCA
ALU-SKL

Dynamic
Power(nW)
2005282
1806029

Leakage
Power(nW)
377251
325786

Table II: Power results of ALU-RCA and ALU-SKL
Toggling
Probability(ns)
0.1
0.1

ALU-RCA
ALU-SKL

Dynamic
Power(nW)
5039712
4443770

Leakage
Power(nW)
377858
326528

Table III: Synthesis results
ALU-RCA
ALU-SKL

CLK Power(nW)
219974
178560

Capacitance(fF)
381
310

The next task was to relax the timing constraint for both
the ALUs to see the impact of this on area and power. The
timing constraint was set to 4500ps and both the designs were
re-synthesized using medium effort. The estimated area of the
implementation was found to be 13468µm2 for ALU-RCA and
13819µm2 for ALU-SKL. Now it can be seen that the ALURCA using less area and power as compared to ALU-SKL. It
means that it is better to use ALU-RCA if the timing constraint
is not high and we require area and power efficient ALU. Table
IV and V shows the power results for timing constraint of
4500ps.
Table IV: Power results of ALU-RCA and ALU-SKL

ALU-RCA
ALU-SKL

Toggling
Probability(ns)
0.02
0.02

Dynamic
Power(nW)
1315083
1332294

Leakage
Power(nW)
318043
325224

Table V: Power results of ALU-RCA and ALU-SKL

ALU-RCA
ALU-SKL

Toggling
Probability(ns)
0.1
0.1

Dynamic
Power(nW)
3877682
3974884

Leakage
Power(nW)
317800
325085

Table VI shows the power and area results for two different
ALU-RCA designs. The design with DeMux is more power
efficient as the switching is only taking place in the block that
is needed at that time depending on the opcode but has little
area overhead compared to the other design which is without
DeMux. The power analysis was performed using toggling
probability of 0.1 ns on the primary inputs.
The next task of power analysis was to do power analysis of
ALU-RCA using three different set of test vectors, as discussed
earlier that the correctness of power analysis highly depends
on the test vectors used for power analysis. The TestBench

was used to generate the VCD file for each set of test vectors
using the synthesized netlist generated from the design with
correct timing constraint, here timing constraint was set to
2500ps with medium effort. One important thing to note is
that the clock period used in the TestBench should be 50%
of timing constraint. Table VII shows the power results using
test vectors. The result of power analysis using test vectors
shows that the toggling probability of Random test vectors is
higher as compared to Regular and Real trace because random
test vectors has highest switching power where as the toggling
probability of regular and real trace seems to be almost same
and seems to be close to 0.1 ns. As instructed the TCF files
were checked to compare the signals A[16] and B[15] in all
the three TCF files. It was found that in the regular trace
test vectors the signal A[16] was changing state from 0 to
1 and vice versa all the time and has the high state toggling
probability of almost 0.5 ns, where as the signal B[15] was
all the time zero and has the high state toggling probability of
almost 0.0 ns.
Table VII: Power results of ALU-RCA
Dynamic Power(nW)
Leakage Power(nW)

V.

Random
9524859
378506

Regular
4578158
379258

Real Trace
4509525
387047

ALU D ESIGN - P LACE AND ROUTE

The final task in the ASIC design flow is place and route
step which takes considerable amount of experience to make
good place-and-route. The first step was to generate netlist
file of our own design using timing constraint of 3.2 ns also
need to produce the constraint file as we decided to work
with our ALU-RCA design. Then these files were placed in
the proper directories as directed. The partitioning step was
performed followed by the Floorplanning, we placed the input
registers on the left and the output registers on the right side
of core. Then pin placement and power routing was done.
The standard cell placement was the next step, it was found
out that the placement of cells was done according to our
pre-placement constraint. Then Clock Tree Synthesis (CTS)
step was performed, after Pre-CTS optimization timing was
checked and the timing constraint was not met. The PreCTS step can be explained as mapping the design to logic
gates, without mapping to actual cells i.e. buffers. The actual
CTS step was performed which is like mapping the design
to actual cells. The positions of clock buffers and clock tree
were checked and it was found that our design has one level
of buffers. The timing was checked again after this step and
we were still unable to meet the constraint. The last step
of CTS i.e. post-CTS optimization was performed to do the
optimization based on existing clock tree. The timing was
checked again and it was found that timing was improved a
lot and the slack time was -0.466, much better than before
when the slack time was -2.259. The routing and post-route
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optimization was performed and the clock and reset signals
should have highest priority because these signals have to be
provided to every block in the design and therefore are critical.
The Filler cells were used to fill the gaps and to connect
them to the power rails. The layout verification was done,
four MinCut violations were found which were later removed
using the fixMinCutVia command. The final timing analysis
was performed and the slack time was found to be -0.395.
VI.
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C ONCLUSION

The aim of this research was to design a Arithmetic Logic
Unit (ALU) for a 32-bit processor using two different adder
circuits. The two ALU units were implemented in VHDL
using Ripple Carry Adder and Sklansky Adder circuits. After
the VHDL implementation synthesis was performed using
Cadence RTL compiler to compare the performance of both
the ALU units in terms of area, power and timing requirements. The VHDL descriptions of ALU were mapped to 130nm process technology provided by STMicroelectronics. The
synthesis results shows that the area of ALU-RCA changes
more rapidly than ALU-SKL as the ALU-RCA has to put more
effort to meet the stricter timing constraint at the expense of
more area. While ALU-SKL which is a fast adder easily meets
the stricter timing constraint without increasing the area and
power consumption. It was also observed that the ALU-RCA
uses less area and power as compared to ALU-SKL, so it is
better to use ALU-RCA if the timing constraint was not high
so in this way we can get more area and power efficient ALU
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Abstract—The literature of building computational and mathematical models of proteins is rich and diverse, since its practical
applications are of a vital importance in the development of many
fields. Modeling proteins is not a straightforward process and in
some modeling strategies, it requires to combine concepts from
different fields including physics, chemistry, thermodynamics,
and computer science. The focus here will be on models that
are based on the concept of cellular automata and equivalent
systems. Cellular automata are discrete computational models
that are capable of universal computation, in other words, they
are capable of doing any computation that a normal computer
can do. What is special about cellular automata is its ability
to produce complex and chaotic global behavior from local
interactions. The paper discusses the effort done so far by
the researchers community in this direction and proposes a
computational model of protein folding that is based on 3D
cellular automata. Unlike common models, the proposed model
maintains the basic properties of cellular automata and keeps a
realistic view of proteins operations. As in any cellular automata
model, the dimension, neighborhood, boundary, and rules were
specified. In addition, a discussion is given to clarify why these
parameters are in place and what possible alternatives can be
used in the protein folding context.
Keywords—Proteins 3D Folding; Bioinformatics; Computational Modeling; Cellular Automata; Theoretical Computer Science;

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Modeling any complex biological phenomenon is essentially a form of abstraction. The game of building a meaningful
model usually falls back to making choices of what to keep and
what to eliminate from available information. Nevertheless,
Models have many advantages, as they tend to be more
accessible and convenient for understanding the subject of
study. Additionally, models can act as objects of further experimentation [1]. This perfectly applies to modeling proteins,
because not only they are diverse, but also the simplest protein
endures a huge amount of details.
Artificial Intelligence and image processing concepts are
heavily used in the domain of modeling proteins such as neural
networks [2], optimized evidence-theoretic K-nearest neighbor
classifier [3], complexity measure factor [4], moments [5], in
addition to fusing multiple classifiers [6].
A cellular automaton (CA) is a discrete model of computation that is studied in computability theory. CAs are simple
since they are based on local interactions only but they are
capable of exhibiting complex behavior [7].

Simply a CA has a collection of identical cells that are
distributed spatially in one dimension, two dimensions or
higher. Every cell in the CA has a finite number of possible
internal states, the CA evolves from one iteration to the other
based on transition rules that are applied simultaneously to all
CA cells. The rules depend mainly on the cell neighborhood
and may or may not consider the cell state itself.
There are many options for almost all aspect of CAs. CAs
differ in their spatial distribution, cell neighborhood, transition
rules, cell possible states, boundary, number of generations
(iterations), cells shape, and the initial configuration from
where the CA starts.
Although, all proteins composition is based on twenty
amino acids, proteins are diverse and cover multiple functions
in nature. Some proteins contain a surfeit of one amino acid
whereas others may have one or two members of the twenty
amino acids missing entirely [8]. Since there are many details
in real proteins, simplified models called simple exact models
(SEMs) were proposed. The most common one is the HP
model, which consists of only hydrophobic (H) and polar (P)
Monomers [9].
This paper discusses the CA potential in the domain of
protein modeling and shed light on the possibilities offered by
the CA concept. In addition, it focuses on the process involved
in protein modeling when CA is used which is quite different
from other computational paradigms. Finally, a 3D CA model
is proposed and the challenges of protein modeling in terms
of CA are discussed.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives the related work; Section III includes background
information about proteins; Section IV discusses the CA
potential in the context of protein modeling; Section V presents
the proposed model; Finally, section VI concludes the work
done and gives direction to future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The CA concept is related to many disciplines including
mathematics, physics, biology, and computer science [10]. The
idea of employing CA to the central dogma of molecular
biology is not new and many attempts were made to model the
central dogma in terms of structure, function, and evolution.
CA models were used in modeling DNA sequences [11],
evolution [12], mutation prediction [13], and gene networks
[14].
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One of the most attractive properties of CA is its ability
to represent global behavior, and this is truly important in
modeling the central dogma of molecular biology since the
initial state of the protein synthesis process does not help in
understanding the system behavior as a whole.
In this section, the discussion covers the work that depends
on elementary cellular automata combined with pseudo-amino
acid composition. In addition to the methods that combine
CA with evolutionary algorithms, and finally work done in
L-Systems is covered, since L-Systems were proved to be
equivalent to CAs.
One work that is used in predicting multiple protein attributes is that based on elementary Rule 84 and pseudo-amino
acid composition. This line of research depends on amino
acid coding language proposed in [15] to act as the initial
configuration of the elementary CA. This model is used to
predict protein subcellular location [16], the G-protein-coupled
receptor functional classes [17], and protein structural classes
[18] [19].
The process starts with converting the protein amino acid
sequence to the binary encoding and assumes the binary representation of each protein sequence as the initial configuration
of the CA, after the CA runs for 100 generations, the resulting
image parameters are extracted as given in Figure 1. These
CA image parameters are then considered along with 20 more
attributes to calculate the PseAA representation of each protein
and each group of proteins as given in Figure 2.
In fact, PseAA proposed in [20] is widely used in protein
modeling, which differs from traditional AAC in that it adds
the protein sequence order effect in a set of discrete numbers.
Surveys tailored to methods depending on the pseudo amino
acid composition are given in [21] and [22].
In addition, CA was combined with evolutionary algorithms. An interesting work is the one that proposes a CAlike structure or a neural CA, where the cellular automaton is
implemented by means of a simple feed forward neural model.
The artificial neural network output correspond to the possible
relative movements.
The idea was implemented in two-dimensions (2D) [23]
and three-dimensions (3D) [24]. In 2D case the possible
movements are forward, left and right while in the 3D case,
the possible movements are forward, up, down, left, and right.
The work done in [25] combines CA with genetic algorithms to predict the protein secondary structure, where the
genetic algorithm is used to optimize the parameters (Rules)
involved. The authors summarizes what effects the prediction
to three factors: the neighborhood, weights assigned to the
neighborhood and the number of generations.
Specially designed cellular automata were proposed to
model the chemical reactions of DNA replication, mRNA
transcription, and splicing process in [26], where the protein
synthesis process was left for future work.
Moreover, Systems proven to be equivalent to cellular
automata such as L-systems [27] [28] were used to model
proteins in [29] [30] and [31].
In this paper, the design of a 3D CA proteins model is
discussed. The model is meant to be as simple as possible and

Fig. 1.

Workflow of Protein Parameters Extracted from CA Images

within the known CA configurations. It does not require any
combined representation nor does it require searching capabilities and evolutionary algorithms. The discussion also covers
challenges in such design and present alternative solutions to
each.
III.

P ROTEINS

Proteins are the end product of the DNA decoding process.
The central dogma of molecular biology states that DNA is
transcribed into messenger RNA (mRNA), which is translated
into proteins. This way of viewing the process is quite simplified, in reality this biological process is a rich and complex
set of events [32].
In a cell, proteins are the workhorses and lead performers
of cellular functions [33], they can be considered as specialized
machines, each of which fulfills its own task. All the complex
molecules of the cell are proteins except DNA and RNA which
are not proteins and considered complex as well [32].
To simplify things, proteins are all united through their
reliance on the same group of twenty amino acids, they consist
of a linear arrangement of amino acid residues assembled
together into a polypeptide chain and the order of linking
the residues together is ultimately derived from the genes
information.
Amino acids contain amine (-NH2) and carboxylic acid
(-COOH) functional groups, usually along with a side-chain
usually referred to as an R group that is specific to each amino
acid. The key elements of an amino acid are carbon, hydrogen,
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IV.

C ELLULAR AUTOMATA

A. Cellular Automata Potential
Starting this section with some historical information may
sound redundant but it is essential to get a feel of why CA
has potential to model proteins properly. The use of CA as a
model is justified by its roots in biology and that it is especially
relevant to the problem of protein modeling.
CAs were originally proposed as formal models of selfreproducing organisms. In the forties, John Von Neumann
wanted to design a machine that can reproduce itself. He
suggested a programmable assembly machine that can build
a copy of itself, and he defined two phases in the machine
blueprint, which are translation and transcription. The problem
of this machine is in its components, which are sophisticated
logical units. This is when Stanislaw Ulam suggested that Von
Neumann use cellular automata, which Ulam used to study the
growth of crystals at the time.
Also, the theory of Konrad Zuse is very relevant in this
context, which suggests that physics is just computation. Zuse
tried to apply an information and automata theory approach
to certain problems of physics [36] in his article written in
German (Rechnender Raum) which literally means space that
is computing. In 1969, he published the book Rechnender
Raum [37] which was translated into English as ”Calculating
Space”, Zuse proposes that the universe is computed by some
sort of CA or other discrete computing machinery.
In addition to being a suggested framework for researching
connections between biology and automata theory, CAs design
is open and flexible, there is no restrictions or mathematical formulas that restricts the construction of CAs. Another
advantage of using CAs is the different behavior dynamics
resulting from different rules namely, stable, periodic, chaotic
and complex ones.
Finally, CAs are parallel in their nature which can be
applied in many different ways using commercially-available
parallel computers where the state of cells can be updated
simultaneously, or using specialized CA machines.
Fig. 2.

Workflow of PseAA Composition of Proteins and Their Groups

B. Cellular Automata Technical Details
oxygen, and nitrogen, though other elements are found in the
side-chains of certain amino acids [34].
The translation to proteins starts by the ribosomes which
proceed along the mRNA one codon at a time incorporating
one amino acid at each step and finally leaving the mRNA
from the last codon.
This process results in a chain of amino acids called the
primary structure of a protein. Mathematical and computational
modelling of ribosomal movement along with a discussion
of the impact of modeling studies on experimentalists is
summarized in [35].
Protein folding is the process that folds the protein primary
chain to its native three-dimensional structure, which is a
specific and stable structure. The three-dimensional structure
of a protein defines its function [33].

CA can be described as a set of cells arranged in any
dimension, for example, cells can be arranged in a two
dimensional grid or a one dimensional array. These cells can
take a finite number of states and the states can be of any type
for example the set of states can be binary (0,1) or an integer
number or any other finite set of states.
The state of each cell may change or stay the same at every
generation, the stability or change of the states depends on
predefined rules (a transition function). The rules use the state
of a cell neighbors as input and may or may not use the cell
state itself to determine the cell state in the next generation.
According to Wolfram, it seems that the patterns which
arise from different types of cellular automata can almost
always be assigned to one of just four basic classes [38] [39]
[10]. In class 1, patterns evolve into a stable, homogeneous
state; in class 2, patterns evolve to a periodic state; in class
3 a chaotic behavior appears; and in class 4, configurations
contain structures that interact in complex ways.
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(a) Rule 22
(a) von Neumann
Fig. 4.

Different CA Neighborhood

Fig. 5.

CA based Modeling

(b) Moore

(b) Rule 110

(c) Rule 84
Fig. 3.

Different CA Rules

Langton [40] defines the Lambda parameter, which is a way
to quantify the qualitative approach of Wolfram. In ideal cases,
transition rules with the same Lambda evolve to a similar
behaviour [41].
Although it is widely accepted that the power of CA is its
ability to exhibit fascinatingly complex behavior from local
rules, there is no superior behavior in CAs. In biological
modeling, the appropriate behavior is the one that represents
reality. In practical applications, the best behavior is the one
that achieves the goals of the application, for example, work
done in [42] uses chaotic behavior in image security and
chaotic elementary CAs had an equivalent effectiveness as
complex game of life in a multimedia related application [43]
[44].
The simplest cellular automata (elementary CA) is one
dimensional and the rules depend on the cell state and the state
of its left and right neighbors (values of the nearest neighbor).
So the combinations of each cell and its neighbors have
8 possibilities only. There are only 256 elementary cellular
automata, each of which can be indexed with an 8-bit binary
number. All the behavioral cases defined by Wolfram are
covered within the 256 rules of the elementary CA.
The CA is referenced by its rule number, which can be
easily computed in the case of elementary CA. The rule
number is simply the decimal number representing the rule
output, so for every combination of the three cells (core cell
and its neighbors) the rule give an output that is either zero
or one, this output is then concatenated to a binary string and
converted to a decimal number representing the rule number.
Figure 3 shows the 8 states of rules 22, 110, and 84.

V.

P ROPOSED M ODEL

The problem of modeling proteins using cellular automata
requires representing the problem in a way that maps to
reality and that is suitable for cellular automata at the same
time, it also requires setting multiple parameters such as the
dimension, neighborhood, boundary, number of generations,
and most importantly the transition rule as given in figure 5.
In addition, there must be a way to check the validity of the
CA used and to make sure it represents a realistic behavior,
maybe by finding certain attributes specified by this process.
A. Problem Representation
The process of modeling proteins starts with the challenge
of representing the problem in a set of finite, discrete values.
Proteins in reality are full of details. Until today, the functional
motions of proteins usually operate at timescales and conditions that are beyond the limits of current technology [46].
One way to specify the values that each cell in the CA
uses, is to convert the twenty amino acids to a five digits binary
representation. The binary representation has many advantages
in the context of CA since the properties of CA are mostly
studied in the binary domain.

In a two-dimensional context (2D) some parameters are
different. In 2D CA Moore and von Neumann are two widely
used neighborhood configurations. In von Neumanns neighborhood, every cell has four neighbors: the cells at its North,
South, East, and West, whereas in Moores neighborhood the
cells at the four diagonals are also considered, as given in
Figure 4.

The conversion between amino acids and binary representation is not random. Authors in [15] and [47] makes use of
similarity rule, complementarity rule, molecular recognition
theory, and information theory to give the digital coding of
amino acids. Figure 6 shows the use of this coding in protein
modeling using rules 22, 110, and 84. The figure shows the
initial configuration and 100 generations of the same protein.
The reason why these rules were chosen is that rule 22 is
known for the chaotic behavior and rule 110 proved to being
capable of complex behavior and rule 84 was used before in
the context of protein modeling.

One famous two-dimensional CA is the Game of life
proposed by John Conway [45]. The rules of Conways game
of life are simple and assumes a Moore Neighborhood.

A comparison of four coding methods is given in [48],
the binary codes presented are either based on biochemical
properties or generated by artificial intelligence (AI) methods.
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(a) 1D space
(a) Rule 22

(b) 2D space

(b) Rule 110
Fig. 7.

The proposed model uses 3D CA space, so now the CA
used is more like a cube. The reason why the 3D model was
chosen is that it maps to proteins reality. At first, the finite
spatial space and the water boundary are assumed, then the
flexibility of expanding the spatial space is given.

(c) Rule 84
Fig. 6.

Suggested CA initial configuration in 1D and 2D spaces

Different CA Rules representing the same protein

Another approach is the use of the HP model, which classifies the amino acids into two classes, the hydrophobic ones
and the polar ones. Although this is a very useful abstraction,
keeping the 20 amino acids with their one letter representation
might allow for adding more rules of biochemistry.
Notice that some approaches combines two methods together. In [16] [18], [17] and [19], the binary representation
is followed by the Pseudo-amino acid composition (PseAA).
In those Papers, CA is applied to the binary representation,
then the CA image parameters are extracted by methods such
as the geometric moments of Hu [49] and the GLCM texture
features [50]. As explained before in the related works section,
the discrete numbers identifying the protein are added to 20
attributes to form the PseAA composition of proteins.
B. Environment and CA parameters
The environment effects the protein folding, for example,
the hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties of the amino acids
forming the proteins are important in the context of protein
folding since the environment surrounding the protein contains
water.
The work done in [29] [30] and [31] models the folding
of protein-like structures using local rewriting rules with
environmental interaction. In the context of cellular automata,
the dynamic environmental factors may be modeled by the
CA rules whereas the static environmental factor such as the
existence of water may be assumed as a part of the initial
configuration.
It is assumed that CAs have an infinite grid then every
cell has neighbors. Nevertheless, the actual implementation
of space is usually finite and therefore there must be a way
to handle the neighborhood over the edges. The proposed
model uses water as the boundary of the initial configuration.
Therefore, if the CA is implemented in a one-dimensional
space the neighbors of the first cell and the last cell are two
cells of water and in the case of two-dimensional space, the
extreme cells in the four dimensions are assumed water cells,
as shown in Figure 7.

One main issue here is that the amino acids move and
since CA is highly parallel, one might expect that these amino
acids will end up in the same cell, which makes the possible
state of a cell more complicated. Based on the basic principles
of CA, there must be a finite set of states for the CA cells.
In order to overcome this problem there are many possible
solutions. The first thing that comes to mind is to restrict the
possible movement of each cell, but that might effect the model
accuracy.
Another work around is to change the cell shape to become
hexagonal (still a homogeneous grid). What is gained from this
conversion is that it is possible to map the hexagonal cell to a
group of square cells with adding the radius of neighborhood
and without effecting the assumption of a finite set of states
in each cell. This work around adds to the complications of
the design.
Another alternative solution is the use of a timed CA where
neighboring cells or competing cells to the same position does
not calculate the transition function at the same time. Each cell
has its turn based on its position. So the cells in the second
round can check the availability of the position. A similar
solution is to use block CA or a partitioning CA, where groups
of cells are divided into non-overlapping blocks and instead
of applying the transition rule to each cell individually, it is
applied to a whole block at each time step.
An interesting challenge in modeling proteins in terms of
CA is keeping the amino acid connected to its neighbors in the
primary structure, one way to do this is to number the primary
chain of the protein, and check that there is no separation
between originally connected amino acids. This problem can
be partially fixed after the final generation or it can be ignored.
A more complicated solution is to backtrack illegal moves after
each generation.
The actual neighborhood chosen is usually crucial for
the global behavior of a CA. most CA studies restrict the
neighborhood to Moore or von Neumann [51]. The details
of the proposed 3D CA is given in Table I. The use of
Moore neighborhood has an advantage in modeling protein
folding, since the presence of certain amino acids and the
connections between them effect the folding. In addition,
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TABLE I.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Parameter
Dimension
Boundary
Neighborhood
Spatial Space
Number of Generations
Possible States

CA PARAMETERS
Value
3D
Water
3D Moore Neighborhood
Infinite (finite and can be extended)
Specified based on the protein stabilization
Amino acids of the primary structure and water

Moore neighborhood might serve the heuristic rules described
in section V-C and gives a meaningful abstraction of each cell
environment.
C. CA Rules
Section V-B discusses the CA configuration before moving
from one generation to the other. The rules or the transition
function is what cause the global behavior to occur; they are
essential to understand the behavior of proteins.
According to Chou [52], the three main strategies developed in structural bioinformatics, are pure energetic approach,
heuristic approach, and homology modeling approach. Pure
energetic approach depends on the thermodynamics principle.
The heuristic approach on the other hand collects the physical,
chemical, and biological principles as much as possible.
Finally, the homology modeling approach, which is a wellknown method of modeling proteins, compares the protein
in hand (target protein) with related proteins stored in a
database (template proteins). When the target and template
proteins are closely related, homology modeling can produce
accurate structural models with more reliable results than other
methods. Nevertheless, the quality of the homology model
depends on the data used and the quality of the sequence
alignment and template structure.
In the CA context, the heuristic approach seems to be the
most relevant. the priority is given to the chemical properties
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids. Therefore, if the
amino acid is hydrophobic and is surrounded by water, it
must change its position preferably towards other hydrophobic
amino acids.
The following subsections discuss the possible use of
simple rules and principles of chemistry and thermodynamics.
1) Chemistry: Usually the abstraction of the chemistry
behind protein folding depends on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acid properties. In the living cell, Ribosomes
read the mRNA to produce the amino acid chain. After that,
proteins are in an environment full of water (around 70% of
the living cell), so it will spontaneously fold.
In the protein folding process, one can imagine the hydrophobic amino acids cluster in the core of the protein
since those amino acids move away from the water in the
environment. On the other hand, hydrophilic amino acids fold
around this core as if they are trying to protect the hydrophobic
amino acids.
Moreover, the interactions that stabilizes the protein can
be added such as the salt bridge where positively charged side
chains likes to be close to negatively charged side chains. The
salt bridge is a combination of two non-covalent interactions,
namely, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions.

One more rule that can be added is the contribution of
cysteine in folding. Similar to the case of salt bridges, cysteine
plays an important role in stabilizing the protein because of
the disulfide bridges.
2) Thermodynamics: Thermodynamics is the study of energy. The second law of thermodynamics states that in an
isolated system, the total entropy always increases or remains
the same but never decreases.
The measure of a molecule energy is Gibbs free energy
(G), let the change in free energy be ∆G and the energy of
the final state be Gf and the energy of the initial state be Gi ,
then ∆G is calculated as follows:
∆G = Gf − Gi

(1)

When ∆G<0 the process goes from a high free energy
state to a low free energy state which implies that the process
is spontaneous and releases energy, so the process is a favored
reaction and would happen if it could. On the other hand, if
the ∆G>0 the process is not spontaneous.
Gibbs energy takes into account the total energy or enthalpy
(H), the total disorder or entropy (S), and the temperature (T),
as shown in the following equation:
∆G = ∆H − T ∆S

(2)

Temperature plays a role in how much the entropy effects the
change in (∆G), if a process occurs in a high temperature
environment then the entropy has a higher role in determining
(∆G) or how spontaneous the process occurs.
The role of thermodynamics laws in protein folding and
stabilization is explained in [53]. In protein folding enthalpy
changes from a high value in primary structures to a lower
value in the 3D structures which makes ∆H negative, but
entropy is also negative since it is higher in primary structures,
so the temperature need to be low in order for the protein
to fold. Thermodynamics are important since it is usually
assumed that the protein’s native state corresponds to its free
energy minimum. This is tricky since it needs a global view
and CA models work on the level of local rules. The point is
that one should make the CA go towards this global energy
model at each step in each cell.
D. General Steps
In this subsection, the proposed process of modeling proteins is summarized in some general steps. The input of the
modeling process is the amino acid sequence of the target
protein and the CA number of generations and the output of
the algorithm is the final 3D CA representing the input protein.
The process can be summarized as follows:
•

Initialize the CA cells with the amino acid sequence
and initialize the boundary with the water state

•

Run CA rules for the number of generations

•

at each step, if the spatial space needs extension then
extend it

•

Return the folded protein in the form of the input
amino acids in their new positions in the 3D space
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From an implementation point of view, it can be easier to
define a 3D space that is double the size of the input chain
so that the extensions are not needed often. The number of
generations is assumed to be given in the input. Nevertheless,
there are multiple methods that can be used to find an average
number of generations that is suitable for the problem.

[4]

The output of the process shows the position of each
Amino acid and how the hydrophobic core of the protein is
created. The accurate results of the model means that CA is
capable of modeling proteins without knowing the global view
beforehand. It also means that proteins depend to some extent
on some internal rules that results in its global behavior.

[6]

E. Yet More things to consider
Building a model that is based on CA starts with building
a dataset, although protein information is generously available
online, choosing the proteins or the benchmark needs to be
accounted for. Many researchers depend on more than one
benchmark to test their work. After applying the CA model,
there must be a meaningful way to evaluate the model.
Although not using the CA model, some useful Literature
compares between two or more distance matrices in terms of
predicting protein attributes. For example, work done in [54]
reports detailed results of protein structural classes prediction
using Hamming, Euclidean, and Mahalanobis distances. Comparisons also exists in predicting protein subcellular Location
[55].
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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The aim of many who work in the field of modeling natural
phenomena is to add a step in discovering new things. Usually
models try to capture the main properties and factors of the
phenomenon to get results that are more meaningful in the
sense of modeling one or more realistic attributes.
In this paper, protein modeling using cellular automata was
discussed. Work in this area was analyzed and a suggested 3D
model with heuristic rules was given. In addition, the general
process of modeling proteins using cellular automata was
discussed and alternative solutions to possible design issues
were given.
The actual implementation of the design proposed in this
paper is left for future work. In general, measuring the model
effectiveness includes comparisons against data from laboratory experiments, but still the similarity between proteins is an
interesting issue for further investigation.
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Abstract—People mostly facilitate and manage their social
lives adhering to the prevalent norms. There are some norms
which are unpopular, yet people adhere to them. Ironically,
people at individual level do not agree to these norms, but,
they still follow and even facilitate them. Irrespective of the
social and psychological reasons behind their persistence, sometimes, for societal good, it is necessary to oppose and possibly
avert the unpopular norms. In this paper, we model theorydriven computational specifications of Emperor’s Dilemma into
an agent-based simulation, to understand the the conditions
that result in emergence of unpopular norms. The reciprocal
nature of persistence and aversion of norms, thus, is utilized
to define situations under which these norms can be changed
and averted. Simulation is performed under many interesting
“what-if” questions. The simulation results reveal that under high
density conditions of agent population with a high percentage of
norm aversion activists, the aversion of unpopular norms can be
achieved.
Keywords—Agent-based Modeling and Simulation; Emperor’s
Dilemma; Complex Adaptive Systems.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Norms are regular principles of conduct that organize our
communications with others. Norms plays an important role
in the development of the individual behavior and the social
order [1]. Since, norms affect individual and group behavior,
emergence of behavior at societal level reform the norms.
Hence, norms and their manifestation on the society are related
to each other in a reciprocal manner, being influenced and
influencing each other [2].
Intuitively, norms are supposed to be the conventions and
rules which prevail in a society due to their goodness at the
societal level. However, the factors influencing the emergence
of such a collective thought are not homogeneous and fair in
nature. Sometimes, the human factors of fear, greed, honor,
influence, and belief etc., collectively manifest into a norm
which is not really popular, but still prevails. While, an
unpopular norm emerges, majority of the people at individual
level do not agree with that, however, due to social pressure
they have no option but to adhere to it. Surprisingly, they even
become advocate of the norm due to potential embarrassment
as a consequence of revealing their private thought to a
group of people which they think, think otherwise. Some
interesting examples quoted in the literature are foot binding
[3], female genital mutilation [4], Johannes town massacre [5]
and acceptability of corruption [6].

To reason about emergence of norms in a society, two
predominant approaches are: economic and social approach.
The economy-based approach resides on the basics of costbenefit analysis, where each individual or group is required to
be “somewhat” rational. For many, this cannot be true for a
human society. Hence, the social approach focus on societal
factors which effect the decision-making of individuals and
groups, such as preferences, networking and interactions, and
cooperation and externalities [7]. Naturally, the social approach
is better to reason with unpopular norms.
A general description of using Agent-Based Modeling
(ABM) as a bottom-up approach for modeling social interactions is presented in [8]. A more generic study with focus on
cultural differentiation based on social factors of homophily,
influence and network structure is presented in [9]. Similar
studies exists throughout the research literature [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15].
The seminal work by Damon Centola, Robb Willer and
Michael Macy [16] explains the social factors influencing
the emergence of an unpopular norm. In this work, they
have proposed a computational model of self-enforcing norms,
stating the conditions necessary to enforce an unpopular norm.
Additional work also exists modeling the compliance and/or
enforcement of a an unpopular norm, covered in next section.
In this work, we argue that for societal good, it is necessary
to oppose and possibly avert the unpopular norms. Hence, we
attempted to realize the conditions that result in emergence
of unpopular norms and define situations under which these
norms can be changed and averted. To achieve it, we used and
extended the social interaction model proposed by Centola,
et.al. [16].
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There are two cognitive aspects that describe the human
reaction to a situation related to norms. First is the compliance;
the person confronted with such a situation may decide to
comply to the norm or not. The second is the enforcement;
the person confronted with such a situation may decide to
enforce the norm or not. Related work exists in both directions.
Additionally, the methodologies to do research on the topic
(and many other related social phenomena) can broadly be
categorized into four types: (i) purely theoretical, (ii) experimental (performing experiments on human subjects), (iii)
mathematical and (iv) model-based (with agent-based models
being most popular).
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Irrespective of whether the norms are popular or not,
Helbing, et. al. [17] presented an excellent description of
conditions for the emergence of shared norms in populations
with incompatible preferences. They have presented an agentbased model and simulated interesting scenarios to reach to
following conclusions. First, effects of punishments on emergence of norms by defining behavior-based and preferencebased punishment. Due to punishment there is probability
of emergence of norms that is sometimes called unpopular
norms. Individuals publicly follow the norms due to fear
of punishment but privately oppose these norms. Second, is
externalities needed for norm emergence. Externalities help
in cooperation. Third, norms emerge due to social networks
where everyone interacts. Agents in social networks communicate with each other and try to convince to comply or deviate
from current norm. Fourth, path-dependent is important feature
of norms. The paper concludes that the agents are influenced
by neighbors and they set their preferences according to their
neighbors preferences and neighbors current behavior to set a
shared norms in a society.
In [18], authors argue that dependency and ease of access
of information in the current technological age have given birth
to propagation of false beliefs, named by them as “Infostorms”.
They blame three factors responsible for such untrue storms:
informational cascades, bystander effect / pluralistic ignorance
and group polarization. This paper gives a theoretical understanding of phenomena assisted by real-life examples. The
authors conclude that technological systems developed with
epistemic approaches with emphasis on truth tracking can
prove to be beneficial to avert the infostorms.
Informational cascades are related with social interactions.
These connections can be with ones own social network or
some random network. Studying the evolution and emergence
of norms influenced by such interactions is an interesting domain. For this purpose, the authors in [19] defined a weighted
selection algorithm that determines the probability of a person
to meet a stranger on the basis of individuals path distance.
Using this algorithm, the paper elaborates four cases. In the
first case, the agents take rational decision to opt for a norm
based on highest utility. Whereas, in second case the agents use
Markov decision process to select a norm by assigning weights.
Third and fourth cases focus on examining the effect of social
interaction on evolution of norms as it spreads throughout the
masses. The simulation results showed that in first case people
converge to a single norm but the second case takes lesser time
in convergence of the norm. Defining the norm as an n-bit
sequence indicated that increasing the random interaction had
some adverse effects.
A logic-based approach to pluralistic ignorance is proposed
in [20], [21]. Being one of the main reason of propagation
of unpopular norms, it is important to define the pluralistic
ignorance. It can be defined as a situation where “no one
believes, but everyone believes that everyone else believes.”
The logic behind diffusion of unpopular norms is derived from
theoretical understanding and intuition. However, the authors
argue that the pluralistic ignorance is a fragile phenomenon
such that a simple act of public announcement can suspend it.
They further present the conditions of dissolution of pluralistic
ignorance by stating that either all agents need to announce or
an information from a trusted sources would help.

Beyond compliance, the enforcement of an unpopular norm
is also evidenced. It has been observed that people enforce
unpopular norm to which they privately disapprove. This paper
[22] is based on discovering the reason of false enforcement.
The authors are of the opinion that people enforce norms
to create an illusion of sincerity rather than conviction. The
study has been tested in two experiments of wine tasting and
text evaluation. Both experiments reveal that the people who
enforced the norm, against their actual belief, under social
pressure criticized the deviants of the norm. These outcomes
indicate how social pressure can lead to false enforcement of
an unpopular norm.
On aversion of unpopular norms, the literature available
is quite thin. But, there is a need to work in this direction
as it is evidenced [23] that people often are not gratified
with the norms that already persist in the society and they
want to change it or terminate it. The authors relate the
mechanism of change with the reasons of why people obey
unpopular norms. First is the lack of accurate information
about others’ behaviors. Second is the herding effect (do as
others do). And the third, is the panic punishment. In this
paper researchers discussed that having accurate information
through communication can avert the unpopular norms and can
counter the first two reasons. Third reason is countered through
time interval. Lower the time interval between discussion and
outcome, the lower the probability of uncertainty leading to
more chances to change unpopular norm. However, the study
is experimental without any formal model.
We, in this paper, propose a model of aversion of unpopular
norm. It is an agent-based model, facilitating the analysis
of interesting scenarios in a systematic manner. The model’s
motivation comes from [16], in which, an agent-based computational model of Emperor’s Dilemma is presented. The model
resolves the conflict between compliance and enforcement of a
unpopular norm, supported by few true believers and privately
disapproved by a majority of disbelievers. The authors quantify
the influence of networking and population distribution onto
the diffusion of unpopular norms or otherwise. In our model
presented in the next section, followed by Centola’s original
specifications, we focus on possibility of aversion of unpopular
norms, introducing the reciprocal of behavior of true believers
enforcing the unpopular norm unconditionally.
III.

M ODELS

A. Agent-Based Computational Model of Emperor’s Dilemma
[16]
In [16], authors state the Emperor’s Dilemma as:
“Hans Christian Andersen ... tells the story of three rogues
who sell a foolish monarch a nonexistent robe that they
claim cannot be seen by those who are “unfit for office” or
“incorrigibly stupid.” Fear of exposure leads the emperor, and
in turn, each of the citizens, to express admiration for the
new clothes, which then reinforces the illusion of widespread
support for the norm. The spell is broken when a child,
innocent of the norm, laughs at the naked old man.”
The agent-based computational model of Emperor’s
Dilemma, proposed in [16] formalizes the phenomena of
spreading of unpopular norms through equations of compliance
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Fig. 1: Flow Diagram of the model based on Emperor’s
Dilemma [16].

Fig. 2: Flow Diagram of the Proposed Model.

•
and enforcement. They model two behaviors for the agent;
compliance, when agents comply to the norm; and enforcement, when agents, in addition to compliance, also enforce the
norm in their region of influence. The factor of compliance
transforms an agent either to comply with the norm or choose
to deviate from it based on its personal belief, strength of the
belief and the neighborhood dynamics. Once complying, an
agent may choose to enforce the norm as well.
The model is based on two type of agents; true believers
(TB) and disbelievers (DB). Believers are those agents who
truly believe in the sanctity of the unpopular norm, while
disbelievers are those agents who disbelieve (at least privately)
in the sanctity of the the unpopular norm. Hence the belief of
an agent on the truthfulness of an unpopular norm corresponds
to its type; 1 for TB, and −1 for DB. The initial value of
compliance of the norm is also set to 1 for TB, and −1 for
DB. The strength of the belief corresponds to how strongly an
agent believes what it believes; hence, the value is equal to 1
for TB and a low random fraction for DB.
In discrete time simulation, each agent i in the simulation
space, performs the following actions:
•

Interact with the neighbors and calculate the value of
Enforcement Need (Wi ) as:
 PN i
Bi
1−

Wi =

Ni

j=1

Cj

2

(1)

where
Bi is agent’s belief, Ni is neighbors count
PN
i
and j=1 Cj represents the neighbors count whose
compliance is not equal to i’s belief.
•

Comply with the norm if the value calculated below
is equal to 1:

PN i
−Bi
Ci =

−Bi if
Bi

Ni

Ej > Si
j=1
otherwise

(2)

i.e. compliance (Ci ) is set to opposite of the belief,
if strength of enforcement of opposite belief by the
neighbors is greater than i’s own strength; otherwise
the Ci remains equivalent to agent’s belief.

Enforce the norm; whether it is true enforcement or
false enforcement:
(
PN i
V
−Bi if ( −Bi
E j > (Si + k)) (Bi =
6 Ci)
Ni
j=1
V
Ei =
+Bi
0

if (SiW i > k)

(Bi = Ci)
otherwise

(3)

i.e. enforcement (Ei ) is set to opposite of the belief,
if strength of enforcement of opposite belief by the
neighbors is greater than i’s own strength plus a
factor k and current belief is not equal to compliance;
otherwise if belief is equal to compliance, and and
product of Si and Wi is greater than k, the Ei remains
equivalent to agent’s belief.
Figure. 1 depicts the transition diagram of this model. An
agent whether TB or DB complies with the norm if the enforcements of agents with opposite belief in the neighborhood
exceeds its strength. Since, the enforcement values range from
-1 to 1, and we take an average (see equation (2)), for a TB,
it can never be more than its strength (= 1). Hence, a TB
would never be affected by the influence of the neighborhood
even when all the neighbors are DBs and are not complying.
For a DB, as a result of compliance, the value Ci changes to
negation of its belief (= 1).
All agents who are complying would enforce the norm. For
a TB, the value Ei would always be equal to Bi , i.e. 1, if the
value of Wi is greater than k (i.e. in the neighborhood, there
are sufficient non-complying DBs). The constant k determines
the sensitivity of a TB for a need of assertion of norm. A TB
would always be applying true enforcement. For a DB, the
value Ei is equal to opposite of its belief (= 1), if there is
sufficient enforcement pressure from the surrounding. A TB
would always be applying false enforcement.
B. The Proposed Model Extension
As it is evidenced in the model presented above that a
TB is not a normal agent; i.e., it would never be affected by
whats happening in the surrounding. Our model is based on
reciprocity of this behavior. It means that a minority of DBs are
assumed to be more enthusiastic about averting the unpopular
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Fig. 3: Simulation Setup of 3 of 27 cases: agents in white are disbelievers, agents in blue are (true) believers, and agents in
green are activists, in a (a) sparse population (250 agents) with TBPerc = 5% and ACTPerc = 5%, (b) medium dense population
(500 agents) with TBPerc = 10% and ACTPerc = 10%, and (c) dense population (750 agents) with TBPerc = 15% and ACTPerc
= 15%. The ACTPerc is a percentage out of disbelievers. The orientations of all agents are towards “right” initially. (d) Agents’
state after end of the simulation of case 14: all agents in red are applying enforcements; even some true believers are applying
enforcement to avert the norm.

norm. We name such an agent as an activist (ACT). Like a
TB, an activist would never be affected by whats happening
in the surrounding. Like TBs, they would be ambitious about
fulfilling their role which is acting to avert the norm. The
role with be triggered by presence of TBs in the surrounding,
particularly who are enforcing.
A transition diagram of the extended model is shown in
Figure. 2. An activist would change its belief from -1 to 1
after being encountered by enforcements of norms from the
neighborhood. This is achieved by progressive increment of
the value of Si by a constant k. If this value reaches to 1 or
greater, the belief of the agent is changed from -1 to 1, which
means that now the agent believes in aversion of the unpopular
norm and acts to avert it. The exact formulation is given in
equation (4).
Ci =

n

−Bi if Si > 1
Bi
otherwise

B. Simulation Results
The simulation results are analyzed based on four quantities:
•

DBAvertPerc: The percentage of disbelievers who
ended up averting the unpopular norm.

•

DBComplPerc: The percentage of disbelievers who
ended up complying the unpopular norm.

•

TBAvertPerc: The percentage of true believers who
ended up averting the unpopular norm.

•

TBComplPerc: The percentage of true believers who
ended up complying the unpopular norm.

(4)

Now an activist acts like a true believer and enforces the
norm unconditionally (because the value of Si is sufficiently
hight already). Since this enforcement will be in the opposite
direction, it would be aversion of unpopular norm. Even the
TBs are susceptible to be enforced as we will see in the
analysis section.
IV.

A specific simulation setting is represented as a simulation
case, which corresponds to density of the population of agents,
percentage of TBs in population TBPerc, and percentage
of ACTs in population ACTPerc. For visual assistance, we
represent the compliance of unpopular norm with a directional
clue. Hence, the agents averting the unpopular norm have a
completely opposite direction. The agent type and state is also
visually differentiated. This is further explained in Figure. 3.
A complete list of simulation cases is given in Table. I. Each
simulation case was run for 10 times and the results were
averaged.

S IMULATION AND R ESULTS D ISCUSSION

A. Simulation Setup
The simulation is performed in Netlogo [24], a popular
agent-based simulation tool with grid space support. Netlogo
provides an automatic mechanism of applying a function on a
set of agents in a random order in successive iterations. Hence
a fairness between agents is ensured even though they use the
current state of required agents (e.g. the neighborhood of an
agent) while making a decision. The agents reside on cells of a
spatial grid. We have used Moore’s neighborhood to represent
the surrounding of an agent which has been a popular strategy
in many cell-based spatial configurations [25].

The Table. I shows the 27 simulation cases and the corresponding values for above measures. Qualitatively the norms is
considered as been averted if majority of the population starts
refuting it (acting against it). The result verify a trend that can
be stated as:
•

The percentage of agents averting the unpopular norm
increases with increase in population.

•

The percentage of agents averting the unpopular norm
increases with increase in ACTPerc.

•

The percentage of agents averting the unpopular norm
increases with increase in relative positive difference
between ACTPerc and TBPerc.
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TABLE I: Complete list of all 27 simulation cases.
Case No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

•

Population
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750

TBPerc
5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15
5
5
5
10
10
10
15
15
15

ACTPerc
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15

DBAvertPerc
11.39
24.05
32.49
9.33
21.33
28.89
11.79
20.28
33.96
17.47
31.79
48
14.89
31.78
48.67
14.35
33.41
42.12
23.88
47.33
63.48
26.37
46.07
64
26.37
49.92
61.07

The aversion is not only experienced by disbelievers
but also believers.

A visual representation of simulation of case 14 is given
in Figure. 3 (d). Next, we analyze three interesting cases,
resulting in norm aversion qualitatively. It has been observed
that case 21 & 24 display aversion of unpopular norm whereas
we can see partial aversion in case 27.
In case 21, we observe that the unpopular norm is averted
at approximately 7.37 ticks. The graph in Figure. 4 shows
that the disbelievers enforcing alternative norm (other than the
unpopular norm), increasing afterwards, averting the unpopular
norm. In addition to this, we also observe that the number of
true believers enforcing the unpopular norm gradually decline
up to tick 9.55, and start averting the norm afterwards.
In case 24, we observe that the unpopular norm is averted
more quickly, at 6.75 ticks. The graph in Figure. 5 shows
that the disbelievers enforcing alternative norm (other than the
unpopular norm) increase afterwards, averting the unpopular
norm. In addition to this we also observe that the number of
true believers enforcing the unpopular norm gradually decline
up to tick 6, and start averting the norm afterwards.
In case 27, we observe that the unpopular norm is averted
more quickly, at 6.74 ticks. The graph in Figure. 6 shows
that the disbelievers enforcing alternative norm (other than the
unpopular norm) increase afterwards, averting the unpopular
norm. Contrary to this, we observe that the number of true
believers enforcing the unpopular norm gradually decline but
does not fall below the percentage of false believers thereby
indicating that unpopular norm is only partially averted as
shown in Figure. 6.
V.

C ONCLUSION

TBAvertPerc
8.33
16.67
16.67
8
12
24
5.41
13.51
29.73
8
28
32
4
24
42
13.33
24
33.33
21.62
43.24
51.35
28
38.67
58.67
18.75
46.43
45.54

TBComplPerc
91.67
83.33
83.33
92
88
76
94.59
86.49
70.27
92
72
68
96
76
58
86.67
76
66.67
78.38
56.76
48.65
72
61.33
41.33
81.25
53.57
54.46

into an agent-based simulation, to understand the conditions
that result in emergence of unpopular norms. The reciprocal
nature of persistence and aversion of norms is utilized to
define situations under which these norms can be changed
and averted. Following is concluded from the analyzes of
the simulation results. The percentage of agents averting the
unpopular norm increases with increase in population. Further,
the percentage of agents averting the unpopular norm increases
with increase in agents actively participating in averting the
unpopular norm.
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Abstract—Conducting presentations with bi-directional communication requires extended presentation systems, e.g., having
sophisticated expressions and gathering real-time feedback. We
aim to develop an interactive presentation system to enhance
presentations with bi-directional communication during presentations. We developed a hybrid interactive presentation system that
is a collaboration between the traditional presentation supporting
system, e.g. PowerPoint, and a web application. To gather feedback from audiences at presentations, the web application delivers
presentation slides to audiences. The client system provides a
feature of creating annotations and answering the questions on
delivered presentation slides for making feedback. Specifically,
the system provides a real-time questionnaire function where the
result is displayed on a shared screen in real time while gathering
answers. Since users can make their questionnaire on PowerPoint,
the task becomes quite easy. This paper explains the development
of the system and demonstrates that the real-time questionnaire
system realizes high performance scalability.
Keywords—Interactive Presentation; Real-time Web questionnaire; Collaborative tools; communication aids; information sharing; Web services

The hybrid interactive presentation system provides the
real-time questionnaire function to count votes and show the
result in the presentation software slide show mode and the
synchronizing slide content function to display same slide with
the presenter screen. The questionnaire function has a crucial
part in the interactive presentations to attract the audience
and increase the depth of understanding of presentations. In
a decision-making scene, the questionnaire function is utilized
as a supporting tool for making a decision.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss
the interactive presentation. In Section III, we explain a design
goal of the real-time questionnaire function. In Section IV,
we explain a system for interactive presentation system. In
Section V, we describe the implementation of the real-time
questionnaire. In Section VI, we show the evaluation of the
real-time questionnaire function. In Section VII, we discuss the
evaluation and the performance. In Section VIII, we conclude
the paper and summarize the effects of real-time voting.
II.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In an interactive presentation, a lecturer gives a presentation
for the audience and the audience provides feedback about the
presentation slide by slide. We proposed a hybird interaction
presentation system [1], [2], [3] that consists of three subsystems: a presenter system, audience system and back-end
system. The presenter system utilizes an existing presentation
software PowerPoint to display presentation slide content and
extends the presentation software to interactive presentation
functions. The audience system is a web application for collecting comments from the audience and shows the same slide
image with the presenter’s display. In this paper, we describe
the implementation of the real-time questionnaire function and
evaluate the performance.
We implemented new functions for an easy-to-use and
quick feedback system on web browsers from the audience to
realize the interactive presentation. The existing presentation
softwares (e.g. Microsoft PowerPoint and Apple Keynote) and
the presentation web applications (e.g. Google Drive, iCloud,
Office 365) do not support the functions for the interactive
presentation. We attempt to implement the functionalities as a
co-application with PowerPoint for easy deployment. The realtime questionnaire function uses existing presentation software
functions to display the questionnaire result as a graph, pie
chart or bar graph.

I NTERACTIVE P RESENTATION

The interactive presentation plays a key role in education.
Clicker Assessment and Feedback (CAF) is an instructional
assessment and feedback strategy that is incorporated with
interactive technologies for higher education, often referred to
as clickers. CAF is important as one use for the interactive
presentation. Wireless systems that enable professors to ask
questions and have students respond using hand-held devices
(clickers) are proposed in existing studies [4], [5]. Existing
studies of CAF confirm the efficacy of the interactive functionality at presentations in education, but the hand-held devices
for gathering feedback from students are a hindrance in a large
class.
In recent years, the software clickers have been proposed to
avoid the trouble of having to install specific physical devices.
Hauswirth et al. proposed a software clicker to teach Java
programming for higher education, which allows for much
richer types of problems than the traditional multiple-choice
questions [6]. The burden of installing devices is certainly
removed with the use of the software clickers, but the approach
requires setting applications for collecting opinions of audiences before each presentation. The approach Triglianos et al.
proposed resolves the problem via an interactive presentation
system such as a web application [7]. The proposed method
lacks flexibility of designing presentations provided in the
conventional applications for supporting presentations.
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presentations. In conventional research, the specific devices are
needed to gather the answers from audiences. Our approach requires that the answers are collected using the web application
and then simplifies the operation of performing the real-time
questionnaire.

Fig. 1: Presenter can manipulate slide objects with motion
controllers during an ongoing presentation.

When lecturers deliver presentations in an unexpected
context, i.e., the situation such as the place, knowledge of
audiences and questions is unexpected, designing presentation
slides and giving a presentation are challenging. To achieve
flexible presentations for solving issues in presentations, tangible interfaces based on direct interaction with digitally encoded
printed handouts are proposed in previous studies [8], [9].
Our ongoing efforts at Silhouette Effects are dedicated to
scaling conventional presentation tools to instant manipulations
of slide objects at the presentation mode [10]. Fig. 1 shows
that a presenter using Silhouette Effects can manipulate slide
objects with motion controllers duraing an ongoing presentation. While Silhouette Effects supports only the features for
delivering presentations, in our work we target the hybrid
interactive presentation system that is intended to improve
the presentations by having interaction between lecturers and
audiences without loss of the flexible presentation functionality. We demonstrate a real-time questionnaire system that is
based on the hybrid interactive presentation system and gathers
feedback from audiences in presentations with the HTML5
web technologies.
III.

R EAL -T IME Q UESTIONNAIRE FOR I NTERACTIVE
P RESENTATIONS

Our system has a real-time questionnaire function that
enables a lecturer to collect what audiences are thinking about
the presentation without questionnaire papers. In the section,
we define the requirements and the required functions to realize
the real-time questionnaire.

Our objective is to have our system provide seamless
questionnaires in the interactive presentation easily. Therefore,
the real-time questionnaire system should be independent
of troublesome specific coded communication channels and
authentication mechanisms for ensuring safety and anonymity
in questionnaires. We take no thought of challenges of the web
questionnaire system, such as cheating via multiple responses
and assurance of anonymity. Even if the problems are out
of consideration, our approach has the efficacy of decisionmaking at a certain scale of meetings in enterprises and
organizations. As you perform the questionnaires you want
to consider problems of safety; thus, we implement a new
questionnaire mode for tackling the problems with existing
approaches [11].
We suppose that the real-time questionnaire is used in a
situation wherein a lecturer and audiences are in the same
location and there are dozens or hundreds of audience members. Hence, we consider the scalability of the real-time
questionnaire because an increase in audience members leads
to network congestion and high processing time, that is, reason
for a delay in displaying the results of the questionnaires in
real time. Moreover, because of the requirements of the specific
devices expressed in the approaches of the previous studies, the
scale of the effort to carry out questionnaires is vast in cases
where the number of audience members is large, wherein the
system does not scale well.
B. Design Goal
The critical goal of our study is to make it an open possibility to provide the real-time questionnaire at the interactive
presentation easily when a lecturer and audiences are in the
same location. We set the following concrete objectives:
•

Interoperability: The approach should be independent
of special devices and applications for collecting
opinions of audiences, i.e., audiences should answer
the questionnaires using the personal devices without
reference to the type and OS of devices.

•

Interactive Functionality: A lecturer and audiences
should share presentation slides and the results of
the questionnaires in real time when delivering a
presentation. Audiences should send feedback for the
questionnaires at presentations to improve the communication among participants during the real-time
questionnaire.

•

Scalability: The approach should absolutely perform
summary of a questionnaire and display the results in
real time in cases where there is a large audience at a
presentation.

A. Requirements
We aim to offer a simple method to have the real-time
questionnaire, i.e., the type of the questionnaire in which the
result is displayed on a shared screen in real time during the
implementation of presentations. The real-time questionnaire
in presentations helps to maintain focus on presentations and
to comprehend and increase the depth of understanding of

To attain interoperability, we implement a user interface for
audiences such as the web application. The specific devices
and applications for collecting comments from audiences are
not required, and personal devices such as notebooks, smart
phones and tablet computers are used in our system.
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Fig. 2: Silhouette Arena: Hybrid Interactive Presentation System.

Our system supports interactive functionality that ensures
communication between a lecturer and audiences during the
real-time questionnaire. The results of the questionnaires are
displayed on a shared screen while submitting answers from
audiences using the graph provided by Microsoft Excel. When
updating the result on the presentation slide in accordance
with the received answers, audiences share presentation slides
in real time using the web application operating with general web browsers. Concretely, audiences submit handwritten
memos and text comments as feedback for presentations.
Submitted handwritten memo and comments are sent to the
device of a lecturer and reflected on presentation slides. The
communication mechanism can be crucial to improvement
of the consensus of opinions. Our system supports real-time
information presented for lecturers and the features of feedback
posting from audience members.
The approach of the web application contributes to the
scalability of our system by reason of independence from the
specific devices for gathering feedback. Besides, to avoid the
network congestion and the high processing time, we design
the mechanism of the interactive presentation that is based on
the tallying server to handle the crush of demand. To confirm
the efficacy of the mechanism, we performed an experiment
of the time delay of sharing the results of the questionnaires
among a lecturer and audience members.

Fig. 3: Architecture of Silhouette Arena.

features, e.g., sending the information of shared presentation
slides. Moreover, the Silhouette Effects enables users to manipulate slide objects. The slide objects, such as text and figures,
can be moved, zoomed, modified and removed using the
presentation controller at the presentation mode of PowerPoint.
Furthermore, lecturers can start a questionnaire at any time
in presentations. While audiences submit the answers of the
questionnaire, the result of the questionnaire is visualized using
Excel graphs in real time on a presentation slide.
The Silhouette Web provides the user interface for displaying presentation slides and adding annotations and handwritten
memos on shared slides in order to share presentation slides
and submit opinions of the audience. The web application
consists of two layers, i.e., a layer to recreate presentation
slides and to share feedback from audiences in real-time. The
first layer recreates presentations made of presentation slides
that are converted into images. The approach is known to
perform reliably and accurately since converting presentation
slides to images was commonly achieved by web conferences
in previous research [12]. On the second layer on the front
of the web application, audiences generate annotations and
handwritten memos that are composed of DOM elements for
sending opinions and feedback to a lecturer.
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the system. The Silhouette
Effects communicates with the Silhouette Web via the Silhouette Server.

The architecture of the hybrid interactive presentation system, called Silhouette Arena, is shown in Fig. 2. The Silhouette
Arena consists of three main parts: the Silhouette Effects, the
Silhouette Web, and the Silhouette Server in Fig. 2.

The Silhouette Server of managing the interactive presentation is divided into three internal subsystems. The first
subsystem is a storage server keeping presentation slides
that have been converted into images. When lecturers start
presentations or manipulate the slide objects in presentations,
the presentation controller converts the presentation slides into
images and uploads the images to the storage server. The
function of the storage server is to issue the URL of each
uploaded image.

The Silhouette Effects controls a PowerPoint to share
presentation slides with clients called Silhouette Web. The
Silhouette Effects provides the presentation with supporting

The Silhouette Effects sends the URLs of the images
to the second subsystem, which is a WebSocket server for
real-time communication among lecturers and audiences. The

IV.

S ILHOUETTE A RENA : S YSTEM FOR H YBRID
I NTERACTIVE P RESENTATION

A. Architecture
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Fig. 4: Control Flow of Updating Pie Chart Graph.

WebSocket server pushes received data in real time. The
presentation controller and the web application communicate
through the WebSocket server.
The Silhouette Web serializes and sends the created annotations and handwritten memo to the WebSocket server
of the Silhouette Server. The Silhouette Effects deserializes
the received data and generates the slide objects. Then, the
feedback from audiences is displayed on the presentation slides
in real time.
The third subsystem is the counting server that tallies
answers of the real-time questionnaire. The count process
consists of the following three steps. First, the system notifies
an issue of a questionnaire by the lecturer to the client web application via the WebSocket server, then the web applications
launches a questionnaire mode and presents voting answers.
Second, the clients send the answer selected by their users to
the counting server, and then the server tallies the answers
and saves the results to the storage. Finally, the counting
server sends the results of the questionnaires to the presentation
controller at regular intervals.
Fig. 4 presents how to update a pie chart graph with
PowerPoint material in the Silhouette Arena in order to prevent unexpected crushes of the PowerPoint system. The most
important part is the counting server in Fig. 4. The counting
server keeps pace by updating the pie chart without crashes of
the PowerPoint. Then the counting server receives voting data
from Silhouette Web clients, collects the votes and sends the
result to the Control Slide Object Module periodically. When
the Control Slide Object Module receives the voting result, it
operates the PowerPoint to update the graph, and it sends an
image file of the slide to the Silhouette Server to distribute the
image to the clients.
B. Silhouette Effects: System for Enhancing Prsentation Expressions
Our approach supports the lecturers to give a presentation
effectively with the proposed method of Silhouette Effects.
There is a designing mode that modifies slide objects and
a presentation mode that gives a presentation in Microsoft

Fig. 5: Silhouette Web: Audience can make feedbacks, text
annotations and freehand drawings on the Web application.

PowerPoint, and normally the users cannot edit slide objects at
the presentation mode. Silhouette Effects expands the methods
for utilization of the presentation mode. When delivering a
presentation, running our system together with PowerPoint
allows the users to modify slide objects at the presentation
mode.
The proposed method for manipulating objects on slides
in real time realizes the reactive presentation. Manipulating
slide objects such as moving, zooming and adding some visual
effects allows the lectures to guide and keep the audience’s attention, as well as to communicate information in visual space
through representing the animations and effects of slide objects
reactively. Moreover, Silhouette Effects provides presentationsupporting functions except for manipulations of slide objects,
that is, the handwritten memo and the pointing feature are
available in the presentation mode.
The lecturers perform the presentation-supporting functions
with input operations from a mouse and a keyboard or gesture
inputs using Leap Motion and Kinect. Since Leap Motion
and Kinect have an advantage over the typical input devices
such as a mouse and a keyboard, our system corresponds
with the gesture input interface. Leap Motion supports very
precise finger tracking, and then we construct a highly intuitive
interface by using Leap Motion. Additionally, Kinect has high
user mobility that supports skeleton tracking in the wide
recognizable area. Therefore, by using Kinect, we construct
the interface with high user mobility and interact through the
movement of users’ whole body. The gesture input interface
to manipulate slide objects supports the gestures bound to
mundane actions such as the action of grasping something a
person would hold, and the gestures are widely known such as
Swipe and Pinch-in/out. Thus, the gesture input interface using
Leap Motion and Kinect achieves seamless input operations for
the presentation-supporting functions.
C. Silhouette Web: Feedback System for Audience
Fig. 5 shows the interface of the web application for
submitting feedback from audiences, called Silhouette Web.
To participate in the interactive presentation, audiences open
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the web application. The web application runs on common web
browsers and devices to achieve the interoperability necessary
for audiences to send feedback with respective devices. Since
the web application assumes a crucial role in the interactive
presentation, we describe the user interface in detail.
Audiences need to enter an ID in the window when opening
the web application to get into the interactive presentation.
The counting server in the real-time questionnaire that gathers
answers from audiences and tallies the real-time questionnaire
manages answers from audiences with the IDs. The web
application associates the answers of the questionnaires with
the entered ID and sends them to the counting server. Then,
the counting server keeps a correct tally in cases of receiving
multiple answers from the same web application. The ID is
also sent to the presentation controller through the WebSocket
server when entering the ID. The presentation controller enumerates the number of audience members that submits the ID.
The number of audience members is displayed on the screen
in presentations for the duration of the questionnaire. If the
number of entrants of the questionnaire is apparent, the lecturer
compares the actual number of entrants with the displayed
number, thus helping the lecturer to determine whether there
is a repeater that votes answers with multiple web applications
or not.
The lower bar of the screen has the four-color buttons for
answering questionnaires: the controller of page transitions,
the comment-posting button, the mode switch and the synchronization switch. As audiences give a reply to the questionnaire
using the four-color buttons, the web application sends the
answer to the counting server. The dialogue for inputting
comments is displayed when clicking the comment-posting
button. The comments are sent to the presentation controller
on a device of a lecturer and saved in presentation slides.
After presentations, the lecturers check submitted comments to
assess the audience’s feedback. The users define the behavior
of pressing and holding the mouse button and dragging by the
mode switcher, i.e., users select the pointer mode or the handwritten mode. The synchronization on/off button configures
whether other users’ manipulations are synchronized in real
time or not. When the synchronization is off, the manipulations
of a lecturer and other audiences are not synchronized. The
button allows the users to genuinely browse the presentation
slides.
When audiences press-and-hold the mouse button and drag,
a pointer or handwritten memo is displayed on a presentation
slide, and audiences indicate a slide object when delivering
feedback. Right clicking on presentation slides displays the
dialogue for adding an annotation like Fig. 5. The annotation
consists of DOM elements that have a handler of the user’s
operation, so the user edits and drags the created annotation.

Fig. 6: Vote interface.

The web application sends the answers of questionnaires
as JSON data that contain the color selected using the fourcolor button, the ID for identifying the users and a token
for identifying the questionnaires to the counting server. The
counting server deserializes the received data and tallies the
selected answers with respect to the token.
The result is sent to the presentation controller at an
interval of two seconds. Although the counting is accomplished
in the way that the web application sends answers to the
presentation controller directly and the presentation controller
compiles the total amount, the device of the lecturer and the
network have a heavy processing load. The heavy processing
load can be a hindrance to the interactive presentation. Our
approach reduces the load by counting results of questionnaires
in the external server and sending the results to the lecturer’s
device at intervals of two seconds. We consider the chances
of continuing to change an answer at intervals of less than
two seconds are low. Thus, our approach provides real-time
information about the questionnaires.
Using the synchronization mechanism of presentation
slides as follows, the results of the questionnaires on presentation slides are shared in real time on the web application
for audiences. When receiving a questionnaire result, the
presentation controller updates a graph for displaying the result
using Excel. Then, the presentation controller uploads the
image of the updated presentation slide and broadcasts the
image URL as JSON data to the web application through the
WebSocket server. After the web application updates the image
on the first layer that displays presentation slides with the
received image, the result of the questionnaire is shared in
real-time.
B. Real-Time Web Questionnaire Protocol

A. Mechanism of The Real-Time Questionnaire

The interactive presentation provides the real-time questionnaire system that enables a lecturer to publish an electrical
questionnaire to the audience members and collect the answer
during the presentation. In this section, we describe a messaging protocol for the real-time questionnaire system.

The hybrid interactive presentation shares presentation
slides, manipulations in presentations and feedback from audiences in real time. The presentation controller on the device
of the lecturer and the web application for audiences communicate through the intermediately of the counting server in the
real-time questionnaire.

A questionnaire session management in the real-time questionnaire system consists of six steps: announcement, opening,
assignment, waiting, closing and cleanup. At the first step,
the system broadcasts a title and options on a vote session to
clients, and then the clients display the title and the options.
The title is ‘Event location’ in Fig. 6. The buttons on the client
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display the options. The buttons display ‘Sea, Mountain, Sky
and Space’ in Fig. 6. The system does not accept any vote
at this time. At the second step, the system begins to accept
votes from the audience devices. At the third step, the system
assigns unique numbers to each client to identify voters. At
the fourth step, the system waits for votes. The clients send
selected options with assigned numbers to the system. At the
fifth step, the system closes the vote session. The system
finishes accepting votes, and the clients disable the buttons
on audience devices. At the last step, the system releases the
unique numbers to prevent the tracking of voters. Finally, the
system reveals the results.
We explain protocol messages for each sessions. At the
first step, the system uses Prepare Vote Notification Message.
At the second step, the system uses Open Vote Notification
Message. At the third step, the system uses Vote Request
Message and Vote Response Message. At the fourth step, the
system uses Close Vote Notification Message. At the last step,
the system uses Result Notification Message. We explain the
details of the messages.
•

Prepare Vote Notification Message: The message has
three fields and notifies the title of the vote and button
labels of the selection. The first is a vote session ID.
The second is a vote session title. The third is pairs
of selection item IDs and labels. The audience system
updates the UI selection button labels of UI when
receiving the message.

Fig. 7: The Silhouette Effects system controls a PowerPoint
system to display questionnaire results.

unique number. The fourth is a response code that
indicates whether the request is accepted or not.
•

Result Notification Message: The message is sent
from the presenter system periodically to display the
current selection count on audience devices. The message has three fields. The first is a vote session ID.
The second is a timestamp of when the message is
sent from a presenter system. The third is an array
of selection counts in the same order with the pairs
of selection item IDs and labels of Prepare Vote
Notification Message. The messages broadcast the
current selection status in the questionnaire session.
The vote session ID is valid between when the vote
session begins and when the session is closed.

•

Open Vote Notification Message: The message has
three fields and notifies when the vote has begun. The
first is a vote session ID. The second is a timestamp of
when the message sent from the presenter system. The
third is a temporary unique number. The client should
contain the number into a Vote Request Message
described below. The message should be one in a vote
session. The audience system enables UI selection
buttons of UI when the message is received.

•

Close Vote Notification Message: The message has
two fields and notifies when the vote is ended. The
first is a vote session ID. The second is a timestamp
of when the message sent from the presenter system.
The message should be one in a vote session. The
audience system disables UI selection buttons of UI
when the message is received.

C. Displaying Results of Real-Time Questionnaire

•

Vote Request Message: The message is sent from
the client system to post a selection. The message has
four fields. The first is a vote session ID. The second
is a timestamp of when the message is sent from
the audience system. The third is a temporary unique
number. The fourth is a selection id. The message
should be one or more in a vote session. The message
is available if the open vote notification message is
received or the close vote notification message is not
received with the same vote session ID.

•

Vote Response Message: The message is sent from
server system in response to the vote request. The
message has four fields. The first is a vote session
ID. The second is a timestamp of when the message
sent from the server system. The third is a temporary

Fig. 7 indicates the screenshot displaying the questionnaire
results on the device of the lecturer. The icons located in the
left and right lower angles are a presentation controller for
supporting the lecturers in giving a presentation effectively
with the proposed method Silhouette Effects. Silhouette Effects
expands the methods for utilization of Microsoft PowerPoint
to modify slide objects, such as text, graphs and figures,
at the presentation mode. The presentation controller based
on Silhouette Effects is a PowerPoint supporting tool that
provides the presentation-supporting features and sends the
information of sharing presentation slides. The lecturers run
the presentation controller together with PowerPoint.

Generally, changing the shape object attributes (coordinating position in a slide, changing background color of the
shape) on a slide in high frequency requires high CPU loads.
To suppress the high loads, the graph update module has a
minimum interval for updating the graph properties. In the
experimental case, we fixed the minimum interval to 1 second.

The presentation controller allows lecturers to begin a
questionnaire at any time during presentations. Since our realtime questionnaire supports a type of survey of which there are
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up to four alternatives, the lecturer configures the alternatives
using the presentation controller. Then, a graph like Fig. 7
is generated for displaying the result of the questionnaire in
real-time. The presentation controller inputs the lecture’s configuration of the alternatives to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
and visualizes the configuration as a graph object. The graph
object in Excel gets copied to the PowerPoint presentation.
When receiving the result of questionnaires from the counting
server that tallies answers from audiences, the presentation
controller passes the results to the Excel spreadsheet that runs
in the presentation background, and the graph object visualizes
the result. When receiving the second and subsequent results,
the presentation controller rewrites the data in the Excel,
spreadsheet and then the graph object is updated in real time.
The presentation controller saves the results of the questionnaires to a presentation file as PowerPoint graphs. In
general conference, the results need to be recorded in the conference note for future reference. The real-time questionnaire
system avoids the trouble of recording by automatic saving.
We propose the hybrid interactive presentation system that
connects the traditional presentation-supporting tool and the
web application for gathering feedback from audiences. The
hybrid interactive presentation system occupies an important
role as the basis of the real-time questionnaire system.
D. Preparation before Presentation
To use real-time questionnaire function in the presentation
slideshow, the presenter prepares a slide and graph shape object
with the following steps: First, you add a new slide if needed.
Second, you add a graph shape object (pie chart, bar graph) on
the slide. Finally, you set the graph label title using the Excel
cell editor.
In the presentation slide show, the presenter system checks
whether a slide has a graph shape object when the slide is
shown the first time. If the slide has a graph shape object, the
presenter system sends a “Prepare Vote Notification” message
and “Open Vote Notification” message to the audience system
via the server system. The presenter system automatically
sets the graph label color corresponding to the client web
application’s vote buttons.
VI.

E VALUATION

In this section, we describe the evaluation procedure of the
real-time questionnaires function and the evaluation result. We
measured the execution time of updating graph parameters.
A. Experimental Procedure and Environment
We made an evaluation script to measure the execution
time of updating graph parameters. First, the script opens a
PowerPoint presentation file that has a slide, and the slide
contains a pie chart graph for the real-time questionnaire. Next,
the script performs the following steps 100 times after preexecution and 10 times for warm-up. For the first step, the
script records the start time (t0 ). For the second step, the
script generates four random numbers and updates four graph
parameters on the slide graph. For the third step, the script
records the end time (t1 ). Finally, the script closes the file. The
execution time is calculated by t1 − t0 . We used a MacBook

Fig. 8: Execution Time Histogram of Updating Pie Chart
Graph.

Pro as a presenter’s device that is composed of Intel Core i7
2.3 GHz, 16 GB 1,600MHz DDR3 of RAM, Windows 10, and
the version of PowerPoint is 16.0. We performed the script 10
times; therefore, we sample 1,000 execution times.
B. Experimental Result
Fig. 8 shows the execution time histogram of updating
graph parameters. We sampled 1,000 times of the execution
time. In Fig. 8, the horizontal axis indicates the sampling
period of execution time, the left-side vertical axis indicates the
frequency and the right-side vertical axis indicates accumulation of the frequency. The peek appeared in 350ms to less than
375ms sampling period, 90% of the execution times are below
425ms and all execution times are below 525ms. Therefore,
the slide object controller can update graph parameters about
2 times in a second.
VII.

D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the usability and the application
of our approach. We confirm the usability of the real-time
questionnaire, and we entertain the progressive approach for
use from the decision-making methods point of view.
A. Usability
The hybrid interactive presentation system allows the lecturer and audiences to communicate using the presentationsupporting system that extends the traditional system (i.e.,
PowerPoint) and the simple web application. Our approach
reduces the time and expense associated with learning and
running the interactive presentation system. The lecturers only
have to know the use of commonly-used tools, and audiences
submit their feedback with the user-friendly interface that is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
The result of the questionnaire is visualized using the Excel
spreadsheet. The type of the graph object for displaying the
results is only the pie chart, but the type of visual effects is
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expanded easily by the simple expansion of the presentation
controller. When the extended presentation controller allows
the users to draw a variety of graphs, the expressive faculty of
the results is improved. Our approach can handle the complex
data via the functions of Excel. The users are able to perform
more complex questionnaires, i.e., not only the type where the
answer has a certain number of choices, but the type where
the answerer makes multiple selections and selects answers
from a number of choices. The approach that incorporates
presentations and the existing data-handling system contributes
to non-trivial extensions of functions of presentations.
B. Meeting Support for Decision-Making
We discuss the effect of applying the real-time questionnaire system to the ordinary conferences in enterprises and
organizations. In previous researches, the approaches to implementing real-time questionnaires in education are properly
validated. The experimental result ensures that the performance
of the real-time questionnaire has efficacy as the feedback
mechanism at a large conference. The system can be applicable
to larger-scale presentations, e.g., an ordinary conferences in
enterprises and organizations.

VIII.

We proposed the interactive presentation system, the Silhouette Arena, which provides the efficient real-time questionnaire function to collect feedback from attendants of presentations. The system helps presenters to have a sophisticated
presentation with the slide object-manipulation function on
the Silhouette Effects. Moreover, the Silhouette Web supports
audiences to make real-time feedbacks in presentations. We
explained the implementation of the system to improve the
efficiency of the real-time questionnaire function. We demonstrated the efficiency of the system, finding that the system can
be used at a large conference in organizations and in an educational class. The approach to the real-time questionnaire based
on the hybrid interactive presentation system compensates for
the lack of current systems and contributes to establishing a
new type of presentation.
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Abstract—Image filtering is one of the very useful techniques
in image processing and computer vision. It is used to eliminate
useless details and noise from an image. In this paper, a
hardware implementation of image filtered using 2D Gaussian
Filter will be present. The Gaussian filter architecture will be
described using a different way to implement convolution module.
Thus, multiplication is in the heart of convolution module, for
this reason, three different ways to implement multiplication
operations will be presented. The first way is done using the
standard method. The second way uses Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) features Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
to ensure and make fast the scalability of the effective FPGA
resource and then to speed up calculation. The third way uses
real multiplier for more precision and a the maximum uses of
FPGA resources. In this paper, we compare the image quality
of hardware (VHDL) and software (MATLAB) implementation
using the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). Also, the FPGA
resource usage for different sizes of Gaussian kernel will be
presented in order to provide a comparison between fixed-point
and floating point implementations.
Keywords—Gaussian Filter; convolution;fixed point arithmetic;Floating point arithmetic;FPGA

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Convolution has been widely used in computer vision
and image processing, including object recognition [2] and
image matching [3], However, convolution operation typically
requires a significant amount of computing resources [4].
Image filtering is applied as pre-processing to eliminate
useless details and noise from an image. It is produced by
convolution between an image and 2D Gaussian mask. In the
literature, several efficient FPGA implementations of the 2D
convolution operation have been proposed [5]–[9].
Hanumantharaju et al. [10] proposed a hardware architecture
suitable for FPGA/ASIC implementation of a 2D Gaussian
surround function for image processing application which
offers a savings of memory. Barbole et al. [11] implemented
steerable Gaussian smoothing filters on an FPGA platform
based on a VirtexV ML506 using the pipelined approach
and DSP which reduces memory requirements. Talbi et al.
[5] developed architecture for separable and two-dimensional
Gaussian smoothing filters, which was implemented in the
VirtexV FPGA platform. They prove that the first approach
is significantly faster than the second one. In the same year,
Cabello et al. [2] implemented a 2D Gaussian Filter in FPGA
using fixed-point arithmetic and floating point arithmetic,

they found that increasing the kernel sizes, they reduced the
computational costs using floating point arithmetic.
In this paper, a Gaussian filter on an Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) platform will be implemented. We will
focus in the main bloc which is the convolution module based
on the multiplication operation. Thus, the multiplier is in the
heart of the proposed design. For this, the standard multiplier
will be firstly implemented. Then, in order to accelerate
calculus and to minimize resource use, FPGA features will be
used which are DSP (Digital Signal Processor) and RAMs.
Finally, in order to have more precision in image output, a
real multiplier proposed in [13] will be used to implement
the entire architecture. It is a new way to do a multiplication
between two real numbers. Our application is implemented
by two tools such as MATLAB and VHDL, and simulated on
the ISE simulator.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the image filtering algorithm. The hardware implementation of image filtering is presented in section 3. In section
4, the hardware optimization of convolution module based on
changing the multiplier will be discussed. Experimental results
are given in section 5. Finally, a conclusion will be done in
section 6.
II.

I MAGE FILTERING ALGORITHM

Smoothing filters are widely used in many applications
such as object recognition, matching, classification, etc. They
are applied as pre-processing for removing useless details and
noise [14]. We will focus on image filtering based on Gaussian
filter.
A. Gaussian mask
Gaussian filter is one of the most important and widely
used filtering algorithms in image processing [5]. Gaussian
filter (G) is defined in equation 1.
G(x, y) =

1 −(x2 +y2 )/2σ2
e
2πσ 2

(1)

where G is the Gaussian mask at the location with coordinates x and y, σ is the parameter which defines the standard
deviation of the Gaussian. If the value of σ is large, the image
smoothing effect will be higher.
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B. Convolution operation
In general, smoothing can be effected by convolve the
original image I(x,y) of the size h x w with a Gaussian mask
G(x,y) as illustrated in equation 2. It is obtained by computing
the sum of products among the input image and a smaller
Gaussian matrix of the size (3 × 3). A 2D convolution using
a 3 × 3 mask and 3 × 3 input image is illustrated in Figure
reffig1.
f (x, y) =

h−1
X w−1
X

G(i, j)I(x − i, y − j)

(2)

i=0 j=0

Fig. 2: Block diagram of image filtering

Fig. 1: Convolution operation

III.

H ARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF IMAGE FILTERING

In this section, the proposed architecture design of the
Gaussian filter will be presented.
A. Block diagram of image filtering
Figure 2 illustrates the block diagram of image filtering.
First, the input image and the Gaussian mask are read and
saved by MATLAB. Next, These values are converted into
a vector in a text file extension *.coe using the MATLAB
tool and loaded the text file in block RAM (BRAM). The
text file of Gaussian mask and image is stored respectively in
BRAM1 and BRAM2. After that, the convolution operation
is effected between these pixel values of two BRAM (1 and
2) using VHDL tool and saving the obtain results in another
block (BRAM3). Finally, the text file of BRAM3 is converted
by MATLAB tool in order to display the results form an image.
The next step, we defined each block of diagram in Figure 2.

Fig. 3: Synchronous architecture of image filtering

B. Synchronous architecture hardware of image filtering
Figure 3 depicts the block diagram of synchronous image
filtering which contains a set of modules: Control Module,
3 BRAMs (matrix of input image, matrix of Gaussian mask,
matrix of filtered image) and convolution Module.
1)

Gaussian Filter
The convolution of an image with a Gaussian mask

involves floating point multiplications, which consumes considerable hardware resources. The Gaussian mask size (3 × 3) is presented by the matrix
below by choosing the standard deviation equal to
0.5.
"
#
0.0113 0.0838 0.0113
0.0838 0.6193 0.0838
0.0113 0.0838 0.0113
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Then, it is necessary to convert the floating point
coefficients to fixed integer point coefficients for
hardware implementation of the Gaussian filter. In
the convolution process, each mask values has to be
multiplied with each element of the image and then
divided by a power of 2 [15], [16]. The approximation
of the Gaussian mask is presented by equation below.

#
"
3
21
3



1

G(x, y) = 28 21 158 21


3
21
3
#
"
0.0117
0.082
0.0117




0.082 0.6172 0.082
=


0.0117 0.082 0.0117
2)

3)

Block RAM
In Xilinx FPGAs, a Block RAM (BRAM) is a
dedicated two-port memory that stores up to 36Kb
of data. The FPGA contains many of these blocks.
Inside of each, small logic block is a configurable
lookup table. It is normally used for logic functions,
and it can be also reconfigured as a few bits of
RAM. Several of them can be combined into a larger
RAM which is denoted by a distributed RAM. BRAM
is synchronous, this means that the read and write
operations from and to the memory are based on
the clock input signal. The read and write operations
are also dependent on the read/write enable ports.
In our case, BRAM2 is used to store the data test
image using .coe file which is generated with Matlab
tool, and a BRAM1 is used to store the .coe file of
Gaussian mask, which are then read by the control
module. BRAM3 will save the data filtered.
Control module
The control unit is an important step of the proposed
synchronous architecture. It allows to generate the
address to BRAMs (1 and 2) and transfers the data
from each BRAM to the corresponding convolution
module for computing the Sum of Products (SoP)
between these values, after that the convoluted value
is stored in BRAM3. The control module is designed
as a Finite State Machine (FSM) simulated in VHDL.
Figure 4 illustrates the Finite State Machine (FSM)
of the control module.
In the first state, initialization parameter will be
affected. Then in state 1, the signal rd-v will be putted
to 1 to access both memories. FSM increments the
counter MY1 and MY2 when the MX1 and MX2
counter are finished addressing a line of image pixel
block (3 by 3) and the same Gaussian block. This
process is repeated the addressing of the blocks, if it
is completed then goes to state 2 if not it returns to
state 1. States 2 and 3 represent two late cycles to
synchronize system signal. After that, it goes to state
4 where the machine puts the rd-v signal to zero in
order to stop the addressing of the two memories and
goes to state 5. In the state 5, the machine tests the
SoP-fait signal, if it is equal to zero then it returns
to the same state, if not it stored the value of SoP-in
a table. After that, it increments the counter one ” i
” or ” j ” in order to read a new block, if ” i ” is
different to the (length of size image −1) and ” j ”
is different (width of size image −1) then returns to

Fig. 4: FSM of the control unit

4)

IV.

state 1. If not goes to state 6 (end process). Where,
X is the length of size image −1 and Y is the width
of size image −1.
Convolution Module
Convolution module focuses on the calculation of the
sum of products (SoP) between pixels in BRAM1
and BRAM2 for a window of 3 by 3. Equation
5 depicts an example of the convolution module
between Gaussian mask integer and matrix 3×3 from
input image.
H ARDWARE OPTIMIZATION OF CONVOLUTION
MODULE

The main operation in the convolution module is the
multiplication.
A. Convolution module using standard method
Signal multiplication of 3 × 3 image by 3 × 3 mask will
be done. Multiplier input values are loaded into the RAM
block addresses port registers (the outputs of the RAM blocks
(BRAM1 and BRAM2) are the inputs of the multiplier). One
multiplication is completed in one clock cycle, thus the other 9
multiplications will take 9 clock cycles. The partial product of
each multiplication will be summed to obtain the final result.
The final result of the multipliers will be stored also in RAM
blocks (BRAM 3).
B. Convolution module using FPGA multiplier
FPGA devices have dedicated architectural features that
make it easy to implement high performance multipliers.
FPGA devices feature embedded high-performance multiplieraccumulators (MACs) in dedicated Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) blocks. For high performance applications, DSP blocks
can speedup different operations. Embedded multiplier blocks
using DSP will be used in our Gaussian filter for low cost and
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speedup smoothing image.
These multipliers are implemented in a combination of DSP
blocks or embedded multipliers and logic resources. DSP is a
multiplication-intensive technology and to achieve high speeds,
these multiplication operations must be accelerated. The base
of many DSP algorithms is multiplication. In this operation,
each element of the multiplier is multiplied by each bit of the
multiplicand. Then, the partial product of each multiplication
is accumulated according to the weight of the partial product,
where the weight indicates the location of a bit corresponding
to other bits.
•

•

Multiplication: Multiple memory blocks produce one
multiplication result every clock cycle. This mode is
useful for high-speed data scaling.
Sum of multiplication: One memory block or group
of memory blocks produces the sum of multiplication
results.

C. Convolution module using real multiplier

V.

In this section, simulations and implementation results will
be discussed.
A. Performance Measures
The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is the most used
parameter to evaluate image quality in the literature [11], [17]–
[20], [22]. PSNR value can be computed by comparing two
images which are original image and filtered image. The PSNR
was used to measure the image quality. A higher PSNR value
indicates that the filtered image contains better image quality.
The PSNR has been calculated as follows;
P SN R = 10 log10 (

2552
)
M SE

(3)

Where, MSE is the Mean Square Error (equation 4) between the original image (I1(m,n)) and the filtered image (
I2(m,n)), with, m and n are pixels of image M N.
M SE =

From a practical point of view, using floating point multiplications to calculate the convolution can consumes considerable hardware resources but it offers more precision and a
good smoothing of the input image. In this section, we will
present the used multiplier proposed in [13]. Hence, if we want
to multiply real coefficients like this example: a = 3, 14 and
b = 4, 15. We may first define αa and αb which are number
of terms after comma. In our example: αa = 2 and αb = 2.
And, we divide a and b into two parts:

Xa = 3 and Ya = 14
Xb = 4 and Yb = 15

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

N
M X
X
1
(I1 (m, n) − I2 (m, n))2
M × N m=1 n=1

(4)

B. Simulation results in MATLAB and VHDL
In this section, simulation and implementation results will
be done. Figure 6 presents the filtered image by two tools
which are MATLAB and ModelSim-SE (VHDL).‘

Fig. 6: Resulting filtered image in both MATLAB and VHDL
Fig. 5: Proposed Multiplication architecture
αa

In Figure 5, the first part of a should be multiplied by 10
and b by 10αb . To ensure the multiplication we can use the left
shifting function. Then we add the result to the correspondent
second part of a and b, so we will have Za0 and Zb0 . Then
after multiplying these two terms we have to divide the result
by 10(αa +αb ) . To implement this division, we can use right
shifting function. The final result is: R = a × b = 13, 0310.

The kernel size 3 × 3 will be conserved and sigma values
will be changed in order to see their impact in the filtered
image. Figure 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the filtered image by the
software (MATLAB) and hardware (VHDL) implementations.
We can deduce that the blurring effect increases proportional
to the sigma value (respectively 0.5, 1 and 1.5).
For different sigma values, Table I resumes the corresponding PSNR of images (in both VHDL and MATLAB).
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Fig. 7: Filtered image with sigma=0.5

Fig. 8: Filtered image with sigma=1

Fig. 9: Filtered image with sigma=1.5

For sigma equal 0.5, we observe that the PSNR (VHDL)
obtains better result compared to PSNR (MATLAB). So, when
increase sigma, the PSNR value of MATLAB and VHDL are
decreased. Figure 10 shows the comparison between PSNR
values both resulting image in MATLAB and VHDL.
Normally, if PSNR value is more than 40 dB, this is an
indication that the quality of the image is good. But, if the
image is mean quality, the PSNR value is less than 30 db
which is the case of our selected image. We note that when
we vary the sigma value the effect of smoothing increase and
the PSNR decrease.

TABLE I: PSNR values for different output images in VHDL
and MATLAB
Sigma = 0.5
Sigma = 1
Sigma = 1.5

PSNR (MATLAB)
25. 2236
19.8879
18. 0441

PSNR (VHDL)
27.3294
20.3760
19.6098

C. Simulation results and resources utilization
Modern FPGA families integrate many features into the
silicon. These features reduce the area required and increase
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TABLE III: Comparing fixed arithmetic results to floating
arithmetic one
Fixed Arithmetic (ours)
Float Arithmetic (ours)
Fixed Arithmetic [12]
Float Arithmetic [12]

Fig. 10: Comparison between PSNR values to both resulting
image in MATLAB and VHDL

speed compared to building them from primitives. For examples: multipliers, generic DSP blocks, embedded processors,
high speed I/O logic and embedded memories. To ensure
the correctness of the proposed architecture, the algorithm of
Gaussian filter has been firstly coded and tested in MATLAB
(Version 12.1), then an FPGA implementation was coded in
RTL compliant VHDL and the hardware simulation results
have been obtained using ModelSim (Version SE 6.4) and
synthesized using Xilinx ISE 12.4.
The proposed design has been implemented on Xilinx VirtexV
device. In the proposed work, Gaussian design is generic, thus
it can be upgraded to any size without an appreciable increase
in the hardware. Hence, the functional modules are control
module, BRAM, multiplier and adder. Here, experiments are
performed on image of size 8 × 8 using 2D Gaussian mask of
3×3. The simulation results of convolution are shown in Figure
11 and device utilization summary of the implementation is
given in Table II, III, and IV.
Figure 11 presents the addressing of the two blocks
(BRAM1 et BRAM2) and the result obtained by calculation
the Sum of Products (SoP) between pixels in BRAM1 and
BRAM2 using VHDL tool.
TABLE II: Performance comparison with the state of the art
implementations
Ours
2D [5]
[23]

Slices Registers
127
228
369

Slices LUTs
176
2089
480

DSP48Es
9
6
-

VI.

C ONCLUSION

Hardware implementation of the Gaussian filter is faster
than software one. Thus, using FPGA we are able to process
the filtering at the same time of reading the image. In this paper, we have presented the implementation of two-dimensional
convolution on a Xilinx VirtexV FPGA platform based on a
state machine. We implemented Gaussian filters with different
sigma values. Then we optimized the proposed architecture
using different multipliers. At the first, we used the standard
multiplication ”×” used in VHDL language. Then we explored
FPGA features and DSP blocks. Finally, we introduced floating
point arithmetic. Performances and results show that area and
resources utilization decrease specially when using DSP and
BRAM of FPGA. Also, speed increase comparing to the other
solutions. By using floating point arithmetic the image has
more precision and result seems to be is better.
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From Emotion Recognition to Website
Customizations
O.B. Efremides
School of Web Media
Bahrain Polytechnic
Isa Town, Kingdom of Bahrain

Abstract—A computer vision system that recognizes the emotions of a website’s user and customizes the context and the
presentation of this website accordingly is presented herein. A
logistic regression classifiers is trained over the Extended CohnKanade dataset in order to recognize the emotions. The ScaleInvariant Feature Transform algorithm over two different part
of an image, the face and the eyes without any special pixel
intensities preprocessing, is used to describe each emotion. The
testing phase shows a significant improvement in the classification
results. A toy web site, as a proof of concept, is also developed.
Keywords—Emotion recognition; classification; computer vision; web interfaces

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The development of emotion aware systems is the next
step in creating effective, trustworthy and persuasive web
applications and websites. Websites capable of sensing and
reacting to user’s emotional state by adjusting their context
and their look & feel (L&F) can be used from e-companies
as powerful recommendation and advertisement tools or by
website designers as a medium to increase user satisfaction.
Automatic detection of human emotions from digital images and videos is an active research area attracting a lot of
attention in recent years. Interdisciplinary in nature it combines
image processing, computer vision and machine learning and
can be applied in large number of application especially in the
area of human-computer-interaction (HCI).
Recognizing emotions with a high accuracy is a difficult
task though. The emotions being communicated by human
facial expressions are complex and vary constantly. Variations related to camera/face pose, occlusions of main facial
components (e.g., eyes and nose), features as glasses and
beards along with illumination conditions and camera technical
characteristics make the problem even harder.
In this paper a system that automatically recognizes user
emotions and customizes the context and the L&F of a website
is presented. The representation of emotions by Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [4] descriptor is investigated. The
descriptor applied on a dense grid of keypoints on two images;
the face and the eyes of the user as they captured by a
web camera. A logistic regression model is used to label
the emotion and the context of the website along with its
presentation are customized accordingly.
This works is organized as follows. Section II briefly
presents the related work. The overview of the system and

the description of its parts are given in section III. Settings,
experiments and their acquired results are presented in section
IV. Finally conclusions are drawn and further work is given
in section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Automatic emotion recognition consists of two key factors:
the emotion representation and the development of a classifier.
A set of features which effectively represents the emotion must
be derived and from these features a model must be learned.
Pantic et al [7] proposed a ruled-based classifier in order
to recognize facial actions based on contours changes. A
multistage model is used to extract and encode features.
Initially face, face profile and facial components detectors are
used to locate contours. Then a number of fiducial points are
extracted and selected defining a mid-level feature parameters
used for the final encoding of the actions. They reported 86%
accuracy.
Recognition accuracy 81.4% on Cohn-Kanade (CK) [5]
dataset reported by Buciu et al. [1]. They used Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) as baseline and proposed a nonnegative matrix factorization and a local non-negative matrix
factorization technique for recognizing six facial expressions.
Shan et al. [8] worked with Local Binary Patterns (LBP).
To extract the features and recognize the emotions they
proposed a Support Vector Machine (SVM - RBF kernel)
classifier with Boosted-LBP features. They used a fixed distance between the two eyes to normalized the faces and they
manually labeled the eyes location, to evaluate LBP features
in conditions without face registration errors. They reported a
91.4% accuracy.
Combining PCA with an SVM based classifier Vretos et
al. [10] achieved 90% accuracy on the Cohn-Kanade dataset.
They worked using analysis of vertices on Candide model (a
parameterized face mask developed for model-based coding of
human faces).
Kalita et al. [3] used an eigenvector based method. Their
images are cropped to produce five different eigen-spaces and
Euclidean distance is used for classification. They achieved
95% recognition rate.
Donia et al. [2] used histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
to extract features and trained an SVM classifier. The face is
cropped for five regions to be created and HOG is calculated
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is created (4x4 pixel neighborhoods, 8 bins each). These
histograms are computed by sampling the gradient magnitude
and orientation values around the keypoint (16x16 region). A
weight is assigned to the magnitude of each sample drawn by
a weighted Gaussian function with σ equal to one half the
width of the descriptor window. The values of the histograms
forms the vector of the descriptors which is normalized to unit
length, thresholded (less than 0.2 threshold value is given on
the original paper) and normalized again. The method produces
a feature vector with 128 elements for each keypoint.
The resulted feature vectors for the face and the eyes are
concatenated to form the final feature vector and the process
repeats for the next image. The results is a N xD-dimensional
array (where N is number of examples and D is the number
of features) (see Table II) which is used for the training of the
classifier.
A logistic regression classifier (softmax) is trained in this
work. In this model, the probabilities of the possible outcome
label for a single example are modeled using a logistic function
(Eq. 2). The implementation used herein can fit a multi-class
logistic regression with L2 regularization (Eq. 1 ) by following
the one-vs-rest technique. That mean that a single binary
classifier is trained per class.

Fig. 1: System Overview

for each region. Using a linear kernel for their SVM they
achieved 95% recognition accuracy on static images.
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [4] has been
extensively used for face but not for emotion recognition. In a
recent study Neeru [6] reported 89.67% accuracy on the JAFEE
dataset using the algorithm and also proposed an modified
version of SIFT achieving 97.65% on the same dataset.
III.

T HE S YSTEM

The system is divided into two different modules as shown
in Figure 1. The first one deals with the training of a classifier
and results to a model. This model is used from the web part
of the system (second module) for predictions. Based on these
prediction the website is customized.
A. Features Extraction and Classification
Initially the original images of the dataset are loaded and
for each one of them the face is detected using Viola-Jones
[9] algorithm. The detected face is cropped, resized and saved
to the disk (this is not an essential part of the process but it
can significantly improve the speed later (e.g., during crossvalidation phase); the entire process can be done on-the-fly
(as it happens to the web part of the system)). A second Haar
cascade detector [9] is used then to detect the eyes on this
new image of the face. The detected eyes are also cropped
and resized. Since the entire area of the face and the eyes
must be clearly described a dense grid of keypoints is applied
to both of them.
Every keypoint on the two grids is described by a SIFT
descriptor. SIFT features are characterized by a high distinctiveness power and they are invariant to minor affine
distortions, noise and illumination changes. In this work we
will use only the description (and not the detection) part of the
algorithm. For each keypoint a set of orientation histograms

L=−
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X

log g(yi zi ) +

i=

l
CX 2
wk
2

(1)

k

where g is the logistic fiction:
g(z) =

1
1 + e−z

(2)

P
and zi = k wk xik , with wk , k ∈ {0, . . . , l} the weight
for the k th feature and l the number of the features, w0 the bias
weight and C balances the tradeoff between the two terms.
The learnt model is store to the disk in order to be available
to the web part of the system.
The proposed approach requires no preprocessing corresponding to pixel intensities. The images are used as they
captured by the camera (just cropped and slightly resized).
Both the eyes together are detected and handled as a separated
single image. Previous approaches (see section II) depended
on preprocessing or on facial landmarks in order to work with
different parts of the face (e.g, the eyes). In some cases these
landmarks should be manual registered. This preprocessing
time can negatively affect the total elapsed time of the system
when it is finally deployed. It should be noted that even though
this is not a critical-time system it remains a real time system.
B. Website
Concerning the client-end of the system the functionality
is simple enough. At predefined intervals (and after user’s
permission) a web camera captures frames from the users
while they are visiting the website. Each captured image is
sent to the server for processing. As soon as the result (class
number - emotion) comes back from the server the interface is
changed. On the server-end the learnt model is loaded from the
disk and the web application is ready to process the images.
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Fig. 2: Feature Extraction from a Single Image

When an incoming image arrives a process similar to the one
used for the training of the classifier is applied. The face and
the eyes are detected resized and cropped, a dense grid of
keypoints is applied, the SIFT descriptors are produced and
concatenated (see Figure 2), and the prediction is made. The
resulted emotion is sent back to the user-end of the application.
A toy website is built as a proof of concept. This site
is only capable of recognizing 3 different emotions (neutral,
happy, sadness). These three have been chosen as their facial
expressions can last more and they are highly likely to be
presented while a user is surfing on the internet. Of course
there might be moments that the user is surprised or feels
disgust but these emotions change the facial characteristics for
a very small period of time which is not justify the change
of the environment. A model is also trained to recognize only
these three emotions.
IV.

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

The system developed using python as programming language and the experiments were conducted on a 2.3 GHz Intel
Core i5 mini-Mac system with 8GB main memory.
The Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) dataset [5] is used in
this work. Currently, the set is one of the most commonly used
datasets for facial emotion recognition. Facial behavior of 210
adults from 18 to 50 years of age belonging to different gender
and racial groups is shown. 23 facial displays (began and ended
in a neutral face) are performed by each participant, Image
sequences are digitized into 640x490 pixel arrays with 8- bit
gray-scale or 24-bit color values. The emotions included in this
dataset are neutral, anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness and surprise.
A. Classification
Four different models of the haar cascade detectors for the
face and two for eyes where checked. A class creating the
dense grid is developed and the SIFT descriptor is used to
provide the feature vector for each image. The number of the
feature produced are 33792 per image.
A number of linear, non-linear classifiers and ensembles
are initially checked to find those who might perform well on

Fig. 3: Comparing the Classifiers (LR: Logistic Regression,
PA: Passive Aggressive, SVM: Support Vector Machine, DT:
Decision Tree, NB: Gaussian Naive Bayes, KNN: k-Nearest
Neighbors, RF: Random Forest, AB: Adaboost)

the data under investigation. For this phase 80% of the data
were used as training set and the rest 20% for testing. Since the
dataset is small a 10-fold cross-validation resampling process
was applied for the hyper-parameters tuning.
Numerical results (Figure 3, Table I) suggested that logistic
regression and linear SVM classifiers were promising for good
results and further investigation. Their performance was more
or less the same as expected. To improve the results further
an exhausted grid search with cross-validation approach were
taken. For almost all trials the logistic regression performed
slightly better compared to SVM with linear kernel for this
specific dataset. To boost even more the performance two
ensembles were tested. A voting ensemble combining both
classifiers did not improve the results. Then a boosting ensemble for the logistic regression was built and tested but again
without any improvement of the results. The logistic regression
was finally selected as the appropriate classifier for the dataset.
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TABLE I: Initial Result - Comparing the Classifiers

Logistic Regression
Passive Aggressive
SVM (linear kernel)
Dessision Trees
Gaussian Naive Bayes
k-Nearest Neighbors
Random Trees
Adaboost

SIFT Features
Mean (%)
St. Dev (%)
81.81
5.98
62.93
11.02
83.12
4.56
57.08
8.76
46.66
9.08
60.34
5.59
72.68
4.57
48.32
11.29

TABLE II: Classification Results
Full Emotions Set
Reduced Emotions Set
Parameters
Total Images
467
237
Features per Example (D)
33792
33792
Training Examples (N)
373
189
Testing Examples (N)
94
48
Validation k-fold
10
10
Classification Report (average)
Precision
0.90
0.94
Recall
0.89
0.94
F1-score
0.89
0.94
Support
94 (total)
48 (total)
Accuracy
Training/Validation
87.10 (+/- 4.35)
93.65 (+/- 3.93)
Testing
89.36
93.75

After tuning the parameters, the classifier was trained
and evaluated using the test set. The numerical results are
presented in Table II and the corresponding confusion matrices
are depicted in Figures 4, 5. As it is mentioned before, two
different models are trained. The first is trained to recognize
the full range of emotions in our dataset while the second a
reduced set of emotions (in order to be used as an example
in the toy website). Thus, two different set of results are
presented. As it is shown the method improves the initial
accuracy results from 81.81% too 87.10% while reduces the
standard deviation from 5.98% to 4.35%. The testing time on
the experimentaion system is 0.119sec for 94 images.

Fig. 5: Confusion Matrix - Reduced Emotions Set - Testing
Phase

Fig. 6: Toy Website Customized according to User Emotion Neutral

B. Website
The client-side of the website is developed using HTML for
the context part of the page and the Bootstrap framework for
CSS styling. The most important component is the WebcamJS
javascript library (and open source MIT licensed library) which
provides all the necessary functions for an image to be captured
and sent to the server. It is an AJAX based communication and
a callback function accepts the server response. The JQuery
library is used for accessing and altering the Document Object
Model (DOM) of the page. Customizations are i) the bootstrap
theme is changed and b) a different images are shown to the
user (each wiht the recognized emotion). The server-side part
is developed using the Flask framework (BSD licensed) and
python as programming language. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show
three different snapshots of the site. It presents the image
captured and the adjustment made to the context and to the
look & feel of the site.
Fig. 4: Confusion Matrix - Full Emotions Set - Testing Phase
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and tested. Concerning the website, proper usability tests and
experiments must be contacted in order determine parameters
like the time intervals between the changes of the website
interface without frustrating the user or the set of the emotions
that must be recognized along with the system’s reactions
them.
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The classifier is the key factor in this application. For the
Cohn-Kanade Extented (CK+) dataset which used herein a
logistic regression classifier has been chosen and tuned. Crossvalidation shows an estimated training/validation accuracy of
87.10% and a testing accuracy of 89.36%. The recognition
accuracy goes up to 93% concerning the three emotions the
website reacts to.
Further work can be done to improve the classification
results for the entire range of emotions included in this dataset.
Techniques as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for this
and other bigger datasets can used for models to be trained
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Abstract—Cloud computing, often referred to as simply the
cloud, appears as an emerging computing paradigm which
promises to radically change the way computer applications
and services are constructed, delivered, managed and finally
guaranteed as dynamic computing environments for end users.
The cloud is the delivery of on-demand computing resources everything from applications to data centers - over the Internet
on a pay-for-use basis. The revolution of cloud computing has
provided opportunities for research in all aspects of cloud computing. Despite the big progress in cloud computing technologies,
funding concerns in cloud, security may limit a broader adoption.
This paper presents a technique to tolerate both accidental and
intentional faults, which is fragmentation-redundancy-scattering
(FRS). The possibility to use the FRS technique as an intrusion
tolerance one is investigated for providing secure and dependable
storage in the cloud environment. Also a cloud computing security
(CCS) based on the FRS technique is proposed to explore how this
proposal can then be used via several scenarios. To demonstrate
the robustness of the proposal, we formalize our design and we
carry out a security as well as performance evaluations of the
approach and we compare it with the classical model. The paper
concludes by strongly suggesting future research proposals for
the CCS framework.
Keywords—Cloud Computing; Data Security; Data Encryption;
Fragmentation-Redundancy-Scattering;

I.

cloud computing technology adoption. Cloud computing is
now the hot spot of computer business and research, and
its use has grown rapidly in many businesses, especially
SMB because it provides many benefits in terms of low
cost and data accessibility. Cloud computing adoption leads
to gain efficiency development, effectiveness deployment and
cost saving in purchasing and maintaining infrastructure. This
indicates that the cloud industry is promising, except that
existing vulnerabilities in this technology will increase the
threat of pirates particularly for data security in the cloud
computing.
First, two important terms are defined as indicated in [1]
and that can merge on cloud:
•

Cloud computing: An information technology (IT)
model or computing environment composed of IT
components (hardware, software, networking, and services) as well as the processes around the deployment
of these elements that, together enable us to develop
and deliver cloud services via the Internet or a private
network.

•

Cloud services: Those are expressed by a cloud and
delivered over the Internet or a private network.
Services range from infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS),
to platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and software-as-aservice (SaaS), and include other services that are
layered on these basic service models.

I NTRODUCTION

The cloud is a style of computing in which dynamically
scalable and often virtualized resources are provided as a service over the Internet. While many organizations are looking to
take advantage of the cloud, data security remains a top matter.
Nevertheless, effective data protection and strong encryption
in the cloud is possible and available through several of cloud
solutions. For a small and medium size business (SMB), the
benefits of cloud is currently driving adoption. In the SMB
sector, there is often a lack of time and financial resources
to purchase, deploy and maintain an infrastructure (e.g. the
software, server and storage). Then, SMBs can easily add or
remove services and typically will only pay for what its do
use.
For cloud computing, there are numerous security issues.
Indeed, open systems and shared resources increased security
challenges, and made security one of the barriers that face
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75 Street Guy Mˆoquet, 92240
Malakoff, France

Data security is a common concern for IT, but it becomes
a major challenge when users must rely on their suppliers for
adequate security [2]. Indeed, the data present the head of
computer networking and all the responsible parts in IT try to
protect it from certain attacks. In general, the data are treated
and stored clearly in the cloud. However, when data flow in
the network from their source to their destination through a
series of routers, and across multiple networks, they could
be intercepted and falsified. Furthermore, the SaaS provider,
for example, is solely responsible for data security (storage,
transmission, and processing). Moreover, data backup is a
critical aspect to facilitate recovery in the event of a disaster,
but it has some security problems [2].
Cloud Service Provider (CSP), who is responsible for
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providing a secure service, must address issues related to data
and network security in terms of data locality, data integrity,
web applications security, data segregation, data access, authentication, authorization, data privacy, as well as issues of
data breaches, and various other factors [2].

•

To create two communication channels between user
and cloud computing; each channel transfers a part
of data. Consequently, it is difficult for attackers to
understand the relations between the two channels and
then to reconstruct the original data.

CSP must also ensure data security, and that customers are
able to run queries on the data and the results must be protected
and not visible to the provider [2][3]. Data encryption, Secret
Sharing algorithms and Private Information Retrieval (PIR) are
the techniques widely used for securing outsourcing data [3].

•

To propose new scenarios for data storage in cloud
computing.

•

To protect data not just from the extern hacker but
also from CSP.

•

To obtain a good security level without contradicting
the quality of service (QoS).

•

To possibly expand our proposal application to multicloud.

CSPs should be able to manage their infrastructure without
exposing internal details to their customers or partners. The
goal is allowing customers to run their everyday IT infrastructure in the cloud. In fact, many questions that have been raised,
on the client side, in terms of:
•

Trust on the CSP,

•

Capabilities and limitations of the centers administration to access client data,

•

Data isolation achieved between Cloud Computing
Customers (CCC).

Finally, the most important and strategic question to ask,
especially with the PRISM event of the National Security
Agency (NSA) [4][5], is the following: can the administrative
authorities request a full or partial access to customer data
without his knowledge?
Several studies have addressed the problems and challenges
of cloud computing [6]. This proves that the provision and
search for solutions and improvements of other security practices are an area of active research.
Security in cloud computing is a shared responsibility
between the IT department of an enterprise and the cloud
service provider. Therefore, even when IT infrastructure can
be moved into the cloud, the responsibility for information
security cannot be entirely outsourced to the CSP [7].
Today, a static storage system is unreliable because the data
will not be available if the storage location is not available
for any reason. To avoid such problems, distributed storage
networks are used, which consist of several different locations
in computers interconnected via the Internet or a private
network. However, in such systems, there is no forced data
replication. Thus, if one machine is disconnected, data will
not be then available [8].
This paper presents the hypothesis that the FRS technique
adoption in the cloud computing is more beneficial than the
classic model of data storage. In fact, our proposed framework
considers these security challenges and seeks to improve data
security in the three known aspects of security (confidentiality,
integrity and availability). It presents the solution design for
handling communications between entities in a single one that
will be mainly installed, for example, at the client’s terminal.
The experiments show more robustness in our proposal, especially in terms of time to recover data.
Our contribution and targets for CCS are :
•

To use FRS technique as a principal security mechanism for data storage in cloud computing.

The other part of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 gives a background about cloud computing architecture,
discusses about few security issues, threats and challenges
of CC, identifies a security technique to protect data from
intrusion attacks and poor storage strategies, which is IDA,
and discusses current state of data encryption in the cloud. In
section 3, the overall design of the proposal is presented. In
particular, an interesting security technique FRS is presented as
core of the proposal, then a brief comparison is gived between
FRS and IDA. Next, we demonstrate how the proposal can be
applied via some scenarios. Section 4 presents details of the
simulation and the results of our enquiry are then discussed.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and proposes possible
extensions of this work.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. CC architecture
Cloud architecture refers to the various components in
terms of databases, software capabilities, applications, etc.
engineered to leverage the power of cloud resources and to
solve business problems of companies.
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud computing is a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction [9]. As specified in the NIST definition, cloud
architectures can be analyzed from two different perspectives:
an organizational (the deployment models) or a technical (the
service models) point of view [9]. It specifies five essential
characteristics of cloud computing, three different service models, and four different deployment models. Figure 1 illustrates
this architecture. Cloud computing has some advantages like
scalability, resilience, flexibility, efficiency and outsourcing
non-core activities. Likewise, the cloud model cannot work
for the client without reliable network connectivity and the
right bandwidth. Cloud computing helps a company with an
advanced business model to accept the IT service without any
investment [10].
This is why an existence of SLAs (Service Level Agreements), which include QoS requirements, must be ideally
set up between customers and CSP to act as warranty [11].
The CSP offers storage and treatment services in one sever
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availability and non-repudiation). Also, at each level, there
must be an insurance of the effectiveness of the measures,
their strength, their resistance to attacks and their relevance to
customer expectations and cloud administrators.
Resource virtualization is at the heart of most cloud architectures. The concept of virtualization allows an abstract,
logical view on the physical resources and includes servers,
data stores, networks, and software. This introduces a number
of risks which are identified below [16]:
•

Complex configuration: adding several layers of networks and systems, which increases the possibility
of creating security vulnerabilities through improper
configuration of virtual machines.

•

Privilege escalation: It is possible for a hacker to
access a virtual machine with a lower level of access
rights and then attacks a machine, using a hypervisor.

Fig. 1: NIST cloud architecture

•

Inactive virtual machines: they store sensitive data,
which creates security risks if these machines are
incorrectly accessed.

among others, and via redundancy, in other servers to keep the
adequate availability level for the end user. The data, as one
file, can be encrypted at rest and in transit, using encryption
algorithms and are then placed on a storage cloud [12]. In
these cases, the CSP’s administrator has access to entire data in
encrypted form, and this entails a real risk for a triad security.
Cloud computing, then, offers a multitude of opportunities and
services, but also entails some risks.

•

Poor access controls: A hypervisor facilitates access to
all virtual machines and it may expose all the network
systems.

Some of the important typical risks associated with cloud
computing are [17][18][19]:
•

Loss of governance: customers do not have security
and administrative controls in cloud computing, which
comprises transferring data to the cloud, and refers
to losing control over location, redundancy and file
system.

•

Vendor lock-in problem: This process will require
terming the requirements for the cloud providers to
certify that they are able to assure that data migrate
from the legacy provider.

•

Data Loss or Leakage: It happens when data may be
logically or physically detached from the organization
or user either unintentionally or intentionally.

•

Insecure or ineffective deletion of data: Deleting data
from cloud storage does not entail data total removal
from the storage or eventual backup media. The data
might still be accessed at later time by another user.

•

Malicious insider: Cloud architectures necessitate certain roles which are extremely high-risk. Examples
include CP system administrators and managed security service providers. In fact, CSP personnel with
privileged access can have access to customer data or
even, dump the memory for extracting the bitlocker
and/or the encryption/decryption keys.

B. CCS challenges and issues
Having sensitive applications and critical data in a company
presents an impediment that avoids the migration to the cloud.
Indeed, cloud service providers are more or less transparent about their practices and customer support for incident
resolutions. Security threats present an obstacle to the rapid
adoption of cloud computing paradigm [13]. The more and
more information that are placed in the cloud by users, the
more and more they become vulnerable to attacks and threats
via the Internet. Therefore, the users need to understand the
risk of security in cloud computing. The paper [14] proposes
a survey of threats that present various cloud security risks,
and presents the service delivery of cloud computing system
and security issues. Important efforts have been devoted by
research organizations and universities to build a secure cloud
computing environment. Despite these efforts, there are a number of gaps and challenges that still exist in this environment
[13][15].
In cloud computing, applications and data users are stored
in some specific providers’ platforms called data centers.
This will make users concerned about the security of their
data, and, in particular, their privacy. In addition, security
threats can occur during deployment. The environment of
cloud computing will preserve data integrity and privacy of
users and will improve the interoperability between several
providers of cloud computing [15]. Indeed, the active data
security should be provided on several levels. At each level,
it is necessary to satisfy the security requirements in order to
preserve data security in the cloud (confidentiality, integrity,

Specifically, common safety issues around cloud computing
are divided through four categories [13]:
•

Access: it comprehends the concern over access to
cloud control (authentication, authorization and access
AAA), encrypting the communication (data), and the
management of user identity.
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•

Cloud infrastructure: includes concerns about virtualization, storage and network vulnerabilities that may
be inherent in the code and hosted in the cloud computing software. It can also include physical security
aspects of the data center.

•

Data: refer to the concerns about the integrity, conservation, availability, confidentiality and privacy of
users.

•

Compliance: because of its size and its disruptive
influence, the cloud must address some issues related
to the regulation like the safety audit, location data,
non-repudiation and traceability.

Cloud computing is an outsourcing concept and a remote
applications and data processing that is growing increasingly.
Nevertheless, there are still challenges in terms of administration, interoperability and security tools. These challenges must
be addressed before users can enjoy all the benefits of cloud
computing and place their trust [7][13].
These CCS issues and challenges require some efficient
mechanisms of data redundancy to protect them.
C. Related works
Security and reliability issues in distributed systems have
been enquired for several years using some techniques. In this
section, a technique is presented and that aims to tolerate
both accidental and intentional faults, and also have others
advantages to increase the system performance, especially the
current statement of cloud computing security storage.
1) Information Dispersal Algorithm technique: The IDA
is a technique applied to ensure reliable and secure storage
and transmission of data in distributed systems [20]. Rabin
describes the IDA as a tool for cutting a file into several parts
based on some parameters according to the desired complexity
[21]. Among the IDA applications:
•

Secure and reliable storage of information in computer
networks and simple hard drives,

•

Fault tolerance,

•

Transmission of information in computer networks,

•

Communications between processors in computers
working in parallel mode.

This allows the load balancing on the storage and transmission.
IDA presents a replication protocol or a theoretical coding
technique, it allows reducing the cost of replication storage and
the bandwidth size, but it is not able to update small portions
of data files efficiently [22][23].
The IDA technique dispatches a file F of length L = |F |
into n pieces (segments or parts) F1, F2... Fn, each of size
L/m with (m < n). It is therefore a more efficient method
compared to the traditional operation of transmitting or storing
the data [21]. The Rabin’s IDA is a technique ensuring high
confidentiality [20]. To protect the file against the illegal
modification, it is recommended to encrypt the file before
the dispersing operation [21]. The algorithm IDA (n, m) is

considered as a tool for converting a file into multiple files
and any m files of n files are sufficient to recover the original
file [24].
In [20], the author stated that there are two levels of
confidentiality when applying IDA:
•

Weak confidentiality: possibility of reconstructing the
original file from fewer than m files; in the case of
adoption of an arbitrary non-systematic erasure code,

•

Strong confidentiality: it is necessary to have m files
to form the original file.

The work presented in [24] proposes an efficient algorithm
IDA (n, k) for the case n/2k < n over Fermat field GF(2r +
1) for applications correction codes. IDA has proposed fewer
operations than the algorithms based on FNT. In the context
of better processing performance in a distributed system, the
work [25] mentioned the interest of the IDA technique used
in both iStore and FusionFS systems. Also, this technique
was introduced into the fundamental management layer in the
structural model of the integration information platform of high
quality teaching resources in universities based on the cloud
storage [26].
The concept of IDA is like Shamir’s work who designed
the first system of sharing in 1979. He published a regime
based on polynomial interpolation. His goal with the plan
is to take t points on the coordinate plane, and with these
points, a polynomial q(x) such that y = q(x) for each of
the given points. As an application, he showed how to divide
data D into n pieces such that D was easily rebuild with the
knowledge of k pieces, provided that knowledge of (k − 1)
pieces does not reveal any information about D. This technique
allows the construction of robust key management schemes
for cryptographic systems that can operate safely and reliably
[27][28][29].
The work [3] implemented the IDA technique in an IaaS
Cloud OpenStack. The environment of this experiment is
composed of Linux machines as nodes (client and controller).
The working file was a database of four million records. The
IDA technique (n, k) is applied to this database file in the
client side. The generated files were placed randomly on the
storage server using SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) so that no
server had k files. This implementation shows that Rabin’s
IDA is able to successfully rebuild the entire data even when
(n − k) files are unavailable. It was observed a considerable
decrease in the dispersion time when the congestion decreases
(k increases and therefore the file size decreases). The recovery
time remains roughly constant with a maximum variation of
0.4 seconds with a best time of recovery at the threshold value
of eight (expense at this time is 25%).
a) Example: Let F be a file, the IDA (8; 4) approach
is applied which involves the generation of 8 pieces of size
|F |/4. The total size is 8/4|F | (see Figure 2). These parts are
then distributed across three data centers so that such of them
cannot receive more than three pieces (< m − 1 = 4 − 1 = 3).
Even more, it allows preventing the rebuild the original file by
the data center administrator. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
different parts generated from the file F on three data centers.
Figure 3 shows the possibility of reconstructing the original
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In the beginning, many companies felt comfortable allowing the cloud provider to manage encryption keys, believing
that security risks could be managed through contracts, controls and audits. Over time, it has become apparent, however,
that cloud providers cannot honor such commitments when
responding to government requests for information [34].
A lot of cloud providers do not just store client data,
they do things with that data especially with the NSA Prism
event [4]. By the way, the cloud does not allow storing the
data encrpyted by user depending on the type of service.
For example, Gmail as a SaaS, do not allow the mailing an
encrpyted file as attachment for an unkown reason.

Fig. 2: IDA application in data centers

It is important for companies to create rules to identify what
information rises to the need of encryption and what data can
be stored safely in plain text [35]. User could have indeed role
with attached key for accessing the confidential data.

Fig. 3: Retrieving the original file F from the Cloud

file from four parts. It seems advantageous in the case where
there is a loss of some parts in the data centers.

In fact, protecting data at rest is essential. The best choice
is to encrypt sensitive data when it is created so that when it
is stored in a data center, be it locally or in the cloud, it will
be protected. This is why, encryptions should be considered a
standard business practice.
By the way, the Cloud Security Alliance, in its Security
Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing,
recommends that sensitive data should be [36]:

In this scheme, the four files are lost (or unavailable) for
some reasons and there are four other files available and in
good condition. In this case the user can download these four
pieces from three data centers to build the original file. This
shows that the IDA technique offers significant flexibility in
the case of intrusion attacks or denial of service.

•

Encrypted for data privacy with approved algorithms
and long, random keys

•

Encrypted before it passes from the enterprise to the
cloud provider; should remain encrypted in transit, at
rest, and in use

2) Data encryption in the cloud: Cloud computing is one
of the enormous platform which provides storage of data
in very low cost and with availability for all time over the
internet. Encryption is considered the baseline technology that
IT experts agree is the cornerstone of security. The risks to
data security in the cloud are presented in two states: data
that is at rest (or stored in the cloud) and the data is moving
(or moving in or out of the cloud). Many clouds propose to
use secure web connections, such as transport layer security
(TLS) or HTTPS encryption, to transfer data from the user’s
terminal to the web application [30][31]. Some cloud storage
applications, such as Barracuda’s Copy.com, allow the user to
create a secure link between their corporate network or mobile
systems and the cloud storage application [32]. Once the data
reaches the cloud providers’ servers, the application provider
generally encrypts it to secure the data at rest.

•

The cloud provider and its staff should never have
access to decryption keys.

However, there is another challenge in this case. In the
past, one of the most important tasks the IT manager was
managing encryption keys [33]. In order to keep data secure,
the recommendation is to separate the encryption key from the
encrypted data.
For cloud computing provider, there is some issue about the
management of encryption keys location. Normally, encryption
keys should be kept on a separate server. A backup of all keys
should also be kept in an offsite location in case of disaster. By
the way, encryption keys also need to be refreshed regularly
to keep a high level of data security [33].

Besides, another type of encryption technique exists: An
homomorphic encryption scheme. It is a mathematical technique that allows operating over encrypted data, without ever
needing to decrypt it. It is considered as the ultimate cryptographic tool to build more secure cloud computing services
that respect the user’s privacy. It allows to confidentialy share
data, and the encrypted data can then be processed without
ever needing to decrypt or reveal it [37][38].
The first fully homomorphic encryption system, built by
Craig Gentry (now an IBM Research cryptographer), was
incredibly slow, taking 100 trillion times as long to perform
calculations of encrypted data than plaintext analysis [39].
The paper’s abstract [40] explains how this technology
could be used in the cloud to process encrypted data without
needing the decryption keys: ”The encryption ensures that the
data remains confidential since the cloud does not have access
to the keys needed to decrypt it. Nevertheless, we will show
that the cloud service is capable of applying the neural network
to the encrypted data to make encrypted predictions, and also
return them in encrypted form.”
As confirmed by Professor Kristin Lauter, principal research manager at Microsoft, there is still a lot of work to
be done, but the initial results look very promising and could
be used for a kind of secure machine learning-as-a-service
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concept, or on specialist devices for medical or financial predictions: information sent over to the neural network remains
encrypted all the way through the processing [39].
Therefore, the encryption technique is essential for data
security but not sufficient. It needs to be modified, developped
or to modify the way of how use it in the Cloud. The
encryption assures that the data reside confidential since the
cloud does not have the keys needed to decrypt it. Finally, the
data are in a danger not from only the extern attack but also
from the intern attack especially the data’s confidentiality can
easily be lost by the CCP administrators.
III.

OUR PROPOSAL

A. Introduction
Based on a distributed system, our proposal defines a new
approach in cloud computing. It mainly gives guarantees to
the CSP and especially to users who require their data to be
more secured.
The idea of creating a decentralized system is not new.
Indeed, the integrity, confidentiality and availability of data
with scalability in a distributed system probably requires a
fragmentation and dispersion process in different nodes of the
system [21][41]. The main idea of our approach is to dispatch
the data into parts. Each of them is sent via a different link to
gain in terms of processing speed (parallelism) and security.
The basic objective is to make the attack process very
difficult when data transfered to cloud computing since it
requires two steps:
•

Knowing the communication parameters of the two
channels (or more) between client and CSP.

•

Establishing a relation between different fragments
in both communication channels (and more), which
requires a lot of treatments and time.

The cloud computing contains two types of servers: processing server and storage server. Therefore, our model’s
objective is to treat certain scenarios involving just storage
servers. At the same time, the FRS technique will be adopted
as the main key to the framework because it offers a minimum
processing time compared with the IDA technique.

B. Fragmentation-Redundancy-Scattering technqiue
The problem of data availability in a traditional backup
strategy was one of the motivations of the work discussed in
[42]. The FRS technique consists in fragmenting confidential
information in order to produce insignificant fragments and
then scatter the fragments so obtained in a redundant fashion
across a distributed system like data centers according to a
particular algorithm [41][43]. The paper [8] described the
principle of FRS and gave another name that best described
the main steps of this technique: Encryption-FragmentationReplication- Scattering (EFRS).
First, the FRS was applied to the persistent file storage,
and it used to implement distributed management system
security in terms of authentication and authorization. It was
then applied to processes that handled sensitive information,
by using a design approach by object [43][44].
All fragments may never be on a single storage node. Thus,
if some hackers manage to recover some of the fragments, the
attack will probably be useless. Even if the intruder manages
to get all the fragments, the task of fragments assembly in
the correct order and decryption will be an almost impossible
mission [44][45]. Thus, the system tolerates a passive intrusion. The problem of active intrusion was treated by using
the hash verification. The system verifies the hash value of
each fragment as it is recovered. If the hash value is incorrect,
the fragment will be discarded and the system will try to
find another replica in another site [45]. A forced replication
fragment in multiple servers allows the continuation of the
system even in case of the failure of some storage nodes [46].
The security level of data while they are processed, transferred, and stored depends on the service provider. Therefore,
data leakage happens when they get into the wrong hands while
they are being transferred, stored, audited or processed. The
main benefits of FRS are [46]:
•

When FRS is used without encryption, but the fragments are stored on n secure servers, the attacker must
interfere into all n servers instead of one.

•

FRS is more effective against the denial of service
(DoS) or destruction of data.

•

When the data are encrypted and then follow the
process of FRS to generate n fragments, the intruder
must cryptanalyze combinations of (n!) fragments.

Three cases are differentiated in the framework when there
is a need for the CCS:
•

Backup data: the data will be sent to storage servers
based on the FRS technique.

•

Redundancy in FRS provides a mechanism for fault
tolerance, and thus a mechanism to tolerate intrusions.

•

Internal treatment: the treatment is local. For example,
the middleware can easily collect data based on the
FRS technique (data recovery), and then the user’s
terminal can handle the treatment.

•

Data replication, while using FRS, introduces fault
tolerance without the risk of further exposure.

•

External treatment: the processing is delegated to the
cloud because the cloud capacity is much higher than
the terminal one.

However, in this paper, the target is to evaluate just our
framework for the storage data in the cloud computing. The
results of this study also highlight the crucial role of FRS in
the CCS.

In [47], the developed idea is based on the object fragmentation at design time to reduce data processing in confidential
objects. Non-confidential objects can be produced at design
time, and then be traded in untrusted shared computers. Classified material should be treated in positions of trust unshared
ones.
The FRS technique aims to avoid successful intrusions in
one or more non-reputable sites [48]. This approach does not
presuppose a particular type of security policy.
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Different types of policies can be implemented by security
sites that control access to the servers for processing and
storage. A distributed approach to managing security policy
can be applied in this context [49][50].
The FRS allows strengthening the data confidentiality,
integrity and availability [24][41][46]:
•

Confidentiality: an intruder will have to collect all
the fragments in the correct order before attempting
cryptanalysis.

•

Integrity and availability: an intruder should alter or
destroy consistently all replicas of a fragment to be
able to modify or destroy data.

Fig. 4: FRS applied to persistent file storage

The application of the FRS technique involves the following operations:
•

Encryption before fragmentation;

•

Secure management of the encryption key;

•

Fragmentation of encrypted fragments of fixed size
data;

•

Secure naming of fragments;

•

Fragments diffusion from the user site to all storage
sites;

•

Implementation of storage sites in a distributed algorithm to select which sites will actually store each
fragment.

The fragmentation and scattering technique, when applied
to file storage, involves cutting every sensitive file into several
fragments in such a way that one or several fragments (but
not all) are insufficient to reconstitute the original file [48].
The number of copies depends on the file criticality defined
by the user [44][48]. The user site displays in random order
all the fragments of each page to all storage sites. Then, the
fragments are stored in several copies on different distributed
sites, which can be viewed as fragment server machines [51].
Figure 4 illustrates this processing. The name of each fragment
is generated by a hash function from the encryption key,
file name, index of page and the index of the fragment. It
prevents knowledge of the correct order of fragments of a given
page by an intruder [44][48][52]. Figure 5 shows the cycle of
file processing during the fragmentation operation. Thus, no
information about a fragment can be derived from its name.
At this stage, the question that arises is how to build a
map of effective dispersion of minimum computer resources
used during the reconstruction of the file. In [53], the article
proposed a scattering technique based on a tree structure. The
dispersion map proposed the use of a Huffman encoding process based on the use of the frequency of the file. In the same
direction, another study proposed two algorithms developed to
maintain a constant number of replicated fragments: one based
on the game of life, and the other based on roaming ants [54].
Each of them respects the following criteria:
•

To maintain an acceptable number of copies of fragments;

•

To resist the malicious attacks and multiple node
failures;

Fig. 5: Transformation cycle of data in the FRS

•

To preserve the anonymity of data holders.

This study remarks that the number of replicas fragments
generated by the game of life algorithm was higher than the
ant swarm algorithm.
During the read operation, the user site reconstructs the
names of all the fragments of pages that must be recovered
(using a hash function), and diffuses in random read requests
to all storage sites that possess a copy of the fragment. If all
copies of each fragment are identical, the user site can easily
restore encrypted pages, decrypt and verify the checksum. If
different copies exist for a fragment, the user site recreates
several encrypted pages and tries to decipher until it gets a
correct checksum. Only the name of the fragments allows to
find their location and this information is calculated during
fragmentation operation (based on information as the key
to fragmentation, file name, etc.) and dynamically recalculated using the same information at reassembly operation
[41][43][44].
In [42], an approach was described, based on FRS in the
context of a peer-to-peer architecture where each agent (client
and/or server) has the ability to request data storage service
from other agents to store elsewhere. The inconvenience here
is that nodes (agents) constituting this system have a dynamic
behavior (connectivity). The node can have all the fragments
associated with a file without problem because the node cannot
tell the difference between fragments belonging to a given file.
The effectiveness of FRS appears when the attacker is
incompetent to differentiate between fragments of the same
file across the transited network flow. This requires that the
sending of fragments exchanged between archive sites and
user sites should not be sequential in their normal order.
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Fig. 6: FRS vs. IDA

The fragments should be transmitted at intervals sufficiently
spaced. If necessary, this rate must be increased artificially
[45]. The FRS performance depends on the fragmentation
granularity. The FRS approach is a method to take advantage
of the division file and distributed system to implement reliable
applications that handle confidential data.
1) Comparison with Information Dispersal Algorithm technique: The IDA (n;m) algorithm is a tool for converting a file
into multiple files and any m files from n files are sufficient
to recover the original file. As a performance advantage, this
technique provides an adequate level of security. Figure 6
illustrates in brief the comparison between the two techniques
IDA and FRS. Based on the conclusions of various scientific
research papers, it is argued that the IDA approach does not
need the important disk space. With regard to the additional
treatment, the FRS processing complexity is less than the IDA
one. The fragmentation of a file (including encryption, distribution of bytes in fragments, naming) is faster than encrypting
a file with conventional techniques [44]. The IDA technique
necessitates high computation on large matrices especially
if these calculations are made on traditional workstations.
Finally, both techniques have the same access time to file by
parallelization of access to different fragments on the storage
sites [44][47][48].
C. Applying FRS for data storage and recovery
In cloud computing environment, the user needs some services related to data storage. Before using this service, the user
needs some security mechanisms to data access (authentication
and authorization). In fact, in this section, several required
scenarios related to mono cloud are pesented in order to benefit
from storage service.
1) User authentication and authorization: In order to enable security functions to tolerate faults and intrusions, despite
the fact that these intrusions are made by security administrators, these functions are implemented as a distributed
security system that contains several security sites managed
by different administrators. The implementation is based on
majority vote and threshold scheme algorithms. Therefore,
any k of the n parts are sufficient to reconstruct the original
secret [28][55][56][57]. As a majority of these sites are neither
defective nor penetrated by an intruder, the security functions
will be performed correctly, and no confidential data will be
revealed.
The proposed framework is based on the use of two backup
sites at least, belonging to a one or more of the clouds. It
requires authentication and user authorization from cloud(s)
contributing to serve the customer. This registration should be

Fig. 7: Authentication scenario in our CCS framework

done separately in each cloud or each entity of the cloud. Authentication is perhaps the single, most common requirement
of any application. First, the user must authenticate by the CSP
to access the services. Then, he must be logged separately on
the various security sites, and a user’s authenticator is stored on
each security site. This authenticator can be a secret shared by
the user and site security (password) or biometric information
characterizing the user (a fingerprint), or public information
corresponding to a secret known only by the user. On the
user side, the shared secrets should be stored in a specific
device like smart cards or usb flash driver. Our framework
requires a seperate registration for each security site, which
significantly increases the level of security in our system; since
a malicious security administrator cannot, without the help of
other administrators, pass for a user, and he cannot create a new
user (it would not be recognized by the other security sites).
His authority is limited to his own security site and he has no
power over other security sites. This approach provides some
separation of powers. Figure 7 shows the process followed
during authentication in our framework.
The user sends a request to an entity named Profile
Manager to find the security sites to be able to authenticate
(1). Certainly, there are many profile managers to ensure this
security mission. Thereafter, the user sends authentication to
multiple security sites (2, 3 and 4). Next, each site runs
an independent security authentication protocol according to
the local authentication scheme (5, 6 and 7) to verify the
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Fig. 8: Authorization scenario in our CCS framework

Fig. 9: Backup and data recovery scenario in our CCS framework

identity disclosed (password, biometrics, etc.). Then, these
local decisions are shared to obtain an overall decision (8, 9, 10
and 11). Once the global decision is made, a response is sent to
the user (12). Finally, the user can send queries to access other
servers or objects of cloud computing. Thus, the user obtains
session keys, one of them for site security for future accesses
to every site security. All other requests will be encrypted by
the session key. When there is a need to access an object, the
authenticated user sends a request to the security server that
allows or denies access. Figure 8 illustrates the protocol for
authorization.
2) Storage and data recovery: In this scenario, two ingresses are used for access to cloud computing. The concept
of the framework is to create two groups of data centers. Each
group is built and assigned to ingress of the cloud (E1 or
E2). To do this, during the authorization phase, the middleware
(client side) must select two ingresses from the entry proposals
of cloud (It is assumed that the cloud contains more than two
entry points to its IT infrastructure). This can be done in a
random or alternative manner in every time the user wants
to establish a connection to a data center; he can choose a
different entrance to his previous connection to a data center.
Each data center is connected to the client via the two chosen
entries (1 or 2) and each of them presents a group in our
Framework. Figure 9 illustrates the proposed approach.
Therefore, any possible transaction (backup or data recovery) between the client and the cloud passes through the

Fig. 10: Logical process of our proposal

two communication channels between the client and the two
chosen entries of cloud that serves as a bridge to the data
center. These channels should be secured by establishing VPN
(Virtual Private Network) connections. The figure 10 illustrates
the process of data storage in our proposal.
Certainly, with many servers that present container of user’s
data, the confidentiality and availability are guaranteed and
then security level rises relatively to actual strategy of clouds.
Let’s suppose the probability p(< 1) where an object is
affected by an attack (integrity and/or confidentiality and/or
availability) in a server. In fact, in the case when an entire file is
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hosted in a server and is duplicated in another server, then the
probability that this file is affected is (p.p = p2 ). However, in
our proposal, a file is converted to n fragments that are stored
in servers with duplication. Therefore,
Qn in this
Qn case, the
Qnprobability that this file is affected is ( i=1 p )( i=1 p )= i=1 p2 .
Consequently, our proposal
Qn offers more security than the
traditional case because i=1 p2 < p2 .
D. The proposal in multi-clouds
This approach can be applied for the multi-clouds. Thus,
several clouds can be used depending on the capacity and design of the overall architecture of the clouds. The multi-clouds
architecture is the environment where there is cooperation
between CSP (see Figure 11). The cooperation between clouds
carries more benefits for the customer in terms of security
and performance and this is achievable according to the SLA
established between the client and the clouds.

Fig. 11: Multi-clouds architecture in our CCS framework

Our projection of the Framework on the multi-cloud requires the addition of a new entity called cloud Manager
(CM) that manages the communications between the client
and the clouds. When constructing a communication context
with clouds, the user must provide the list of clouds to the CM
when he wants to communicate. Then, the scenario of creating
a communication context with clouds begins between the user
and the clouds selected, using the CM and then, it follows the
same procedure as in the case of a single cloud. By the way,
many possibilities of CM placement can be proposed:
•

CM is implemented in user terminal. In this case, if the
CM crashes, the user can restart, re-install or update
the CM if there is a need.

•

CM is a role that can be assigned in any cloud
computing based on SLA (Service Level Agreement).
In this case, if the CM crashes in one CC, another
cloud computing can be chosen to operate as CM.
The choice between cloud computing and CM can be
based on priorities, service type oroperation’s time,
etc.

•

CM can be implemented in a company’s proxy. In this
case, if the CM crashes, the IT department switches
to another proxy as backup for the first one.

Independently of previous choices in CM’s places, the
CM should be available to orchestrate the communications
between user and clouds. Certainly, policy manager for access
to different clouds is required. The work in [49] treated a
framework called Policy Management as a Service (PMaaS)

that offers customers the ability to manage access policies to
services running on a cloud infrastructure that can be accessed
via user interfaces. The framework consists of four main
components: cloud user, Policy Management Service Provider
(PMSP), CSP and requester.
Other solutions can be integrated to increase the security
level discussed in [58]. One consists of establishing a collaborative access control framework called PolyOrBAC. This
approach provides each organization belonging to the CII
(Critical Information Infrastructure) the ability to collaborate
with others while maintaining control on its resources and
its internal security policy. A contract is signed between the
service provider and the service user to clarify certain degree
of interaction and performance. The contract describes the
parameters, functions of Web Service (WS), responsibility of
each party and the security rules to control interactions. When
running, respect for all interactions with these security rules is
verified.
Another interesting point to discuss in the multi-cloud is
about the impact of this framework on latency. This paper
does not cover all QoS problem. However, a brief discuss
about latency for this proposal in multi-clouds is necessary.
The papers [59][60][61][62] analyzed some of the problems
and challenges for achieving real-time cloud computing. QoS
management in the cloud computing is linked to the problem
of allocating resources to the application to guarantee a service
level along dimensions such as performance and reliability
[59].
QoS is considered in every side of the network - the
user, the backbone network access, and the IP core network.
In fact, the QoS depends on both cloud computing and the
operator network. The paper [60] investigated if it is possible
to use latency as an indicator for the other QoS parameters
as throughput and jitter. It concluded that it was not possible
to find a consistent relationship between latency and the other
parameters. Also, the paper [61] presented PriorityMeister as
a system that combines priorities and rate limits to provide
tail latency QoS for shared networked storage in CC, even
with bursty workloads. The paper [62] presented RT-VMs
as a technology allowing virtualized applications to meet
QoS constraints as stated in contractual agreements among
customers and providers, formalized in proper SLAs.
In our framework, the requests for fragments increase
compared to the case where the requests are for one file.
However, the overall size of the received user will be the
same for the case of one single file. The reconstitution of the
original file is faster given the great performance of terminal
processing. The problem is the amount of queries to request
the fragments. In this case, a compromise is:
•

File size,

•

Fragments number,

•

Number of storage servers,

•

Location of servers.

By the way, the impact of the proposal can be decrease
by reducing the fragments number and requests number. Normally, when the fragments number increases, the security level
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raises. Certainly, this parameter depends on data security degree. Also, the requests number can be reduced by aggregation
of fragments’ names in few requests in each channel, and this
entails a reduction of network traffic.
Finally, before the multi-cloud can offer a service to customer, it should verify everything about the QoS management
via monitoring of some parameters that include latency, jitter,
packet loss, and bandwidth.
IV.

SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF OUR
PROPOSAL

A. Introduction
In this section, The simulation of the proposed CCS
framework is presented for evaluating the performance of
the EFRS technique as a dependable and secure solution for
cloud storage. To evaluate the robustness, security (availability)
and performance of the proposal during data exchange in
cloud computing, Netlogo has been chosen as a modeling tool
[63][64]. This allowed us to investigate the performance of our
framework under various operational conditions.
Basically, during the simulation, some parameters are
changed to evaluate the robustness of the framework and make
a comparison with a classic model of storage data in the cloud
computing. The Classic model is the case where the total file is
transferred and saved in one place without cutting in fragments.
Likewise, the other copies of this file are transferred and saved
in other servers. In the proposal, the classic model is obtained
if the fragments number is equal to 1. The figure 12 illustrates
the general rule during simulation.
Subsequently, the target is to prove the strength of our
framework in difficult conditions (increasing loss percentage
of fragments) and have a performance’s cartography of all
simulations. Also, some conditions are made in automatic
routine to evaluate the proposal.
In the simulation, there are:
•

Five hundred files, each of them has a size of 150 Mo.

•

One hundred servers, each of them has as maximum
size of 1 To.

•

The replicas number of fragments (or files for Classic
model) is equal two.

The AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is utilized as
the symmetric cryptography algorithm before fragmentation.
Because the length of plaintext and ciphertext are the same
for AES, the advantages of the scheme are evaluated without
adding any constraints about encryption operation complexity
during the simulation.

Some parameters are proposed and that can be changed in
the simulation to have a result in output file. The parameters
are:
•

Number of servers: the number of storage server.

•

Server size: the maximum size in the storage server.

•

File size: the size file; to simplify, all created files have
the same size (150 Mo).

•

Fragments number: presents the number of fragments
generated by the EFRS technique from the file can be
imposed.

•

Replicas requisite: the number of replicas fragments
that should be normally kept in the cloud computing.

•

Maximum buffer: the total size of the treatment data
by second.

•

Maximum buffer reference: the rest of the buffer
during time unit of treatment (here, it is one second).

•

FRS (OnOff): switches between our proposal and the
classic model.

Here in the simulation, a tick is a time unit, so in this case,
one tick is considered as one second.
Firstly, the tests adopted for the evaluation of the Framework are:
•

One for classic storage strategy in the cloud computing.

•

Second for new storage strategy in our CCS framework. In this case, five simulations are made. In each
one, the fragments number is changed: 5, 10, 15, 20
and 25.

Next, the results and synthesis of these tests are presented
to valorize the framework. Three options exist in all these
simulation studies and that concern the number of servers
failed in each trigger event of server failure.
B. Scenarios and results
Under the same experimental conditions, the global target
of these scenarios is to show the difference between our
proposal and the classic model by measuring some indicators
for performance and security of cloud computing under some
difficulties. Here, some events are made in automatic routine.
Each 60 seconds, a failure server event is simulated. In fact,
after each 60 seconds, a number of servers is shut down. The
target is to evaluate the behavior of our framework and classic
model. Thus, the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) for
the simulation is 60 seconds.
There are three cases:

Fig. 12: The general schema of simulation

•

Each 60 seconds, a server is shut down.

•

Each 60 seconds, two servers are shut down.

•

Each 60 seconds, three servers are shut down.

In each case, six simulations are made:
•

Simulation 1: classic model (Sim1).
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Fig. 13: MTTR comparaison between classic model and our
proposal

•

Simulation 2: our proposal with fragments number
equal to 5 (Sim2).

•

Simulation 3: our proposal with fragments number
equal to 10 (Sim3).

•

Simulation 4: our proposal with fragments number
equal to 15 (Sim4).

•

Simulation 5: our proposal with fragments number
equal to 20 (Sim5).

•

Simulation 6: our proposal with fragments number
equal to 25 (Sim6).

Then, eighteen simulations are made in order to describe
more the behavior of the model. So the simulations period is
between thirty three and one hundred minutes. A radar chart
is utilized to compare the aggregation values of multiple data
of simulations for three cases.
When the failure event of a server is triggered, immediately
the recovery processing of data tries to recover data from other
servers that contain a copy of loss data. The target of this
processing is to return to initial state before the server failure
event. Also, Recovery Efficiency (RE) is defined as Maximum
Data Size (MDS), that can be recovered, during Mean Time
To Repair (MTTR) of the system. Then:
RE =

M DS
MTTR

Figure 13 illustrates the variation of MTTR for all simulations. Here, the proposal reacts faster than the classic model
to stabilize the global situation of the environment. Also,
independently of fragments number, the proposal (sim2, sim3,
sim4, sim5 and sim6), for three cases, has a stable behavior and
approximately the same MTTR during all simulation. Finally,
it is remarked that the maximum delay of reaction of the
proposal is 20s whereas 45s for the classic model.
Figure 14 illustrates the variation of RE for all simulations.
The RE of our proposal is higher than the classic model. Also,
independently of fragments number, the proposal has a stable
behavior and approximately the same RE during all simulation.
As previous metric of MTTR, the RE of the proposal is
always more than the classic model. Then, this proposal can
be beneficial for the critical applications.

Fig. 14: RE comparaison between classic model and our
proposal

In the proposal, the confidentiality is guaranteed contrary
to classic model. In fact, this proposal forbids storing all
fragments of a file in one place. Indeed, the storage cloud
security is based on encryption. The encryption and decryption
keys are saved in memory in some places like USB flash
drive. Some attacks, against the computer’s memory, provide
full access to protected (encrypted) information stored in the
most popular types of crypto containers. The encryption keys
can be derived from hibernation files or memory dump files.
For example, while BitLocker may indeed protect against
opportunistic stealing of a computer that is turned off at the
time, there are several plausible scenarios for targeted attacks
[65][66]. There are many ways available to acquire the original
encryption keys. Then, the recovery of keys is easy and then
the data are in danger of being lost or falsified for classic
model.
In this respect, it is worth nothing that it seems difficult to
break our proposal model, many obstacles exist:
•

Knowing and access to different servers that contain
the fragments.

•

Search and collect fragments of file among existent
fragments in the cloud; for example find ten fragments
of a file among billions of fragments.

•

Knowing the order of fragments; if n fragments are
need it to generate the original file, so (n!) operations
are necessary to find the correct order of fragments.

•

Knowing the encryption keys.

In conclusion, the proposal shows superiority in these
comparisons. Also, it is remarked that the classic model needs
more time than the proposal to stabilize the system situation.
The synthesis is:
•

Confidentiality in our proposal is higher than the
classical model.

•

Availability is approximately same in the two models.

•

Consummation of memory is generally the same in
the both models.

•

Recovery efficiency of our proposal is more important
than the classic model.
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Furthermore, these results also indicate the important role
of fragmentation operation, because when there are more
fragments, the risk of loss data decreases.

[9]

[10]

V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, some issues related to data security have been
discussed, also some concepts related to intrusion tolerance
have been quoted. A technique IDA and the encryption data in
the cloud have been discussed. Furthermore, the proposed CCS
Framework based on the FRS technique have been presented in
several situations to satisfy most user needs in terms of cloud
computing operating, describing some scenarios (Authentication, Authorization, data backup and recovery). Furthermore,
the robustness of the proposal have been evaluated by making
a comparison with existing classical scheme. According to
the results, our CCS framework presents an advantage over
the classic model in terms of robustness. This study sheds
some light on some advances in terms of data security and
performance of cloud environment. The results demonstrate
that this architecture can thus optimistically withstand a series
of multiple failures.

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
[17]

Currently, other scenarios are being implemented in the real
environment to assess the CCS framework in terms of security
and performance compared to the current state of CCS. Consequently, as an extension of this work, a middleware will be
developped and will be deployed in user terminals to handle
all communications easily between the infrastructure provider
and the final user. Future works should also examine other
potential factors that might influence the global performance
of cloud computing like the fragments number and dispersion
algorithms. Also, It is planned to develop a dynamic approach
in multi-cloud to increase performance especially QoS, based
on the CCS framework.

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
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Abstract—Biosensor networks are wireless networks consisting
of tiny biological sensors (biosensors, for short) that can be implanted inside the body of human and animal subjects. Biosensors
can measure various biological processes that occur inside the
body of the subject under test. Applications of biosensor networks
include automated drug delivery, heart beat rate monitoring, and
temperature sensing. Since biosensor networks employ wireless
transmission, heat is generated in the tissues surrounding the implanted biosensors. Human and animal tissues are very sensitive
to temperature increase. Therefore, the generated heat is mitigated by the natural thermoregulatory system. However, excessive
transmissions can cause a significant increase in temperature and
thus tissue damage. Hence, there is a need for a mechanism to
control the rate of wireless transmissions. Of course, controlling
the rate of wireless transmissions will lead to Quality-of-Service
(QoS) issues like the required minimum delay and throughput. In
this paper, we are going to investigate the above issues using the
framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). We are going
to develop several MDP models that will enable us to study the
different trade-offs involved in QoS provisioning in biosensor
networks. The optimal policies computed using the proposed
MDP models are compared with greedy policies to show their
vigilant behavior and viable performance.
Keywords—Biosensor networks; Quality of service; Markov
decision processes

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Biosensors can be implanted inside the body of human and
animal subjects to form a biosensor network that can be used
for monitoring and observing various biological processes and
detect anomalies. No processing is done on the biosensors.
Therefore, measurements are transmitted to a Base Station
(BS) for processing and recommendation of necessary actions.
Biosensor networks can be used in daily medical tasks like
sensing body temperature, calculating heart beat rate and
automated drug delivery. Biosensor networks are powered by
either rechargeable batteries or by continuously transmitting
energy to them via electromagnetic waves.
Biosensor networks have the same technical challenges
introduced by traditional wireless sensor networks. In addition,
they introduce new challenges that are unique to them. For
example, a major challenge to realizing the full potential of
biosensor networks is the heat they generate as a result of
power dissipation and wireless communication. Every wireless
transmission generates heat. This heat increases the temperature of the tissues that surround the biosensor. The effect of

the generated heat is balanced by the human thermoregulatory
system. However, excessive transmissions may result in heat
that is greater than what can be drained by the thermoregulatory system. If the temperature increase exceeds a certain
threshold, the tissues may be damaged. In such a case, the
biosensor should be shut down in order for the tissues to cool
down and attain the normal body temperature.
As a consequence, the maximum safe temperature level
that human tissues can withstand becomes an important factor
while operating biosensor networks. Hence, there is a need
for intelligent thermal management techniques to mitigate the
thermal effect on human tissues. Such techniques, for example,
would enable long-term monitoring and measurement to be
performed. Furthermore, there is a need for a mechanism to
optimize the transmission schedule of biosensors to prevent the
potential damage to the human tissues and respect the required
QoS. All these contradicting challenges need to be carefully
and intelligently addressed.
Very little work has been done in the area of QoS provisioning in biosensor networks. The main focus has been to
minimize the average temperature increase of the system with
no consideration for QoS [1], [2], [3]. On the other hand, QoS
issues such as data loss and late delivery are not studied in
the context of temperature-sensitive environments like the ones
in which biosesnor networks operate. These two specific QoS
issues are studied in this paper using a new model that includes
the state of the buffer inside a biosensor. In this way, a more
accurate picture of the operation of biosensor networks can be
painted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a survey of the relevant literature. Then, section III
describes the newly proposed model. After that, section IV
presents the numerical results and several insights. Finally,
section V concludes the paper and provides directions for
further research.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The goal of this paper is to extend the models presented in
[1], [2], [3] to include some QoS metrics. The current models
consider only power and energy constraints with no regard for
the effect of traffic and finite buffer size on the performance
of biosensor networks. Hence, in this section, we are going
to critique the current models and discuss their shortcomings.
For more details about the problem and its context, the reader
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Fig. 1: Biosensors are implanted inside the body of a human
to collect physiological measurements and transmit them over
a wireless channel to an access point for further processing.

is encouraged to read our previous papers and the references
therein.
Support for various QoS requirements like low packet loss
and delay is essential in the development of future wireless
networks that employ tiny sensing devices. Several cross-layer
optimization techniques have been proposed in the literature
to tackle QoS-related issues. For example, the authors in [4]
handle the issue of the time-varying nature of the wireless
channel by constraining different system parameters like data
rate, modulation schemes, and transmission power. The tradeoffs between the average transmission power and average
packet dropping probability and the average buffer delay are
studied in [5]. The authors consider a system with a finite
transmission buffer and a time-varying wireless channel. The
system is formulated as both a constrained and unconstrained
MDP with an average cost criterion.
The heating issue in biosensor networks is addressed in
[1], [2]. The authors optimize the network lifetime under
strict temperature constraints by considering different amounts
of initial energy. The system consists of biosensor nodes
whose wireless transmission affects the temperature level of
the surrounding tissues. The system is modeled as a discrete
time MDP that grows in discrete time steps. During each time
slot, the scheduled sensor undergoes a change in its energy
and temperature in accordance with its action. Temperature of
the unaffected biosensors is assumed to decrease by a constant value. However, temperature of the affected biosensors
increases according to a direct relationship with the biosensor
scheduled for transmission and the state of its wireless channel
with the base station. The system is solved to obtain an optimal
operating policy that maximizes the network lifetime while
keeping the system in a safe temperature zone to avoid tissue
damages. The results obtained indicate that the optimal policy
performs better when compared to several heuristic policies.
Figure 1 shows the system used in the study.
Optimization of biosensor networks by increasing the number of transmitted samples is addressed in [3]. Three actions
are considered as shown in Figure 2. The control signals are
initiated by the base station which also controls the power
source. The model is also formulated as a discrete time MDP

Fig. 2: A biosensor can be rechargeable. Recharging biosensors
can increase their lifetime but it also increases the temperature
of the tissues around them. A biosensor can be put to sleep to
cool down.

whose state includes the current energy, transmission power,
and temperature. The temperature is also used as a strict (i.e.,
global) constraint. The authors evaluate an optimal policy by
solving the system using the value iteration algorithm with an
average reward criterion. The obtained optimal policy maximizes the samples which can be transmitted by the biosensor
network when compared with greedy and heuristic policies.
III.

S YSTEM M ODEL

Figure 3 shows the layout of the system studied in this
paper. Only one biosensor node is shown. Each biosensor
has its own state. Multiple biosensor nodes share a common
wireless channel that connect them to the base station. Each
biosensor node contains a finite size buffer for storing the
samples generated by the biosensing elements. These arriving
samples may experience delay and loss while traveling to the
base station . We assume that each biosensor node knows
the state of the wireless channel and the size of its buffer.
Hence, the state of the biosensor node is made up of three state
variables: wireless channel, buffer size, and temperature. Based
on the state of the biosensor, the controller should determine an
efficient policy that optimizes certain QoS metrics. Basically,
in each time slot, the controller decides whether to make a
transmission or put the transmitter to sleep. Next, the details
of the system model are given.
A. Wireless Channel Model
We consider a slotted Rayleigh fading channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) No and channel bandwidth W . The Rayleigh fading channel is assumed to be slowly
varying so that the received Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
remains constant during a single time slot. It is also assumed
that transitions are only allowed to current or adjacent states.
This slowly varying discrete time Rayleigh fading process can
be represented by a Finite State Markov Chain (FSMC) which
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Fig. 3: System model for a biosensor node with a finite buffer and controller.

has K channel states [6]. The channel states are numbered
from 0 to K − 1. The channel gain for each state c, where
c ∈ (0, ...., K − 1), is represented by θc . The probability
distribution for the next channel state during a time slot n
is given by
PC (c, c0 ) = P [Cn = c0 |Cn−1 = c]

(1)

0

PC (c, c ) can be calculated by partitioning the range of channel
gains into a finite number of intervals. The information about
the fading process given in [7] is used. Further, we assume that
the channel state transition probabilities for all channel states
are available [8].
B. Buffer State Model
Samples generated by the on-board sensing elements are
stored in a finite buffer of size β. Let σn indicate the number
of arriving samples at the beginning of time slot n. Samples
arriving in time slot n can only be transmitted in the next
time slot n + 1. Sample arrivals are Poisson distributed with
an average arrival rate equal to λ. They are also independent
of the channel fading process. A truncated Poisson process is
considered since the number of on-board sensors is finite. This
necessitates an upper bound, represented by Z, on the number
of samples. It is assumed that the length of each time slot is
equal to one time unit. Hence, the truncated Poisson process
can be approximated as follows:
λi
p(σn = i) = e−λ ,
i!

i = {0, 1, ..., Z − 1}

p(σn = Z) = 1 −

Z−1
X

p(i)

(2)
(3)

i=0

It should be pointed out that p(σn = Z) has a large probability
due to truncation. In our model, this means that the likelihood
that all sensors generate samples in one time slot is high.
Let Bn be a state variable indicating the number of samples
in the buffer at the beginning of time slot n. Then, the number
of samples in the buffer in time slot n + 1 is given by
Bn+1 = min{Bn − An + σn+1 , β}

(4)

where An is the number of samples transmitted in time slot
n.

C. Transmission Model
The number of samples transmitted in a time slot n is equal
to An which takes values from the set {0, 1, 2, ..., α}. The
transmitter is responsible for taking certain number of samples
from the buffer and transmit them over the correlated faded
channel. Let A = a0 , a1 , a2 , ..., aA indicate the set of actions
performed by the transmitter where a1 indicates one sample is
transmitted , a2 indicates two samples are transmitted and so
on. a0 represents the sleep action;i.e., no sample is transmitted
by the biosensor node in this state.
Let P (Cn , An ) represent the power required to make action
An in time slot n while the channel state is Cn . Power required
to take a certain action in slot t must belong to Pt (c, a) ∈ Pop ,
where Pop indicates the set of power levels supported by the
transmitter. Furthermore, we enforce a fixed Bit Error Rate
(BER) constraint on all the transmissions done by the transmitter. Assuming an adaptive M-ary Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (MQAM) modulation scheme with ideal coherent
phase detection, the power required to satisfy a particular BER
can be evaluated by using the following equation from [8]:
P (c, a) ≥

W · No −(2a−1 ) log(5.Eb )
.(
)
θc
1.5

(5)

In (5) No represents the channel noise, Eb represents the
fixed BER constraint that is satisfied assuming coherent phase
detection, θc represents the channel gain when the channel state
is c and W represents the bandwidth of wireless transmission.
If the required power is less than that described in (5) , it
means that action is not feasible. Power calculated in (5) give a
pessimistic estimate of the power required to achieve a certain
BER for different channel states and actions.
In each time-slot the biosensor node’s rate of transmission
can be calculated by
G · Φ(An )
(6)
F
where Φ represents the number of bits per symbol used
for transmission of An samples during F channel uses. G
represents the size of incoming samples in terms of bits.
Rate =
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If we set G = F , the rate will be equal to Φ. We can
transmit different number of samples by changing the number
of bits per symbol. If we set number of bits per symbol
equal to number of samples transmitted in a time slot, then
Φ(An ) = An ; i.e., the transmission rate becomes equal to the
action suggested by the optimal policy.
IV.

MDP F ORMULATION

The global state of the system, denoted by S, consists of
three variables and the state space is given by
S =C ×B×T

(7)

where T is the temperature state variable. The size of the state
space is thus the product of the number of channel states,
number of buffer states, and number of temperature levels. In
this section, two MDP formulations are given. They differ in
whether the temperature is part of the global system state or
a constraint.
An important element of any MDP formulation is the sytem
state transition probability matrix. This matrix describes how
the system transitions from one state to another. We assume
that state variables are independent. Thus, the state transition
probability matrix of the system can be calculated by simple
multiplication of the transition probabilities of the channel and
buffer state variables. The temperature state variable plays no
role in the computation of the state transition probability matrix
of the system. This is because it is not random.
Hence, the following equation gives the state transition
probability matrix of the system.
PS [s0 |s, a] = PC [c0 |c] × PB [b0 |b, a]

(8)

where s, c and b represent the current state of the system,
wireless channel and buffer, respectively. On the other hand,
s0 , c0 and b0 represent the next state of the system, wireless
channel and buffer when action a is performed. The next state
of the wireless channel is independent of the current action.
The current action a determines the next state of the buffer
only.
The solution of an MDP formulation is referred to as a
policy which is a mapping from the system state space to
action space. That is, a policy determines the best action that
should be performed in each possible state of the system. An
optimal policy guarantees an optimal behavior of the system.
Two objectives are considered. The first one is to minimize
the expected long-term average transmission power.
n

PAvg (π) = lim sup
n→∞

1X
E[P (si , π(si ))]
n i=1

(9)

where π(si ) represents the action suggested by policy π and
P (si , π(si )) is the instantaneous transmission power.
The second objective, however, is to maximize the expected
long-term average transmission rate.
n

RAvg (π) = lim sup
n→∞

1X
E[R(si , π(si ))]
n i=1

(10)

where R(si , π(si )) represents the instantaneous transmission
rate.
An important performance metric is the average loss rate
which represents the expected number of samples that are
dropped due to buffer overflow. The following equation shows
how the number of samples lost in time slot n is computed
for a specific state s and action a.
Ln (s, a) = max {bn + σn − an − β, 0}

(11)

The average number of lost samples can be computed using
the first moment as follows.
LAvg (s, a) = E(Ln (s, a))

(12)

The instantaneous delay during a time slot n can be
computed as follows.
Dn (bn , a) =

bn
λ

(13)

where bn is the instantaneous buffer size during time slot n.
The expected long-term average delay is the following.
n

DAvg (π) = lim sup
n→∞

1X
E[D(bi , π(ai , bi ))]
n i=1

(14)

Finally, our thermal model is discussed. In this model,
the increase in temperature is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the action. For example, transmitting one sample
during the best channel state (Cn = 0) will increase the
temperature by one unit. The following equation is used for
computing the instantaneous temperature increase.

Tn+1 (sn , an ) =


−1
a ∈ a0
(15)
at + K − ct − 1 a ∈ a1 , a2 , .....aA

The long-term average temperature is mathematically expressed as follows.
n

TAvg (π) = lim sup
n→∞

1X
T (si , π(si ))
n i=1

(16)

Notice that the expectation operator is dropped since temperature is not a random variable.
Next, the details of the MDP models are given. First, in the
average thermal increment model, the problem is formulated as
a constrained MDP model where a particular objective function
is optimized while putting various constraints on other QoS
metrics . The first MDP formulation maximizes the system
transmission rate while keeping the average power, delay,
thermal increment and loss rate within given bounds. The
second MDP model, on the other hand, optimizes the system
power consumption while respecting a minimum transmission
rate and keeping the biosensor network in a safe operating
zone.
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subject to:

A. LP Formulation for The Thermal Increment Model
Let x(s, a) indicate the decision variable in solving the
MDP models obtained in previous section. x(s, a) represents
the steady state probability distribution when the system is in
state s and action a is performed. Based on different rewards
and depending on the QoS parameters, we want to optimize
x(s, a) to obtain an optimal policy which describes what action
to take when the system is in state s. The MDP model proposed
is solved using the LP algorithms in MATLAB [11] to obtain
optimal operating policies for correlated wireless channel. The
default mode for LP solver is to minimize the reward function.
Since the problem is formulated as an average cost constrained MDP, there are certain basic constraints that must
applied for each implementation.
XX
x(s, a) = 1
(17)
s∈S a∈A

X

x(j, a) −

a∈A

XX

j∈S

(18)

i∈S a∈A

∀ s ∈ S,

∀a∈A

(19)

The first constraint ensures that the x(s, a) is a probability
distribution with its sum over all pairs of system states and
actions equal to one. The second constraint ensures that we are
solving an average cost constrained MDP. The third constraint
enforces that the decision variable x(s, a) is always positive.
These basic constraints are common to all the LP models given
in this paper.
The first LP model is about the maximization of the
transmission rate (i.e., throughput). The details of the model
are as follows.
XX
max
x(s, a) × R(s, a)
(20)
x

x(s, a) × R(s, a) ≥ RO

(26)

x(s, a) × L(s, a) ≤ LO

(27)

x(s, a) × D(s, a) ≤ DO

(28)

s∈S a∈A

XX
s∈S a∈A

XX
s∈S a∈A

The first constraint ensures that there is a minimum average
throughput. The remaining two constrains put an upper limit
on the loss rate and delay, respectively.
B. LP Formulation for the Strict Temperature Model

pij (a) × x(i, a) = 0

x(s, a) ≥ 0

XX

The LP formulation of the strict temperature model is
similar to that of the thermal increment model discussed above.
However, the reader is reminded that the system state now
includes the temperature as a state variable. This represents a
global constraint. Thus, there will be no explicit constraint on
the temperature increase like in the previous LP models. The
following are the details of the new LP model.
XX

x(s, a) × R(s, a)

(29)

subject to the following QoS constraints:
XX
x(s, a) × P (s, a) ≤ PO

(30)

max
x

s∈S a∈A

s∈S a∈A

s∈S a∈A

XX

subject to:
XX

x(s, a) × P (s, a) ≤ PO

x(s, a) × L(s, a) ≤ LO

(31)

x(s, a) × D(s, a) ≤ DO

(32)

s∈S a∈A

(21)

s∈S a∈A

XX
XX

x(s, a) × L(s, a) ≤ LO

(22)

s∈S a∈A

XX

x(s, a) × T (s, a) ≤ Th

(23)

x(s, a) × D(s, a) ≤ DO

(24)

s∈S a∈A

XX
s∈S a∈A

The constraints in (21)-(25) makes sure that the average
values of power consumption P (s, a), loss rate L(s, a), thermal increment T (s, a) and delay D(s, a) do not exceed their
thresholds PO , LO ,Th and DO , respectively.
In the next LP model, the objective is to minimize the
average transmission power and use the other metrics as
constraints. The following are the details of the model.

s∈S a∈A

where x(s, a) represents the decision variable for the optimization of average transmission rate. PO , LO , Th and DO
represent the thresholds on the average transmission power,
loss rate and delay, respectively.
C. Finding the Optimal Policy
After solving the above LP models, a probabilistic distribution over the state-action space is obtained. We would
would like to find a policy that tells us what action should be
performed in each system state with a probability of one. This
can be achieved as follows.
π ∗ (s, a) =

x∗ (s, a)
∀ a ∈ As and s ∈ S
As
P
∗
x (s, ai )

(33)

i=1

min
x

XX
s∈S a∈A

x(s, a) × P (s, a)

(25)

Here, As represents the set of feasible actions in each system
state s.
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TABLE I: Channel states and transition probabilities.
Channel states c
θc
Pc,c
Pc,c+1
Pc,c−1

1
0.1068
0.8552
.0807
.0641

2
0.2301
0.8334
.0859
.0807

3
0.3760
0.8306
.0835
.0859

4
0.5545
0.8420
.0745
.0835

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

5
0.7847
0.8665
.0590
.0745

−3

6

In this section we numerically solve the model proposed
in the previous section to obtain the optimal policies and then
simulate them. In our simulation, we are going to analyze the
effect of various QoS constraints on the optimal policies. Then,
we study the different optimal policies obtained by solving the
average thermal increment and strict temperature models. The
thermal behavior of the obtained policies is also discussed.
A. Configuration
TABLE II: Simulation parameters.

x 10

6
1.1090
0.9048
.0361
.0590

7
1.6636
0.9639
0
.0361

Average Transmission Power vs. Average Loss Rate Constraint
Average Arrival = 1
Average Arrival = 2
Average Arrival = 3
Average Arrival = 4

5
Average Transmission Power (Watts)

V.

0
0
0.9359
.0641
0

4

3

2

1

Value
100 bits
8 Samples = 800 bits
8
4
8
3 Samples
100 M Hz
10−12
10 Hz
0.8

0

0

0.5

1
1.5
2
Average Loss Rate Constraint Lo (samples)

2.5

3

Fig. 4: Reduction in the optimal average transmission power
as the average loss rate constraint (LO ) is varied.

The following system parameters are used in the model
formulation and simulation. They are also described in Table
II. Arrivals at the buffer input are assumed to be Poisson with
an average arrival rate of three. Buffer size is set to eight
samples. Eight channel states are considered. The state zero is
assumed to be the worst with a very small gain. There are eight
possible actions in each state of the system;i.e., transmitting
from one up to seven samples or no transmission. Based on
these system parameters, the MDP model is formulated as a
linear program and solved using MATLAB. The slowly varying
Rayleigh model is described in Table I. It has an average power
gain of 0.8 and a Doppler frequency of 10 Hz.
B. Analysis and Insights

−3

1.8

x 10

Average Transmission Power vs. Average Delay Constraint
Average Arrival = 1
Average Arrival = 2
Average Arrival = 3
Average Arrival = 4

1.6

Average Transmission Power (Watts)

Parameter
G
Bsize
K
Tsize
A
λ
W
NO
fD
θavg

1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

For the purpose of analyzing the effect of various constraints on the optimization of average transmission rate and
average power consumption, we vary the magnitude of the constraints on the average loss rate, delay and thermal increments
to study their effects on the objective function. Values of the
input parameters are also varied and their effects on both the
constraints and objective function are studied.
First, the LP model expressed by equations (25)-28 is
studied. Figure 4 shows the effect of varying LO . It can be seen
that the average transmission power decreases as the average
loss rate increases. Since more samples are allowed to drop
when the loss rate constraint is increased, the optimal policy
will use the least amount of power possible for transmission.
Also, increasing the arrival rate increases the average power
consumption of the system. This is because there will be more
samples in the buffer which need to be transmitted.

0

0

0.5

1
1.5
2
Average Delay Constraint Do (s)

2.5

3

Fig. 5: The optimal average transmission power decreases as
the average delay constraint (DO ) increases.

Figure 5 shows the effect of varying the delay (i.e., DO ). It
can be seen that the value of the optimal average transmission
power decreases as the average delay constraint is increased.
This indicates that as the constraint on the average delay
is increased, samples are allowed to experience more delays
which results in a lesser average power consumption.
The effect of changing the average arrival rate λ on the
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2.5

Average Transmission Rate vs. Average Transmission Power Constraint

−3
x 10 Average Transmission Power vs. Minimum Average Transmission Rate Constraint

0.06

0.05
Average Transmission Rate (samples)

2
Average Transmission Power (Watts)

Average Arrival = 1
Average Arrival = 2
Average Arrival = 3
Average Arrival = 4

1.5

1

0.5

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01
0

0

0.05

0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
Normalized Minimum Average Transmission Rate Constraint (Ro)

0.45

Fig. 6: The increase in the minimum average transmission
rate constraint (RO ) causes an increase in the optimal average
transmission power utilized.

average delay constraint is studied next. Figure 5 shows the
variations in the average delay and optimal average transmission power due to different arrival rates. The delay and average
arrival rate have an inverse relationship. For example, for a
fixed DO , the left side of the delay constraint in equation 28
will be reduced if we increase the average arrival rate. This in
turn should increase the optimal average power consumption
in order to achieve the same delay constraint. By contrast, the
behavior observed in Figure 5 is the opposite. This can be
explained by the fact that the delay is directly proportional to
the buffer occupancy while it is inversely proportional to the
average arrival rate. So, based on the insights obtained from
Figure 5, we can conclude that the effect of the increased
delay dominates the reduction achieved by increasing the
average arrival rate which in turns reduces the average power
consumption.
We next study the effect of having a minimum average
transmission rate requirement on the optimization of average
power. The behavior obtained after applying the minimum
average transmission rate constraint in equation (26) is shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that as the value of the constraint
increases, the optimal average power consumption increases.
This happens because the increase in the minimum average
transmission rate constraint requires that the biosensor node
transmits more samples. As a result, the optimal value of
average power consumption increases.
Next, the LP model expressed by equations (20)-(24) is
studied. In the same way, the value of PO is varied. The results
are then plotted in Figure 6. It can be seen that the optimal
average transmission rate increases as the average transmission
power PO increases. This indicates that as the constraint on
average power is increased, more power is available which
can then be used to transmit a larger number of samples. Of
course, this will result in higher transmission rates.
The effect of increasing the arrival rate on average transmission rate is depicted in Figure 7. It can be seen that as

0

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average Transmission Power Constraint Po (dBm)

9

10

Fig. 7: The effect of increasing the average arrival rate (λ)
on the optimal average transmission rate as the average power
constraint (PO ) increases.

the average arrival rate increases the average transmission rate
decreases. This is due to the fact that any increase in the
average arrival rate causes an increase in the loss rate which
in turns reduces the average transmission rate of the biosensor.
Maximization of the average transmission rate can cause
the temperature of the system to increase by a large amount.
The minimization of the average transmission power indirectly
minimizes the system’s thermal state increment by minimizing
the power consumption. However, for the maximization of
the average transmission rate, we need to explicitly include
a constraint that controls the increase in the thermal state of
the system at symbol level. In order to study the effect of the
constraint in equation (23), the value of Th is varied to obtain
various optimal policies. The results are then used to calculate
the optimal average transmission rates. Figure 8 shows that
the average transmission rate increases as the average thermal
increment increases. This is at the cost of damaging the tissues,
of course. So, we should try to keep the thermal increase
constraint as small.
It should be pointed out that a change in the average delay
constraint does not affect the average transmission rate. The
reason for such behavior is that the delay depends on the
buffer state and the average arrival rate. If we keep the average
arrival rate constant, the delay becomes directly related to
the state of the buffer. But, changes in the buffer state also
cause similar changes in the transmission rate. As a result, the
optimal average transmission rate stays constant as the average
delay constraint is varied. However, if we increase the arrival
rate at the input of the buffer, the average loss rate and the
delay both increase. This will cause a reduction in the optimal
average transmission rate as shown in Figure 9.
C. Optimal Policies for the Thermal Increment Model
In this section, we study the thermal increment model
and how the thermal increment constraint affects the optimal
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Average Transmission Rate vs. Average Thermal Increment Constraint

Optimal Policy for Average Transmission Power Minimization, Do = 10 msec, Lo = 2 samples, Ro = 0.07
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Fig. 8: The optimal average transmission rate increases as the
average thermal increment (Th ) constraint increases.

Average Transmission Rate vs. Average Delay Constraint

Fig. 10: Optimal policy for minimizing average power consumption with RO = 0.07, DO = 10 msec and LO =
2 Samples.
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Optimal Policy for Average Transmission Power Minimization, Do = 10 msec, Lo = 2 samples, Ro = 0.35
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Fig. 9: Increasing the value of the average delay constraint does
not have any effect on the average transmission rate. However,
it decreases as the average arrival rate increases.
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Fig. 11: Increase in the minimum average transmission rate
constraint (RO = 0.35) results in an increased number of
samples transmissions in the optimal policy

policies.
The optimal policy that results from solving the LP model
in equations (25)-(28) is plotted in Figure 10. The minimum
average transmission rate constraint RO is set to 0.07, average
delay constraint DO is set to 10 msec and average loss rate
constraint LO is set to 2 Samples. The 3D plot indicates that
as the channel state improves, the policy suggests to make
a transmission. Similarly, an increased number of samples
in the buffer also indicates that the transmitter should start
sending more samples to the base station. However, since
the objective is to minimize the average power consumption
and the minimum average transmission rate constraint is quite
small, a maximum of one sample is transmitted even in the
best channel state. This has the advantage of reducing the
temperature increase of the biosensor node. However, if we
increase the minimum average transmission constraint to 0.35,

it can be seen in Figure 11 that the number of samples
transmitted as the buffer state improves is increasing.
The optimal policies obtained from the different LP models
have unique behaviors. They are observed to be monotonically
increasing in the channel and buffer state of the system. This
means that as the channel state improves or the buffer state
increases, the optimal policy also increases monotonically.
When embedding these policies into an actual hardware, we
can define the actions in terms of increasing values of channel
and buffer state information. The controller can make an easy
decision based on these thresholds defined by the optimal policy. This behavior can thus help in the practical implementation
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Fig. 13: Comparison of sample transmissions for different policies achieved by the average transmission rate maximization.
of these optimal policies on biosensor hardware.
The optimal policies computed in the previous section are
simulated using MATLAB and the results are compared with
a greedy policy. In the case of the transmission rate maximization, the greedy policy works on the principle that it always
tries to transmit the maximum number samples that are allowed
under the given system state without exceeding the constraints
of the average loss rate, average thermal increment, average
delay and average transmission power. As for the transmission
power minimization, the greedy policy works by transmitting
the least number of samples possible without violating the
required average transmission rate. Each data point is the
result of running the simulation five times. Both policies are
simulated for a different number of time slots and their results
are compared. The performance of the average transmission
rate maximization policy against the greedy policy is shown in
Figure 12. Clearly, this Figure indicates that the optimal policy
outperforms the greedy policy in terms of the total number of
transmitted samples.
D. Strict Temperature Model
In this section, we are going to study the LP model
expressed by equations (29)-(32). The obtained optimal policy
is simulated and the temperature variations are observed.
Similar to the previous approach, a comparison is performed
with a greedy policy. The conclusion is that the optimal policy
provides better performance.
We choose four temperature levels to represent the temperature states in the model proposed for the strict temperature
model. The lower and upper bounds on the temperature are
set to 37o C and 40o C. The number of channel and buffer
states are set to eight, respectively. The average arrival rate at
the input of buffer is set to three. The optimal policy allows
transmissions only when the temperature is in state one. For
higher temperature states, the policy chooses the sleep action
to keep the thermal state of the system within the provided
constraints.

Again, the behavior of the optimal policy is observed to
be monotonic in the channel and buffer states. The policy
ensures that more samples are transmitted as the state of the
wireless channel and buffer improves. The average temperature
and power constraints are also kept within bounds. It is also
observed that when the temperature is in its worst state,
the policy suggests not to transmit any samples in order to
save the biosensor from going into the highest thermal state.
Therefore, the optimal policy is also monotonic in terms of
the temperature states.
The optimal policy computed for the transmission rate
maximization problem is also compared with a greedy policy
that satisfies the constraints given in the model. The greedy
policy always tries to transmit the maximum possible number
of samples while respecting the QoS constraints. A running
average for all the constraints is used to make the decision
in each time slot. The simulation is run five times for each
number of slots and the average results are calculated. Figure
13 shows the results obtained by running the simulation for
up to 10000 time slots. The results indicate that the optimal
policy again outperforms the greedy policy in terms of the
total number of transmitted samples. However, the difference
between the two is small as compared to the optimal policy
for the previous average thermal increment model.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of QoS provisioning in biosensor
netoworks has been studied using the framework of MDPs.
The newly proposed model captures the interaction between
the wireless channel and buffer at a biosensor node. The
obtained policies maximizes network throughput and lifetime
under several QoS constraints. They are also monotonic which
means that they can be easily realized. Further, the simulation
of the thermal behavior of the optimal policies indicate that
the strict temperature model provides a better control over
temperature increase when compared to the average thermal
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increment model. However, the strict temperature model has
the disadvantage of requiring a high computation power which
can be vital for battery-operated biosensor nodes that have
limited energy. The average thermal increment model shows
some promising results for average transmission power minimization since transmission power is indirectly related to
thermal increase. However, in both cases, the optimal policies
outperform the greedy policy in both network life time and
transmission rate maximization. One possible direction for
further research is to include the level of battery energy as part
of the system state in the current model. The recharge action
can also be taken into consideration for biosensor networks
that have wireless recharging sources.
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Abstract—Over the past years software architecture has become an important sub-field of software engineering. There has
been substantial advancement in developing new technical approaches to start handling architectural design as an engineering
discipline. Measurement is an essential part of any engineering
discipline. Quantifying the quality attributes of the software
architecture will reveal good insights about the architecture. It
will also help architects and practioners to choose the best fit of
alternative architectures that meets their needs. This work paves
the way for researchers to start investigating ways to measure
software architecture quality attributes. Measurement of these
qualities is essential for this sub-field of software engineering.
This work explores Stability and Understandability of software
architecture, several metrics that affect them, and literature
review of these qualities.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software systems are becoming complex, larger, more integrated, and are implemented by the use of several varieties of
technologies. These various technologies need to be managed
and organized to deliver a quality product. Quality attributes
usually assessed and analyzed at the architecture level not at
the code level. It is usually the case that when we decide on a
appropriate architectural choice (i.e. the system will exhibit its
required quality attributes) without the need to wait until the
system is developed and deployed, since software architecture
enables to predict system qualities.
The software architecture field has been inspired by other
engineering domains. This inspiration led the movement to
these well-known concepts such as stakeholders and concerns,
analysis and validation, styles and views, standardization and
reuse, best practices and certification. However, software is
inherently different from all other engineering disciplines.
Rather than delivering a final product, delivery of software
means delivering blueprints for products. Computers can be
seen as fully automatic factories that accept such blueprints
and instantiate them.
In this work, we pave the way for researchers to start
investigating ways to measure software architecture quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces and defines software architecture and discusses
its importance. Software metrics are discussed in Section III.
Software architecture measurement is presented in Section
IV. Tow samples of software architecture quality attributes

are discusses is Section V. Section VI presents the software
architecture measurement validation techniques. Conclusions
are presented in Section VII.
II.

S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE

Over the past years software architecture has became
an important sub-field of software engineering. There has
been substantial advancement in developing new technical
approaches to start handling architectural design as an engineering discipline. However, much research is yet to be carried
to achieve that. Moreover, the changing nature of technology
raises a number of challenges for software architecture.
Designing a software structure is the phase that comes immediately after gathering and analyzing the software requirements. During this phase the software is constructed in terms
of components and relationships that link these components
with each other [1]. These components and their relationships
will illustrate the architecture for particular software. The
software architecture of a system has many definitions in
the field of software engineering. Software Architecture is
defined in the IEEE standards [2] as “fundamental concepts
or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its
elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and
evolution”. The authors of the book ’Software Architecture in
Practice’ [1] defined the software architecture as “the set of
structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise
software elements, relations among them, and properties of
both.” Software architecture represents the design decisions
that are hardest to change and determine the overall system
proprieties [3]. Those decisions have to be made before concurrent work on a system can be started. Architecture decisions
will not be at a component level, but they span the overall
system components and determine their interconnections and
constrains. Once all architecture decisions are made, work in
individual components can proceed independently [4].
Software architecture is the name of a particular form of
abstraction, or model, of software systems. It is considered as
abroad abstraction of the system, which contains information
about both functional and non-functional requirements. The
architecture lays the foundation of the shared communication
platform for the various stakeholders. Software architecture
typically bridges between requirements and implementation.
Software architecture embodies the earliest decisions that
shaped the impact on the success/failure of the software
system. Software architecture serves as a reasoning, important
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communication, analysis, and growth tool for software systems
[1].
Several authors came to an agreement that software architecture is a skeleton produced in the early phase of design.
Documenting the software architecture is useful both as a
means of communication between stakeholders and in providing an overall picture of the system that is to be developed.
Architecting the software system is a crucial task since it lays
the groundwork for later activities in the software development
process. The architecture plays an important factor in the
software success or failure. Understanding the architecture is
very important for both architects and developers to relate it
to requirements, product, and process.
The software architecture influences greatly the system’s
quality as it can inhibit or enable product’s quality attributes.
The quality of a software system is largely attributed to its
software architecture [5]. Thus, evaluation of this software
architecture should be done on a regular basis. Such repeated
evaluations ensure that the system remains sustainable and
evolvable over a longer period of time [6].
The software architecture can be decomposed into more
granular levels, namely packages, components, and modules.
Package is used to represent a set of classes that might be
hierarchically structured and to perform a series of related
tasks [7]. A package is a group of classes that are related
to each others or perform one higher purpose. Classes in the
same package have special access privilege with respect to
one another and may be designed to work together closely.
Component in the context of object-oriented design is for
organization purposes. Component contains a group of classes
and other components as well. A component provides one or
two similar system functionalities [8]. Module consists of a
large number of classes and sometimes a module is referred
to as a package. It provides information hiding for the module
allowing a software engineer to see it as a black box [9].
The field of software architecture remains reasonably immature. Although it has an engineering foundation for software
architecture, it is not clear yet, there are still several challenges.
As a result, we anticipate major new advancements and developments in the software architecture field in the future.
A. Importance
The software architecture is very important in the software
development life-cycle. It is considered as the blueprint of
the system where important decisions are documented. It is
a reference for the whole system in design, development,
and maintenance. A poor software architecture may lead to
a deficient software product that does not satisfy its customers
and can not be adaptive to new changes. David Garlan [10]
summarized the importance of software architecture in six
aspects of software development:
1)

Understanding: Software architecture can be seen
as mechanism to simplify our ability to understand
complex-large systems by presenting them at a higher
level of abstraction [1]. Furthermore, the architecture
exposes the high-level constraints on system design,
as well as the rationale for making specific architectural choices [11].

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Reuse: Software architecture supports reuse of components and frameworks. Platforms, frameworks,
components, architectural patterns, libraries of plugins, add-ins, apps, and domain-specific software architectures are different promoters of reuse.
Construction: Software architecture provides a
blueprint for development and implementation by
showing the major components and dependencies
between them. For instance, a layered architecture
documents abstraction boundaries between parts of a
system’s implementation [11].
Evolution: Software architecture exposes the dimensions along which a system is expected to evolve.
Software maintainers can easily understand the ramifications of changes, and accurately estimate costs of
modifications [12].
Analysis: Software architecture can be seen as a way
to analyze the whole system. These analyses can
include satisfaction of quality attributes [1], system
consistency checking [1], conformance to constraints
forced by an architectural style, and domain-specific
analyses for architectures built in specific styles.
Management: Software architecture can be seen as a
viable milestone in any industrial software development process. Critical evaluation of an architecture
leads to clear understanding of requirements, implementation plans, and possible risks, which will reduce
the amount of rework required to address problems
later in a systems life-time [1].

B. Quality Attributes
This section summarizes several important quality attributes across the software architecture domain. A quality
attribute (QA) is a measurable feature of a system, which
is utilized to stipulate how well the system satisfies stakeholders. You can consider a quality attribute as measuring the
goodness of that property. ISO/IEC 9126 [2] classifies quality
attributes of software as functionality, maintainability, usability, efficiency, reliability, and portability. These characteristics
are attributes that can describe a software system. These
quality attributes are further derives the sub-characteristics
with more attributes. The quality characteristics are refined
to sub-characteristics and these sub-characteristics are refined
to attributes or measurable properties using several metrics. A
metric is a defined measurement method that assigns a value
to that attribute.
Quality attributes are strongly related to non-functional
requirements of a system. One of the responsibilities of the
software analyst to come up with a complete list of quality
attributes before architecting and designing the system. Quality attributes commonly include efficiency (time, efficiency,
resource economy), functionality (completeness, security, interoperability), maintainability (expandability, modifiability,
testability), portability (hardware independence, software independence, installability, reusability), reliability (error tolerance,
availability), and usability (understandability, user interface,
learnability). Figure 1 shows the quality attributes in ISO/IEC
9126.
When software architects are able to measure and quantify
these quality attributes, they will be able to enumerate feasible
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Fig. 1.

Quality Attributes in SQuaRe

architecture design and evaluate all quality attributes. As each
quality attribute is assigned a measure, a total score can
be calculated in order to help the architect which design
alternative to use. When the evaluation process is complete,
the design with high score will be chosen.
III.

process.
Software metrics constitute the main approach to software
measurement [13], [18], [19]. Software metrics and quality are
major players in measurement of software quality. Measuring
software artifacts should focus on selecting the right metrics
for each software and on how to apply them [13].

S OFTWARE M ETRICS

Measurement is crucial for any science or engineering field.
Organizations strive to come up with meaningful measures that
indicate progress or performance. Measurement in software
engineering is considered a crucial factor to evaluate the
software quality characteristics such as functionality, usability,
reliability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. In software engineering, there is still a lack in that discipline. We
still need to work in consolidating terminology, principles and
methods of software measurement [13]. Software measurement
activities consist of direct and indirect assessments, as well as
predictions [13], [14]. Measurement allows us to understand
the current situation and to come up with clear benchmarks
that are useful to set goals for the future behavior. Software
measurement [15] is not limited only to evaluate a software
product but it will be used to evaluate the software development process. Measurement is a crucial activity in all empirical
studies.
Software metrics field is an interesting field in the software
engineering community since more than 30 years. The interest
in metrics by both academician and practitioners is growing
rapidly. Software metrics are defined as [16] “standard of
measurement, used to judge the attributes of something being
measured, such as quality or complexity, in an objective
manner”. Software metrics are measures utilized to evaluate
the process or product quality. These metrics helps project
managers to know what is the progress of software and
evaluate the quality of the various artifacts produced during
development. The software requirements engineers can validate and verify requirements. Software metrics are required to
capture various software attributes at different phases of the
software development [17]. Software metrics are required to
adequately measure various points in the software development

IV.

S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE M EASUREMENT

Software architecture measurement suffers from what people calls the tyranny of the dominant architectural principle.
The assessments of certain principles are overstressed, other
equally important design principles have been omitted in
architecture measurement processes.
Each quality attribute can be measured using different
characteristics of the software architecture. The characteristics
can be of size, complexity, coupling, cohesion, or others.
Furthermore, each quality attribute can be measured by combining several existing measures. Several quality attributes are
very similar and can complement each other. Several software
metrics can be combined together to measure a certain property
using either composition or aggregation [20]. In composition,
software metrics used to assess a property can be composed
by (1) simple or weighted average of the metrics. This can
be used only when the different metrics have similar range
and semantic; (2) thresholding; (3) interpolating; or (4) a
combination of these methods. In aggregation, several steps
are required. (1) a weighting function is applied to each metric
then (2) average the weighted values of the metrics then (3)
we compute the inverse function of the average.
V.

A RCHITECTURE Q UALITY ATTRIBUTES

In this section we review several attempts to measure two
quality attributes of the software architecture, namely stability
and understandability.
A. Stability
The primary goal from the architecture evaluation is to
assess and validate the software architecture using system552 | P a g e
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atic methods and procedures [21]. This evaluation is accomplished to ensure the examined software architecture satisfy
one or more of quality characteristics. One desired quality
of the software architecture is stability. Stability is one of
the maintainability characteristics of the ISO/IEC SQuaRe
quality standard [2]. According to this standard, stability is
defined as the degree to which the software product can
avoid unexpected effects from modifications of the software
[2]. Architectural stability reduces unnecessary architecture
rework as the software system’s functionality is expanding over
multiple versions, thus reducing implementation costs.
As architectures have a profound effect on the operational
life-time of the software and the quality of the service provision, architectural stability could be considered a primary
criterion towards achieving the long-livety of the software.
Architectural stability is envisioned as the next step in quality
attributes, combining many inter-related qualities.
Several researchers proposed several metrics to measure
the stability of software architecture. Stability is the ability of
software to remain unchanged while facing new requirements
or changing the environment. The software has to accommodate some of these changes and they should not affect the
software stability, while other may harm the software stability.
This section presents an overview of several attempts in the
literature to measure the stability of particular software.
Ahmed et al. [22] proposed a new way to measure the
architectural stability of an object oriented system by using
similarity metrics. These metrics compare pair versions of a
system. First metric is Shallow Semantic Similarity Metric
(SSSM), and the purpose of this metric is to the measure
the semantic similarity between components in a pair of systems. Second metric is Relationship-Based Similarity Metric
(RBSM) and it is aiming to measure similarity between the
relationships that exist in a pair of systems. A regression line is
generated for the architecture changes with releases from these
similarity values. A higher value indicates a stable architecture.
Ebad et al. [3] continued the work that is proposed in [22]
by developing a new architecture stability metric (ASM) that
measure cross-architecture components communications in
term of inter-package connections (IPC). The idea behind IPC
is when a pair of releases of a software system is compared;
there are three types of changes that may happen (addition,
deletion, and modification). ASM value will be between 0
and 1, where 1 means lowest possible amount of changes
between two releases which means stable software architecture. ASM is validated by a set of mathematical properties
which are: non-negativity, normalization, null value, maximum
value, transitivity, package cohesion impact and change impact.
Moreover, this metric is experimentally validated by using two
open source projects: JHotDraw and abstract windowtoolkit.
Measurements of the ASM are illustrated by lines of code for
original IPCs and deleted IPCs, and added IPCs across releases
in the two previously mentioned projects.
Aversano et al. [23] evaluated the software architecture for
a set of open source software projects. Most of these projects
are selected from sourceforge. Stability is the characteristic that
is examined in order to evaluate the software core architecture.
The evolution of certain software is considered when the
software components are changed during the software releases.

Two metrics are proposed to measure the stability of each release. These two metrics are Core Design Instability (CDI) and
Core Call Instability (CCI). Both metrics provide a measure
of how much the architecture of a software system changed
passing from a release to another one. CDI metric finds the
change in terms of number of packages and CCI finds the
change in terms of number of the interactions among packages.
Smaller values mean less change which means greater stability.
All these metrics are based on calculating fan-in and self-call
for software packages.
Alshayeb et al. [24] mentioned that none of the existing
measures have included all class aspects such as class relationships, attributes, and methods. At the first of this study
all properties that affect the class stability are identified; these
properties are class access level, class interface level, inherited
class name, class variable, class variable access- level, method
signature, method access level , method body. Then from these
properties the proposed metric is recognized. The name of the
discovered metric is Class Stability Metric (CSM). Stability
is calculated by counting the number of unchanged properties
between two classes in version i+1 and version i divided by the
maximum possible change value, then summation of all these
properties is divided by the number of the properties which is
eight. This metric is theoretically validated by some properties.
Moreover, this metric is empirically validated through two Java
systems. The result of this empirical study indicates that this
metric is highly negatively correlated with maintenance effort.
Li et al [25] proposed new metrics to measure the stability
for the software design. They highlighted that metrics that are
discovered by Chidambe & Kemerer [26] cant measure all
aspects of Object Oriented. Examples of these aspects are the
change in the class name, class number, and class inheritance
relations. From this imperfection of C&K metrics, authors
proposed these three metrics: System Design Instability (SDI),
Class Implementation Instability (CII), and System implementation Instability (SII). The main goal that pointed out in this
study is to justify how the information that is gathered from
theses metrics can help project manager to adjust the project
plan. These metrics are experimentally examined against C&K
metrics. They found out that SDI and CII measure Object
Oriented aspects that are different from the aspects that are
measured by C&K metrics.
Abdeen et al. [27] introduced a complementary set of coupling and cohesion metrics that assess packages organization
in large legacy object-oriented software. These metrics are
aiming to measure the modularization for an object-oriented
system. Here are the metrics that are discovered by Abdeen:
Index of Inter-Package Usage (IIPU), Index of Inter-Package
Extending (IIPE), Package Focus (PF), Index of Package
Service Cohesion (IPSC), and Index of Package Changing
Impact (IPCI). These metrics are defined with respect to some
modularity principles that are related to packages. Examples
of these principles are information hiding, changeability and
communality of goal. These metrics are defined with regard to
two different types of object-oriented inter-class dependencies:
method call and inheritance relationships. All metrics that are
discovered in this work are validated against the mathematical
properties that have to be existed in any cohesion or coupling
metric.
Sethi et al. [28] mentioned that none of existing met553 | P a g e
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rics, that are used to assess the modularity and stability
of architecture decomposition, has considered environmental
factors that drive software changes. From this point a suite
of metrics is proposed: decision volatility, design volatility,
impact scope, concern scope, concern overlap and independent
level. Theses metrics consider environmental factors that drive
software changes. Moreover they tried to measure how well
a particular architecture produces independently substitutable
modules. Furthermore, these metrics did not require having
knowledge about the implementation details. In these metrics
design dimensions and environmental conditions are modeled as variables and their relations are modeled as logical
constraints. These metrics are evaluated using eight aspectoriented and object-oriented releases of software product-line
architecture.
It has been realized the work that is produced by Chidamber and Kemerer [26] has been cited in most of other
studies. They developed a suite of metrics that is used for
measuring a particular object- oriented design. The primary
goal is to develop and validate theoretically and empirically
a set of object-oriented metrics. These metrics are Weighted
Method per Class (WMC), Depth of Inheritance of Tree (DIT),
Number of Children (NOC), Coupling Between Object Class
(CBO), Response for Class (RFC) and Lack of Cohesion of
Metric (LOCM). Each one of this matric is evaluated theoretically against six properties: noun-coarseness, non-uniqueness,
design details are important, Monotonicity, noun-equivalence
of intersection and intersection increases complexity. Then, the
implementation of these metrics is demonstrated through data
collection from both C++and SMALLTALK implementations.
From the obtained data, it has been shown how each one of
this metric can help project managers and senior designers
to obtain useful information about the entire evolution of a
particular application.
Hassaine et al. [29] proposed a novel approach to investigate some metrics (code decay indicators) on software, that
serve as symptoms, risk factors, and predictors of decay, in
the context of an evolving architecture. The name of their
approach is ADvISE and it aims for analyzing the evolution
of certain software architecture at various levels (classes,
triplets, and micro-architectures). The first step in observing
architectural decay is to use a diagram matching technique to
identify structural changes among versions of architectures.
The second step is detecting the class renaming by using
structure-based and text-based techniques. The third step is
architecture diagram matching by using a bit vector algorithm
to perform diagram matching between two programs versions
in order to find the common triplets. The fourth step is architecture diagram clustering by applying the incremental clustering
algorithm to find the sets of connected triplets. These sets
will form the stable micro-architecture between two program
versions. The fifth step is architecture evolution by performing
a pairwise matching for programs architectures in order to
identify sets of stable triplets and micro-architecture. The
authors applied their approach on three open-source systems:
JFreeChart, Rhino and Xerces-J to answering the following
research questions: RQ1: What are signs of architectural decay
and how can they be tracked down? The authors studied the
graph of architectures evolution for each system, and then they
showed these indicators to provide useful insights regarding the
signs of software aging. RQ2: Do stable and unstable micro-

architectures have the same risk to be fault prone? The authors
showed stable micro-architectures, which are belonging to the
original design, are significantly less bug-prone than unstable
micro-architectures.
Jazayeri et al. [30] did retrospective analysis to evaluate and
assess the architecture for telecommunication software. Twenty
releases are selected to observe the evolution of this software.
This kind of evaluation helps project managers to predict about
how the future of the architecture will be look like. Metrics
that are used in this work are likely to be the observation of
the some simple measures between a pair of releases while
the software is being evolved. Examples of these metrics are
module size, number of modules changed, number of modules
added, number of modules changed in the same sequence of
release, number of programs in the same version of release.
Abreu and Melo. [31] evaluated the impact of object
oriented design on software quality characteristics such as
defect density, failure density, and normalized rework. There
is a set of metrics for object oriented design MOOD. These
metrics are empirically evaluated against the software quality
characteristics by calculating the correlation coefficients where
the quality characteristics are the dependents variables and
the design metrics are the independent variables. Examples
of these design metrics are 1) method hiding factor (MHF),
attribute hiding factor (AHF), method inheritance factor (MIF),
attribute inheritance factor (AIF), polymorphism factor (POC)
and coupling factor (COF).To quantify the impact of OO
design on software quality, a predictive model is developed.
The results show that the design alternatives may have a strong
influence on resulting quality. For the study validity multiple R,
R square and adjusted R square are calculated for the software
quality characteristics.
Olague et al. [32] utilized entropy to reduce spikes in the
original SDI metric that is produced by Li.et al [25] and
proposed the new SDIe metric. This study highlighted that
the dynamic nature of the agile development process could
obscure an analysis of software stability. Also, this study
notified that the SDIe metric is easier than the SDI metric
to compute the stability for a particular software system. The
reason behind that is SDIe is able to be automated instead of
requiring the close investigation of code by human judgment.
The SDIe metric is calculated using the number classes added,
deleted, changed and unchanged from the previous iteration.
SDIe metric is theoretically investigated and validated using
the Kitchenham criteria [33] and the Zuse requirements [34]
for software measures. Moreover SDIe is empirically tested
over two software projects by comparing SDIe metric with
the original SDI, using SDIe to assess the software evolution,
and comparing SDIe metric to the Chidamber and Kemerer
[26].
Tonu et al. [21] proposed an approach that can helps
developers in evaluating stability for a particular software
architecture. Evaluating the software architecture is based on
analyzing the changes in the softwares aspects form one release
to another. Software aspects can be structural, behavior, or
economical, in this research work the focus is only on the
structural aspects. Growth rate, changes rate, coupling, cohesion are the measures that are applied in this approach to do
retrospective analysis. Then, evolutionsensitive and evolution
critical parts are identified by observing how the subsystems
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are interconnected between each other. This approach is empirically evaluated on two spreadsheet applications by selecting
nine releases for each application, and then the results of the
architecture stability are discussed.
Roden et al. [35] performed empirical study on six different
highly iterative projects with multiple iterations by observing
the system packages. These projects are evaluated using Total
Quality Index (TQI), System Design Instability (SDI) and
System Design Instability using Entropy (SDIe) metrics. TQI is
calculated by summation of quality factors. Each quality factor
is calculated by a weighted formula of quality properties. This
statistical analysis gives a string relation between TQI and SDI.
Because of the similarity between TQI and stability metrics
and since the stability metrics require human participation, the
authors in this work suggest to use TQI instead of SDI.
Yu and Ramawamy [36] reintroduced an approach to represent and normalize the evolution stability of software modules.
This approach is based on version differences of evolving
software models by measuring the normalized distance of two
versions for a module structure and module source code. For
example by giving two versions Vi and Vj of a software
component in a given release period let say m months, the
component is said to be more stable in this period, if the
measurement structure distance Di, j(source code) or Di, j
(structure) is considered to be small. A case study is applied on
this model by evaluation the evolution of Linux and FreeBSD
applications by selecting two versions.
Raemaekers et al. [37] highlighted backward compatibility
as a very important concern to build an Application Programming Interface (API). API developers have to ensure the public
interfaces are stabile because other systems are depending
on theme. From this point, a way to measure interface and
implementation stability of a library is introduced. Four metrics
are proposed in this study to provide different insights in both
implementation and interface stability. These four metrics are
weighted number of removed methods, the change in metric
values in existing units, the ratio between change in new and
old methods and the percentage of new methods. Smaller value
indicates greater stability. Moreover, they illustrate who these
metrics can be used to help project managers or developers
to make a decision regarding interface libraries by applying
three scenarios. These metrics are theoretically evaluated by
applying theme on the most frequently used Apache common
libraries by selection a set of industrial systems which making
use of Apache libraries. From the architectural perspective, the
drawback of these metrics is the granularity level of the metric;
they are not at package level (coarse-grain) but method level
(fine-grain)
Ratiu et al. [38] started by defining two measurements
that are used to identify which structure is considered a god
class or data class. These measurements are based on object
oriented design metrics and threshold for each metric. First
measurement is used to identify god classes and it is based on
these metrics: Access to Foreign Data (ATFD) and Weighted
Method Count (WMC), Tight Class Cohesion (TCC) ,Number
of Attributes (NOA). While the another measurement is used to
identify data classes and it is based on these metrics: Weight
of a Class (WOC), Number of Methods (NOM) ,Weighted
Method Count (WMC) ,Number of Public Attributes (NOPA)
and Number of Accessory Methods (NOAM). Then, they

proposed two measurements that are applied on the history
of a design structure. One of these measurements is used to
measure the stability of a class (Stab) and another is used
to measure the persistence of a design flaw (Pers). A class is
considered stable with respect to measurement M version i and
number of versions if there is no change in the measurement
M. while a flaw is considered persistence in a class with respect
to measurement M version i and number of versions if this flaw
is exist in all versions of this class. Their approach is applied
on three case studies: two in house projects, and one on a large
open source framework. By observing the data while applying
their approach, they discuss which classes, ether these classes
are god classes or data classes, are considered to be harmless
or harmful classes.
Bansiya et al. [39] introduced a methodology to evaluate
framework architecture characteristics and stability that based
on quantitative assessment on the change in framework versions using object oriented metrics. This approach consists
of four steps that need to follow in order to calculate the
extent-of-change measure. First step is identifying structure
characteristics that evaluate the architecture of framework.
There are two types of structure characteristics: static and
dynamic. Example of static structure characteristics are number
of classes, number of class hierarchies, number of single and
multiple inheritances, and average depth and width of class
inheritance hierarchies. Examples of dynamic structure characteristics are number of services a class provides, class coupling,
and number of inheritance related classes. Second step is
defining metrics for each one of these structure characteristics.
Third step is collecting the data from the defined metrics by
applying theme on a case study. Finally, for each release the
extent-of-change is calculated by normalizing the values of
these metrics. Once all values are normalized, the aggregatechange is calculated by summation of these values. Then the
extent-of-change is calculated by taking the difference of the
aggregate change value of a version i with the aggregate
change value of the first version. The extent of change measure
can be used as an indicator to identify the stability for a
particular system structure, low number indicates high stability.
Alenezi and Khellah. [6] highlighted in their work that
most of previous studies have not considered measuring the
system instability at the system architecture level and most of
them are focusing at the package level. From this point, they
introduce a new approach to compute the instability changes
for particular software architecture at a certain release while
observing its evolution. Their approach is based on the instability I metric that is introduced by Martin [40] which tells how
a flexible a package is able to change, the ration of the efferent
coupling to the total the coupling for a package. The proposed
approach is to reflect the instability change to evolution by
expressing the aggregate system instability change for certain
release as being composed of the average of two elements: ∆I:
the amount of change in the system stability for all common
packages and ASI: Aggregative System Instability for the
current added packages. They illustrate how an improvement
by just calculating ASI is incorrect and how the incorrectness
would be solved by the proposed approach. This approach is
empirically validated on two open source systems implemented
in Java JEdit and PDFBox by selecting twelve releases.
Table I summarizes the discussed papers with their metrics
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and granularity level. The literature reveals that the available
architectural stability measures have some limitations. For
instance, the metrics proposed by [39] and the methodology
presented by [41] consider the method/class level which is
fine-grain level. Bansiya work is suitable only when having
cost and economic as his backdrop [39].
B. Understandability
One desired quality of the software architecture is understandability. Understandability in the context of software
architecture simply means whether system architecture is understandable to average architects. Understandability is one of
the usability characteristics of the ISO/IEC SQuaRe quality
standard [2]. Understandability refers to the capability that to
what extent users with different backgrounds can understand
the architecture. Understandability is an essential characteristic
of software quality since the difficulty of understanding the
software architecture system inhibits its reuse and maintenance. Understandability is the capability of the software
product to enable the user to understand whether the software
is suitable, and how it can be used for particular tasks and
conditions of use.
Several researchers have explored the relationships between
several metrics and understandability. Table II summarizes
their efforts, goals, and research methodology. Gupta and
Chhabra [7] proposed a package coupling metric and empirically validated it against package understandability. Their
study used one metric and they performed correlation analysis.
They validated the package coupling metric with regard to the
understandability of packages measured by assessing the effort
required to fully understand the packages’ functionalities. They
concluded that there is a strong correlation between package
coupling and the effort required to understand a package.
Elish [42] used several metrics (Size (NC), Coupling
(Ca, Ce), and Stability (I, D)) and conducted a case study
to correlate these metrics with package understandability of
two open source software systems. The results of the study
indicated statistically significant correlation between most of
the metrics and understandability of a package.
Hwa et al. [9] have proposed hierarchical quality model
(consist of 4 levels and 3 links to connect these levels) to assess
the understandability of the modular design of an ObjectOriented software system. At the level 2 of their proposed
model 6 design properties were identified that affect understandability of the modular design of a system. One of these
properties is the coupling and they have found that the coupling
property has a negative influence on understandability and
that means the higher number of coupling the harder is to
understand the system. in their proposed hierarchical quality
model have found that there is a positive influence of the design
size on understandability. The larger the size the harder is to
understand.
Stevanetic and Zdun [8] carried a study to examine the
relationships between the effort required to understand a component and component level metrics that describe component’s
size, complexity and coupling. Correlation, collinearity and
multivariate regression analysis were performed. The results of
the analysis show a statistically significant correlation between
the metrics and the effort required to understand a component.

Stevanetic and Zdun [43] found that the architecture at
the abstraction level that is sufficient to adequately map the
systems relevant functionalities to the corresponding architectural components (i.e. , each component in the architecture
corresponds to one systems relevant functionality) significantly
improves the architecturelevel understanding of the software
system, as compared to two other architectures that have a
low and a high number o f elements . This means highly
abstracted system; low in number of elements by merging
systems relevant functionalities into one component would
decrease the understandability of such systems. As well as,
highly detailed systems; high number of elements by scattering
the functionalities into several components would decrease
the understandability of such systems. However, when each
component in the software architecture corresponds to one of
the systems functionalities would significantly improves the
understandability at the architectural level.
Stevanetic et. al [44] have done a controlled experiment
on 75 students of the Software Architecture lecture. The
students were divided into 3 groups and each group had been
given a different architectural representation of the same large
system. The first architectural representation was hierarchical
representation where all components at every abstraction level
in the hierarchy are present. Second architectural representation concentrates on the lowest level no hierarchy used.
Third architectural representation at concentrate on the highest
level component in th hierarchy by does not use hierarchal
abstraction. The conclusion of the experiment was that by
using the hierarchical architecture would result on a better
understandability at the architecture-level.
VI.

S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE M EASUREMENT
VALIDATION

It is commonly accepted that a software metric should be
validated following two different validations: theoretical and
empirical validations. This will ensure that the metric measures
the attribute that it is supposed to measure and provide evidence on the usefulness of the metric. Many existing software
metrics are criticized from two standpoints, theoretically and
empirically. Several researchers pointed that most software
metrics were developed with no or little theoretical basis [46],
[47]. Furthermore, even though some metrics are theoretically
valid, they lack empirical evaluation [48].
A. Theoretical Validation
Theoretical validation makes sure that a metric is measuring what is supposed to measure. The first requirement
for theoretical validation is that either the analyst has an
intuitive understanding of the concept that is being measured
and/or that the software engineering community has a consensual intuitive understanding of the concept. There are several
frameworks for the theoretical validation of metrics. Some
of them are mainly subjective, while others rely on either
axiomatic or measurement theory foundations. Briand et al.
[49] have discussed the application of measurement theory in
software engineering. The theoretical validation is generally
carried out using measurement frameworks based on propertybased approaches. Property-based approaches [46] allow one
to prove that a measure satisfies properties characterizing a
concept (e.g., size, complexity, coupling). This approach is
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TABLE I.
Reference
Abdeen et al. [27]
Olague et al. [32]
Abreu and Melo. [31]
Ebad et al. [3]
Ahmed et al. [22]
Aversano et al. [23]
Sethi et al. [28]
Hassaine et al. [29]
Li et al [25]
Alshayeb et al. [24]
Chidamber and Kemerer [26]

Jazayeri et al. [30]
Tonu et al. [21]
Roden et al. [35]
Raemaekers et al. [37]
Yu and Ramawamy [36]
Ratiu et al. [38]
Bansiya et al. [39]
Alenezi and Khellah. [6]

Metrics
Index of Inter-Package Usage (IIPU), Index of Inter-Package Extending
(IIPE), Package Focus (PF), Index of Package Service Cohesion (IPSC), and
Index of Package Changing Impact (IPCI)
Software Design Instability using Entropy (SDIe) metric
Method Hiding Factor (MHF), Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF), Method
Inheritance Factor (MIF), Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF), Polymorphism
Factor (POC) and Coupling Factor (COF)
Architecture Stability Metric (ASM)
Shallow Semantic Similarity Metric (SSSM),Second metric is
Relationship-Based Similarity Metric (RBSM)
Core Design Instability (CDI) and Core Call Instability (CCI)
Decision volatility, design volatility, impact scope, concern scope, concern
overlap and independent level
ADvISE: Architectural Decay In Software Evolution
System Design Instability (SDI), Class Implementation Instability (CII), and
System implementation Instability (SII)
Class Stability Metric (CSM)
Weighted Method per Class (WMC), Depth of Inheritance of Tree (DIT),
Number of Children (NOC), Coupling Between Object Class (CBO),
Response for Class (RFC) and Lack of Cohesion of Metric (LOCM)
Module size, number of modules changed, number of modules added,
number of modules changed in the same sequence of release, number of
programs in the same version of release
Growth rate, changes rate, coupling, cohesion
Total Quality Index (TQI)
Weighted number of Removed Methods (WRM), the amount of Change in
Existing Methods (CEM), the Ratio of Change in New to Old methods
(RCNO), and the Percentage of New Methods (PNM)
Distance (source code) or Distance (structure)
Stability of a class (Stab) and persistence of a design flaw (Pers)
The extent-of-change measure
Aggregative System Instability
TABLE II.

Reference
Gupta and Chhabra [7]
Elish [42]

Stevanetic and Zdun [45]
Hwa et al. [9]

Stevanetic and Zdun [8]

Stevanetic and Zdun [43]
Stevanetic et. al [44]

S UMMARY OF THE D ISCUSSED PAPERS
Granularity level
Package, architecture
Architecture
Architecture , classes
Package, architecture
Component, architecture
Package, architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture , classes
Class
Class

Architecture
Architecture, classes
Package, architecture
Library, method
Component
Class
Architecture
Architecture

S UMMARY OF THE D ISCUSSED PAPERS

Goal
To Propose new metrics for measurement of package level coupling.
To explore the relationships between five package-level metric (Size,
Afferent, Efferent, Instability and Distance) and the average effort required to
understand a package in O.O. design.
Systematic mapping study on software metrics related to the
understandability concept of such higher-level software structures with regard
to their relations to the system implementation
To propose a hierarchical model to assess understandability of modularization
in large-scale O.O. software.
To examine the relationships between the efforts required to understand a
component, measured through the time that participant spent on studying a
component and component level metrics that describe components size,
complexity and coupling.
To examine the effect of the level of abstraction of the software architecture
representation (3 levels) on the architecture-level understandability of a
software system.
To examine the impact of hierarchies on architectural-level software
understandability.

Methodology
Theoretical and Empirical
Empirical

Systematic Mapping Study
Empirical

Experimental

Experimental
Empirical

comprehensive framework which defines the structural properties of software system mathematically which matches with
the methodology of the proposed metrics in this thesis. The
theory provides an empirical interpretation of the numbers (of
software measures) by the hypothetical empirical relational
system.

using a property-based framework. Lenhard et al. [53] theoretically validated their new metric that measures installability
of service orchestrations using a property-based approach.
Gupta and Chhabra [7] introduced a coupling metric at the
package level and theoretically validated it through propertybased approach.

Arvanitou el al. [50] used a property-based approach to
theoretically validate their new metric, which measures the
coupling and class proneness to the ripple effect. Khoshkbarforoushha et al. [51] theoretically validated their new metric
using a property-based framework. Tripathi and Kushwaha
[52] theoretically validated their package level coupling metric

B. Empirical Validation
The purpose of empirical validation is to show the usefulness of the metric in real application using real data from
software projects. The goal is to show that this new metric has
a concrete value in a real settings. The empirical validation
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of a software metric can be done using different empirical
techniques. These techniques include controlled experiments,
surveys, or case studies. A controlled experiment is a rigorous
and controlled study. A Survey is research performed in
retrospect, when the method has been in use for a certain
period of time. A Case Study is an observational study, and
data are collected for a specific purpose throughout the study.
Experiments provide a high level of control and are useful for
validating software metrics.
Arvanitou el al. [50] compared their new measure, which
measures the coupling and class proneness to the ripple effect
and several coupling metrics empirically to evaluate the usefulness of their metric. Khoshkbarforoushha et al. [51] empirically validated their new metric using an experiment in how the
new metric can predict design-level estimation of the potential
reusability of the BPEL processes. Tripathi and Kushwaha [52]
empirically validated their package level coupling metric by
comparing it to other package level coupling metrics. Lenhard
et al. [53] empirically validated their new metric using BPEL
engines to evaluate their installability and the deployability of
a set of functionally different processes. Gupta and Chhabra
[7] introduced a new coupling metric at the package level and
empirically validated it using package understandability.
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Abstract—The Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a high data
rates and fully All-IP network. It is developed to support well to
multimedia services such as Video, VoIP, Gaming, etc. So that, the
real-time services such as VoIP, video, etc. need to be optimized.
Nevertheless, the deployment of such live stream services having
many challenges. Scheduling and allocating radio resource are
very important in LTE network, especially with multimedia
services such as VoIP. When voice service transmitted over LTE
network, it is affected by many network impairments where there
are three main factors including packet loss, delay, and jitter. This
study proposes a new scheduler which is based on VoIP priority
mode, Wideband (WB) E-model, QoS- and Channel-Aware (called
WE-MQS-VoIP Priority scheduler) for voice services in LTE
downlink direction. The proposed scheduling scheme is built
based on the WB E-model and Maximum Queue Size (MQS). In
addition, we integrate the VoIP priority mode into our scheduling
scheme. Since the proposed scheduler considers the VoIP priority
mode and user perception, thus, it improves significantly the
system performance. The results demonstrate that the proposed
scheduler not only meets QoS demands of voice calls but also
outperforms Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF)
in terms of delay, Packet Loss Rate (PLR) for all number of user
(NU) and excepting NU equals 30, respectively. For Fairness Index
(FI), cell throughput, and Spectral Efficiency (SE), the difference
among the packet schedulers is not significant. The performance
evaluation is compared in terms of Delay, PLR, Throughput, FI,
and SE.
Keywords—AMR-WB; Wideband E-model; VoLTE; VoIP priority mode; User perception

I.

A basic scheduler is carried out by mobile network operators
in both eNB and UE for both downlink as well as uplink
directions. However, according to the 3GPP, there are no
firm specifications for scheduling technique in LTE network.
One of the most important modules of packet scheduling is
Radio Resource Management (RRM) which decides users will
be scheduled. The scheduler should care throughput, service
policies to subscribes [3].
In LTE network, a full table defined which contains
thresholds of delay and packet loss rate for different service
classes [1]. In this table, several or all can be performed by
service providers. This table divides resource types in the LTE
network into two groups, those are Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR)
and Non-GBR. Table I represents the service classes in LTE
network where voice service is a Guaranteed Bit Rate (GRB)
service which has the second priority just after IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) signaling. However, in order to guarantee
voice over LTE (VoLTE) quality is an extreme challenge.
TABLE I: Different service classes with QoS demands in LTE
network
Bearer
Type
Guaranteed
Bit Rate
(GBR)

Non-GBR

I NTRODUCTION

In the digital device market, there are many smart mobile
phones such as iPhone, iPad, Android, etc. which is enough
powerful to support various types of multimedia communications such as VoIP, Video, Gaming, etc. This means there need
be a high data rate network to well support these services.
LTE network is proposed by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [1]. It has high data rates, low latency, and
is fully packet-switched. In downlink direction, LTE uses
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA).
This allows supporting inter-symbol interference and selecting
fading. Basic components of LTE network consists of a base
station (called eNodeB or eNB) and User Equipments (UEs)
in addition to a gateway [2]. The eNB station combines with
core network through some standard complicated protocols.

2
4
3
5
1

Packet
Delay
(ms)
100
150
50
300
100

Packet
Loss
Rate
10−2
10−3
10−3
10−6
10−3

6

300

10−6

7
8
9

100

10−6
10−3
10−6

Priority

300

Example services
Voice call
Video call
Real-time online gaming
Video streaming
IMS signaling
Video, TCP-based services
(e.g. www, e-mail, chat, FTP, etc.)
Voice, video, interactive gaming
Video, TCP-based services
(e.g. www, e-mail, chat, FTP, etc.)

In order to meet different QoS requirements for these
service classes, some packet schedulers have been proposed.
According to [4], the scheduling strategies for LTE downlink
are divided into five groups including:
•

(1) Channel-unaware strategies;

•

(2) Channel-aware/QoS-unaware strategies;

•

(3) Channel-aware/QoS-aware strategies;

•

(4) Semi-persistent scheduling for supporting VoIP
flows;
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•

(5) Energy-aware strategies.

For voice traffics which are very sensitive to delay and
PLR, thus, the Channel-aware/QoS-aware strategies are also
very essential for them. In addition, VoLTE is really a VoIP
service with the QoS guaranteed, and it is transmitted over
a heterogeneous LTE network, thus, it need to have a special
priority. Therefore, Semi-persistent scheduling is very essential
and suitable for VolTE service. Several well-known scheduling
algorithms for group 3 as FLS [5], M-LWDF [6], and EXP/PF
[7]. In these schedulers, there is only FLS which guarantees
bounded delay for real-time flows, the remaining schedulers
transmit data of user in a Transmission Time Interval (TTI)
by assigning a chosen priority metric. Nevertheless, due to the
lack of delay and PLR thresholds, they are not suitable for
supporting simultaneously real-time and non real-time traffic
[2]. For group 4, authors in [8] proposed a priority mode for
VoIP traffic over 3G LTE. In their scheduler, VoIP priority
mode is executed when there is VoIP packet in the queue.
This means VoIP packet is scheduled before any other traffic.
In [9], authors proposed a new semi-persistent scheduler. Their
scheduling scheme is combination of VoIP priority mode with
user coupling. This allows using efficiently system capacity.
Authors in [10] proposed a new scheduling algorithm which
takes into account parameters of VoIP for voice over LTE
network. This algorithm is developed based on the VoIP
priority mode in [8] which the metric is changed.
In this paper, we present a new downlink scheduling
scheme for voice services in LTE network with the integration
of VoIP priority mode. Since VoLTE is deployed in an All-IP
network, thus, there need to have a special priority for it. This
paper is the extension of the WE-MQS scheduler which was
proposed in [11] by modifying resource allocation scheduling
method. In order to do this, we propose to integrate VoIP
priority mode [8] with the essential modifications. We used
the WB E-model to predict MOS and use this score as a main
factor in the metric. Besides, we see that, the MQS factor
has significant effects on the system performance. In the LTESim [12], this factor is fixed equal to 0. This means the MQS
is infinite. So that, in the scheduling process, the MQS is not
considered. However, in fact, the MQS should be a finite value
because if the MQS value is infinite then the delay will increase
and the congestion could be increased. Therefore, the MQS
needs to be considered as a essential factor in the metric of
the scheduling algorithms.

section III, we present the proposed scheduling scheme. The
simulation results and performance evaluation are analysed
in section IV. The conclusion and future work are shown in
section V.
II.

T HE SYSTEM MODEL

A. VoLTE traffic flow
1) Radio protocol stack: The speech frame is encapsulated by network protocols consisting of Real-time Transport
Protocol (RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Internet Protocol (IP). And then, it will be packetized by other
radio protocols including Packet Data Convergence Protocol
(PDCP), Radio Control Link (RLC) and Medium Access
Control (MAC) at the corresponding layers. At each radio
layer, the corresponding header will be added into the speech
packet. This leads to data overhead. Therefore, to reduce
the data overhead, Robust Header Compression (RoHC) is
deployed at the PDCP layer. This allows saving bandwidth as
well as enhancing voice transmission in LTE network. RoHC
will presses the header size of IP packet from 40 bytes (with
IPv4) or 60 bytes (with IPv6) down to 1 to 4 bytes [13]. In
addition, at MAC layer, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
(HARQ) technique is utilized to retransmit in case of FEC
(Forward Error Correction) fails error correction. This allows
each speech packet to be retransmitted at least from one to
three times. The number of retransmissions depends on the
error correction or is configured. The implemented model of
VoLTE protocol stack used in LTE-Sim [12] is represented on
Figure 1.
2) Source codec: VoLTE uses AMR-WB for source codec.
It is a voice codec which has been developed by European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Details of this
codec is described in [14]. AMR-WB codec utilizes a sampling
rate of 16 kHz, audio bandwidth is in range of 50-7000 Hz. It
includes 9 different codec modes of 0-8 which correspond to 9
source bit rates from 6.6 to 23.85 Kb/s. Each mode generates a
compressed speech frame evry 20 ms. The bits in this frame are
ordered according to their importance. They are grouped into
three classes with reduced importance called Class A, Class
B and Class C. The number of bits in each class depends on
codec mode. AMR-WB packet size depends on the bit rate
(mode) such as described in Table II.
TABLE II: Packet sizes of AMR-WB modes

The proposed scheduler selects UEs that based on their priorities which are computed according to the following factors:
the maximum MOS, the minimum remaining queue size, the
maximum delay, the channel condition. This means for the UE
which has the higher MOS, the lower remaining queue size,
the higher maximum delay, and the higher channel condition
will have the higher priority. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed scheduler with the M-LWDF scheduler in a
heterogeneous traffic including VoIP, Video, and non real-time
service which is called INF-BUF user. The simulation results
were implemented in the LTE system simulator (called LTESim) [12] and were compared in terms of Delay, PLR, Cell
throughput, and FI for the number of user from 10 to 50.

In LTE network, AMR-WB codecs are configured into 3
configurations [15] as follows:

The remainder of this paper is described as follows:
Overview of the system model is described in section II. In

These configurations are used to simplify notation of bit
rate between UE and eNB, thus, will simplify implementation

Parameter
Payload size (bits)
Frame size (bits)
RTP header (bits)
Packet size (bits)

23.85
477
488
96
584

23.05
461
472
96
568

19.85
397
408
96
504

Bit rate (kbps)
18.25
15.85
14.25
365
317
285
376
328
296
96
96
96
472
424
392

12.65
253
264
96
360

8.85
177
192
96
288

6.6
132
144
96
240

•

Configuration A: 6.6, 8.85, and 12.65 Kb/s (Mandatory multi-rate configuration);

•

Configuration B: 6.6, 8.85, 12.65, and 15.85 Kb/s;

•

Configuration C: 6.6, 8.85, 12.65, and 23.85 Kb/s.
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Fig. 1: Implemented model of VoLTE protocol stack [12]
and testing. The remaining bit rates are used for other purposes.
In order to choose a bit rate, the receiver measures quality of
radio channel. The channel quality indicator (CQI) is used
for this purpose. It is defined as an equivalent carrier-tointerference (C/I) ratio. The C/I ratio then compared to a
set of predefined thresholds to decide which mode to be
used. Switching among modes in a configuration depends on
algorithm of rate control. The criterion for mode switching is
threshold value of C/I ratio. These threshold values depend
on the channel condition, frequency hopping scheme, network
configuration and other factors. Furthermore, network conditions change over time, so that, even well-selected adaption
thresholds will not be best.
3) LTE frame structure: Figure 2 represents the structure
of LTE frame for the downlink air interface [16]. In LTE
downlink, a frame has length of 10 ms and is split into 10 subframes in time domain. This means each sub-frame has length
of 1 ms and is split into 2 slots where each slot corresponds to
0.5 ms. In frequency domain, each slot consists of a number of
resource blocks (RBs) (from 6 to 10 RBs). Each slot contains
6 or 7 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
symbols in normal cyclic prefixes and extended cyclic prefixes,
respectively. Each time slot in frequency domain is split into
bands of 180 kHz which consists of 12 consecutive subcarriers. Each RB is a basic exchanging information unit in
LTE downlink direction. This means RB is a radio resource
which is available for user and is defined in both frequency
and time domains. In a slot, the number of RBs depends on
bandwidth of LTE network [17]. A sub-frame corresponds to
a TTI which is minimum transmission unit. Each TTI contains
at least one transport block per UE. The size of RB is as same
as for all bandwidths [18].
B. Wideband E-model
WB E-model is a calculative model that is developed and
is standardized by ITU-T [19]. The main purpose of this model
is to predict quality of wideband audio. The main parameter
of this model called R-factor. Its value is in range of 0129. In order to perform user perception, R-factor is then
translated into MOS score. WB E-model is defined such as
in the following equation:
Rwb = R0,wb − Is,wb − Id,wb − Ie,ef f,wb + A

(1)

Fig. 2: Resource grid [16]
In which:
•

R0,wb : Basic ratio of signal to noise;

•

Is,wb : Simultaneous impairment factor which is sum
of all impairments that may occur more or less simultaneously with voice transmission. Its default value is
0;

•

Id,wb : Factor of delay impairment factor, representing
all impairments due to delay of voice signals;

•

Ie,ef f,wb : Factor of equipment impairment, covering
the effect of signal distortion due to low bit rates of
the codec and packet losses of random distribution;

•

A: Advantage factor which represents the fact that
some users can accept a degradation of quality due
to mobility of mobile networks. Its default value is 0.

In above parameters, Id,wb and Ie,ef f,wb correspond to the
effects of end-to-end delay and packet loss while R0,wb and
Is,wb don’t depend on performance of LTE network. The Rwb
factor is mapped to MOS score as follows [19]:
For R = Rwb /1.29

1, if R < 0



1 + 0.035 × R + 7 × 10−6 × R×
M OS =

(R − 60) × (100 − R), if 0 ≤ R ≤ 100


4.5, otherwise

(2)

The relationship among R-factor, user perception, and
MOS socre is shown in Table III.
TABLE III: Relationship among R-factor, user perception and
MOS score
R
90 ≤ R < 100
80 ≤ R < 90
70 ≤ R < 80
60 ≤ R < 70
50 ≤ R < 60
R < 50

User perception
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Some users dissatisfied
Many users dissatisfied
Nearly all users dissatisfied
Not recommended

MOS
4.3-5.0
4.0-4.3
3.6-4.0
3.1-3.6
2.6-3.1
< 2.6

Rwb factor is then translated into MOS score accoridng to
Equation (2). Next, MOS is translated into user levels of users.
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The value of R0,wb factor for wideband audio in equation (1)
equals 129 [20], thus, equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
Rwb = 129 − Id,wb − Ie,ef f,wb

(3)

In order to calculate the Rwb factor, we must to compute
the values of Id,wb and Ie,ef f,wb factors. The Id,wb factor is
determined as follows [21]:
Id,wb = 0.024 × De2e + 0.11 × (De2e − 177.3)×
H(De2e − 177.3)
Where H(x) is the Heavyside function:

0, if x < 0
H(x) =
1, otherwise

(4)

D. VoIP priority mode
VoIP priority mode is proposed by Sunggu Choi and others
in [8], it allocates RBs for VoIP calls before any other traffic.
The limitation of this method is that when VoIP calls density
is high, other traffics are not allocated. However, the authors
already solved this problem by complementing a duration
procedure. It is controlled dynamically to adjust consecutive
TTIs according to total drop ratio of the packets measure at
the eNodeB. In this mode, RBs are allocated based on Channel
Adaptive Fair Queuing [22]. The metric of the scheduler
in VoIP priority mode is determined based on queue length
and Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) and is
calculated as the following equation:

(5)
wi,j = Ql (i) × γ(i)

In equation (4), De2e represents end-to-end delay of speech
packet. It can be computed via some functions in LTE-Sim.
The Ie,ef f,wb is determined according to packet loss. According to [20], Ie,ef f,wb is counted as the following formula:
Ie,ef f,wb = Ie,wb + (129 − Ie,wb ) ×

Ppl
Ppl +Bpl

(6)

In which:
•

Ie,wb : Impairment factor without any packet loss;

•

Ppl : Packet loss rate, is also computed via some
functions in LTE-Sim;

•

Bpl : Codec specific factor that characterizes its robustness against packet loss.

The values of Ie,wb , Bpl for each mode of AMR-WB codec
are represented in Table IV [20].

Where (Ql ) is queue length and (γ) is SINR of active VoIP
call i. Formula (7) indicates that UE which has the longer
queue length and the better channel quality then will have the
higher priority. It can be said that, the VoIP priority mode
is useful when the density of VoIP calls is high. However,
the downside is that other traffic to be starved. Therefore,
the duration is deployed. It is controlled dynamically and
depends on total of the drop ratio of the packets measured at
the eNodeB. A predefined minimum and maximum drop ratio
is utilized to adjust VoIP priority duration. Specifically, the
maximum count of VoIP priority duration is increased when
the drop ratio is less than the minimum threshold, and the
maximum count of VoIP priority duration is decreased when
the drop ratio exceeds the maximum threshold because in this
case there is not enough resources to allocate. If the drop ratio
is in range of the min to the max threshold then the duration
is kept a constant. For more details of the duration, refer to
[8].

TABLE IV: Values of Ie,wb and Bpl for modes of AMR-WB
codec
AMR-WB
mode
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Bitrate
(bps)
6.6
8.85
12.65
14.25
15.85
18.25
19.85
23.05
23.85

Ie,wb

Bpl

39
25
11
10
7
5
4
1
6

12.8
13.5
13
14.1
13.1
12.5
12.3
13
12.2

(7)

III.

T HE PROPOSED PACKET SCHEDULER

In this proposal, we consider the characteristics of VoIP
service. This service is sensitive to packet loss and delay,
thus, scheduling process should consider various factors. Since
VoLTE is transmitted over a fully packet-based network, thus,
it needs to be guaranteed QoS to ensure user satisfaction.
In this paper, we used the metric which was defined in
[11] besides apply the VoIP priority mode for the proposed
scheduling scheme.

The Rwb -factor is then mapped to the MOS via equations
(2) . MOS is one of the important factors for the metric in the
proposed scheduler.
C. Semi-persistent scheduling
This is a hybrid method of Dynamic scheduling and
Persistent scheduling [9]. VoIP packets uses a small quantity of
control signaling to determine the channel quality after every
fixed interval and persistently schedules the VoIP packets. This
supports best to VoIP traffics due to its controlled dynamic
nature and utilization of small control signaling.

Firstly, we define a new metric for the proposed scheduling
scheme as follows: MOS is a parameter which represents user
perception, thus, it should appear in the metric of scheduling
algorithms. The higher MOS, the higher user satisfaction.
MOS needs be automatically calculated at the receiver and
is retransmitted to the eNB via feedback technique. For the
MQS, according to our knowledge, there are no articles which
mention about it. We think that, this factor has strong effects
on the system performance. In the LTE-Sim [12], this factor
is fixed equal to 0. This means the MQS is infinite. Hence the
MQS is not considered in the scheduling process. However, in
fact, the MQS should be finite. If the MQS value is infinite
then the delay will increase and the congestion could be thus
increased. Therefore, the MQS should be considered as a
necessary factor in the metric of the scheduling algorithms.
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The lack of LTE-Sim software is that it only supports G.729
codec while VoLTE uses AMR-WB codec. G.729 has only an
unique mode which has the bitrate of 8 kbps and the packet
size of 32 bytes generated in each 20 ms while AMR-WB has
9 modes. In fact, modes of AMR-WB are changed according
to channel condition (i.e. C/I ratio). So, the user perception
is calculated at scheduled instant. In the proposed scheduling
scheme, we proposed to complement AMR-WB codec into
LTE-Sim by reconfiguring some parameters and modifying
essential source codes. With the presence of AMR-WB, we
can simulate VoLTE traffic more easily.

Begin

Scheduling start
at every TTI

True

False

Is there any
VoLTE call

Apply the
normal mode

Apply the
priority mode

The primary idea of the proposed scheduler is the consideration of user satisfaction (MOS) and the MQS factor
(called also Qi,max ) included into the metric of the scheduling algorithm. This means the higher MOS and the lower
(Qi,max − Qi ) values, the higher priority for the UE. The
fixed maximum time DHOL,i and the maximum probability
δi are included in the Equations (4) and (6) to calculate the
factors of Id,wb , Ie,wb , respectively. The metric in the proposed
scheduling scheme for voice users is defined as follows:

Successive
count of the
priority
mode >
limit?

M OSi ×(Qi,max −Qi )
τi

(8)

Compute MOS
values based on Eq.
(2)

Compute MOS
values based on Eq.
(2)

•

Qi , τi , ri,j and R̄i are similar to ones in the previous
formulas;

Compute wij values
based on Eq. (8)

Compute wij values
based on Eq. (8)

•

Qi,max : The MQS of the user i. This value can be
obtained in bytes via some functions in LTE-Sim [12].

Schedule VoLTE
calls with wij having
higher MOS and
lower Qi,max – Qi

Schedule calls with
wij having higher
MOS and lower
Qi,max – Qi

PRBs rest
and more
VoLTE calls
to schedule?

PRBs rest
and more
calls to
schedule?

wi,j =

×

ri,j
R̄i

True

False

Where:

For video and non real-time services, we propose to use
the metric of the M-LWDF scheduler. The wi,j is a matrix that
offers priority for each RBj assigned to U Ei . It is calculated
based on the MOS, the remaining queue size (Qi,max − Qi ),
the maximum time τi and the channel condition. MOS is
computed at the receiver and is feedbacked to the eNB for
making scheduling decision. MOS included in the metric will
fully exploit the user perception.
In fact, the AMR-WB mode is dynamically calculated
and optimized at the AMR-WB encoder according to channel
quality using rate adaptation control algorithm detailed in [15].
The limitation of LTE-Sim is that it supports only G.729
codec for VoIP. Therefore, the proposed scheduler can not
get the mode chosen from AMR-WB encoder at Application
layer. In order to overtake this issue, we proposed a procedure
which allows to choose AMR-WB mode from C/I ration that
is available in LTE-Sim. With the proposed procedure, the
proposed scheduler can chooses dynamically source codec
mode according to channel quality. The threshold values of
C/I ratio is chosen according to [23] and [24]. The procedures
for choosing AMR-WB mode and calculating the metric of
the proposed scheduler are detailed in [11]. The procedure of
Update AMR-WB packet size is used to update packet size
according to channel condition and is used for all schedulers
while the procedure of wij calculation is used only in the
proposed scheduler for calculating the metric.
Secondly, we integrate the VoIP priority mode into the
proposed scheduling scheme such as represented on Figure
3. The algorithm priority mode is only enabled when there is
VoIP user in the queue. In order to negative effects on other
traffics, the duration of VoIP priority mode is deployed. This
is detailed in [8].

True

True

False
True

False

PRBs rest?
False

End

Fig. 3: The proposed scheduling algorithm
IV.

S IMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND P ERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

A. Simulation environment
1) Traffic model: In the proposed scenario, the eNodeB
lies at center of a macrocell which uses an ommi-directional
antenna with a bandwidth of 10 MHz. Each UE utilizes a VoIP
flow, a Video flow, and a INF-BUF flow. at the same time. For
the VoIP flow, a AMR-WB voice stream with bit-rates of 6.6,
8.85, and 12.65 kbps (Configuration A of AMR-WB codec
which is mandatory and default for VoLTE service) were used.
The voice traffic is a bursty application which is modeled with
an ON/OFF Markov chain [25]. For the video traffic, a tracebased application which generates packets using real video
trace files with a bit-rate of 242 kbps was used [26] and it is
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also available in [12]. To attain a real simulation of a video
streaming, we used an encoded video sequence “foreman.yuv”.
The encoded spatial resolution CIF 352×288 with 300 fps has
been utilized for the entire simulation.
For the LTE propagation, we use a loss model which
is formed by four different models as follows: Path loss,
Multipath, Penetration and Shadowing [27].
•

Path loss: P L = 128.1 + 37.6 × log(d), with d is the
distance between the UE and the eNB in km;

•

Multipath: Jakes model;

•

Penetration loss: 10 dB;

•

Shadowing: Log-normal distribution with mean 0 dB
and standard deviation of 8 dB.

2) Simulation parameters: In this study, we investigate
and evaluate the performance of M-LWDF and the proposed
schedulers in LTE downlink direction. The reason of this
choice is that in [11], we proposed the metric for non-VoIP
users using the metric of M-LWDF scheduler. The simulation
process is performed in a single cell with interference, the
number of users is in range of 10..50. UEs move randomly
with a speed of 30 km/h. In the proposed simulation scenario,
we consider each user using a VoIP, a Video, and a INFBUF flow. This means the proposed scheduler is evaluated
in a heterogeneous LTE network with mobility. For assessing
the performance of the system, we use LTE-Sim [12] software.
This is a open source framework for researchers and academic
community. The basic parameters used in the simulation are
represented in the Table V.
TABLE V: Basic parameters for simulating
Simulation Parameters
Simulation duration
Frame structure
Cell radius
Bandwidth
Video bit-rate
AMR-WB bit-rates
User speed
Number of users
Maximum delay
MQS
Maximum VoIP packet drop rate
Minimum VoIP packet drop rate
Traffic model
Packet Schedulers

Values
100 s
FDD
1 km
10 MHz
242 kbps
6.6, 8.85, 12.65 kbps
30 km/h
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 UEs
0.1 s
105 bytes
5%
2%
VoIP, Video, and INF-BUF
M-LWDF, WE-MQS, and WE-MQS-VoIP Priority

Fig. 4: Delay vs number of VoIP user

2) Packet Loss Rate: PLR represents the failure of one
or more packets which are not transmitted successfully to
destination. Figure 5 represents the PLR of VoLTE traffic.
Normally, the PLR increase when the NU increases. In this
study, we assess the system performance in a heterogeneous
LTE network with mobility. The results on Figure 5 are quite
special, specifically for the normal mode, the PLR decreases
when the NU increases. This may be due to the not stable in a
real system. In general, the priority mode has the lowest PLR
in comparison with two remaining others except when the NU
equals 30.
For the delay and PLR, it can be concluded that the priority
mode is very suitable for VoIP service because it has the best
performance.

B. Performance evaluation
For assessing the performance of the proposed scheduler,
we compare it to the M-LWDF scheduler, and to the scheduler
proposed in [11] (called WE-MQS scheduler or normal mode).
We assess the performance in terms of delay, PLR, cell
throughput, FI and SE. The analysis of the simulation results
are represented in the following subsection.
1) Delay: End-to-end delay is the duration required for a
packet to be transmitted from source to destination. Figure
4 illustrates the delay of VoIP flow. Such as shown on this
figure, the priority mode of the proposed scheduler has the
lowest delay when compared to the normal mode and the
M-LWDF scheduler. Both modes of the proposed scheduler
slightly increase when the NU increase while the M-LWDF
heavily increases. In can be said that, when the VoIP priority
mode is integrated, the delay decreases significantly.

Fig. 5: Packet loss rate vs number of VoIP user
3) Cell throughput: Throughput is a measurement of how
many units of information a system can process in a given
amount of time. As shown on Figure 6, for the VoIP flow, the
cell throughput of all the schedulers increases when the NU
565 | P a g e
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increases. The priority mode has the best throughput when the
NU in range of 10..30 and slightly reduces when the NU is
more than 30, 40 when compared to the M-LWDF and to the
normal mode, respectively.

has the higher SE in comparison with the VoIP priority mode.
However, this increase is not very significant.

Fig. 8: Spectral efficiency vs number of VoIP user
Fig. 6: Throughput vs number of VoIP user
4) Fairness index: FI is a main demand that is used to
guarantee a minimum performance to the edge-cell users.
For the VoIP flow as shown on Figure 7, the FIs of all
schedulers are not stable when the NU increases. Normally,
the FI decreases when the NU increases. The VoIP priority
mode has the best FI when the NU is less than 30 and has
the loewest FI when the NU is more than 30. However, the
difference is not significant. The normal mode is always of the
middle of two others.

Fig. 7: Fairness Index vs number of VoIP user
5) Spectral efficiency: SE expresses successful usage of
radio resources. It is a major principle of the scheduler. SE
aims at performance measurements for entire cell. As shown
in the Figure 8, the normal mode almost has the lowest SE for
all of the NU while the VoIP priority mode has the same SE
when compared to the L-MWDF scheduler when the NU is less
than 40. When the NU is more than 40, the M-LWDF scheduler

V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a new Channel-, QoS- and QoEAware scheduling scheme with the integration of the VoIP
priority mode for voice users in the LTE downlink direction.
The main idea in the proposed scheduler is the consideration
of user perception (via the MOS score) and the MQS factors
into the metric in the proposed scheduler and the presence of
VoIP priority mode for VoIP packets. The metric is based on
the MOS score, the remaining queue size, the fixed maximum
time, and the channel quality. The simulation results show
that the proposed scheduler meets QoS requirements for voice
services. In addition, it outperforms the M-LWDF scheduler
and the normal mode for delay and PLR. With the integration
of the VoIP priority mode, the proposed scheduler is enabled,
thus, it has the lowest delay and PLR. For the throughput, FI,
and SE, in general, it nearly has the same performance when
compared to the M-LWDF scheduler. The advantage of the
proposed scheduler is that it takes the user satisfaction and
the remaining queue size into account and the presence of
the VoIP priority mode, thus, it enables the priority for VoIP
packets than other traffics. In addition, the proposed scheduler
integrates the AMR-WB codec which is mandatory for VoLTE.
This overcomes the limitation of the LTE-Sim that it supports
only G.729 codec for VoIP application.
It can be said that when considering the MOS and the
MQS as factors for the metric in the proposed scheduler
and the integration of the VoIP priority mode, the system
performance has been improved significantly. Through all
simulation results, it can be said that the proposed scheduler
has the best performance for VoIP users. Therefore, it is can be
said that the proposed scheduler is very suitable and efficient
for voice services in the LTE downlink direction. For the future
work, we will build a framework to measure voice quality for
the proposed scheduler.
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Abstract—Spams are becoming a serious threat for the users
of online social networks especially for the ones like of twitter.
twitter’s structural features make it more volatile to spam attacks.
In this paper, we propose a spam detection approach for twitter
based on sentimental features. We perform our experiments on a
data collection of 29K tweets with 1K tweets for 29 trending topics
of 2012 on twitter. We evaluate the usefulness of our approach by
using five classifiers i.e. BayesNet, Naive Bayes, Random Forest,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and J48. Naive Bayes, Random
Forest, J48 and SVM spam detections performance improved with
our all proposed features combination. The results demonstrate
that proposed features provide better classification accuracy when
combined with content and user-oriented features.
Keywords—sentiment analysis; spam detection; twitter

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Spam is a real threat to usefulness of the web. Spammers
mask their content as useful or relevant content and hence is
delivered to the user. The legitimate users consume this spam
data considering it relevant to their information needs. Clay
Shirky [2] remarked that a communication channel isnt worth
its salt until the spammers descend.
Spams are not easy to stop. For several years, email services like Gmail, Microsoft and others have been successfully
detecting spam emails but still spam emails are in circle
on the web. These services have been reporting that email
spamming has been up to 90 to 95 percent of the total email
exchanges [3], [4], [5]. Even after successful detection of
spams, companies are unable to stop spammers which ensures
about the economical benefits spammers get when they trap
a user clicking on a spam link. The severity of the threat
posed by spamming has increased with the emergence of
online social networks and twitter is one of the most popular
online social network which has been highly affected by
spam. twitter spamming is more threatening because its more
targeted towards the trending topics of the twitter and hence bit
easier to get penetrated especially because of hash-tag operator.
Another fact that makes twitter a rather easier and fruitful
target for spammers is its variety of audience. twitter users
span across all sectors of life i.e. it can be the teachers or
students, celebrities or politicians, marketers or customers or
even general public. They belong to all age groups but most

widely age group that uses twitter is between 55 to 64 years.
There are about 60% users that access twitter from their cell
phones 1 . twitter has 288 million monthly active members
that make it widely growing social networking site. There are
around 400 million tweets posted on daily bases, the average
posts on twitter is 208 tweets per users account.
Due to this continuous distribution of information, a user
faces many problems with search results that shares recurring
and irrelevant information. This also can be very worrying at
the times since a user has to scroll through the all information
in direction to get an overall view of topic. Spam detection on
the twitter network is difficult due to the noticeable usage of
URLs, abbreviations, informal language and modern language
concepts [6]. Old-style methods of detecting spam information
fall short here. To date, study has been available on many
techniques for detecting spams on twitter and blogs by using
different features. After knowing the existing importance of
spams on twitter, we take inspiration or motivation from
this user need and decided to design and develop improved
techniques to detect spams on twitter.
In this paper, we propose a spam detection approach for
detecting spam tweets. This approach is based on sentimental
features of a tweet. The idea is to exploit the philosophy that
spammer use to force a user to click on a particular link. They
definitly seek help of some motivational words (like ’the best
web site’, ’excellent service’, etc) to make people believe in a
certain tweet (examples of some spam tweets given in the table
I. Results show that this exploitation of sentimental features
proves fruitful.
TABLE I: Some Spam Tweet Examples
you’ll laugh when you see this pic of you... tinyurl.coX/blah
you look like you lost weight in this video.. t.cX/blah
Was this blog you posted really necessary? tniX.biz/ad08 some kind of joke?
viagra,cialis,soma,tramadol and more. no prescription. ti.co/blah
Gain over 1,000 followers a week by using: ti.co/blah
wow this really works! i found out who stalks me :P go to 0rX.com/blah

The rest part of the paper is organized as the following
1 http://blog.digitalinsights.in/social-media-facts-and-statistics2013/0560387.html twitters Facts 2013
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sections. In section II, we highlight some of the previous
works done while in section III, we discuss proposed features.
In Section IV-A, we describe the data collection used for
experimentation. In Section IV, we describe our experimental
results and comparisons of different features combinations and
the conclusion is described in Section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we describe several work related to spam
detection on twitter. As discussed above that spamming on
twitter is different in technique and in nature as compared to
other web spams like email spam. Sarita Yardi et al discussed
this in a very detailed way in their work [8]. They describe
that motivating question for spammers while spamming twitter
is that in which way to target and when to target the user. And
also what trending topics the spammers should to target and
how long they can continue their activities with spamming
techniques. Being more practical, Gianluca Stringhini et al
[6] explore how the spam has entered in social network sites.
They use Random Forest algorithm as a classifier with Weka
framework by using features like FF ratio (first feature that
compares friend requests that a user sent to the number of
friends she has), URL ratio, Message Similarity, Friend Choice
and Friend Number. They study how spammers operate to
target the social network sites. M. Chuah and M. McCord in [9]
discuss some content and user based features as these features
are not similar among legal users and spammers.
Zi Chu et al in [10] described that previously all spam
detection methods check only individual messages or account
for the existence of spam. They focused on the detection of
spam campaigns that supervise multiple accounts to spread
spam on the twitter network. Alex Hai Wang in [11] proposed a
graph model called directed graph model to discover the friend
and follower relationship on twitter network. By using Nave
Bayesian classifier graph based and content based features
are suggested for the detection of spam tweets. In graph
based features three features are used namely friends, followers
and the reputation of a user is calculated for discovering
spam. In content based features duplicate tweets, HTTP links,
replies and mentions and trending topics computed for spam
detection. In [13], Nikita Spirin studies URLs shared by users
on twitter and the estimation of spam for those users who
share these links in the network and utilize the information
to web spam detection algorithms by proposing a new set of
URL derived features for a twitter user representation. Also
propose a solution for construction of automatic dataset by
analyzing URLs shared by non-spam users in social media for
the problem of web spam detection.
In [14] another approach is discussed for spam detection
in twitter network. They study the propagation of spam in
the network. And they want to find out whether there is a
pattern that spammers used for spam proliferation through the
network and to determine whether the accounts are either been
compromised or overtaken by spammers or certain accounts
are purely created for spam activities in the network. They
examine the characteristics of the graph of spam tweets and run
Trust Rank technique on the collected data. In [15] introduced
features for spam tweets detection without earlier statistics of
the user and use statistical presentation for the analysis purpose
of language to identify spam in twitter topics.

Jonghyuk.S et al in [16] discussed that previously spam
detection schemes were based on the features of account information like age of the account, ratio of URLs in tweet and the
content similarity of tweet. These features can easily be used
by the spammers for spam proliferation activities. They introduced connectivity and distance features (of relation features)
for spam detection in twitter which detects spam messages by
using connectivity and distance features (of relation features)
among the sender of the message and the receiver of the
message for checking the spam in the message which is being
in progress. Their proposed distance and connectivity features
are problematic to operate upon by the spammers and these
(relation) features can easily be composed rapidly. Fabricio
Benevenuto et al in [12] discussed the problem of detection of
spammers in the twitter network as a replacement for spam
tweets. The author use social behavior and content based
characteristics for the detection of spammers in the twitter
network. In [17] spam identification approach is proposed and
evaluated for twitter trending topics. Two components of this
methodology are detection of timestamp gap among the two
consecutive tweets of a user and recognizing the tweet content
resemblance amongst the tweets posted by the user.
III.

S ENTIMENTAL AND C ONTENT-BASED F EATURES

We propose sentimental features (combined with content
and user based features) as part of our spam detection approach
for twitter. All proposed features are described in table ?? in
detail.
TABLE II: Features and their Descriptions
Feature
Negative Words Count

Negative Words Ratio

Negative Score
Positive Words Count

Positive Words Ratio

Description
Total negative words in a tweet.
Negative score computed through
SentiWordNet3.0 [18]. It is the sentimental feature.
It is calculated on the bases of all
negative words in a tweet converted
in to ratio using equation
Negative
words
Ratio=
T otalN egativeW ords
×
100
T weetLength
Negative Score values are calculated on the bases of sum of all
negative words scores of a tweet.
Positive Words Count values are
calculated on the bases of all positive words in the tweet computed
through SentiWordNet3.0 [18]. it is
also the sentimental feature.
Positive Words Ratio value is calculated on the bases of all positive
words in a tweet converted in to
ratio. Values are calculated on the
bases of following formula:
Positive
words
Ratio=
T otalP ositiveW ords
×
100
T weetLength
Continued on next column
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Feature

Continued from previous column
Description

Positive Score
Subjectivity Score

Adjectives

Verbs

Adverbs

Smiles ,
High Smiles (;))

Sad Faces /
Deep Sad Faces
Hashtags Percent

Continued from previous column
Feature
Description

Positive Score values are calculated
on the bases of sum of all positive
words scores of a tweet.
Subjectivity Score values are calculated from the tweet on the bases
of following formula: Subjectivity
Score = Positive Score - Negative
Score
This value is calculated on the
bases of all adjectives in a tweet
with a sentimental value greater
than a fixed threshhold. Adjectives
are extracted from a Tweet using
Part-of-Speech Tagging. It is also
a sentimental feature.
This value is calculated on the
bases of all verbs used in a tweet
with a sentimental value greater
than a fixed threshhold. Verbs are
extracted from Tweet on bases of
Part-of-Speech Tagging. It is also
a sentimental feature.
This value is calculated on the
bases of all adverbs used in a tweet
with a sentimental value greater
than a fixed threshhold. Adverbs
are extracted from Tweet on bases
of Part-of-Speech Tagging. It is
also a sentimental feature.
Smiles values are calculated on the
base of all smiles ,used in a tweet.
It is the emotional sentimental feature.
High Smiles values are calculated
on the base of all smiles (;)) used in
a tweet; High Smiles are extracted
from tweet on bases of emotional
sentiments (;)); it is also the emotional sentimental feature.
This is calculated on the base of
all sad faces /used in a tweet. It
is emotional sentimental feature.
This value is calculated on the base
of all ;( used in the tweet text. It is
also emotional sentimental feature.
Hashtags percent values are calculated on base list of all Hashtags included in a tweet converted
in to percentage. Values are calculated on the bases of following
formula: Hashtags Percent= (Total
Hashtags)/(Tweet Length) X 100
Continued on next column

URLs Percent

Users Mention

URLs percent values are calculated
on the bases of all URLs included
in a tweet converted in to percentage. Values are calculated on the
bases of following formula: URLs
otalU RLs
Percent= TTweetLength
× 100
It is calculated on the bases of
all usernames (@username) mentioned in the tweet text; and converted in percentage. Values are
calculated on the bases of following formula:
Users
Mention
Percent=
T otalU sersM ention
×
100
T weetLength
Concluded

IV.

E XPERIMENTS AND E VALUATIONS

A. Data Collection
We downloaded tweets for 29 the most trending topics of
twitter for year 2012 using APIs provided by twitter. After
basic pre-processing, we are left with 29K (1K for each topic)
tweets. Manual annotation of these tweets was done with spam
or not-spam labels using two annotators A and B. Kappa score
[7] for this annotation was found satisfactory (0.82) to proceed
with the experiments. We decide to use standard metrics for
measuring the usefulness of our approach and hence precision,
recall, and F-measure are used.
B. Features Performance Comparison
Here we will discuss our proposed features spam detections
performance by using five selected classifiers (SVM, Random
Forest, Naive Bayes, Bays Network and J48). We have compared the performance of different features by making different
combinations, We have discussing just one combination ”all
proposed features with baseline features combination” , its
performance are given in Table III.
C. All Features and Baseline Features Comparisons
TABLE III: All Features and Baseline Features Accuracy
Classifiers

Baseline Accuracy (%age)

All
Features
(%age)

Improvement
(%age)

BayesNet

90.60

89.76

-0.84

NaiveBayes

14.13

25.30

11.17

Random Forest

91.81

92.29

0.48

J48

91.87

92.34

0.47

LibSVM

91.27

91.41

0.13
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Table III shows the accuracy of all features with baseline
features by using 10 folds cross validation while figure 1 shows
the graphical representation of the information represented in
table III. As we have seen in table III result and 1, Naive Bayes
spam detections performance improved with our proposed features. Naive Bayes accuracy with baseline features is 14.13%,
result improved a lot with our proposed features combination
with baseline features to 25.30% (i.e. 11.18% improvement).
We have also got good improvement in Random Forest and J48
classifiers. Random Forest with baseline accuracy is 91.81%
is improved with all proposed features to 92.29% with gives
0.48% improvements in accuracy while J48 has given 0.47%
improvement. SVM has also shown some improvements in
spam detection performance (0.14%).
We repeated the experiments using 70% training dataset
fetched by using ”Remove Percentage Weka”2 unsupervised
filter by setting percentage property to 70% (contain 20141
spam and non-spam tweets) and testing datasets (contain 6042
spam and non-spam tweets) is fetched by setting the ”invert
selection” properties to false.

Fig. 2: All Proposed and Baseline Features Accuracy with 70%
Training and Testing Datasets
Features Combination with Baseline Features Comparisons
Table V shows the accuracy of all combination of features with
baseline features by 10 folds using cross validation in percentage values while figure 3 shows its graphical representation.

Fig. 1: All Features and Baseline Features Accuracy
Table IV displays results of these experiments while figure
2 shows the graphical representation of all and Baseline
Features Accuracy with 70% Training and Testing Datasets
(IV).
TABLE IV: All and Baseline Features Accuracy with 70%
Training and Testing Datasets
Classifiers
BayesNet
NaiveBayes
Random Forest
J48
LibSVM

Baseline Accuracy (%age)
92.15
16.56
91.61
92.3540
93.37

All
Features
(%age)
91.65
26.68
92.41
92.20
93.35

Improvement
(%age)
-0.50
10.12
0.80
-0.15
-0.02

As we have seen in Figure 2, Naive Bayes and Random
Forest spam detections performance improved with our proposed features with 70% training and testing datasets. Naive
Bayes accuracy improve further as compare to the previous experiments of 10 fold cross validation (i.e. 25.30% vs 26.68%).
Random Forest has also shown some improvements in spam
detection performance (0.80%).
2 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/Weka3

Fig. 3: All Combination with Baseline Features Accuracy
TABLE V: All Combination with Baseline Features Accuracy
ClassifiersBaseline Senti
Accuracy
BayesNet 90.60
90.15

Senti+POSSenti+Emoticons
POS

POS+Emoticons
Emotions All
Combined

89.76

90.15

90.37

90.37

90.60

89.76

NaiveBayes
14.13

23.84

25.30

23.84

22.16

22.17

14.13

25.30

Random 91.81
Forest
J48
91.87

91.87

92.39

91.90

92.48

92.35

91.71

92.29

92.05

92.36

92.05

92.46

92.46

91.87

92.34

LibSVM 91.27

91.38

91.40

91.41

91.37

91.40

91.32

91.41

As described in the table and figure, for Naive Bayes
classifier we have got good improvement in all combinations
but the best combination stands ”All Combined” while Random Forest gets improvement in ”POS sentimental features”
combination. With J48 and SVM as we seen we are getting
good performance in all features combinations.
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At the end, figure 4 shows the percentage accuracy improvement of all combination of features as compared with
baseline features by using 10 folds cross validation. The values
are calculated by using following formula: Value = Features
Combination Accuracy Baseline Features Accuracy

classifiers like SVM (it shows some improvements in spam
detections as compared with content and user based baseline
features) and BayesNet. Naive Bayes, Random Forest, J48
and SVM spam detections performance improved with our
all proposed features combination. Naive Bayes accuracy with
baseline features is 14.1313%, results improved a lot with
our proposed features combination with baseline features to
25.3084% and it gives 11.18% performance improvement in
spams detections. Random Forest baseline accuracy is 91.8118
% is also improved to 92.2914% which given 0.48% improvement. J48 baseline features accuracy is 91.8778% is improved
to 92.3435% which gives 0.47% improvement. SVM baseline
features accuracy is 91.2765% with combination to our all
proposed features improved to 91.4156% which gives 0.14%
performance improvement. By using Naive Bayes, J48 and
Random Forest classifier, our suggested features can achieve
93% precision and 95% F-measure. We are leaving future work
for now to evaluate our spam detection scheme using larger
twitter dataset as well as other online social networking sites
like Facebook.

Fig. 4: Combinations Percentage Improvement Compared with
Baseline Accuracy
As we have seen in figure 4, Naive Bayes shows good
performance as compared with baseline features accuracy.
It gained 11.18% improvement as compared with baseline
features in all combinations; and with proposed (Sentimental),
content and users based features. In Random Forest we have
got good percentage performance in Sentimental score and
POS features combination with baseline features, its improving 0.59% in spam detection performance with all features
combination its just 0.47% performance improvement. In J48
as we have seen its performance improves in POS, POS
and emotions combinations with baseline features both have
0.59% improvement with all features combination its just
0.47% performance improvement. SVM also have showing
little bit improvement in spam detection accuracy performance
its best improvement coming in combination of all proposed
features with baseline features gaining 0.14% performance
better then as compared with baseline features accuracy. Sentimental score and emotions features combination also have
same performance output 0.14%. BayesNet have lost spam
detection performance in almost all combinations
V.
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Abstract—Searching for a missing person is not an easy task to
accomplish,so over the years search methods have been developed,
the problem is that the methods currently available have certain
limitations and these limitations are reflected in time location.
Time location in a person search is a very important factor that
rescuers cannot afford to waste because the missing person is
exposed to great dangers. In people search the vision system of
the human being plays a very important role. The human visual
system has the ability to detect and identify objects such as trees,
walls, people among others besides to estimate the distance to
them, this gives the human being the possibility of moving in
their environment. With the development of artificial intelligence
primarily to computer vision it is possible to model the human
visual perception and generate computer software needed to
simulate these capabilities. Using computer vision is expected
to search for any missing person designing and implementing
algorithms in order to an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle perform this
task, also thanks to the speed of this is expected to reduce the time
location. By using of a Unmanned Aerial Vehicle is not intended
to replace the human being in the difficult task of searching and
rescuing people but rather is intended to serve as a support tool
in performing this difficult task.

•

Designate a coordinator at the crash site (CLS / SMC).

•

The staff mentioned above must be bilingual to better
develop their activities.

Another common way to seek a missing people is employment of Search dogs, Figure 1. These kind of dogs have
been the best search tools for SAR teams (search and rescue)
because all dogs have highly developed senses of smell and
hearing but not just any dog is useful for this activity because
the dog has to be agile, fast and resist difficulties of the work
done. Bloodhound breed is preferred for this activity. The
search and rescue dogs are classified into two main groups,
tracking dogs and air scent dogs, according to the task they
was assigned.

Keywords—Computer Vision, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Search
And Rescue System, Human Visual System, and Quadricopter

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Search dogs.

The search and rescue brigades aim to make relief actions
immediately and adequate personnel who need the form, in the
presence of an emergency. Brigade search and rescue identify
and analyze the risk in their workplace also set functions for
each of the members of the brigade in an emergency, search
operations are always made by hunt groups of two or more
brigadiers with the right equipment.
This Search And Rescue (SAR) system consists of individual elements that must work together to provide a global
service[1]. The primary components are:
•

A rescue coordination center to organize SAR services

•

Communication within Regions Search and Rescue
(RSR / SRR) and the outer SAR service.

•

One or more sub-centers coordinators.

•

SAR media including search and rescue units (USR /
RSU) staffed with qualified personnel and specialized
equipment.

In addition to the search dogs today has made use of UAVs
for performing search and rescue. These vehicles have the
quality to cover large areas in a short time and vertical take
off and landing , so they can be kept at a fixed point in the
air.
II.

V ERTICAL TAKEOFF AND L ANDING V EHICLES

A quadricopter is an air vehicle propelled by four rotors,
capable of taking off and landing vertically[2]. The quadricopters significantly reduced their size and weight, since the
French aviation pioneer Etienne Oehmichen proved that it was
possible the construction of theoretical helicopter with making
Quadricopter Oehmichen No.2 in 1922, Figure 2. In the same
year the American George Bothezat built a cuadrirrotor device
but without lifting more than 5 meters above the ground, the
interest in these systems was suspended for a while.
It was not until mid-twentieth century when interest in the
quadricopters reemerged with projects financed by the United
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Figure 2: Quadricopter Oehmichen No.2 (1922).
States Navy, which sought the Flying Jeep as a means of air
transport for troops in war zones, Figure3.

missions in hostile environments or under adverse weather
conditions without compromising the physical integrity of the
pilot[3]. Nowadays, Searching and Rescue CENTUM company
dedicated to developing engineering projects and specialty
technology products, developed an unmanned vehicle with a
search system in emergency situations. On the other hand,
ACRE Surveying Solutions Company which is one of the
main Spanish companies of topography services, leader in
rental and sale of measuring instruments offers a service
called thermography with UAVs for people search and rescue.
Companies North Guardian UAV Services Canada and North
Chile Guardian UAV Services offer real-time video and highresolution aerial images. The UAVs are a great alternative to
expensive flights with airplanes or helicopters for surveillance
and rescue, they provide images for aerial photography, exploration, disaster and many other uses. Meanwhile in Mexico
SkyBotica use a group of UAVs to serve in the searching work
and air rescue of missing people, as well as damage assessment
and mapping of natural disasters, which makes Morelos in the
first bank to use the technology for this purpose. Equipping
a UAV with a vision system facilitates the search and rescue
of missing people and thanks to computer vision is possible
to create computer algorithms that automatically carry out this
task with great precision.
III.

T HEORETICAL F RAMEWORK

A. Human Visual System

Curtiss-Wright VZ-7 showed good maneuverability and
ease of handling. The company Curtiss Wright delivered two
of them in mid-1958 for testing. The aircraft performance
was satisfactory, rose to 60 meters above ground level and
moved to 51 km/h, but did not meet the standards of the
navy and was returned to the manufacturer in 1960. That same
year, Curtiss-Wright delivered another prototype X-19 aircraft.
It flew for the first time in November 1963 and in August
1965 it collapsed, prompting the cancellation of the project.
In 1956, another of these developments is the flight of the
Convertawings quadricopter Model A, the control mechanism
is much simpler compared to its predecessors, based on a
differential device that balances the changes in the driving
force of each rotor.

The eye receives light stimuli from the environment. Light
passes through the cornea and reaches the pupil, the pupil
contracts or expands depending on the intensity of light, if this
is intense pupil contracts (miosis), if the light is dim, the pupil
dilates (mydriasis), Figure 5. The Iris constriction is involuntary and is controlled automatically by the parasympathetic
nervous system, the expansion is also involuntary, but depends
on the sympathetic nervous system[4]. The retina contains cells
called rods and cones, these sensory cells react differently
to light colors and shape. The cones are concentrated in the
center of the retina, while the rods are more abundant in the
periphery thereof. Each cone is individually connected to the
visual center of the brain, which in practice allow to distinguish
two points of light separated by just a millimeter at a distance
of 10 meters. Each human eye has 7 million cones and 125
million rods.

Figure 4: Convertawings quadricopter Model A.

Figure 5: Physiology of Human Visual System.

The term UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) is common
in the 90s to describe robotic aircraft and replaced the term
Remotely Piloted aerial Vehicle (RPV). The interest in UAVs
systems woke because a pilot aboard the aircraft is not
required, allowing the use of smaller aircraft, with lower
power requirements. These systems can perform dangerous

Also, we want to define as Stereoscopic vision the physical
and psychological faculty that human beings possess, which
allows to view three-dimensional objects that are contemplated
by binocular vision. On each of the retinas of both eyes, an
image perspective of the same object is formed, which differ
due to the different position of the views, producing the relief

Figure 3: Flying Jeep, United States Navy.
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effect. The distance between these two points of view, that is,
the separation between the receptor organs of the human being,
has an average value of 65 mm and is called interpupillary
distance.
B. Digital cameras
Currently digital cameras are used to develop computer
vision, because they have the properties of a digital information source: as signal to noise ratio constant and known,
as well as an advanced technological infrastructure[5]. The
cameras capture videos that translate into frames or pictures.
A photograph serves to observe the environment and analyze
it through a computer program. In a way that it can decide
to perform movements to avoid obstacles, move objects, build
maps, recognize objects, and others.
Figure 7: Visual Illusion.

and despite its natural beauty, the neural network were in
disuse, although later research showed that this was largely
unjustified.
Figure 6: Digital Camera.
To learn how to work with images from a digital camera is
necessary to know the technique used in digital photographs.
This process is performed by a device called CCD (ChargeCoupled Device, device interconnected electric charges). The
CCD is an integrated circuit that contains a number of capacitors coupled in a matrix form. These capacitors are light
sensors of a certain frequency: the frequencies of red, green
and blue which are the scheme named RGB. The CCD is
composed of a matrix of a number of N xM light sensors
that translate light energy into movement of electrons to cause
an electric current energy.
The array of sensors is connected to a signal conditioner
circuit and then to a integrated circuit that sample the signals
sent by each light sensor of CCD from time to time T and
then store the information in a temporary memory. Finally the
memory information is sent to the software that will handle
save, view or edit the captured image.
C. Computer vision
Computer vision is a branch of artificial intelligence that
aims to mathematically model the processes of visual perception in living and generate computer programs that allow to
simulate these visual capabilities, Figure 7.
The first attempt to solve the problems of computer vision
was made by Seymour Paper in 1966. The computer vision is
more complicated than most people might think. This is not
the translation of lights, colors and nuances in pixels, is the
translation of the pixels in abstract mathematical concepts.
Frank Rosenblatt in 1958 introduced their new algorithm,
the perceptron, which is a form of a neural network[6].
Rosenblatt proved his Perceptron in the automatic classification
of images. Although in research experiments, the algorithm
seemed to be successful enough, it failed in field tests. Soon,

After this early catastrophe, which stagnated scientific
progress in artificial intelligence and computer vision, researchers focused mainly on solving image processing problem
.The Image processing consist in pixel-level operations. Later
in the 90s neural networks appeared again under the name
of convolutional neural network. Despite its success, neural
networks were still unable to perform the toughest tasks
with three-dimensional objects in images without restrictions.
Again, they were not favored by the community of computer
vision. In the decade of the 90 and 00 was the true birth of
modern computer vision. A sudden plethora of methods were
proposed for dealing problems of computer vision generic
stalwarts, such as object classification, object detection and
segmentation, face recognition, etc. After the golden age,
computer vision reached today, where it can finally begin
to fulfill its prehistoric promises. Today, the modern version
based on neural networks, deep learning, have the capability
to classify the content of an image in a very precise way.
One of the modern computer vision approaches is the
Viola-Jones algorithm [7]. This algorithm has a low cost in
hardware, and consists of two main parts: cascade classifier,
which ensures rapid discrimination and a trainer based on
Adaboost classifiers. Viola Jones has a probability of 99.9%
true positive and false positive probability of 3.33%, and in
contrast to other algorithms used in methods of invariant characters,it process only the information present in a grayscale
image. It does not use directly the image but instead uses
a representation of the image called integral imaging. To
determine whether a face is found in a image, the algorithm
divides the integral image into subregions of different sizes
and uses a series of classifiers (classifiers cascade), each with
a set of visual features. In each classifier it determines whether
the sub-region is a face or not. Using this algorithm saves
considerable time because will not be processed subregions of
the image that is not known with certainty that contain a face
and only invest time in those subregions which may contain a
face[8].
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transmisor-receiver. Since certain circuit elements
are used for both transmission and reception,
the comunicaton that provides the transceiver can
only be half-duplex, which means that signals can
be sent in both directions, but not simultaneously.
Microcontroller:
A microcontroller is a digital integrated circuit
that can be used for very different purposes due
to is programmable. It consists of a central processing unit (CPU), memories (ROM and RAM),
input lines and output (peripherals), a microcontroller has the same basic function blocks of a
computer. A microcontroller can be used for many
applications, some of them are: management of
sensors, controllers, games, calculators, sequencer
lights, electronic locks, motors control. To use a
microcontroller, its functions must be specified by
software with programs which indicate the actions
that the microcontroller must perform.

Figure 8: Algorithm Viola and Jones.
D. Principle of operation of Tetramotor
A four-engined is a six degrees of freedom system (x,
y, z, pitch, roll and yaw), multivariable and tightly coupled.
The main forces and moments acting on a four-engined are
produced by their rotors, Figure 9. Two pairs of motors
rotate in opposite directions to balance the total torque of the
system[9].

IV.

WHITE − DONKEY: U NMANNED A ERIAL V EHICLE

A. General Algorithm

Figure 10: General Algorithm.

Figure 9: Principle of operation of Tetramotor.
Brushless motor:
A brushless electric motor (brushless) is an electric motor which does not use brushes to make
the change of polarity in the rotor[10]. Brushless
motors consist of a moving part which is the
rotor, where the permanent magnets and a fixed
part called the stator or casing. To make work a
brushless motor is necessary to use an electronic
speed control (ESC). An electronic speed control
(electronic speed control or ESC) is an electronic
circuit whose function is to vary the speed of an
electric motor, direction and possibly to act as a
dynamic brake. The ESC’s are commonly used
in motors electrically operated by radio control,
with the variety most commonly used for brushless motors, providing a three-phase low voltage
source electronically generated. An ESC may be
a separate unit that plugs into the acceleration
control channel in the receiver or may already be
incorporated in this.
Transceiver:
A transceiver is a device that has a transmitter and
a receiver that share parts of its own circuit. When
the transmitter and receiver do not have common
parts of the electronic circuit, it is known as

The proposal of this work comprehend 3 main stages,
Figure 10:
1) Camera system, and Algorithm 1.
2) Processing, Algorithm 2.
3) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 1: Camera system
Input: Command, Movement
Output: IL , IR
1 Receive a command to take the picture.
2 Take capture of the environment that depends on the
UAVs movement.
3 Delivery a left image and right image of the
environment.
B. Description
After studding the different methods for object detection
using techniques of computer vision and the principle of
operation of the main elements that make up the UAV, is made
the design and assembly of the vision system , the construction
and UAV‘s configuration, the design of algorithms to perform
image processing and design the algorithms for controlling
the UAV.
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Algorithm 2: Processing
Input: IL , IR
Output: Signals
1 Viola-Jons Algorithm is applied in IL in order to detect
people.
2 With the stereo pair images (IL , IR ) the disparity map
is calculated and stereoscopic vision is generated.
3 Telemetry is made Using stereoscopic vision in order to
calculate the distance to the person from the cameras.
4 Four signals are generated from the telemetry.
Algorithm 3: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Input: 4 Signals
Output: Movement
1 Each received signal controls a different UAV‘s
movement:
2 Pitch,
3 Roll,
4 Yaw, and
5 Rudder.

completed this tool returns an object with the parameters of
the stereoscopic system.

Figure 12: Calibration the vision system by means of the Zhang
method[11].
2) Stage processing: Once the vision system is ready, to
detect a person in an image the Viola-Jones algorithm is used
which is already implemented in the MatLab R2015.
3) Person and face Detection algorithm:

1) Capture stage: After checking the correct operation of
the transmission between the camera and the receiver using
Honestech VHS to DVD 3.0 SE software within MatLab
software environment, certain properties of the video object
are set according to our needs. Properties to set are as follows:
1) FramesPerTrigger.
2) ReturnedColorspace.
3) FrameGrabInterval.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Due to the video object always uses the same properties and
for not performing the same procedure each time that cameras
are used these settings are entered into a function called
configCam1 for the camera 1 and configCam2 for camera 2
. Stereoscopic vision system is made using the new modeling
and printing 3D technology in order to construct a base where
the two cameras will be set, with a distance of 10cm between
them, Figure 11.

7)

8)
9)

Start.
Set the camera 1
Open and configure the computers serial port
Take a picture of the environment and storage it in the
variable I
Define and configure the object detector using the bodyDetector constructor as input the variable I and name it
bboxBody.
Define and configure the object detector using the faceDetector constructor as input image the variable I and name
it bboxes.
If the content of bboxes or bboxBody is greater than
zero draw a rectangle on the image using the size and
coordinates of bboxes also draw a rectangle using the size
and coordinates of bboxBody.
If there is no content in bboxes or bboxBody send a
specific character from the computers serial port
End.

4) Algorithm to light a LED if a person is detected, it is
performed in the MSP430G2553 microcontroller:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Start.
Set inputs ports.
Set outputs ports.
Configure the serial communication.
If the UCA0RXBUF register of the MSP430G2553 microcontroller receives a specific character turn a LED on.
6) If the UCA0RXBUF register of the MSP430G2553 microcontroller receives a specific character turn the led off.
7) End.
Figure 11: Stereoscopic vision system.
Now it is necesary to calibrate the cameras that make up
the vision system, ie get the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of both cameras and stereo system parameters, Figure 12. To
calibrate the vision system the Zhang method is used[11], this
method is already implemented in the MatLab software, so to
use it simply is typed the cameraCalibrator command in the
MatLab command window,once the calibration procedure is

What follows now is to measure the distance to the detected
person, is proposed the following algorithm .
1) Start
2) Load the cameras parameters, camStereoParams
3) Take a picture with the right camera , storage it in
frameRigth
4) Take a picture with the left camera, storage it in frameLeft
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5) Rectify the stereo images frameLeft and frameRigth using
the object camStereoParams and storage the new images
in frameLeftRect and frameRightRect
6) Convert frameLeftRect and frameRightRect to grayscale
and storage them in frameLeftGray and frameRigthGray
7) Calculate the disparity map between frameLeftGray and
frameRigthGray
8) Reconstruct the 3D scene
9) Detect person and face in the frameRightGray image .
10) If a face or a person is detected, send a specific character
from the computer‘s serial port.
11) Find the centroid of the detected person.
12) Find the coordinates of the centroids in the 3D world.
13) Find the distance to the camera in meters.
14) If the distance is less than two meters send a specific
character from the computer‘s serial port.
15) If the distance is greater than two meters send a specific
character from the computer‘s serial port.
16) If a person is no detected send a specific character from
the computers serial port.
17) End.

which the cameras transmit, causing too much interference,
making impossible to detect persons in a frame. The solution
to this huge problem is to replace the receiver and the control
circuit, so a new control circuit is used instead in order to
deliver the same signals as the receiver delivers to the control
board.
Chanel
1
2
3
4
5

Function
Aileron
Elevator
Throttle
Ruder
Aux

TH
1.54 mS
1.54 mS
1.02 mS
1.54 mS
2 mS

TL
16.79 mS
16.79 mS
17.33 mS
16.79 mS
16.32 mS

Table I: Measured values of each channel that the receiver
delivers

From Figure 14, in Blue is the signal generated by the
receiver and in yellow is the signal generated by the Microcontroller.

5) Control Interface: Due to the complexity of design, the
time it takes to create an UAV from scratch and be able to
control it from a computer, it was decided to use the kk2.0
control board, Figure 13. This card is used in various aerial
vehicles, such as:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Tricopter
Quadcopter +
Quadcopter X
Hexcopter +
Hexcopter X
Octocopter +
Octocopter X
Aero 1S Aileron
Aero 2S Aileron
Flying Wing
Singlecopter 2M 2S
Singlecopter 1M 4S

Figure 14: Signal generated by the receiver and the Microcontroller, blue and yellow, respectively.
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design to generate the signals
that control the UAV‘s movements, Figure 15.

Figure 15: Printed Circuit Board of the UAV.

Figure 13: Control Interface.
The kk2.0 control board has an IMU of 6 degrees of
freedom that is quite sensitive, it is the MPU6050 which
consists of a gyroscope and an accelerometer, this card is
controlled with the HobbyKing hk-T6A receiver, the problem
of this receptor lies in frequency because it is the same in

6) User interface: For the use of people search software
be more user friendly, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
designed with the GUIDE tool that the MatLab software
provides. This GUIDE is composed of three main windows ,
the window 1 shows what records the right camera, the window
2 shows what records the left camera and in the window 3 the
person detection process is shown, in this window the face of
the detected person is shown, Figure 16.
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Figure 18: Measure the distance to the person from the
cameras.
Figure 16: WHITE − DONKEY: User interface.
D. Matlab GUIDE
From Figure 20, the GUIDE in initial conditions, shows
only in active state the serial port control and gives the option
to introduce an ID corresponding to the port to be used. When
the serial port is opened successfully, the button to power
the UAV is enabled, which enables communication with this,
besides the search start button is enabled too.
From Figure , in order to begin the searching the UAV
begins to take off vertically and subsequently to turn on its
own axis. In the central window of the GUIDE is shown
graphically whether or not there is a person, besides the search
panel indicates it verbatim.

(a)

Once the UAV found a person in the surroundings, it moves
toward it, if the distance to the person is less than 2m the UAV
stops for the security of the person found, otherwise the UAV is
in progress, Figure 22. Showing the face of the detected person
in the central window is made with the aim of the software
operator decides whether the face of the person found matches
any person reported as lost.
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Abstract—Predictive schemes are current standards of video
coding. Unfortunately they do not apply well for lightweight
devices such as mobile phones. The high encoding complexity
is the bottleneck of the Quality of Experience (QoE) of a video
conversation between mobile phones. A considerable amount of
research has been conducted towards tackling that bottleneck.
Most of the schemes use the so-called Wyner-Ziv Video Coding
Paradigm, with results still not comparable to those of predictive
coding. This paper shows a novel approach for Wyner-Ziv video
compression. It is based on the Reinforcement Learning and
Hadamard Transform. Our Scheme shows very promising results.
Keywords—Wyner-Ziv; video coding; rate distortion; Hadamard
transform; Deep learning; Expectation Maximization

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Video compression schemes such as MPEG4 and H.264 [1]
are the current state-of-art, where correlation between or
among frames are exploited at the encoder side. Such schemes
usually achieve high compression with a fairly low complexity
at the very expense of a high complexity encoder. Compression
schemes like MPEG4 or H.264 are suitable for scenarios where
the encoder has enough power computation, like video-ondemand servers.
Mobile phones are today the de facto device for communication. People want to do more and more with their
mobile phone. They want to be able to have a real-time video
communication experience comparable to that of computers.
Unfortunately, current video compression technologies [1]
barely permit it: encoder complexity is the bottleneck. Either
comparable frame rate can not be achieved or conversation
cannot last long because of battery is scarce. In either case
quality of experience will be dropped.
The video community is aware of that issue as a great deal
of research has been conducted since the emergence of camerabased mobile devices. The common insight toward tackle the
issue is the so-called Wyner-Ziv Video Coding (WZVC) or
Distributed video coding.
WZVC is the consequence of information-theoretic bounds
established in the 1970s. First by Slepian and Wolf for distributed lossless coding [2], and then Wyner and Ziv for lossy
coding with decoder side information [3].
Let {(Xk , Yk )}∞
k=1 be a sequence of independent drawing
of a pair of dependent variables (X, Y ) taking values in the
finite sets X and Y, respectively. The decoder has access to the
side information Y . Illustration is shown in figure 1. Wyner

and Ziv suggest that whether or not the side information Y
is available at the encoder, X can be compressed - to Z and
decoded to X̂ - at a rate RX|Y (D) where D = E[d(X, X̂)] is
an acceptable distortion.
In WZCV, unlike that of predictive coding paradigms (i.e.
H.264), individual frames are encoded separately but decoded
conditionally. According to [3], the compression effectiveness
of WZVC schemes should be comparable to that of predictive
coding. A typical WZVC setup is shown in figure 2 where
both terminals are lightweight modern mobile phone capable
of decoding MPEG4 frames for example. The corresponding
Wyner-Ziv decoder is thought to be powerful computer capable
of exploiting statistics between frames and output MPEG4
streams in real-time, using much more complex algorithms.
Most of the conducted studies in the area of WZCV
have been using binary codes. Major contributions come
from Standford University [4] and UC Berkeley [5]. Both
methods followed a common pattern; those methods were first
developed to perform in pixel domain and later in transform
domain (namely Discrete Cosine Transform). Those methods
suffered from three major drawbacks:
•

The overhead of working in binary domain - since
DCT pixels or alternatively transform coefficients have
to be converted back and forth from and to bit planes
during decoding process.

•

Rate control - All the pixels values, alternatively
transform coefficients need to be converted to binary
with the same amount of bits, making the rate control
difficult.

•

The decoding algorithms used - either generative or
discriminative - were somewhat too simplistic and did
not work well in practice.

We propose a new practical compression scheme, based on
Hadamard transform and reinforcement learning. In contrast to
previous works, our method deals with non-binary codes. The
encoding is relatively of low complexity with an inherent rate
control. We also show that our algorithm outperforms that of
the state of art [4] and [5] and really is comparable to predictive
coding schemes.
II.

L OW COMPLEXITY VIDEO ENCODING

The encoding challenge is to implement an encoder with
lower encoding complexity than that of predictive video coding
methods [1] and still achieve comparable codec effectiveness.
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Fig. 1.

Source coding with side information available at the decoder

Fig. 2.

Wyner-Ziv setup of video compression

A. Problem setup

C. The Hadamard Transform

Let Y and X be two consecutive video frames. X is to
be encoded without the knowledge of Y . The challenge is to
compress X at the bit rate R bit/pixel, where R = H(Y |X) =.
H(Y |X) is the entropy or the amount of information (in
bits) needed to represent the frame X conditioned on that
of Y . Usually, Y and X are highly correlated after motion
compensation [6], H(X|Y ) < H(X). In practice the challenge
is to encode X at a rate even lower than R < H(Y |X) leading to lossy compression - and still achieve reconstruction
with satisfying fidelity, as suggested by Ziv et al [3].

The Hadamard transform is an orthogonal transform that
has been used in numerous image coding applications [7], [8].
The transform matrix of dimension 2k for k ∈ N is given by
the following recursive formula


H(2k − 1) H(2k − 1)
k
H(2 ) =
H(2k − 1) −H(2k − 1)
and

B. The encoder



1 1
H(2) =
1 −1
III.

∗

Let Z be the compressed frame or Wyner-Ziv frame
from X. In our case, compression with compression ratio
n : m is achieved simply projecting the row version of
frame X ∈ R1×n onto the n : th first dimensions of the
orthogonal Hadamard vector basis G ∈ Rn×m , where
m < n. Z ∗ = X × G. The final stream is Z = [Z ∗ σ 2 ]
where σ 2 is the variance between the current frame X and the
previous frame X−1 . Its given by
σ2 =

N
X
n=0

X[n] − X−1 [n − 1]

(1)

D ECODING

A. Problem setup
The aim here is to reconstruct the encoded frame Z to X.
At time t, the decoder has knowledge of the incoming WynerZiv frame Z and previously decoded frame Y .
To be able to reconstruct X, Z has somehow to contain
enough information about Z, possibly together with Y ; that is
the case in predictive coding schemes, where Z carries information about Y , usually motion vectors (pixel configuration
for that matter) and Huffman or Arithmetic coded residuals
of the motion-compensated frames [1]. Since we do not really
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know the real pixel setup X we will be left to ”guessing” it out
of the pixel space Λ. Mathematically, the problem could be
formulated as follow: at a time t, the decoder observing Z and
Y , aims to find the ”best” pixel configuration X̂. . The term
”best” used here actually points out that X is unobserved.
This formation leaves us to a Maximum Likelihood problem
X̂ ← arg max P (X̂, Z, Y )

(2)

Λ

B. Maximum Likelihood
Decoding X by simply estimating doing X = Z × G−1 is
obviously not optimal, but it may be worth mentioning why at
this point of the study. As X grows in size, pixels in it decrease
in term of correlation. Consequently, the coefficients in Z
won’t explain X well. Estimating X become thus equivalent
to solving an under-determined system of equations - fewer
equations than unknowns.
To find the ”best” estimate of X we have to model
an optimal Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). That is,
designing the Maximum Likelihood estimator to ”capture” as
much decoding information in Y and Z as possible, that is
capable of estimating the following joint quantity
M LE(X̂) = P (X̂, Z, Y ; Θ)

•

the output of our Q-learning scheme - Q-values - is
two dimensional, as opposed to other schemes [11]
outputting one-dimensional.

•

An episode ends at either n iterations or p dB of
PSNR. Whichever comes first. For example n = 20
or p = 45.

•

The reward is delayed, i.e. until episode ends

Each column of the Q-values corresponds to the probability
distributions - that are assumed to be Gaussian - over the colocated pixels candidates of X; at every position X[i] in X,
we consider b2σc pixel candidates
Xj [i],

−σ ≤ j ≤ σ,

j∈Z

Each pixel candidate Xj [i] has an initial probability
Pij0 =

2
2
1
√ e−(j) /2σ
σ 2π

Our Q-learning design is illustrated in figure 3.

(3)

where Θ is the generative model. Hidden Markov Mode
(HMM)l [9] and Reinforcement Learning models (such as QLearnining) [10] are two good candidates for such problem.
But modelling such MLE problem could be rather complex if
applying either HMM or Q-learning due to the dimensionality
of the tuples. Fortunately Q-learning has a variant, using
function approximators and experience replay [11], that has
shown to deal well with high dimensions.
C. Q-learning
Q-learning is a deep learning technique. Generally spoken,
the learning model tries to learn the optimal so-called actionselection policy. We are given an agent, states S and a set of
actions per state A. At a time t, the agent receives a reward
rt by executing an action at being in state st . The goal of
the agent is to maximize its total reward by learning optimal
action for each state; that is the cumulative discounted longterm reward Q(a, s), starting from the current state. During
learning process, the Q(a, s) value is updated as follow
Qt+1 (at , st ) ← Qt (at , st )+


α rt+1 + λ arg max Qt (st+1 , a) − Q(st , at )

(4)

D. Maximum Likelihood through Experience Replay
Recall that the idea behind this whole Q-learning business
is to fit a likelihood function. We aim to find out how to capture
information out of the previously reconstructed frame, an
encoded stream (that is syndrome and mean-squared error) so
as decoding is as effective as possible. A Maximum Likelihood
function does permit us to estimate the (degree of) truthfulness
of a pixel combination - possibly with some measure of
confidence of interval.
Even though likelihood could be measured for every pixel
configuration of X in Λ estimating the best configuration
still remains intractable as X is of high dimension. We use
Expectation-Maximization (EM) [9] to estimate the Maximum Likelihood. In our setup, the E-step correspond to the
estimation of the Q-values, while the M-step choose the pixel
combination that maximizes their probabilities:
1) E-step: In the E-step the derived Q-values at each
iteration are used to perform a probability update of the side
information as follow
Pijt+1 (xi j) =

(5)

a

Due to high dimensionality equation (4) cannot be applied
directly to our ML problem. Instead we use a variant called
Q-learning with experience replay [11].
Q-learning with experience replay, the agent’s state-action
pair is stored in a data set and re-sampled, with respect to some
significance criteria, in some later episodes in conjunction with
other selected, usually randomly, data set of state-action pairs.
Our Q-learning scheme is endorsing the same intuition and
motivation albeit somewhat different in design; The following
setup is adopted

qij Pijt
I
P
qij
i=0

where i is the ith side information and j is the jth distribution
from the ith side information
2) M-step: The best pixel combination with respect to
recent probability distribution update is selected according to
x̂i ← arg max Pij (xij )
The Learning process is depicted in figure 4
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Fig. 3.

Setup for Neural Network based Q-learning

IV.

E XPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned in section III-C, the size of the Function
Approximator’s output is related the variance information.
Thus a side information can in theory be up to n = 256 pixel
away from its counterpart. This means that the size of our Qvalues is M × N × 256, where M is the frame height and N
is the width. That is, for grayscale QCIF video sequences with
M = 144 and N = 176, as used in our experiments, the size
of our Q-values will be 144 × 176 × 256 = 6 488 064. That
means the Q-values alone require a more than 50 Gigabytes of
RAM memory! As were running the experiment on a personal
computer with 8 GB (4 × 2GB) of RAM, we figured that
only around 1024 × 20 Q-values could fit at a time. We
performed therefore a ”cherry-picking” procedure for the sake
of assessing the effectiveness of our novel algorithm.
Recall that we aim to decode a frame X given its side
information Y . To fit the likelihood function, a set of QCIF
video sequences were used as training samples. X and Y
were divided in blocks and paired up x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xK and

y1 , y2 , y3 , ..., yK respectively. The pair (xi ,yi ) was selected as
a training sample if their variance was less than 100. That
means pixels in xi is are at most 10 intensities away from
pixels in yi . The length of the block were chosen to 1024
as the width of the Hadamard matrix has to be a power of
2. Recall that the encoder sends zi and the decoder only has
access to yi and zi and tries to estimate xi . Thus [xi zi ] will
be the input to our Function Approximator.
During training phase, we used minibatches of size 1000,
while adopting a constant  − greedy algorithm of 0.1. The
input was scaled between -1 and 1 prior entering the Function
Approximator. We used 5 hidden layers - with tanh activation
function - with 200 nodes per layer. Figures 5 and 6 show the
learning ability in terms of rate distortion of the Function Approximator though iterations/episodes. We notice the increase
of the PSNR at each episode.
The same ”cherry-picking” procedure was used for testing
purpose, since we were computationally limited. We tested the
algorithm on QCIF video frames for the sequences Salesman
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Variance information

Compression
ratio

TABLE I.

σ 2 = 20

σ 2 = 50

σ 2 = 100

σ 2 = 150

σ 2 = 200

1024:3

38,60

32,60

31,88

29,82

24,73

1024:10

43,85

37,47

36,50

33,81

29,26

1024:20

62,66

54,92

45,13

40,12

34,64

TABLE SHOWING THE R ATE D ISTORTION PERFORMANCE
FOR S ALESMAN VIDEO SEQUENCE
Variance information

Compression
ratio

TABLE II.

σ 2 = 20

σ 2 = 50

σ 2 = 100

σ 2 = 150

σ 2 = 200

1024:3

38,60

32,60

31,88

29,82

24,73

1024:10

43,85

37,47

36,50

33,81

29,26

1024:20

62,66

54,92

45,13

40,12

34,64

Low complexity, low bitrate and low distortion is specially meaningful for lightweight devices such as surveillance
cameras, mobile phones or probably GoogleT M Watches or
GoogleT M Glasses in the near future when provided with
cameras.
Our encoding scheme is of a very low complexity compared to that of motion estimation based video encoders. The
bulk of computation is shifted from the encoder to decoder.
The decoder is thought to be powerful server station. This is
of a great advantage, especially on lightweight devices, such
as mobile phones.
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We also showed that the Wyner-Ziv problem - at least in our
case - can be solved using Q-learning algorithm as Likelihood
Estimator with a inherent embedding of the EM framework.
However, due our computational limitation, we assessed the
algorithm in a ”cherry-picking” manner. The results shown are
very good. We arguably showed that our Video Coding scheme
was that of low complexity, low bitrate and low distortion
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Fig. 4.

Learning process of our video codec
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Fig. 5.

Average Learning ability of our Function Approximator through episodes: Compression ratio 1024:3
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Fig. 6.

Average Learning ability of our Function Approximator through episodes: Compression ratio 1024:5
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Abstract—A high accuracy quartic approximation for circular
arc is given in this article. The approximation is constructed so
that the error function is of degree 8 with the least deviation
from the x-axis; the error function equioscillates 9 times; the
approximation order is 8. The numerical examples demonstrate
the efficiency and simplicity of the approximation method as well
as satisfying the properties of the approximation method and
yielding the highest possible accuracy.
Keywords—Bézier curves; quartic approximation; circular arc;
high accuracy; approximation order; equioscillation; CAD

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The use of parametric representation of curves is convenient in the field of CAD. Especially, the parametric methods
approach allows us to make use of some of the properties
that are not available in the approximation of functions. For
example, in [16], the idea that a parametric representation of
a curve is not unique has been used to improve the order of
approximation by polynomial curves of degree n from n + 1
to 2n. Also, the parametric form makes use of the geometric
properties of the curve in design and modelling. In this paper,
given the circular arc c : t 7→ (cos(t), sin(t)) , −θ ≤ t ≤ θ,
where θ ∈ [−π, π], see Fig. 1, the geometric symmetries of the
circle will be utilized to properly select the Bézier points in
order to represent the quartic Bézier curve that has high order
of approximation of 8 and possesses “the best” features.
A circle can be represented using rational Bézier curves
and can be approximated by polynomial curves. Therefore,
approximating a circular arc by polynomial curves with highest
possible accuracy is a very important issue. It is needed for
the construction of any CAD system. To approximate the circle
c, there is a need to find a parametrically defined polynomial
curve p : t 7→ (x(t), y(t)) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, where x(t), y(t) are
polynomials of degree 4, that approximates c with “minimum”
error. Many researchers have tackled this issue using different
norms and methods, see [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [9], [10], [14],
[16], [18]. For details and numerical comparisons with these
works, see section 6. The proper function to measure the error
between p and c is the Euclidean error function:
p
E(t) := x2 (t) + y 2 (t) − 1.
(1)
The square root limits the possibility of further progress.
Thus, to avoid radicals, the squares of the components of the
parametrization to the circle are used. So, the Euclidean error
function E(t) is replaced by the following error function
e(t) := x2 (t) + y 2 (t) − 1.

(2)

This replacement makes sense because both E(t) and
e(t) attain their roots and reach their extrema at the same
parameters.
More precisely, the approximation problem in this paper
is to find p : t 7→ (x(t), y(t)) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, where x(t), y(t)
are of degree 4, that approximates c and satisfies the following
conditions:
1)
2)

p minimizes maxt∈[0,1] |e(t)|,
e(t) equioscillates 9 times over [0, 1],

Note that condition (2) implies that p approximates c with
order 8. We impose a priori these conditions, because they will
be used to determine the values of the parameters that are used
for geometric design of the circular arc.
The term approximation order is used in the context
of Lagrange interpolation: p approximates c with order m
if there exists parameters t1 , t2 , . . . , tm in [0, 1] satisfying
p(ti ) − c(ti ) = 0, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , m. This is a special
case of the more general definition of order of approximation
for the Hermite type including derivatives at the interpolated
points.
We let the angle θ be as large as possible in order to
approximate the largest circular arc with this specified error.
Thereafter, the angle θ has to be scaled by a factor that also
combined with a reduction in the uniform error, see the last
conclusions and open problems’ section.
This paper is organized as follows. Some preliminaries are
given in section 2. The quartic Bézier curve of least deviation
is presented and proved in section 3, and the properties are
presented in section 4. All possible quartic Bézier curves of
least deviation are presented in section 5. Conclusions are
given in section 6.
II.

P RELIMINARIES


x(t)
The notations (x(t), y(t)) and
are used to repy(t)
resent parametric equations, and similarly points will be used
in this article.
In this paper, the curve p(t) is given in Bézier form, see
Fig. 2 for possible Bézier points of quartic Bézier curve. The
Bézier curve p(t) of degree 4 is given by, see [11]


4
X
x(t)
4
p(t) =
pi Bi (t) =:
,
0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
(3)
y(t)
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where p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 and p4 are the Bézier points, and B04 (t) =
(1 − t)4 , B14 (t) = 4t(1 − t)3 , B24 (t) = 6t2 (1 − t)2 , B34 (t) =
4t3 (1 − t) and B44 (t) = t4 are the Bernstein polynomial basis
of degree 4.
Since it is intended to represent the arc with a polynomial
curve with minimum error, it is not important if the errors
occur at the endpoints or anywhere else; it is important to
maintain this disruption as low as possible there where the
error occurs. In some other schemes, it is necessary that the
approximating Bézier curve is Gk -continuous at the end points,
see [20]. To represent a circular arc, the Bézier points are
selected to take advantage of the symmetry properties of the
circle. As the scheme in this paper is built on the idea of
minimizing the error over all of the segment [0, 1], therefore,
the right choice for the beginning control point p0 is as follows
p0 = (−α0 cos(θ), −β0 sin(θ)), where values of α0 and β0
could but should not be the same. For symmetry reasons, the
right choice for the end control point p4 is as follows p4 =
(−α0 cos(θ), β0 sin(θ)). Let p1 = (γ, −ζ) then by symmetry
p3 = (γ, ζ). For symmetry reasons, the point p2 must be on
the x-axis, and thus it has the form p2 = (ξ, 0). Using the
substitution α = α0 cos(θ), β = β0 sin(θ), then the proper
options for the Bézier points should be, see Fig. 2,






−α
γ
ξ
p0 =
, p1 =
, p2 =
,
−β
−ζ
0

p3 =

γ
ζ




,

p4 =

−α
β


.

(4)

In order to have the Bézier curve p begin in the third quadrant,
go counter clockwise through fourth and first quadrants and
end in the second quadrant as the circular arc c, the following
conditions should be fulfilled
α, β, γ, ζ > 0, ξ > 1.

(5)

The Bézier curve p(t) in (3) with the Bézier points in (4)
is arranged as follows


x(t)
p(t) =
,
0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
(6)
y(t)

Theorem 1: The Bézier curve (6) with the Bézier points
in (4), wherein
α = α∗
β = β∗
γ = γ∗
ζ = ζ∗
ξ = ξ∗

:= 0.91658426813952,
:= 0.40949454135449,
:= 0.00389865026306327,
:= 2.164585487675,
:= 2.9773929563972596

(7)

fulfils the following three conditions: p minimizes the infinity
norm of th error function maxt∈[0,1] |e(t)| and approximates c
with order 8, and the error function e(t) equioscillates 9 times
in [0, 1]. The error functions satisfy:
−

1
1
≤ e(t) ≤ 7 ,
27
2

−

1
1
≤ E(t) ≤ 7
,
27 (2 − )
2 (2 + )

(8)

where  = max0≤t≤1 |E(t)| ≈ 2−8 , ∀t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof: Substituting x(t) and y(t) from equation (6) into
the error function e(t) in (2) and doing thereby some simplifications yields to the following formulation

e(t) = t8 4α2 + 32αγ + 64γ 2 − 24αξ − 96γξ + 36ξ 2
+ t7 −16α2 − 128αγ − 256γ 2 + 96αξ + 384γξ−

144ξ 2
+ t6 40α2 + 16β 2 + 272αγ + 448γ 2 − 192αξ−

624γξ + 216ξ 2 − 64βζ + 64ζ 2
+ t5 −64α2 − 48β 2 − 368αγ − 448γ 2 + 240αξ+

528γξ − 144ξ 2 + 192βζ − 192ζ 2
+ t4 72α2 + 68β 2 + 320αγ + 272γ 2 − 180αξ−

240γξ + 36ξ 2 − 240βζ + 208ζ 2
+ t3 −56α2 − 56β 2 − 176αγ − 96γ 2 + 72αξ+

48γξ + 160βζ − 96ζ 2
+ t2 28α2 + 28β 2 + 56αγ + 16γ 2 − 12αξ − 56βζ+

16ζ 2

+ t −8α2 − 8β 2 − 8αγ + 8βζ + (α2 + β 2 − 1).
The last one is a polynomial of degree 8. The substitution of
the values of α = α∗ , β = β ∗ , γ = γ ∗ , ζ = ζ ∗ and
ξ = ξ ∗ from (7)-(9) and doing some simplifications leads to
e(t) = 256 t8 −1024 t7 +1664 t6 −1408 t5 +660 t4 −168 t3 +


=



4
−α B04 (t) + B44 (t) + γ(B14 (t) + B34 (t)) + ξB
2 (t)

.
β B44 (t) − B04 (t) + ζ B34 (t) − B14 (t)

There are 5 parameters α, β, γ, ζ, ξ that will be used to have
the polynomial curve p comply with the conditions of the
approximation problem by substituting x(t) and y(t) into e(t)
and solving the resulting equation using a computer algebra
system. Thereafter, it is shown that these values satisfy the
approximation conditions; this is carried out in the following
section.
III.

T HE Q UARTIC B ÉZIER CURVE OF LEAST DEVIATION

In the following theorem, the values of α, β, γ, ζ, ξ that
meet the terms of the approximation problem are given.

21 t2 − t +
Making the substitution t =
the following form

1
,
128
u+1
2

t ∈ [0, 1].
reduces the error function to

1
1
5
− u2 + u4 − 2 u6 + u8 , u ∈ [−1, 1].
128 4
4
We know that the last polynomial is the monic Chebyshev
polynomial T̃8 (u), u ∈ [−1, 1], which is the unique polynomial of degree 8 that equioscillates 9 times between ± 217
for all u ∈ [−1, 1] and has the least deviation from the xaxis, see [23]. This shows that p satisfies the conditions of
the approximation problem. Now it is time to show the error
formula for E(t). The error function e(t) minimized is related
to the Euclidean error E(t) by the following formula
e(u) =
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2

2

= x (t) + y (t) − 1
p
p
= ( x2 (t) + y 2 (t) + 1) ( x2 (t) + y 2 (t) − 1)
= (2 + E(t)) E(t).

e(t)

The approximating quartic Bézier curve p in Theorem 1
and the circular arc c intersect at the points p(ti ) = c(ti ), i =
1, . . . , 8.
In the following proposition, the extreme values are given.
Proposition II: The extreme values of e(t) and E(t) occur at

Thus
E(t) =

1
π
(1 + cos( )) = 0.9619,
2
8
1
1
1
π
t̃2 = (1 + √ ) = 0.8536, t̃3 = (1 + sin( )) = 0.6913,
2
2
8
2

e(t)
.
2 + E(t)

t̃0 = 1, t̃1 =

Substituting the bounds of e(t) gives

1
1
π
, t̃5 = (1 − sin( )) = 0.3087,
2
2
8
1
π
1
1
t̃6 = (1− √ ) = 0.1465, t̃7 = (1−cos( )) = 0.0380602,
2
2
8
2
t̃4 =

1
1
≤ E(t) ≤ 7
,
27 (2 − )
2 (2 + )
where  = max |E(t)| ≈ 2−8 , t ∈ [0, 1].
−

0≤t≤1

This proves Theorem 1.

t̃8 = 0.

The circular arc and the approximating Bézier curve are
graphed in Fig. 3. The difference between the curve and the
approximation is not recognizable by the human eyes; Fig. 4
shows the corresponding error.
One would not, in general, expect a quartic polynomial to
approximate almost 8/9th the circle more accurately than this
approximation. In the following section, the properties of the
approximating Bézier curve are given.
IV.

P ROPERTIES OF THE QUARTIC B ÉZIER CURVE

These parameters satisfy the equality:
t̃i + t̃j = 1,

for

i + j = 8.

Proof: Differentiating e(t) gives a polynomial of degree 7.
Substituting t̃1 , . . . , t̃7 gives e0 (t̃i ) = 0, i = 1, . . . , 7. Since
e0 (t) is of degree 7 then these are all interior critical points.
Checking at the end points adds t̃0 = 1, t̃8 = 0 to the critical
1
1
2
2
points.
p Since for t ∈ [0, 1]: 1 − 128 ≤ x (t) + y (t) ≤ 1 + 128 ,
2
2
thus x (t) + y (t) 6= 0, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]. Differentiating E(t) and
0
equating to 0 gives √ 2 e (t) 2 = 0 iff e0 (t) = 0. Thus e(t)
x (t)+y (t)

In this section, some of the properties of the roots and the
extrema of the error functions are verified. These properties
characterise the approximating quartic Bézier curve. The first
one is about the roots of the error functions e(t) and E(t) that
are given in the following proposition.
Proposition I: The zeros of the error functions e(t) and
E(t) are:
π
1
3π
1
(1+cos( )) = 0.9904, t2 = (1+cos( )) = 0.9157
2
16
2
16
1
3π
1
π
t3 = (1+sin( )) = 0.7778, t4 = (1+sin( )) = 0.5976,
2
16
2
16
1
π
t5 = (1 − sin( )) = 0.4025,
2
16
1
3π
t6 = (1 − sin( )) = 0.222215,
2
16
1
3π
t7 = (1 − cos( )) = 0.08427,
2
16
1
π
t8 = (1 − cos( )) = 0.009607.
2
16
These roots also satisfy
t1 =

ti + tj = 1,

for

i + j = 9.

Proof: The substitution of ti in e(t) gives e(ti ) = 0, i =
1, . . . , 8. These are all zeros, since e(t) is a polynomial of
degree 8. The error function
E(t) has the same roots as e(t)
p
because E(t) = 0 iff x2 (t) + y 2 (t) = 1 iff x2 (t)+y 2 (t) = 1
iff e(t) = 0.

and E(t) attain the extrema at the same values. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
The difference in the values of E(t̃i ) for odd and even i’s
1
1
is because e(t) equioscillates between ± 128
and 27 (2−)
≤
1
E(t) ≤ 27 (2+) , where  = max0≤t≤1 |E(t)|.
Proposition III: the values of e(t) and E(t) at t̃i ’s are given
by:
e(t̃2i ) =

1
, i = 0, . . . , 4,
128

e(t̃2i+1 ) =

−1
, i = 0, . . . , 3.
128

E(t̃2i ) = 0.003899, i = 0, . . . , 4,
E(t̃2i+1 ) = −0.003914, i = 0, . . . , 3.
Therefore,
−1
1
≤ e(t) ≤
= 2(0.003906), t ∈ [0, 1],
128
128
−0.00391391 ≤ E(t) ≤ 0.003899, t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof: Direct substitution in the error functions leads to the
equalities. The details of the proof of the proposition are left
to the reader.
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following
proposition regarding the error at any t ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition IV: For every t ∈ [0, 1], the errors of approximating the circular arc using the quartic Bézier curves in Theorem
1 are given by:
e(t) = 256t8 −1024t7 +1664t6 −1408t5 +660t4 −168t3 +21t2 −
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Proof: Direct consequence of Theorem 1. The details of
the proof of the proposition are left to the reader.
Using the relation between E(t) and e(t), we get:

2)

21
E(t)=
˜ 128t8 − 512t7 + 832t6 − 704t5 + 330t4 − 84t3 + t2 −
2
1
1
t+
,
2
256

The roots of the error functions e(t) and E(t) for
all of the solutions in Table 1 are the same as in
Proposition I.
The extreme values of e(t) and E(t) for all of the
solutions in Table 1 occur at the same parameters
that are given in Proposition II.
The extreme values of e(t) and E(t) for all of the
solutions in Table 1 have the same values that are
given in Proposition III.
The error functions e(t) and E(t), t ∈ [0, 1] for all
of the solutions in Table 1 are given by the formulas
in Proposition IV.

1)

3)

∀t ∈ [0, 1].
4)

To get the solution in Theorem 1, some conditions were
imposed on α, β, γ, ζ and ξ in (5). These conditions give
the Bézier curve with α = α∗ , β = β ∗ , γ = γ ∗ , ζ = ζ ∗
and ξ = ξ ∗ that represents the circular arc from third to
second quadrants passing through the fourth and first quadrants
generated counter clockwise, see Fig. 3. However, if these
conditions on α, β, γ, ζ and ξ are removed, there will be other
possible solutions. These are given in the following section.
V.

A LL POSSIBLE QUARTIC B ÉZIER CURVES

The following theorem lists all the possible Bézier curves.
Theorem 2: By removing the conditions on α, β, γ, ζ and ξ
in (5) and reinvestigating the approximation problem, then the
problem has 32 solutions; 24 of these solutions are complex
and the other 8 solutions are real; 4 real solutions are not
admissible because they have the opposite direction for the
tangent; the other 4 real solutions are geometrically feasible
and satisfy the conditions of the approximation problem. These
solutions are sign multiple of the solution in Theorem 1 and
are summarized in table 1.

Proof: The proofs are similar to the proofs of the similar
previous cases and are left to the reader.
VI.

In this article, the best uniform approximation of circular
arcs with parametrically defined polynomial curves of degree 4
are explicitly given. The error function equioscillates 9 times;
the approximation order is 8. Numerical examples are given to
demonstrate the efficiency and simplicity of the approximation
method.
The method in this paper is C0 −continuous by construction. There are methods in the literature that are G1 − and
G2 −continuous, see for example [6], [9], [10], [13], [14], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [22].
As future works, it is interesting to:
1)

Proof: The first solution has been confirmed in Theorem
1. To confirm the other 3 cases, we consider the error function
e(t) and do some simplifications and substitutions as in Theorem 1 to get the monic Chebyshev polynomial of degree 8.
This polynomial possesses the properties of the approximation
problem. The details of the proof are left to the reader.

2)

3)

Remarks:
1)

2)

3)

All of the solutions in Table 1 are related to each
other. The second solution coincides with the first
solution, but generated clockwise. The third and
fourth solutions are reflections of the first solution
around the y-axis, generated counter clockwise and
clockwise, respectively.
The sign of α is the same as the signs of γ and ξ. If
the sign of α is positive then the curve begins (ends)
in the second quadrant through the first and fourth
quadrants and ends (begins) in the third quadrant, and
if it is negative then the curve begins (ends) in the
first quadrant through the second and third quadrants
and ends (begins) in the fourth quadrant.
The sign of β is the same as the sign of ζ.

The roots and extreme values of e(t) and E(t) for all the
solutions in Table 1 are given in the following proposition.

Proposition V: The solutions in Table 1 have the following
properties:

C ONCLUSIONS AND O PEN P ROBLEMS

4)

study quartic approximation with Gk −continuity, k =
1, 2, using equioscillating error functions and constrained Chebyshev polynomials.
find a way to write the Bézier points in terms of
the angle θ. It would be very important to have the
best approximation available for all θ perhaps by
employing a semi-numerical method.
Apply these results in this paper to perform degree
reduction of Bézier curves to get the best approximation with the minimum uniform error.
It would be interesting to compare our curve with the
quartic exponential Euler spline defined by Schoenberg and studied by de Boor, see [7], [8], [24], [25].
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Fig. 1: A circular arc
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Fig. 2: Possible Bézier points of circular arc.

Solution
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Sign α
+
+
−
−

Sign β
+
−
−
+

Sign γ
+
+
−
−

Sign ζ
+
−
−
+

Sign ξ
+
+
−
−

from to quadrants
3rd to 2nd
2nd to 3rd
1st to 4th
4th to 1st

generated
counter clockwise
clockwise
counter clockwise
clockwise

Table 1: All geometrically feasible real solutions to the approximation problem.
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Fig. 3: Circular arc and it’s quartic Bézier curve in Theorem
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Abstract—Decision feedback equalizer uses prior sensor’s decisions to mitigate damaging effects of intersymbol interference
on the received symbols. Due to its inherent non linear nature,
decision feedback equalizer outperforms the linear equalizer in
case where the intersymbol interference is sever in a communication system. Equalization of multiple input multiple output
fast fading channels is a daunting job as these equalizers
should not only mitigate the intersymbol interference but also
interstream interference. Various equalization methods have been
suggested in the adaptive filtering literature for multiple input
multiple output systems. In our paper, we have developed a novel
algorithm for multiple input multiple output communication
systems centered around constrained optimization technique. It is
attained by reducing the mean squared error criteria with respect
to known variance statistics of multiple access interference and
white Gaussian noise. Novelty of our paper is that such a
constrained method has not been used for scheme of multiple
input multiple output decision feedback equalizer resulting in a
constrained algorithm. Performance of the proposed algorithm is
compared to the least mean squared as well as normalized least
mean squared algorithms. Simulation results demonstrate that
proposed algorithm outclasses competing multiple input multiple
output decision feedback equalizer algorithms.
Index Terms—Decision feedback equalizer, inter symbol interference, multiple access interference, Rayleigh fading, AWGN,
adaptive algorithm

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) is a diversifying
technique for mobile communication systems which uses multiple antennas at the transmitting side and receiving side for an
efficient channel gain capacity. Antennas installed at both side
of a communication system are utilized in such a way as to
reduce the errors and boost data speed resulting in an effective
communication for the users. Due to its inherent performance
drawbacks, single input, single output (SISO) technology, has
given way to the MIMO technology. In SISO, an antenna is
utilized at transmitter as well as at receiver that results in multi
path phenomina. When electromagnetic field (EM) waves are
blocked by barricades, mountains, tall buildings, poles etc,
these waves are dispersed, and as such use numerous ways to
reach the desired destination. The late arrival of disseminated
waveforms (signals) results in problems such as fading, cut
outs, or sporadic reception. Another drawback of SISO is
observed in mobile Internet, in which it has not only reduced
the data rate as but also enhanced error propagation. Utilization
of MIMO technology where multiple antennas are used at
both end of the channel has mitigated the multipath wave
propagation problem.

Equalization of MIMO fast fading channels is a daunting
task as these equalizers should not only mitigate the intersymbol interference (ISI) but also interstream interference (ISI)
and this led to the introduction of decesion feedback equlaization (DFE) [1]. A DFE uses prior sensor’s decisions to mitigate
damaging effects of ISI on the received symbols. Because
of its nonlinear behviour, DFE outperforms linear equalizer
LE) in systems where ISI is sever [2].Various equalization
methods have been proposed for MIMO systems [3]–[10].
In our paper, a novel algorithm for MIMO communication
systems centered on constrained optimization technique is
developed. It is attained by reducing the mean squared error
criteria with respect to known variance statistics of the multiple
access interference (MAI) and white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
[11]. It is attained by reducing the mean squared error (MSE)
criteria with respect to known variance statistics of MAI and
AWGN.
In multiuser environment, MAI is a restrictive aspect,so
a detection receiving architecture needs to be implemented
which would negate the MAI and AWGN. In adaptive filtering
literature, MAI is considered as part of the interfering noise,
but in reality, MAI is an amorphous AWGN. In [12] MAI
is detached from AWGN, but practically, it is not a valid
assumption. By using the differences in the known statistical
contents of the MAI and AWGN and utilizing the combination
as constraint may be used to construct an algorithm that would
outperform noise only constrained algorithms.
Key contributions of our paper are:
1) An MAI and AWGN constrained MMSE criterion is
utilized to develop the MIMO DFE for CDMA systems
and it is obtained by reducing MMSE cost function with
respect to known statistics of MAI and AWGN.
2) An adaptive DFE algorithm is established which is
adaptive step size. Its updating is based on variance of
MAI and AWGN.
3) Statistics (variance) of MAI and AWGN is developed in
a fading channel and AWGN environment.
This paper is organized as:
After introductory section, system model is explained in
section II. In section III, variance of MAI and AWGN is
discussed. Proposed MIMO DFE is provided in section IV.
Performance of the proposed algorithm is judged by comparing it with the other algorithms in simulation result section.
Finally concluding remarks are provided in section VI.
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matched filter of the ith signal at nth receiver may be :
i
xm

=
=

Z lTb

ϖn (t) ξmk,i (t)
(k−1)Tb
N
M L
k
i,1
k
A1 bk,1
h
+
Ci bk,i
m mn
m ρn (t) hmn
n=1
m=1 l=2

∑

∑∑

+νn ,

n = 1, 2, 3 . . . N

(3)

In this equation, 2nd componnet is MAI and is given by
M

ykn =

i

i,1
k
∑ ∑ Ci bk,i
m ρm (t) hmn ,

n

m=1 i=2

(4)

= 1, 2, 3 . . . N
By utilizing Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, equation (4) may be
set up like

Fig. 1: Transmitter of a downlink CDMA system

M

ykn

II. S YSTEM M ODEL

≤
≤

We are using CDMA transmitter of a wireless radio setup
with M transmiters and N receivers as given in Fig. 1. We are
using the Rayleigh channel having impulse response between
the mth transmitting antenna and nth receiving antenna of the
kth signal given by
k
Hmn
(t) = hkmn e jθm δ (t)

(1)

where hkmn ((hkmn = 1 for AWGN) channel) is the impulse
response and θm is phase of Rayleigh channel for kth signal.
The detector in mth receiver sees the signal rm (t)as given
below
N

ϖn (t) =

∞

i

∑ ∑ ∑ Ci dmk,i ξmk,i (t) hkmn

n=1 k=−∞ i=1

+ςn (t) ,

n = 1, 2, 3 . . . N

(2)

where i is the number of subscribers, ξnl,i (t) is signature signal
carrying random signature sequence of the ith subscriber given
as (k − 1) Tβ ≤ t ≤ lTC . Where Tβ is defined to be bit period
and TC is chip interval. Both are associated as SC = Tβ /TC .
dmk,i is the input of the ith subscriber, Ci is the amplitude
(transmitted) of the ith subscriber and ςm (t) is an AWGN with
zero mean and variance σς2m at the nth receiving antenna. Cross
correlation of signature
sequences for j and l subscriber of
R lTb
l κ j , where
c
kth signal is ρkl, j = (l−1)T
ξ l (t) ξmj (t) dt = ∑Ni=1
κk,i
l,i
b m
n o
l
κk,i is presumed to be normalized spreading sequence of
subscriber l for the kth signal. A reason for assuming the
spreading sequence to be normalized is to keep the auto
correlation of the signature sequence unity.
The receiving side comprises of a bunch of matched filters,
matched to signature signal of intended subscriber. We are
using subscriber 1 is the intended subscriber. Output of the

M

i,1
k
∑ Ci bk,i
m ρm (t) ∑ hmn

m=1
M
Vnk hkmn ,
i=1

∑

m=1

n = 1, 2, 3 . . . N

(5)

L
l k,l l,k
where Vnk = ∑M
m=1 ∑i=2 A bm ρm .

III. VARIANCE OF M ULTIPLE ACCESS I NTERFERENCE
(MAI) IN M ULTIPLE I NPUT M ULTIPLE O UTPUT (MIMO
S YSTEM )
Cross-correlation ρ i,1 is in the range [−1, 1] and is shown
to be [13]:
(Nc − 2g)
,
g
ρ i,1 =
(6)
Nc
= 0, 1, 3 . . . Nc
where g is a binomial random variable carrying equal probability of failure and success. It has a mean value of E [g] = Nc /2
and variance is σg2 = Nc /4.
As channel taps are assumed to be independent of spreading
sequence as well as the data sequence, interferer’s components
l
l k,l l,k
∑M
m=1 ∑i=2 A bm ρm , are also not dependent on each others.
When all subscribers have equal received power, variance of
Vnl can be written as

2 
M i
2
2
k,i i,1
,
σV k = ∑ ∑ C E dm ρm
n
m=1 i=2
"
2 #
M i
2
= ∑ ∑ C2 E
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= A2 ∑ ∑ 1 − E [g] + 2 E g2 ,
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,
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(7)
n
Nc
Equation (7) is utilized in equation (5) to calculate MAI
variance which may be written as
  
2
C2 N (i − 1) M
σV2 k ≤
E
hkmn
,
n
∑
(8)
n
Nc
m=1
= 1, 2, 3 . . . N
σV2 k

=
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From equation (8) it is evident that impairment is sever in the
MIMO system compared to the SISO system and that is due to
the fact that MAI variance is dependent on the MIMO system
complexity.
IV. MIMO DFE BASED ON C ONSTRAINED O PTIMIZATION
T ECHNIQUE
ISI and MAI involved in the system shown in equation (3)
can be diminished by using a MIMO DFE [14]. Our proposed
equalization technique comprises of M multiple input single
output (MISO) DFE in parallel (Fig. 2). The mth multiple input
single output (MISO) DFE which comprised of a feedforward
(FFF) and a feedback filter (FBF) having L and R taps,
respectively is assigned to extract the mth stream. If the
sampling window is considered to be K symbols then output
of N receivers is

FFF and FBF in equation (9) are updated by utilizing MAI
and AWGN constrained LMS algorithm developed by [11] as
hm (k + 1) = hm (k) + αm (k) em (k) yk
bm (k + 1) = bm (k) + αm (k) em (k) b̌k

(10)
(11)

where ek (k) = b̌k − ûkm for m = 1, 2, 3 . . . M and λ (k) is an
adaptive learning parameter of an adaptive algorithm for MSE
cost and is
δ (k) = α (1 + γδ (k))
(12)



1 2
e (k) − σα2 − λ (k) (13)
λ (k + 1) = λ (k) + µ
2
where δ and µ are positive step sizes. It is evident in equation
(12) that the LMS algorithm converges when µ = 0. The
proposed algorithm depends on the variance of MAI and
AWGN shown as
σα2 = σV2 k + σν2k
(14)
n

n

σV2 k is
n

where
the MAI variance andσν2k is the variance of
n
AWGN defined earlier.
V. D ISCUSSION ON R ESULTS
Simulation results are given here to judge performance of
our algorithm by comparing it to LMS and normalized LMS
algorithms. We have chosen a 2 × 2 MIMO system. Signal
to noise ratio (SNR) is chosen to be twenty dB. A MIMO
DFE with FFF having length five and FBF having length
of two respectively are also used. Two channel settings are
used while performing simulations for 4 subscribers with equal
transmitted powers.
• AWGN channel
• Rayleigh channel
Fig. 2: MIMO DFE model
A. AWGN Channel Setting
S (k) = [s1 (k) s2 (k) . . . sN (k)]T ,
and

T
Sk = ST (k) ST (k − 1) . . . ST (k − K + 1) ,
where Sk is an ML × 1 vector. If fn (l), for m = 1, 2, 3 . . . M
represents FFF and pn (k), for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . M represents FBF
of length R then nth DFE output may be set below
ûkm

l
= wH
m (k) o ,

m = 1, 2, 3 . . . M

(9)

where
T
 T
hn (k) aTn (k) ,
iT
h
= pkT b̌kT

wn (k) =
uk
and

and

b̌l

B. Rayleigh channel Setting

is MR × 1 vector and is a decision device’s output
h
iT
b̌k = b̌kT (l) b̌kT (k − 1) . . . b̌kT (k − R + 1) ,

T
b̌l (k) = b̌1 (k) b̌2 (k) . . . b̌M (k) .

In AWGN channel environment, our proposed algorithm
performance is evaluated viz a viz the LMS and NCLMS
algorithms using phase reversal keying and quadrature phase
shift keying modulation schemes. Fig. 3 shows the performance evaluation using the phase reversal keying. As evident,
our proposed MNCLMS converges faster than rest of the
algorithms. It stablizes at an MSE of -18 dB in 1500 iterations.
There is a bit degradation in the convergence but still has
outperformed the other algorithms. A similar pattern is seen
by using quadrature phase shift keying modulation scheme in
Fig. 4 where there is a slight deterioration in the convergence
rate but still far better then LMS and NLMS algorithms. Our
proposed algorithm is converging at -18 dB in 1800 iterations

We are using a Rayleigh channel setting with Doppler
frequency of fd = 250Hz using phase reversal keying and
quadrature phase shift keying modulation schemes. As seen
in Fig. 5, the proposed algorithm converged faster then rest of
the competing algorithms. MNCLMS algorithm achieves MSE
at -19 dB in 2000 iterations. Fig. 6 depicts performance comparison of the algorithm with LMS and NCLMS algorithm for
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Fig. 4: Mean squared error performance comparison in AWGN
setting with 20 dB SNR and quadrature phase shift keying
modulation scheme

the Rayleigh channel environment using quadrature phase shift
keying modulation scheme. Our algorithm has outperformed
the other competing algorithms.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, an MAI and AWGN variance constrained
algorithm for a MIMO CDMA DFE is developed. Performance
of the the proposed algorithm is compared to the least mean
squared as well as normalized least mean squared algorithms.
Simulation results demonstrate that our algorithm has outclassed the competing algorithms.
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Abstract—Most existing grid-based routing protocols use
reactive mechanisms to build routing paths. In this paper, we
propose a new hybrid approach for grid-based routing in
MANETs which uses a combination of reactive and proactive
mechanisms. The proposed routing approach uses shortest-path
trees to build the routing paths between source and destination
nodes. We design a new protocol based on this approach called
the Tree-based Grid Routing Protocol (TGRP). The main
advantage of the new approach is the high routing path stability
due to availability of readily constructed alternative paths. Our
simulation results show that the stability of the TGRP paths
results in a substantially higher performance compared to other
protocols in terms of lower end-to-end delay, higher delivery
ratio and reduced control overhead.
Keywords—MANETs; routing protocols; NS2 simulation;
performance evaluation

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is defined as a
collection of autonomous mobile nodes which communicate in
the absence of access points. A node in a mobile ad-hoc
network works as a host and as a router to serve multi-hop
wireless communication and usually has limited power
resources. Routing in a mobile ad hoc network is a challenging
task since the network’s topology changes frequently due to
mobility. A node sends control packets to discover destinations
and to establish and maintain routes. Since the channel
bandwidth and power are often limited, route establishment
should be done with minimum control packets and minimum
usage of bandwidth and energy.
Many routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs
[1] such as topology-based routing protocols (e.g. DSDV [2],
AODV [3] and DSR [4] [5]), position-based routing protocols
(e.g. Compass [6] and Greedy [7]) and grid-based routing

protocol (e.g. GRID [8], EC-GRID [9]). The topology-based
MANET routing protocols suffer from low scalability because
of the high number of overhead messages and high network
latency, especially with high node mobility. The availability of
cheap instruments for estimating the position of nodes in a
network, like Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, has
motivated many researchers to develop position-based routing
protocols for MANETs [10] [11] [12]. Position-based routing
protocols can eliminate the need to maintain routes. They use
the knowledge of the nodes locations to route packets.
Position-based protocols assume that any node is aware of its
position, the position of its neighbors as well as the position of
the destination. A node can discover its position using a
location mechanism such as GPS [13]. It can discover its
neighbors’ locations by using periodic messages. The nodes
use location services to discover destination nodes locations
[14].
In position-based routing protocols, each node has an
identifier (id) and a current geographic position. Typically in
grid-based routing protocols, the physical area is divided into a
logical two-dimensional (2D) grid. The logical 2D grid
structure allows using cell-by-cell routes where there is a cellhead node in each cell to handle routing. Cell-based routing
enhances the scalability of the routing protocol [15]. One node
is elected as a cell-head in each grid cell and it has the
following responsibilities: (1) forward route discovery requests
to its neighbor cells; (2) transmit data packets to neighboring
cells; and (3) maintain the routes that pass through its cell.
Each of the three types of existing routing protocols
topology-based, position-based and grid-based has limitations.
For instance, topology-based protocols generate a large amount
of traffic when the network topology changes frequently due to
mobility [13]. Position-based protocols suffer from a local
minima problem which leads to non-guaranteed message
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delivery [16]. Furthermore, position-based protocols mostly
depend on location services [13] such as Home Agent [17] and
Grid Location Service [14] to discover geographical locations
of destinations. Another limitation of existing grid-based
routing protocols is that they use an election approach for
selecting cell-head (gateway) nodes which leads to high control
packet overhead and high end-to-end delays. In this paper, we
propose a new hybrid (proactive and reactive) routing approach
which highly utilizes the logical grid environment in order to
reduce the number of control packets and increase path
stability. The new approach divides the routing in two layers: a
proactive layer, where shortest-path trees are constructed and
maintained, and a reactive layer, where destination nodes are
tracked making use of the constructed shortest-path trees. In
the proactive layer information about occupied grid cells is
exchanged among nodes. A grid cell is referred to as
“occupied” when there is at least one mobile node located in
the inner margins of the cell; otherwise it is a “non-occupied”
cell. Moreover, if a non-occupied cell becomes occupied, a
special control packet (Empty_to_Non-Empty control packet)
is flooded (using cell-based flooding) to inform all nodes in the
network about this event. In cell-based flooding only one node
in each cell (the cell-head) participates in broadcasting the
packet to neighboring cell-heads. Similarly when an occupied
cell becomes non-occupied, all nodes are informed using a
cell-based flooding of a special control packet (NonEmpty_to_Empty control packet). The reactive layer is used to
seek for a destination. Any node that wants to establish a
connection with an unknown node (not registered in a local
Node Table); it starts by sending a Route Request (RREQ)
packet to seek for the destination location using cell-based
flooding. The proactive layer information is saved in all nodes
in the MANET environment. This information enables a cellhead to build a shortest path tree from the cell where it is
located to all grid cells. If there is a change in the information
about the occupied or non-occupied cells, the tree is
reconstructed. The proactive mechanism runs without
interrupting the data packets propagation. The reactive layer
information (destination nodes location) is also saved at all
nodes in a local Nodes Table.
We have conducted an intensive simulation-based
performance evaluation of the proposed TGRP protocol and
measured the average message delivery ratio, the normalized
control overhead and the average end-to-end delay. We have
extended the NS2 network simulator, which has been widely
used in the literature for studying the performance of MANET
routing protocols [15] [18] [19], to evaluate the performance of
TGRP and compare it with the performance of GRID
protocols. We have studied the performance of TGRP under a
variety of network densities and cell sizes. The results show
that TGRP outperforms GRID in terms of end-to-end-delays
and delivery ratio. Furthermore, TGRP competes well with
GRID in terms of control packet overhead. This paper is a
revised and expanded version of our previous conference paper
presented in [20].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed TGRP structure including its proactive
layer and reactive layer mechanisms. Section 3 presents a

simulation-based performance evaluation of TGRP compared
to grid-based protocols. Section 4 concludes the paper.
II.

THE TREE-BASED GRID ROUTING PROTOCOL (TGRP)

Like other grid-based protocols, TGRP divides the physical
area into a logical two-dimensional grid of equal size cells (see
Figure 1). In TGRP, a packet travels from a source node to a
destination node by hopping from cell to cell making use of a
previously constructed shortest path tree to decide at each hop
the next cell to go towards the destination cell. A selected cellhead in each cell is responsible of forwarding the packets via
that cell. The union of the cell-heads forms a backbone of the
MANET.
Each node maintains four tables, namely Neighbors Table,
Occupied Cells Table (OCT), Nodes Table and Tree Table
(TT). The Neighbors Table in a given node contains lists of
neighboring nodes. Each list represents one of the neighboring
cells and lists the ids of all nodes in that cell. The Occupied
Cells Table contains addresses of all occupied cells (i.e., the
non-empty cells) whereas the Tree Table, which is the routing
table, contains the occupied cells addresses and the next hop
(next cell) info to reach them. The next hops are obtained by
building a shortest path tree using an efficient algorithm. The
Nodes Table contains the ids of all nodes and their locations
(cell addresses). A cell address is a pair of (x, y) coordinates in
the logical grid assuming the address of the bottom left corner
cell is (1, 1).
Figure 1, Figure 2, Table 1 and Table 2 show respectively
an example of a MANET environment, an Occupied Cells
Table, a shortest path tree created at node 1 and its
representation in a routing table (a Tree Table).

Fig. 1. An example of a grid-based MANET environment
TABLE I.
(5,1)

(2,2)

(4,2)

(2,3)

OCCUPIED CELLS TABLE OF FIGURE 1
(4,3)

(1,4)

(3,4)

(5,4)

(1,5)

(3,5)

(5,5)

(1,6)

(3,6)
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MANET. Every cell-head node will rebroadcast this packet
after piggy-backing its geographic location.
f) Destinaion Location (DLOC) packet: when a
destination node receives a RREQ packet, it floods (using cellbased flooding) its cell address location using a Destination
Location (DLOC) packet to all nodes in the network. Any node
receiving this DLOC packet updates its Nodes Table.

Fig. 2. A shortest path tree at Node 1 of Figure 1
TABLE II.

OCCUPIED CELLS TABLE OF FIGURE 1

Destination

(3,4)

(5,4)

(4,2)

(3,5)

(2,3)

(3,6)

(2,2)

(1,4)

(1,5)

(1,6)

(5,5)

(5,1)

Next Hop

(3,4)

(5,4)

(4,2)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(3,4)

(5,4)

(4,2)

A. Control Packets
TGRP uses control packets to build and maintain its tables.
The TGRP proactive layer creates a shortest path tree at each
node by using information available in the Occupied Cells
Table. Thus, it is important to ensure consistency of the
information in the Occupied Cells Table of all nodes in the
environment. We do that by using dedicated control packets.
These control packets are used to register new occupied cells
and to delete empty cells. The following control packets are
used for this purpose:
a) Empty_to_Non-Empty (ENE) packet: when a node
enters an empty cell, it floods (using cell-based flooding) an
Empty_to_Non-Empty (ENE) packet. This packet contains the
cell address of the entered cell. The nodes which receive this
packet update their OCT tables by adding the cell address of
the entered cell.
b) Non-Empty_to_Empty (NEE) packet: when a cellhead leaves a cell and there is no other node left in that cell, it
floods (using cell-based flooding) a Non-Empty_to_Empty
(NEE) packet. This packet contains the address of the cell that
has become empty. Any node recieving this packet updates its
OCT table by deleting from it the cell that has become empty.
c) EXIT packet:when any node moves out of its current
cell to a neighboring cell, it transmits an EXIT packet to tell
the neighbors about its new location.
d) INFO packet: when a cell-head node receives an
EXIT packet from a node in its cell, it replies (using
unicasting) by sending an INFO packet which contains the
Neighbors Table. The sender of the EXIT packet replaces its
Neighbors Table with the received one.
The reactive layer uses the following control packets:
e) Route Request (RREQ) packet: A Route Request
packet piggy-backs the geographic location (cell address) of
the source node to be recorded by all reachable nodes in the

B. Building and Maintaining Shortest Path Trees
At each node a shortest path tree rooted at that node is
constructed and used to build a Tree Table which guides the
routing of data packets towards their destination cells. The
shortest path tree is constructed using the information about
occupied cells gathered during the proactive layer of the
protocol. The tree is a breadth-first search tree of the graph of
occupied cells. The vertices of this graph are the occupied cells
and two occupied cells are connected by an edge if they are
neighboring cells in the grid. The breadth-first search algorithm
is outlined in Figure 3. It uses a FIFO queue data structure
storing a list of occupied cells not yet visited in the search. The
breadth-first search algorithm starts by enqueueing the root cell
in the initially empty queue and then loops dequeueing at each
iteration one cell from the queue and enqueueing its unvisited
adjacent occupied cells until the queue becomes empty. In each
iteration the links between the dequeued cell and enqueued
adjacent cells are recorded in the Tree Table as (next hop) links
on the shortest path tree.
Build Tree Algorithm:
Initialize Queue to empty
Initialize Tree Table to empty
Register this node’s cell (root cell) in the Tree Table
Enque this node’s cell (root cell)
While Queue is not empty
 Dequeue one cell C from Queue
 For each neighboring cell C’ of C do the following:
o If C’ is an empty cell (not listed in the OCT
table) then ignore it
o If C’ is already registered in the routing table
then ignore it
o
If C’ is occupied (listed in OCT) and not
registered in the routing table then enqueue C’
in Queue and register it in the Tree Table (C is
the next hop from C’ towards root)
Fig. 3. Construction of the shortest path tree and tree table.

The time complexity of this construction is O(V+E) where
V is the number of occupied cells and E is the number of
(occupied cell, adjacent occupied cell) links. In the worst case,
V is equal to the total number of grid cells and E is less than 4V
(since each cell has at most 8 adjacent non empty cells). The
shortest path tree construction algorithm is therefore O(N)
where N is the number of occupied grid cells.
The shortest path tree has to be rebuilt when there is a
change in the occupied/empty status of the cells. To reduce the
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number of times the tree is rebuilt, we use a valid Boolean flag
indicating whether the current tree is valid or not depending on
changes in the Occupied Cells Table. A node does not rebuild
the tree until it has to route a data packet and the valid flag is
false.

E. Operations of the Proactive and Reactive Layers in TGRP
Any node joining the MANET executes an initialization
phase in which it starts by determining its geographic location.
It continues monitoring its location periodically until it leaves
the MANET.

C. Cell-Based Flooding
Any node that decides to initiate a route discovery (if there
is no information about the destination neither in the Neighbors
Table nor in the Nodes Table) broadcasts a route request
(RREQ) to all its adjacent cells. There are two possible cases
for a node receiving the RREQ:

TGRP is divided into two layers: a proactive layer and a
reactive layer; each layer has its own mechanisms. The main
function of the proactive layer is to maintain up-to-date the
Occupied Cells Table and the Tree Table. All nodes in the
MANET environment should have the same copy of the
Occupied Cells Table (see Figure 4) which is maintained using
the proactive layer control packets. Figure 4 outlines the
Occupied Cells Table maintenance mechanisms.

Case 1: Cell-Head Node: A cell-head node receiving the
RREQ has to flood (cell-based flooding) a route reply (RREQ)
packet. In cell-based flooding only one node in each cell, the
cell-head, participates in the flooding. If any node receives a
previously processed RREQ (detected by checking the node
sequence number in its Nodes Table), the node discards it and
does not forward it. RREQ piggybacks the location (cell
address) of the previous hop node which is used to update the
Neighbors Table.
Case 2: Non Cell-Head Node. It broadcasts (using cellbased flooding) a Destination Location (DLOC) packet if it is
the destination; otherwise it records the cell location
information of the previous forwarding node and then discards
the RREQ packet.
Only one node in each cell (the cell-head) participates in
rebroadcasting the RREQ. This mechanism is called cell-based
flooding (as opposed to total flooding used in AODV for
example). Once the source node receives the Destination
Location DLOC packet, it starts forwarding data packets to the
destination using the shortest path tree next hop links recorded
in the Tree Table. If the destination node moves out of its cell
to a new one, it should broadcast (using cell-based flooding) a
Destination Location DLOC packet. This will not affect the
ongoing transmission of data packets to the destination.
D. Cell-Head Selection in TGRP
After building the Neighbors Table with the most recent
information, the selection of the cell-head node becomes
simple and fast. The node with the highest id in a cell is
implicitly chosen as the cell-head of that cell without any
additional overhead.
All the nodes in the MANET have the same OCT table
which leads to avoid using any special packets for maintaining
cell-heads. Notice that in the GRID protocol a RETIRE packet
is sent by a cell-head when it leaves its cell to another cell.
Cell-heads are used in TGRP as a backbone for the cell-based
flooding mechanism and there is no need for the RETIRE
packet.
The cell-head could be chosen by any mechanism such as
selecting the node with highest id as we do here, (or lowest id).
To avoid overloading the nodes with high ids (or low ids), a
node could create and use a random number as a varying id. In
the unlikely case of two equal random numbers drawn at two
mobile nodes located in the same cell any of them can be
chosen as cell-head of the cell because both nodes have the
same OCT table.

Empty to Non-Empty
If a node enters an empty cell (Neighbors Table shows no
nodes in the entered cell) then:
 Cell-based flooding of an Empty-to-Non_Empty
packet
 Any node receiving the Empty-to-Non_Empty packet
performs the following:
o modify the Occupied Cells Table
o valid = false (routing tree has to be rebuilt)
Non-Empty to Empty:
If a cell-head leaves a cell and no node is left in the previous
cell (based on the Neighbors Table) then:
 Cell-based flooding of a Non-Empty-to-Empty
packet
 Any node receiving this packet performs the
following:
o modify Occupied Cells Table
o valid = false (routing tree has to be rebuilt)
Exit from Cell:
 If a node enters a new cell then it sends EXIT packet
to all nodes in its transmission range
 When the cell-head of the new cell receives the EXIT
packet it unicasts an INFO packet to the new node
Build Tree:
 If a node has to route a packet and the valid flag is
false then run the Build Tree algorithm
 Valid = true
Fig. 4. The operations of the proactive layer in TGRP

The reactive layer is used to track the location of a
destination and to ensure this information is known by all
nodes in the MANET. Figure 5 outlines the mechanisms of this
layer.




Routing of a Received Data Packet
If no information about the destination in the Nodes
Table then cell-based flooding of RREQ
If cell-head receives RREQ request (first time) then
retransmit RREQ
If non-cell-head receives RREQ request and it is not
the destination node then do nothing
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If a destination node receives RREQ then cell-based
flooding of Destination Location packet
Destination Location
If the destination moves to another cell then cellbased flooding of a Destination Location packet

Fig. 5. The operations of the reactive layer in TGRP.

III.

A SIMULATION-BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to investigate the effect of using the hybrid TGRP
protocol, we have extended an original implementation of NS2
(version 3.4) with implementations of the protocols GRID and
TGRP in order to evaluate and compare their performance. The
performance evaluation of TGRP has been conducted using the
simulation model and parameters outlined in Table 3. The
evaluation study analyzes the impact of the network density
and node mobility speed on the three performance metrics
packet delivery ratio, normalized control overhead and average
end-to-end delay for two different cell sizes.
We use the term cell size to refer to the cell side length. As
shown in Table 3, two cell sizes 141 meters and 190 meters
will be tested in our experiments to show the impact of cell
sizes on TGRP and GRID protocols.
TABLE III.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Communication type

CBR

CBR sending rate

4 packets per second

Simulation area

1000m x 1000m

Simulation protocols

TGRP, GRID

Mobility model

Steady-state random waypoint

Number of nodes

60, 100, 200, 300, 400

Nodes average speed

2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20 (meters/second)

Average pause time

2 (Delta = 1 seconds)

Number of connections

30 connections

Transmission range

300 meters

Physical link bandwidth

11 Mbps

Number of simulation trials

40 times

Simulation time

1000 seconds

Cell side length (cell size)

141, 190 meters

A. Impact of Network Density
This section presents results of studying the impact of
network density on the performance of TGRP compared to
GRID. The network density has been varied by deploying 60,
100, 200, 300 and 400 mobile nodes in a fixed geographic area
of dimensions 1000m × 1000m. The nodes in the network
move according to the steady-state random waypoint mobility
model with average speed of 6 meters per second. The number
of connections between randomly selected peer sources and
destinations has been fixed to 30, all established during the
simulation time. Each source node in a connection sends four

packets per second to the corresponding destination and each
packet is of size 512 bytes.
F. Delivery Ratio:
Figure 8 shows the effect of the network density on the
packet delivery ratio of the TGRP and GRID protocols for
different cell sizes. It reveals that TGRP with a grid cell size of
141 meters exhibits a better performance compared to GRID in
terms of packet delivery. The stability of the path in TGRP
allows nodes to keep pumping data packets without
interruption. This stability comes from the existence of
alternative paths in the OCT table. Anytime there is a change
in the OCT table, a new shortest path tree is constructed
proactively by the affected nodes without affecting the ongoing
communications.
The mobility of a source node does not affect the path. As
long as the destination node remains in the same destination
cell, the packets can still be routed correctly based on the
information in the Node Table. The source node can continue
sending packets while moving around in the MANET
environment. There is no need to inform all other nodes about
its new location when it moves to a different cell. It just sends
an EXIT packet to its neighbor nodes and rebuilds its shortest
path tree.
The stability of paths also comes from avoiding the use of
RETIRE packets and cell-head re-election when cell-heads
move between cells. Cell-heads just broadcast EXIT packets
when they move to different cells. When a cell-head A moves
to a new cell, the cell-head B of that new cell sends a small
INFO packet to A containing the list of nodes located in the
neighboring cells
The increase of the delivery ratio in TGRP also comes from
the fact that cell-heads in GRID protocols discard some data
packets when they are not involved in routing packets for any
reason such as a change in the path due to the moving of a
source node to a different cell or because of received ERROR
packets. This is not the case in TGRP because all nodes have
the capability to forward packets to destination nodes and all
nodes have consistent information about paths to destination
nodes.
The simulation results show that TGRP works better with a
cell size 141 meters than 190 meters. This is because of the
lack of consistency between the transmission range (300
meters) and the cell size 190 meters. For example, with a cell
size of 141 meters and a transmission range of 300 meters, the
adjacent neighbors of a cell are approximately covered by the
transmission range which will allow nodes in this cell to
communicate with each other. In the example of Figure 6, a
grid size of 141 meters is assumed. In this figure node 20 wants
to send a data packet to node 1 through node 4. Node 20 sends
its packets to node 4. Node 4 discovers from its Neighbors
Table that the destination node 1 is reachable in the next hop.
Node 4 delivers the packet to the destination node 1. If
however a cell size of 190 meters is assumed, then when node
4 tries to forward the packet received from node 20 to node 1,
the packet is dropped because the transmission range of node 4
does not cover node 1 (see Figure 7).
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Fig. 8. Delivery ratio vs. number of mobile nodes for TGRP and GRID.
Mobility speed = 6 m/number of connections = 30, CBR packet rate = 4
packets/sec.

G. Control Overhead:
In this section, we present simulation results measuring the
normalized control overhead which is defined here as the
number of generated control packets per delivered data packet.
Figure 9 shows that TGRP is more scalable than GRID in
terms of normalized control overhead when varying the
number of nodes (and hence the network density). TGRP has
exhibited an inverse relationship between network density and
normalized control overhead whereas GRID has exhibited a
positive relationship.

Fig. 6. Grid environment with cell size 141 meters

The proactive layer control packets (Empty-to-Non-Empty
and Non-Empty-to-Empty) are affected inversely with the
increase of density. Increasing the number of nodes reduces the
need to send those packets because those packets are sent when
the status of a cell changes from empty to non-empty or vice
versa. These changes are reduced with an increased number of
nodes in the cells. Thus, in TGRP, the number of control
packets needed to deliver data packets is reduced with
increased number of nodes.

Fig. 7. Grid environment with cell size 190 meters

We observe from the results of Figure 8 that TGRP
outperforms GRID protocols in terms of delivery ratio. This
can be justified by the fact that the stability of the paths
resulting from using the proactive layer information
(availability of alternative paths) leads to an increase in the
number of delivered packets to their destinations. Figure 8 also
shows that TGRP incurs a higher delivery ratio with size 141
meters compared to 190 meters.
Figure 8 shows that sparse environment (density = 60, 100
nodes) has a negative effect on the delivery ratio of TGRP
whereas dense environment has a positive effect due to the
ability of building paths to destinations when the density is
high. Moreover, the delivery ratio with 300 nodes is slightly
better than the delivery ratio with 400 nodes due to the fact that
400 nodes broadcast more EXIT packets which affects the
propagation of data packets.

Fig. 9. Normalized control overhead vs. number of mobile nodes for TGRP
and GRID. Mobility speed = 6 m/s, number of connections = 30, CBR packet
rate = 4 packets/sec.

When the density is less than 200 nodes, TGRP with cell
size 190 meters needs more control packets to submit data
packets compared to TGRP with cell size 141 meters. This is
due to the disconnection problem illustrated in Figure 7. When
the density is higher than 200 nodes, the disconnecting of paths
is reduced due to the existence of more nodes in cells which
leads to reduce the number of control packets.
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H. End-to-End Delay:
Figure 10 shows that TGRP exhibits much better
performance than GRID in terms of end-to-end delay. The
TGRP proactive layer provides high path stability which
results in a tremendous improvement in the average end-to-end
delay compared to GRID (over 80% improvement compared to
GRID).
The mechanism of path maintenance in TGRP does not
affect the pumping of data packets. The maintenance of the
paths is done in the proactive layer (in the background). There
are always chances of existence of alterative paths. All these
factors lead to the superiority of TGRP. Figure 10 also reveals
that the increase in the density of the network leads to improve
the average end-to-end delay for all protocols. In spite of the
big difference between protocols, they all exhibit the same
behavior.

Fig. 10. Average end-to-end delay (seconds) vs. number of mobile nodes for
TGRP and GRID. Mobility speed = 6 m/number of connections = 30, CBR
packet rate = 4 packets/sec

I. Impact of Node Mobility
To study the effect of mobility on TGRP compared to
GRID, we set a fixed number of 200 nodes and a fixed number
of 30 connections and vary the node mobility speed. The nodes
are placed over a network area of 1000m x 1000m using
steady-state random waypoint mobility model with a variety of
node mobility speeds as shown in Table 4.
TABLE IV.

PARAMETERS FOR NODE SPEED

Average Node
Speed
(meters/second)

2

4

6

8

12

16

20

Delta of Node
Speed
(second)

1

2

4

6

10

12

18

J. Delivery Ratio:
Figure 11 reveals that TGRP with cell size 141 meters is
more scalable and stable in terms of delivery ratio when
varying the node mobility speed. The delivery ratio of TGRP
is not affected by the increase of the node mobility speed.
There is no election mechanism that effects the propagation of
data packets. TGRP with cell size 190 meters has the same
behavior as TGRP with cell size 141meters but it has lower
delivery ratio because of the disconnection problem illustrated
in Figure 7.
TGRP depends on its proactive layer control packets to
ensure consistency of the Occupied Cells Table and hence the

stability of the routing paths. With a high number of mobile
nodes (high density), the number of control packets remains
approximately the same when increasing the speed. A path to
destination is not broken by the moving of nodes between cells.
As long as the empty/non-empty status of the cells is not
affected, the routing paths (cell-based paths obtained from the
shortest-path tree) remain valid. There are only two control
packets which are affected by increasing the mobility speed of
the nodes: Destination Location packet and EXIT packet. The
proactive layer increases the stability of the connected paths
which leads to reduced effect of the mobility speed on the
delivery ratio.
GRID with cell size 190 meters works better than with cell
size 141 meters. The paths are constructed with less number of
hops and less number of RETIRE packets.

Fig. 11. Delivery ratio (%) vs. averagenode speed for TGRP and GRID.
Number of CBR connections = 30 , number of nodes = 200, CBR pacekt rate
= 4 packets/sec.

Overall, TGRP shows high scalability in terms of delivery
ratio compared to GRID when increasing the node mobility
speed. It shows improvement by at least 10% compared to
GRID. It is slightly affected by the increasing of mobility
speed. The scalability comes from the stability of the cellbased paths in the TGRP protocol. The paths are cell-based
paths and not node-based paths.
K. Control Overhead:
Figure 12 shows that TGRP has consumed 40% less control
packets than GRID to deliver data packets. There are only three
types of control packets which are needed more with higher
node mobility: Destination Location packets, EXIT packet and
INFO packet. The number of Empty-to-Non-Empty packets
and Non-Empty-to-Empty packets is affected by the number of
nodes in the environment but not much by the mobility speed.
If there are enough mobile nodes, there is little need for these
control packets since changes in the empty/non-empty status of
cells are unlikely to take place. If however the number of nodes
is small then higher mobility causes more empty/non-empty
status changes and hence the number of status change control
packets can be large.
TGRP has used less control packets to deliver data packets
compared to GRID when the average mobility speed is less
than 8 meters per second. TGRP with cell size 141 meters
needs about one to two control packets to deliver one data
packet whereas it needs more than 2 control packets to deliver
one data packet when the mobility speed exceeds 8 meters per
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second. TGRP with cell size 190 meters uses approximately
the same number of control packets with different mobility
speeds to deliver one data packet. That is because, a grid with
cell size 141 meters has more cells than a grid with cell size
190 meters which leads to have more Empty-to-Non-Eempty
and Non-Empty-to-Empty packets.
Figure 12 also reveals that GRID is affected negatively by
increasing the mobility speed in terms of normalized overhead.
Increasing the node mobility speed leads to increasing the
number of broken connections and therefore the number of
control packets used to reestablish the broken connections.
Overall, TGRP is more stable than GRID in terms of
control overhead when the mobility is increased.

Fig. 13. Average end-to-end delay vs. average node speed for TGRP and
GRID. Number of CBR connections= 30, number of nodes = 200, CBR
packet rate = 4 packets/sec.

IV.

Fig. 12. Normalized control overhead vs. Average Node Mobility Speed for
TGRP and GRID. Number of CBR Connections = 30, number of nodes = 200,
CBR packet rate = 4 packets/sec.

L. End-to-End Delay:
Figure 13 shows that TGRP with cell size 141 meters
outperforms by far GRID in terms of end-to-end delay for
different node mobility speeds. It shows that it is a very stable
and scalable protocol in terms of end-to-end delay. It shows an
improvement of about 90% compared to GRID.
The availability of alternative paths (provided by
recalculating the shortest path trees in the proactive layer) leads
to have very stable connections. In addition to that, the paths
(cell-based paths) are not affected by node mobility as long as
the cells forming the paths remain occupied. Figure 13 also
reveals that increasing the mobility speed affects negatively
GRID in terms of end-to-end delay. It leads to have broken
connections which requires in GRID to re-establish the
connections using more control packets.
At low mobility speed, TGRP with cell size 141 meters has
the lowest average delay among the evaluated protocols.
Overall, Figure 13 also shows the effect of node mobility on
the average end-to-end delay for the GRID protocol.

CONCLUSION

We have proposed and evaluated the performance of a new
routing protocol called Tree-based Grid Routing Protocol
(TGRP), which uses a new hybrid proactive and reactive
routing approach in grid-based MANETs. In TGRP, there is a
proactive layer which builds and maintains a table called
Occupied Cells Table and builds from it shortest path trees
between occupied cells. There is also a reactive layer in TGRP
that is responsible for discovering the location of destination
nodes by exploiting the constructed shortest path trees. The
performance of the proposed TGRP protocol has also been
studied and compared with the performance of GRID using
extensive simulation experiments. The performance has been
evaluated in terms of end-to-end delay, delivery ratio and
control overhead for a variety of network density and node
mobility conditions with two different cell sizes. The results
have shown that TGRP scales better than GRID in terms of
delivery ratio and control overhead and it is by far superior to
GRID in terms of end-to-end delay.
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Abstract—Load balancing is a technique for equal and fair
distribution of load on resources and maximizing their
performance as well as reducing the overall execution time.
However, meeting all of these goals in a single algorithm is not
possible due to their inherent conflict, so some of the features
must be given priority based on requirements and objectives of
the system and the desired algorithm smust be designed with
their orientation. In this article, a decentralized load balancing
algorithm based on cellular automata and fuzzy logic has been
presented which has capabilities needed for fair distribution of
resources in Grid level.
Each computing node in this algorithm has been modeled as a
Cellular Automata’s cell and has been provided with the help of
fuzzy logic in which each node can be an expert system and have
a decisive role which is the best choice for tasking in dynamic
environment and uncertain data.

Each node is mapped to one of the VL, L, VN, and H,
VH conditions based on information exchange on certain
time periods with its neighboring nodes and based on
fuzzy logic and tries to estimate the status of the other
nodes in subsequent periods to reduce communication
overhead with the help of Fuzzy Logic and the decision
making to send or receive task loads is done based on the
status of each node. So an appropriate structure for the
system can greatly improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Fuzzy control does not use search and optimization and
makes decisions based on inputs which are effective
parameters of the system and are mostly based on
incomplete and nonspecific information.
Keywords—computing
automata; fuzzy logic
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INTRODUCTION

The need for high computational power and organizational
limitations have created a new type of shared computing
environment, which is called computing grid. Computing Grid
is a computing infrastructure that makes effective access to
high performance with computing resources possible. End
users and applications see this environment as a large virtual
computing system. Systems that are connected by Grid may be
distributed globally and be running on different hardware
platforms and operating systems and belong to different
organizations. In a short definition, Grid can be considered as a
system for distributed resource sharing in a large scale and

indeed without borders. Requests should be divided evenly
among the available resources in order to globally enhance the
global throughput of computing grid. Management of resources
is one of the major issues in this environment. Resource
management is a major and infrastructure Grid component of
environment. The overall objective of resource management is
effective timing to run programs that need to use resources in
Grid environment. In a general definition. The purpose of load
balancing algorithms is uniform distribution of the load on
resources and maximizing resource efficiency as well as
reducing the overall running time which means the difference
between the most and least productive resources should be
minimal. The load balancing problem for Grid environment in
which equitable distribution of resources is one of the most
important issues is also considered as a basic necessity. The
desirable characteristics of a load balancing solution include:
Comparability, versatility, stability, clarity of vision of
program’s user, capability of fault tolerance and minimal
overhead costs imposed on the system. The load balancing
methods are generally divided into centralized and
decentralized, static and non-static, cyclic or non-cyclic, and
has a threshold and no threshold. Cellular automata answers
this question that How complex systems can be studied? There
is the ability to predict the next state of cells in this system
based on the status of each cell and its adjacent cells which can
help in proper distribution of load among nodes. Given that the
distribution of load needs awareness of mentioned conditions
and considers the functionality of each resource in a computing
grid and cellular automata has this feature which means it can
predict current and future situation of each resource, the load
distribution is done in a balanced way based on the needs and
abilities and capabilities of each of these resources [14-19].
This article tries to execute distribution of load in Grid
resources by evaluating the effectiveness of cellular automata
and fuzzy logic which have capabilities required in the fair
distribution of load and grade level decision-making. The load
balancing algorithms has been provided in this article based on
Cellular automata- and use of fuzzy rules. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows: In section 2, definition of
concepts such as Grid, load balancing, cellular automata and
fuzzy logic. Section 3 describes our proposed algorithm in
detail. Section 4 discusses our simulation and results of
evaluation. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
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II.

DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS

Advances in areas technical constantly need to have faster
computing but computer hardware manufacturers have reached
fundamental limitations in the physical speed [1]. Electronics
and hardware advances in technology alone cannot meet the
demand for increased computing speed. Parallel processing is
the emerging response to this problem in which different parts
of a task are simultaneously tasking on several processors [2,
3].
Although writing code that is flexible enough to be split
among several processors is generally more difficult for
programmers but the tendency toward parallel processing
hardware and software has increased [2]. Instead of limiting the
time of implementation of a program running on a processor,
parallel processing task load is divided among several
processors and allow this issue to be solved through team
work, thus parallel processing has become a viable alternative
to the circuit and faster processors which can only reduce the
time of initial cycle time of the single processor [3]. Reduced
costs powerful computers along with advances in computer
networking technologies have increased the tendency for the
use of large-scale parallel systems and distributed computing
systems. In fact, recent studies in the field of computing
architecture has led to emergence of a new computing
paradigm which is computing Grid [4]. A computing Grid
creates a hardware and software infrastructure which is:
Reliable, consistent, pervasive, and has inexpensive access to
high performance computing [5]. This technology is a type of
distributed system that supports the sharing and coordinated
use of resources, independently from physical type and their
location in virtual dynamic organizations which is the same
shared goal. Nowadays, a variety of Grid systems are
manufactured with various definitions and facilities which have
different objectives. Thus, providing a single definition that
covers all aspects of grid computing technology in not easy nor
true. Various experts have provided different definitions
according to different pursued goals with different views
towards this technology and its various applications.
Ian Foster who was the main inventor of Grid and founder
of Globus defines Grid as follows [6]:
“Grid technology is seeking to create the possibility of
large-scale and controlled resource sharing which is flexible
and is after creating protocols, services and software
packages”.
Gird is defined as follows in IBM Company which is
among pioneers of Grid:
“Grid is a set of distributed computing resources in a local
area network or a wide area network which seems like a
computer and virtual computing system for end-user or
applications. Its main goal is creating dynamic virtual
organizations through sharing resources using coordinated and
safe methods among users, universities and organizations”.
A computing grid is a grid computing infrastructure which
provides access to advanced computing resources which
features such as being: High-End Computational Resources,
Dependable, Consistent, Pervasive and having Coordinated

Resource Sharing and problem solving in dynamic virtual
organizations is multi-organ.
Generally, Grid is a distributed system which contains
following items [8]:
 Resources (software and hardware) are heterogeneous
 Resources are coordinated but are not under a
centralized management
 The use of all-purpose standard protocols and interfaces
 Grid may have Multiple administrative domains or in
other words be made of several Virtual Organizations
(VO)
 Ensuring the quality of the services provided
Resource management is one of the important issues in
such environment. Resource management is among major
components and infrastructure of Grid environment. The
overall objective of resource management is effective timing of
applications which need to use available resources in Grid
environment for running. In a general definition. The purpose
of load balancing algorithms is equal distribution of load on
resources and maximizing their performance as well as
reducing the overall execution time [9]. In another definition,
the load balancing algorithm is an algorithm which ultimately
allows all nodes to task at once [10-11]. The issue of load
balancing for Grid environment has fair distribution of load on
resources as a basic necessity. The desirable characteristics of a
load balancing solution include: desirable characteristics of a
load balancing solution include: Scalability, Adaptability,
Stability, Application Transparency, Fault Tolerant and
minimum overhead imposed on the system. The mentioned
specifications are greatly interdependent. For example, delays
such as Computation Delay and Communication Delay have
abnormal effects on the stability and thus comparability of the
algorithm. Due to the many parameters involved in the
problem of load balancing as well as contradictory of some
mentioned features, meeting all the features in the form of a
single algorithm is practically difficult or even impossible.
Most of the existing methods try to satisfy one or more of the
above objectives [12-14].
For better efficiency and more use of dynamic algorithms
and considering that the main focus of this article is on the
same set of algorithms, in general, the process of dynamic load
balancing algorithms has four main routines:
A. Load Measuring routine
B. Information Exchange routine
C. Initiation routine
D. The final load balancing operation
Load measuring routine is expression of CPU load in a way
that heavier load on processors will increase it and its reduction
will reduce it. Since the routine is repeatedly and with great
frequency in use (run) of the load balancing algorithms, the
Calculation of obtaining should be as simple and as efficient as
possible [17]. Information Exchange routine determine the
method of collecting necessary task load for load balancing
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decisions. Initiation routine decides about the time of starting
load balancing. This decision-making is along with
determining the ratio of efficiency to imposing overhead
(which means load balancing must be effective). Load
balancing methods attempt to achieve goals such as
minimizing the average response time for processing or
maximizing resource efficiency by running processes on
distributed resources. This this goal may initially be a demand
or take place after the start of its implementation. Of course, in
any case, a good and efficient algorithm must consider the cost
of route as well [18]. Cellular Automata (CA) is an answer to
this question that how to study complex systems. Cellular
automata can be a complex system in itself and yet provide
appropriate methods to study complex systems like these Complex systems – [19-20].

endTime(jx): End time of job jx.
ETC (jx, pi): Estimated execution time of jx at pi, comes
from (2).

(
pi to pj at time t.

(

)

)





): The time required for transfer job jx from

(
): Estimation of finish time of job jx when
transfer from pi to pj at time t.
(



III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM OF FUZZY LOAD
DISTRIBUTION USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA (FUZZY LOAD
BALANCING CELLULAR AUTOMATA)
The main idea of this project is using a cell of cellular
automata to show a computational node in which the status of
cell shows the status of that node. A load balancing solution
can be created just using local load balancing in this method.
The method of load distribution is in form of a wave motion.

(



)
(

)

(

)

(

)

ELSE



(

)

(

)



Bx(pi, pj): Benefit of execution of the job jx at pj compared
to execution at pi.

All parameters that each processor considers during the
proposed load balancing algorithm are described below:



M: Number of heterogeneous computing nodes in the
system (P1, P2, ..., PM)

The general routine of the proposed Load balancing
algorithm is in a way that when a new task enters the
computational node, that node will decide based on cell’s
conditions that it should carry out this task itself or migrate it
to another node.

x: Number of job executed in the system (j1, j2, ..., jx).
Ts: Iinformation exchange time.

xFCjxpipi, tEFCjxpipjt

Te: The estimated time period.

This algorithm consists of several main routines:

Ni: Buddy set of node Pi.

 Determining the status of nodes

Si(Tn): State of node i at time Tn.

 Making decision to migrate the task

ɱ: Number of migration of a job.

 Selecting the best node to carry out the task

Qi(t): The number of jobs waiting in the execution queue at
the node Pi at time t.
wi: Processing power at Pi.
z(jx): Size of job(x).
: Total waiting time for execution of waiting job at pi
queue.
: The remaining execution time of the job being
processed at the Pi.
: Load of Pi at time t, comes from (1).






: Normalized average load in the buddy set of node
Pi at time t.
BWij: Bandwidth communication between processors i and
j



A. Determining the status of nodes
The overall basis for all decisions is the status of that node.
In fact, the essential criterion in deciding to send a task is the
status of that node and the main criterion for selecting a node to
perform the task is also the status of that node. Thus,
determining the status of each node is crucial in load balance in
the whole system.
In order to determine the status of each node and its
neighbors for each running and migration, the information are
needed to determine the status of nodes. There will be a large
overhead in the system if a series of messages are exchanged
between nodes to exchange their status. Thus, regular intervals
are used to determine the status of nodes which are called
information exchange periods. Ts which is greater than the
period of time for running and migration of tasks is performed
between nodes which estimates the status of nodes between
these time periods. Te tries to reduce communication overhead
and have a more accurate decisions (Fig. 1).

ArrTime(jx): Arrival time of job Jx.
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Fig. 1. Determining the status of nodes in Tn

Determining the status of the node is done in two methods:


Information Exchange (Ts)



State estimation (Te)

1) Determining the status of nodes through the
information exchange
Determining the status of nodes through the information
exchange contains three parts of sending load information,
calculating the average load and determining the status of
nodes using Fuzzy Logic (Fig. 2).
a) Sending load information
All of the nodes send the information related to their load to
other node in their neighboring collection in regular time
periods of Ts which are called information exchange periods
and receive their information. Then each node records the
reviewed information from each neighboring node in neighbor
table.
b) Calculate the average load
Each node calculates its average load and the load related
to neighboring collection using (5) and considers the obtained
index as normalized load average.
∑
∑





c) Determining the status of nodes using Fuzzy Logic
The normalized load average is considered as the point of
balance and map the status of each node to one of Very light,
Light, Normal, Heavy, Very heavy forms using fuzzy logic.
This step is called mapping input values to fuzzy mode and the
status of each node will be recorded in neighboring table.

Fig. 2. Information exchange

2) Determining the status of node using estimation
If this data exchange is done in intervals with short
distance, there will be a high communication overhead
imposed on the system. Thus, these intervals must be increased
and estimated Te status in information exchange periods using
fuzzy rules.
In order to discover these laws, the algorithm runs without
estimation periods and records the data on each node. The
related fuzzy rules are extracted by using Matlab software. In
order to reduce communication overhead caused by data
exchange, exchange periods will be increased and the status of
each node using obtained rules in order to reduce errors in
decision making will be estimated.
B. The decision to send task
When jx task enters node and that node is in one of VL, L,
VN states, it will be queued for processing and will be waiting
to run according to respective priority and the higher rate of
migration (ɱ) leads to increased running priority.
But when jx enters node and that node is in one of H, VH
states, if it is migrated from another node, it will not be
accepted and rejected but if the job belongs to that node, then if
the node is in VH status then it calculates the amount of its
own load and the normal load and if it has a neighbor with VL
status, it selects ½ of its additional load and if it has a neighbor
with L status, it selects ¼ of its additional load for migration
and if it has neighbors with both statuses, it sends with the
same ratio to both of them. If it is in H status, it will calculate
the difference between its own load and the normal load and if
it has a neighbor with VL status, it will select ¼ of its
additional load for migration and selects 1/8, if it has a
neighbor with L status.
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C. Selecting the most appropriate node to perform the task
Initially nodes with VL, L are marked in neighboring nodes
with weight of 1 for L node and 2 for VL node. Then the
implementation cost of performing the jx task is estimated on
specified nodes and based on Bx(pi, pj) profit which is the
difference between running cost in node pj compared to pi
node, if this profit I positive and bigger than the threshold, a
weight is given to each one of them. In this way that the higher
running profit leads to higher score and the value of this profit
close to the threshold will lead to having score near one.
Finally, with regard to weight of node’s status and the weight
of running’s profit in Pj node, the decision is made to send this
node to Pj. the higher weight will lead to higher possibility of
sending the task to that node (Fig. 3).

The proposed FLBCA algorithm has been simulated using
C# programming language in Visual Studio 2010 environment
and its algorithm has been compared with MELISA algorithm.

It should be noted that the cost of running a task may be
equal in source node and the destination node which means
running the task on that same node or migration it to another
node may result in similar end time which has the running
profit of zero and even have a little earlier end time but that
task is not allowed to be migrated to that node because it
imposes communication overhead on the system and the
bandwidth of communication between processors is engaged
even for small time.

(6)

A. Efficiency criteria
Following two criteria have been used in order to evaluate
the performance of the proposed algorithm [21-23]:
1) Average response time (ART):
The average time from when the task enters the Grid until it
successfully comes out of the Grid environment.
2) The average performance of computing nodes (CPU):
the ratio of working time to the total time of a system:



∑





B. Simulation Model
This simulation is formed by 30 heterogeneous computing
grids which their processing power follows random distribution
in range of [1, 10] and the relation between two nodes has been
formed by heterogeneous communication network in a way
that their communication bandwidth is variable from 1 Mbps to
10 Mbps.
10,000 independent tasks have been used in this simulation
in a way that running time of each task has been generated
randomly in the range of [1, 100]. These tasks enter the system
based on Poisson distribution with rate of [1, 4] and the volume
of each task follows normal distribution with mean of 5 MB
and standard deviation of 1 MB.
The time for information exchange (Ts) is assumed to be 20
units and the estimation time of status is considered to be 5
units
C. Simulation results
This algorithm has been evaluated in terms of performance
criteria and under the effect of factors such as the number of
tasks, time and period of service transition and estimation
interval.

Fig. 3. Selecting the most appropriate node to perform the task

IV.

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Simulation is an imitation of the real world. Simulators
enable program designers, instrument developers and grid
developers who need to test programs, tools and services
available to ensure the proper function of their program before
final production and using them in real world.

1) The effect of the works entered in the homogeneous
environment
In a homogeneous environment where processing power of
each CPU is 1 and the communication bandwidth between any
two nodes is constant and equal to 10 Mbps, the number of
tasks has been added from 0,000 to 50,000 in order to measure
these factors. In these conditions where the number of tasks is
10000. The average response time is about the same among all
three algorithms but with increased tasks, the efficiency of
ELISA algorithm is better than MELISA algorithm and the
proposed algorithm and the efficiency of FLBCA algorithm is
slightly better than MELISA algorithm (Fig. 4). The total run
time is about the same in all three algorithms (Fig. 5).
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In order to measure the effectiveness of the work, the
number of tasks have been increased from 50,000 to 10,000.
The average response time is much better in FLBCA and
MELISA algorithms than the ELISA algorithm. The average
response time is initially about the same in FLBCA and
MELISA algorithms but is gets better with increasing number
of tasks in FLBCA algorithm and shows better and faster
decisions in fuzzy logic (Fig. 6).
The total runtime is similar among all three algorithms. The
runtime is a function of the rate of entering data into the system
and the runtime is about the same due to using same data (Fig.
7).

Number of tasks
Fig. 4. The average response time in case of homogeneous

Fig. 7. Comparing the total runtime in heterogeneous environment

2) The effect of tasks entered into the heterogeneous
environment
Since this algorithm has been designed for heterogeneous
environments, it is compared in heterogeneous environment
with different processing power in the range of [1, 10] and
various communication bandwidths between any two nodes in
the range of 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps with ELISA and MELISA
algorithms.

50
40
ART

Fig. 5. The total runtime in homogeneous environment

3) The effect of job size
This section tries to evaluate the effect of changing tasks
volume from MB to 50 MB on the average response time in the
proposed algorithm. The number of migration reduces and the
average response time increases with increased runtime (Fig.
8).

30

ELISA

20

MELISA

10

FLBCA

0
5±1

10±5 20±10 50±20
Job size

Fig. 8. Average response time for different job sizes

Fig. 6. Comparing the average response time in heterogeneous environment

4) The effect of running tasks
This section tries to evaluate the effect of changing the
average runtime of tasks from 10 to 150 units on the efficiency
of the algorithm. The average response time increases with
large rate by increasing the runtime (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. The average response time for various run times

Fig. 11. Comparing the average response time for different times

5) The effect of information exchange time
This algorithm was tested with different times in range of 2
units to 40 units in order to find a time for information
exchange which is suitable in perspective of efficiency criteria
(Fig. 10).
The accuracy of information reduces with increasing time
of the information exchange. The distribute the load between
nodes is done with less precision and average response time
increases for this purpose

Fig. 10. The average response time for different times of exchanging
information

6) The effect of state estimation time
In order to access a proper estimation time from the point
of efficiency criteria, the exchange time must be considered to
be 20 units by default. Then by changing the estimation time in
different intervals from 2 units to 10 units, the most effective
time will be found (Fig. 11).
The average response time increases by reducing
estimation time due to increased computational overhead and
the most optimal time is reached at times of 4 and 5 and the
average response time increases again by increasing this time
due to reduced accuracy of data.

V.

CONCLUSION

A load balancing model has been provided in this research
for grid computing environment which is called FLBCA. This
algorithm tries to meet needs and characteristic required for a
load balancing algorithm such as stability, versatility,
transparency from the user’s standpoint and minimize the
communication overhead as much as possible. Since the fuzzy
logic system has the ability to deal with imprecision and
uncertainty. Algorithm based on fuzzy logic has been proposed
for dynamic load balancing in computing grid. The main
purpose of using this algorithm is increasing efficiency and
productivity of Grid system which will lead to reducing
organization’s costs and increasing productivity and saving
energy and since using energy efficiently saves it which is the
top priority in our life today and helps to protect the
environment and nature.
Among the tasks carried out in this paper and with respect
to the fact that the issue of resource management is still
discussed about in Grid as well as the importance of load
balancing in it and the use of cellular automata which can be a
good platform for the design of load balancing algorithms, it
seems hierarchical cellular automata is an Appropriate
structure for design of these types of algorithms in future which
can be provided a better view of the whole condition of the
Grid System. In addition to this, the use of fuzzy logic which
leads to increased accuracy of decision-making in uncertain
environments can be used in to improve the efficiency of
parallel algorithms. The combination of fuzzy logic and
cellular automata can be a good technique for a lot of parallel
algorithms.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Many companies rely on the promised benefits of product
lines, targeting systems between fully custom made software
and mass products. Such customized mass products account
for a large number of applications automatically derived from
a product line. This results in the special importance of
product lines for companies with a large part of their product
portfolio based on their product line. The success of product
line development efforts is highly dependent on tailoring
the development process. This paper presents an integrative
model of influence factors to tailor product line development
processes according to different project needs, organizational
goals, individual goals of the developers or constraints of the
environment. The model integrates goal models, SPEM models
and requirements to tailor development processes.
Software systems developed based on the product line
approach result in systems between custom made software
and systems developed for a mass market. Thus, software
product lines are customized mass products. The architecture
of a product line consists of a core and diverse variable
components. Any members of a product line are based on its
core and one or more variable components. Core and variable
components are pre-developed what results in the special
usage of a product line. The customer simply selects and may
parametrized the desired features of the future system. Based
on the product line, the system (in more detail, the software
application) will be automatically generated. The effort for the
development of a product line core and its variable components

will reach a break even point starting from four [1] up to
five [2] sold applications. This is mainly due to the large
development efforts for the core of the product line, the product
line training needed for the developers, the migration effort
for companies to go towards the product line concept and the
process maturity level needed for product line development [3].
The efforts for product line specific development processes
are higher than the efforts for the development of standard
systems and such development processes need to be tailored
towards the project environment of the development team [4],
[5]. The survey of 273 software projects in[6] revealed a
potential of reducing the development effort up to 21% by
raising the CMM level by one. This shows the big potential of
defined and tailored development processes. For the remainder
of this paper the terms method and process are used according
to the Software & Systems Process Engineering Metamodel
(SPEM) of the Object Management Group (OMG). A method
is a reusable and goal oriented procedure made of several
steps, referred to as tasks. A process is a sequence of tasks
together with the timing information for the sequence. Thus,
a process would contain all the timed steps needed to develop
a product line. As an example, a review is taken from the
method library and reused at different occasions in the process
to validate the documents developed along the product line
development process. Ten product line case studies have been
analysed in [2] out of the domains embedded, oil and gas,
finances, mobile communications, telecommunications, multimedia, and the medical domain. All the case studies use
a twofold development process, with a domain engineering
(development of the product line itself) and an application
engineering (development of applications based on the product
line) phase, as shown in figure 1. Both phases are further
subdivided in a requirements, a design, a realization and a
testing phase. The common assets, managed in a repository,
are in between both phases. They are developed in the domain
engineering phase and used in the application engineering
phase.
The challenges are the development methods and processes, which have been individually and manually defined
by all case studies in [2] as the project proceeded. Although
guidelines for the development of product lines have been
developed [2], detailed recommendations for the tailoring step
of a development process are still missing. It is not yet clear
whether and to what degree a given development process will
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Fig. 1: Product Line Development Process

fit to its development environment. A structured approach
to address this savings potential could be defined attributes
together with a model to optimize the tailoring step of the
development process for product lines. Therefore, a tailoring
meta-model with a set of attributes to enhance the tailoring
step with an optimization towards the presented attributes is
presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: section II
discusses the need of integration model where the requirements
on tailoring product line development processes are manifold.
In section III requirements are divided into two main parts
and the factors effecting the tailoring development processes
are determined. Section IV presents a meta-model for tailoring
development processes and a pseudo-code for the selection of
elements. Finally, last section concludes the paper.
II.

T HE N EED OF I NTEGRATION M ODEL

The product line development method PuLSE as presented
in [7] is equipped with the PuLSE Baselining and Customization (PuLSE-BC) [4] procedure to tailor PuLSE towards the
needs of an organization. Any tailoring decisions are bound to
the variable parts of the development process. The criteria for
tailoring are based on organizational and project domain issues.
Such manually elicited criteria result in the variability of the
development process. Pulse-BC is managing this variability in
an own model. A further refinement of tailoring product line
development processes is presented in [8]. Here, a product line
for development processes is proposed, referred to as process
line. The requirements of the development processes in this
process line are based on an analysis of current and future
products, projects and processes. Thus, the processes are optimized towards the products and projects, to derive a tailored
development process based on the process line. Tailoring is

realized with prioritized attributes, with which the resulting
elements of the product, process and project analysed are
ranked. An automated analysis of the underlying models is not
yet realized what also hinders the efficient analysis of different
scenarios in different domains. The company specific strategy
and the goals of groups as well as individual developers,
referred to as soft attributes are also missing. Nevertheless such
attributes are important since personal factors influence the
success of development process changes to a larger degree than
technological challenges [9], [10],[11]. As a result, a process
line model based on products, processes and project data in
relation to models of the company strategy and developer
goals is needed. Here, the relations of the model elements and
features of the process line are highly important to be able to
realize its variability [12]. In addition, there is also need of a
complete model of the attributes to enable an enhanced assessment of derived development processes. Development process
like the V-Model XT, SCRUM or OpenUP are targeting single
system development efforts. Nonetheless parts of the methods
are taken for the product line development. In [13] parts of
an agile development process have been used for the product
line development in a large company (SAP). Again, tailoring
of development processes for product lines is an important
success factor. As described in [13] but not yet accomplished,
the strategic and business goals of an organization need to be
part of the development process. The selection of process steps
should be traceable to the business and strategic goals. Without
such traces development processes cannot be fully analysed
and tailored. Thus, the business goals need to be part of the
above described process line. In [14] the tailorability of the
V-Model XT towards product line development is analysed.
Based on this work a process line was developed and a VModel XT development processes could be derived based on
the process line. Unfortunately, the selection of supporting
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tools for the development process is still left to the project
manager and/or developer and the selection of tools is bound
to the knowledge about their advantages and drawbacks, what
is currently not part of the model of process lines. The
analysis of product line approaches emphasizes the relevance
of tools for the success of a product line development project.
All the presented approaches in this paper are based on the
product line development concept shown in figure 1 and offer
ideas to relate the development process to the development
environment. Although, none of the approaches is able to
offer a complete model of a tailorable development process
together with the elements/components of the development
environment. Here, the analysis and assessment of development processes need to include tools, since they strongly
influence the expected effort of a product line development
project. The relation of decisions to the original goals of
the decisions can be realized with goal models [15]. Goal
oriented business processes with variabilities are presented in
[16]. Such models could be used as in [17] to analyse and
assess the chances of success with the Goal-Question-Metric
(GQM) method for product line development projects. For the
tailoring step of a developers environment the in influential
factors and attributes are still missing for process lines, but
could be realized using a goal model. Thus, a comprehensive
view onto product line development domain would be possible.
Finally an integrative model for the description of stakeholder
needs and goals in relation to the development process artifacts
and the development environment specifics is needed, to be
able to analyse potential influences of changing goals early in
the project development.
III.

Fig. 3: Integrated Goal Model

TAILORING D EVELOPMENT P ROCESSES

As stated in the previous section the requirements on
tailoring product line development processes are manifold.
Here, these requirements are divided in two main parts
1)
2)

Fig. 2: Goal and Method Models

of the product line, specifically to the core and the
variabilities of the product line.
•

Any strategic choice of the technology influences
the future constraints (performance, memory, available
development environment, available compilers) of the
system and thus, constraints for the product line. For
example, the realization of variabilities with the C
language has reduced capabilities compared to C++.

•

Stability of the strategy. For new companies this is
highly relevant. The strategy is subject of a high risk
for changes. Thus, this goal influences the overall
feasibility of the product line development.

•

The roadmap includes the timing for the release of
product features. For each release a set of features
is identified. The length (way into the future) of the
roadmap influences the technological choices and the
re-development of the product line. Due to technological changes, fluctuation of employees (and with
them the knowledge) and unforeseen requirements the
implementation of the architecture of a product line
needs to be adapted to this new environment. The
roadmap needs to address these large and periodic
updates.

The goal model based requirements
The method model based requirements

The following categories and parts of the two models are
based on own experiences in industrial projects and lessons
learned within student software development projects. First,
the identification of influence factors that can be described by
goal models contains soft factors, as shown in figure 2.
Based on experience, it is estimated that about 70% of the
challenges throughout the software development project can be
traced back to such soft factors. Thus, addressing such factors
can influence the success of a project by a large degree. As
shown in figure, 3, two top level factors are refined with a goal
model.
The strategyof a company is very important when comes
to the initial decision for or against a product line. Thus, the
following sub-goals as refinement of the strategy are tightly
connected to the product line development.
•

The target domain or domains of the products that
will be developed rule about the product line approach.
New domains or domains that will be abandoned in
the future need to be known and elicited in the requirements engineering phase. Of course, these requirements might have a large impact on the architecture

The personal factors also have a large impact onto the other
elements in the goal model. The personal goals are coupled
with a stakeholder model of the involved persons in a software
project. Each stakeholders should have an own personal goal
model reflecting his/her position towards the product line
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Fig. 5: Developer Role in OpenUp
Fig. 4: OpenUP Overview

development process. Since this is a very personal information
it is recommended to keep this model private but use the
information in correlation with the other models (strategy and
standards) as well as use the results of a model analysis as
input for the periodic discussions with the management within
the company and/or of the respective project.
•

Each stakeholders own experience should be related
to the role descriptions of the basic development processes (e.g., OpenUp, SCRUM). Besides the potentials
for further personal development, such an experience
level should be related to the project roles (and their
skills) which are attached to each development step.
For exchangeable development steps, experiences set
the rules on which step to take.

•

Each stakeholder has preferences for application domains or technological choices. There are also preferences for methods used along the development process
or for specific templates to be used for the deliverables
of the development process. These preferences will
influence the choices of the method and development
process parts of the product line.

•

Each stakeholder might (or should) have an own strategy in contrast to the company strategy. The alignment
of the strategy of all different stakeholders is impossible, due to the private nature of this information.
As with the experience, the awareness of the other
goals and their correlation to the own strategy is an
important step towards the integration into a developer
group and a good starting point to develop an own
roadmap. The individual analysis of the own strategy
is a good point to think about the own position in the
company and/or to better understand the own position.

Standards will influence the technology goals for the strategic
planning and they recommend or require technologies and/or
tools. For example, the safety standard IEC61508 recommends
test case generation tools. Standards could also require a specific development process structure and give recommendations
or require development methods. The lower part of figure 2
shows the method models. Here, we use SPEM to describe all
the needed parts of the methods, processes and best practices.
As a SPEM implementation, OpenUP is shown in figure 4.
OpenUP is an open source development process for standard applications, the complete extension of OpenUP towards
a product line is a future work package. Nevertheless this
process is taken as tailoring example to address the above
mentioned goals. The development process is split into four
iterative phases. Compared to figure 1, the requirements is
equivalent to the inception phase, the design is equivalent
to the elaboration phase and the realization is equivalent to
the construction phase. The testing steps are present in each

Fig. 6: OpenUP Guidance for SPEM elements

iteration of the OpenUP process and at the first sight the testing
phase in figure 1 does not match the OpenUP transition phase,
but this testing phase is meant to be the final system test with
an iterative testing approach as well and thus, the two models
are comparable. For each of the development steps in figure
4 parts of the method steps of the OpenUP method library
are taken and put together. Each task has its responsible roles
attached and each role has its tasks attached. As shown in
figure 5 the developer role is required to perform the five given
tasks and is also responsible for the four deliverables. The last
of the SPEM elements relevant for the process tailoring step
are the guidances. As shown in figure 6 there are 14 guidance
types which can be used to support any SPEM element, e. g.,
a task.
IV.

TAILORING M ETA - MODEL

Based on the above mentioned relations between goal models, method/process models and requirements, the proposed
meta-model as shown in figure 7. The Element abstracts the
Goal model elements, the MethodElements of SPEM, and the
Requirement elements found in most of the meta-models of
requirements management tools like Polarion. The meta-model
now allows to connect any element using links of the abstract
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Fig. 8: choose Pseudo-code
Fig. 7: Meta-model for Development Process Tailoring

LinkType. Currently the following link types are defined:
•

Preferences - Are used to indicate a stakeholders
preference for a given element (e. g., a developer
might have a preference for a text editor which is part
of the guidances of the process model). The preference
link can have values between -100% (aversion against
an element) up to +100% (this element is vitally
important for a stakeholder)

•

KnowledgeLevel - This link indicates the level of
confidence a stakeholder might have with an element
in our model. The knowledge level link is divided in
two categories. The knowledge as user of an element
between 0% (the stakeholder knows nothing about an
element) and 50% (the stakeholder knows everything
to use and work with an element). The knowledge
as teacher for an element my have values between
51% (the stakeholder has taught the use of an element
at least once) and 100% (the stakeholder is an experienced teacher with more than 5 years of teaching
experience).

•

WeaknessStrength - Any element might weaken or
strengthen another element. For example, the presence
of a requirement for safety in the medical domain
will result in high documentation demands what in
consequence will strengthen the quality of the final
product and at the same time weaken a fast delivery
of the product. The weakness/strength link can have
values between -100% (the source element will disable/weakens the target element) up to +100% (the
source element requires/strengthens the target element.
Thus, the target element be comes mandatory)

To work with the product line approach, variabilities are
needed, as discussed in the first sections. The variability of
the process is modelled with the SPEM content variability
types (contributes, extends, replaces, extends and replaces) for
the elements of a SPEM model. To trigger this variability of
the process model, the Choice is introduced in the tailoring
meta-model in figure 7. This has an input set of elements
influencing the choice. This input set will be updated by the
update inputSet() method whenever the choices are going to
be evaluated. This method will search for elements with target
links present in the elements to choose list and will update the
inputSet list accordingly. Once the update inputSet() method
has been executed the choose() method can follow with its
execution to calculate the variant based on the given input
elements.
The pseudo-code in figure 8 shows how to calculate the

choice of elements. First a map of elements and its ranking is
created.
For all the elements in the list of input elements, the elements which have links to elements in the elements to choose
list are filtered out . This is accomplished by the getLinkTypesFromTo method which stores its results in a list of
links as subset of the original links list of the Element type.
This list is then taken as input for the adjustRank method
which in the current version simply adds the values for the
preferences, knowledge level and weakness/strength values,
to the ermap rankings discussed in the last section. Finally,
a selection of choices based on the rankings and the SPEM
models constraints is made. This meta-model can be extended
in two ways:
1)
2)

First, any additional elements can be added to this
meta-model to address future models which need to
be integrated in the tailoring process.
Second, the link types can be extended by new links
needed in the future.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, the current state of the product line development domain and the challenges are discussed when it comes
to the development processes which need to be adapted to
the specific needs of the development teams. Tailoring product
line development processes has been identified to enable large
savings for the domain engineering as well as application
engineering phase of product line development projects. For an
integrative approach to process line tailoring, a tailoring metamodel is proposed which includes goal models, SPEM process
models as wells as requirements. With this model stakeholder
specific goals can be used to support binding a variable part of
the development process. This support addresses soft factors
as well as concrete requirements. Future research work will be
spent to further elicit attributes of different domains influencing
the development process. In addition the enhancement of the
few variable process steps in OpenUP towards a complete
process line will also be subject of future research efforts.
VI.
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Abstract—Greenhouse climate and crop models and specially
reduced models are necessary for bettering environmental management and control ability. In this paper, we present a new
metaheuristic method, called Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm,
established on the life of a bird family for selecting the parameters
of a reduced model which optimizes their choice by minimizing
a cost function. The reduced model was already developed for
control purposes and published in the literature. The proposed
models target at simulating and predicting the greenhouse environment. [?]. This study focuses on the dynamical behaviors of
the inside air temperature and pressure using ventilation. Some
experimental results are used for model validation, the greenhouse
being automated with actuators and sensors connected to a
greenhouse control system on the cuckoo search methods to
determine the best set of parameters allowing for the convergence
of a criteria based on the difference between calculated and
observed state variables (inside air temperature and water vapour
pressure content). The results shown that the tested Cuckoo
Search algorithm allows for a faster convergence towards the
optimal solution than classical optimization methods.
Keywords—optimization; cuckoo search; greenhouses; metaheuristics; climate models.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Humanity is going through a crisis which is characterized
by a number of problems, the most serious may be mentioned
which is that of the highly uneven distribution of agricultural
products between different nations. Indeed nearly two-thirds
of humanity now living in situation of poverty and deprivation
fault of the inadequate use of scientific and technological
instruments. In the context of sustainable development, the
fight against this serious problem of unequal distribution of
agricultural products is part of a social challenge accompanied
by a scientific challenge. Indeed many searches have been
working for several years studying various technical and
scientific means a quantitative improvement of agricultural
production. Crops under shelter and specifically greenhouse
crops have experienced during the last thirty years a significant
expansion. The greenhouses are closed spaces, closed by
translucent walls to obtain for agricultural production, better
environmental conditions that natural conditions. Thus the
greenhouse is a way to transform local outdoor conditions in
a more favorable microclimate for plant growth. The technology (heating, cooling, control computers etc ...) allowed the

improvement of greenhouses so that they become increasingly
sophisticated
The objective of this work is to optimize the mathematical
model[?] of the greenhouse to identify some physical parameters of the above model via the Cuckoo Search (CS). This new
metaheuristic search algorithm, has been developed by Yang
and Deb (2009).
II.

E XPERIMENTAL DATA

All the experimental data used in this work have been
collected between May 14 and 22 1991, in a 416m2 double
roof plastic house occupied by a tomato-crop and situated near
Avignon in the South of France.
III.

F ORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Optimization is a phenomenon of selecting the proper
variable from given variables, defining an objective function
in a given planning space, and searching for a minimum (or
a maximum) value within boundary constraints. The objective
of this work is to optimize a reduced greenhouse model which
controlled variables are interior temperature and humidity and
actuators are the vapor system, the vent opening, the soil and
the air heating.
Heat and water vapour balances have been first formulated
in order to get the key equations of the complete model. Then
exacting equations have been added to complete the model.
TABLE I: Notations
Qs

Air heating loads (W m−2 )

Qs

Soil heating loads(W m−2 )

ϕl

Injected evaporative cooling by fog system (W m−2 )

P Ti

Water vapor saturation pressure atTi (hP a)

www.ijacsa.thesai.org

V

Wind speed (m/s)

s

Vents opening surface (m2 )

Ti

Indoor temperature (◦ C)

Te

outdoor temperature (◦ C)

Pi

Indoor pressure(hP a)

Pe

outdoor pressure(hP a)

Rg

Outside global radiation (W m−2 )
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IV.

P ROBLEM OF IDENTIFICATION

As it described with supplementary details in a precedent paper[?], in the case of greenhouse the identification
techniques need a system approach of the mass and thermal
transfers which can be qualified by four kinds of variables
describing the greenhouse and its environment: the entry vector
, which describes the initial conditions from which the system
evolves; the output vector , or the set of state variables
which can be observed and measured; the current state of
the system , which includes the state variables of the system
evolving as a function of time and the vectors of unknown
system parameters. The dynamic behavior of the system can
be described by a ensemble of tow equations:
A state equation:
dX(t)
= f [X(t), U (t), P ]
dt
An observation equation:

(2)

PHYSICAL MODELING OF GREENHOUSE
CLIMATE

In order to reduce the system order of the thermal model,
an empirical approach based on considerations about the
characteristic time scales of each thermal component of the
system is considered, two main components are examined:

•

dPi
= Aτ Rg + B(P Ti − Pi ) − Kl (Pi − Pe ) + ϕl (5)
dt
Whither the first term of the right hand side depicts the
crop transpiration (merely described as a linear function of
overall radiation and saturation deficit), the second one the
interchanges by ventilation and the final one the contribution
of the fog system [?].
Cl

B. Solving the equations

A. The heat and water vapour balances

•

The air water vapour balance takes into consideration the
crop transpiration, the water vapour added by fogging and the
interchange with exterior, it can be depict by the equation(??)
[?]:

(1)

Y (t) = g[X(t), U (t), P ]
V.

last term represents the sensible and latent heat exchanges by
ventilation and leakages.

The soil and hefty structural elements. With characteristic time scale much longer than the observation
time scale. They will be jointly gathered beneath the
form of a virtual thermal mass characterized by the
virtual temperature Tm and thermal capacity Cm .
The crop greenhouse superstructure and the inclosed
air space, which characteristic time scale (τc ) is feeble
(200 < τc < 500s) and enough like to the observance
time ladder (3600sor900s),which can be typify by the
temperature Ti and water vapour pressure Pi .

The equation (??) represente the the equation of the virtual
thermal mass [?] :
dTm
= h(Ti − Tm ) + Qs + βRg
(3)
Cm
dt
where the first term on the right hand side is the heat exchanged
with the greenhouse air, the second one is the soil heating flux
and the last one, the solar gain directly absorbed by the thermal
mass.

Simultaneous integration of the equations of energy ((??)
and (??)) and water vapour balances (??) leads to a system of
tree equations with tree unknowns (Tm , Ti , Pi ) who may be
introduc in a recursive form as a function of the past (time
n), the instantaneous input vectors (Rg , T0 , V, P0 , P Ti ), of
the command variable (Qs , Qa , ϕl ) and of model parameters
( inclusive in the matrices line) which are partially to be
identified.
The complete system can then be represented is as follows
[?]:
Pi(n+1) = Pi(n) exp(−ξ∆t) + (1 − exp(−ξ∆t)) . . .
rSBγτ 0 χ γSB γS
×(
) × (Rg , Pe , P Ti , ϕl )0
ξ
ξ ξ ξ

ξ=

√
√
(Al CsV ) + (Al Cs0 V ) + d0 + ( BγS
ρCp )

(7)
v
√
√
ξ = (ρCp Al CsV )+(ρCp Al Cs0 V )+ρCp d0 +(BγS) (8)
χ = ξ − BγS
The equation (??)
temperature[?][?] :

represente

the

(9)
Inside

greenhouse

h
v − h α 1 Kl −Kl
Tm(n+1) + (
)...
v
v vv v v
0
× (Te , Rg , Qa , Pe , Pi )

(10)

∆t
∆t
) + (1 − exp(− ) . . .
τ
τ
× δ × (Te , Rg , Qs , Qa , Pe , Pi )0

(11)

Ti(n+1) =

where

Ignoring air inertia in front of the hefty structure, one can
perform the air thermal balance as follows [?]:

Tm(n+1) = Tm(n) exp(−
0 = αRg + Qa + h(Tm − Ti ) + K(Te − Ti ) + Kl (Pe − Pi ) (4)
where the first term on the right hand side is the solar gain,
the second one the air heating, the third one the thermal
exchange with the thermal mass, the fourth one is the overall
heat exchange between inside and outside and the fifth and

(6)

and
δ = (1
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αh + βv
v
1
Kl
−Kl
)
h(k + ks ) h(k + ks ) (k + ks ) (k + ks ) (k + kl )
(12)
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TABLE II: Identified values of the parameters Tm0 , h , α ,τ , β
, B during a one week sequence using the classical algorithm.

Fig. 1: Block Diagram of the Controlled greenhouse.

Fig. 2: Measured air temperature inside the greenhouses between May 14 and 22.

Tm0

h

α

τ

β

B

16

13.5

0.53

1058

0

3.78

TABLE III: Search space of the parameters to be identified.
Fig. 3: Measured air water vapour pressure inside the greenhouses between May 14 and 22.

VI.
VII.

PRINCIPLE OF MODEL PARAMETERS
IDENTIFICATION

T HE R ESULTS OF THE BLOCK DIAGRAM AND THE
OPEN LOOP

The Fig ?? represent the block diagram of the greenhouse
together with the four actuators: s , Qa , Qs , ϕl ; five input
variables have also been considered : Te ,Pe ,Rg , V , P Ti ;
which are considered as disturbances in the control loop.
Some simulations have prior been carried out to study the
dynamic behavior of the controlled variables (see Fig ??).
In these assay, the initial conditions for interior temperature
Tm(n) and water vapour pressure Pi(n) are considered.
Figure ?? and Figure ?? shows the experimontal of temperature and water vapour pressure at the interior of the
greenhouses during more then one week.
The elevated number of parameters to be identified leads
to fix some of them, especially those which are already known
with a good accuracy and particularly:
•

•

•

K the overall heat loss coefficient through the greenhouse cover (W m−2 K −1 ) is [?]:
√

K = 7.6 + 0.42V

s0 the leakage surface (m2 ) set to s0 = 0.7m2 and d0
the leakage (m3 s−1 ) who are separate of wind speed
with d0 = 0.6m3 s−1 [?].

The six reminding parameters of the temperature and pressure
balance equations to be optimized are the following:
Tm0 : The initial thermal masse temperature (◦ C)
h : the air/ sol convective Exchange coefficient (W m−2 K −1 )
α: the rate absorption of the global radiation by the aerial
compartment of the greenhouse.
τ : the time constant or characteristic time (s).
β: the rate of absorption of the global radiation by the thermal
mass compartment of the greenhouse.
B: a parameter of the model of transpiration (W m−2 hP a−1 )
Table ?? gives the values of these parameters calculated
by the classical algorithm [?]. Parameter values together with
their confidence intervals were identified utilizing the classical
algorithm, yet T.Boulard and B.Draoui proved that the final

h

α

τ

β

14

0

0.2

2

0

B
1

28

30

0.8

1100

0.2

9.5

result was strongly dependent on the initial values of every
parameter. The existence of very large interactions between
variables was also shown and especially it’s can be seen that
one part of the variability of the results which is due to one
model parameter can be attributed to another one if the two
model parameters are statistically strongly correlated [?].
VIII.

SEARCH SPACE OF

PARAMETERS

With the classical Algorithm, the parameters to be optimized are selected, one must define also their numerical
bound. For exemplar, the temperature of the thermal mass
varies between 14.2◦ and 29.7◦ (average minimal and maximal
temperatures observed in Avignon, France during May.). The
search space for each parameters are given in Table ??, Search
space of the parameters Tm0 , h , α ,τ , β , B to be identified.
IX.

O BJECTIVE FUNCTIONS :

As objective function, the equations of air temperature
and pressure ( Ti and Pi ) are considered and defined by
the relations (??) and (??), the objective of this study is
to minimize the difference between measured and calculated
values with the selected parameters.

(13)

Al C is a dimensionless parameter of the model of
natural ventilation, it is set to: 0, 2 following previous
air exchange rate studies on this particular greenhouse
[?].

Tm0

X.

C UCKOO S EARCH

A. Cuckoo Breeding Behaviour.
CS is based on the reproduction strategy of some cuckoos
species augmented by a Levy flight behaviour found in the
foraging habits of other animal species.
Cuckoos are nest parasite, they lay their eggs in other birds
nests and leave the host birds to incubate and rear their young.
When the Cuckoo nestling hatches, it instinctively pushes
the other eggs and nestlings out of the nest. This reproductive
strategy can be extremely costly for foster parents, because
the reproductive success of parasitized hosts is dramatically
reduced, and in most cases (depending on parasite and host
species) is nil [?]; which, Leads to strong host adaptations to
detect and reject foreign eggs or to simply abandon their nests
and build new ones. As a result of these Female cuckoos developed counter-adaptations: host-egg mimesis, they occasionally
specializes in using a private host species, and lay eggs that
closely resemble the host eggs. This, Coevolutionary dynamics
donate rise to an evolutionary antagonistic arms race between
the two species With growing fitness costs of parasitism, choice
for host defences increases, which in turn may force parasites
to specialize and evolve fine-tuned adaptations that overcome
a particular host’s defences. [?].
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B. Lvy Flights
The issue is how animals get nourishment in dynamic
natural milieu where they have sparsely or no acquaintance
of where resources are situated. Foraging theory foretell that
Lvy steal move optimize the hit of resources random searches.
[?] In recent years, biologists have uncovered that Lvy flights
describe foraging patterns in a number of kind of animals
and insects: ants, bee.... [?] , in the foraging of marine
predators [?] end even in foraging movement patterns of
human huntergatherers [?] Lvy flights, appointed by the French
mathematician Paul Lvy, are a peculiar class of random walks.
A random walk is a formalization of the intuitive idea of
taking successive steps, each in a random direction.Thus, they
are easy stochastic processes consisting of a discreet sequence
of shifting events (i.e. move lengths) separated by successive
reorientation events (i.e. turning angles). [?] The statistical
dispensation of shifting lengths and changes of direction,
depict the stochastic process. In particular, Lvy random walk
models imply a uniform dispensation for the turning angles and
a Lvy-stable dispensation for the move or flight step length.
[?]
In Lvy flights, the lengths, l, of the steps or jumps of the
walks are distributed as a power law [?],
P (l) = l−λ , (1 < λ ≤ 3)

(14)

Lvy flights, are typify by the being of scarce but exceedingly large steps, alternating between sequences of many
short-length leaps and the same sites are revisited much fewer
frequently than in patterns described by other process.
C. Cuckoo Search algorithm
CS is a population-based algorithm, in a way like to genetic
algorithm. Where the solution are represented by eggs in hosts
nests and the cuckoo eggs represent the further solutions, the
goal is to use the new and potentially better solutions (cuckoos)
to substitute the bad solutions in the nests.[?]
The CS can be described using following three idealized
rules:
1)
2)
3)

Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and dumps it in
a randomly chosen nest;
The best nests with high quality of eggs (solutions)
will carry over to the next generations.
The number of available host nests is fixed, and a host
can discover an alien egg with probability Pa ∈ [0, 1].
In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg
away or abandon the nest to build a completely new
nest in a new location[?].

while (t < MaxGeneration) or (stop criterion) do
Get a cuckoo randomly by Levy flights evaluate its
quality/fitness Fi
Choose a nest among n (say, j) randomly
if (Fi > Fj ) then
replace j by the new solution;
end if
A fraction (pa) of worse nests
are abandoned and new ones are built;
Keep the best solutions
(or nests with quality solutions);
Rank the solutions and find the current best
end while
Postprocess results and visualization
End
When generating new solutions x(t+1) for a cuckoo i, a
Lèvy flight is performed using the following equation:
O
xt+1
= xti + α
Levy(λ)
(15)
i
where α > 0 represents a step size. This step size should be
related to the scales of problem the algorithm is trying to solve.
N
The product
means entry-wise multiplications. Lèvy
flights essentially provide a random walk while their random
steps are drawn from a Levy distribution for large steps.
Levy ∼ u = t−λ , (1 < λ ≤ 3)

It is worth pointing out that, in the real world, if a cuckoos
egg is very similar to a hosts eggs, then this cuckoos egg is
less likely to be discovered, thus the fitness should be related
to the difference in solutions. Therefore, it is a good idea to do
a random walk in a biased way with some random step sizes.
From the implementation point of view, the generation
of random numbers with Lèvy flights consists of two steps:
the choice of a random direction and the generation of steps
which obey the chosen Lèvy distribution. The generation of a
direction should be drawn from a uniform distribution, while
for the generation of steps there are a few ways, but one of
the most efficient and yet straightforward ways is to use the
so-called Mantegna algorithm for a symmetric Lèvy stable
distribution. Here symmetric means that the steps can be
positive and negative.[?]
In Mantegnas algorithm, the step length s can be calculated
by
S=

u
|y|1/β

(17)

Where 0 < β ≤ 2 is an index. u and v are stochastic
variables drawn from normal distributions. That is[?]:

The third assumptions can be approximated as the fraction Pa
of the n nests is replaced by new nests (new random solutions).

u ∼ N (0, σu2 ), v ∼ N (0, σv2

The quality or fitness of a solution can be defined in a
similar way to the fitness function in genetic algorithms.
The basic steps of C.S are described in the following
pseudo code [?]:
Begin
Objective function f (X), X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xd );
Generate initial population of n host nests Xi , (i = 1, 2, , n)

(16)

σu = {

Γ(1 + β) sin(πβ/2)
Γ[(1 + β)/2]β · 2(β−1)/2 }1/β

Here Γ(z) is the Gamma function,
Z ∞
Γ(x) =
tz−1 e−t dt
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(18)

(19)

(20)

0
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TABLE IV: Best parameters result identified by the Cuckoo
Search Algorithm.
Tm0

h

α

τ

β

B

23.506

3.8093

0.65352

21.098

0.001482

8.109

TABLE V: Quadratic errors of air temperature and pressure
between model and experimental results according to the
identification process .
quadratic error

Classical Model

CS Model

Air temperature

0.1376

0.0852

Air pressure

0.0683

0.0415

Fig. 4: Comparaison of the temperature results

Fig. 5: Comparaison of the air water vapour pressure results

XI.

XII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, the Cuckoo Search (CS) method to solve the
greenhouse model parameters identification problem is investigated, the determination of the physical parameters relating
the interactions between crop and climate in a horticultural
greenhouse can be considerably enhanced both in terms of
calculation time and accuracy of the results, via a Cuckoo
Search algorithm.
This result is mainly motivating for the reason that this type
of biophysical model involves the majority of the time a big
number of mechanisms which are not forever exactly modeled
or which modeling depends on the particular perspective of
the system, such as mainly the biological one. In this case
the stage of identification of the model parameters is mainly
essential for selecting parameters which are both accurate and
robust.
The results showed that the Cuckoo Search algorithm
solution quality is better than that of classical Algorithm
in most of the test cases. Furthermore, the Cuckoo Search
algorithm runs quicker as compared with classical Algorithm.
The advantages of the cuckoo search comprise a uncomplicated organization, instantly accessible for useful applications,
easy of realization, speed to obtain solutions and robustness.

RESULTS

An experimental study of greenhouse was made in a period
between 14 and 22 May 1991 situate nearby Avignon in SouthEast of France, this study allowed us to make an identification of a temperature and humidity simulation models. The
greenhouse had a tomato-crop area of 416 m2 , in a double
roof plastic house. Various sensors and actuators correspondant
to those which are offer in the Block Diagram of ?? were
established and attached to a data logger and control system
based on a personal computer and a control card using a
sampling interval of 1 hour. The ensemble of parameters given
by the Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm which minimizes the gap
between the calculated and experimental output values of the
model for a 9 days interlude on an hourly basis is presented
in Table ??. Just little seconds are requisite to identify the
parameters of the reduced model. In the optimization process,
the fraction probability, P a (discovery rate) is 0.25 and the
Maximum iterations is 100 and the number of nest (size of
population) is 50.
The comparison of the results given by the models optimized with the Cuckoo Search Algorithm or the classical
Algorithm with respect to the experimental measurements is
given by Figure ?? and figure ?? gives.
The figures exemplify the nice accordance which was
spotted between the observed results and the simulation found
from the Cuckoo Search Algorithm, both in terms of dynamics
and intensity of the signal, especially for the air water vapour
pressure calculation.
In order to quantize more exactly the ratification of CS
algorithm, the quadratic error are calculated between the
observed and simulated results for respectively the data issued
from the identified model using the Cuckoo Search Algorithm
or the classical Algorithm (Table ??), it’s can be seen that,
the Cuckoo Search Algorithm enhance very significantly the
accuracy of the simplified greenhouse model.

For the future research work focuses on exploring another
of bettering rendering, while trying to minimize costs, for
the reason that this is a means reason for the development
productivity.
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